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SUMMARY * 
This report provides sample input and output listings obtained 
with the Base Program (SIMVIB) of the Coupled Rotor/Airframe 
Vil:>ration Analysis and the external programs, G400/F389 and E927. 
Results for five of the Base Program test cases discussed in Table 
13 of Reference 1 are shown in Appendices A through E. They 
represent different' applications of the SIMVIB program to study 
the vibration characteristics of various dynamic configurations. 
Input and output listings obtained for one cycle of the G400/F389 
coupled program are presented in Appendices F and G respectively. 
Similarly, results from the rotor aeroelastic analysis E927 appear 
in Appendices H and I. A brief discription of the check cases is 
provided ip Table 1. Finally, a summary of the check cases for 
all the external programs interacting with the SIMVIB program is 
illustrated in Appendix J. 
*The research effort which led to the results of this report was 





























CHECK CASE DESCRIPTION 
Time history response of a fixed system 
absorber mounted on an airframe. 
Forced response of one. d.o.f. (vertical 
motion) nodal isolator mounted on an air-
frame .. 
Forced response of six d.o.f. nodal 
isolator assembled from four isolator 
bars positioned 90° to each other. 
Eigensolution of a rotor/airframe 
dynamic system with the rotor matrices 
calculated from the E927 program. 
Forced response of a rotor/airframe 
dynamic system using a rotor impedance 
representation similar to that of the 
G400 program. 
Coupled G400/F389 program operation for 
one cycle for a rotor blade with flap-
ping, lead-lag and one elastic flatwise 
d. o. f. 
Rotor matrices for a rotor blade in hover 
with flapping, lead-lag and two elastic 
bending modes and five hub d.o.f. 
*Refers to the Base Program check cases discussed in Reference 1, Table 13. 
APPENDIX A. BASE PROGRAM 'TEST CASE 5 
--•• ---- ---•• -------------••• ------•••• ----.......... ~.- ••• -.~ •• - ............ --~ ......... ~. "# •••••••••• _ ••• - •••••••• ~ p • 
......... __ ...... _ ...... __ ..... _----_ .. _--... __ ................. " .... """ ................. " .............................. -................... . 
11'11 
II SIHVlB PR06RAH II 
II II 
..... _ ...... _. __ .... _ .. __ . _ ...... __ ... __ .. If ..... INPUT.Am. ImERHAL. CALCULATIONS .. _ II 
II EMPLOY STAtlJARD ~ITS II 
II ( FOOT. POlHJ. SECOtI)) II 
II II 
..... __ ...... _. __ ....... _._ .... _._. __ .. ____ ...... __ ....... _..... .."." .. ! .• " .•. !!..,! •• " ••.•.• ,", ................................ _ .......... _ ........... _ .......... _ .......... _ .... m .. '_ .m......... .......... .. ................... m .............. __ ............. _ 
SIHVlB CHECK CASE 5 FOR CDC COMPUTER 
FIXED ABSORBER TIME HISTORY RESPONSE 
1 HOOE SHAPE - FX FORCE (COS , SIN) 
.. __ ... _____ .... _ .... __ ..... _ ..... _ .... __ ...... _.TlHE .... { SECL ..... _ ...... _ ........ _ ......... _.~_ ............ _ ........... _ ........ _ ...... __ ....... _ ....................... _ ........... _ ........................ _ ......................... __ ............. _ ............ _ ... . 
w 






INPUT .. DECK CARD I " A G E..' L:r S TIN G 
_ ................................................................................................................................. . 
...... _ .. FA1....._ ..... 1_.. ... . ... 0. ..... ........ . 
~ 1 I 1.0000+00 0.0 0."0 /* comECTIOH NODE ttJteER 
2 I 1.0000+01 0.0 0.0 /* HASS 
3 I 1.2000-01 0.0 0.0 /* DAMPING RATIO 
..... _._. __ .. ___ . __ . __ ... !\ .. .I'_2.500DtOIt .. O. 0_ ..... _ .. O. a __ ...... _~ ....... /. SPRING STIFFNESS ... . ... . 
5 I 1.0000+00 1.0000+00 1.0000+00 /* HOMEHTS OF INERTIA 
8 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 /* EULER ANGLES 
-11 I 1.0000-02 2.0000-02 0.0 /* INITIAL VALUES 
.. 0006000 
*/ 0007000 
*,. 0008000 . 
*/ 0009000 




GF1 2 0 0015000. 
1 I 1.000D+00 0.0 0.0 /* ctHIECTIOH NODE tU1BER . .1 0016000 
2 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 /* EULER ANGLES */ 0017000 
......... _ ....... _ ......... __ ...... __ s .. .I'~.SOOO:t03.1t.0000+020.0._ .......... __ ..1. X.FORCE ... · ....... - COS. SINE .. it,. 0018000.···_·· .. · 
7 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 ,.* Y FORCE - cos • SINE *,. 0019000 
9,. 0.0 0.0 0.0 /* Z FORCE - cos ,SINE *1 0020000 
11 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 /* THETA1FORCE - COS ,SINE *1 0021000 
....... _ ....... _., ._ ...... .. 13.L .0.0 ... _ ..... _0.0. 0.0.-. /* THETA2 fORCE - COS., SINE *1 0022000 
-15 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 /* THETA3 FORCE - cos ,SINE *,. 0023000 . 
TH1 3 0 0025000 
....... ___ ....... _ ........ __ ....... L/ ... 2.5000-:-01.0.0 ....... _ ...... 0.0 .... __ ....... ..L .... HDlfARJt BETA FACTOR ....... _ .......... WI. 0026000 .......... __ .......... _.: ..... __ ....... _ ................................. __ .............. _ 
2 / 1.0000-02 0.0 0.0 /. TIME INCREMENT SEC */ 0027000 
3 I 1.0000+00 0.0 0.0 /* MAX TIME SEC *,. 0028000 
It I 6.0000+00 0.0 0.0 1* fORCING fREQUENCY HZ */ 0029000 
'" . __ ... __ ....... _ .....•. 5.1. .. 0.0 _ ..... 0.0._. ..0.0 ... _ ... _ .L* . DEBUG .. SELECTOR .. *1 0030000 .. _ ..... .... ..... "" . 
-6 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 /* RESTART fLAG */ 0031000 
t1S1 It 0 /* MODAL STRUCTUlE TYPE1 ./ 0033000 
.. _ .. _ .. ___ .... __ ..... _ ... l_L .. O. L ....... __ .O .• 0 ......... _ ... 0.0 ....... __ .... -1 •. DAMPING. RATIO ......... _ ............. _ .......... *1. 0034000 ............ _~ ............ _...... ..... ....._.......... .......... ........ _ ............ _ ........... _ .. . 
2 I 1.0000+00 0.0 0.0 /. GENER. HASS LB-SEC**Z/IN *,. 0035000 
3 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 /* MODAL FREQUENCY HZ *1 0036000 
4 I 1.0000+00 0.0 0.0 /* NUMBER OF HODES *1 0037000 
_ ... _ ...... _ .... __ .. • _5j~ .1.000D.tOO .. 0.0_ ...... 0.0 ......... _.I*. HOOE .. HUI1BERS *1.0038000 ...... _ .................... , _ ...... _ .. _ ....... _ ...... _ .. _ ..... . 
10 I 1.0000+00 0.0 0.0 /* HODE SHAPE *1 0039000 
13 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 /* MODE SHAPE */ 0040000 
40 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES */ 0041000 
....... __ . __ .. _ ...... -=.~ .. .L_2 .• 0.000:::.02 ... 0.0._ ........ _ 0 .• 0 ........... ....... ..1* ... INITIAL ... VALUES ....... __ ........ _ ........ *1 .. 0042000 ... __ .......... _ .......... __ ............ _ ...... _ ........ _............ . ......... 0 •••••••••••• _ •••••••••• __ 
GEN 5 0 /* GENERAL ELEHEHT *,. 0048000 
1 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 /* SUPPRESS FINAL RESULTS */ 0049000 
...... _ .... _ . __ .. , _ ~.J _.1.00Q.Q:tQC1 Q.o_ ... _ J~ .• CL •..... _ . . 1.. • . 00 OOT .. SUPPRESS INPUT .. LISTS.I 0050000 ................ _ ........ _ ............. __ ...... _ .... _ ...... _ ... . 







_ ... ~O~.P'.Q!illiT.:FL.~.~~ _!***~~_f..l;~~P...2.~H!L~.~S.QR~.~.!LJJ.E!;_L~~.!!!~~ ___ . ___ . ___ . __ ._. __ .... EJ .. E;M.Et{(; .......... __ ..... _l ......... _._. __ ........ _._ ........... _ .._ 
__ _ ~._ NCN __ CQ~~TION JiOO.£..Iil1tI8J:J.~ ..LNQL __ . _____ . _____ . _ .... ____ ...:.. __ .. _____ ._ -'- _1_. ____ . _. __ .. __ .. ___ . __ ._ . 
2 MO ABSORBER MASS (SLUGS) 1.000000+01 
3 ZETA ABSQRBER OAHP~!lJL!MTIO (NO) 1...4l!.9.9..QJ2.:.9.1_-,.. ________ . 
4 KO ABSORBER STIFFNESS (LB/FT) 2.500000+04 
. __ .2.. _:t~ ___ ~~RB~1t. SECQNP .m.S.~LM..Q.tIENJ ,OF. .It:.IERTlA..A5.OlIT_1liE ~~JS....!~Wli=fr!!!fti. __ ... __ _ 1.....QOJ:tOOD.fO.O _ _______ .. .....: _ .:.._. _ 
6 IYY ABSORBER SECOND MASS MOMENT OF INERTIA ABOUT THE Y AXIS (SLUG-FT**2) 1.000000+00 
__ ._._?_g?; __ ABSQg!l!R..2.~CONp MAS~ MOM~.NT Q.E...INEI?.I~~!}'PUT TH..L?; .. AXI~~I,y'~-FT*~£:L. __ . ~ .. , OOOQJ1.P..ill. ____ .. __ . ____ . 
8 THETA EULER PITCH ANGLE (DEGREES) - ROTATE SECOND ABOUT THE Y-AXIS 0.0 
__ .. _ L ~~ _ _ EULER...BQ1!- ANG_"-~..!!lE_~~EES)-= _~9TATE_TH!RD_ABQ!!T_TI1g_X-AX1? _. _ . _______ .Q.JL _. __ . ___________ ... ___ _ 
10 XSI EULER YAW ANGLE (DEGREES) - ROTATE FIRST ABOUT THE Z-AXIS ~ 0.0 
_ .. _...!L OELTA---A~~ORBER MA~~--.!t!!!IAL PISPL~.~EME!f.T (F'U:...-___ . 
12 ODELTA ABSORBER MASS INITIAL VELOCITY (FT/SEC) 
. _------_. __ ._, 
._. __ .. ., _____________ 1. OQ.9.900-.9.? _____ . 
2.000000-02 . 
---_ .. __ .-







_ .... _ ..... COHPONEHT:GENFORI . .......... GENERALIZED.FORCE TYPE:.I (USED WITH FORCERlJ ....................... . ELEt1EHT: ._ .......... _2 ........ . 
i ! _ ... 1 .. HOL. _ aHfECTIOH. .. HCDE .. IUISER. ttl) L_ ....•...... _ ...... _'. .... __ ". ...... .•.. ...... ..... ... . .. . 1 ._ .. , ................ - ........... '" 
.0' 
2 lItETA EULER PITCH ANGLE (DEGREES) - ROTATE SECOtIJ ABOUT litE Y-AXIS 0..0. 
____ :L..P.HI 
4 XSI 
fULflLROlL..AHSLE....lDEGREESL..,._ROTATE..THIRD . ABOUT THE . X-AXIS ... - ... _ .... _-........... ...... . . ............. 0..0. 
EULER YAN ANGLE (DEGREES) - ROTATE FIRST ABOUT. litE Z-AXIS 0..0. 
. ___ . .5_ .. FXCmL _COSIHE..~. Of .. X.DIRECTICIl FORCE ... US)' •......••..... 
..... 1.50.0.0.0.0+0.3····-·· ...... - .... '" ..... . " .. _ ....._ 
6 FXSIH SINE COI1POHEHT 01' X DIRECTIOH FORCE (LB) 4.0.0.0.0.0.D+0.2 
.... _. __ ..... 7_.F..JCOS ........ COSINE...COf1POHEHT_Of. ... r.DIRECTIOH .. fORCE.. .... (LB L __ ........ _._ ...................... - - ...... - .......... •.... . ..... .... - .. 0.. G····. 
8 FlSIH SINE COI1POHElf1' OF l DIRECTIOH FORCE (LB) 0..0. 
...... ___ .9. _f'ZCOS ._ ... COSINE _COMPOHEHT_.OF. ... Z .. DIRECTIOH. FORCE_.. ..( LBI. _. _._. _'" "'" _... . .. . .. _ _ .... 0..0. ...... : 
10. FZSIH SIHE COMPOHEHT OF Z DIRECTIOH FORCE (LB) 0..0. 
.. _. ___ .1l-.._U.1CO~L..COSlHE .. cottPOHEHJ. .. OLlItETA...1 .. ttOtfEHI.. __ ... _U.BL. .... _._· _ ........ _ ......... __ ............ _ ......... __ ....... ____ ...... _._._ ...... 0.0. ...... _ ......... ___ ........... ' ................ _ .......... _ ......... ~ ........... _ •..........• _ 
12 FTlSIH SINE COHPOHEHT OF THETA 1 tD1EHT (IN-LB) 0..0. 
... __ .ll __ .FTZCOS .. COSlNECOHPOHEt.« Of. THETA 2 .. tfOI1EKI. _ .... IIH,..LBJ _ ..... _. ~.O' ........... _ ...... __ ....................... " .................... _. 
14 Fl2SIH SIKE COMPOHEHT OF lItETA 2 tD1EHT UH-LB) 0.0. 
~._. __ 15_ .. f..IlCO'_COSM_.c:orw.oHEHI ... OL1HETA._3. .. tDlEHT_._l.IH:::LBI .. __ ..... _ ... __ .... : ..... _ ........ __ ..... __ .... _ .. _ ...... 0..0._ .... _ ....... ___ ...... _ ....... _._ ........... ___ .... __ _ 
16 FT3SIH SINE COMPOHEHT OF THETA 3 noHEHT 
_. _ 7..1. _J.~.ES~ HH.C_f.~!i ... _____ .. 
= 0. HHC HOT ACTIVE 
= 1 HHC ACTIVE 
(IH-LB) 0..0. 
.0.'. _ .... __ .. _ ._ ... _ .....•.. _ .. _ .... _ ... 
...... _._.J.fL..~.~lG.tlI....fOI:LX ... RESPOHSE.... .... _.-._.-.:..---_ .......... _ ...... __ .... __ ...... __ ......... __ ..... __ ......... _ ...... __ ........... _ ...... 0.. 0. ..... _ ......... __ ......... _ ........ __ ........................... _ .......... __ ............• _ 
19 wzy WEIGHT fOR Y RESPONSE 0..0. 
.... ___ .~.G _Mg _h' _N.EJ.~UQR ~.flES~L __ .. _____ ... ___ ._ __ .... _ .. _ .......... __ .. _. .. __ ...... _ .. 0..0 ...... _ ~ .... __ . ___ .. _ ....... _ ... _ ...... __ ... _ 
21 WZJCC. WEIGHT fOR THETAI RESPONSE 0..0. 
~ ____ 2..2._!lP.rr._ ... "cI~.~~...!.~._!!!..U.~~.-RE;~~ ... _ ........ _ ........ _ ........ __ ......... _ ....... __ ..... _ ....... __ ......... __ ......... _._ ........ ___ ...... __ ... 0. .0._._._ ........ _ ..... :._ ........ _ ........ _ .... ____ ....... _ ..... : ... . 
23 WZWZ WEIGHT FOR THETA3 RESPONSE 0..0. 
-





_ ... ~OM~~IIT~TII'1~.!!~~ _______ ._~~~.J:lE~.~RK J..!!U .. G.B.ATJJt~ ... !1rn!9.P~.!!~.!~ ... ___ . __ ... __ .... E_L~r:!E!IT.~_ ... ___ ........ __ ~ ...... ___ ... __ ....... _ ...... _ ...... _ .._ 
_ _ 1_ BETN __ NE.~g!< Jt.EtA. FACTOR ~.lNG~_PERt1I.rrE.!L =_ O..!.~ .I.Q _Q~2JL __ .... ___ . _______ ' J .. s.P OJH!D.::..Q 1_ .. _ . __ .. _ •.. ____ .. __ . 
.> 2 DELT TIME INCREMENT (SECONDS) 1. 000000-02 ) 
3 Tt1AX TIME LIMIT FOR INTE_GRATION OF EqUATIONS OF t1QTION (SEC) 1...!!.!!.!!.!!Jl.I2.!.Q9. ___ _ 
") 4 OMEGA FORCING FREQUENCY (HERTZ) 6.000000+00 ) 
_ ._ ~ _~'pEBU(L DEBUG ~J.ECTQR. __________ " .....:.. _____ . ___________ JL ____ _ 
= 0 ==> NO DEsUG PRINTOUT 
= 1 ==> TRACE MATRIX ASSEMBLY AND SOLUTION 
. ) 
6 IRSTRT RESTART FLAG 
--.---.--= 0 ==->NO~R~E==S=T~A=RT=---------------' 
___________________ p. ________ . 
= 1 ==> RESTART 
--------------------------
- ._- - - - - -- -- - - - - - - -- --- -.---- .-- - - _. - ---
., 
---_ ... __ ... _--------_ ... _----_ .. __ .. _-_ ... __ . __ .... __ .. __ .... _-.... _--... __ ..... _--_. __ .... __ ... _._ .... __ .... __ ..... __ ... __ .... _ ..... -
....] 




_ .... !;~.~_~N.T_;MOD.~T.RJ._. _______ .!f~~. __ MOQAI. sn?\lC.I!J.R~ . ..rrP.L.L!!f.!!!'.!~.~L .. ___ . __ ... __ .... _· _ .... !;j.EMEN.J1. .... __ ........ ~4 ....... _-__ ... __ ... ___ ..... __ .... _ 
(X) - L. ZET~ __ p.e,t!.P~J:!!i ..R..AIJ..P LNQ.L ___ ..:. _ - ___ ... _ - '- __ . ___ :... ___ . __ _ .. -P .. !L _______ . _______ .. __ _ 
2 MO GENERALIZED MASS (LB-SEC**2/IN) 
3 OMEGA MOD~ FREQ.t1ENCY~:.:.T=-Z.:..) ________________________ , 
1.000000+00 
!I.O 
~ NNODE NUMBER OF NODES DESCRIBED BY THIS MODE 1 
10 GAMMA MODE SHAPE. ENTER U. V. W. THETAX. THETAY. THETAZ FOR EACH NODE: 
::---,:--:~~.-_.----V------.-W-_-.. -ItlJ;T.e,X.-----.TI!.~TAY llIU.u:A,.,Z'--__ . 
10 - '15 NODE 1 1.00000+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
16 - 21 NODE 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0' 0.0 0.0 
22 - 27 NODE 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
28 - 33 NODE 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-.- - - - - -34- -39-NODCS- -0':0- - -' -0':-0 -- - - 0.-0 - - -. 0.0'- - - -0-:0 - -. - 0.0 - - - -- - -- - .. - - --
40 EULER EULER ANGLES AT CONNECTION NODES. ENTER: 
THETA - EULEifpficiiANG~ROTA1:ESECOND ABOUT-'THE Y:'AXIS' (DEGREES)·---------
PHI - EULER ROLL ANGLE. ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DEGREES) 
- .- - - - - XSI _.- -EULERYAW ANGLE. -'ROTATEFIRsTABoliT"iHE Z':AXIS-10EGREES'j"- - _. - .- - - --- - -- - - -- - .... _.- - -- - --
THETA PHI XSI 
_____ --;4~0;-- 42 NODE 1 0.0 0.0 0,0 ________ . __ .. ___ .. __ .. ___ _ 
43 ':'45""NotfIC2--o.0--· 0.0 ---0:0--·--··--··--------··· 
46 - 48 NODE 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
49 - 51 NODE 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
_____ J~~_~U_~L ___ ~ ___ ~~ ________________________ _ 
55 EMPTY LOCATION 
__ 2_6:-.;,.Q ___ INI~~~~Q.DAL !.-~I)JOE .LIN/I.~-,-) __ _ _ __________ . ________ . __ .. _2.00.Q.OOD-.Q.2 
57 DQ INITIAL MODAL VELOCITY (l/SEC) 0.0 
- - - - - - _0. _____ . ___ .. ___________________ " ______ ' __________ .. _ 
. . 
-' -_._--_ .... __ ... _-----_._ .. _._-.. __ .... _ ... _-_. __ . __ .--.---~---.. --... --... --... --... -.---... --.. --.... --.. --_._-._-
_ .... - __ - ____ - ........ _. __ .-.w." _ ... _____ •... _ .. __ .. __ .... _ ,. ____ .... ___ ......... __ ..... _ •. __ .. -__ '" _ . ____ ... _. ____ .. __ •... __ ._ 









· ....... c:ot1I'CH£NT: SEHIHPUT .n....... SENERAL INPUT FOR PROGRAtt CONTROL p ••••••••••• 
...•. _ .1 ._ .ICNTU PRINTSELECTOR .. fDR. .. fIHAL RESULTS ... 
= 0 =;> SUPPRESS UHf PRINTER OUTPUT 
= 1 ==> fULL· UHf PRINTER OUTPUT 
.•.. ___ .L-... ICHILZ_PRIHT.-SELECTtILI'IIl..CCtIPCIEHT .. IHPUTS .• _ .... __ ._. __ ..... __ ._. __ .•.. __ •....... _ ........ -'-.............. _ ....... __ .. 
.. 0 ==> SUPPRESS UHf PRINTER OUTPUT 
= 1 ==> FULL UHE PRIHTE.R OUTPUT 
.. ___ .. _.3~.9. =-~~,._OPEH_l.DCATI'HLF[R Fl1T1RE .USE ................. . 
10 XIJlJEP DIlEPEtlJENT VARIABLE FOR 3-D PLOTS 
ELEtfEHT: . .. .. ' .5..... . ... 
o ..... . 
1· 
1.20000D-Ol 
_ •. ___ .~ .WARNING. ERROR_ __lUR ... ;F:_34) .. FRCI1. IHSL ROUTDIE.··UlJATF._ ......... _ .........•.. _ ....••. _ •...... _--....... _. _ ...... __ ......... " .................. __ ....... _ ............... . 
.... WARNING ERROR . (IER = 34) FRCI1 IttSL ROUTINE LEQT2F 
• 
tQeER 0UTPUr COORDntAT!:S_ ................ . VALUE 
1 ELEMENT TIHE SEC 0.0 
2 ELEMENT 1 FAI DELT DISPHENT 1.0000D-02 
....... 3 • ELEMENT_ ...... 1._. FA!_.X ...... DISPHENT ..... _ .. _ .... 2.0000D-02 '. 
4 ELEHENT 1 FA1 Y DISPHENT 0.0 
5 ELEHENT 1 FA1 Z DISPHENT 0.0 
6 ELEMENT 1 FA! THlX DISPHENT 0.0 
......... _ ... ___ .l .. __ .... ELEMENT_ ...• ~ ....• _fA1 __ .THTY. __ .. DISPHENT .. --.••... _ .. 0.0 ......... -....... . 
8 ELEMENT 1 FA1 THTZ DISPHENT 0.0 
9 ELEHENT 2 GFI X DISPHENT 2.0000D-02 
10 ELEHENT 2 SFI Y DISPHENT 0.0' 
._ •.••..•... 11_ ..... ELEHENT ....•. _ Z ..... 6F1 __ .. Z .....•.... -DISPHENT 0.0 
12 ELEHENT 2 SFI THlX DISPHENT 0.0 
13 ELEHENT 2 SFI THTY DISPHENT 0.0 
14 ELEHENT 2. SF1 THTZ DISPI1ENT 0.0 
· ......• _._ •....• _...15. __ .. ELEHEHT_ .. __ 4 •... _.HS1... ___ HODE _._ ..... DISPHENT ...• - •.•.... _ .• 2.. OOOOD-OZ 
I 
.......... STATISTICS ............ 
FINAL SIZE OF WORKING STORAGE IHAXSIZJ IS 1032 WORDS. 








· ..... . 
I 
... SIttvIB .. CHECK CASE 5 FOR CDC COttPUTER ... __ ............... __ ... .... .... . ................... . 
~ FIXEO ABSORBER TIME HISTORY RESPONSE 
o 1 HODE SHAPE - FX FORCE (COS & SIN) 
TIME (SEC) 
: .. __ 101.1._ ... _ ... 15.1 ....... __ .... 0.1200 __ .. _._ ..... . 
1.1 TIHESEC 
2.1 IFAI OELTDISPH!HT 
3.1 IFAI X OISPHEHT 
...... ____ 4.1 __ .. __ 1fALY-.. DISPMEHT. ___ .. ____ .. __ ........ _ .. ___ .... ___ .. _ ... __ ........... _ ....... _ ... _ .... c .•••.•. _._ ..••••. 
5.1 IFAI Z OISPHEHT 
6.1 IFAI THTXDISPHEHT 
7.1 IFAI THTYDISPHEHT 
... _. __ & •. 1 __ .,._ ...lFAl. IHTZDISPHEHT ____ .-- _ .... - .... - ._ .. 
9.1 2GFI X OISPHEHT 
10.1 2GFI Y OISPHEHT H~I2.e- :t..5 AN ECHo o~ T"j.(~ OA-TA 
11.1 2GFI Z OISPHEHT . 
....... _ ...... 12..~ .. _ ....... 2Gfl ... JHTXDISPHENt ____ .... _. __ ..... _. __ ._ .. _._ ....... _ ..... _._ ..... __ ............. __ .................... ,_ .............. Y.:l .. R.1.1.T~.\:.f .... T9 ..... U.N.r:r: .. 2. ..... ~.g. .. r.\..I?1:T....!f':I.~ .. 
13.1 2GFI THTYDISPHEHT ( 
14.1 2GFI THTZDISPHEHT $ E.t" /ZEF.J) FI6Un £ 4 s) 
15.1 4MSI HODEOISPHEHT 
.. __ ..... 1.1 _ •.. _ 0.0 ... __ .... _ ....... __ ....... _ .. __ ..... _ ............. ___ ...... _ ...... _ .. ___ ...... ___ ....... _ ..... ~TI.!.~c._=: .. 9 .. ~E'.::L. s.eC:.9.~ .. D ............... . 
0.0 1.00000-02 2.00000-02 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 2.00000-02 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.00000-02 
............ ___ .... 2.1_ .. _._.1.00000::-02 .... __ ...... __ .. _._ ........ _ .. _ .... _ ....... __ .......... __ ....... _ ....... __ ......... __ ........ _ .. _ ........ _ ............ __ : ...... _ .......... _._ ......... _ ......... __ ........................................ _ .................................. _ .. 
1.00000-02 1.18260-02 2.46950-02 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 2.~8950-02 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.48950-02 
._ ... ,. 3.1 ........ _ .. ' ... 2.00000:-02. __ ... __ . __ ... __ ... __ ... _ ....... _._ ... __ . _ 
2.0000D-02 1. 7906D-02 3.90940-02 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 3.90940-02 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.90940-02 
___ ._4 •. 1_._.-.3.1I000D~OL ..... __ .... __ .... _ ...... __ ........ _____ ..... _ ... _ ...... _ ... ___ ........ _._ ......... _ ..... __ ..... _._ ........... __ ......... _.c .... __ ......... __ ._ ....... _ .......................... _ ........ __ .......... __ • 
3.00000-02 3.02470-02 5.94700-02 0.0 0.0 . 
0.0 0.0 0.0 5.94700-02 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.94700-02 
_ .. _ ... _.5 .. 1 .. ___ . ~ ... 00O'OQ=-02 .... __ '" _.. ... . ... _ ...... _ ... _ .....•....... _... _ 
4.00000-02 5.01760-02 8.18610-02 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 8.18610-02 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.18610-02 
__ .. __ .... _6 ..... L ___ ... S ..... QQ.000:::02_ .... __ ....... _._ ....... _ ........... _ ............. _ ........ _ ..... _ ........ _ .......... _ ......... __ ..... _._ ........ _ ........ __ ...... _ ........... __ .. _ ....... __ ........ __ ....... _ .......... __ ........ _ .. _ ................................... _ ........... __ 
5.00000-02 7.72250-02· 1.02430-01 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.02430-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 . 0.0 0.0 1.02430-01 
....... _ ._ !~.1 ___ . -t.. !:IJI~QD:-Q~. __ .. _ .. _ ... __ ... _ .•.... _ •.. ,_ ...... _ ... _ ._ ..•....•... _ ...... _.... ...... "... ._ ......... _. "'._ ...... __ ......••... __ •..... _ ....... _ ... __ ...... _ 
6.00000-02 1.08720-01 1.18600-01 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.18600-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.18600-01 
S.l 7.00000-02 
· .. -··-·--;,.~oooiiD·.:02········· i ~4·iii80.:·or-···L·294oD-:oi .. ··-o~·O·-"-··········-········O:0 .... ······_·········_····--_······_···········_- .................................... _ ........ _ ........... -.: ...... --............ -......... _ ....................... _ ...................... . 
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.29400-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.29400-01 
9.1 8.00000-02 . 
.... - "8.0(fOOD~C;-f -1~·66490'::Ol--· i:3s156:::oi- "0'.0'·"-" .-.... "-O~'O" - ......... - ....... __ ... -...... -. . ..... -. ..... ..... ... . .......... _- ...... - .-............ -... -- ...... -
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.3515D-Ol 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.35150-01 
10.1 9.00000-02 
······--·····~:-~ooo15:o2-··1·~8jl8D·:oI-···· ..... i:·369ZD::-Ol··O·:·O·······--·······~-·O:·O···--······--········-··· ... --......... --........ -.-............ - ........ ~-........... _ ......... -_ .......... __ ......... _ ......... _ ... : ......... __ ........ _ ......... _-............ . 
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.369ZD-Ol 0.0 







___ .. 1,.1, .•. L_. __ ~.,.90Q.Q.Q-01, .. ____ _. ___________ ... ___ . ___ ._. ___ .... ___ ... ___ ._ .. __ ........ __ ._ ..... __ . ___ ...... _ .......... _._ 
1.00000-01 1.87680-01 1.35930-01 0.0' 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.35930-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.35930-01 
__ ~L_J~~~_~ ___ ~ ____ · ____________ ~ _____________________ _ 
1.10000-01 1.79860-01 1.33120-01 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.33120-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.33120-01 
~3.1 1.2~Q~!,~ __ ~~~~~~~ ________ ~~ ________________________________________ . __________________________ _ 
---1.20000-01 1.62040-01 1.29140-01 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.29140-01 . 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.29140-01 
__ M~ __ W~~L __________________________________ ~ ________ _ 
1.30000-01 1.38300-01 1.24470-01 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.24470-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.24470-01 
15.1 1.40000-01 
---·-i.40000-01-1:Y351o:""'01,---:.-1.-=1-:9'"=75""0,..---=0"":"1· 
0.0 0.0 0.0 









.-.. - e50000-0l 9:i3460':'02 1.1588D-Oi -0-:-0 -- -- -- 0.0- - -- - -- - -- .- - -- -- -- -- - -- -- - - - .. - -- -- -- -' -- -- - --
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.15880-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.15880~01 
17.1 1.60000-01 













- .- T.7000·O:oT -7:42240":iiZ-i:J.S570-01- 0.0- -- -- -0.0 -- -- -- -- - .- -. -- -' -- -- - - -- -- -.- - - -- --.- - - .-.- - .. -
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.15570-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.15570-01 
19.1 1.80000-01 
-·-i-:8oooo-0i.--S;-0237if-02 ·"l':21310-oi---o·. 0 0.0------··---···---···------·--·---·----·-----------------
0.0 0.0 0.0. 1.21310-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.21310-01 
__ ~L_J·~~-OI _________________________________________________ _ 
1.90000-01 9.58640-02 1.31600-01 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.31600-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.31600-01 
21.1 2.00000-01 
_·-·Z. 00ooiHff--r:T932[j":·~1.45900-01--0·:-0 0.0 .. ---.. ----.--.---- ._------_._--------_. __ ... __ .---
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.45900-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.45900-01 
22.1 2.10000-01 
- T.ioOOO-Ol -1:48010":-oi-f:"62S80-of- 0:0-- -- 0.0 - - -:- -- -- -- -- --.- -- -- -. - -- -- -- --:- - -- - - -- -- - -- -- .-
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.62880-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.62880-01 
23.1 2.20000-01 
- ·-Z·:·ZOO'(fi):::Or···-1.7883·O=Ol-1-:-ao61jj::'-01-O-:-if··---o·:o-"·._ .. ---._-.. -_ ... ---.--.. -_. __ ... _ .. _-.---.... _-. __ ..... _. __ .... - .... -
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.80610-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.80610-01 
24.1 2.30000-01 
--. -- i~-30'oOD::-oC "2.085lD::'Or -1.-969'90·;"01 -0:0 - .-.. - 0-:0-'" -- .. -
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.96990-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.96990-01 
25.1 2.40000-01 . ~ --·2·:40·00O::-0l""~:·33S"5D·:1Jr·····2-:rOl·61J-Ol-o-:·o----o.O-·--··.---..... --.--..... --------.--.. --.... -. . .. _-.. --... --...... --... _ ... -.-. --.-
0.0 0.0 '0.0 2.10160-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.10160-01 IBM Z30687 
) 
--'----- 2-6~i 2;50000-01 ' 




~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.18830-01 0.0 
0.0 __ 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.18830-01 
__ ~L_J~~~ _____ ~ ______________ ~ _________________ _ 
2.60000-01 2.61400-01 2.22480-01 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 '2.22480-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 ' 0•0 2.22480-01 
28.1 2.70000-01 
2. 70000-01 2.-6090D-~0:-::1-. -2~.-:2",.1-:-44.".0---:0-1--0-.-0-----0-.-0·---------
0.0 0.0 0.0 2.21440-01 0.0 
O~·O 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.21440-01 
_ ._ ._~9~~ ___ ~~Q.QjIO-OL ____ _ 
2.80000-01 2.51150-01 2.16710-01 ~~--~~---------------------------
0.0 0.0 0.0' 2.16710-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.16710-01 
30.1 2.90000-01 
---·Z:-ejOOoiHii--Z:-34030-=-0-1--2-.-0-9--7-90---0-1--0-.0 --_. __ ._---0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 2.09790-01 





0.0 O~O 0.0 2.02390-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.02390-01 
32.1 3.10000-01 
3.10000-01 ·1.90440:.:-:.,,0"'"1--=1,-.-=9-:-62""'0=-=0:-"--=0"::"1-0:0--··--0 :'0--' 
0.0 0.0' 0.0 1.96200-01 0.0 
-~-- -~--.. --.--.. ._--_ .. _----_._-
.0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.96200-01 
33.1 3.20000-01 
- -3~2000'O:oT -1.-71610':01 -i:9Z6s0-=i)l- 0.0- -- - -'0.0 - - - -- - -- .-.. - --- - -- - - -- - -- - - -. - -.-- - - -- - .. -
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.92680-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.92680-01 
34.1 3.30000-01 
3.30000-01 1~59S2D·~-0~1~~1:-.-::9~290D-01 
0.0 0.0 0.0 








- - :D.OOOD-Or T.S664D-oT 1.97410-01 - 0-:0 - - -1"'~0- - -. - - -- - .. - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - .- - - _. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.97410-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.97410-01 
36.1 3.50000-01 
--3.S0000::0J:-C641107 i1:-::"1-"""2....,.0,..,.62S0-ol--o·:-0--···_-··-0-:-0-·------·-----·------··-----··-----·---·--····----... --------
0.0 0.0 0.0 2.06250-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.06250-01 
37.1 3.60000-01 
- -3.60000-011:81520-01-2":18670-::01- -0:0- -- - '-6.0- -_. - .. - - - .. - - .. -- - - -. -'- - .. - - - - - .. - - _ .. - -- - --
0.0 0.0 0.0 2.18870-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.18870-01 
38.1 3.70000-01 
- ~·:-,OOO[)=or-··-2.o704D-01---r.!424D=OlO-:-0--·-···-ij"_:O-·---··-···-··· ... ------.... ---.-.--.-.-..... ---.----.... - ........ -.--.-.-...... -
0.0 0.0 0.0 2.34240-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.34240-01 
39.1 3.80000-01 
--. -l:-aoo'bIHli"- 2.3768D:Ol-2:~O(r7i'l:01 -0-:"0 - ...... -' '0.0'-'- - -'- •... - ..... - - .. - _ .... - -.-.. - - _. - --' - -- - .. - ._- - ... -- - .. - ...... - .. -
0.0 0.0 0.0 2.50970-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.50970-01 
40.1 3.90000-01 
- -·r."91H,.Otr-Ol-r.b97liD::-or-··:r:7i74"3IJ-Ol-o·~o_--·-ll."O-·---·----··----····--.---... --.--.---.. -----... ----.... --... --..... --.-.... --_.-
J 0.0 0..0 0.0 12.61430-01 0.0 




--. "'-'4~oooo'if-Ol""""-2-~9945Ii::ciI-i'~8199D:0l'·0.0--··--·0:0----··--··---·--·····-····--···-·······-··-..... _.-... __ ......................... _ ........... _ ....... --........... --............... . 
0.0 0.0 0.0 2.81990-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.81990-01 
__ ~L_J~~-OI _________ ~ _____ ~~ ________________ _ 
4.10000-01 3.23270-01 2.93290-01 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 2.93290-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.93290-01 
43.1 4.20000-01 . 
4.20000-01 3~"3862D'::0l' 3.00380-01 0.0 0.0 ._-----_ ... _--_. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 3.00380-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.00380-01 
._ ._ .. ~lt,J .. __ .. _It.,.;3000Q::.QL _ ... _ . ___ _ 
4.30000-01 3.44070-01 3.02890-01 ~~--,x---------------------------
0.0 0.0 0.0 3:02890-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.02890-01 
45.1 4.40000-01 
-.-... -'4).-0000-01-3":3"9570''::'01""""'3. 01l40-oi--0~·o--·-.--o:o--····----·--···---·--··· ---.. ------... - ... --.-
0.0 0.0 0.0 3.01140-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 3.01140-01 
46.1 4.50000-01 '. 
- ... - 4~5000O:-oC -3:Z6440::0T" -'2.96040-01 -6:'0 - .- - o.o~· - -- - - _. - ... - - - --- - - --. - --- - .. - _ ... - .. - - .. - - ... -.- - .-
0.0 0.0 0.0 2.96040-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.96040-01 
47.1 4.60000-01 . 
-"-4':'6'0000::-01-3-: 071S0-01-2:""S901IHil-.. ii7o-:-----0 :0-·------···--····---·--···--------·--··---···-····--... --.. - ..... --... -
0.0 0.0 0.0 . 2.89010-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.89010-01 
48.1 4.70000-01 
-·-~ffi~ff~~~~-~~-O~~r--~x--------------------------
0.0 0.0 0.0 2.81750-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.81750-01 
49.1 4.80000-01 
- -4-:80·000-oi--2":·(4131)".::01··-2:"75970-0·1--0-.0-------O:0--.. --.--.---.---.. --.. --.-.-.. ----.--.--.... --... --..... --.. --...... -
0.0 0.0 0.0 2.75970-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.75970-01 
50.1 4.90000-01 
--~O~r~~~~~~~-OI-~---~~---------------------------
0.0 0.0 0.0 2.73200-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.73200-01 
51.1 5.00000-01 
-- -·5·:·ooooo-oC~·3883[f;:·01·--2. 744·90-01-0·:·0-·--··---···-0:-0···---------·····--··.---.. ---... -.-...... - ... --.---.... ---... -_ ... --...... _ ..... __ .... ---.... -
0.0 0.0 0.0 2.74490-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.74490-01 
52.1 5.10000-01 
- "s:ITooo:'of" -2:"39500':01 -2:80350-of- -0:0- -.. - - ·· .. 0.'0- - -' - .- _. - -.- - ... - - - --.... - -- - .. - .... - - - _ ... - ... - - - -.. - --.-
0.0' 0.0 0.0 2.80350-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.80350-01 
53.1 5.20000-01 
-. ·--:s~·2·0()OIi:::61·····2:-50300-::o1-2·;·(i061D::;·ijr·····(r:O·····_--······_·tf:o--·-· .... _ ... __ ...... - ........ -_ ..... _ ........ _ ... - ....... -.-.... _ ..... - ...... - ...... - ...... _-.... -_ ....... - ...... . 
0.0 0.0 0.0 2.90610-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.90610-01 
54.1 5.30000-01 
-.... - 5·;·30000::01··· .. ·Z·.70420;'Or --3.-04S·OD--(il "-0';"0 - ...... - .. ·';-:0· .. ·· - .,.--. - ....... _ .. - - ... -- _ .... - .. -- -. - -.... - .. - --.. - ... - -" ..... - --.. -- ...... --... -
0.0 0.0 0.0 3.04500-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.04500-01 
..... 55.1 5.40000-01 
_ .. w -··5··;7tOOOlF"ol··--2·~·9773D·:;·Or-····:r:-2075tr-Ol-0;·lr-····-_·-···0.0····--_····-_···--···--_······-_·······-···._-_ ..... - ..... --..... _ ....... - ...... __ ..... __ ..... - ...... - ........ - ..... _-
0.0 0.0 0.0 3.20750-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.20750-01 IBM Z30687 
II 
- .. ~ -~·~5~oiiD-oC~·'~~·~®~i~:oi--3:377.5D-01 ··o.o···--·····-···ii·~o .... -···--····-. _ ... _ .... _: ... -_ ..... _. __ ...... -. --.... --....... - ........ - ......................... _ .......... _ ...... _ ........ _ ...... ·.·····0_. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 3.37750-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.37750-01 
57.1 5.60000-01 __ .. _ ...... _ ,._ ...... _ ... __ ... _ 0 ••••• __ 
--~~~~~~~~~~~-01-~---~~---------- ---
0.0 0.0 0.0 3.53810-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ·3.53810-01 
56.1 5.70000-01 
---··S.70000-01 3 :S8850-01 3.67360-01 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 3.67360-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 ·0.0 0.0 3.67360-01 
__ »~ __ Yooo~L ____ ~· __ ~ _____________________________ _ 
5.80000-01 4.10260-01 3.77190-01 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 . 3.77190-01 0.0· 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.77190-01 
60.1 5.90000-01 
--"·-·S:9(i"O·OO-01··4:225so:::cil---:3.'8'26il):(ii--0 :-0--.. --.. -0":0".-----... --... --... -.---.. ----... -
0.0 0.0 0.0 3.82610-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3~82610-01 
61.1 6.00000-01 .. . . . 
- ... - 6'~'00000-::OC 4~i4"7iD::'oT -3.835-30-01 -0-:-0 - - _ .. 0.0--' - - -- -. - - .- _ .. - -- - - _ .. - -- _. - - ... - -- - -- -. - - - -
0.0 0.0 0.0 3.83530-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.83530-01 
62.1 6.10000-01 . . 
- ·· .. 6~f(j"00D:or-··4:i7ifo-of---r.a0510..:0y_·o:o··----0~ .. 0--..... --... --... ----.--.. ---.. --... --.--.. -----... --.--.. --... --..... -
0.0 0.0 0.0 3.6051D-Ol 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.80510-01 
63.1 6.20000-01 
- .- '6".2000·if-0l -4.-oi650":oi -3':-74640-01'- 0:0'- _ ... --"0.0 - -" - -- - .- --" - .. - --- -- -- -- - _ .. - - .- - - -.. - - - -.... - -.... 
0.0 0.0 . 0.0 3.74640-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.74640-01 
64.1 6.30000-01 
- -"6:""j'O'00tHi1-3':'S097i)'-01 3:'67430.:-ifl-.. (i':D· .. ---O;·O·_ .. ·_-· .. -_ .... - .... _-.... -_ .. __ ...... -· .... -_. __ ... _-... -_ ... -_ ... __ ....... - .. _-.:--
0.0 0.0 0.0' 3.67430~01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.67430-01 
65.1 6.40000-01 
- .. - 6";'40000::01' "'3.5S740-oT -3:60570-01 '--0-:-0-' _ .. - .. -0-:0- .. - _. - -- -.- -- - ... - -. - _. - --. - .- - - -- - .- - ... - - - - - .... 
0.0 0.0 0.0 3.60570-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.60570-01 
__ ._~.~~_ ...... __ .. ~~5 .. ~.O'O'O-O'.!. __ .... _ ......... _ ..... _ ....... _ .... __ .... _ ....... _ ..... __ .... _ .... ____ ... _._ ... __ .... __ ..... _ ... _ ...... _ ..... ____ ... _ .... :. __ ... __ ... _ 
6.50000-01 3.38790-01 3.55700-01 0.0 0.0 . .. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 3.55700-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.55700-01 
67.1 6.60000-01 
- "6':6""OOO'O-:'ol" -3:Z4570':ol - .. 3s4'f90-0i'- -1;-:0- -- - .... 0.0 - _ .. - - - - -: - -'- - - -_ ... - -- -' - ...... - - - .. -"'--' - -- - --
0.0 0.0 0.0 3.54190-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.54190-01 
68.1 6.70000-01 
- .... -f;:·1oif(j'0,:::ol-.... ·3:-18nm-~1-l·:·ID;Ij'.:;(jl-· .. · .. ·o.(f .... --.... ·-·iLo-...... - .... _ .... _ .. · .... _ .... · __ .... _ .. · .. ·_ .... -· .. · .. _ ...... _-...... -_ ..... _-....... - ....... _-.. -_ ..... - ..... -. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 3.56950-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.56950-01 
69.1 6.80000-01 
- ... -. 6 .. ;·80!j'(IO=bi .. · .. ·:f.229io::,01- -'3.64270--61 '-0';'0 - ...... _ .. ·(f:o .. · .. _ ..... - -_. - ....... - ... - _ .. , - _ .... - .. -.. - .... - ...... - .. - - .. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 3.64270-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.6427D-01 
70.1 6.90000-01 
- ........ - .... 6:·900·0rr::Ol .. -""'"3·~370'4D·;;Or .... ·:r.758'o"lf.,;O·I·--O-·:·Il-.... --.... · .. o.(f .... -~ .... · .. - .... - .. ·-...... - .... ·-.... --·-·-...... ·-.... ·-.... ·-.... ·--..... _ ...... _ ....... _ ... _-.. -
0.0 0.0 0.0 3.75800-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.75800-01 IBM Z30687 
') 
71.1 7.00000-01 
--. -'i~'O(;-(j"O'D-01 ·······3:-598-9O:::01:-"3:90610-01-·--O:-0··--··---ii:O··"·-·· .... __ .. -._-.. _--.. -_ ...... __ .. _-_.-.. -.-..... _-._._.-... -.--........... --.......... -.-..... ---.......... - .............. '" 
0.0 0.0 0.0 3.90610-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.90610-01 
72.1 7.10000-01 
--~00~~~~~-~~~~-01~~---~~---------------------------
0.0 0.0 0.0 4.07290-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 4.07290-01 
73.1 7.20000-01 
7.20000-01 4~2075D-~0~1~-47.~2~4·i90-01 .0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 4.24190-01 0:0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 O~O 4.24190-01 
_~~ __ ~O~L _____________________________________ _ 
7.30000-01 4.51590-01 4.39610-01 0.0' 0.0 . 
0.0 0.0 0.0 4.39610-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.39610-01 
75.1 7.40000-01 
-- -7.40000-0C4:i7790:::·or--4:5'2060-01---O'-O----···0.0 "--' ---.. ---.----.-------.---.--.--... ----...... - .. -
0.0 '0.0 0.0 4.52060-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.52060-01 
76.1 7.50000-01 
- - f:50000-0C 4.96-350::'01 --4.6049'O-Oi -0-:'0 - -- _. 0.0--- - .- - - -- - "- - - -- -. - - - - - .. - --.. - -.-- - - -- - - - -
0.0 0.0 0.0 4.60490-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.60490-01 
77.1 . 7.60000-01 
- -7-:·6·0000·:-crr-···5:0S340-0r----ct:64380::~···o-:o··------o:·o----.. --.. --.----... -----.. --.---.. ----.. --.------.. --... -
0.0 0.0 0.0 4.64380-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.64380-01 
78.1 7.70000-01 
- -'j·.'ioooif-oT -5.-04190":oi -4':63880-01"- 0.0- -. - -"0.0 - - - --- - - _ ... - _. _.- _.- -.- - -'- - - _ .. - -- - - - .. - -.. -
0.0 0.0 0.0 . 4.63880-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.63880-01 
79.1 7.80000-01 
- -7.8-0000-0i--4·;··9373if':01· 4.S·cj"740,,:·oI--o·:r-· 
·0.0 0.0 0.0 4.59740-01 






0.0 0.0 0.0 4.53230-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.53230-01 
. 81.1 8.00000-01 
- -·S.0000D-oi-··-4:S4S1"l'f:·Ol···4.4S·ii30-oI--JJ·:·0--····--···0.0··_····_-··_-····--· .. --···-···· __ ··-·-.... _-.. -_ .. __ .. --.. -.--.... _ .... _-.... -_ ... -
0.0 0.0 0.0 4.45930-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.45930-01 
82.1 8.10000-01 
- -8·.1-000·0:'0:r -4:3Zb30':ol-'4739560-0f- -(i":0'- -_. - -0.1f· - - - .- -. - -.... - -- - - --. -'- _ ... -- -- _. - _ .. ---- -- - -.. - _ ... -
0.0 0.0 0.0 4.39560-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.39560-01 
83.1 8.20000-01 
- .. -e:··~·OOOO::·01-······4:14aD:·ril~·:·3570D:;;Or····:O:-(i······-······-·li·~·O-· .. ····---·····--······--······-· ... _-_ .... - ..... -_ .. -.-..... _ .... _ .... _ ..... --_ ...... -_ ..... -_ ... _ ...... --....... . 
0.0 0.0 0.0 4.35700-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.35700-01 
84.1 8.30000-01 
-··IL·3MOD:Or····4~0255D:ol .. --·4.'35S50--01·-O:·O - ...... - .. ·0:0···· -"- -_. - ....... _ ... - - .... - ...... - .. -- - ... '- ...... - .. - _ .. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 4.35550-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.35550-01 
~ 85.1 8.40000-01 
-_.- Ul _··S·; .. 40'OOO-=llI···-:3":999SO·;;0r-·····4-:-39841J-·O'l-0 .. ;·O-·····_-·····0.0·····-_······_······_·····-_···--····_-··--_···--.... _.-.. __ ..... _ ..... _.-...... _ ...... - ... _ ... _ ..... _ ..... -
0.0 0.0 0.0 4.39840-01 0.0 




86.1 8.50000-01 . 
--S·:S·ilOOD-Ol······-4:·0·7460:oi--4·:4864D-Ol--0.0 .. _-· .. ---·0:0'·-·_·-.. ·_-··---···_--.. __ ·---······_-.... ·--.... -.. --... --.. - ....... --....... --......... --........ ----......... - .............. -
~ ~:~ ~:~ ~:~ ~:~8640-01 ~:~8640-01 
87.1 '8.60000-01 
-~00~~~~W-ff~.61~-01-~---~~--~------------------------
0.0 0.0 0.0 4.61390-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.61390-01 
88.1 8.70000-01 
----S.70000-01 4:49970::.'"=0";"1-74--:.7:;;6990-oi--,i".0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 4.76990-01. 





.- "8--'80000-01-4:80350-01. _.- 4.93930-01- ~~--~~------------~--------------
0.0 0.0 0.0 4.93930-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.93930-01 
90.1 8.90000-01 
- --S·. 9000'0-01 5. ii280.:·~s:1o5io-oi--O:·o--··---· 0.0 ----_. __ .. __ ._--- --_ ... __ .... -
0.0 0.0 . 0.0 5.10510-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.10510-01 
91.1 9.00000-01 
-- - 9':-00000-01 -5'.4196-0::'01 -5.250-80-0'1 -0-:-0 -- - '0:0'-' -. - - - - - - -. - .-- - - -- - - - - -- - -.- - -- - - - - -
0.0 0.0 0.0 5.25080-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.25080-01 
92.1 9.10000-01 
- ··'9:-i'0000-0l·-S:65890-oi-----s:36290-.:.0l·· 0.0 -·--···--0.-0----..... --.------.---.. --.. --.. --. -------------. - .. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 5.3629D-Ol 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.36290-01 
93;1 9.20000-01 . 
- -9'~200(i"if-oT '-5:si410":cfi -S':43230-oi-'" 0':,;--- _. ---0.0 - - .. - -.- - .- -'" - --' - .- -. - -- - -'- - - - - .... - - - -'- - -.-
0.0 0.0 0.0 5.43230-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.43230-01 . 
94.1 9.30000-01 
- -9. 300 0 0-Oi-S:'S'7O'1if':'or-' S.45620-=cfi--o·:o"· 
0.0 0.0 0.0 5.45620-01 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
95.1 9.40000-01 




0.0 0.0 0.0 5.43800-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.43800-01 
96.1 9.50000-01 
--9':-SOOOD-Ol---S-:·6·9451j'::·0-Y--5.3S·7io-of-o·:·o-····--.. ·0:-0 .. ---·--· .. ----.. --.. --.. --·--.. --·---.. --·--.. ---.. -'-'---"--"-
0.0 0.0 0.0 5.38710-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.38710-01 
97.1 9.60000-01 
-~m~ff'~m~-nm~rEr--'§------------·---------------
0.0 0.0 0.0 5.31750-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.31750-01 
98.1 9.70000-01 . 
-- .. ~·~·1(nfOO·;;or ...... S:2eoot)-::ol-5;'27iS70::,or· .... ·l)-=-(j .... ·--· .... ·-ir:o-.... _ .... _-· .. ·-· - ..... - .. .-..... --.--... - .... - .... ~ .... - .. - ...... - ..... - ..... --.... --....... - ..... -
0.0 0.0 0.0 5.24570~01 0.0 . . 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.24570-01 
99.1 9.80000-01 
--. 9'~'eoObo::o:1' ·S'.06810::,or -·!>.~MiO--Ol "-0';'0 _ ...... -. ·(r:O· .... -:--..... -
0.0 0.0 0.0 5.18870-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0' 0.0 0.0 5.18870-01 
100.1 9.9000D-Ol 
-.- ·-· .. '9:9000rr=-ol .. -4'~·9038D·~llr .... ·5:r6131J-0,!-lr;·o--' .. · .. --.. · .. lrO· .. -_ .... _ .... _ ... __ ... - ...... --... --.. _-_ ...... _ ... --.... _-.... -_ .... - ........ _ ... _ ... -_ ... -
0.0 0.0 0.0 ·5.16130-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.16130-01 iBM Z30687 
·L890£Z VIlal 
t"'"-
- ...... _ ....... __ ...... _ ....... __ ..... __ ...... __ .... __ ..... --...... __ . __ .... __ ...... __ .... __ ...... __ .... __ ..... _-........ __ .... _-_ .... __ .. _-_. __ ...... _ ....... __ ... _-..... __ ..... __ ..... __ ...... ~ ..... -- -
_.60 __ .... ____ •. _ . ___ . ___ •. _ •. _ . __ .. ______ • ____ . __ .. _ ... _ ~ • __ ... _' __ . ___ . _______ .- - .- -- -
-. ..:. - - --- - -- - .- - - -_. - .- -. - -- - - - - - - --- -. - -- - ... - - ._-
---_ .. _-_ .. __ ... __ ... _---_ .. __ .. 
_._--_ .. _--_._----_. __ ._-.. _---
. __ ... __ ... __ . __ . __ ._-------_. 
_ ... _ .. __ . __ . __ ... _----_ .. _----_._--_ .. _----_. __ .. 
( 
to-Ot~Lt·S 0·0 0·0 0·0 0·0 
( 0·0 U-Ot~Lrs 0·0 0·0 0·0 
. . 0·0 0·0 to-ot~Lt·S to-0~St9·~ oo+ooooo·t 






APPENDIX B. BASE PROGRAM TEST CASE 7 
._-------_._-----_ ... _--_ .. __ ._---_ ... __ ... _._ ..... __ ........ _-..... __ ..... __ ... __ .. __ .... _ .... _ ... _--_ .... _-_ .. __ ...... -
* 
* 
S I 11 V I B .p R 0 G R A 11 
* INPUT AND INTERNAL CALCULATIONS 
*" ...... .-. EMPii;y'STANDARO"UHITS' ..... 
* ( FOOT, POUND, SECqND) 
* 
* 




**************************************** -_. ~ --.. --.. --.... --.---... ---.. --.. ---........ - ...... ~ ......•..... -.-........ -.-........ --.......... --.. -... -.... ~ ............. ~ ..... ---.... --........ - .... --... --- ... __ ...... __ ....... __ ._ .... _ .... _--_ .. _._ .... _.-
- - -.... - "'- - - ...... - .... - - .... - _ ... - · .... ·simis CHECK cAsE'" 7··FoR··tDc COMMiR ...... '- .. -. -- ... - _ .... - ~.- - ....... -'" "-'" - .... - ...... _. . .. - ... _. - ...... -.-
1-0 SINGLE ISOLATOR - OUTPUT IN G'S 
1 TRANS. & 2 FUS. MODES - FZ FORtE 
___ .. __ . _____ ..... ~ .. _._ ... - ...... __ ....... -Y.~E:CllJE:~I;.LU!?:L. .......... _ ........ _ .......... _ ........ ___ ...... _ ..... _ ........ _ ....... _ ...... __ ...... __ .... __ ..... __ .......... _ ........................ _ ............ _ ..... _ .... __ 
. .' 




___ .... __ .. _ .... __ ..... _ ..... ___ . ___ ... ___ ._J_ .. I:! . .J~_."' .. .L-._ .. IL~_.C . ...K._ ... _C_.A ... R_Q .... _.l ... r.u_.~LL ..... -1... .. l ... _LT. ... I_tf ... G .._ ..... ___ ........ _ ............ _ ............ _ .: ......... _ ....... __ ............. _ 
) 
......................................................................... *~ •• ~ ••• * ••••••••• * .................................... * •• 
_ ... __ .. __ .. __ JSl. __ .1 _____ JL _____ -'~ ... F.Wr~.lSO.I.AIPR .... _ ....:. __ .... ...!I: ... tlO.tl60.0.2 ___ ... ~ _ . ___ ... ____ :.' __ ... __ . __ .. __ 
) 1 I 1.0000+00 2.0000+00 0.0 /. CONNECTION NOOES . .1 0007002 3 I 1.7500+00 1.3700+01 0.0 I. LENGTHS A ANO B (IN) .1 0008002 
7 I ~.8000+00 0.0 0.0 I. MASSI (LB) .1 0009002 
______ ~1~2:~/-:l~.~0~000+09 1 •. .!I~+09 1 •.. !!OOO+.OL-I..!L..IL1R~WI (LQ.l..IN) *1 OQ1.O.!lQk ______ . 
15 / 1.0000+09 1.0000+09 2.4000+04 ' 1* K TRANSM./FUSEL. (LB/IN) ~/ 0011002 
18 I 1.0000+09 1.0·000+09 1.0000+09 I. K FUSEL. PIVOT (LB/IN) */ 0012002 ) 
21 I 0.0 0.0 0.0. 1* i< ROTATIONAL (.IN-LB/RAD) */ 0013002 
__ .. _ . ___ . ___ ;'!~.L -«1.,0 __ .. _ J • .!L __ 0_.,.0 __ _ IlL C_TlMNSt.t. ElV.QI _ ~. Jl~ru_ .L O.lll4.0j/2 __ . __ ._ ~. _ _ .. _ _ _ _ _ ... __ . __ _ 
. 27 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* C TRANSM./FUSEL. (NO) *1 0015002 
30 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 I. CFUSEL. PIVOT (NO) ./ 0016002 . 
33 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* C ROTATIONAL· (NO) ./ 0017002 
_._ .. _ .. __ .... 36 ~-2.J!.. O.O. ____ O,J!. _____ I* FR~q\,!Ettc.:r~~.I:IS pJ;.Y.QU.!I~I!t.-"o'!l..l.e.o.tt... ________ • 
39 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 I~ FREQUENCY TRANS/FUSEL (HZ) *1 0019002 
42 I 0.0 0.0 ~.O 1* FREQUENCY FUSEL PIVOT (HZ) *1 0020002 
45 I 0.0 0.0 0.0/* FREQUENCY ROTATIONAL (HZ) *1 0021002 
48 I 2.0000+00 0.0 0.0 /* TWO-OIM. ISOLATOR OPTION *1 0022002 
_ .... - - - - - 49"- j'- 0-:'0 - --. 0.0' - Cur - ._- -)'-RisiOlSOLATORBAR"OPTION -.iOO"i3002 - _ .. - - - - _ ... - -- -- -' - - - -
56 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* TRANS. EULER ANGLES 10EG) */ 0024002 
-59 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* FUSEL. EULER ANGLES IDEG) */ 0025002 
- ... --. MSI 2 0 /* FUSELAGE FIRST t100E sHAPE -./ 002700-2 ------. 
1 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 I. DAMPING RATIO lNO) */ 0028002 
2 I 1.1780+00 0.0 0.0 1* GENERAL. MASS ILB-SEC2/IN) *1 0029002 
3 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* FREQUENCY IHZ)'*/0030002 
- . - _ .. - -- - -4 --;- 1: 0000+000 :if - .- 6:0 - -_. - j.' NUMBER OF NODES - - _ .... - til" 0031002-- - - - - - - - - ... - - - --. - -
5 I 2.0000+00 0.0 0.0 1* NODE NUMBERIS) */ 0032002 
8 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 /. NODE NUMBERIS) . .1 0033002 
10 I 0.0 0.0 1.0000+00 I. NODE SHAPE'AT NODE2 IX-Z) */ 0034002 
- ----·---i3···70·:·o-·--0·:·0--·--o·~·ii·--··-····--7*t1OifrSHAPE ·ATNODE21 yX:Tir'*/0035002 
-40 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 /. EULER ANGLES NOOE2 IDEG) *1 0036002 
MSI 3 0 1* FUSELAGE SECONO MODE .1 0038002 
_. - .... - - .. _ .. -. 'y r' 0-:0 -.. - - 0.0-- - -"0.0 - - 1.·-ilAMPlNa RATIO .... - - -INDf.Fo039002 -'-' - - - - -- - -- - - _ .. - -'- - ---
2 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 I. GENERAL. MASS ILB-SEC2IIN) .1 0040002 
3 / 1.0000+09 0.0 0.0 /. FREQUENCY . IHZ)./ 0041002 
4 / 1.0000+00 0.0 0.0 1* NUMBER OF NOOES */ 0042002 
·-·--·-S)2~·O·ooo+·oiio·:·o··-···-0:·O·-·····-iifNOOE-tM1BERi$'-) -···~-·--·*/0043002··--··--·---·-·-··-·-···----··· .. - .. ----
8 I· 0.0 0.0 0.0 I. NODENUMBERIS) */ 0044002 
10 I 1.0000+00 0.0 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODE2 IX-Z).I 0045002 
13 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODE2ITX-TZ) *1 0046002 
- -- - - -- -40';- "i:o- _. 0.1f" - '-0-:-0- - -'i*E"ULERANGLES NoDE2-IO'EGTti/0047002-" - -. -. - .. - - - -_. - -- - .. - .-.- - -
·MSI 4 0 /* TRANSMISSION FIRST MODE ./0049U02 
1 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 /* DAMPING RATIO (NO) */ 0050002 
_ .. -_ .. __ ··· .. _······2"'····8:4100-01·0. 0 ·····_····'f:-O-· .. _······;i··GENERAi-:-·MASs···fle=sE(:2/1N)*7"""005'100"2---··---··-· _ ..... - ... --. _ ...... _ ... __ .... _ .... __ ... -
3 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* FREQUENCY . 1HZ) */ 0052002 
4 / 1.0000+00 0.0 0.0 1* NUMBER OF NOOES */ 0053002 
5 I 1.0000+00 0.0 0.0 /* NODE N'JMBERIS) .• / 0054002 
-..... - ... - - .. -.- --.... -~r r"o:o ... - _····if.lf·- -. -o:if _ .... - -7*-"'fjciti"E HUMBERTs)- -..... - .,- -··itioe)"s50oz -- _. 
10 I 0.0 0.0 1.0000+00 1* MOOE SHAPE AT NOOEI IX-Z)./ 0056002 
13 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NOOEIITX-TZ) */ 0057002 
~ 16 / 0.0 0.0 ·1.0000+00 1* MODE SHAPE AT NOOE3 (X-Z) */ 0058002 
_ ....... \0 -····--·····----1"9····7·-0·~·O·-·-···----O-~·I)"--···-----O'·i)"--·"'--7*l1OOE"SffA"PEAf'-Y,ioo"i':'3Frx:::tz1"'''/OO'S900'Z'-'---' ... --.... - ..... --..... - ... --..... - .... --..... -.-... -




N FRl 5. . 0 1*. INPUT FORCING FREquENCY· .. *1.006200? ... : ... _ ............ _ ......... ~ ........... _. 
-_ .......... , 0 ........................... l'''r 5~ oooo+ooiLo·· .. -·······O:O······ .... _········ .. _··)ii· FREQUENCY (4P) (HZ) *1 0063002 
2 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* OEBUG SWITCH (NO=O.YES=l) *1 0064003 
-3 / 1.0000+00 0.0 0.0 1* OUTPUT IN G'S *1 0065003 
GFl -- ·· .. 6 .. -...... - •..... - ····0 - ...... -.... "-iii" INPlif" GENERALIZED 'FORC:: *1 0067002 
1 / 1.0000+00 0.0 0.0 1* NOOE HUMBER *1 0068002 
2 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES (DEG) *1 0069002 
__________ 5 / O. 0 ~.! .. Q_. __ 9. .•. 9 ______ .. /~J.ORCE.S ... .lCX.,.SX. Cy".SY,CZ.SZ L.'r'I .. 0070002 ... _ ..... _· __ ... __ . __ .. __ .... __ .. __ .... _. ___ ........ _ 
8'-10:0 1.0000+03 0.0 1*" " . ( LBS) *1 0071002 
11 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 /* MOMEHTS(CX.SX.CY.SY.CZ.SZ) */ 0072002 
-14 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 1* "IIN-LB) *1 0073002 
'-- _ .... - .-... - -... - 1iVi- _ .... -7'" -.- '-'- _.--- 0······ - .-.- - .. ';;;'PARiMETRIC'VARIATioN .. - ...... *1 13075002-
1 / 5.0000+00 0.0 '0.0 1* STARTING VALUE (HZ) *1 0076002 
2 I' 5.0000+01 0.0 0.0 1* END VALUE (HZ) *1 0077002 
_ .. __ .. ___ ... ___ ._3. .. .t._l.!.~!!QO~(ll_.9..!.(I __ ..... _()., .. Q._ ....... __ ./.*....N!J!:IBER .... OF_~OINTS ........ _.,... ...... ..... U.007800.3 ... _ ...... _._ ...... _ ....... ___ .... _.: .... _ ......... ____ ....... _ .......... . 
-4 I 5.0000+00 1.0000+00 0.0 1* ELEMEHT NUMBER AND LOCATION*/ 0079002 
GEN 8 
1 I 0.0 0.0 
--- - .. -- - - -'- -2'7 -L 0'000'+000 • if' - .. 






1* GENERAL ELEMENT *1 0084333 
1* SUPPRESS FINAL RESULTS *1 0084343 
--'j*-oii' NOT 'SUPPRESS nipuT i:lsTs*i - 0084353 
1* VALUE FOR 3-0 PLOTS- MASSl *1 0084363 
--- . - ... - .. ---... --.. - ... ---.. --.. --~ .. ---.. --..... --..... ---...... - ........ - ........ --........ ~-.............. ~ ....... --........... ~ ........ :.-. _ ..... - ...... __ ..... _.........;.--..... __ .... : ..... - ........ _ .... :-.. _ ........... --.. -.;. .. -~-. 
-------.--.---..... - ... -----.~-..... -.~-.. -.... - ........ ~--.... -.-...... - ...... --...... ~ ........ --....... ---..... ~ .. - ..... - ....... -.-........ --........ - ........ - ..... ---...... _-........... _ .......... -._ ...... _-.......... -_ ... _ ..... _-
___ •• _. _____ ._._ ..... _ •• _ ••• __ •• __ .. _ ••• __ ........ _. ...... __ ....... _~_ ......... ___ .......... __ ........ __ .............. __ .: ...... __ ........ __ ........................ _A ........ _· ................ ¥ __ ............. _ ............ _ ............ ~~ ._~ ....... _ ...... _ •• _" .. _ ...... _~ .......... __ .......... _ 







CQI1P'~E;t:rr!.!~Q[tS.1R:t_ ..... _._. ______ .~~!.~_ ... t1OQA!' . .JJ.!.RVC.IVB.r;_.Ty.f.'J:; __ L~.~I!.I!!.**l!... .... __ .... _ .... ___ ..... _._ ... E.LEMENI.! ..... _ ..•. _ ........... _2 ........ __ .... __ ............. . 
__ l. .... _ZET~. __ PAt.I.!'~!i9JtAUP .1..NDL ______ •. _____ ~ ____ .. _ •. _ ...;... _____ . _____ J .. o _____ . _ ~ _"~ ~ ...... _ ...:.. _. __ . 
2 HO GENERALIZED HASS (LB-SEC**2/IN) 1. 17800D+00 
___ .3 OI1EGA HODI; FREQYENCY (HERTZ) O.....L... _____________ :--
4 NNODE NUMBER OF NODES DESCRIBED BY THIS HOOE 1 
_ .. _ .. ~ J:!~ _~0f:IN...tCU9tLNQP.E ~~R~_QLt(QOE.S...D.J:;SC.Rl.Q~ -,~y ..TI:II~U1!l.QE ________ . _____ . ______ . __ ~. __ ... _. ___ ._ 
2 0 0 0 0 
10 GAIt1A MODE SHAPE. ENTER U. V. W. THETAX. THETAY. THETAZ FOR EACH NODE:· 
~. ._V_. \01 ___ • __ T.!t~T~K . TJ:f.E.IAL_ IHUAL. ___ ·___ .. _. __ ._ 
10 - 15 NODE 1 0.0 0.0 1.00000+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 
16 - 21 NOOE 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
22 - 27 NODE 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
28 - 33 NODE" 0.0 . 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-----~~~-NOOO-~r---~---,~---~~---~---~X-----------
40 EULER EULER ANGLES AT CONNECTION NODES. ENTER: 
THETA eo: EULER PlTCH ANGLE. -ROTAT"E SEC-OND·ABOUT 'THE Y::'AXIS"'(DEGREES) .. --.------~-.-----.---. 
.1 . 
PHI - EULER ROLL ANGLE. ROTATE THIRD ABOUT rHE X-AXIS (DEGREES) 
- - .. - -- - XSI -- -EULERYAW ANGLE. '-ROTATEFIRSTASOUTTHE -Z=AXIS-'lDEGREESY' - -' -
THETA PHI XSI 
40 - 42 NODE 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 43 - 45 NoiiE--2 --0:0"'--'---'''0.0 '--'0:-0 - .. - .. --... ---.---------.. ----.. -.---.--... ----.. --
46 - 48 NODE 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
49 - 51 NODE 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
_____ J~~_~U_~L ___ ~ ___ ~~ ________________________ _ 
55 EMPTY LOCATION 
_ ~_'t._. __ IHIT~A~Q):!AL_ AH.f!:.!!y'p"~_J.!~!.~_) _ .... ___ .. _ .. __ . __ ... __ ... ___ . __ ... __ .. __ .. __ .J!~ .. __ .... __ . ___ . ______ .. __ . __ ... _ 
57 DQ INITIAL MODAL VELOCITY (1/5EC) 11.0 
-_ •• _-_._-_ •• _-_ ... <&. __ ••• __ •• _--_. __ ••• __ ••• __ ._ •• __ .... _.-_ •• ---_._-.-._-.-••• __ •••• _-_. __ .. _-_ ••••• __ •••• -.-... -_ •••• __ ••• __ •• _-_ •••••• __ •••• _--_. __ ••••• __ •• -
N 
~ ... __ ...... _-_._---. __ .. __ ... _ ..... __ ._ ..... _-_ .. __ .... __ ._--_ .... __ .. __ ... __ .. __ .... __ .. __ .. __ .... __ ._-_. __ .. __ .... -_ .... _ ... --_ .. -_.-
!ElM Z30687 
) 
__ ... (;~.~Im.:..t!OD~.I!n·_ ...... _ ..... _ ... __ ~~~~~_~.QQA!-~\,!!;.~J;.-D:~,;;_.L~.~.IfIfIf..*..!~1f1f .. _. _._ .. __ .... _. __ : .... __ ...... ~.I.E"E""'.! .... _ ..... _ ......... _._.l ...... __ ..... __ ._ ....... _ .............. _ .. .. 
. ~ _ L ZET-'. __ DAJ:!PW.~ J!~1];9 ..LNDL ___ . _____ . ____ . ___ ... _______ " __ .. __ . __ .. : J .. !L __ . _ ... _ .. ___ ... _____ . _ ~_. 
2 MO GENERALIZED MASS (LB-SEC**2/IN) 0.0 
3 Qt!EGA HOOE FREqyEHC't..ill~:.:.T=Z.:.) ______________________ ~_-,.L..!!.Q'O.O~Q.9.--_---____ ---
4 HHODE NUHBER OF NODES DESCRIBED BY THIS HOllE 1 
__ ... _ i .. ~.£ __ C~.£!:U.9tL!~Q9..; ~~~. O.E.. ~.P.EJLD.~.~CBJBED .!H' .I!:!I~U19.P.E _________________ -'- _______ ... ___ _ 
2 000 O· . . 
10 GAHHA MODE SHAPE. ENTER U. V. W. THETAX. THETAY. THETAZ FOR EACH NODE: 
U V ._W_. __ .. __ ~ET"~. ____ TJ:!.t;TAY TIlUA""Z,,-' __ , ______ _ 
--·-.. -----jO:""'15 NODE 1 1.000·OD+00 0:-0-" 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
16 - 21 NODE 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00.0 
22 - 27 NODE 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
28 - 33 NODE 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ' 
_ ... - -.- - - -"34-: "39 -NODE-'S - -jf:o- -- -- - 0':0 -. - :- 0.0 - - - 0.0''''- - .. , - --0-:0 - -.- - "0.0" - - .. - - - .- --. - - - -
40 EULER EULER ANGLES AT CONHECTI~ NODES. ENTER: 
THETA - EULER PITCH ANGLE. "'ROTATE SECOND ABoUf"'THE Y-AXIS"(DEGREES) ---'--'---, --------
PHI - EULER ROLL ANGLE. ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DEGREES) 
,- - - - - XSI --··-=-EtiLERyAW ANGLE. '''"ROTATEFIRSTASOU"TTHE Z':AXIS'-(DEGREES"" - -- - -- - - -- - --- - - - - ... -- - - -- - --
THETA PHI XSI 
40 - 42 NODE 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
43"'::-4S-'--HOlfe-2-- 0.0"-'--' 0.0 Ir:o-·----·----·----·--.. 
46 - 48 NODE 3 0.0 0.0 . 0.0 
49 - 51 NODE 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
_____ J~~_~U_~L ___ ~ ___ ~~ ________________________ _ 
55 --- EMPTY LOCATI~ 
__ ~_Q ___ }Nm~~.DAL .~~PLI.!.~.~IN/I.~.) ____ , .... __ . _____ .... _ ... __ . ___ .... __ . _____ .... 0.0 ... __ . __ . ____ .. _____ . __ -'-.,-
57 DQ INITIAL MODAL VELOCITY (1/SEC) 0.0 
- _.-- - - - - -..... - .- -- - - - .- -. - - - - - - - - .- - - -- - .- - - _ .... - .- - - -- - - -. - -_ .. - -- _ ... - -




C.Il!".~.E!IT.~.n9.D..~.1B.L .. ___ . _. ____ . ___ ~~!'_*** .. _!1O.JlA!".MB.~.TIlR.~. TY~Ll~~**~~~. __ .... _. __ .... __ ...... __ ...... ~.LE"E.NT~ .......... _ ....... __ ~ ......... _ ....... __ ........... _ ........ . 
___ L.ZETA .. __ !l~!j?~J:!!,7»U9 ..lliQ.L ___ ... __ . ___ . ____ .. _____ . __ . _____ .. :. ___ . J .. !L ____ .. ..:.. . _____ .... __ ... __ .. _ . __ 
2 MO GENERAUZED MASS (LB-.SEC**21IN) 8.41000D-Ol 
3 OMEGA MOOE fRE~ENCY (HE~T.!!Z::.;):...-___________________ . __________ p~.~o _______________ . 
4 HHOOE HUMBER OF HOOES DESCRIBED BY THIS HOoE 1· 
_ .. __ ~ J:!PQ~ __ COHHECT"!9H_HQP.~ ~JR~O.E..~E.~D.~§C.R;!:BED J~Y .:rnI~LM9P.E ________ .... ______ . ___ .'_. ____ . ___ . __ . __ _ 
~ 0 0 0 0 
10 GAMMA MODE SHAPE. ENTER U. V. W. THETAX. THETAY. THETAZ FOR EACH NODE: 
_ .. _._ .. ______ _ ___ IJ V_.. _.2L... ___ .. _TIIETAK. ___ .-I!:!PAY . __ . ...J!i~TAZ .. __ . __ ... _ 
10 - 15 HOOE 1 0.0 0.0 1.00000+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 
16 - 21 NODE 2 0.0 0.0 1.00000+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 
22 - 27 HOOE 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
28 - 33 NODE 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-----~~~-HOOn-~r--~~---,~---~~---~---'X-----------
40 EULER EULER ANGLES AT CONNECTION NooES. ENTER: 
l'HETA= EULER PITCH ANGLE. '-ROTATE SECOND ABOUT -TiiEi:AXIS" (DEGREES) 
PHI - EULER ROLL ANGLE. ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DEGREES) 
- '- - - ._- - XSI - -ElfLERYM"f AiiGCE: -"ROTATE FIRST i8Otif"THE Z":AXIS-'(DEGR"EEST - - -- - - - - - - - -- - -'- - - - - --
THETA . PHI XSI 
40 - 42 NODE 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-43=-4S--N06f-Z-··C;:O···--··---··0. 0 ---0-:0-··-----···---·--·--··--··----------------·-----· .... _-
46 - 48 NODE 3. 0.0 0.0 0.0 
49 - 51 NODE 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
_____ J~~_~U_~L ___ ~ ___ ~~ ________________________ _ 
55 --- EMPTY LOCATION 
56 Q INITIAL MODAL AMPLITUDE (IN/IN) 0.0 
_. _._-.. _-_._-_._-_ ...... __ . __ .-... __ . __ ...... _-... __ ._-_ ... _----_. __ ..... _ .. _--_ .. _ ... __ ..... _-_ .. _ .... _-----_.--... __ ._----_ .. -
57 DQ INITIAL MODAL VELOCITY (1/SEC) 0.0 
--.. __ .... _-_ ... __ .... _-_ ..... _-_ .. _---_._-._-_ .... _-. _ .. _-_ .... _-.... __ ... __ . __ ... _-..... __ ..... __ .. _-_ .. _-_._--_ ... __ ... _-_ ... __ ... _-_ ... __ ... _-... _-_ .... __ ...... -
~ -.. __ ..... _ ... _-_ ... __ .. _-_ .. _-_ ...... __ .. __ ... _-._----._-_._._ ... __ ... __ ... __ ._--._--_ ... __ .. _---_ .... __ ..... _._ .. _-_ .... __ ... _-_ ... -
IBM Z30687 
I 
_ ~ _ L (J1EG_~ .. J~_q~ .LRI;9!)E~Y...JHJ;~TZ) _ 
2 IDEBUG DEBUG SELECTOR o 
= 0 ==> NO DEBUG PRINTOUT 
__________ ~=~l~=~=~>_.JRAC~HA~~~~EMBLY ~ SOLQJ~I~ON~ ______________ ~ ________ ~ __________ ~ ___ . 
3 ICONVG OUTPUT DISPLAY SELECTOR 
= 0 ==> DISPLACEMENTS (FEET) 
_ ~1.-:~. ACCI;.!: .. ~RAT~.~S_tG~-' L 
1 
_ • __ -...w _. __ 
-----------_._-_._------_. __ ._---
---------------------_ .. _--
-----------_. __ ._---_._--- ,-----------_._--_._-
... __ ... __ .. __ .. __ .... --_._--- . __ ._--_ .. _.--_. __ ._---
.. _-_._--_. __ ....... __ .... _---_ .. _-_ .. _-----_ .... __ .. --_._-_ ... _-_ .. __ ._-_ .... __ .... _-_ ... __ ..... _-.. _--_ .. --"-'--"'--. -_._-' _.-._-... _-_ .. __ ..... __ .... -
._---_ .. _. __ ._--_._-_ .. _--_ ... __ ..... _-_ .. _-_ .. _-..... --_ ... _----_ .... __ ... _-_ ... __ .... __ ._. __ .... _-- .. _-_.---_._-_ .. _-_ .... __ ... __ ..... _-_._-_ .. __ .. -
IBM Z30687 
11 
Cot:tP9t'lEN.T.~GE~F.ClRl ........ _ ... _ ...... ~If.~!:I:!~If .. G~~ERA,I.,:J:ZEltf.PRC~ .TYPE ... 1 ... ( USED WlTH. FORCERl) .. *Jf*.JUf**lf~lf ... _ ... _ ..... _ ....... Ei.ENENT: ....... ...... __ 6....................... ......................... . 
_ ... _ J ..... ~ ..... _ .. C~;ql9l'! ... ~; JIUI1I)ER_{NP..J_ .... _ _ ... __ ........ _ 
.. : ... 1 ... _ ...................... . 
') 
2 THETA EULER PITCH ANGLE (DEGREES) - ROTATE SECOND ABOUT THE Y-AXIS 0.0 
_._. _ .... L-~.L..._-.!..I!"';!lJUU,Um?.!.L!.P.E§R~ES..L:: ... RQIAJ.I:.JJ:f.lRD~ABOUI...JHLX~AXlS ..... ____ ~ ...... - ..... _ ..... _-..... O .• O ....... -.: .. -· _ ... _ .... _._ .. _ ...... _., .. _ .......... __ 
4 XSI EULER YAN ANGLE (DEGREES) - ROTATE FIRST ABOUT THE Z-AXIS 0.0 
.. __ ...... 5 .... .f~r;.os. ..... J;.Ps.:rtcE. ... I;QI:!PQNEtrr_ OL X_PIRECI.lotLF.ORCE... ._ (LB) _.. . ... _ 0.0 ..... . 
6 FXSIN SINE COMPONENT OF X DIRECTION FORCE (LB) 0.0 
_ .... _ ..... ?_F..:(~Q~L ... .£.Q~;q~LC.9.!:!P.Q!:!~JfT_Qf. ... LPlR.E~U;9t.u:~CE_ ..... lL~.L __ .... _ ......... __ .......... _ ......... _ ........... __ ......... _ ........ _. _ ... 0. O_ ....... _ ........ _ ........ _ ......... _ .......... ~_ .... _ ................ _ ........... . 
8 FYSIN SINE COMPONENT OF Y DIRECTION FORCE ( LB) 0.0 
_ ... _ .. '!._ !,~c;.9Ji _ ... COSI!!.E ~Qt1.r:~~.~_QF .... ?: p..;rR!O.~T;r.9NJOR!;E_., . . LLB.L. _ ~_. _ .. _ .:... .. __ .: __ .... _ ...... __ ..... _ ......... 1.000.00D.~.03 .......... _ ...... __ . 
10 FZSIN SINE COMPONENT OF Z DIRECTION FORCE ( LB) 0.0 
__ . ..!! ..... FT1.~~_f.9.~~~ .. £Ot!p.Qt:I..~!IT .. .QLW .. E.:rA_~: ... r:t9l:1Et.{L_ ...... _~.~.~_ .... _ ........ _ ....... _. ____ ..... _ ........ _ ........ _ ........ Jt.O ..... _ ..... _ ... , ... _ ......... __ .......... __ ..... __ ......... _~_ .... _._ .. . 
12 FTlSIN SINE COMPONENT OF THETA 1 MOMENT UN-LB) 0.0 
_. _ . .1..3 ....!~?~O~. .fPSJ~E~.c:~I'0!l~t~L O!._l]t~T ~ ... 2 ... I1OI:1~NI... _ .. J IN.::: LB ) 0 .•. 0_ ....... _ ...... __ .... _..... . ..... _ .. . 
14 FT2SIN SINE COMPONENT OF THETA 2 MOMENT UN-LB) 0.0 
__ .. !!... ... f.n .. C9..!) . ...s9.~!~ ... q)~P.~!o.!iI ... QLW.E:rA...;3. ... "'OMEt:IT._ ..... __ llN..::.!,.I3., .... _ ....... ___ ........... _ ... , .... _ ..... __ ....... _._ ..... _ ......... 0 .•. 0 .. __ .......... _._ ..... __ ........ _ ............. _ ....... _._ .......... _ ..... _ .......... . 
16 FT3SIN SINE COMPONENT OF THETA 3 MOMENT UN-LB) 0.0 
17 IHRESP HHC FLAG 
.. -.. _ ......... _.- i:-- ti-"HHCNOT-ACTIVE" 0 ... _ ....... _ ........... : ... _ ...... _ .... _ ...... . 
= 1 HHe ACTIVE 
___ .1..~W?X __ ..... ~~~.t?!fT......!..QR .. l<_.RE_L~~L ......... _ ..... _._ ....... _ ....... _ .......... _ ......... _ .......... _ ............ _ ........................................... _ ............. _ ......... 0 .• 0 ............................................................................................................. .. 
19 wzy WEIGHT FOR Y RESPONSE 0.0 
_ .... _ .~~ _~ __ .... ~~?~T....!O.~._ Z_~E.~~.~~E_ ... __ ........ _ ....... _ .... __ ... __ .. . 
_ .. _ .......... . 0.0 
Zl WZWX WEIGHT FOR THETAI RESPONSE 0.0 
ZZ WZWY WEIGHT FOR THETA2 RESPONSE 
....... __ . .«1..,.0 _ ............. _ .... . 
Z3 WZWZ WEIGHT FOR THETA3 RESPONSE 0.0 





_ ......... COI'tP9HEIfJ'.~PARl1Yl •........... _ ..... ~~~*.~II~.~ .. P~A!1E1J~lC_YA~IATIQN .. HPE 1 .. ~lIlIlIlIlIlf**II ...• _ •....... _ ...... ____ ... __ .•.. _ ..... ~ ..•........ ELEMENT:: .......•......... '.' 7 ..... . 
_N _ J~ .. J:IR.~:rL. SrARHNG_ \,A.I,.UE .. fOR J'ARAI1EIRI~_ y'ARIAII.ON ........ _ ...... . . .... _ ..... _ ............ 5 .• 00000D+00 ... _ .................................... . 
(J'\ 
2 FINALV FINAL VALUE FOR PARAMETRIC VARIATION 
.5.00000D+Ol 
___ .2 .. Jlm_~~QF ~~.HTiJI;L..P~RAM.E1R.I.!;J..4RIAI.l..tm_ .... __ .... _· ..... __ ._ .. _ ..... _. __ ........ _ ....... _._ ........ _ ...... __ ..• __ 19 __ .. _._.~_ ..... _ .... __ ...... __ ~ ........ . 
4 NEL GLOBAL ELEMENT NUMBER AND CORRESPONDING LOADER LOCATION FOR INDEPENDENT V.\RIABLE 
TO BE PARAMETRICALLY VARIED (UP TO 10 PAIRS) 




o . 0 '. . 
--....... --..... --.. --.-----.. ----... (,.--.. --...... --··0··_···· .. ·_-.. ··_--······_--.. ·······_· .. ·····-_··· .. ···-._--.... __ ..... _ .. - ... _ .... _-.-.-_ ... ---..... -._ ...... ---..... -........... . 
o 0 
o 0 
______________ ~_ _L ___________________________ _ 
o 0 
_.- . -_. __ . __ ._._--_ .... _-,--_ .. _-_._-_ ..... _.-._-_ .. _--_ .. _ ...... __ .. _--_. __ . __ ... _ .. _ ... __ ..... _ .. _._--... _._ .. _--, .... __ .... _-_ ... _---.. _--....... _--
.. COI't.~EIfJ'~ GENINPUT........ . .•. .._ ................ **II*.*.*.*..II*.l'f ...... GE~ERAL ... INPUT. .. fOR I;'ROGRAN. CONTROL... 1Il1l1l1l1l1l1l1l11f ... ELEMENT: ................ · .8 ... . 
)'" _.I~tr.rL1.. .PRItIT .SELECTOR JOR .FIJ'lAL ... RESUL.TS . __ ............. _ ... ' ........ _ ................. _ ........ '_., ............ _ ........ __ ...... _ !L ._ ..................................... _ ... _ .. 
= 0 ==> SUPPRESS LINE PRINTER OUTPUT 
= 1 ==> FULL LWE PRINTER OUTrtJT 
...... __ .... _L_ ... ~£t:IT"'? __ ~ It:!I ... ~~.LECIOR ... FOR ... COI1PONEHT .. IN.P.mS ............ __ ......... ___ ..... __ .......... __ ....... _ ......... _ .......................... __ ......... _ ........... ___ .... __ .... 1 ___ ...... ___ ...... __ ...... ___ ........ _ .......... _._ ......... _ 
= 0 ==> SUPPRESS LINE PRINTER OUTPUT 
= 1 ==> FULL LINE PRINTER OUTPUT 
___ .. , .. _3"7.'t -:.::.. . -::::::- _9F'~~ J.,()t;ATI9!:1SJOIL F.~E USL ....• _ ... _ _.... _.. ..... _.. _ ....... __ ..... _ _... ..... ...... __ 
10 XINDEP INDEPENDENT VARIABLE FOR 3-D PLOTS 4.800000+00 
_ ........ _ .•••••••• __ ••••• __ ........... _ .............. _ •••••. ___ •••••• __ •••••• ~. _____ .•.•.• _: ••••• _ •••.•••••. ~ •••• _ •• ____ .•.•• ~_ .•••••••• &.&_ ••.••••••. L._ ............. _ ......... ___ ..•.. _ ... ~ __ .•..... _,_ •........• _ •.......... _...-............ ~_ ............ ~~ ........ L_ ............ ___ ......... _ ..... ··L. _ ....... . 
.....• __ ..•. __ .•. -..-..... .•.... __ . , •.. _. __ ., ... ~ ....... _ ...... _'" ··_v _ .... &~ ...... _ ..... _ 





_ .... CO!1.P.9NEijI.~_t~Q!,An;J •..... _ •..... _ ••.. __ ..... 2~!!~!!. ..... ~ .. 1S.O"I.~.IQfLIY.P.Ll .. .-!!. .. ~.~~ ... !!. __ .. __ .. __ ... __ ...... _._ ... :.E.lEM.ENl:.: ...... _ ••.......... i ....... ___ ... ___ ........... . 
_ .. _ ~ .... ~Nl. __ CcmN~.c.nQtl .~£.. ~~R .L _______ .. ____ ... _ ..... ___ . _ ._ .. .wo.L _. _____ L. ___ . __ .... __ . ___ ... __ _ 
2 NCN2 CONNECTION NODE HUMBER 2 (NO) . 2 
_._:$-A!. 
4 Bl 
,PISTANCE Q.~~N NQPE 1 & PIY.O~T.!.-J!2'--____________ --, ---1IN) ~.~~.o.~ ____________ . ______ . 
DISTANCE BETWEEN PIVOT 2 & V-Z.ISOLATOR (IN) 1.370000+01 
._ ....... ~ J;;.L ___ ._Q1StAJ:«;;~.~~Tlo!.!;.l'tLP:r;.YOTJ .Lt-(QOU ... __ ..,. ____ ~ _....,. .. ____ .lOO _ ·-'-Q. ... O .. _ ~. __ .. _____ '" ___ _ 
6 Dl. DISTANCE BETWEEN PIVOT 2 & X ISOLATOR (IN) 0.0 
___ ._.7._lo!t. __ ._WEIC?J!!-2L'f..=.L~.~OLATPR ______ . ____ .~!:l.~_~ . .&.Q.ltO.W.!M ___ . ____ .... __ 
8 XIlY INERTIA OF Y-Z ISOLATOR ABOl{T THE Y-AXIS (IN-LB-SECII1I2) 0.0 
_. __ L~IJL _ . .INER",!J~.Qf. Y-~_~SO~!9R_~BOIJcrH!..Z.~X.!.l? ___ . _____ (J.!I~!~-SE~!.f~21... __ 9.Jl ____ . _. ________ _ 
10 W2 WEIGHT OF X ISOLATOR ( LBS) 0.0 
_ .. .-!!_._XI2Y __ I.!i~:U'!'QLX ISO.~TOR_~~OUT _THE Y-AX~.!! __________ . ___ -'('-"I::.:N'--.!"B-S~!;:1I1I2 L ___ .~._. __ .. 
----_._-----_ .•_-
12 TKTX X STIFFNESS BETWEEN NODE 1 & PIVOT 1 ( LBS!IN) 1.000000+09 
_ ._~ . ..!!<TI.. _ L~1.Jf.FNE~~BE~.~~IL!:lODE J_&J~Y9C~· _____ .. _ ._. ____ .. ....: J.JBS!I~l __ 1 .... QO.!!.QQ-IH:O..2.. __ .. __ ._. ___ ... __ ._ 
14 TKTZ Z STIFFNESS BETWEEN NODE 1 & PIVOT 1 ( LBS!IN) 1. 000000+09 
__ J.~_!!<EX .~I!FF~.~.~E:lnWE~~ PIV9J....!.. .. &.2!Q.~.g. 2 ._ .. __ •. __ .---1.!:~~!IN !' __ .. .J.~J!.!!.00Q!.Q_9 ________ . ___ .. __ .. __ 
16· TKEY Y STIFFNESS BETWEEN PIVOT 1 & NODE 2 ( LBS!IN) 1.000000+09 
_ ... _1 ? ... TI$.E~ •. _ _ 'ro. ST~f.NES~J~ETW~.~lI !..~V.QJ J_ &_troP.s ~.. __ _ _ __ • __ . _ (J.~SL~Nl.. __ J.40000D_tlI4 ____________ . 
18 TKAX X STIFFNESS BETWEEN NODE 2 & PIVOT 2 (LBS!IN) 1.000000+09 
_. _J.~_~~:r_ .•. UIIJJNE.~.UE.!WEE.tU!9.P.!L.U .• ~.~V0.I3_ ... _ •.. ___ ... __ .... ______ ... _._.JJ..f~l?O!'H ... _ .... l. 09..Q.9.9].t.9.~_. __ .. __ ... __ .... ______ _ 
20 TKAZ Z STIFFNESS BETWEEN NODE 2 & PIVOT 2 ( LBS!IN) 1.000000+09 
_ ~.!. B!<THB _. ROT~!~DNAL_15TI~FNES~ .. 0i.. ~DE_.? AB!?!!.! THE . ...!-A~I1L _____ . ___ .!.!t-!::!-BIRAQl __ . _~.J1 _. _____ . _. ____ . ___ _ 
22 RKTHT ·ROTATIONAL STIFFNESS OF PIVOT 2 ABOUT THE Y-AXIS (IN-LB!RAD) 0.0 
_ .. ~ ..... RK"!!.!.._R.Q!~.I.~!:..~.TIF~~~~!?f...!.~Y.Q!..! .. !.-.!l0U!. . ...!!!~ .... Z-A~.!.S __ . __ .. ___ .... __ .. l IN':.~BIR~.!?_) _ ... ...-!:.~ __ .. __ .... _ ..... __ ... __ ..... _ ... __ .. _. __ ....... . 
24 TCTX X DAMPING BETWEEN NODE 1 & PIVOT 1 (NO) 0".0 
_..... _..?~ ... T.~.!~_ ... .'! P_AI'!I".IttG .. ~~!i:!.E..~"!~O~~ .! .. ~._~I.y'~T....1 .... _ _.. __ ...... __ ....• _. _ ._ .... __ ... _ _. _ .. ~.~D L ... _ _Y·.I!.. 
26 TCTZ Z DAMPING BETWEEN NODE 1 & PIVOT 1 (NO) . 0.0 
27 TCEX X DAMPING BETWEEN PIVOT 1 & NODE 2 (NO)' 0.0 
-N ._ ........ _-....... _ ... __ ..... _ ..... --, .... _ ...... _ ..... _ ....... _ ... -._ ... _-... _. - ... -.-... --.. - •.... --... --.. --.--..... --.---... --.... _._ ..... _ ..... -_ •.... - ...... -_ ..... -
-..] 28 TCEY Y DAMPING BETWEEN PIVOT 1 & NODE 2 (NO) 0.0 
IBM Z30687 
• 
__ ...... _?? ..... .Ic::~.L_ .. ~ ... p)..!1P.J.~~J~~I!I.!'.~R.f.I.Y.QLL.~.J!QP.L~ _____ .~. ___ ... __ .... __ ... __ .... __ .... _._ .. .-JJ-m.'-__ .... __ O.,.O .. _ ..... __ ...... _.~ ........... _._ .... _. __ ....... _._ ..... _. __ 
N 30 TCAX X DAMPING BETWEEN NODE 2 & PIVOT 2 ~ NO) 0. ° 
OJ 
__ .. _~l,._l.C;~·C __ :t'.P-"t:!P.~I~!t~~JW£~I'!..lIOJl..~ .L~ .. J'IVO·L? __ . __ .... _ . ___ .. _____ .. _. ___ ... _. _ ..... JJ:m.L _ .. J .. !L ~ . __ .... _ . ___ ._. _ ...... _ .. _ .. _ ... ___ _ 
32 TeAZ Z DAMPING BETWEEN NODE 2 & PIVOT 2 (NO ) 0.0 
__ ~L..R.C;lliB ROTA!I~L DA".!,ING OLNQPE 2 AILOYL lliE Y-~~IS ....... ___ _ _ __ ,..-_0"" ..... ) __ ,0,,_0_._' ____ . __ 
1 34 RCTHT ROTATIONAL DAMPING OF PIVOT 2 ABOUT lli Y-AXIS HID) 0.0 ) 
36 WTX X FREQUENCY BETWEEN NODE 1 & PIVOT 1 (HZ) 0.0 
, 
38 WTZ Z FREQUENCY BETWEEN NODE 1 & PIVOT 1 (HZ) 0.0 
39 WEX X FREQUENCY BETWEEN PIVOT 1 & NODE 2 1HZ) 0..0 
.-.... ~ -. -.... - _., -" ".- _ ... - -.... - .-.. , _ ... -.- -.- - .. - _ .. - ~--. - -- - - . .,.....- - .. - -- - -- - - _. - - - - -- - -- - - --. - - - -
40 WEY Y FREQUENCY BETWEEN PIVOT 1 & NODE 2 (HZ) 0.0 
_ .... ~ .. J!.EZ ___ ZJRs.~JNCY ~~TW~_~~.-f!yOT l,._.'-~!;!.LL. ____ . ___ . ___ . ________ ... (HZ) __ -'0""'.""'0'-... __ .. __ ... ____ . _______ _ 
42 WAX X FREQUENCY BETWEEN NODE Z & PXVOT Z (HZ) 0..0. 
44 WAZ Z FREQUENCY BETWEEN NODE 2 & PIVOT 2 (HZ) 0.0 
- _~.LR.£!!:!.!L_~OTA:r~ONAI .. ..fR.~9UEt:!~.LQf. ... lli>..Q.~ .. _L~~.9iJT~.L.!:.~:.;;I::.::S'--__ . ___ .. __ ... __ . ___ ..lHZ} __ .. .....l!.!...C!.. .. ____ ... __ ... __ .. __ . ___ _ 
46 RClliT ROTATIONAL FREQUENCY OF PIVOT 2 ABOUT lli Y-AXIS (HZ) 0.0 
48 I3D2D CONTROL SWITCH ==> 2 FOR 2-D DAVI & ==> 3 FOR 3-D DAVI ISOLATOR (NO) 2 
_ ~~.~!::~ ... ~.f£~L.fQ.R FL.~?<IB!.~.!TY .9.!~~.QJ:~I.Q.~ . .A~~.~_=?:9._:_J:!Q-'--=:.:=_~.L: . .:!.ES ... __ .. __ .. .J NOJ ... __ .... ___ .. __ .... ~_. ___ .. __ .... _ .... __ . ___ .. _ 
50 RXYMI 'FREQUENCY RATIO OF Y-Z ISOLATOR IN X-Y PLANE (NO) 0.0 
52 RXZM2 FREQUENCY RATIO OF X ISOLATOR IN X-Z PLANE (NO) 0.0 
_ ... 2.~_ ... .E.~.~~_~.~.!TIE.~L D~~PI~ ... ~.!:::?;E.Q!-_~~~ ... IN .. ~::-.!.l'.~~. ___ . __ ._._ ..... __ .. __ ..... _(~_) _. __ 0 : .. ~_ ... __ .. __ .... _____ .... __ ... __ ..... _ ..... _ 
54 DXZMl CRITICAL DAMPING OF Y-Z ISOLATOR IN X-Z PLANE (NO) 0.0 
_ _ ..... _ .. _ _._. _ ..!.!:lO 2... ___ _ ..~,.Q..; S5 DXZM2 CRITICAL DAMPING OF X ISOLATOR IN X-Z PLANE 
- ... - _.- .-.~- _ ..... -- ..... - -- "'- '~"" - ~-.......... -.-. ..~ .-.... - ...... _... -- ...... - . .- _. 
56 THETAI EULER PITCH ANGLE AT END 1 - ROTATE SECOND ABOUT THE Y-AXIS (DEG) 0.0 
._~.!.~.!.l_ .... EU!:~~~_~.~ AH~.~~! .. ~ .. ~.~.!?:rAT~ .... :!}U~!?~~ TH~ ... X-A~!.~_ .... __ .. _ ..... _(.!;!.!'~.L. ... _ .. ~_._O_ ... __ .. : ___ .... _._ .. ___ ... _ ..... __ .. _._._ 




_ ..... _~.? .... .:rn.!;JM._l!J.!._E.RJ'ITt:.I:LA~,"J;-A.T...J'~!L?. .. .::....R9.IA!.~ ... ~.~~QN.Q .. ..AB..QU.LW.E . ..J.::.~I~L _______ .. ..J.PEG.J_ ...... _O. .•.. O ___ ...... _-'-.-_ ....... __ ...... ~. __ ._ .... _._ ..... ~ ........... _~ ....... . 
60. PHI2 EULER ROLL ANGLE AT END 2 - ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DES) 0..0. 
_JL.XSI2. __ ~~.!.~lL.yO\''''-A.~I,.~AL~1:lP ..t.-_1l0TAlt.F.1.eSLA~UI..1J:l~ Z:::~S .... , _ ....:.. __ .. _. _ ..... UtES.L __ . -.!I •. !L _ .. __ '" _ .. __ .. _ ...... _. _ .. _ 
62 Xl PIVOT 1 INIT.IAl X DISPLACEMENT (INCH) 0..0. ) 
__ '_l!.~_!t~ PIVQLL;!;MITIAJ, X VELOCI~T~Y ____ . _____________________ (iws.~ ___ ~ 
64 YT PIVOT 1 INITIAL Y DISPLACEI1ENT (INCH) . 0..0. 
_ .. _. t..i. JU'L . __ PIVOT' LJN.JJI.AI." l v.n~.JTJ_ _ ... _ ... ____ ._ ..,.-_ __ _ _. ____ . J.lIVSE.C) _ . __ 0. ..... 0 ... _ _. .::.... 
- .. -~----... --.:....----
66 ZT PIVOT 1 INITIAL Z.DISPLACEI1ENT (INCH) 0..0. 
__ .... _~.?_~.~ ___ PIVOJJ.J_~.~TIA.~ Z VE;J.OCUr ___ . JJ1:!I-~.~~_. __ .!!..~tL-. . 
68 XB PIVOT 2 INITIAL X DISPLACEMENT (INCH) . 0..0. 
_ ... ~LDJ~.~ __ .PIVO·L?J.tlITIAJ:_X.YE;.~QCITY __ .. ________________ (ItVl?~C.l.. -.,- _!I • .!!.;. __ . __ . __ . _____ . ___ _ 
70. YB PIVOT 2 INITIAL Y DISPLACEI1ENT (INCH) 0..0. 
_ ... _R_.pYB . ___ p~.YQLL!!:!!.TJAL y. VEL~ITY ______ _ __ . _________ . J1.~ECl.. ___ .O.. 0. .. ___ . _________ . 
72 ZB PIVOT 2 INITIAL Z DISPLACEMENT (INCH) 0..0. 
_ ._ !~_ J!.~ __ PIV0..:LUI'!!TIA~ .!.'{~!-OCIT1.. ______ .. ________ .-' ____ .!..IN/SE!;:l __ 0 .... 9 ______________ . __ _ 
-- -----------_._-_ .. _-_._--.-----_ ... _-------------_ .. _-----_._-_._-_ ... __ .. _--_._--- .. -----_ .. _-_ ... _-_ .. _-_._--
---_.------_. 
._----_ .... __ ..... __ .. _-_ ... _-_ ... __ .... _-_. __ .... __ ... _-_ ... _-.... __ ..... __ ... _--_ ... __ ... _-_. __ .. _. __ ._----_ .. _-_ .. __ . -_ ... _'-
N 
-"\0 .-...... _-..... _ ...... _ ..... _-... _-..... __ ........ --... _ ..... __ .... _-.... -_. __ .... __ ... _ ..... _ ...... - ...... _-........ _ .. _-..... - ...... - ..... --..... - ... ----... - ...... --... --... -
IBM Z30f'87 




1 ElEMENT: 1 lSI Xl AMPLITUD 0.0 
2 ELEMENT 1 lSI Xl PHASE 0.0 
_._ ._ ....... } ... _ .ELEMEtIT.. . ... 1 _ .. lSI ._... n AMPLITUD ...... _ ....... 0.0.... ........... ...... ...... .... ....... .... .. ................ , ... -'" "'- ...... - ................ - ............... - -...- .' 
4 ELEMENT 1 lSI YT FriASE 0.0. 
5 ELEMENT 1 lSI ZT AMPLITUD 1.22870+00 
6 ELEMENT 1 151 ZT PHASE 1.80000+02 
_____ .7. __ ~l~.!:1;t.rr L. .. _ISl_~_._AMPUTUD. __ .-_· .. O •. L ...... _ ...... _·_ ..... _~_ ......... _ ..... _ ....... _ ...... __ .... ·_-.... · __ -_· ... - ... --.-----. _ .......... 
8 ElEMENT 1 151 XB PHASE 0 • 0 
9 ELEMENT 1 151 YB AMPLITUD 0.0 
10 ElEMENT 1 151 YB PHASE' 0.0 
.. __ .... _ J.;L __ ... E\,~.!1ENT __ .. , _1 ...... IS], ...... _lB .... __ .... _AMPLITUD._ ...... _ ... 1 .• 30010+00 .. - "-'''' ...... 
12 ELEMENT 1 151 ZB PHASE 1.80000+02 
13 ELEMENT 1 151 XBT AMPLITUD 0.0 
14 . ELEMENT 1 lSI XBT PHASE 0.0 . 
_ ... __ ..... _ .. l5. ... __ .JJEI1.EtIT __ .. _L ..... ISL ... _YBT._ .... _At1PLITUD .... -_ ........ _.0 .• 0:-' ........................ __ .......... ...:... ........ _ ...... _-........ - .......... _._ ..... -_ ...... - .... _ ...... _--....... _-...... -............ _ ......... -
16 ELEMENT 1 lSI YBT PHASE 0.0 
17 ELEMENT 1 151 ZBTAMPLITUD 1.22870+00 
18 ELEMENT 1 lSI ZBT PHASE 1.80000+02 
__ " _ .... _ I?.. _ .. !,LEtfEt{L __ .. 1 _ ... 1.51 ...... JXB'L _...AMP.UTVP. ._ ...... _.0.0. __ .. - _ ... - .... - -.. - "- ...... -. ..- -.... - ....... _... ..- ........ - ...... --. ..... ...... ........" _ ......... 
20 ELEMENT 1 151 TXBT PHASE 0.0 
21 ELEMENT 1 lSI TYBT AMPLITUD 0.0 
22 ELEMENT 1 lSI TYBT PHASE 0.0 
__ .. __ .. ?3_ ... _ .. EL!'tfEtIT ..... __ .. ;L .. _.:IS.l._ ....... TlBT. ..... _.AM~LITIJD .. _ ......... _ ....... 0. 0 ........ _ ...... : __ ...... __ ......... _ ......... _ ........ _-....... _ .......... _-- ....... - ..... - ...... ~- ............. - ....... -........... .:...... ........... -
24 ELEMENT 1 151 TZBT PHASE 0.0 
25 ELEMENT 1 lSI XBF AMPLlTUD 0.0 
26 ELEMENT 1 151 XBF PHASE' 0.0 
_ . __ " 27 ElEMENT 1 151 YBF AMPLITUD...... 0.0 
"28 -- -"ElEMENT - ...... C' ·lsi .. · .. -YBF" PHASE 0.0 
29 ELEMENT 1 151 ZBF AMPLITUD 1.30010+00 
30 ELEMENT 1 151 ZBF PHASE 1.80000+02 
__ .. _.~1. ___ .. I:.LEt:ll:tIT_ .. _ ... _.;L ...... _.ISl ... __ .. T?<BF.: ....... _.At1PLITIlP._ ....... __ ...... O.O ......... _ .......... _ ......... _ ...... : .. __ .. _ ..... __ ...... --....... --..... --~ ...... --....... --........ - ......... --........ - .. , .......... - ......... - .. .. 
32 ELEMENT 1 151 TXBF PHASE 0.0 
33 ELEMENT 1 151 TYBF AMPLITUD. 0.0 
34 ELEMENT 1 151 TYBF PHASE. 0.0 
35 ELEMENT 1 151 TZBF AMPLITUD 0.0 
-" -- --- 36- ....... "ELEMEtIT" - .... i -. lSI TZBF" PHASE '. o. 0 
37 ELEMENT 2 MSI MODE AMPLITUD 1.30010+00 
38 ELEMENT 2 MSIMOoE PHASE 1.80000+02 
___ .... .....J~. __ .I:I,.E!1.I:~ __ . __ 3._ ....... MSl ..... _ .MOoE_ ........... At:IP.LIT.!,JP ... _ .......... _ ..... () .• () ........ -............. __ ......... __ ............ _ .......... _ ............. _ ............. _ ......... _ .......... " ............. _ .......... __ ............. _ ......... _ ............. _ .......... -
40 ElEMENT 3 MSI MODE PHASE· 0.0 
41 ELEMENT 4 MSI MODE AMPLITUD 1.22870+00 
42 ELEMENT 4 MSI MODE PHASE 1.80000+02 
43 ElEMENT 6 GFl X AMPLITUDO.O 
....... - .. - '44 - -'ELEMENT - '''- 6-" GFl ...... -X .... - ..... -PHAsE'" ...... - ... - O'~O 
45 ELENENT 6 GFI Y AMPLITUD 0.0 
46 ELEMENT 6 GFI Y PHASE 0.0 
47 ELEMENT 6 GFI Z AMPLITUD 1.22870+00 
_· .. · .. --.... 4a-...... ·-·ELEHENT· .... _ .... 6"-.. · Fl- ...... ·Z·-.... · .. ··- .. · .. PIlASE····· .......... -........ "1.80000+02' ........................ _ ........ _ ............ _ ......................... _ ......... _ ...... __ .................................. _" ................... - ......... . 
49 ELEMENT 6 GFI THTX AMPLITUD 0.0 
50 ElEMENT 6 GFl THTX PHASE 0.0 
51 ELEMENT 6 GFI THTY AMPLITUD 0.0 
...... _... .. .... 5Z' ElEMENT" _.. "6 ...... GFi THTY PHASE ...... -_. ...... .. .. 0.0·· .. · _ ......... _. ...... .,... _...... .,,- ..... _.... .... .. ... . 
53 ELEMENT 6 GFI THTZ AMPLITUD 0.0 
54 ElEMENT 6 GFl THTZ PHASE : 0.0 
-





.-. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ •••••••••••••••••••••• _ •••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••• _ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••• _ •••••••••••• _ •••••••••• _ •••••••••• _ •••••••••••••••••••••••• _ •••• ; ••••• :..... ••••••••• _ ••••••• _ ••••••••• __ ••••••• __ ••••••• _0 ••••••••• _ ••• _ •• __ •••••• _ •••••• __ •••••• _ M ___ ......• 
C"'l 
- - ........ ---...... ---.......• - .... ; ... --....... -~ ......... -_ .. - .. __ ._ ..•.. _-_ ... __ ......... __ ........ -.._ .... _ .......... --_ .. --_ ..... __ .... _--_ .. -_ .... __ .... _--... --_._--_ .. _-._--------------- . 
( 
_ ..........••........... _ .. -...... _ .....•... __ ... _ ....... _ ...... _ ...... __ ....... --.. __ ..... __ ........ __ ........ _ ..... _._ .... _ .. __ ... __ ... _ ... _----_ ... _--- ._--_._--_. __ .. __ .-
\. 
·SQHOM 550£ 
********** SJI~SI~Y~S ********** 
........ -..... ,. __ ............. _ .. _ .......... --.......... -~ .......... ~ ...... --........ -. ~ .. :. ..... -~~-......... --...... -- _ ........ - - ........... - -........ ~--.-..... -- .......•.... ~ .......... --.-...... --.-.-.-.. ---....... -.-.... _ ... _ ....... __ .. _ ..... _ .... _ ............ _ ............ _ ........ ---_ ....•.. _.---
II 
• 
BASE PROGRAM CASE 7 
- ..... -"j:::,j"'sINGLE' ISOLATOR-=-OOrPUY"'IN .s.;.s--.--.. --... -----.. --.. --.. ---.--... ------.. ---... --.... --..... - ...... --............. -......... --.-........ - ........ _-..... _ ...... -...... -. 
1 TRANS. & 2 FUS. HODES - FZ FORCE 
FREQUENCY (HZ) 
-~ - ~.~:}- -.- 2ti~-1 XT -Ar1~L~~'- - -:- -.. - -"- -" - --.. - ... - - - _.- - - - .. - -... ~ -.- -. - .. -- - '- _ ... - - --. - --- - - - .. - - .. 
2.1 1151 XT PHASE 
3.1 1151 YT AMPLITUD 
4.1 1151 YT PHASE 
5.1 1151 ZT AHPLITUD 
6.1 1IS1 ZT PHASE 
7.1 1151 XB AMPLITUD 
8.1 1IS1 XB PHASE _. ____ MQ.JE 
.. - ... - -9:'1' - _ .. - rnlYB- AMPL'iTUO .- - -
10.1 1151 YB PHASE 
11.1 1151 ZB· AMPLITUD 
:._ ~L~_~~.i.iTEN_.:-rO ~(Dl Z:. _PR-,-\?L CTJ/l:::! ~ ___ _ 
(Se-~REF,1.JF'Gurz~+(;) - 'Fnh4'v£rdt:\<"::- >:; TO =.0 +-J~ 
12.1 1IS1 ZB PHASE 
-- -i3.1----·1ISf .. XeT AMPUTUo ._--------_ ... __ .. -
14.1 1IS1 XBT PHASE 
15.1 1151 YBT AMPLITUD 
16.1 1151 YBT PHASE 
_ .... - fr.l - --lISl"ZBT-AMPLiTUo- -- - - -- - -- --. - --.. - - -- -- --'.- "- -. - -- -. - -- - ... - - - -- - -.- - .- -. - - - -
18.1 1151 ZBT PHASE 
19.1 lISl TXBTAMPLITUD 
20.1 1151 TXBTPHASE 
- .. ·2C1--.. --iisl1'viHAMP'LITUO·-------.... ·-----·--·--.. --... ---.-----.--.. --.-. - ... --.-----.. ----.----
22.1 1151 TYBTPHASE . 
23.1 1151 TZBTAMPLITUD 
24.1 1IS1 TZBTPHASE 
.- -2'5:1 --- - iTsCXEiF AMPUruil - - -- - - - .... --.- - - - - - - - - .. - - - -- - - - ... - -- '- - - - .- - - -- - --
26.1 1151 XBF PHASE 
27.1 1151 YBF AMPLITUO 
28.1 1151 YBF PHASE 
- - 29.1' lISlZeF'''AMPLITUD .. ----.. ---... -------.----.. --. ----.. _--_._-_ ... _----_._----
30.1 1151 ZBF PHASE 
31.1 1ISI TXBFAMPLITUD 
32.1 1IS1 TXBFPHASE 
--. -33:1 .... - -USITYBFAM'P'lIruD- -.- - -- - .- - .. - -.- - - -- - .-.. - - -- - -- - - -- - - -'- - - -- - - - -.- - ---
34.1 1ISI TYBFPHASE . 
35.1 1151 TZBFAMPLITUO 
36.1 1151 TZBFPHASE 
_. -·37.l .. ---·2MSI"MbOEAMPLITiJi)-··--.... --.... --.. ·--· .. _ .. : .. ·_·_-.. ---.-----.... --.--.... --------.. ----... --.. --... -----.-
38.1 2MS1 MODEPHASE 
39.1 3MS1 MODEAMPLITUD 
40.1 3MS1 HODEPHASE 
- "4'1.'Y· - -. 4l1Sf"MOOEAMP(l'tutf' - - -- - ... - - - .... - - - --- - - - -- _.- - -- - --: - . - - - .- .. - - - -.- - -- - - -.... - -
42.1 4MSI HODEPHASE 
43.1 6GFI X AMPLITUD 
44.1 6GF1 X PHASE 
_. ·-qS'~'l-·-IiSFl-Y-·-·mpl'lTOD .. - .. · .. -··· .. ·--.... --...... ----.. ·-· _ ...... _ ... - .... - ..... - ..... - .... _ ..... _.--.--.-... - ... _ ....... - .. -_ ... - ... --.-.~ .... -
46.1 6GF1 Y PHASE 
47.1 6GFI Z AMPLITUD 
48.1 6GFI Z PHASE 
_ .... - 4<f.r .... -- -"6GFl -rHT){AMP1ITUO- .... - - ... - ....... - ...... _ .. - -". _ ...... - _. - ....... - .... - _ ... - _ .... - .... - -_. - _ ..... - ._-_. - .... - _ ... - -- - '''- - '-
50.1 6GFI THTXPHASE 
51.1 6GFI THTYAMPLITUD 
52.1 6GFI THTYPHASE 
_ .... -. --.. ·S-r.r-.... ·--...... 6GFl"'THTZAHPlnutr .. · .. ·---.. -_ .. _-.. ·_-.. -·-.. ·---·-.... -_ .... - ... --_ .... - ... -_.-_ .... --._-..... - .... _ ..... --.. --.. --_ ..... --.. -
54.1 6GFI THTZPHASE 
1.1 5.00000+00 IBM Z30687 
__ .!! .•. Q_._._...:...._ .... ..!h.IL .. _.:. ... __ lh~. __ ._ .. .-:!t,.!! .. ____ ... i.,j.2.!mH.O.'L_. _. __ . _ . .:. ___ ..... _. _ .. ..: ____ ._ .. __ .... _ ....:...c.~_~ ....... ~ .. __ ......... ~._._ ........ _. _ ...... _ ....... __ .............. _ 
1.80000+0Z 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1.30010+00 1.80000+0Z 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 I.ZZ870+00 1.80000+0Z 0.0 0.0 
___ Q .. ,.!I ___ ...It·CL. .. _ •... __ !1·..!L _. _ .:.._ O..,J) ____ : .Q .• O __ • __ .. _ . ______ • __ • ___ . ___ • ___ ._. ___ •• __ • ____ •• _ •. __ .• __ .. ___ •. 
0.0 0.0 . 0,0 1.30010+00 1.80000+02 . . 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 1.30010+00 1.80000+0Z 0.0 0.0 
__ ._.l.ZZ~lru..!!.c! __ I_.~OOOO+OZ ·O:oq .. ~.-O~ ____ O~.~O~ ____________ -:--_____________________ _ 
0.0 1.ZZ870+00 1.80000+0Z 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2.1 7.50000+00 
_~L __ J~_~_Y ____ LL __ J~~~~ ___ ~ __ ~ __________ ~ _______ ~ __ 
1.80000+0Z 0.0' . '0.0 0.0 0.0 . 
1.33740+00 1.80000+0Z· 0.0 .0.0 0.0' 
0.0 1.16430+00 1 .• 80000+02' 0;0 0.0 
___ .!h!! ____ ._O ... Q __ • __ J).....!L-____ O • .1) 0.0 .. __ . ___ . __ .. ____ . __________ . 
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.3374Q+00 1.80000+0Z 
0.0 0.0 ~.O 0.0' 0.0 
0.0 1.33740+00 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 
___ h~6430+0L ..b8.Q!l0.9.~~~ _9.JL _____ 0..! .. 9 ____ ~O _________ . ___ . _______ . _____ . ______ . __ .. ____ __ 
0.0 1.16430+00 1.80000+0Z 0.0 '. ·0.0 . 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3.1 1.00000+01 
_ .~.!! 0.0 0.0 .. ~_ 1 .. ~.0550~+00 ___ . __ . ___ . __________________ _ 
1.80000+0Z 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 
1.40040+00· 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 1.05500+00 1.60000+02 0.0 0.0 
_~L __ J~ _____ Y ____ ~L __ J~ ________________________ ~---
0.0 .0.0 0.0 1.40050+00 1.80000+02 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 0.0 
0.0 1.40050+00 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 
1.05500+00 1.80000+0Z 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-- --0:0 ..... --.-.. -f~o550if+oo·-·-1.8·ij"000+(j"2--ij":-0-··--___O'·O-----:-·----.------.---. .---... _.-.-... _-._._-.---
0:6 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 
4.1 1.25000+01 
__ Y ____ ~L __ J~ ___ ~ ___ ~6~-~ _______________ . _______ ~ ___ _ 
1.80000+02 0.0 .0.0 0.0 0.0 
1.50850+00 1.80000+0Z 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 8.67880-01 1.80000+02 0.0 ·0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
- -·ir:o-····--···O~·O·--·---· .. 0.0-·-··--··· .. -L·5085D+00 --1.80000+0-Z ---.. --.-.. --.--... -----.--.----------.... --.. -----... -
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 1.50850+00 1.80000+0Z 0.0 0.0 
_ .. ~:61~.:C?! .. __ 1~.~9000~9.'? __ ~.:.E ._ ... _ .. _ E.::O ____ .... ~.! .. .:.... _____ . ___ .... _ . ....: ____ .. ____ . _ .~ ______ . ~ _ .. __ .. ___ . __ 
0.0 8.67880-01 1.80000+0Z 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5.1 1.50000+01 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.i5990-01 . 
- ··-1·:·soOlio·t02·· .. 0:o- .. --··--Cr:·O-· .. _-····-O:if· .. --····--0·:0'······-··---.. ·--.. ····--···-·-·····-·····----····.-...... _ ... __ ... -._ ..... --_ ... --: ... -.-.... --....... -
1.71180+001.80000+02 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 
0.0 5.15970-01 '1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 . 0.0 . 0.0 0.0 
...... - 0:'0'-" .. - - .. '0:0'-" -- .-. -'0.0- .... - --. ··--r:··711SO·t:·1i0-·· 1:8'oiioD+O[ -. - -..... - ... - _ .. -. _ ..... - ... _ .. --
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 1.71180+00 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 
lU 5.15970-01 1.80000+0Z 0.0 0.0 0.0 lU -···O·:"o-····-·--······---S·:lS~7D:::Or····l:!OO·01J+O~·-o··:·0·-·--.. ····0.0--·· .. --···--···--··----··-····-·-------····-... - .. _ .... - ...... _ ..... _ ...... - ...... _ ..... --
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
6.1 1.75000+01 IBM Z30687 
I 
) 
__ ~ .•. Q. ___ ...•... !t.J~ .... __ ..... _ .. Q., . .!!~ ..... __ ~ ... _Q.!..!L __ ... __ l,l~~Q.O.::OJ, ... __ . ____ . ____ .... _p ••• __ ......... __ ...... _ ••••••• _ •••••••••• ___ •.••••••• _._ ••••••••• ~_ ••••• _ •••••••• _ ._ ........ : ..• "._. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 0.0 . ' '. . 
W 2.19090+00 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 
~ 0.0 3.13530-01 0.0 0.0 0.0 
__ Y ___ ~L __ J~ ___ Y ___ ~~L __________________________ _ 
0.0 . 0.0 .0.0 2.19090+00 1.80000+02 . 
0.0 0.0 OrO 0.0 0.0 
0.0 ·2.19090+00 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 
3.13530-01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 . 3.13530-01 ,0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
7.1 2.00000+01 
._ ...!!...Q ...• __ .... JJl_. _____ .. 0 ..... 9. ____ .9 .• 0_. ___ ~.2.05JtQ+.OO _. _. ____ ..:.. ___ . ______ ..:.... ._ -.: .-:... _._ ~ ______ . _ ~ __ 
0.0 '0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 . . 
4.43860+00 1.80000+02 0.0' 0.0 0.0 . 
0.0 4.20510+00 0.0 0:0 0.0 
____ .9 .. :!l_ .. __ .. --'h.~. J!.:.L.. ___ ·_o •. o ____ ._M..._. ___ _ 
0.0 . 0.0 0.0 4.43870+00 1.80000+02 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0' .\ 
0.0 ·4.43870+00 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 
4.20510+00 0.0' 0.0 0.0 0.0' . ' . 
--~---~m~~'x----~----~~~----------------------~-------
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 . . . 
8.1 2.25000+01 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9~32350+00 
- "-1':"80000+0'2-"0. 0 0:·0-----··0:0-·--·--0:·0·--·· .. --···--·---· 
3.37540+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 9.32360+00, 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
- .- -o·~o -- - -0.'0" - _.- -c;-~·o -- -- .. - 3:3'1540+00 -'0.0 - -, - ~- - - -- - ~- - ".- - - -. - -- - - - _ .. - - - -- - --
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 3.37540+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 
9.32360+00 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 0.0' . 
- -··O-:O·-·---·--9·:·32360+00·-1.81i"000+'O-2-·0·:o--·· 0 :if-·····--··----·--·-----· ._--_ ... __ .. __ . __ ._---_._-
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
9.1 2.50000+01 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 4.18400+00 
_., - f:'SOOOD.'02-- °0:0--' - -- 0:0 __ a - --0:-0'- -- - '-0:0- .- --.. - .- - .0- _0 - -- - - - .. - - -- - - _0 - -- - - - - - - - --. 
4.06810-01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 4.18400+00 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
_. -·',-:-0-----0:·(;-------··0:0---··-4':·06830-01·0.0· .. --·· .. - .. ---.-.--.. ----.---.. - ... --.----.... --. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 4.06830-01 0.0 0.0 0.0 
4.18400+00 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 
- "0:0- - -- -4:18400+oo-f:8oooo+0Z- 'jLti- -- - -o.ii'"· - -.- -- - -:- - - - - -- --. -: -- -. -.,.-:- - - -- -- -- - -- -- --
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
10.1 2.75000+01 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.25030+00 . 
_. ·-Cfi"iil;oIf+·02·····0:0······--.. ·-o~·il--··--·· .. ·O:O···--·····_·i;-:o--···_··--··---···-·-·_--····-··-·_····-_····'-"'--"'--.... __ ...... -. _ .... - ... - .... _.--
. 1.32450-01 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 
0.0 3.25030+00 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
_ .... - IL'o--" ... - - ... "o~lf" -- ... - -"'0:0- , ... - -" "-C32450':'iiC' ·1.8·iHioo+oz -- - - .... _ .. - --.' - -'" - "- - -- - ... - ... - - .. , - ._ .. - .-- -. -- ...... - .-
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 1.32450-01 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 
3.25030+00 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 0.0 
--.-. ·-····O-:lI-······_· .. ···---"'3':·:!S010·.'o,o-·I:a-O·0'D'D+O·2'-ir;·O-····· .. ·-·-·'o.()"·----····--···-····-···-·-··---·--···.-..... _. -_ .. --.... --.--.. -._ .... - ..... _ ..... -
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 . ' . 
11.1 3.00000+01 IBM ZJ0687 
.~ 
I \ .. 
f' .. - ~" -
• 
__ ..... _!!.,.!! __ ... __ :_._.!t •. !! ...... __ . __ .0. .•. _0 ____ ---o'~~L_. __ ... 2._.~.2.ZO.!.O_L __ .. ___ ·__ .. ___ . __ .... _ ....... _, ..... _-_ ..... _ ................ _ ... __ . __ ...... __ ....... ___ .................... _,_ 
1.80000+02 0.0 0.0· 0.0 0.0 . 
3.56360-01 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 0.0 . ) 
0.0 2.86260+00 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 
__ Y ___ ~L_~J~ ___ Y ___ LL ____ ~_~ ___________________ _ 
0.0 0.0 0.0 3.56380-01 1.80000+02 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0· 
0.0 3.56380-01 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 
_~--::2.86260+00 1,.~0000.t!!L._0.0 q .."-:.O:-___ -'O=-'.o.:0:-________ ~--------~.--''--. 
0.0 2.86260+00 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 
0.0 '0.0' 0.0 0.0 
12.1 3.25000+01 .- . . . . . 
__ ~L __ J~ ___ Y ___ LL __ J~~~ _____ ~ ___ ~-2-_-~-_~. _____ ~ 
1.80000+02 0.0 . 0.0· 0.0 0.0' . . 
4.77890-01 1.80000+0Z 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 2.65220+00 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 
_. ___ 0. .•. 2-_. O,_~ ____ "O.O O •. ~ ____ ,_ 0.0 _____ . __ ._. __ . _____ .____ . 
0.0 0.0 0.0' 4.77910-01 1.80000+02 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 4.77910-01 . 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 
2.65220+00 1.80000+020.0 0.0 _ 0.0 . '. 
--~---~ffiffi~'.~~+02-~---~~----------~---------~------
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 
13.1 3.50000+01 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.52120+~0 . . - . 
-----y:·SOOOO+02 0.0 0:0 0.0 ·--O~-O-·····-~--·---··· -~----------.----.. -
5.53590-01 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 2.52120+00 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 
o • 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 0'. 0 
-·-~r--~~---~---~~~~~,.~O~~---·---------------------
0.0 0.0 0.0 . 0.0 0.0 
0.0 5.53620-01 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 
2.52120+00 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 0.0 
- - 0 .0 ·----2·;·5212D·~-r:_8·iiooo+O·2--·ii·.0 O:·j,-------····-··--·---· 
0.0 0.0 .0.0 0.0. 
14.1 3.75000+01 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.43230+00 
- .. - L'sOOOD+o2- '0-.0" - - ~:O-: - - -0-:0 -- - - -0:0- .. - --. - - -.- -- - - - - -. - -- - - - ... - -- - - - - - - --. 
6.04910-01 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 2.43230+00 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 
. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
_. -·o:o·--·-o;·o···-··--··o:O··-·---··-6·~·0495"i;·-01 -1':'80000+0-2 - ... ---.-----... ---.---.--.--.----.. --.... --.--.... -------.-
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0" '0.0 
0.0 6.04950-01 1.80000+02 0.0 O.~ 
2.43230+00 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-~r--'~3O~-a~+orEr--'I------------·--------------
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 
15.1 4.00000+01 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.36850+00 
-- ··--L·soooo·.·iir····o :-jf····---··.--(f:·~---·······o.(f·"-··---·O·:·O-··--··--.... ---.---.... --... --.. --.. --.. --.... -----..... ---.--.... --.-.-... _-..... -. 
6.41770-01 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 2.36850+00 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-0';'0- --- --·O~O····· -- .. ,- -"0'-0- .... - --. -6·~41820·:·01-1:8000D+oT -. -- .-.... - .. - _.-. - -..... - .. -.. - - -.... -- -- -'" - .. - - -- -. - ..... . 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
__ 0.0 6.41820-01 1.80000+02 0.0· 0.0 
- 2.36850+00 1.80000+02' 0.0 0.0 0.0 
- ~ --·o·:r······--····~-::·!oSSD·+·Oo·····l":-aoO"O"D+O·2"-ir:·O"-····--··-·0.0····---:·-_·····-· -"--.... - ...... - .... ----.. - ... ---.-.... --.. ".--.. - ..... - ..... _ .... --
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
16.1 4.25000+01 IBM ZJOo87 
I 
_ .... _.~ .• Q_':"" .. __ .. _.Jt •. Q ...... _ .... _Jt,.Q ___ .. J ..&_ ... __ .2 .. ..32Q.7.Q±..D.O' .. __ ... ___ _ 
1.80000+02 0.0 O~O . 0.0 0.0 
6.69380-01 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 0.0 
·0.0 2.32070+00 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 W_W ___ ~L __ J~ ___ ~---LL ____ --_----- _______ ~~ _____ _ 
~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.69430-01 1.80000+02 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 6.69430-01 1.80000+02. 0.0 0.0 
___ .hl~!:I.ruJ)-'L_L.§ill.Q.t2L- 0.0 ,=:-:-::-::--_=-O.'_:O~.:----~O.,_:O~_--:...,.-_-_-_----------------.----__ ....,__--
0.0 2.32070+00 1.80000+02 0.0' 0.0 
. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
17.1 4.50000+01 . 
...... .. g .• IL _____ ~~.2.. _. ___ .Q ..... O ___ .1)..0 ___ .J .. ~£I~Q+.o.o ______ ~ _: ____ .:- ~ _ ~ __ :. __ . _______ _ 
1.80000+02' 0.0' 0.0 0.0 0.0 ' 
6.90720-01 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 O~O 
. 0.0 2.28370+00 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 
__ ... _ ... O'.,.JL __ .. __ ._..-Jt,.P. .. ____ .O:O O~.O . __ 0.0 . 
0.0 0.0 0.0 .6.90780-01 1 .• 80000+02 
0.0 0.0 0.0 . 0.0 0.0 
0.0 6.90780-01 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 
2.28370+00 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0. 0.0 '. . 
--~---~ffi~~~.~~+~-~---~~---~-----------------------
0.0 0.0 O.~ 0.0 
18.1 4.75000+01 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.25450+00 
-. -y:·soooo+02"·o',O----O;·O-----·O. 0 ---. --6:'0--"--' . _._'-' -' -' _. __ .. _----' --_ .. _" -' 
7.07630-01 1.80000+oz 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 2.25440+00 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-~r--'x---~---~ffiro-~~.~~~------------------------
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 . I 
0.0 7.07710-01 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 
2.25440+00 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 0.0 
- -:-0.0 -'--'--i';'2544D+00 ""'1:8'00 00 +0'2--',L 0-'---0 :·0·----· -.-----
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
19.1 5.00000+01 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0;0 2.23080+00 , 
- .. -CaoooD+o2' 0.0"" - - 0:0 - - -0-:0 - -- -'''6:0-'' - -- - .. - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - -- -.---.. - - - --
7.21320-01 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 2.23070+00 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 o.~ 0.0 0.0 .' 
--·O:O-·--·-O'O· .. --.. --.. ii:-o· .. ·--.... -i:2140D-01 ...... 1.8iiooo+~.------------.------ ... -------.. --.----
0.0 0.0 . 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 7.21400-01 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 
2.23070+00 1.80000+02 0.0 0.0 0.0 . . 
- "O~O- - -.... -2:-23070+(fO -1-:8ocfoo+02"- If:o- - - .... 0.'0 .. - - - -- - - -- - - - - - . - '- - .. - - - - -- - - - - --- - -
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
. . 
-. -_ ... _---_ ...... - ... -.. _--.. _-_._-_ .... _---_ ... __ ... _-_ ... -_ .. __ .. __ . __ ..... _--_ .. -_ ... __ . __ ... __ ... __ .... __ .. - ...... __ .... __ ..... _ .. _ .... _. 




;APPENDIX C. BASE PROGRAM TEST CASE 11 . 




. S I H V I B PRO G R A H 
* .: ... INPUT. AND. INTERNAL CALCULATIONS 
II. EMPLOY STAmARD UNITS 







... - ......... _ ....... __ ............... _ ..... _-_ ........... _ ........... -~ ........ ---.. I!I'.IIII.II.I!IIIIIIII.II_II.IIIIIIIIII_IIII.IIIIIIIIIIIIII"**** ...... ... 
SIt1VIB CHECK CASE 11 FOR CDC CottPUTER 
4 2-D ISOLATORS - 3 FORCES & 3 MOMENTS 
6 TRANSMISSION & 6 FUSELAGE HODES 
.... _ .. _ ....... ___ ....... _ ... _ .. _._ ....... _ ....... __ ...... ___ ....... ____ .......... _.fREQUEtiCy ... (HZ) ........... __ ....... _ ................. n .......... __ ••••••••••• ·.n ............ __ ........................ __ .•••••••••••• • ........... _ ••••.•• uu._ .............................. . 
tAl 







I N PUT DEC K CAR DIM AGE LIS TIN G . 
-_ .......... _-----_ .... __ ... -.. _ ...... --.... -.---..... ~- ....... --........ --...... --.... --.-......... - ....... -~ ....... --........... -~ .. - ....••....•. ~.- ........ - ......... --..... --.-..... ~~-.-...... --........ --.. ~ .. -........ _ ........ __ ._ ........... _ .........•....• ,---
*********************************************************************************************************************************** 
_ .. . W _ .. _____ ~SJ:. __ ),. _ .. ..:. __ .. _ .. 9 .. _ .... __ .. .....L~ .. .f.IB.~r._.~s9..\,A.I.OR .... _____ .. 2( ... QO.!l~0.!!:J, _ ... _ .... __ .. __ ... _ ... __ ... _ ...... _ ..... _. __ .. . 
00 1 I 1.0000+00 5.0000+00 0.0 1* CONNECTION NOOES *1 0007001 
3 I 1.2500+00 1.0000+01 0.0 1* LENGTHS A AND B (IN) *1 0008001 
7/ 4.4000+01 0.0 0.0 1* MASSl (LB) *1 0009001 
12 I 1.0000+01 1.0000+09 1.0000+09 I*.K TRANSM. PIVOT (LB/IN) *1 0010001 
--------=-15=-"-:--::'1'-=-. 'ii"000+05 1 :OOOD+·o5i-~·iiooo-+iiS-"/*K-TRANSi1'/FUSE~CBIiN) *1 ooii061"' ---_.---------------
18 I 1.0000+09 1.0000+09 1.5000+04 1* K FUSEL •. PIVOT (LB/IN) *1 0012001 
21 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* K ROTATIONAL (IN-LB/RAO) *1 0013001 
241 5.0000-025.0000-025.0000-0l! 1* C TRANSM. PIVOT (NO) *1 0014001 
.. '- - - ... - - 271 -jf:0-ii(lI)·:·oi-:-5~·ii·iioD-:0-z- 5-':'iiooD~'o2 - i*C···TRANSM':tFUS-Ei:- - '(No)' */ 00"15001- ... - - .- - - --. - -- - - -•.. _. -- -.-. -
30 1 5.0000-02 5.0000-02 5.0000-02 1* C FUSEL. PIVOT' .(NO) *1 0016001 
33 1 5.0000-02 5.0000-02 5.0000-02 1* C ROTATIONAL (NO) *1 0017001 
36 I 2.4800+01 2.4800+01· 2.4800+01 1* FREQUENC·Y TRANS PIVOT (HZ) *1 0018001 ----::3:-=9~;~480Dy+oi 2. 4s'oo+oi 2 • 48oD+'cff-1*FR'E'iji.ie'NcY-fRANs/Flj"S"El{H"zT"*/oolej'001 --.. -------------.. --.--.-.. --...... 
42 1 2 •. 4800+01 2.4800+01 2.4800+01 1* FREQUENCY FUSEL PIVOT (HZ) *1 0020001 
45 I 0.0 0.0 0.0· 1* FREQUENCY ROTATIONAL· (HZ) *1 0021001 
48 1 2.0000+00 0.0 0.0 1* TWO-OIM. ISOLATOR OPTION *1 0022001 
_ ... - -- - - - 491"- 0-:'0 - - ... 0.0-'" -b:'o" -i*-RIGIO-iSCiiATORBAR··OPTioH -*/002300i - --; - - - - _ .. - ... - - .- - .. - - - '-
56 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* TRANS. EULER ANGLES (OEG) *1 0024001 
. -591 0.0 ·0.0 0.0 1* FUSEL. EULER ANGLES (OEG).*I 0025001· 
-- ·----·---isi 2' COpy ··--f····--··· __ ·-· 1* sEcoNi)"-fSo"LATOR ··_--···--··-it/OOZ700·1--··--···---····-_· __ ··--····-_ .. __ .c __ ••••• -'-
1 1 2.0000+00 6.0000+00 0.0 1* CONNECTION NOOES *1 0028001 
3 I 1.2500+00 1.0000+01 0.0 1* LENGTHS A ANO B UN) *1 0029001 
7 1 4.4000+01 0.0 0.0 1* HASSl (LB) *1 0030001 
"127' 1. oOOO+OCl :00 00+ o<f i700'00+(i"9 - iii.' K--TRANSi1:· PIVOT - "fLB7it-i;-+iT ooi 00·0 i-' - _ ... - .. - - .- _ .. _ .. - - - ..... - -... -
15 1 1.0000+05 1.0000+05 1.0000+05 1* K TRANSM.iFUSEL. (LB/IN) */ 0011001 
18 1 1.0000+09 1.0000+09 1.5000+04 1* K FUSEL. PIVOT (Le/IN) *1 0012001. 
21 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* K ROTATIONAL (IN-LB/RAO) *1 0034001 
·Z4··75·:··000D:::·025·:·o·00if:·if2-5·~·iiiioo·:02--)*t··TRANsti-;--PIYOT······-····-(Ni)r··ifTo·03S(i"oi--···---·-----.--... ---.--.. --.... ---.---
27 1 5.0000-02 5.0000-02 5.0000-02 1* C TRANSM./FUSEL. (NO) *1 0036001 
30 1 5.0000-02 5.0000-025.0000-02 1* C FUSEL. PIVOT . (NO) *1 0037001 
33 1 5.0000-02 5.0000-02 5.0000-02 1* C ROTATIONAL (NO) *1 0038001 
-- - -.- - 36 F C4aoD+-01 ··ii:4800+of···2.480D+(ff- 1*-·FREQUEtic-Y-·TRANS-PIVO,.-(j:i"h"i/··OO·390oi -.-. - - - - - .. - _ .. - - - _. - .. -- - .- --
39 1 2.4800+01 2.4800+01 2.4800+01 1* FREQUENCY'TRANS/FUSEL (HZ) *1 0040001 
42 I 2.4800+01 2.4800+01 2.4800+01 1* FREQUENCY FUSEL PIVOT (HZ) *1 0041001 
45 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* FREQUENCY ROTATIONAL (HZ) *1 0042001 
_. ------48T .... f:··(i"ooo+(foo:··o·--····-o·~·ii··-······-··/it-Two:::0'fi1":·-isofATOif·oPTIoif-···*T·O·0430of--·----.. --... --.. ---.. - ........ ---.-.. ----.-
49 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* RIGIO ISOLATOR BAR OPTION *1 0044001 
56 I 0.0 0.0 9.0000+01 1* TRANS. EULER ANGLES ·(OEG) *'0045001 
-59 I 0.0 0.0 9.0000+01 1* FUSEL. EULER ANGLES (OEG) *1 0046001 
- - -- - -- -- - -_ .. - -- -- - _ .. - .- -.... -- -...... - .... - _.- ~- ..-~ --- "-- _ .. - _ .... - ... - - -- _ .. - . - .- _ .. - ... - - - - ... - _ .. _. -- - -. 
ISl 3 COPY 1 1* THIRO ISOlATOR *1 0048001 
1 1 3.0000+00 7.0000+00 0.0 1* CONNECTION NODES *1 0049001 
. 3 I 1.2500+00 1.0000+01 0.0 1* LENGTHS A AND B (IN) *1 0050001 
- -_·· __ ·····_······77·····4"7liO"ob .. ·0"1···lf:O········· __ ······O:O .. ········-······7*···AAss:f···-·······_ .... ······--····· .. cIsr*T·ooS:fooC·····_-·_-_······-·····_·······-·· ..... _ ....... - ... : .. _ ....... _ ..... -
12 1 1.0000+01 1.0000+09 1.0000+09 1* K TRANSM. PIVOT . (Le/IN) *1 0010001 
15 1 1.0000+05 1.0000+05 1.0000+05 1* K TRANSM./FUSEL. (LB/IN) */ 0011001 
18 I 1.0000+09 1.0000+09 1.5000+04 1* K FUSEL. PIVOT (Le/IN) *1 0012001 
- ... - ..... - ... - ······21 r 0:·0 .... ~ _ .... -0-; 0·'- - ... ·-0.0'- ...... -"/lC\( ·ROTAtIONAL" -( IN·;;LEfi'RAD '--;V-00550oi .. - _ .. - ...... - .. - ..... - ...... _ ..... - - .. - ...... - "-
24 1 5.0000-02 5.0000-02 5.0000-02 1* C T!'lANSM. PIVOT (NO) *1 0056001 
27 1 5.0000-02 5.0000-02 5.0000-02 1* C TRANSM./FUSEL. (NO) *1 0057001 
30 I 5.0000-02 5.0000-02 5.0000-02 1* C fUSEL PIVOT (NO) *1 0058001 
··-·····--:-······-····~37-S-:·0000·;;·02""5:·0·trOO·;;·0·2-5:·trOOD·::02-1*· .. C···ROTAnOffAT······_-·····--nmT·*TO(fS·9Cor····--·····_·······_····· __ ··········-_····· __ ······._ ...... _ .....• _-.... _-
36 I 2.4800+01 2.4800+01 2.4800+01 1* FREQUENCY TRANS PIVOT (HZ) *1 0060001 
39 I 2.4800+01 2.4800+01 2.4800+01 1* FRE~UENCY TRANS/FUSEL (HZ) *1 0061001 IBM Z30687 
. \ 
) 
·_ ....... ___ ._ .. __ ... AU. ...... ~-".4.~QP+O.l ... ?_~~tD.±.o;l, ... ?-'4~.QO±.O'l._-Lit ... .f.REqUEt-ICY. .. .fUS!;.L ... .e1V.PLJJ:!.l.L~I..J)O~.2.001 __ ...... _._ ........ _ ...... ___ ... _ ............................ _._ ...... __ .............. __ ....... _" _. 
45 1 0.0 0.0 o.n 1* FREQUENCY ROTATIONAL (HZ) *1 0063001 
48 1 2.0000+00 0.0 0.0 1* TWO-DIM. ISOLATOR ~PTION *1 0064001· 
49 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* RIGID ISOLATOR BAR OPTION *1 0065001 
_ .... _ ._. ____ .59.. L 0 ...... 0 . ___ .. Q ... o_ .. __ .. J.JH)0.0~0.2 ... 2* .. :rnANS .... E\,!LER_ANGLE$ ...JoEGL!f/_.oO§6001 ... ~. 
-59 1 0.0 0.0 1.8000+02 1* FUSEL. EULER ANGLES (DES) *1 0067001 
ISl 4 COPY 1 1* FOURTH ISOLATOR *1 0069001 . 
______ -=1-'1';---:4c:..!'-000.!.Q..!L~ •.. O'OOD.f..!!.U.!.0 t..u.Qt:l!i~H_oliJ:l9!t~L. __ . __ !!UJr7..o.9JU,._· _ .. __ .. __ .___ . ______ . _______ . 
3 I 1.2500+001.0000+01 0.0 1* LENGTHS A AND B (IN) */0071001 
7 1 4.4000+01 0.0 . 0.0 1* MASSl (LB) *1 0072001 
12 1 1.000D+Ol 1.0000+09 1.0000+09 1* K TRANSM. PIVOT (UB/IN) *1 001nOOl 
_ ... __ ... __ . _ _ ~~L _.1. .• 0J~!l[H.9S_1 •.. !!.9DJHO.!i_l_,.!)0.O.p.+Jt~ _/!f ... J( .. :nv,NS.tl...I.E.USE!.._ J.J..BDN) .. *LO.Oll!l.(ll_ .. _. _ ... __ . __ ' ...... 
18 1 1.0000+09 1.0000+09 1.5000+04 1* K FUSEL. PIVOT (LB/IN) *1 0012001 
21 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* K ROTATIONAL (IN-LBIRAD) *1 0076001 
24 1 5.0000-02 5.0000-02 5.0000-02 1* C TRANSM. PIVOT (NO) *1 0077001 
_ ... _ .. _----
ll..!.~Q.QOO-o..?....a....Q.!H!.9..:.Q.L~.:...Q.9.0Jl..:.9.?._.(.~._~IRA!!~!:! .•. {E.l!.~.~.I,,-'-... __ t!:lO ... L~LO.Q.?§.!H!.1. ..... __ .. _______ . __ .. ___ ... __ .. __ ... _. __ .... _ 
30 1 5.0000-02 5.0000-02 5.0000-02 1* C FUSEL. PIVOT (NO) *1 0079001 
33 1 5.0000-02 5.0000-02 5.0000-02 1* C ROTATIONAL' (NO) *1 0080001 
36 1 2.4800+01 2.4800+01 2.4800+01 1* FREQUENCY TRANS PIVOT (HZ) *1 0081001 
39 1 2.4800+01 2.4800+01 2'.4800+01 1* FREQUENCY TRANS/FUSEL (HZ) *1 0082001 
_.- - -- -. - - 42I-2-:-4Siio+"'oi 2. 48'00+-01-Z:4800+oi- -;*-FR'EQUENCY-FUSECp-IVC)'r-(H"Z)-'jfFoo'S300"i - - ... - -'- -- - - ... - ... -- -"'- _ ... - - _. -
45 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* FREQUENCY ROTATIONAL (HZ) *1 0084001 
.48 1 2.0000+00 0.0 ·0.0 1* TWO-DIM. ISOLATOR OPTION *1 0085001 
. 491 0.0· 0.0 0.0 1* RIGID ISOLATOR BAR OPTION *1 0086001 
-··---·----s67-·o:O-·--0--:O-·--·i·:-iooo·.0F-···-;if-iRANS·;·····EULER··ANGLE"S····'"iiEGl···if/008700i--··---··--· ... -----.. ---.... --... _--._-.... --
-59 1 0.0 0.0 2.700D+02 1* FUSEL. EULER' ANGLES (OEG) *1 008~001 
MSl 5 0 1* FUSELAGE FIRST MODE SHAPE *1 0090001 
.- -'- - - - -1 -;- 1.0000-02-0.0" - -- 0-:0 -- _. - lif- o·AHPING-·RATlo······ -_ ..... - "i"NriI*i" 00910'ill--' - --. - .... - _. -- _ .. - ...... -- - ...... - _.- -
2 1 3.8000+01 0.0 0.0 1* GENERAL. MASS (LB-SEC2/IN) *1 0092001 
3 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* FREQUENCY (HZ) *1 0093001 
41 4.0000+00 0.0 0.0 ·1* NUMBER OF NODES *1 0094001 
- -··--·----:575·:··o00D+·iio6·~·iiooif+·iio'i:·ii"00[i"+·OO-)*NooE"··NuHafRfsl····_·····_······if/oo950oi-···--···.-_ .. --.... __ ...... _ ..... _ ... --.. _-.... _-
8 1 8.0000+00 0.0 0.0 1* NODE NUMBERIS) *1 0096001 
10 1 1.0000+00 0.0 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODES (X-Z) *1 0097001 
13 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODES(TX-TZ) *1 0098001 
... - - -.- - 16" r' i:-oooo+oo "0--:0-- - ·····0.-0- - --- -1*"'MoDEsHApi~:AT N'OOE6 '-lx::'zi*/"0099001 ...... - .. - - .. - -- - .... - - - _ ... - -- - - - .. 
19 I' 0.0 .0.0 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT ·NODE6(TX-TZ) *1 0100001 
22 1 1.0000+00 0.0 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODE7 (X-Z) *1 0101001 
25 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODE7(TX-TZ) *1 0102001 
-- -"--'---28"i'-f:"ii'o'ob+o'oo:'i"'-"'-O~'O'--""-'")if-iioDE-SHA"PE--A'fNoo·E·s-Tx=if··jfFolo30of--···· __ ···_-.... __ .. --_ .... --.-_ .. _-.... -._ ..... -
31 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE 'AT NODE8(TX-TZ) *1 0104001 
40 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES NODES 10EG) *1 0105001 
43 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES NOOE6 (OEG) *1 0106001 
- --- - - _ .. 46';-- -0:0'- - a:if - ---0-;'0'- -.- -'iif-EULER ANGLES "-NoDei- (o"EGT·lil" 01070"01""-' . - '- _ .. , - .... - - - _ ... - .-- - ... -,.. _ ... - .. -
-49 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 1* EULER ANGLES NODE8 (OEG) *1 0108001 
MSl 6 COpy 5 1* FUSELAGE SECOND MODE *1 0110001 
_. ··_······--_·_-_·······i7-··T:-IHiob-=o2"···lf:tj"-·····_···· .. 0·:O··_····· __ ······7jf···OAHPINCf·R·ATICr······_········-I·No""j-*T·oi1I66C·:··--·······-..,....·····--·-··-····· .... _ ........ _ ....... _ ..... _ ........ _ ...... -
2 I 3.8000+01 0.0 0.0 1* GENERAL. MASS (LB-SEC2/IN) *1 0112001 
3 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* FREQU~NCY (HZ) *1 0113001 
4 I 4.0000+00 '0.0 0.0 1* ~~M3ER OF NODES *1 0114001 
- .... - --. "- -..... -S / .... 5.:0000+(01).; 00'00+00"'·7 :Cfo 00+ o'if' -/~f"-NODE -NUtisERTs)- ....... - ... - ... ··*"F01Isooi 
8 1 8.000D+00 0.0 0.0 1* NODE NUMBER(S) *1 0116001 
10 1 0.0 1.0000+00 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODES (X-Z) *1 0117001 
13 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODE5(TX-TZ) *1 0118001 ~ ··_······_·····-1"(;··""/"Il":·O··_·······J:··;·O 000 +'0 0-0·;' 0·-····-·-·1;i"i-l(jbCsH.~PE-A'f···f.lbDE6-(·x:;;tT··*/-oiT90of ..... -_ .... __ .. -. __ ..... __ .... __ ........ _ ...... _ ..... -._ ..... _ ..... _-
19 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODE6(TX-TZ) *1 0120001 
22 I 0.0 1.0000+00 0.0 /* MODE SHAPE AT NODE7 (X-Z) *1 0121001 IBM Z30687 
.. 
. ..... ____ . __ .... ?~.J. ...... O_,Q. ..... _. _ .... ~t..o ....... __ ..... Jt,.JL. .. __ .... _I~ .. !:!0.D!; .... ~HA,P.~_.~r . .J~OOJ;7.J..TX::.TZJ~.t-... !l122.0o.1_ ....... __ ......... _ ....... _ ...................... _ ............ __ ........ __ ............. _ 
28 / 0.0 . 1.0000+00 0.0 /* MODE SHAPE AT NODE8 (X-Z) */ 0123001 
~ 31 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODE8(TX-TZ) */ 0124001 
C) 40 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES NODES (DEG) *1 0125001 
__ .. _______ _ It.~_ (.. .. Q.~.O _. __ .. 0 .... 0_. __ .. !I •.. IL .. ___ ... ....!~ .. !;UI,,!;~ ... t.NG.I,.ES_NODE.~ _!OE.!?).~/ .. J)12(,0Q.l _ ..... 
46 1 0.0 0.0 . 0 .• 0 1* EULER ANGLES NODE7 (DEG) .*1 0],27001 
-49 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES NODE8 (OEG) *1 0128001 ) 
) 
______ MS1 7 COpy 5 .. _____ t.~..J:..I,!~nA!?;..J1!.:J:R!U1Q.QF __ ... __ !!I.JllQ.q9.l _____ .. 
1 / 1.000D--iiZ(L"0 0.0 1* DAMPING RATIO HID) *1 0131001 
2 / 3.8000+01 0.0 0.0 1* GENERAL. MASS (LB-SEC2/IN) *1 0132001 
3/ 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* FREQUENCY· (HZ) */0133001 
.. ___ '" ____ 4.1- _~.,O..Q.OQ.±.oO-...9 • ..!L _ ._0.,.9 _ .... __ .Il!_t-!I,Jl1El!;R .of ~.QD.E~~ _ .. __ .*L01.~4.l!Jl1_ .: .. _. _ . ___ . __ . ____ . __ ... _____ ._ 
5 1 5.0000+00 6.0000+00 7.0000+00 1* NODE NUHBERIS) *1 0135001 
8'/ 8.0000+00 0.0 . 0.0 1* NODE NUMBERIS) *1 0136001 
101 0.0 0.0 1.000D+00 '1*' HODE SHAPE AT NODES IX-Z) */0137001 
13 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* HODE SHAPE AT NODE5(n(":TZ) *1 013800'1 
_ .. _· __ · .. ·-.. ---:16 iO:o---o-:O·-· -"-1:,(i'00D + 0'0--' Ijf-M'OO'E-SHAPEAT'''NOiiE'6''--{X:::z>*;-oi3900C--'''--'''--' 
19 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* HODE SHAPE AT NODE6(TX-TZ) *1 0140001 
22 / 0.0 0.0 1.0000+00 1* HODE SHAPE AT NODE7 IX-Z') *1 0141001 
25 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* HODE SHAPE AT NODE7nX-TZ) *1 0142001 
_ .. - - - - - _.- 28-;- 0-:0 - -- 0.0'-' - 1:000D+0'0- -;*"Mo"D'e sHAP-e AT OODE~8 ~x':'i)*ioi430-oi - --. - .- - .- _.- - .-- - -- -" - - - -
31 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* HODE SHAPE AT NODE8(TX-TZ) *1 0144001 
40 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES NODES IDEG) *1 0145001 
43 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES NODE6 (DEG) *1 0146001 
- .. ----·----4r/O:O-·---O:O---(j'~O-.. ·~ .. -·I*·E'ljLER .. ·ANi:;'LES·-NOjl'E7 .... (DEci"j"-*10147ool'-·-.... ·-.. ·-------.. ----.. --·--.. -·-
-49 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES NODE8 (DEG) *1 0148001 
MS1 8 COpy 5 1* FUSELAGE FOURTH HODE *1 0150001 
. - - .. - - - -IT 1. OOOD-O:CO :0" - ... -. 0-:0 -- -_. - i'ii' D'ANPING" .. RAfio· .. · _ .... - '(HoT ~i' ol5l'o'il1-'- - -- - ....... - -- _ ... _ .. - - - ...... - .... - -
2 I 4.5000+04 0.0 0.0 1* GEN~RAL. MASS (LB-SECZ/IN) *1 0152001 
3 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* FREQUENCY 1HZ) *1 0153001 
4 1 4.0000+00 0.0 0.0 1* NUHBER OF NODES *1 0154001 
.. --S .. ·7S-:-000D+006·: .. ij'00ri+oo7·~·iiOO(:i'+·O-0-'/*NoriE"·NUMBER(sf-.... ·_ ...... --.... it/01S5001-·---· __ · __ .. ·_-.... · .. - .. --..... _ .. __ ....... -
8 1 8.0000+00 0.0 0.0 1* NODE NUHBER(S) *1 0156001 
10 1 0.0 -1.7300+01 0.0 1* HODE SHAPE AT NODES IX-Z) *1 0157001 
13 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODE5(TX-TZ) *1·015S001 
_ .... - _ .... - .-. - i6' TOO 0:-0 --: - ":'1: i300+0i':·s.-ooo·D+ci'o·- Ilf"'MOD'ESHAPE AT HODEl. '''1x'::'2::)*/'"01590'01 -" - .-- - .- _ .. - - .. - - - .. - ..... - - .- -' 
19 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODE6(TX-TZ) *1 0160001 . ) 
22 1 0.0 -1.7300+01 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NOOE7 IX-Z) *1 0161001 
25 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* HODE SHAPE AT NOOE7ITx-TZ) *1 0162001 
-_. -· .. ---.. --.. ·-2S-·:.;-(i:"O·--.. --=i-: .. i300+·oi::8·~·ii·OO[f+·oo-'/in100CSHAPE .... AT'-N"ODES-.. (·x:::if .. ifTo16300J;·-.... -_ .... _-_ .. - ...... --.. _-..... - ..... _ .... -_ ..... -
31 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODESITX-TZ) *1 Q164001 
40 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES NODES (DEG) *1 0165001 
43 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER' ANGLES NOOE6 IDEG) *1 0166001 
- - - - _. -46 T 'O";cj'- - o.lj" - '''-0-'''0 - -.- - iit-EULEf;r ANGLES -NoDE7-li'i'EGT*Toi'6700C" .... ,- _ ... - "'- - .. - -. - .. _- -'" - ...... -
-491 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES NODES '(DEG) */0168001 ,. 
MSl 9 COPY. 5 1* FUSELAGE FIFTH MODE *1 0170001 
-. ·_-·--.. - .. ··T7 ...... Ccfo·O'i)::of .. cCo .. · .... ·_ .... O:O .. · .... _ ...... ·-I*···DAHi'ING" .. RATio·· ...... _ .. · .... · .. -('f.iD .. i""*F'oi7iooi-...... _ ....... _ .... _--..... - ........ _ ........ - ....... _ ..... - .... _-.... -
21 4.6500+050.0 0.0 1* GENERAL. MASS ILB-SEC2/INl *1'0172001 
3 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* FREQUENCY 1HZ) *1 0173001 
4 I 4.0000+00 0.0 0.0 1* NUMBER OF NODES *1 0174001 
- ...... _ .... - - ... -S· T" 5-;'0000+0'0 "(;: OCi'OD'''O 0"',. .'iiocib+o·if -"')[f.!OOEWJMBERTSf- ....... -- ... - -'iiFoi7S0oi .. - -. -- ...... - .- ... ". - .. - -_ ...... - - .... - ...... _ .... -
8 1 8.0000+00 0.0 0.0 1* NODE NUMBER(S) *1 0176001 
10 1 1.7300+01 0.0 8.0000+00 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODES IX-Z) *1 0177001 
13 I' 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* HODE SH~PE AT NODE5ITX-TZ) *1 017S001 
......... _ ........ _ .... -'o""/·-r:i30U'+'O'1lr:·o .. _ ...... -0'·;·6·_ .... _·-"l*t10De-SHAPE-Af···NODE6-nf.::ZT*!· .. oY79'oor--· .... _ .... __ .. ····_· ............ _ ....... _ ...... - ........ _ ......... _ ........ _ ..
19 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* HODE SHAPE AT NOOE6ITX-TZ) *1 0180001 




_...... __ ......... __ .. __ ... g~.c_.(.t,~Q ....... _ .... Jt~JL. .. __ ..... (l... .. 9. ..... __ .... _l~ .... tlPQE .... StlAP.!;:_ALt:-IPO:E.7..!..T~.::U.L~I. ... 01S2.Qlll_ ....... ___ ....... ___ ..... ___ ....................... _ ............ _ ........... _ ....................... . 
2S I 1.7300+01 0.0 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODES (X-Z) *1 01S3001 . 
31 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODE6(TX-TZ) *1 0184001 
40 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES NODES (OEG) *1 0185001 
__ .. , ______ 4.~t 1.-_ Q....O ____ ..<l...,0_. __ J)._O_ . ___ .. _I*_ .. ;U_L:ER . .A~G.!-E_S_ .N.ODE§. . .JO.;.G)Jt: ... QlSQO.Ql __ . _ .. _____ .... _ .... __ . _ ..... . 
46 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES NODE7 (DEG) *1 0187001 
-49 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES NODES (DEG) *1 01S8001 ) 
_____ HSI 10 C9.P.L-_S_.. (* Fl,I?~LAG.LgKT.Jl---1!.Q~ __ ~L9.;!.9..Qj)Jtl _______ . 
.., 1 1 1.0000-02 0.0 0.0 1* DAMPING RATIO (NO) *1 0191001 
2 1 4.5400+0S 0.0 0.0 1* GE~ERAL. MASS (LB-SEC2/IN) *1 0192001 
3 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* FREQUENCY (HZ) */ 0193001 
._. ______ . __ 4 L -'t., O.9JlQ.t..OO_O ,.IL __ . __ 0,.0 __ .... _ /~_N!.!tfBE.R Of !-!OO.E.$ __ . ___ ~L 0.1.9.4.001 __ .. __ .. ___ .. __ ... ....:. __ . _ ...... _ ... __ ... _ 
S I 5.0000+006.0000+00 7.0000+00 1* NODE·NUMBER(S) */0195001 
S I ·S.OOOO+OO 0.0 0.0 1* NODE NUMBER(S) *1 0196001 
10 1 0.0 -S.OOOO+OO 0.0. 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODES (X-Z) *1 0197001 
__ .... _ .. __ . ___ ~----..Q.& ____ .~.9.. __ :....9..J! _____ (!.f..J:!9.P.:E_1Hi~.~.r;...!J...JiQQ.r;.~.LI~::-.I~..L.~( __ Q:!,.9.§.Q.Q.L .. __ .. ________ ._. __ . ___ ... __ ... __ .... _. 
16 1 S.OOOO+OO 0.0 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NOOE6 (X-Z) *1 0199001 
19 1 .0.0 0.0 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODE6ITX-TZ) *1 0200001 . 
22 1 0.0 -S.OOOO+OO 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODE7 (X-Z) */ 0201001 
2S 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODE7ITX-TZ) *1 0202001 
...... - - - - -- 28 r:s-:'oooo+oo 0.0-"- 0:0" - -;;iMoo'e -SHAP-E AT -NOO-E8 (x::Z)-if/02'030ii"i - - •. --- - .- -.- - -. - - _ .... - - _. -
31 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODESITX-TZ) */ 0204001 
40 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES NODES (DEG) *1 0205001 
43 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES NODE6 (DEG) */ 0206001 
- ···------46--r-ii:-o--o:-il--0·~·O .. --I*EijLE-R-ANGLES-NoD"E7·(OEG'j" *1 0207001--···-----··----···--····-·------···--
-49 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES NODES (OEG) *1 020S001 
MSI 11 COpy S 1* TRANSMISSION FIRST MODE *1 0210001 
.- - .. - -- '-17- 1.0000-02"-0:0- - _ .. - 0-:0 "- _ .. - 1.-cAMPING-·RAlIo'··· - ... - (NoYiT 02110iiC- - -.. - - _ .. - - - -- - _ ... - - '- _ .. - - -.. - -
2 I 5.5000+00 0.0 0.0 1* GENERAL. MASS (LB-SEC2/IN) *1 0212001 
3 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* FREQUENCY (HZ) *1 0213001 
4 1 5.0000+00 0.0 0.0 1* NUMBER OF NODES *1 0214001 
!f"·/L·ooo6·+·0(f2·~·Ooolf+·O"03·~·O·OO[j"+o·0--·ijn:jOOE'j:jUHBER"iS-) --···-····· __ ····*T021500i-··--···--_·· __ ··_-······_··--_.--..... --..... --
S I 4.0000+00 9.0000+00 0.0 1* NODE NUMBERIS) *1 0216001 
10 1 1.0000+00 0.0 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODEI IX-Z) *1'0217001 
13 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODEl(TX-TZ) *1 0218001 
_. -- -- - .... - - 16" r Coo-oo+oo "0-.0- - -'-0.0' 1*-"NoDE 'SHAPE AT NODE2 ····lx::·z)*Foii9(i"oi _. - - - - - - ..... - - _. - ... -. - .- -" 
19 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODE2(TX~TZ) */ 02Z0001 
22 1 1.0000+00 0.0 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODE3 IX-Z) *1 0221001 
25 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* MODE .SHAPE AT NODE3ITX-TZ) */ 0222001 
_._. -··-----·-28/-y~(j"OOO+·OO(,-~·O·--···-O·~·O··--·--·-iif-iio6CsHAPE-·AT-H"citi"E"it-{x:.zl····if/o22":foof-····-_·-_··--.... - ..... ---.. --..... - .... --.... -. -
31 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 ·1* MODE SHAPE AT NODE4(TX-TZ) *1 0224001 
34 1 1.0000+00 0.0 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODE9(TX-TZ) *1 0225001 
37 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODE9(TX-TZ) *1 0226001 
- .- -' - -_. -4"07' -0:0- - o:if - "-:-(;-:"0 -- - iif-EUt.ER ANGLES ····NciifE5-I(fEGI*7·0"2·zioOl--· . - - _. - .... - - - _ ... - --- _. - ...... - .... . 
43 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES NODE6 IDEG) */ 0228001 
46 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES NODE7 (OEG) *1 0229001 
49 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES NODES (OEG) */ 0230001 
- .. ··-----··--;;·s2·-T···cf:0'·-···--···O-:-O .. ·····-.. ·· .. 0·;O·······----······-;jf·tUCE"R··-ANG[ES-··tlboE9····-rDEG·j·-*T·o-i31i')i)"1···--······-····· __ ·····_········_····_--_ ....... - ....... _ ....... -_ ....... -
MS1 12 COPY 11 1* TRANSMISSION SECOND MODE *1 0233001 
1 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* DAMPING RATIO (NO) */ 0234001 . 
- ... - - -- _ .... T r" S-;5000+-00 -0; 0"'· -_ ..... 0 "'if ...... -',llt"GENERAL .. ··MASS fLS::SEC""2iIN '-"jfFoz3sooi 
3 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 l* FRfQUENC'( (HZ) */ 0236001 
4 / 5.0000+00 0.0 0.0 1* NU~lBER OF NODES *1 0237001 
~ 5 1 1.0000+00 2.0000+00 3.0000+00 1* NODE NLJI1BERIS) *1 0238001 . 
- ... -...... · __ ·····_-_····-S7·-4·:·0000·."OO-9:·0000".·oo·-a:·o··---······-7*-NoDE-1fUi1SER·t·Sy-:-···-·_·······-_··*/-OZ·39001 .. ··--··_······_·····_·····_·····-_······ __ ····-_·····.--._ ....... -
10 I 0.0 1.000D+00 0.0· 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODEI (X-Z) *1 0240001 
13 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODE1(TX-TZ) */ 0241001 IBM Z30687 
II 
______ .... : .. __ . ____ .J,6J .... Jt.!.9. ... __ .. _ ..~.!....O'9.9.P+O'9. . .Jl,.!L .... _ .... -L~ .... MO[)I: .... ~tll\!'.".~~T .. HoQr;? ... _ll5.::.l.1..JfI. .. Q~~.ZQl)l. __ ..... _-....... --.... - .......... -..... -.... -- .. -- ....... _ ........ _-.......... - .... -........ -
19 I 1).1) 1).0 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NOOE2(TX-TZ) *1 0243001 
~ 22 I 0.0 1~0000+00 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NOOE3 (X-Z) *1 0244001 
~ 25 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 1* MODE SHAPE AT NOOE3(TX-TZ) *1 0245001 
_ ... _____ ._. __ 2~_ L_ Q.....o _. __ J .. ,Q.9J)0+OQ .. J).JL ... ___ J~ ... t10_[)r; .$.1:1I\!'._1; AT .N_ODE.4 __ (X.::.zt_!/ ... Q2_~60.Ql .-. - .. -- -- .- - ... - .- - ... - ...... -- .-- - .. -- -.-. 
31 I 0.0 0.0.· 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODE4ITX-TZ) *1 0247001 
34 / 0.0 1.0000+00'0.0 '1* MODE SHAPE AT NODE9(TX-TZ) *1 0248001 
37 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NOOE9(TX-TZ) */ 0249001 
________ . 40 I 0.0 0 .... 9 0.!.9 _____ .(~J:.l:!.l,,~~nGLE~_tm.Q.I:.l?_tP.:eQ.L~LJI..?p..!t!l!U, 
43 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES NOOE6 (DEG) *1 0251001 
46 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES NODE7 (OEG) *1 0252001 
49 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES· NODE8' 10EG) *1 0253001 
... _ . _____ __ -:2?L J1.,O ___ ... _0,.9 __ .. __ 0.!.9 __ ._ ~J!!..E.!,I.!_E..!LA.HGL.!;.S ..J:lOo.J;9_I.ILEGJ._*Loz5'tO.Ol_ .-- - .- -.- .'" - - - -- -. _. - -
MSl 13 COpy 11 1* TRANSMISSION THIRO MODE *1 0256001 
1 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* DAMPING RATIO (NO) *1 0257001 
2 I 5.5000+00 0.0 0.0 1* GENERAL. MASS (LB-SEC2/IN) *1 0258001 ---·-·--------3-;O'O·--·····O'··O··---O:-O··---·--;*~FREQUENCY--······-_·········_·'·HZ"l"*/OZ59·0oi····--··_-··--.--.-------.. --.. --... -
4 I 5.0000+00 0.0 0.0 '. 1* NUMBER OF NODES '*1 0260001 
5 I 1.0000+00 2.0000+00 3.0000+00 1* NODE NUMBER(S) *1 0261001 
8 I 4.0000+00 9.0000+00 0.0 :/* NOOE NUMBERIS) */0262001 
_ ..... - - - - -- f6· )- o-:ii - ..... -0:0····· - .. l:ifooo+o·O·· -7*MOOE SHAPE AT NODE'Z Ix:Z)-if/02'630oi ~ - .. , - - - - _ .. - -- -'-' _.- - - - -
13 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* MOOE SHAPE AT NOOE2ITX-TZ) *1 0264001 
16 I 0.0 0.0 1.0000+00 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODE3 (X-Z) *1 0265001 
19 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* MOOE SHAPE AT NOOE3(TX-TZ) '*1 0266001 
- ···-----·--22/0:-0--·0·:-0 -'--T:-oooi5'+00 '-""7*i1Ciil"E-SHAPE"'ATNOOE3"', X-iY'"*/026 7001--··------·· 
25 I 0.0 0.0· 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NOOE3(TX-TZ) *1 0268001 
28 / 0.0 .0.0 1.0000+00 1* MODE SHAPE AT NOOE4 (X-Z) *1 0269001 
31 10.0 0.0 0.0 . 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODE4(TX-TZ) *1 0270001 
- _. - .- - -34"1" O·~O- - --o:if - ... - i:oo'ooiii"ii - iii' t10DCSHAPCAT·tujb·E9Ttx:·ti)*To·~710·Ol-- - -.- - -- - .- - - .. - - - -.- - --
37 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* MOOE SHAPE AT NOOE9(TX-TZ) *1 0272001 
40 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES NODE5 (DEG) *1 0273001 
43 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES NOOE6 (DEG) *1 0274001 46··)-0·~·O--··--0·~·O--··-O·:·O·--····--·i*EliLEif··ANG·LES--NOO"f7-···(ijEGf·if/027500i-··--------··--··----·--·---.-----
49 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER I\NGLES NOOE8 (OEG) *1 0276001 .1 
-52 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES NOOE9 (OEG) *1 0277001 
_ ... - _.- - .. - -MSl -- - i"4- - -COpy" ~ff- - -- _ .... -i*-TRANSMISSIONFOURTH 'MoD~E"- *i'-0279001 -- - --' - .- -- -' -- - - - - - - - ...... . 
1 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* DAMPING RATIO (NO) *1 0280001 
2 I 2.9800+03 0.0 0.0 1* GENERAL. MASS (LB-SEC2IINJ *1 0281001 
3 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* FREQUENCY (HZ'- *1 0282001 
--. ·-··-------4···7·-s-:·o·ifoD+(i"oo~·O·--····--O-~·O·--···--"/jf-H"UMBEi'i···Oj:N"OO·ES. ···--·---···*"102830·01"--··---····--·----··-·-----··-·---.. -----.-.-
5 I 1.0000+00 2.0000+00 3~0000+00 1* NOOE NUMBER(S) *1 0284001 
8 I 4.0000+00 9.0000+00 0.0 1* NODE NUMBER(S) '*10285001 
10 1 0.0 6.8000+00 0.0 1* MOOE SHAPE AT NQOE.2 (X-Z) *1 0286001 
- -- - - -- T37 0.0- - O:cr ---0':'0 -- --. - i*-MOiiESHAPEAT-·NOti"E2TTx~;.,.zT*;-0287001-- .. "- -.- - -.- - - - - ..... - _. - -- - --
16 I 0.0 6.8000+00-8.0000+00 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODE3 (X-Z) *1 0288001 
19 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 1* MOOE SHAPE AT NOOE3(TX-TZ) *1 0289001 
22 I 0.0 6.8000+00 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODE3 (X-Z) *1 0290001 
- .. ··_-··--····_··257·····(;:0--·--···0:0-········_·····0:O-·······_·····_jjt···i1ooe:···SHAPE··At···f.iooE3lrx::tij--*/""·02'9"100i-····_····:--······_··-·-········-······-·-..... - ...... - .... --.... --
28 I O~O 6.8000+00 8.0000+00. 1* MOOE SHAPE AT NODE4 (X-Z) *1 0292001 
31 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* MOOE SHAPE AT NODE4(TX-TZ) */0293001 
34 I 0.0 -1.870D+Ol 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODE9(TX-TZ) *1 0294001 
-- .... - .... -- ······37 / .... COOOD+OO -,f:o"'" -'" "'-6:0" _ .. ,- -/*-HoiiE -SHAPE'At f.iooE"i)Crx..:yzf··ifF0z"950oi -.-
40 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES NOOE5 (OEG) *1 0296001 
43 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES NOOE6 (OEG) *1 0297001 
46 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES NODE7 (DEG) *1 0298001 
-·--·····--···--···-49····'-If:·O·--·····O:·O··--···-o-·;·O·----····-7*"t:ULtfCANGlES······f.lOOES-TOEGr-*To2·Cj·CjOO1" .... __ .... -_ .... --.... -_ ........ _ ...... - ....... - ....... _-.... __ ..... -





_ ..... _ .. _ .... ____ .~~L_._ .... __ ... :t~_ ......... ~J).P..'L_U __ ...... __ .. _"-~ .... ~A"!s.M.lS.S.l.PtLf.l..f..I!:!._ . .J'!.9P.~ .... _*.I. ... QlQ~QQl. __ .... __ ..... _ ...... :_ ............ _: .......... _ ........... __ ........ _ ............... . 
1 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 /* OAMPlNG RAno (NO) */ 0303001 . 
2 / 3.8700+03 0.0 0.0 /* GENERAL. MASS (LB-SEC2/lN) */ 0304001 
3 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 /* FREQUENCY (HZ) */ 0305001 
_4. ~_ 5 ...... 0Q.QP+..Q.Q ..!t·Q .. _. ___ .9& ." __ .. j*.J:M:1BER. Qf. ... NOOE.S. __ ..,..... ....... 2(.J)3.Q~0.01 __ .. _ .. _ .. ___ ._. _ .. __ .... ~ .... __ . __ ... ___ . 
5 / 1.0000+00 2.0000+00 3.0000+00 /* NODE NUMBER(S) */ 0307001 
8 / 4.0000+00 9.0090+00 0.0 /* NODE NUMBER(S) */ 0308001 
10 / -6.8000+00 0.0 8.0000+00 /* MODE SHAPE AT NOOE2 (X-Z) */ 0309001 
______ ~1::_3-'/~_':'_0,. 0 .~_9 0 •. 9 ~* MO.P..1; .... 1H:!AI!L.~:r..1!QP..!;.2( ~.:-TZJ....!LU:!,.Q!!.Q1. ________ ~ ____ . _____ _ 
16 / -6.8000+00 0.0 0.0 /* MODE SHAPE AT NOOE3 (X-Z) */ 0311001 
19 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 /* MODE SHAPE AT NOOE3(TX-TZl */ 0312001 
22/ -6.8000+00 0.0 -8.0000+00 /* MODE SHAPE AT NOOE3' (X-Z) */·031~001 
__ .. '_' . _____ ._ .. ..?S.L _.Q.,O_ •. _ .. _O,.!L:....... _0 .. ,.0 ____ 1!!...I1QPL~HA"E_.4T ... NO.t::tI;3..LT)(:::r~.L*LO.~.14.001 __ ._ ~ . ___ . __ . _____ . __ ... _____ . _ 
28 / -6.8000+00 0.0 0.0 /* MODE SHAPE AT NOOE4 (X-Z) */ 0315001 
31 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 /* MODE SHAPE AT NCOE'4(TX-TZ) */ 0316001 
34 / 1.8700+01 0.0 0.0 /* MODE SHAPE AT NOOE9(TX-TZ) */ 0317001 
37 / 0.0 1.0000+00 0.0 /* MODE SHAPE AT NOOE9(TX-TZ) */ 0318001 
--... -"-'--'--"'"40iO:o 0.0"--"0:-0" lifEULER ANGiES-····NO"D"ii·s·--Tii"Ei;T*/03i90oi-.----------- .. --.--.. --.. ----
43 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 /* EULER-ANGLES NOOE6 (OEG) */ 0320001 
46 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 /* EULER ANGLES NOOE7 (OEG) */ 0321001 
49 / 0.0 0.0 . 0.0 /"" EULER ANGLES NOOE8 (OEG) */ 0322001 
_ .... - - - - ---52 ;- 0-:0 - -- 0.0'-' - 0:(;-- - - -/*EULERANGLES" -NOO"E'9 -iOEih--;'Fo3230-oi - _. - .. - ....... - _ .... - -- _.- --- - .- - -
MS1 16 COPY 11 /* TRANSMISSION SIXTH MODE */ 0325001 
1 / 0.0 . 0.0 0.0 /* DAMPING RAno (NO) */ 0326001 
-'2-;1'2.5000+03 o:o---··o·~·O····--·-·I*GENER·AL:-MASS(LB:.SECiIINi··-*/03Z_7ooi--··--··~····---··--····--···-----:----
3 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 /* FREQUENCY . (HZ) */ 0328001 
4 / 5.0000+00 0.0 0.0 /* NUMBER OF NODES */ 0329001 
5 / 1.0000+00 2.0000+00 3.0000+00 /* NODE NUMBER(S) */ 0330001 
- -. - - - -8 -;- 4.0000+00--9:0000+00"0:-0 ... - --.. - iif'NOi:ie--t-iUMSER(ST' ""'-'.'- _ ... -*l'0331001- - -'" - ....... - .. - - .... - ....... - .- .-... - .... - -
10 / 0.0' -8.0000+00 0.0 /* MODE SHAPE AT NOOE2 (X-Z) */0332001 
13 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 /* MODE SHAPE AT NOOE2(TX-TZ) */ 0333001 
16 / 8.0000+00 0.0 0.0 /* MODE SHAPE AT NODE3 (X-Z) */ 0334001 
i9·-i-o·:··O--··--O·~·O----O~·0-····---/*-r10D-E--sHApjCAT-t-iol:i"E3frx=,.z.,.--jf/033S0oi-··--··--·--···---··--···----.--.... _-.... -
22 /. 0.0 8.0000+00 0.0 /* MODE SHAPE AT NODE3 (X-Z) */ 0336001 
25 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 /* MODE SHAPE AT NODE3(TX-TZ) */ 0337001 
28 / -8.0000+00 0.0 0.0 /* MODE SHAPE AT NODE4 (X-Z) */ 0338001 
-.- .- -- - .. - - 3i- T' 0:0 .-.- - -i,:o-'" - -"'0.-0- .'- _. /*-"MODE 'SHAPE "-T N·6D·E4("X-TZj*Fo3390·o~i -- - - - - - .. - -.- - .- _ .. - -.- - - --
34 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 /* MODE SHAPE AT NODE9(TX-TZ) */ 0340001 
37 / 0.0 0.0 1.0000+00 /* MODE SHAPE AT NODE9(TX-TZ) */ 0341001 
40 / 0.0 0.0. 0.0 /* EULER ANGLES. NODES (DEG) */ 0342001 
- ----·---43-·l-o-;cj" 0';'o"-"'-'-o'~'o"-'---"/*EULER-'ANGiES"-Norit6-(DEGr··ii;nl3430oi··---·--···---·--···--····-··----··--·····._-.--
46 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 /* EULER ANGLES .NODE7 (OEG) */ 0344001 
49 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 /* EULER ANGLES NODE8 (OEG) */ 0345001 
____ .. __ . -52.!.: .. J!.:o _ _ ....E.~ _ _ ._ o.:.p. __ . __ /.~_E'y'~EB...Al'!~LES .~0.Q.~9_ (P'.~G.L ~(_ 0.!~6001 __ ...... __ ... _ .. ___ ....... _ . ___ .. _ .. _ .. _ 
FRI 17 0 /* INPUT FORCING FREQUENCY */ 0062002 
1 / 2.4800+01 0.0 0.0 /* FREQUENCY·(4P)· (HZ) */ 0063002 
2 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 /* DEBUG SWITCH (NO=O.YES=l) */ 0064002 . 
- .. ··------···--··::;3/-·· .. 1 :-ifoOD+OO-·O:-o-·---·· .. if. o-·-·---······-jif··RESULTS- "IN"'G' !f··--··········- ······--*TOO-64002-·-···-_······-·······-·····-······· ... _ .... _ ....... ---.... _ ....... -_ ..... -
GF1 18 0 /* INPUT GENERALIZED FORCE */ 0066002 
1/ 9.0000+00 0.0 0.0 ./* NODE NUMBER */0067002 
- .... - -- - -..... -z- /"""0:'0 ...... - ... 'iL()""" -. ·-·o.-if - ... -. -l""--WLER-ANGLES"(OEGY' _ .. - lfr/0068002 
5 / 5.0000+02 0.0 5.0000+02 /* FORCES (CX.SX.CY.SY.CZ.SZ) */ 0069002 
8 / 0.0 5.0000+02 0.0 /* . (LBS) */ 0070002 
~ 11 / 2.0000+04 0.0 2.0000+.04 /* MOMENTS(CX.SX,CY.SY.CZ.SZl */ 0071002 
.... ······w _·····--··-=1-47-0·:·0··_·······z·:·0000-+0·4"lr;·o····-·····-·7if--··· i .·_-········_···Ti·-·····-llR::LEn·-*Toii72002···-·_····---··-_······_·······_·····_·······_·····.-_ ........ _ ... _. 
PV1 19 Q /* PARAMETRIC VARIATION */ 0074002 IBM Z30687 
• 
1 / 5.0000+00 0.0 __ 0.0 /. STARTING VALUE' (HZ) */0362002 
2 / 5.0000+01 0.0 0.0 1* END VALUE (HZ) */ 0363002 . 
3 / 2.0000+00 0.0 0.0 1* NUMBER OF POINTS ./ 0364002 
-4 / 1.7000+01 1.0000+00 0.0 I. ELEMENT NUMBER AND LOCATIOH*/ 0365002 
..... :t 
SEH 20 0 I. GENERAL ELEMENT ./ 0370332 
1 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* SUPPRESS FIHAL RESULTS */ 0370342 
2 / 1.0000+00 0.0 0.0 1* 00 HOT SUPPRESS INPUT LI~TS./ 0370352 





_ ..... C.OJ1P..!m.~NI.!.!1QP.~.IRL_. ____ . __ .... __ ~!!!.~~._.11Q.QA!'..Jl1:F..!lc.nm.!;. .. TrP'J;-L~~~!!f~~.lf..!!L ___ .... __ .. ___ ...... __ ..... I;.LEMENT.; ........... _ ........ __ 5 ......... __ ...... _ .... _ .... _ .............. __ . 
_ .. _~ .. _ZH~ __ DAt.I'p:J1:l!>..R.AU9JlIQL ____ . __ .. ___ -'- _. ___ . __ .. _ ... __ ...:- _ ... _ ..... __ . __ . J .. 9.90.QOD.::.02.. ... _ ... __ ._ 
2 MO GENERALIZED MASS (LB-SEC**2/IN) 3.800000+01 
__ . __ L.Q!1EGA MODI;; FREqUENCY (HE~TZ) .. ____ .. ___ .. !l...JL_. _____ ·. __ . _____ . ___ _ 
4 NNODE HUMBER OF NODES DESCRIBED BY THIS MODE 4 
._ .. ~ J:!PQ£. _~!:lNECU:9ILNQQ.E ..wt1.~E~.O.E..N.P.p~D.~SC.R;!:~.rn l~:r ..D:II~LI'tQPE. _____ ~ ___ ... ~ _ ._ ~ ... __ _ 
5 6 7 8 . 0 
10 GAMMA MODE SHAPE. ENTER U, V, W, THETAX, THETAY, THETAZ FOR EACH NODE: 
_ .... _ ... ___ .. _________________ lL_· ___ ._-Y.. ... ____ . .... _W_ .. _____ nI~TAK __ .... -Itl.E:rAY _. __ ;...J.HUAL. ______ · __ . __ .... __ ._ .. _ 
10 - 15 NODE 1 1.00000+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 0.0 0.0 
16 - 21 NODE 2 1.00000+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
22 - 27 NODE 3 1.00000+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
28 - 33 NODE 4 1.00000+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0· 
-----~~~-~n-~r---a---~x-~-~~---~---~I-----------
) . 
40 EULER EULER ANGLES AT ~ONNECTION NODES. ENTER: 
THETA - EULE"R PITCii ANGLE-:--'ROTA:T"ESEC'ONDABOUT 'THE Y=AXIS'''(DEG'R'EESr- .--.. --.--.-.------.. ---.--.. --.. --.--
PHI - EULER ROLL ANGLE. ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DEGREES) 
.- - - - - XSI -- --EULERYAW ANGLE. --ilOTAi'E-FI'RSTASOUTTHE Z=AXIS"-iDEGR"E"eSI'" - -' -
THETA PHI XSI 
40 - 42 NODE 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
_. -----·43·:-t;S-·--tiOOE-2---b7ii-·----· .. --.. b-:O-·-·---O·;O-.. --.. ·-_ .. --..... --.-_ .. - .. -_ ... -_ ... -_.-.-.---.. -_ .. -_ ...... -
46 - 48 NODE 30.0 0.0 0.0 
49 - 51 NODE 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
_____ J~~_~U_~L ___ ~ ___ ~~ ______________ _ 
55 EMPTY LOCATION 
_._._~~_Q_. ___ JNI!.!~Lt:!.o.P'AL ~.MPL!I~DE .!..~N/~.~_) _ .. _.-... ---.-----.. --.... --.---... - ..... - ..... - .... Q,!..Q..-... --.--.. __ ..... __ .. _._ ..... __ .... __ ._ 
57 DQ INITIAL MODAL VELOCITY (l/SEC) 0.0 .i 
~ . 
- .... U1 -.... -_ ..... - .... --..... _-.. _._ .... - ..... _-_ .... - .. -.. ---._-..... - ..... - ...... - .. -.--..... --... - ....... --.-.-----.... - ...... - ..... --..... _ ..... _-....... - ...... - ...... _ ........ .. 
IBM 230687 
II 
_ .... ~Ol1P.9.!:IE.t-D.:.~!:'QP..~IRL_ ... __ .... __ ... __ .. !!***~!!~ ...... tl9J'-A.!'.:~~.TR.1,J.!;M.!; .. .I.YP.LL!!~.~~ .. ~~.~**_ .... __ .... _ ........ __ ....... __ ..... E.l-{:M.EN1.: ...................... _6 ....... __ ~ ....... __ ........... _ ......... . 
) 
) 
~ _l, ..... ~TA._ --PA.!1n~..R.A·r:!;9 J..I:'IQ..L ___ '" _ ... __ .. _ . ___ .. ___ .. __ '_'''' _. _____ ... _ .. __ . _1 •. 0..0.0.9.0.0.::.02._ ... _ ... ___ . _ ._ ... __ . __ '. __ .. 
0\ 
Z NO GENERAl-IZED MASS (l-B-SEc**ziIN) 5.800000+01. 
__ -..:3::-:;OIjEGA MODE FREqUENCY (HE~J,.:::Z:.:.) ______________ _ _ ____ . ___ . _____ 9-"_0 _______________ _ 
4 . NNOOE NUMBER OF NODES DESCRIBED BY THIS MODE 4 
10 GAMMA MODE SHAPE. ENTER U. V. W. THETAX. THETAY. THETAZ FOR EACH NODE: 
__ .. __ ... ___ .. ____________ . __ ~. __ . __ ..... ....Y... .... ___ . __ ... _W_. _____ l1tg~X. __ ... __I!:!.!;TAY . ___ ._IttUAL... ______ . ___ ' _._ 
10 - 15 NODE 1 0.0 1.00000+00 0.0 '0.0 0.0 0.0 
16 - 21 NODE 2 0.0 1.00000+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 0.0 
22 - 27 NODE 3 0.0 1.00000+00 0.0' 0.0' 0.0 0.0 
28 - 33 NODE 4 0.0 1.00000+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-----~~~-~n-~~ -a---~x---~~---~---'I-----------
40 . EUl-ER EUl-ER ANGLES AT CONNECTION NODES. ENTER: 
-· .. ·--·------:rHETA: EULERPffctfANGL~'ROTAT'ESEC'OND AB-OuT"THEY:::AXIS'-'( OEGR'EES )'---.. --.--.. -----------.. --. 
PHI ~ EULER ROLL ANGLE. ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DEGREES) 
THETA PHI XSI 
40 - 42 NODE 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
- -------43.::-4s .... NODi-2-·-O':"'O .... ---· .. ·--· .. O-:O---.... - .. O-;-O-.. --..... --.... --.... -.---.... - ... --------.-.--.. ---... --.. -----.-.-
46 - 48 NODE 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
49 - 51 NODE 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
_____ J~~_~U_~L __ ~ ___ ~~ 
55 --- EMPTY LOCATION 
___ 1?~_Q_ ... __ .. J.NL~~~.Q'OAL _~MPLI!YD.....LL~H/.~:~}_ .... ___ .... __ .... _ ..... _ .... _ .... __ ... ; ___ ... __ .. __ ... __ .... 9 ... !lL. ________ ... ______ .. __ .... __ .... _ 




_ .... CO!:1p.P~~I:IT .. ;!lQD.~T.R1. __ ... _ ..... _. _____ .. !;f_~~~~ ...... 119QA!.._!:m~Vc.I.U.R~ .. .IIP.J;._1_!~.~'_IL~.~.!f.!.IL.: ... _ ..... ____ .. _ ........ _ .. :.ELEMENT.: ........ _ ........... __ 7 ....... _ ........ ___ ........... . 
_ .. _ ~ ... _ ~ .. ~TA. __ DAt.1.P:n!!> .R.ATJ9 -lliD.L ____ .. ____ . _ .... _____ .... _ .... __ . _ ._ .. _ ..... __ J .. Q.!!O.!U)0.:::..02._ ... _ .. _ ._ ... _ ..... _ ... _ ._ ... ___ ... 
') 2 MO GENERALIZED MASS (LB-SEC**2/IN) 3.800000+01 
__ --'3 Q!iEGA .~ FREg!,JENCY mRTZ) _____ .. ____ Q....!L.-____ . 
4 NNODE NUMBER OF NODES DESCRIBED BY THIS MODE 4 
.. _ .. _ .. ~_ J:lPQ.;.. _g)!:ffiE;UPN ~QP'~ _~¥t:I.~.;R..~80.E..N.P.gE.~D.E.SCJ?,;rBJ;.P .1:\)' ..D:!I~LMQJlE ______ ... _ ..... , __ .. " __ .. __ ._ 
10 GAMMA MODE SHAPE. ENTER U. V. W. THETAX. THETAY. THETAZ FOR EACH NODE: 
_""._". __ ". ___ . __ . ____ . __ 4 __ ._ ... _.-Y.. ..... __ .. _· ..... _W_ ... __ .. _ .. ~.m~TAX .. _ .... _l1:!.U~. ___ .. ..JlI.UAL.._· _ .. ~_ ... _._ ... __ ..... _ ..... _. 
10 - 15 NODE 1 0.0 0.0 1.00000+00 0.0 0.0' 0.0 
16 - 21 NODE 2 0.0 0.0 1.00000+00 0.0 '0.0 0.0 
22 - 27 NODE 3 0.0 . '0.0 1.00000+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 
28 - 33 NODE 4 0.0 0.0 1.00000+00 O~O 0.0 0.0 
....... - .. - - - --34-:'''39--HODE-'S - -if:o- -0':'0 - .. - .... - -0:0- -- - - 0.0"- - - -"·0:-0 ~ - - --0."0"- _ .. - .. - - .- - .. - - -- -
40 EULER EULER ANGLES AT CONNECTION NODES. ENTER: 
-'''---'--''--TH'ETA'= EULER PIicHANGi~"ROTAT'EsE-C'ONO ABOUT 'THE Y".:AXIS .. ·(DEGR·EES) .. --.. ·-----·--.. --.. ---·--·--· .. -· _ .. _-._. - .. --
PHI - EULER ROLL ANGLE. ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DEGREES) 
- -- - - - XSI _ .. -EULER-YAj;f ANGLE. · .. ·ROTATEFIRSTA·BOUTTHE Z".:AXIS· .. ·CDEGR·E·EST - - -
THITA PHI XU 
40 - 42 NODE 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-----:4""3,-:::4S-.. 'No5f-2-.. ·-0-:-0 .. · .. --.. ---.. o:b-·--· .. - .. 'f:-O .... --..... --... _-..... - .. --... --.... __ .... --.. --... ---.. -_ .... __ .... --..... _-... --
46 - 48 NODE 3 0.0 0.0. 0.0 
49 - 51 NODE 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
_____ ~:~_~U_~L ___ ~ ___ ~~ ________________________ _ 
55 EMPTY LOCATION 
__ 2~_Q ____ .. J.NI't:!.~J:_!!.t:lP.~_AMPl,!!YP .. L! .. ~N/!.~_) __ ... __ .... ___ . __ .... __ ... __ .. __ .... __ .... _ ..... __ ... __ ._ .. 9~~. ___ ... _ ..... __ ... __ .... __ ..... __ ..... __ .... _ 
57 DQ INITIAL MODAL VELOCITY (1/SEC) 0.0 





CO~p'.9N~trr.~n9l).!?IH1_ ...... _ ..... __ ... __ .~~~~~ ....... !tQ.D.A!,._S..IB.IJG.TIJRE_n.p.!; • ..L!'~.~!t,~II.II.~~_ .. ':' __ ....• _ ...... ___ ._ ... __ .... E.LEME.t:n:.; ............ _ ............ 8 ......... _ .. _ ..... _____ ...... _ .......... _ .•. ..; 
~ _ ~ ..... Z5.J/L J.&,!:!p~!!!i.R..ATto JJ:lttL ___ ... _ .. ___ . __ .... _ . __ .... _ ".'. ___ .. ___ . __ 
2 MO GENERALIZED MASS (LB-SEC**2/IN) 
J .. !!.!!OQ!!D.::02_ .. _ ... __ ... __ ... _ ._ ._-. __ ... 
4.500000+04 
__ .LQt!.EGA MOD~ FREg)JSNC"( (HER\.!T""Z.:..) _______ --'-____ _ 1).0 
4 NNOOE NUMBER OF NODES DESCRIBED BY THIS MODE 4 
10 GAMMA MODE SHAPE •. ENTER U, V, W, THETAX, THETAY, THETAZ FOR EACH NODE: 
_._. ___ . __ . _. __ . ___ • __ . ____ 4 _____ .... ...:i.. ...... __ .. ___ .. _W ______ Tl!~T.&,?t ___ ... _TItETAY _ THUA,Z"--_____ -'-. 
10 - 15 NODE 1 0.0 -1.73000+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
16 - 21 NODE 2 0.0 -1.73000+01 -8.00000+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 
22 - 27 NODE 3 0.0 -1.73000+01 ~.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 
28 - 33 NO.DE 4 0.0 . -1.73000+01 -8.00000+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 
- ... - - - - -3c;-:."39-NODE-·S- ''0-.0- -0':0 - .. - .-... O:Cr - .. - - -0:0- -- - _·-O-~-O·- -- - -'0.0'- - ... - -- - - _. - - -.-
40 EULER EULER ANGLES AT CONNECTION NODES. ENTER: 
THeTA':-EULER PITCH ANG~'ROTAfE SEC'ONOABOUT "THEY:AXIS'" (DEGR:"::E:="ES=-):---···--·--···--··-------·--··· .. ----··--··--
PHI - EULER ROLL ANGLE. ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DEGREES) 
- -- - - -XSI---ElfLERYAWANGLE. -'RoTAi'e-F-iRsTABOtiTTHE -Z:::AXIS''''DEGREES)"- - --
THETA PHI XSI 
40 - 42 NODE 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 4:j-:4S·"NOOE-2---0-:-0 .. ···--.. ·--· .. 0:-O··-----0:-0---.. -----.. ---.. -----... -----.----. - .... --.--------.. --
. 46 - 48 NODE 3 0.0 . 0.0 0.0 
49 - 51 NODE 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
__ J~~_~U_~L ___ ~ ___ ~~ ________________________ _ 
55 --- EMPTY LOCATION 
_ 2~_IL. ___ .!NIT..~.~~9.PAL_~!1Pq]J;JD....L.!J~{.~.ti_) _ .... ___ ... __ .... _._ .. __ ... _. ______ . ___ . ___ . __ ... 0 .0 ... __ ... ________ ... __ ._ ... __ .... ___ _ 
57 OQ INITIAL MODAL VELOCITY (l/SEC) 0.0 
- .. ---. __ ... __ ... _._ .... _-----_. __ ..... _-_ .. _ ...... _ ..... -._ ... _._ .. _. __ .. __ .. __ ... __ ._-.. --_ ... _ .... __ ..... _ ....... --.:.. .... _._ .. ; ... _ ...... :_ ... -._ ... _-_ .... __ ...... -
IBM Z30687 
II 
~ ____ C()J:!_P'_9.1:!E_IiI!MQP..~TR!-________ ·_ : _______ .. ~.!.I!~~~ __ ... nQp.A!,.._S_TR.vC.IVR!; ... _TYI'.J;;_U~~~_~.1!.*..** __ ... __ .. ____ ._. __ . __ . ____ .. E.L.EnENT~ .. _. __ .. ; .. _ .. : ......... _.9, ....... ___ .... ___ ..........•... 
_ .. _ ~. __ ~JA ___ p~!1PP:!? RAT19..LNQ-L ____ . ___ . _____________ .. ___________________ ... 
____ ... _...1 .•. !!.OO_Q.OD.=P2.. __ .. _______ . _ . __ . __ .. _._. 
) ~ MO GENERALIZED MASS (LB-SEC**~/IN) 4.650000+05 
____ L.Q!:I_EGA MOD~_ FREqUENC'( (HERTZ) . ___ .!!.....lL-__ . ____ _ 
4 NNODE NUMBER OF NODES DESCRIBED BY THIS HODE ~ 
_____ k J!PQ£. _ ~~NECU9NJlQQ.E lMl!tER_s... O.E.. N9.P'~ D.J;SC.!Ue.!::p ."-Y .IJ:!I.:L MOOE_ __ _ . ___ .. _:....._ _ _ _._ -.:. ___ __. __ ___ _ ___ _ _ __ .... _ 
5 6 78· 0 . 
10 GAMMA HODE SHAPE. ENTER U. V. W. THETAX. THETAY. THETAZ FOR EACH NODE: 
__ ._. __ . _____________________ l! ____________ -Y... ____ . __ .... _W_ ... __ ..... _T.tlETA)( __ ._l:!:!.EIAL __ ._ .... IHUAL __ . ___ .. __ .. ___ ._. __ .. __ 
10 - 15 NODE 1 1.73000+01 0;0 . 8.00000+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 
16 - ~1 NODE ~ 1.73000+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
~2 - 27 NODE 3 . 1.73000+01 0.0 -8.00000+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 
28 - 33 NODE. 1.73000+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 ~.O 0.0 
--... - -- -. - --3~··39--NODE-·5- -O·~O-· - --.. -o·~·o - .. - -.- 0:0- - - _. 0:0···"" -- - -··""0:0 -- -. - --0.0- - .... -. - ... -- -- _ .. - - --
40 EULER EULER ANGLES AT CONNECTION NODES. ENTER: 
- ····--···--·--THET;r-:.- EULER--PITCHANGIE:-"··ROfAi"e-s-icoNDABOUT-niEY::AXIS---( DEG·REES ).-.-.---.. ---.--.. --..... ----..... - ... --.... --... --.---.-
PHI - EULER ROLL ANGLE. ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DEGREES) 
- - .. - - -- XSI -.. - --EU"L"ERYAW .... ANGLE.···ROfA"fiFffRST ABOUT THE Z::AXIS·-iDEGR·EEST· - -- -
THETA PHI XSI 
40 - 4~ NODE 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
- -·------"43::.4S--··-N"oof-·z-····-b-:-o····--··--···o70----···--··0:-0----··--·-····---···-----·--··---··---·---·--.... --... --.-------.. ---
46 - 48 NODE 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
49 - 51 NODE 4 0.0 0.0 ~.O 
_____ J~~_~U_~L ___ ~ ___ ~~ 
55 --- EMPTY LOCATION 
___ ?~-.-9 ____ ._._~!!~JJ~.LM.Q.DAL ~MPL:r;.~L!J..!:I!.:r;.~.)_ .... ________ ... __ .... __ ._ .. _._. __ .... _. __ . __ ... _._ ... __ .... Q~.Q_ .... __ . __ ._ .... _______ .... __ .. ___ . ____ .. _ 
57 DQ INITIAL MODAL VELOCITY (I/SEC) 0.0 




___ .. COt!.P'.9NEm.!.t1..Q.Q.~-ml,_ .... __ .. _ .. _ ... __ .~!f..!..*.~~~~~ .... .J:tQP.A!"_!UHV.~I\.lR.E .. .JJ.~E.~~~~*..!t~**_ .. __ .. ___ ..... ___ ..... _ ..... ELEtlE.m.~_ ................. 10._ ..... __ ..... __ ..... _.: .... : ........ . 
g; _ ~ ... _ZET~. __ P~p~J!~.R.AT.l9.i~.L _. __ .... _" ______ .. , _ .. __ ... __ .. __ . __ . __ .. __ . ___ .. _1 •. !!.OO .. O.OD.::.02._. __ ... __ ... _ .. ___ . _ ~_ 
2 MO GENERALIZED MASS (LB-SEC**2/IN) 4.540000+05 
3 OMEGA I'I01lI; FREq!:l~Y (HEJ~J,..,Z:.:;) _________________ . ___ . _________ .Q..&-
4 NNODE HUMBER' OF NODES DESCRIBED BY THIS MODE 4· 
10 GAMMA MODE SHAPE. ENTER U, V,. W, THETAX, THETAY, THETAZ FOR EACH NODE: . 
. ___ IJ. ___ . __ ... _Y.. __ . __ . ___ .. -'L_. __ ... _I1:tETAK ____ 1J:!.UAY ____ · . ...:..DiEIAk. __ . __ . ___ . ___ · _"""_ 
10 - 15 NODE 1 0.0 -8.00000+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
16 - 21 NODE 2 8.00000+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .• 0 0.0 
22 - 27 NODE 3 0.0 -8.00000+00 0.0 0.0 O~O 0.0 
28 - 33 NODE 4 -8.00000+00 0.0 . 0.0' 0.0 0.0 0.0' 
-----~~~-~n-~r---~---~X---~~---~---~I-----------
40 EULER EULER ANGLES AT CONNECTION NODES. ENTER: 
PHI - EULER ROLL ANGLE. ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DEGREES) 
- - - .. - - XSI -'" -EUi:ERYAW" A-NGLE. --ROTAT'i;-FIRSTABOUTTHE Z:::AXIS"'('DEGR'{ES"j"" - "- -
THETA PHI XSI 
40 - 42 NODE 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 . ------4~3 ::.-4S-·NODE-2-··(i:-o·:·--···--·-O:-O---····--·O·:O·----·-.. -.--.--... --... --... --.----.---.-.--.. --.... --.-----
46 - 48 NODE 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
49 - 51 NODE 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
___ J~~_~U_~L ___ ~ ___ ~~ ________________________ _ 
55 --- EMPTY LOCATION 
___ ?'~....J!. .... ___ . .!NIT..~!V.9..oAl _~~I.IYDE .J.IB!..!~)_._ .. ___ .. __ ..... __ .. _. __ . _______ ... _ ... ___ .. __ 0.0 __________ . ____ . __ .. ___ _ 
57 DQ INITIAL MODAL VELOCITY (l/SEC) 0.0 
- ... __ .. __ . __ ..... __ .... _._ .. _-_. __ .... __ ..... _._ .. -. - ..... --; .... --.... ~-..... -. _ ...... __ .. _.-...... __ .... _ ..... _-.... __ ...... _-..•.. __ .... _ .... __ ...... _---.... _ .. _ ...... _ ..... __ ..... _. 




_ .... cOJ~1.P'.9.~~IiI~t:!.Q~L~IR.L._. __ . ____ . __ ... ~~~!_~~_~._ .. .!'!.QQALS_TR.vcJ1J.R!; .... I.'(~!;. ... L~~~!!..~.~.!'~ .. __ .... __ ·_ ..... _ ... _ ....... _~ .... E.t..EM.ENT.~ ......... . II ......... _ .......... _ ........... .. 
_ .. _ ~._ ZETIL _p~!:l.P~!:!~ .R.A1l9 JJ:ltU ____ ... __________________ J~~~L ___ ~_ 
2 MO GENERALIZED MASS (LB-SEC**2/IN) 5.50000D+00 
3 OMEGA MODI; FREgJJENCY (HE~T.:..:Z:::..)'--_________________ . ___ '__. ..!! . ...!L __ . _____ -,-_______ _ 
4 NNODE NUMBER OF NODES DESCRIBED BY THIS MODE 5 .. 
.. _ .. ~ .l!oDi _ .. _ gl .. I:lNECUOtUlo.Q.E ~.~J;R_~ .. OU,IOpE~DJ:SC.RIB..E.Q .e.r .I!:lI.~LM.QOE ____ . ____ .... ___ ._ -'"'- .. :... _ . __ 
1 2 349 
10 GAMMA MODE SHAPE. ENTER U, V, W, THETAX, THETAY, THETAZ FOR EACH NODE: 
____ .... __ .. ._y ... ____ .... ~ .. ____ ... _W_. __ .. __ T.!iETA~. ___ ._I!:!FAY .. _. ___ ...Itl.U~..L. _____ . __ .. __ .... __ .. _ 
10 - 15 NODE 1 1.00000+00. 0.0 0.0 . 0.0' 0.0 0.0 
16 - 21 NODE'2 1.00000+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
22 - 27 NODE 3 1.0QOOD+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
28 - 33 NODE 4 1.00000+00 0.0 0.0. 0.0 0.0' 0.0 
- .... - -- - - -"34-:' -39-NCioE-S- '1': 0"60 60+ (i'o" -0':0 - - -- -0.-0 - - - -0-:0'- - - -0--:-0'- - .. - -"0.0 - -.- - ... - - - - .. - - -.-
40 EULER EULER ANGLES AT CONNECTION NODES. ENTER: 
THETA - EULER PITCHANGLE:-"'ROTAi"ESECO'No-ABOUT -THE';;-:i..XIS· (DEGR'EES )--.---.----.. --... --.. ---.. -----.-------
PHI - EULER ROLL ANGLE. ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DEGREES) 
- --.. - --- - XS-I -- -EIj'LER-YAir A"NGLE."-RoTA'firFI'j~ST ABoliT-THE Z-:AXIS"'CDEGR'EES)'" - --. - .- - -- -- ..;.... -- - .- - ... - .. - - - .-.. , 
THETA PHI X~ 
40 - 42 NODE 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
- -·----4y·::-4s-···--NODE·-·z-·-··O-:O· .. ·-.. ··--····O:O---·--"0:0"---'''--'-'--- .--.. --.----.. --.... - ... ---.---.. - ..... --
46 - 48 NODE 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
49 - 51 NODE 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
_____ J~~_~U_~L ___ ~ ___ ~~ ________________________ _ 
ss EMPTY LOCATION 
_ 2~_Q _____ ~NI~;!;ALMO"DAL _~MPL!1Y.P_L!}N/!.!'!)_ ... __ ... __ .... ______ ... _ .. ___ ... __ .... _ .. __ ... __ ... P~_ .... ______ .... _____ ... __ ._ ... __ . ___ .. __ 
57 DQ INITIAL MODAL VELOCITY· (l/SEC) 0.0 
- - _" - __ .. - - - - _. _. __ ,. ___ - __ - - __ - ____ . - _ ... _. ___ - - - ---: _ ..... _ ... -.. _. - _0. __ . ___ ~ __ 




__ .... ~Q!1.1'.O~EtJI.:!1QP.~.IR;I,. __ . ___ .. ___ .... __ .. ~..!.*.~~~**. ...... tI.QP.A.L~RVC.TIJR.!;. __ U'p';' __ 1.2~~~~~~.*_!.!L. __ ·:': .... _ ....... _ ...... _._ ....... nEJ:1ENT.~ .......... _ ....... _12 ........ _ ...... _ ......... __ ................. . 
_o .. !L _ . __ ... __ . ___ . _ ... _. _ . __ _ 
2 MO GENERALIZED MASS (LB-SEC**2/IN) 5.500000+00 
_____ L...Q!:!.~GA MODE FREqJ.)ENCY....!!!I!:tT,-"Z'-!.) __ _ !t.JL. ___ . 
4 NNODE NUMBER OF NODES DESCRIBED BY THIS MODE 5 
10 GAMMA 'MODE SHAPE. ENTER U. V. W. THETAX. THETAY. THETAZ FOR EACH NODE:' 
--. -"---"---i():""lS")-IODE i 0.0 Y.._' -"--i"~OO~'O'D+OO ····--0 :··O..JL..,---··o.~-ET~ __ .. -O. ~UAY "--0. lrl;.J1,·Z ... ___ . 
16 - 21 NODE 2 0.0 1.00000+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
22 - 27 NODE 3 0.0 1.00000+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
28·- 33 NODE 4 0.0 1.00000+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
- ... - -- - - -"-34- "39~N1jDE--5 - '0':0- -f:'OO'(j"OD+OO~-- 0:0- - - -- 0."0"- - - --0:0 - --. - -'0.0' - -- - 0 __ - - .-- -- - - - --
40 EULER EULER ANGLES AT CONNECTION NODES. ENTER: 
- ··--·-·-----THE-tA=- EULER-PITCH ANGLE-:--'ROTAT"ESE'C'ONDABOUT-"THE-Y:-AXIS"-filEGREES )--.. --.--... --.---..... --.. --... -----.. -----.--
PHI - EULER ROLL ANGLE. ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DEGREES) 
.- -- - --- - if 51 --- -EtfLER-YAi:f ANGLE-: "-ROTA"fe-FiRsT A"S"OUT"THE Z=AXIS,olDEGJiEES-f" - - - .. - - - -.- - "'~ -- - --- - .0.- - - _0- - "'--
THETA PHI XSI 
40 - 42 NODE 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
- ----·--··43--:"4S-···--NOOE--2-o.0···--···---·if:o·--····---·0:0-·---···--·-·-----·---·-----·----··--··--···--..... ---.. ---._-
46 - 48 NODE 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
49 - 51 NODE 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
52 - 54 NODE 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
_ ••• - _ •••• - •• __ •• __ .0' - _._. -.. - _'" - • __ - __ :-•• __ .. __ • ___'" 
55 --- EMPTY LOCATION 
56 Q INITIAL MODAL AMPLITUDE (IN/IN) . 0.0 
_." - .... --.. ---.... - ..... --..... ----....••. - ...... "'~~ ....... __ ... __ .... __ .. _ .. _--_ .... _ ... _-. ----_. __ .... __ ... __ .... _-_._-_. __ ._-_._----_ .. -.-_._-_.-




_ .. <;OJ'!.!,.Q.~Em.!.!10Q~.IR~_._ ... __ ._. ___ .. ___ .. ~~**~~.~ ... _nQIJ.A!. . ...;;lR.I).CnJ.R~ ... J:.r.P.J;._.1-.!~~~~~.~~!._ ... __ .... __ ........ __ ...... __ ...... E.LEMttff.:. ........ . .13 ...... __ ....... __ ._ ........ __ ...... . ~ 
_ .. __ ~._. ZETA. __ DA!:!NJ:~? ..R.AT.J9 J..t:IQ.L __ . _______ .. __ .. _____ ... _ ..... _____ .. _ ..... __ 
-.p •. !!... __ -.... _ "'- -" -- .... _ .. -- .. - _ .. _ -_ .. 
) 2 MO GENERALIZED MASS (LB-SEC**2/IN) 5.500000+00 
__ L...Q!:!~~ FRE~UENC'( (HE~TZ) !!...!L.-. ____ , 
4 HHODE HUMBER OF NODES DESCRIBED BY THIS MODE 5 I 
._ .. _. _5_ J:!PDE _. __ ~~NE~U9N ~QP..~~.~.JR_~40.LN.Q~E_S_D.J;SCB.J~~.P .QY .I!:ll.~LM_QPE ______________ ._ . __ . __ . ____ . _ ._ ... _____ .. _, 
10 GAMMA MODE SHAPE. ENTER U. V. W. THETAX. THETAY. THETAZ FOR EACH NODE: 
__ .. ___ .•.. ___ .. ___ . _. __ 4. __ ' _____ .-Y... .. ____ .... _.!!-... __ .. _ItIETAK. __ ... __ 1J.!.!;.TAY _. __ . THUAL._. _ .. __ ... __ .. __ .. __ .. _ 
10 - 15 NODE 1 0.0 0.0 1.0000D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 
16 - 21 NODE 2 0.0 0.0 1.0000D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 
22 - 27 NODE 3 0.0 0.0 1.0000D+00 0.0 0.0 . 0.0 
28'~ 33 NODE 4 0.0 0.0 1.0000D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 
--.. - ... - - - -'3c+: "39 -. NooE"-S - '"iL o' - -. - 0':0 - .. - -- -i."o-oo-oD+-Oo -. 0: 0-- - - -.- 0-:-0 - -- - -'0.0 - _ ... - -.. - -- -_. - -- - -
40 EULER EULER ANGLES AT CONNECTION NODES. ENTER: 
- "--"--'--iHETA - EULER PITCH ANGIE-:--ROTAfeSEC'ONOABOUT "niEY::'AXIS--' DEGREES )""--" ... --.--.. -----.---.. -------.--.-
PHI - EULER ROLL ANGLE. ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DEGREES) 
.,.... -- - -- - XSI -.- ...:eLiIER-Y.uf ANGLE. -'RoTA"fe-FI"RsT ABOOTTHE Z::.AXIS .. ··iDEGR·EEST· - .- -
THETA PHI XSI 
40 - 42 NODE 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 4'3=lis-"'-ifcioE"'-z --0:-(',. .. --·--·0:-0-----·0:0·---·--·---·--·--·--··--·-------... ---.-.. ------... ---.... --
46 - 48 NODE 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
49 - 51 NODE 4 0.0 O~O 0.0 
_____ J~~_~U_~~ ___ ~ ___ ~~ 
55 --- EMPTY LOCATION 
__ ..2~_Q ____ .~NIT.y~L MQ.DAI:...~MPLE.UDE !J!!~.~._) __ .... __ .. __ .... __ . __ ._ ... ___ . ___ ... __ .... __ .... ______ ... 9...J1. ...... ___ ..... _ ..... ___ ..... ___ .. __ .. __ ._. __ ... _ 
57 DQ INITIAL MODAL VELOCITY (1/SEC) 0.0 
~ "-:0 
_ .... ~ -_ ... __ ..... --_._-_ .... __ ... __ ..... _-_._ .... __ .... __ ..... __ .... _---_ ... --_ ... -._ ... _-_ .... __ .... __ ..... __ ... _-_ ... __ ._ .. _ .... __ .. _ .. _ ...... __ ..... __ ........ _ ..... _-_ ... _-_ .. _ ..
IBM Z306S7 
~0t.1.P'.9~.F;!IT.!.t.1..Q.P..~IR;t_ .. _ ....... ____ .~!'~~~**~ ...... !1QI:!A!._~J.H.I,J.C.nrRe ... .rr~r;;_L~~!'~!.~~ .... __ ... __ .... __ ...... __ .. _.~.I_~IjEHT.; ........... _ .......... _14 ...... :. __ .~ .. __ ., ........ ~ ..... . 
.. ~ _ 3,.._ ZETA. __ PA!1P+~!,7 ..R..A·C!:9 J.IcIQ.L __ ...... ____ .. __ . __ .. __ .... _ .... __ .. _ ...... _ ",,,,. _ ...JI •. !L _ . __ ... _ ... __ ..... _ ..... . 
2 MO GENERALIZED MASS (LB-SEC**2/IN) 2.980000+03 
___ .?_~EGA MODE FREq!JEHCY (HERTZ) __ ......,.-:!!.....!L .. ____________ . _____ . 
4 HHODE HUMBER OF NODES DESCRIBED BY THIS MODE S 
5 NODE CONNECTION NODE NUMBERS OF NODES DESCRIBED BY THIS MODE 
-------~-~-~-~~~---~---- -------------------
10 GAMMA MODE SHAPE. ENTER U. V. W. THETAX. THETAY. THETAZ FOR EACH NODE: 
_._. _____ . ____ . ____ ... __ . __ U ___ ... __ ... _.~ ...... _ .. __ .. ::_..!L .. __ ... __ m~T~_._~. __ T!:l.ETAY .. __ .. _...J1!F;.I!..L __ · ___ . __ .__ ._ ... __ . __ . 
10 - 15 NODE 1 0.0 6.80000+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 0.0 
16 - 21 NODE 2 0.0 6.80000+00 -8.00000+00 0.0 0.0 ·0.0 
22 - 27 NODE 30.0 6.80000+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
28 - 33 NODE 4 0.0 . 6.80000+00 8.00000+00 0.0 0.0· 0.0 
_ .. - - .-- - - -··34=- ·"39 --NODE--S - -0·:0' - - .. -:i:"8io·oo-+af·- 0:0- - .. -- -' 1.0·0000+00 -- 0-:"0 - -- - 0.0" - - - .. - - -- -.'.- - - -
40 EULER EULER ANGLES AT CONNECTION NODES. ENTER: 
- ··--·-----TH"ETA..::· EULERPIfcHANikE. '''ROTAT"ESEcoHDABOUT ·THEY,.AXIS-· (oEGi'fEES) ---... ----.. ------... --.... ---.---.--.. -----. -.-
PHI - EULER ROLL ANGLE. ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DEGREES) 
.- - - ... - - XSI _.-. -ElfCERYAi:f ANGLE: ··-ROTAi"E-FYRST ABOUT THE Z::'AXIS··-CDEGR"E"ES·"j""· - .... - -
THETA PHI XSI 
40 - 42 NODE 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
- ---·---4l::'--4s--t-ioof-2-···-O:-0···"-"··--··o:r--"·--o:o-·-..... --.... --.. --.. -----.---... ------.--.-.-.... --...... 
46 _ 48 NODE 3 0.0 0;0 0.0 
49 - 51 NODE 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
_____ J~~_~U_~L ___ ~ ___ ~~ 
S5 --- EMPTY LOCATION 
56 Q INITIAL MODAL AMPLITUDE (IN/IN) 0.0 
_. - ... -------... --.-.... ~--.--.-.... - ..... --........ - ..... _ .... __ .... __ ... __ ..•. -.-... _-.... --... -----.. --... ---.~---... --.-.... ------.. -
57 DQ INITIAL MODAL VELOCITY (l/SEC) 0.0 
- . __ . __ ...•.. _ ..... _ .... _._ .. _---_ ..... __ ...... __ ...... - ........ __ .... __ ... __ ... __ ... _-..... _ ...... __ .... _ ...... _ .... _-... _. -... - ..... --... : .. - ...... - .... --..... --~ ...... --..... -
_ .... - .... - --- '- _ .... - ....... _ .. -- -_ .. - -.. ~ -..... - _ ... - ....... _ .. - _ .. " -. ' .. ~ --" -- -'.' - .... - _ .... - _ ..... - ...... _ ... - ...... -- -" -... - .. -- -.- .... - _. '- ...... _ ... _-
..-...... _ ...... __ .... __ .... __ .. __ .... _-...... - ....... _ ... _--_ ... --.... -.: ..... - ..... - ..... ---.... ~--.... --...... -.-...... - ... -_ ..... __ ... __ ..... _ ...... __ ..... __ .. _-.-... _. __ .... _ .... ---
IBM Z30687 
". 
_ ..... ~Q.t1.p..9m::t:IT.!.tlO.Jl~I~.L_ .. ____ .. _____ .~~~~~.~**._ .. ..tIQQA!,. .. ~T.RVC.!.VR!;. .. .rrP.!;. ... l.~~_~~~.~.I!..~.I!_. ___ ._._ ........ __ ...... __ .: ... ~.I.~M.~.tIT.~ .... _ ............... _.15 .......... _ ........ __ .......... ~ ............... __ 
_ .. , _ ~._._ ~.UA.. __ PA.!1P~!:!!i ..RAT..~.9 l.~.L -"-. _____ •. __ . __ . ________ .. ___ ..... ....:... .... __ 
_O •. !L _ ... __ ... _ ... __ . __ ...... ~ . __ 
2 MO GENERALIZED MASS (LB-SEC**2/IN) '3.870000+03 
L-Q.!:tEGA MOD£ FREg!!ENCY (HERJZ) Q ....lL-__ . ______ _ 
) 4 NNODE HUMBER OF NODES DESCRIBED BY THIS MODE 5 
.. _ .. _ ... ~_ J:!oD.&" __ ~Q~~CU..9N..lIO.l:!.E J!YI1IlJR_s.. .. O.LH.QD~D.E.SCBlBED .~:Y ..IHI$._H9PE ___ . ___ ..... _ 
1 2 3 4 9· 
10 GAMMA HODE SHAPE. ENTER U. v. W.THETAX. THETAY. THETAZ FOR EACH NODE: . 
. .. ___ . __ . __ ._J!._·_. __ .. _-L. __ ._._.~ .. __ . ___ ntETA.?s .. __ .. _:D:l.ETAY_ .. __ ....:..I1!U.AL ____ .. __ .. __ ..... _ ... _. 
10 - 15 NODE 1 -6.80000+00 0.0 8.00000+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 
16 - 21 NODE 2 -6.80000+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
22 - 27 NODE 3 -6.80000+00 0.0 -8.00000+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 
28 - 33 NODE 4 -6.80000+00 0.00.0 '0.0 0.0 0.0· . 
-----~~~-~n-~ffi~~-a---~x---~~---aoo~~~I-----------
40 EULER EULER ANGLES AT CONNECTION NODES. ENTER: 
- . __ . -mETA=" EULERPITCH ANGLE. "'ROTA:T"ESEC'OND ABOUT"THE y::.AXIS··-(DEGREES)··--···----··--·--·---··--·---· --.-.--.--_ .... -
PHI - EULER ROLL ANGLE. ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DEGREES) 
- .- - .. - -- - XSI _ ... -EULERY.uf ANGLi::--: ---ROTA"i"E-FIRSTABOUTTHE Z::AXIS""DEGR'E"EST' - .,- -
THETA PHI XSI 
40 - 42 . NODE 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 43--';;-45--' NciifE-Z····-ii:o···--····-_··-o·:o---·---o:·o··--····--.---.... --.--.--.... --.. --.--.. --..... -----.... --... --..... --
46 - 48 NODE 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
49 - 51' NODE 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
_____ J~~_~U_~L ___ ~ ___ ~~ ________________________ _ 
55 --- EMPTY LOCATION 
_ .. _~~_ct._. __ ._.INIT.~~.LI!Q9.M:...~NPL.~1Y.DE JJW~.~_)_ ..... __ ... ____ .... __ .... __ .... __ .. _. __ .. _____ ..... _ ... _Q..:..Q. ..... __ ._. __ .... _ .•.•. __ . __ ... _._ .... __ ... _ 
57 DQ INITIAL MODAL VELOCITY (l/SEC) 0.0 




_ .. , C()J:1~.~Et:n.:: N9J1.~.JB~_._. __ . ____ . __ .. ~.J!!~~~**_ ...... I:'!QP.AL~IRv.cII,JRe ... TY."'E.._.L~~]!~.~.!f~_. ___ ._. __ ... __ .... _ .... ElEt1EtfP. .... _"" __ ......... 16 ........ _ ....... __ ....... _ 
_ ~_ ~._ ... ~~~ __ PAMP~~JLAn9 J.!:lQ.L _____ .. _____ . __ .. __ . __ ._ .. __ _ 
_ .. :-• ..1) •. !!.... __ .. __ . ___ . __ ._ .. _ ....... ..,. __ 
Z NO GENERALIZED MASS (LB~SEC**Z/IN) Z.50000D+03 
____ } OMEGA MODE FREg!,J~..1!:!FJ~.!;TZ~) __ _ 
4 NHODE HUMBER OF HODES DESCRIBED BY THIS HODE 5 
10 GAMMA MODE SHAPE. ENTER U. V. W. THETAX. THETAY. THETAZ FOR EACH NODE: 
_. ___ ... ____ . _____ ,. ___ . _____ V ..____ .... -..Y. ... _____ . __ W_ ... __ .. __ W.~TAX. ___ .. _I!:!.~TAL :rnU.OJ{!Z,,-__ . 
10 - 15 NODE 1 0.0 -8.00000+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 0.0 
16 - ZI NODE Z 8.00000+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ZZ - Z7 NODE 3 0.0 8.00000+00 0.0 9.0 0.0 0.0' 
Z8 - 33 NODE 4 -8.00000+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-----~~~-~n-~r---~---~~---~~---~---~~~~---------
40 EULER EULER ANGLES AT CONNECTION NODES. ENTER: 
- ··--··----ni"ETA=- EULEifrncH"Ai::jGle:-ROTAT"ESEC'OND ABOUT 'THTI=-AXI~f( DEGREES) --.--.--... -,....--.... -.-----------.-------
PHI - EULER ROLL ANGLE. ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DEGREES) 
- --- - - --. XSI -- -Eu"LER-YAW- ANGLE. -ROTATIC F-iRST ABOUT 'THE -Z-'::AXIS-"CDEGREESY' - ._- -
THETA PHI XSI 
______ 40 - 42 NODE 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 43 -.:45-··-tfOi)"E·-Z-··~-:-ii····-------···ijT·----·O:O-··-·---'---'--"'---"---" 
46 - 48 NODE 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
49 - 51 NODE 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
52 - 54 NODE 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-- .- --- - -- - .. - _.- - ...... -- - _ .... - --- - -- -- - - - - ~.- - -- - .- - - -- - - - - --- - - -
55 --- EMPTY LOCATION 
_. 2~_Q ____ INIT~!.'I:..!.!Q!JAL !.'!1PL!.!YDE .tIN/I..!'!_) _ .. ___ .. __ ... __ ... __ ._ .... __ .. __ .. __ .. __ ..... ___ .... Q.~ ____ . ______ . _____ .. ___ ... ____ ._ 
57 DQ INITIAL MODAL VELOCITY (1/SEC) 0.0 
- .... __ ... _-..... __ .... __ .. __ .. -_ .. __ ... __ ..... __ ..... _ ...... ---... __ ._---_ ... __ .--_ ...... _ .... __ .... _ ...... _ ..... -_ .... -. _ ... __ .... _ ....... _ ........ _ ..... _ .... __ ... -._ .... -





CQ.I,1'p'.().~E-':IT.? FQRGJ.R:J.. __ ..... __ "!'~~~~!! .. .f_QR~;!LR.~~PO~~.g.:-~().!,..!.m:().!i .. .IIP.~ ... l._~!!!!.l!!f.~!!.~~_ .. :_. _ .... :_~ ........ _ ......... _ ........ ~ 1.~IjENT:. 
_ l,.._ O_I1~~~_ JQRq!:!!i ,.LRE;QJ,JE!l!;"C'! H_~BT~ __ 
2 IDEBUG DEBUG SELECTOR 
= 0 ==> NO OEBUG PRINTOUT 
.J .. ~.eOO.OD.±OI_ .. 
o 
____ -'-_..;:=~l--"="'=:.::.>_TR.=.!A=C~ .. MAT~.IX A~~EHBJ. Y ANQ SOLlI.I""IO,.,N..1.-____ . 
3 ICONVG OUTPUT DISPLAY SELECTOR 
= 0 ==> DISPLACEMENTS (FEET)' 
. __ ._ _ .... _ ._ ~1-=::,~ .. ACCE;.!'ERMJ;.9.~S_(. G~S }_ ... 
1 
._---:--'---_ .. _. __ ... __ ._-_ ... _---_ .. __ .. _--_. 
..17. ..... :. ___ ....... __ .: ..... : .. ,:. 
---_ .... -._-----_ .. _-_. __ . __ ._-_. __ ._----_.... . .. __ ... _-_._---_._--
------_._._-----_. __ .... _-_ .. ----_ ..... _-_._--------_ ... _--.-._-_ ... __ .. _._-----_. __ .. _-_ .. __ .. -._----_ .. _--.... -. --... _-_ ..... _-_ ..... __ ...... _-







COMPONENT: GEHFORI .. l1li1111l1lil1li GENERALIZED FORCE TYPE. 1 (USED Wlm FORCERl) ********** 
. 111~ .. 1 HCN _ ... ttHlECTION NOOEtU1BER (tI)) . 
) OJ 2 mETA ruLER PITCH ANGLE (DEGREES) - ROTATE SEcOm ABOUT mE Y-AXIS 
.........•..... _3 ... _.PHI ___ ..... _EUlfR .. ROLL .. MELE .. .lDEGREESL.':" ROTAT E. mIRD ABOUT m~ X-:-AXIS 
4 XSl EULER YAW ANGLE (DEGREES) - ROTATE' FIRST ~OUT mE Z-AXIS 
..... . .... 5 ..... F)(cos ....•. COSINE.COMPONENT OF X DIRECTION FORCE ( LB) 
6 FXSIN SINE COMPONENT OF x DIRECTION FORCE (LB) 
..................... 7 ... F.yCOS ......... COSINE . COMPONENT OF. Y DIRECTION FORCE.. ... (LB) _ .........•. __ ...... . 
·1 
8 FYSIN SINE COMPONENT OF Y DIRECTION FORCE (LB) 
... 9 .. FZCOS ...... COSINE .. COMPDNENT OF. .. Z.DIRECTION FORCE .... (LSi .. 
.10 FZSIH SINE COI1PONENT OF Z DIRECTION FORCE . ( LB) 
... 11 ... FTlCOS .••.. COSINE .. COMPONENT ... OF. .. JHETA. • .lJ10MENT_ .... ~ ...•. ~. (LBL. •......... _ ............................... _ ... . 
12 FTISIN SINE COMPONENT. OF mETA l'MOMENT UN-LB) 
.. 1:L ·FT2tOS .. COSINE. COMPONENT. OE. mETA 2 .. MOMENT .• _ ... HN-LB) ..•.... _ 
14 FT2SIN SINE COMPONENT OF mETA 2 MOMENT UN-LB) 
.......... 15 ..... F..TltOS ... ..:.COSINE ... COMPOHENT ... OF mETA .. 3 .. MOMENT __ ....• _ (IN.,.LB ) .. _ ..........•.•.•...... : ...•.......... _ ........ _ ..........••......• 
16 FT3SIN SINE COMPONENT OF mETA 3 MOMENT 
..... __ ~.7. _I.HRES~ ... !:IHC_fLAG ....... _ ...... _ .... . 
= 0 HHt NOT.ACTIVE 
= 1 HHC ACTIVE 
UN-LB) 
.......... ~ .... 1.8 __ .~.~ .......... WEIQ.fT .. fOO ... X ... RESPCltlSE .......... ~ ............. _" ......... A. _ ••••••••••• " ............. _ ••••••••••• __ •••••••••• _. • ••••••• _ •• _ ••••••••••••• _ •••••••••••• , •• ", ••••• _ •••••••••••••• 
19 wzy WEIGHT FOR Y RESPONSE 
20 _ .. WZZ. ...... .. ~EIGfl1:. FQR Z .. !fES~E._ ..•.. 
WEIGHT FOR' mETAl RESPONSE 
.. 2~ ..... WD.'.Y. ........ !4EIGHT .. fO'R.JHETA2 .. RESPONSE 



















........ 0.0 .. 
0.0 











COMPONENT: P,lRl1Vl • •••• ~ .... PARAMETRIC VARIATION TYPE I ............ 
." .. 1 . FIRSTV ... STARTING VALUE FOrLPARAl1ETRIC VARIATION 
2 FINALV FINAL VALUE FOR PARAl1ETRIC VARIATION 
._._._.3 .. _ .. HPTS ....... _N.It1BER ... OF .. POINTS .. IN. PARAI1ETRIC . VARIATION .. _ .. :.......... - ........ . 
it NEL GLOBAL ELEMENT HUMBER AND CORRESPONDING LOADER LOCATION FOR INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 
TO BE PARAl1ETRICALLY VARIED (UP TO 10 PAIRS) 
.... _.... . ...... __ . .. ....... _. ...... '" .... . .. 17 ..... 1 
o 0 
o 0 
o /. 0 




.. ..... _.... _ ...... .._. ...... ...... _'. . .. _. "... ...... _... a . ...... _" ..... . ..... 0 .. ..:... .. ...... ...... . 
o 0 
COMPONENT:GENINPUT uunuu GENERAL INPUT FOR PROGRAl1 CONTROL ... KU.UU •• 
.1 .. ICHTLl PRINT SELECTOR.FORFIHAL RESULTS . 
= 0 ==> SUPPRESS LINE PRINTER OUTPUT 
= 1 ==> FULL LINE PRINTER.OUTPUT 
..... 2 ...... ICHTL2 .... PRINT. SELECTOR. FOR. COMPONENT INPUTS .. ' 
= 0 ==> SUPPRESS LINE PRINTER OUTPUT 
= 1 ==> FULL LINE PRINTER OUTPUT 
... 3-9 "''''-''''''''' __ .OPEH.LOCATIONS FOR FUTURE USE 
10 XIHDEP INDEPENDENT VARIABLE FOR ]-D PLOTS 
~ _. __ .. _--_ ...... _ .......... __ ...... __ ...................... - ........... -........... --....•... - .. - .•..... -.-........... . ................. -.-...... . 










_ .. _. cP.M.p..()tI~;t-IT.!..~9I,.AI~.L .. __ ..... __ ... __ .~~!.'.~!.'.~** _ ... r,$.QI,.AT.Q!LIY.PL1. .... _~!.'."!~l!.~.*_ .. __ ....... _._ ..... __ ...... _ ..... !;LEJ:1.E.HT.; .......... _ ........ _1. ....... __ .... _ .. _ ............ _ ............... . 
i 
0"1 _ l, ..... NCNl. __ CQ!~!!'U;J;;JION J:~90£ tNtlEm~ ..L _ .._______ . __ .. __ . ___ .. _ .....• _ .. __ ... _ •.... JJID.L _. _ .... __ •.. _1 ...... _ ... __ .. , ._ ...... _ ... ___ .... __ .. 
o 
2 NCN2 CONNECTION NODE NUMBER 2 (NO) 5 
___ Ul!L __ 1..~.!!.QJ)O+QJ) __ _ 
4 BL DISTANCE BETWEEN PIVOT 2 & Y-Z ISOLATOR !IN) 1..000000+01 
6 OL DISTANCE BETWEEN PIVOT 2 & X ISOLATOR !IN) 0.0 
_ ... _.? . .2!;!' .. __ . .}I..ll~I:!T OF Y-Z !.~_Q.!:HQR ____ ..• _ .. _. _ .• ___ ._. ____ ... __ . __ .... _(.!,!:!~<.!) __ -'lt .. ·40QJ1.9.P+O.l. _________ . __ .• ___ _ 
8 XI1.Y INERTIA OF Y-Z ISOLATOR ABOUT THEY-AXIS (IN-LB-SEC**2) 0.0 
10 W2 WEIGHT OF X ISOLATOR (LBS) 0.0 
_ ... .l..!.. .. _X;.;.;I;.;2;.,;Y_-.;:;I~~I~ ISO~TOR p.~OUI .. JHE .J.::M!.~. __ ... __ .. __ ... __ .. __ (IN-.~-S;.~**2J .. __ ...::O-,-. 0"-•• __ .• __ • ___ • ____ •• ___ _ 
12 TKTX X STIFFNESS BETWEEN NODE 1 & PIVOT 1 (LBS/IN) 1.000000+01 
14 TKTZ Z STIFFNESS BETWEEN NODE 1. & PIVOT 1 ( LBS/IN) 1. 000000+09 
___ .~L...1]<.!L.. __ ~.§H!FN~.~~.p·WE~~ PI~Q:r_L~._t!Q~.~ __ 2 ______ . _____ •... _ .... _ .. _-1!.£l.~!IN~. ___ 1.~.Q.9000.~.9..L.. .. __ .. __ •.. __ •. ___ .. __ ... __ 
16 TKEY Y STIFFNESS BETWEEN PIVOT 1 & NODE 2 (LBS/IN) 1.000000+05 
18 TKAX X STIFFNESS BETWEEN NODE 2 & PIVOT 2 ( LBS/IN) 1. 000000+09 
_ .. -1~~A:t __ .. Y S-.:.!.FFN~?U~I~EEtLN..Q.Q§ .... ?~ .... P..!.VO!. .. .?_ .... __ ... _ ... ___ ... _ ... __ ._. __ ... J.!.~~/IN1 ... ___ ... !.!'O'.Q.Q.Q.Q.~~.Q.9_. ___ . _____ .. __ .. ___ _ 
20 TKAZ Z STIFFNESS BETWEEN NODE 2 & PIVOT 2 ( LBS/IN) 1..500000+04 
22 RKTHT ROTATIONAL STIFFNESS OF PIVOT 2 ABOUT THE Y-AXIS ( IN-LBIRAO ) 0.0 
23 RKPHT ROTATIONAL STIFFNESS OF PIVOT 2 ABOUT THE Z-AXIS (IN-LB/RAO) 0.0 
_ .. ____ ..... _ ...... ___ ~ ..... __ .. n_ ..... __ ..... __ · ..... · __ ...... ___ ,_ ....... ~ ....... ___ ..... _~_ .... ~_ ..... _._ ..... _ ....... _._ ...... _ ..... __ .... __ ...... __ ..... _ .... _ ...... _._ ..... _ ...... _ ..... _ ...... __ ....... _ 
24 TCTX X DAMPING BETWEEN NODE 1 & PIVOT 1 (NU) 5.000000'-02 . 
5.000000-02 
~.. -- ...... --. ..- .. ~ .. 
26 TCTZ Z DAMPING BETWEEN NODE 1 & PIVOT 1 (NO) 5.000000-02 
_ ....... __ ~.?.-!_~.~X_ .... ~~~.PIN~ .. BET~.~.~.~.~yOT .~._~~~~!3 ...... __ ... __ ..... __ .... _ ....... _ ..... __ .... _ ..... __ .~ .. ~~_ ... _.?.:.0009.~P..:~.~ ... _ ..... _ ... ___ ..... _ •.. __ •... ___ • __ 




_ ......... _~~ .... _.I.cg __ ... ~ ... !M,.!:1p.~~E!~:J1:/E.;I:Lf.~V.9.LLU!9.9..E.-cL-.. _-.. ____ . ___ .. __ ..... _ .... __ l~.l._ ...... __ 5 •.. 0900(1.0.::'.Q? .......... _ ........ ~_ ......... _ ......... _._ •.....................• 
30 TCAX X DAMPING BETWeEN NODE 2 , PIVOT 2 (NO) 5.000000-02 
_ .. _3~ .. _ TCA'L _Y JtAI:IP..J:NG ~UW£.~IL!lQIl.~ ..?_~_ .. PIVOT. .. .? ___ . __ .. ____ ~. __ . ___ .... __ ._. J.!:IO.L _. _p .. 9QOQ.90.::-.0C. _ .. :.... _ ... _ ....• __ . __ ... 
32 TCAZ Z DAMPING BETWEEN NODE 2 , PIVOT 2 (NO ) 5.000000-02 
__ ~L-BfTHB ROTA.TIOHAL DA~.PING .OF NQOE 2 ABOUT THE Y-A?!;~IS~ _____ . ___ --'(.t.lJl.L. __ ~ .• 00.Q.9.9.Q..:.:.9.g . _____ . ____ . 
34 RCTHT ROTATIONAL DAMPING OF PIVOT 2 ABOUT TH Y-AXIS ·(NO) 5.000000-02 
. . 
.. _ .. ~? __ ~.~PHT __ rw.JATIQN.~LP~ltPING . .91' .f..IV.QJ .g ... ~e..9~L T1:L 3-.M(I~ ___ . ____ .. ___ ,.J.NJU _ c._5J..90.9.QOP=O~ _: _ ~ _ .. __ .... ____ .• _ 
36 WTX X FREQUENCY BETWEEN NODE 1 , PIVOT 1 (HZ) 2.480000+01 
_ .... _E_"!IY Y FRg9YQ!f;Y BE_TWEEN !lOOE_.~-L~~VOT __ ?-__ .. ____ .. ____ .... __ .. __ c. __ !J:!?:_)_ .. _g .. ,~.§..Q.Q.9.Q.±..P_~ ____ • _____ .. __ ... __ .. _ 
38 WTZ Z FREQUENCY BETWEEN NODE 1 , PIVOT 1 (HZ) 2.480000+01 
_ ... _3L W_~.?< __ ?<LRE.!WEN9UEJ!.IEEN .f.~V.QJ .L' __ I:IOOE .? __ . _____ . __ . _ .. ___ J!:'Z.l.. __ ?480.~.Q0.!.~1 __ . __ . __ . __ .. ___ _ 
40 WEY Y FREQUENCY BETWEEN PIVOT 1 , NODE 2 (HZ) 2.480000+01 
_ ... ~ __ ._WEZ .. __ ~.. !.B.sq!!.~NCY J~IETW~!t!..f.~yOT 1 ~ NO!?.LL... ________ ... __ .... _____ ._ (HZ1 .. __ ._2 .4~.!!900.f..9J __ .. __ .. __ .. __ ... _____ ... _ 
42 WAX X FREQUENCY BETWEEN NODE 2 , PIVOT 2 (HZ) 2.480000+01 
_ ~~. JiA'L _ Y.JR!.9~!l~r_BETIo!.~EN_tl0DE _?_ &JI't9T3 __ . __ . __ .. _ . _____ ... ___ ..JH;?;} __ 2., .. ~8.Q.QQ'p'~0),._ .. _____ . ______ . __ .. _ 
44 WAZ Z FREQUENCY BETWEEN NODE 2 & PIVOT 2 (HZ) 2.480000+01. 
___ 1.L!i~THB .--R.9J~IIO"!~.U~.~~UEt:!!;.LQ!'_ .. ~QQE .... U.EI.9YT ~.~ Y-~XIS .. __ .. ___ ... __ ... __ ... ___ !.!!~.L_. ___ O. 0_ ... _____ .. __ ._ .. __ ...... __ ... __ . __ ..... _. 
46 RCTHT ROTATIONAL FREQUENCY OF PIVOT 2 ABOUT TH Y-AXIS (HZ) . 0.0 
___ 4LR£~~.I. _R9TAI;9NAL_f.~EQU~!!fY_9F.J'I_y.PT_2~~C?Y.T TH .. ~:~A~;!:~ ____ .. __ .. __ ... __ J.!:IZ.L ___ . ....9·.9 _____ .. __ . ____ .... __ .. ____ . 
48 13020 CONTROL SWITCH ==> 2 FOR 2-D DAVI , ==> 3 FOR 3-D DAVI ISOLATOR INO) 2 
__ ~~L . !!b~._~f..@.Y..N..!...£~U!:.~?CIB!.PTY O.U~~.~!p..!U~.~.~.~-=9.-=-~Q...L:.:~::.~ ... ___ .... _ ..... !.liI2.L.. __ .. __ ... ___ ... 9._ .... __ ... ___ .... _____ ... __ ...... _ 
50 RXYMI FREQUENCY RATIO OF Y-Z ISOLATOR IN X-V PLANE (NO) 0.0 
_~.~,.. .¥..~ZM1_. FRE~l:!~NCY _~TII? OF _'(.::-Z~~9.!A.!9R~~_.~-~P.~NE. ______ ... __ .... __ _ (NO) 0.0 
- .- -.. - -.... - .. - - - _ ..... - _.,- -_ .. - - --
52 RXZM2 FREQUENCY RATIO OF X ISOLATOR IN X-Z PLANE (NO) 0.0 
53 OXYMI CRITICAL DAMPING OF Y-Z ISOLATOR IN X-V PLANE (NO) 0.0 
_ .... --..... --.... - ......... -~ ..•.. -.-.. ---... --... --...... ---_ ..... _-_ ... _ .. __ ....... _-_._. __ ...•. __ ..... _-_ ...... _ ....... __ .... __ ........ _._ ...... _ ...... _-........ _ ....... __ ........ _-_ ....... __ ...... __ ....... ..,..-_ ...... _ ....... . 
• (}"I 
~ 
54 DXZMl CRITICAL DAMPING OF Y-Z ISOLATOR IN X-Z PLANE INO) 0.0 
55 OXZM2 CRITICAL DAMPING OF X ISOLATOR IN X-Z PLANE INO) 0.0 
56 THETAI EULER PITCH ANGLE AT ENO 1 - ROTATE SECOND ABOUT THE Y-AXIS (OEG) 0.0 
57 PHIl EULER ROLL ANGLE AT END 1 - ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (OEG) 0.0 
._ ...... _ .......... _ ... __ ...... _ ... _--_ ....... _ ..... __ ......• _ ..... _ ...... _ .... _ ...... _-_., .. __ ...•... __ .-..... ~-- ...... - .••.... - ..... --....... ----.... ---........ ---....... __ ..... __ ..... _ ...... _._ ...... __ ..... _. __ ........ ----...... -
58 XSIl EULER YAW ANGLE AT END 1 - ROTATE FIRST ABOUT THE Z-AXIS CDEG) 0.0 
IB'v'i Z30687 
.. 
.:... _______ S._? _______ Tl:f.UAL._!;_!,!!..ER._.P.IIPi_.M:l!?J.,~_A'L .. ;!:~!L?_. __ :..B9.IAIL~.~C;_o..~ ___ ~~Q~fLTIJ.~._ Y-:AX.l;.S ___ . __ . __ . ______ .J.P.~GJ_._ .... __ o., .. o ... __ ... __ ~_ ... __ ._ .. _._._ ...... _ ... _ .. :_ .. _ ....... _._ ....... ___ ................ _ 
0'1 60 PHI2 EULER ROLL ANGLE AT END 2 - ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DEG) 0.0 
~ J~ .. __ l§J:2. __ "~.lJ:FLJA.H. AN~L_~ ~L EB9 ..?_ -: ___ ~OTAT.~JJJ~~LA!}'9U.L 1J:1~ _'?;::A~JS_ .. ______ .. _______ JP.!;:G.L __ 0 ·.0. ___ . ___ .. _____ .. _ .. _ .. ____ " ___ _ 
62 XT PIVOT 1 INITIAL X DISPLACEMENT (INCH) 0.0 
___ ~.L!!l:CT'-!-_---'-P~I~V9.L!..JNITIA_LD.~J:.Q~JTL ____ . _____________ . __ ( INL~.EC) __ o~ ___ .. __ . __ . ___ ~. ___ _'__ __ 
" 
64 YT PIVOT 1 INITIAL Y DISPLACEMENT (INCH) 0.0 
_ .. __ ~2.. JD'L _._ ~YQI.. LJNITl;A!-.:r.. Y!;J.Ql;J:TL __ ... _________ .~ _. _ _ _ _ _ .. UHI..S.E,kJ ____ O_~ ._ _ _ __ .. ___ ....:.. _ 
66 ZT PIVOT 1 INITIAL Z DISPLACEMENT (INCH) 0.0 
_____ ._l?LJl.~ _____ PI_V9.L_l_I_N~TIA!,_Z_.-VgoCH.Y----___ . ___________________ .tIW_~.I;;.c_) _____ O.,_g ___ _'__ __ . 
68 XB PIVOT 2 INITIAL X DISPLACEMENT tINCH) 0.0 
________ . ___________ (IN~~;C..L __ ~ • .!. ____________ .. ___ _ 
70 YB PIVOT 2 INITIAL Y DISPLACEMENT (INCH) 0.0 
____ . ___ .. ________________ .....!1~!.SECL. ____ Jh_Q.... ___ . _______________________ _ 
7Z ZB PIVOT 2 INITIAL Z DISPLACEMENT (INCH) 0.0 
._ "t~_ ..!!..Z~. __ PIVOJ:_Ut-!!J~!-_Z '{;'!-~C1T:f. __ . __ .. _____ .. __ . __ . __ . " ______ c....IN/~E~l __ ~.:.!! ___ .. ____ ._ .. ___ .. _____ . ___ .. _ 
---_ ... _-------_ .. ---_ .. _-----------------------_ .. __ .. ---.. _ .. -------_._----------_._----------
_. -_ ... _-_ .. -_ .... __ .. _---. __ ... __ .. __ .-.. _ ... _-_ ....... __ ... _-_ .... _ ...... __ .. _._ .... __ .... _--_._ ...... __ ... __ .. __ ... __ ..... -_._-.. _ .. _ ..... _-... __ ...... __ .. --
IBM Z30687 
_ .... COt.1.P'.9.I'!;tII.!.;J;~~TEL ... __ .... ___ ._. __ ... __ ~~~*~I!.~~~ ... ;J;SoJ.~.IQ!LIr.P.Ll ..... ..!i"'!!.!~**I!~.* ___ . __ .... ____ ..... __ ._. __ ...... ELEM.ENI.!. ............ : ...... _Z ....... _ ........ __ ~ ........ _ ..... . 
__ __ l, ... _ NCHl. __ CQt.!t-I;J;:r:tQ~ .t.1PDJ_ ~~~ _L _ ... ___ .~~ ___________ ~L ___ _ L- ________ _ 
Z NCNZ CONNECTION NODE NUMBER Z (HO) 6 
__ LA!" DIST_~NCE ~ETW~.~~9.!lLL& PIYOT Z tIN) .l....2.~.Q.O.!!..Q.±..QJL ___ . ___________ _ 
4· BL DISTANCE BETWEEN PIVOT Z & Y-Z ISOLATOR (IN) 1.000000+01 
._ .2. _~.L __ .. _IllSTANCJ; .. BET\ol.g.EtLPl;Y9T_g .k. N.P.PU __________ . __ .. __ _ _ -'- _. __ _JI.!:U __ .... 0 ..... 0 .__ _ ._ 
6 OL DISTANCE BETWEEN PIVOT 2 & X ISOLATOR (IN) 0.0 
_., .. __ :L2fL __ ~EI!ili:r OF :r~Z .~~OLA191L-____ .. _· ____ ... __ .. __ ... __ .... __ .. __ . __ ( !,!:l~ ___ 't .. ,;40Q-<!.!~P+Ol __ . __ . __ ... __ . ___ .. __ .... _ 
8 XIlY INERTIA OF Y-Z ISOLATOR ABOUT THE Y-AXIS (IN-LB-SEC**Z) 0.0 
...... _ L ligL _.~NERT.!~ _qr. Y-Z_):SO~TJ?R_~BOUT_.!H!..~:...AX.!.~ ___ .. ___ .. _____ . __ q.tf-_~.~-SE~!!!!Zl ___ 9·.Q.. _ ..__ . ___ . _____ . 
10 WZ . WEIGHT OF X ISOLATOR ( LBS) 0.0 
_ .. _H..._ .. XIZY __ I~ERI.J;~....QL?LISO~~TOR ~BOUT .!HE Y..-AXI~. _____ .. __ ... _. __ ... __ ._ (IN-:.!:,~-S.~!;:**Z t ___ O..:.!l. .. __ ... ___ . __ .... ______ . ______ _ 
12 TKTX X STIFFNESS BETWEEN NODE 1 & PIVOT 1 ( LBS/IN) 1;000000+01 
. _ 1_~ . ..LKT.:( _. UTJ:.r.FNE~~_ B.!~~_P! .. !:I0DE .. ~. &JIYflT_) __ _____ ... _____ . __ .... __ L~B2.tI!:!1 ____ 1.!..P'O.!lJ!QP.:tO~ ____ .. __ ... __________ .. _ 
14 TKTZ Z STIFFNESS BETWEEN NODE 1 & PIVOT 1 (LBS/IN) 1.000000+09 
__ . .!?---I!illL .. ~_T.!FFt_!.E.§L~.P·WE£~.fl.V.9.u....~ .. l!Q.O'.LL __ .. __ .. __ .. __ ..... _._. __ ._...!J:~~.!..lli.L_ .. __ L..Q.p..P..!LO..Q_4:.9.?_ .... __ ...... __ ... __ .... __ .... __ ... __ 
16 TKEY Y STIFFNESS BETWEEN PIVOT 1 & NODE 2 (LBS/W) 1. 000000+05 
__ IL TKE~ .. __ Z~T;£fNES~_.~ETW~~ !..~VOT .. ;_ &_~Op.J _~. ____ .• .. _________ (.!:'~s.aN..L __ ~ •. Q.p.0.Q.QD.:t.95_ .. 
18 TKAX X STIFFNESS BETWEEN NODE Z & PIVOT Z ( LBS/IN) 1. 000000+09 
___ .1.~.---1!~_Y_._L~_~.~.fl:!.E.~.S~IWEE~ ... ~'OOE .... u.. .. P..IV0I .... ? __ .. __ .... ___ . ___ ... __ ...... __ ..... ___ .. _.u~~/It_!1. ... __ ... ~~p..Q.~JlJ!.+..P._9_ .... __ .. __ .... __ .... __ .... _._ .. __ 
- (jI 
-W 
ZO TKAZ Z STIFFNESS BETWEEH NODE 2 & PIVOT Z ( LBS/IN) 1.500000+04 
\ 
ZI RKTHB ROTATIONAL STIFFNES~ OF NODE Z ABOUT THE Y-AXIS (IN-LB/RAD) 0.0 
- •• - - - - ••• - _ •••• - .. -- - - _ •••• - •• - _ ••••• - •• - ••• - ._- _ ••• - _ .. - .- __ A - _._ - .. ,_. - - _._ • _. - _ •• - _ •• _ - - __ • - _. ___ • - .... _ -
2Z RKTHT ROTATIONAL STIFFNESS OF PIVOT Z ABOUT. TH.E Y-AXIS 
23 RKPHT ROTATIONAL STIFFNESS OF PIVOT Z ABOUT THE Z-AXIS 
Z4 TCTX X DAMPING BETWEEN NODE 1 & PIVOT 1 
25 TCTY Y DAMPING BETWEEN NODE 1 & PIVOT 1 
~-.... - _ ....... -- -.-.. _. . ....... -.. ._.- _ .... - .......... -... ...- ...... -- ....... - .. - ...... ~ ...... -- - ....... --
26 TCTZ Z DAMPING BETWEEN NODE 1 & PIVOT 1 
Z7 TCEX X DAMPING BETWEEN PIVOT 1 & NODE Z 

















'I 30 TCAX X DAMPING BETWEEN NODE 2 & PIVOT 2 (HO ) 5.000000-02 
32 TCAZ Z DAMPING BETWEEN NODE 2 & PIVOT 2 (ND) 5.000000-02 
___ ~L-R!;:THB ROT~JION~J. DAI'!.P.JHG .QE.JiQ.!l .. LL~BOUT THL.. Y-A,X-",IS~ ___ . . __ . __ lND ) __ .. l? .. OQ..Q.!!.lLO...::.!!.~. _____ _ 
34 RCTHT ROTATIONAL DAMPING OF PIVOT 2 ABOUT TH Y-AXIS (HO) 5.000000-02 
36 WTX X FREQUENCY BETWEEN NODE 1 & PIVOT 1 (HZ) 2.480000+01 
. '. 
_ .... _E--HJ)' __ ... :t .. .ER;~t!.9.:L~s.T.!<IEEN .t/OO .. LL!Y.JVOT.J .. _ .... __ .. __ ... __ .. __ ... __ .. _ ..... __ !.!:!.Z..L .. ..:._.?.,~..Q.!!.!!.D+QJ. __ .. ____ .. __ . __ ..... __ ... _ 
38 WTZ Z FREQUENCY BETWEEN NODE 1 & PIVOT 1 (HZ) 2.480000+01 
39 WEX X FREQUENCY BETWEEN PIVOT 1 & NODE· 2 (HZ) 2~480000+01 _ •••• _____ • ____ '. ___ ••• __ •••• _ ._ ••• __ , ___••• A_ •••••• _ ••• ___ •• _ •• _____ • _ • __ • _ •••••• ____ •• _ •• ____ • __ ••• _. __ ••• ______ _ 
40 WEY Y FREQUENCY BETWEEN PIVOT 1 & NODE 2 (HZ) 2.480000+01 
_ ... ~~ .... )IEZ . __ Z . .f.REQ!:!~NCY .~ETWE'!~~;y'OT ·l. .... UQ.D..LL .... __ .... __ ... __ ..... __ .. __ .... __ . __ .... H!.Z..L __ .... h~~.!!.9_00+!!J __ ... _ ..... _ ..... __ .. __ . __ ....... _ 
42 WAX X FREQUENCY BETWEEN NODE 2 & PIVOT 2 (HZ) 2.480000+01 
44 \oIAZ Z FREQUENCY BETWEEN NODE 2 & PIVOT 2 (HZ) 2.480000+01 
__ 'tL.B..~THB_-BP .. T.~I~ONALE!~ .. ~l1uENq......o.!. ... .t/"O.Q.~ .... lU~~.Q.lJI....!.!!.Lr=AJ:C~_S .... __ ..... _ ..... __ ...... __ .. __ ... .J.!iz.J __ .... J~.!..«! ...... _ .. __ ... __ .. __ ... _ ..... __ .... _ ..... __ 
46 RCTHT ROTATIONAL FREQUENCY OF PIVOT 2 ABOUT TH Y-AXIS . (HZ) 0.0 
. . 
- --_. - - -_. -- ........ - - --.-
48 1302D CONTROL SWITCH ==> 2 FOR 2-D DAVI & ==> 3 FOR 3-D DAVI ISOLATOR (NO) 
_. ~~.......!f.~.~ ... ACC..9.Y.!'I.Lf.9.U~.~~IB;.P!!..9.f......!§.()L~.!.Q.R. ... .eAI3.~ . ..:::=.:>.9. . ...:....!:!(LL=..=..~:::._!!? ..... _ ..... _ ...... ~NOL._ ....... _ ..... _ ...... ()_ .... __ .......... _ ...... _ ....... _ .... __ .... _ 
50 RXYM1 FREQUENCY RATIO OF Y-Z ISOLATOR IN X-Y PLANE (NO) 0.0 
_ ~.~ .. .!3.?<~1_ .. FRE~y'.~NCY .!Y'TI~.Q! !..:-U~9.!A!.9~j:~ .... ~-~. P.~~NE ... ____ .. __ . __ ... _ ... _ ~~I_._W ____________ _ 
52 RXZM2 FREQUENCY RATIO OF X ISOLATOR IN X-Z PLANE (NO) 0.0 
54 OXZM1 CRITICAL DAMPING OF Y-Z ISOLATOR IN X-Z PLANE (NOI 0.0 
(NO) 0.0 
- _ ... - - .... - _ .... - ....... - ...... ,'.- ...... '-~. .- _.... - .... - -- ... ~ _ ..- -.. ...... -.- .. ....... 
56 THETA1 EULER PITCH ANGLE AT END 1 - ROTATE SECOND ABOUT THE Y-AXIS (DEG) 0.0 





_.... . ... 5? ..... Jll;.T.I\L.;.\,J~~B .... p.n!=.lLA.tlG.!,,!; AT .!;t.m...g ... ::...R9.IAI!; .... S!;C9NP . .A~O\,JJ...JtI.E; ..... Y -A.K:r;~L .. __ ...... _ ....... J.DEG..L_._ ..... _. O .•. Q .. _.:... ...... _._._ ......... : . . ...... _. __ ...... ___ ........ _ ......•... __ ... . 
" 60 PHI2 EULER ROLL ANGLE AT END 2 - ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (OEG) 0.0 
_ .. _~L_ 'S..~I~. __ ~l!.\.EIL'{1i1! A.N9L..L AI- ~N9 ..?_ -_ .. !lO.I~T.IL FJ.~~LA~9lIT.. 1J:!.E .?:.'::A.l.<:IS ....... _. __ .... _ ....... OU:G.L .3·.Q.0.O.OOO.:l:.01 __ ... _ ........ _ .... __ ...... _ ... __ . __ .. . 
62 XT PIVOT 1 INITIAL X DISPLACEMENT (INCH) 0.0 
___ ~_~_lCIT PIVOJ: .... !...J_NITI~.!.:.lLY.ELOqIL.. _____ , !..IIU~!.I;C ) .!t..Q 
64 YT PIVOT 1 INITIAL Y DISPLACEMENT (INCH) 0.0 
.. _ ._ 65_ Jr't'"L _ .. _ ~I_VOT LJN..ulAI-:L ynOJ;JT.:C _, .... __ .... _ .. ___ . _ _ _ ____ . __ . .UN/.SEkJ __ ..... 0-,_0 . __ '._ _ .... _ ._ _ _._ ... _ ._ __ _ 
66 ZT PIVOT 1 INITIAL Z DISPLACEMENT (INCH) 0.0 
__ . __ ~.?_.....J).U __ .. PIVOl. . .LP:!.~TIA..k .. ~-.Y~.!..OCI!.Y ______ ._. ______ .. __ .... ____ J.IN/_~.;.C_) _. __ Q.,.O __ . __ .• _______ .. __ ..• __ ..... _ .• _ 
68 XB PIVOT 2 INITIAL X DISPLACEMENT (INCH) 0.0 
.. _ .., ~'LD~ __ . ..PIVO"'[3.1.tlITI~.~_X......YE_~9CJ.:rY ____ .. ___________ . _.' __ .(IW~~CJ..: __ p • ..Q... ___ . __ . _ •• __ _ 
70 YB PIVOT 2 INITIAL Y DISPLACEMENT (INCH) 0.0 
_ .... .1.L .. pYB __ P~VOT 2 INI~!&.J .. VELI?9.!1... .... __ .... __ .. ______ .. __ .... __ ... __ . ....i.J:.~L~ECl... ___ 0.0 .. __ .... __ . __ .... __ ..... __ .. __ .... __ . __ 
72 ZB PIVOT 2 INITIAL Z DISPLACEMENT (INCH) 0.0 
_ ?~ .. ...Q..ZfL _ PIVO.."'!: .. 2~~.rrIAL .~ .... ~.~.~OCIT:L _ . ___ . _ ..... _____ ll~~ __ Y ___________ _ 
..• __ ... _-...... __ ..... _--_ ... __ ... __ ...... __ .... _---_ ..... __ .... __ .... __ ..... _-.. :--_ ..... __ •.. _-. -_. __ .... __ ... _--_ .... __ ._ .. _-...... _-_ .... __ ..... _-





__ . CO!:1.P'.9t1E"IT.:_J:~Ol,AU;!-____ ..... __ . ___ ..... ~~.*~~.*..~ .. .J:.$.Q_l,~.IOICHf.'L~ ...... **~~~~~~.~_.: .... ___ ... ___ ..... _, ..... ___ ...... E_LEI:lENr:~ ........ _. __ .. _ ... ___ . 3 ___ .... ___ ..... _. __ . ____ . __ . __ ..... ____ _ 
~ _ :1,. •••. N_CJIl __ CQ~EJ::n:9.N J:~90_E_ ,,!J)!1BJ;R J. __ ... _ _ .. _ __ _ __. __ .. _. _ .... _ ..... __ .. ___ _ ... __ ..... l.N.O.L _... _ ..... _ ._ 3-:_. _ ... _ __ _ ..... _ __ __ _... ___ . 
2 NCN2 CONNECTION NODE NUMBER 2 (NO) 7 
__ LAJ,. __ DIS1~~I;lETWgN N9.P.LL.UiY.~. _______ .. _____ .. _______ .!.lH.L __ l ... ..2.?.!lj).l).lli..QJ) ____ . __ .. 
4 BL DISTANCE BETWEEN PIVOT 2 & Y-Z ISOLATOR UN) 1.000000+01 
6 DL DISTANCE BETWEEN PIVOT 2 & X ISOLATOR UN) 0.0 
_._._.? . .J:I~. ___ JIE:tGJ:!LQ.L Y-U~OlAT91L-. _______ .. ___ . ______ .. _____ .. __ .. _. _ .... _(!,.~.ll_ __ 4..,_40Q_Q.QP~ ____ .. ___ . __ -. __ 
8 XIlY INERTIA OF Y-Z ISOLATOR ABOUT THE Y-AXIS (IN-LB-SEC**2) 0.0 
10 W2 WEIGHT OF X ISOLATOR (LBS) 0.0 
_ .... ...l.!....1<I2Y _~.!!~RTIA OF X ISO~TOR _~~OU~_.:rns.r.:AXI~ ____ .. __ .. __ .... __ ... ( IN::-.h~-Sg.!:.**21 .. __ ...... Q..JL. .. __ ... __ ... __ .. __ .. _____ .. ___ ._ 
1Z TKTX X STIFFNESS BETWEEN NODE 1 & PIVOT 1 ( LBS/ItH 1.000000+01 
14 TKTZ Z STIFFNESS BETWEEN NODE 1 & PIVOT 1 ( LBS/IN) 1.000000+09 
_ _ J_L~:;::;EX,-,----,X,-,-,,~:n:fmE..~~.E.TWEE.!i. Ply'QI_LL~..P}?.E.--=-2 ___ . _ .... __ . ___ .. _. ___ .. -Lh~~/IN). __ ~9..9.00g.~.9.5_ .. __ ... ' __ .' __ "' __ ' .. __ " __ 
16 TKEY Y STIFFNESS BETWEEN PIVOT 1 & NODE 2 ( LBS/IN) 1.000000+05 
_ • __ .. ___ . _ (J .. _I;lS!::rN.L _ ..... _h9..90.Q.90.:t.Q5 _____ -" ___ .- _. 
18 TKAX X STIFFNESS BETWEEN NODE 2 & PIVOT 2 ( LBS/IN) 1.. 000000+09 
19 TKAY Y STIFFNESS BETWEEN NODE 2 & PIVOT 2 (LBS/IN) 1.000000+09 
--_ .... __ .... __ ... __ ...••.. __ ..... _ .... _ ... _ ... _-- ....... ----..... --..... --... --.... --.-.. --.---..• - ..... ~-.... - ......... --.... - ..•.... -~ .... : .. ---...... --.... - .... --"'--._--"'--"-"-
20 TKAZ Z STIFFNESS BETWEEN NODE 2 & PIVOT 2 
__ ~1-_ .B..K"f~ _ ROT~T.~ONA~..3TI~FNE~~ .. OL ~gpE_.~ ABql!.!' .!.'jE .. .!-AXI~ _. 
22 RKTHT ROTATIONA~ STIFFNESS OF PIVOT 2 ABOUT THE Y-AXIS 
( LBS/IN) 1.500000+04 
(LH-LB/RAD) 0.0 
23 RKPHT ROTATIONAL STIFFNESS OF PIVOT 2 ABOUT THE Z-AXIS (IN-lB/RAD) 0.0 
_ .. ---.. --.-... --....... ---.... --.. --..... - .... -~-...... -_ ....... _.-..... _ .. -....... -... - ...... ,--.. --.. ~-...... --..... -.--•...... - ....... ~.-..... --........ --...... - ....... --...... --...... __ ..... _ ..... _ ....... __ ..... -
24 TCTX X DAMPING BETWEEN NODE 1 & PIVOT 1 (NO) 5.000000-02 
!NO) 5 .. 000000-02 
- ....... - .. ,- _ .... - _..... --- .. -
26 TeTZ Z DAMPING BETWEEN NODE 1 & PIVOT 1 (NO) 5.000000-02 
27 TCEX X DAMPING BETWEEN PIVOT 1 & NODE 2 (NO) 5.000000-02 
--...... ~-.... - ........ - .... --........ --...... -.--...... - ..... --... -.--..... -.-~ ....... --.... --..... ---... ---....... - ... _-.... __ .... __ ..... _ .... __ ....... _ .......... _ ...... -_ ..... - .... --•.•.... _ ... : .. __ ._._ .... -
28 TCEY Y DAMPING BETWEEN PIVOT 1 & NODE 2 (NO) 5.000000-02 
IBM Z30687 
11 
__ ... __ .2.? ..... .It:p::_ .. ~ ... QAt:!P.;r.~.9_.~,;.n!I;,;.'L~;r.Y.QL;J, .... LI:'!QP..L? __ .. ___ ... __ ... __ ..... ___ .. __ ..... __ .... _ ..... _lN!U_ .......... 5 .•.. 00000Q.::'.0.2 ........................ _ ........... _ ........ _ ........... _ .............. _ 
30 TCAX X OAMPING BETWEEN NOOE 2 &. PIVOT 2 (NO ) 5.000000-02 
_ .. _31, ..... 1..G..A'C _Y .. D.At:!P..lt!5i ~.uW£.~"'.~OJJ.~ k&_ .. PI'yP·L? _ .. __ ... _ .... ____ ._. ____ .... _ .~ .. _ JJ:ID.L _ ... _5 •. l!OO.o.OO.::, .. 02._ ... _ .... __ ... _ .. _ .. _ ...... __ ... 
32 TCAZ . Z DAMPING BETWEEN NOOE 2 & PIVOT 2' (NO) 5.000000-02 
__ ~L..R.!;:rHB ROTATION~L OA~.PING .Q.E...li9p...L~.hl1wr: THE Y-A~IS 
34 RCTHT ROTATIONAL OAMPING OF PIVOT 2 ABOUT TH Y-AXIS 
H!O) .~...J}JtQ.!tQ.D.::..Q.~ .. _· _ ... ____ . 
(NO) 5.000000-02 . 
.. _ o._. 3~ J?Cffi,T __ ItQJmQN!'-IJl~!:!.pING .. Pf ..flv'PJ .2 ... I\EIQU.I .. THo. _l-:~>.C:t~~. __ . ___ .. ____ HIDJ __ 5 ...... QOJ).QO.D.::'o2... _ .. ____ . _ 
36 WTX X FREQUENCY BETWEEN NOOE 1 & PIVOT 1 (HZ) 2.460000+01 
___ ~?. __ Io!IT __ .. ll~,;.gUEN.f.~:r.!lEEJi .. ~O~_ .. ;L~JVOT .;!. __ ... ___ . ____ . __ . __ .. ____ . _Ut~_. __ ? .. ~1\..Q.Q.9.n+o.;L __ .... ._--_ .... __ ... _-_.-
38 WTZ Z FREQUENCY BETWEEN NODE 1 & PIVOT 1 (HZ) 2.480000+01 
_ ... ~'L WEX __ X~E.9..UE.B¢"(_JIE..J .. ~EEN·Y_.~VOT l:..~ .. !:IOOE .. ~ __ .. _ "._. ______ . _ . __ .. _ J,tlZL ___ ?480..9.9.0.±.!!1 __ '" _ ... ___ . 
40 WEY Y FREQUENCY BETWEEN PIVOT 1 & NOOE 2 (HZ) 2.480000+01 
41 WEZ Z FREQUENCY BETWEEN PIVOT 1 & NOOE 2 (HZ) 2.480000+01 _ ... __ ._----_.. __ ._ .... __ •... __ .... -_ ... _-_.... __ ..... _-. __ ... __ .. __ ... __ ... _-_ .. __ . __ ... _._.. __ .. __ .......... -:--- ..... - ..... _-_._---_. __ .. __ ... -
42 WAX X FREQUENCY BETWEEN NOOE 2 & PIVOT 2 (HZ) 2.480000+01 
. _ ~~. WA'!. __ UR..E.~U.it"C;!" ~:rlo!g~.!;IODE .. ?_ &JIY..9T_? _ .... __ . __ . _ ____ . ..JH?;l _. _2., .. ~800QP.!OJ:._ . __ . ___ ._. _ 
44 WAZ Z FREQUENCY BETWEEN NOOE 2 & PIVOT 2 (HZ) 2.460000+01 
__ .. ~L..B.~THB -BQ:r.~:n:Q.~AU~.E.9UE~~.'LQf. ... !!() .. ~E.: ... LA.E!.().Y.LIt!.g......r:.~XIS .. __ ... __ .. __ ..... __ .. _ ...... (Hn __ ..... Jh.9. ... ___ .... __ .. __ ...... __ ._. ___ . __ .... __ .... _. 
46 RCTHT ROTATIONAL FREQUENCY OF PIVOT 2 ABOUT TH Y-AXIS (HZ) 0.0 
_. _4L RCPI:t.:L _Rg!.AU9NAL _~BEQUENCY_9F....p~Y..oT_2 .~.!l0.v.r J!l .. ?: .. :A~~S. __ . _ .. _ .. _ .. __ ... __ .... itlZl.. _ .. _ --.9.JL _ . ___ .. 
46 13020 CONTROL SWITCH ==> 2 FOR 2-0 OAVI & ==> 3 FOR 3-D OAVI ISOLATOR (NO) 2 
_. _~9.-!E.~~L .. ~_~Q!!~!L!:9.!Lg.~.~IB!.~.~TY .9..f......!.~.ClJ,.AT.QB ... BA.r~.~ . ..::.:=.?:!l.--=-~9.....!...::.::~ .. :: .... r;? .... __ .... _ ..... ttiP} .... __ ... ___ ... __ .... !1._ .... __ .. __ .. __ .. __ ..... __ ... _ 
50 RXYM1 FREQUENCY RATIO OF Y-Z ISOLATOR IN X-Y PLANE 
_ ~~_ E~~_l _ .. ~~E~~NCY .~~!? OF :~.:-Z~~'O.!-A.!'O~-.!"! ... ~-~ P.~~NE... __ .. 
52 RXZM2 FREQUENCY .RATIO OF X ISOLATOR IN X-Z PLANE 
(NO) 0.0 
_~ NgJ _ ..... ~ ~.~ _._ _ _. __ 
(NO) 0.0 
53 OXYM1 CRITICAL DAMPING OF Y-Z ISOLATOR IN X-Y PLANE (NO) 0.0 
._-_ ....... _._ ...... _ ........... _ .•...... __ .. _ ....... __ ... -.-....•...... - ...... -... - ......... ~~- .... -.--..... --...... _ ...... _ ....... _ ... __ ...... _ ........ _ .... __ ........ - .... --...... - ...... -~ ........ ---..... -.-.... --..... - ....... . 
54 OXZM1 CRITICAL OAMPING OF Y-Z ISOLATOR IN X-Z PLANE (NO) 0.0 
-.?~ .... _ ~~'?:t.!~ _ .. ~R.!TI~~~_ .. D~!:1£'~_N.c; OF .?Coo I.?.o~!-.I0~ .. Il!. X.::.~ "'p"~A~~ _ .... _ ...... __ . _ ....... _ .. __ .... _ .. (~DL ". _ _ P '.0.._ 
56 THETA1 EULER PITCH ANGLE AT ENO 1 - ROTATE SECONO ABOUT THE Y-AXIS (OEG) 0.0 
en 57 PHIl EULER ROLL ANGLE AT END 1 - ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DEG) 0.0 
-." --_ ...... __ ...... _ .... _-_ ... __ .... __ ....... _ .......... _ .... __ ...... __ ....... _--...... - .......... --.......... - ......... ~ ....... - ... --...... - ........ - ..... --......... -, ......... __ .... _ ........ _ ......... __ ... _._ ....... __ ....... _ ....... -
56 XSl1 EULER YAW ANGLE AT END 1 - ROTATE FIRST ABOUT THE Z-AXIS (OEG) 1.600000+0Z 
IBM 230687 
II 
60 PHI2 EULER ROLL ANGLE AT END 2 - ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DEG) 0.0 
62 XT PIVOT 1 INITIAL X DISPLACEMENT (INCH) 0.0 
___ ~.~ DXT.!.-_--'-P""IV.:.;QL!..J~]:TI~.!..1Ly.[.LOC*,.:..TY_'__ _ _ _ ___________ . __ ..1.ll!l~.~.L __ .Q .... L __ . 
64 YT PIVOT 1 INITIAL Y DISPLACEMENT (INCH) 0.0 
66 ZT PIVOT 1 INITIAL Z DISPLACEMENT (INCH) 0.0 
_ ..... _~.?_P.?;T __ .J~.IVQI....!J~JTI.A."-.LY.~.!,OC+J:J __ .. __ .. __ ... __ .. ____ ... __ ..... __ .. __ .. J.I1:I.L~.f:kL .. __ Q .. ,.Q_ .. ---_._-_ .. __ .. __ .. _-_ .. -
68 XB PIVOT·2 INITIAL X DISPLACEMENT (INCH) 0.0 
_. __ .. ________ .. __ .. (IN;:~;C.l.. . __ 9.JL ._. ____ ... _____ ... __ ... ___ _ 
70 YB PIVOT 2 INITIAL Y DISPLACEMENT (INCH) 0.0 
_ .... 2L .. DYB __ P!Y.fl!....?...!!:!!.""LIAL Y VEL9.~ITY __ .... __ . __ .... __ .. __ ... ___ .. __ . __ .. ....!1.!:!t.~EC L __ .. J!...,..Q.. ••• _____ ••. __ •• _____ • __ •• ___ _ 
n Z8 PIVOT Z INITIAL Z DISPLACEMENT (INCH) 0.0 
_ ~;!. "p_ZIL _ PIVO.!.. 2~~.UI~.J,. .~_ VJ:.J,.OCIl]' __ , __ . _ ..... ____ ... _ ... __ . __ . __ .UNL~E~l _. _ 0.!.9 __ . _____ . _ ... ____ .... 
- _ .. _----_ ... _-_._--_ .. _---_ ... _ .... _--_ .... __ .. __ ..... _ ... _._---_. __ . __ ... _ ...... _-_. __ .... __ .. __ ... __ .. _-... __ ._._------
, , 





__ ... cqM..p'.~E.tII.~.!.~OI,,~I~.l_._ .. ___ .... _._ .. ___ .. _.2~~~*~~.~~ ... ;t.~.Q~AIQR._HP._L:J, .. _~.!.~~**~~.~_ ... __ .... _ .... __ ........ _. __ .... E.LEM.E.t:fl:~ .......... _ ......... _. It ........ __ ..... _ ........................ '' __ 
_ •• __ :1, .•• _ NCNl. __ ~Q!:'1!'I;!;;nQ..N J!9D .. L ~!;~ .. L _ ... _ ....... ___ ...... _ ... __ ... _ .... __ _ 
_ ... __ ..... J.~D.1 __ ... _ ...... _ . ..:,..4_ .... _ ... __ .. _ ...... _ .. _ 
2 NCN2 CONNECTION NODE NUMBER 2 
____ ..!J.L DIST.ANCE JIETW~.EN NQQL!..' PIYOT 2:..-.-_________ . 





J .. ...g..s..!!.!!.QP.±..QJ1._. _ .. _ 
1.000000+01 
.. _ ... 2.. _!;;.L_ ....... Q;!:~TANI;;.!; .. BEn!.!;.~NJJ;.~OT_g .V-{QQEJ. _____ ... _ .. _____ :....-- .. __ . __ JIN) _ ... _ .. 0..Jl ... __ _ 
6 OL DISTANCE BETWEEN PIVOT 2" X ISOLATOR' lIN) 0.0 
_ .. _ ... _..?-1!!' .. __ ... !oIEI~.I:'T OF Y-Z ;~OLA-r:.Q~. ____ .. __ .. ___ .. __ ... __ .. _·_. ___ . ___ . __ (~!:l.s..L..._._. 4 ..• 40 o !!.9...0 + O,:!-. __ ._ ..___ • __ •. --...... _ ••. _ 
8 XIlY INERTIA OF Y-Z ISOLATOR ABOUT THE Y-AXIS (IN-LB-SEC**2) 0.0 
_ .... _ L l$JJ.L _.JNERUt-..Qf .. !=Z_J~Q!.AJ9R_AB.0..YT_.JH.I.Z.::~~.~ _ .. _. _ ... _______ qtl-.!-.~-SEC~!21.. __ .!l.JL _. ____ .... _ ...... ___ .... _ . __ . _ 
10 1012 WEIGHT OF X ISOLATOR ( LBS) 0.0 
_ ... ...!!......XI2Y __ I!:!gg!.~~ ISO~TOR ~OUT .JHE Y-AX~~ __ ... ____ .... __ .. (IN-.!-~-S~.£**2t __ .... 0.0 .... __ ... ____ ..... ________ ... __ .... _ 
12 TKTX X STIFFNESS BETWEEN NODE 1 , PIVOT 1 ( LBS/IN) 1. 000000+01 
_ ~1 . ...!!<D.' .. _ l§t:.~fFNE~~ BETI'!gt! .. !"ODE .. t 'J~Y9T_.J. _ ....... ___ . _ ..... _ ." ___ LI,.BEJIt!l _. _l.:.!!O.Q.9.Q'p'.:!,O..2 .. __ .... _ . ___ ...... _ ...... 
14 TKTZ Z STIFFNESS BETWEEN NODE 1 , PIVOT 1 ( LBS/IN) 1. 00000D+09 
__ ~~!X X ~!lFF~.~~ETWEE.~ .. PIy.Qr .... .L~.J:!fl.!?.~ .. _2 __ ._ .... __ .. __ ... __ ... __ ... __ .... .J..!:~~/IN} ... _ .... _!.:..Q.!!.9000.~.Q.L. ... __ ..... __ ... __ ... __ ... _ ........ _ 
16 TKEY Y STIFFNESS BETWEEN. PIVOT 1 , NODE 2 ( LBS/IN) 1. 00000D+05 
_ ... _lL TI5.~~ .. __ Z2.Tlfy'NES~ .. ~ETWEEN "p'~VOT .. ~ '_':l0.!?! _~ __ . __ ... __ . __ .... _(.!-~SLINl.. ....... J .. !!90.Q..QD.±..Q5_ 
18 TKAX X STIFFNESS BETWEEN NODE 2 &·PIVOT 2 ( LBS/IN) 1. 000000+09 
_._ .. _~.~......!!S~Y __ J2!~.fFNE.~? BE])IEE!I . ..!IOD.E. .... L~ .... P..~y_0.I. .. L_ .... __ ...... _ .... _ ...... __ .... __ .... _ ......... ..I..I,,~~'-l!:!.L .. __ .... ~.Jl .. !!.C!.!!.Q'O .. ~.!!.~_. _ ... __ ... ____ .... __ .. __ .... _ 
20 TKAZ Z STIFFNESS BETWEEN NODE 2 , PIVOT 2 ( LBS/IN) 1.500000+04 
21 RKTHB ROTATIONAL STIFFNESS OF NODE 2 ABOUT THE Y-AXIS (IN-LB/RAD) 0.0 
- ,.- - -- -_. - _ .. - - .- - - _ ... - ... -- _ ... '''-- ....... - ... - -- - -- .- -- - _ .. - - ... _. -' -- _ ..... - ...... - -..,. - .... - - - _ ... - -- _. - _ .. - -
ZZ RKTHT ROTATIONAL STIFFNESS OF PIVOT Z ABOUT THE Y-AXIS (IN-LB/RAD) 0.0 
23 RKPHT ROTATIONAL STIFFNESS OF PIVOT 2 ABOUT THE Z-AXIS (IN-LB/RAD). 0.0 
- .. ---.. -.. - ...... --...... --.... --..... - ..... -~~-.... -~ ........ -~ ............ -.~ ...... --........... - ....... - ..... - .... __ ...... _ ..... _._-_ ...... _ ........ -_ ..... _ ......... _ .... _._ ....... __ ._ ..... _ ..... __ .... __ ..... _ ....... _ ...... -
24 TCTX X DAMPING BETWEEN NODE 1 & PIVOT 1 (NO) 5.00000D-02 
25 TCTY Y DAMPING BETWEEN NODE 1 & PIVOT 1 (ND) 5.00000D-02 
- ••• _ •••••• •• ___ ••• - •••• __ •• • •• __ ••••• --.0. ....... _ •••• __ •••••• ._.. • ••••• _ •• _ ...... __ •••• _ _... ___ ••• __ • • •• __ 
_ .... - ....... - ..... ~ .-... ..~ ...... ~- .- .-.. . 
, 
26 TCTZ Z DAMPING BETWEEN NODE 1 , PIVOT 1 (ND) 5.00000D-02 
_ ~ 27 TCEX X DAMPING BETWEEN PIVOT 1 & NODE 2 (ND) 5.00000D-02 1.0 --_ ...... _-_ ....... _ ... -_ ..... __ ....... __ ...... __ ........ _ ........ - ....... _ ..... _ ....... _-•..... _ ...... __ ...... _-........ _ ..... _ ...•.... __ ....... _ .. -_ ....... __ ........ _ ...... _-.... _ ..... - ........ _ ....... _-..... _ ...... -




-..] 30 TCAX X DAMPING BETWEEN NODE 2 & PIVOT 2 (ND) . 5.00000D-02 . 
o . 
__ . _Jl,. .... l.~AY. __ Y.P.AI1P..ING ~.!;JWJ.~~ . .J:lQ!;!.~ ~&_.pIVOr._? _ .. _ .... __ . ___ ...... ___ ... _ ....... J.!:ID.L _. _~ •. !!!!OJ)!!D.::...02_.~ _ .... __ .... __ .... _ .. __ .. __ . 
32 TCAZ Z DAMPING BETWEEN NODE 2 & PIVOT 2 (ND) 5.00000D-02 
___ ~J-'t~THB ROTAJIONA!- DAI1.~ING OF NQ!l..u...~!3.Q.IlT....!!:!L~XI""S,,--_______ _ . __ !.~P<..:),-· __ .~. OOO.!!J1.t!.::1l.g ___ ~ _ 
34 RCTHT ROTATIONAL DAMPING OF PIVOT 2 ABOUT TH Y-AXIS (NO) 5.00000D-02 
36 WTX X FREQUENCY BETWEEN NODE 1 & PIVOT 1 (HZ) 2.48000D+01 
_ ...... _E_I{D' __ ..:..Y-'F'-'R.~g!!.lli9.Y BE]JlEEN ~ODE_.LLP'J.yOT J· __ ... ____ .. __ . __ .... __ . __ ... __ Ul.?;_) _ .. _.~ .. "_'t§.!!.9.!!.P+Q.;!. .. ___ _ 
38 WTZ Z FREQUENCY BETWEEN NODE 1 & PIVOT 1 (HZ) 2.480000+01 
40 WEY Y FREQUENCY BETWEEN PIVOT 1 & NODE 2 (HZ) 2.480000+01 
_ .. ~.WEZ __ Z. .!BEQl!.~NCY ~ETW~~!:!..f.;YOT 1 ... L~QP..LL .. __ .. __ . ____ .. __ . __ . __ .... ( HZ.L __ .. _~~.900D~!!.1 _______ ... _._ ... ____ . __ 
42 WAX X fREQUENCY BETWEEN NODE 2 & PIVOT 2 (HZ) 2.480000+01 
------~~--~~~~----------
44 WAZ Z FREQUENCY BETWEEN NODE 2 & PIVOT 2 (HZ) 2.480000+01 
___ .. ~.~THB_._ ROT~IIO~~.U~~9UENfLQf..)~OD~ ... .?~.Q.!JT T~ .. E Y-~~..I.§_ .. __ .. __ ... _ .... __ ..... _ .... ..u:g1.. __ ..... .Q..,,!l .... __ ..... __ .. __ .. __ .. __ ... __ .. __ .... __ 
46 RCTHT ROTATIONAL FREQUENCY OF PIVOT 2 ABOUT TH Y-AXIS (HZ) 0.0 
48 13020 CONTROL SWITCH ==> 2 FOR 2-0 DAVI & ==> 3 FOR 3-D DAVI ISOLATOR (NO ) 
_. ~~-.-!.E.~~ .... ~CC~y.~.2Q!U..~.~XIB.I..~.I..I!...Q.E...!~.Q.~~!.Q.!U~.~.~.~ ==..>.~ . ....:....~Q . ..! ... :::.=...>.!.. .. : ... .r.[~ ..... __ ... _ ....... !!lJU .... __ ... _ ....... __ J_) .... __ .. __ ._ ...... __ .. __ ...... _ 
50 RXYM1 FREQUENCY RATIO OF Y-Z ISOLATOR IN X-V PLANE 
_ ~.; .. .B?C~!!.1_. FREq!:!~NCY .~~!? OF .!:-z.2~Q.!,A.!9~ . ...!N._~-~ P.~~NE ___ .. 
52 RXZM2 FREQUENCY RATIO OF X ISOLATOR IN X-Z PLANE 
54 OXZM1 CRITICAL DAMPING OF Y-Z ISOLATOR IN X-Z PLANE 
_.?5. .... ~.~.~~~ ..... !=I!.!.TI.~~~_~~':I~I.~~ ~~~ .. I .. S.~L.A.!O~ .. I!! .. X.::.~ !:~~~~ ...... _ ... __ ... _ ....... 
56 THETA1 EULER PITCH ANGLE AT END 1 - ROTATE SECONO ABOUT THE Y-AXIS 
58 XSIl EULER YAW ANGLE AT ENO 1 - ROTATE FIRST ABOUr THE Z-AXIS 
(NO) 0.0 
(NO) 0.0 








_.... ._~.? ..... TIlUA.L .. ~.l,IJ"~I? .... P'J!PL.A.I:tG..r,,LAL~ffiLL7....RQIAI.E. ... ~.~~9.~ ... A!3.9![LmLy..=...o,)q;!L_. ___ .... _ ......... J.DEG) __ ...... _.0,0 __ ..... _c_. .. . ....... __ ........ _ ........... _ ..... . 
, 
60 PHIZ EULER ROLL ANGLE AT END 2 - ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DEG) 0.0 
_ .. __ 6:1, ... _lt~;I2. __ E~.!'~ILYAW At:!RE_ALElJP L-_.IlO.IAT.E_U!?S.LA~()U.LT!:!E .;l:::AX.IS .... _ ~ __ ._ .. __ .... (JtEGL __ . _2 •. ZQO.QQD.±.02_ .. __ ... __ ..... _._ ..... __ .. __ .. ___ .... 
62 XT PIVOT 1 INITIAL X DISPLACEMENT (INCH) 0.0. 
_____ ~3 D~PIV~T 1 INITIA~Y.FLOC~T.~Y _______________________________ __ (IN/~_EC) .!l....JL_.-'-____ _ 
... -.-------.. -. --'----"-
') 64 YT PIVOT 1 INITIAL Y DISPLACEMENT CINCH) . 0.0 ) 
. __ ~.!i.. J).)"L _ .. _ PIVOT LJNIT~!!.!.l '.(.~.!-OJ;.nY _ ... __ __ _. ___ .. ____ ~ _ __ __ ._ __ HNLSE.cJ ___ O_.J) __ __ ._ 
66 ZT PIVOT 1 INITIAL Z DISPLACEMENT ( INCH) 0.0. 
_ ... __ ~.?_Il.~ ___ .J'IVOTJ....ruJTIAL~ .... Y.gocrrr __ . __ . ___________ .. _. __ . __ .. U!:lL~.E.~l. ___ Q ..,_O ____ . ____ ._. __ .. __ .... _ ..... _ .... __ _ 
68 XB PIVOT 2 INITIAL X DISPLACEMENT ( INCH) 0.0 
_ .. __ 6L D~ ___ .. PIVOT_j ..!~ITI~'=-.lU'E_~9CITY __ ...... _______________ . ____ . __ . ___ .. (I~gcL . __ .. !l.J!... ___ . __ . __ . ___ ._. __ 
70 YB PIVOT Z INITIAL Y DISPLACEMENT CINCH) 0.0 
_ ... .B.._'pYB _. __ ~~.YQ!""'~ INI~~AL Y VEL9_CITY __ .. _____ . _____ ... _ ... _____ ... ...l1.!:VgfJ. .. __ .. _O .. O .. __ .... ______ .. ___ .. __ ... __ .. __ . __ 
72 ZB PIVOT 2 INITIAL Z DISPLACEMENT (INCH) 0.0 




_ ...... ~ .... _ ...... _ ..... _ .... __ ..... _ ...... _ ..... __ ..... __ ._ .. __ ... __ ..... _ ....... _-_ ... __ ...... _ ..... _ ....... _ .... -_ ...... __ ..... __ ..... _ ....... _-_ .•..... _.-...... _._ .... __ ...... _ ...... __ ..... __ ...... -
IBM Z30687 
.. 
"~~--""""'~--'-""--"-'--' .... --.... ~-.. ---.... -.: ... --..... ---.-.. -.--.-... - ...... _---_. __ . __ .. ---_ ...... __ ....... _._ ...... _._ ........ ~-........ ~ .. , ......................... ~ ........... --.. -...... - .. -...... --- ......... . 
HUMBER OUTPUT COORDINATES VALUE 
) 
-.jj - -····1 -- ELEMENT"- -'1- lSI -xT .-- iHPLiiUD -.... - ··"Z.-Z5510":·oi -. -- -.... - .. ,-.. -- -- --. - .... - - .- _ ... - "'- -" - ...... - ... - -" - --.. 
2 ELEMENT 1 151 Xl PHASE -9.91810-01 
3 ELEMENT 1 151 YT AMPLlTUD 5.94590-01 
4 ELEMENT 1 151 YT PHASE 1.79640+02 ____ .. _____ . _________ . 
5 ELEMENT 1 '-151 ri--AMPiiruo·---i·:20890·+00---------· ----. 
6 ELEMENT 1 151 ZT PHASE 1.79160+02 
7 ELEMENT 1 151 XB AMPLlTUO 2.25260-01 
...... __ l}.. __ J;;!-~EN.L _. _1_ .... I~J ... _ ~.I}. __ .. flIA~.E _ .. __ .... -=9 .. ,.93.c!80::9~. __ .. ___ . __ .... ___ . __ .. __ . ___ . ~ ___ . __ .... __ _ 
9 ELEMENT 1 151 YB AMPLlTUD 4.44750-01 
10 ELEMENT 1 151 YB PHASE 1.78820+02 
11 ELEMENT 1 151 ZB AMPLlTUO 1.91980+00 
12 ELEMENT 1 151 ZB PHASE 1.79160+02 . 
_···· .. --.. -i3-·-·--EiEME"HT---i-···!"si--xsT--···AH·p[ITU0 ··---···-f:·sio90·::·0C---.. ·--·---····--··--··-----'---c--
14 ELEMENT 1 151 XBT PHASE -1.31850+00 
15 ELEMENT 1 151. YBT AMPLITUO 5.94610-01 
16 ELEMENT 1 151 YBT PHASE 1.79640+02 
_.-. - -17 - EUMENf- -- T -'-ISI -·· .. ret - -.... AHPLlfuo' - ...... -Z:Z'090D+'OO - -.- _. - .. - - - _ ... - -"- _. - -. - ... - - ... - - - - - -
18 ELEMENT 1 151 ZBT PHASE 1.79160+02 
19 ELEMENT 1 151 TXBT AMPLlTUO 0.0 
_ .... __ ?9._..Jg.!:l!=~T 1.._I_s.;t; __ .:r.x.~.!._ .... _~.H..~~.L .... __ .. __ .~_!...!L .. ____ ... ___ ... _____ ..... __ .. __ .... _. __ .. __ . ______ ... __ . __ ... ___ .. ___ _ 
21 ELEMENT 1 151 TYBT AMPLlTUD 0.0 
22 ELEMENT 1 IS1 TYBT PHASE 0.0 
23 ELEMENT 1 151 TZBT AMPLlTUO 0.0 
24 ELEMENT 1 151 TZBT PHASE 0.0 
. - -- is ._- -ELEHENT- - -"1 - isi - -XBF"'- - "AMPLITUD .... - - .--2-~-2526D:Ol-·· .. - _ .... - .. -~ - .. - _. - -'- - _.- -- - -- - ... -... - '- _ .... _ .... - -
26 ELEMENT 1 151 XBF PHASE -9.93090-01 
27 ELEMENT 1 151 YBF AMPLITUO 4.44730-01-
28 ELEMENT 1 151 YBF PHASE 1.78820+02 
- - .. -2·'f--·E"LEMENf-.. l-··-isf .. -iIfF--· .. ··-AM·PLi'Tliir-·----C88820:-02;.;.--.... ·-.. ····_···--_· .. -_····--· .. _-·· __ .. __ ····-.-.... - ...... - .. -._--.... _-
30 ELEMENT 1 151 ZBF PHASE -1.78680+02 
31 ELEMENT 1 151 TXBF AMPLlTUD 0.0 
32 ELEMENT 1 151 TXBF PHASE 0.0 
-'-33- .. -- ELEMEi,rr- - Y IS'i- --'1'(6""'- -A'H'PLftUD _.- _. -0."0" 
34 ELEMENT 1 151 TYBF PHASE 0.0 
35 ELEMENT 1 151 TZBF AMPLlTUD 0.0 
36 ELEMENT 1 151 TZBF PHASE 0.0 
--·_ .. -37-··-ELEMEN:f-·······i-··ISf-··-xf· .. ·-·· .... ·AM'PLITutf---· .. --4·;·494ii:j':.oC--· .. · .. _···-·· .. _ .... ··_·--.. _·---.. __ ...... _ ..... _-... __ .... --..... --.... --
38 ELEMENT 2 151 Xl PHASE 1.78830+02 
39 ELEMENT 2 151 YT AMPLlTUO 4.08960-01 
40 ELEMENT 2 151 YT PHASE -1.79810+02 
- .-_. 4r - -ElEHtN"'(' - -2 -. lsi --. Zt .. - -- -AMPLITilli -'- - - 3:'08-990+00-- - -.- - ... - - - -.- . c .. - _ ... - .... - _. - -' -"'- - .. - -.- .....:. ... -
42 ELEMENT 2 151 ZT PHASE -1.29600+00 
43 ELEMENT 2 151 XB AMPLITUD 4.489l0-01 
44 ELEMENT 2 151 XB PHASE l.78830+02· 
--... --·45·-.... --"EU:i1ENr .. ·-·-·i-lsC-.. ··yB~ ...... - .. AHpLITOD"-.. ····_ ...... ·z-:iiia o'::.:oi--.. ·-.. ·· .. -_·· .... - .. ·· .... _-··· .. ·_ .... ·_· ...... - ...... --........ _ ... , ..... _ ......... _ .... --_ ......... - ..... -
46 ELEMENT 2 151 YB PHASE 1.78970+02 
47 ELEMENT 2 ISl ZB AMPLITUO 2.67150+00 
48 ELEMENT 2 151 ZB PH'ASE -1. 30l50+00 
...... · .... It'r .. -- ELEMENT 2 IS:C ·· .... XBt '''- -.... A"MPLitliiY" -- 3.66770-0l 
50 ELEMENT 2 151 XBT PHASE 1.78540+02 
51 ELEMENT 2 151 YBT AMPLITUO 4.08980-01 
52 ELEMENT 2 151 YBT PHASE -1.798l0+02 
... · ........ 53 .. · .... ·--"ELEHENT-···· .. ·2-.... rSr·-·-zaT·--····-AH~[l:ruo· .... --· .. ··--~~·0900ii+O(f-.. --.. ·····-····--·· .... ---····_ ....... _ ..... _ ...... --.... -._ ..... _ ...... _ ..... --..... --.... -
54 ELEMENT 2 151 ZBT PHASE -1.29600+00 
55 ELEMENT 2 151 TXBT AMPLITUO 0.0 IBM Z306B7 
.. 
_ ...... __ ...... 56._ .... _EL!'MEtIT ... __ .. ?._;t.~U,_ .... n<BT __ ..... P.H"~~ ... ___ ...... ___ .... o. 0 .. __ ..... _ ..... _ ..... __ ...... _ ......... __ ....... _ ......... __ ........ _ ...................................... _ ......... _ ............................. . 
) 57 ELEMENT 2 151 TYBT AMPLlTUO 0.0 58 ELEMENT 2 151 TYBT PHASE 0.0 
59 ELEMENT 2 151 TZBT AMPLITUO 0.0 
60 ELEMENT 2 151 TZBT PHASE 0.0 . 
- .. - -"6C- ELEMENi"- - ''ii'' ISr _. XBF - AMPLi'TUi) .... - - .... 4 ... 48910.:·0'1 - - _ .. - ...... - .. - -. - .... - - .- ...... - ... - --.. - .. -.. - .- - ... - - ... 
62 ELEMENT 2 151 XBF PHASE 1.78830+02 ) 
63 ELEMENT 2 151 YBF AMPLlTUD 2.21080-01 
64 ELEMENT 2 151 YBF PHASE 1.78970+02 ---~--ELEMENT 2 151 iB'i=--""AM'P"LITuo --·--7·:·2Z64D:-O:..::2'---------~---· 
66 ELEMENT 2 151 ZBF PHASE 1.79400+02 
.. _--_ ... _---
) 
67 ELEMENT 2 151 TXBF AMPLlTUD 0.0 
.. _ .. _ 6.~. _ .. J;.I,.;t!EtIT.. __ 2 _ ... J;.S~ __ ~B.E- _ ... ~"~E _. __ .. __ 0., .. 0 _. ____ . ____ ....... __ .... __ ... __ . __ ... _ ._ _ _ _ .... ___ . _ 
69 ELEMENT 2 151 TYBF AMPLITUO 0.0 
70 ELEMENT 2 151 TYBF PHASE 0.0 
71 ELEMENT 2 151 TZBF AMPLITUO 0.0 
_ ...... _ ...... I.2. ___ ~.I,,~MEH.I. __ .2_ .. I~...J~B..!' __ . .!'!:!A~.r; ..... _ ..... --__ 0 .. ,.,1;)._ ..... ___ ._ ..... ____ .... __ . ___ . __ ._ ..____ ._ .... __ .. __ ....... _ ...... _ 
73 ELEMENT 3 151 XT AMPLITUO 2.25510-01 
74 ELEMENT 3 151 XT PHASE 1.79010+02 
75 ELEMENT 3 151 YT AMPLITUO 1.39540-01 
76 ELEMENT 3 151 YT PHASE -6.11430+00 
-..... - --'77- - E'LEr1Etl'f'- - T -'151- .. -. iT- - - .. AI1PL'ftuD .. · - -- 2.'15060+-iiO - - .- _. - - - - _. - -- - - _. - ...... - .. - _ .... - - - -
78 ELEMENT 3 151 ZT PHASE -8.14920-01 
79 ELEMENT 3 151 XB AMPLlTUO 2.25260-01 
80 ELEMENT 3 151 XB PHASE 1.79010+02 
- "--"Si--ELEMENT---3--iSi--YS-"'-AM'PLITUi)-"'---'4:-447ltj-=-61'·--.... .. ... ----.... --... --.----.-.... --... --.. --.... - .. --
82 ELEMENT 3 151 YB PHASE -1.18500+00 
83 ELEMENT 3 151 ZB AMPLITUO 1.86090+00 
84 ELEMENT 3 151 ZB PHASE -8.19240-01 . 
. - - 85 .. - -E'LE:M"Etif" - -'3 - IS1 -- "xert'-- - .. AMP'LITUO ...... _. -1-:'Sl"090:::'C)l-' '- ...... - .. -.. _.- - - - - -- - ... - _. - .... - -- - -.... - .... -
86 ELEMENT 3 151 XBT PHASE 1.78680+02 
87 ELEMENT 3 151 YBT AMPLITUO 1.39510-01 
88 ELEMENT 3 151 YBT PHASE -6.11570+00 
- --·-S9·--·ELEMENT---3 .. -ISf .. -iBf--·-AM·PLlfuo------:LlSo6ifi'(fo· .. --· .. · .. -· .. -_·.. - .. - ..... -------... --.... --... --.. ---.. --
90 ELEMENT 3 151 ZBT PHASE -8.14.920-01 
91 ELEMENT 3 151 TXBT AMPLlTUD 0.0 
92 ELEMENT 3 151 TXBT PHASE 0.0 
._. - -'''93 .... - ELEMENT" - ":3" -i51- -. TYErf"'" - iMP Li'TuD - - "0 :if' - .. -- - .- -- - ... - -- - - ... - -.-- - .- _. - - - - --.. - ... - - .- -.... 
94 ELEMENT 3 151. TYBT PHASE 0.0 
95 ELEMENT 3 151 TZBT AMPLITUO 0.0 
96 ELEMENT 3 151 TZBT PHASE 0.0 . 
-_·-.. 97--·E'LEMENf---3 .... 'fsr .... -xs·j:·-...... -'At·j'PLlruo· .. --.... - 2':·25260:.'01' .. ·------.... - .... ·--.... --.. ·--.. --· .. ·--· .. ·-· .... ,...-.... -.-..... - ...... --..... -
98 ELEMENT 3 151 XBF PHASE . 1. 79010+02 
99 ELEMENT 3 151 YBF AMPLlTUO 4.44730-01 
, 100 ELEMENT 3 151 YBF PHASE -1.18480+00 
.. ' 
- -"101" - "ELEMENT- - -3 - 1"51 - -ZBF'- - TMP[fTOb - _ .. - 3.'93680:::-02-" - ...... - ... - - - _ .. - . - - _ .... - .".- _. - _ ... - .... - - - -.. - -
102 ELEMENT 3 151 ZBF PHASE 1.79720+02 
103 ELEMENT 3 151 TXBF AMPLITUO 0.0 
104 ELEMENT 3 151 TXBF PHASE 0.0 
- .... ·--rtj'5·~· .. ·-·E[EHEtH· ...... - .. 3·-:rSr-.. Ti'BF ...... - .. ANpCttOo-.. -· .. ·--·· .... o·;if .. --· .... -· ...... --· ...... ·-~ .... ·--...... -· .... --.... ·-.... --...... -_ ....... - ...... _ ...... -_ ..... _ ........ _ ......... . 
106 ELEMENT 3 151 TYBF PHASE 0.0 
107 ELEMENT 3 151 TZBF AMPLITUO 0.0 
108 ELEMENT 3 ISl TZBF PHASE 0.0 109·" --ELEMENT 4 ISl XT' AMPLItUtf' - ...... -4)+94ib-'iil ....... _ ..... - _ .... - ....... - ....... _ ... - -..... - .. - _ ... _ ... - - ........ - ... - ...... -... .. 
110 ELEMENT 4 151 XT PHASE -1.16590+00 
111 ELEMENT 4 ·151 YT AMPLlTUO 4.78720-02 
-....] 112 ELEMENT 4 ISl YT PHASE . -1.68290+02 . 
...... w -.... ··113·· .... -n'EHEHT--·_ ...... ·4-.. · .... ISl ........ -ZT .. ·_ .. ·-.. AHPllTUI) .... _· .......... -3·:14830·+00-...... -· .... · .. _ ...... - .. · ...... _ .. · .... _· .... · .. ·-...... - ....... - ........ --...... - ........ - ........ ~ .......... - ........ .. 
114 ELEMENT 4 151 ZT PHASE 1.78700+02 
115 ELEMENT 4 151 XB AMPLITUD 4.48910-01 IBM Z30687 
._ .... P6 _ .... _EI,..r;!:I~N.J_ .. __ .. ~_:!;~;J,_ .... X~L ... __ .. .I.'H.,6.~.E. ........ _ ....... ___ .... ::l...,J~7.1P:!:Q..0 __ --..... _ ...... _._ ...... - ....... -_ ......... _-...... -_ ........................ -_ .......... -_ .......... __ ............ ,. ........ .. 
117 ELEMENT 4 lSI YB AMPLlTUD 2.29410-01 . 
118 ELEMENT 4 IS1 YB PHASE -9.62140-01 . 
119 ELEMENT 4 lSI ZB AMPLITUD 2.74270+00 
_ .. -...J_ J,FO_ .. _E.kEI1.E!fT ____ ~ .. _1-5;1, __ .Z.~ __ ... _P,HASI: ... 00_ ...... _ ... _1 •. ?si'.Qo+.02 -- .- --.. - ....... -'''- - .. - .. - -. - -.... - ._- -_ .. --. ~ 121 ELEMENT 4 lSI XBT AMPLlTUD 3.66770-01 ... _. _. "-" _ ..... - - .. 
122 ELEMENT 4 lSI 'XBT PHASE -1.45540+00 
123 ELEMENT 4 lSI YBT AMPLlTUD 4.78970-02 
124 ELEMENT 4 lSI YBT PHASE -1.68300+02· 
----12-S--e:"i.:EMENT 4 -Isl----zBT AHj:iilTUD 3·:·14840·+00-·--·--------.. ---
126 ELEMENT 4 lSI ZBT PHASE 1.78700+02 
127 ELEMENT 4 lSI TXBT AMPLlTUD 0.0 
._ ..... _12.1t __ .E..I-~1:!.EI:f.L _. ~ _ .... I.S..~ ._ JX.~L _ .. , ..Et!A~E _. ____ 0., .. 0 - - -- - .- _. - -..... - - -.- - .... - -.. .- --... - - -- - -.... - .. - _. -
129 ELEMENT 4 lSI TYBT AMPLITUO 0.0 
130 ELEMENT 4 lSI TYBT PHASE 0.0 
131 ELEMENT 4 lSI TZBT AMPLlTUD 0.0 
132 ELEMENT 4 lSI TZBT . PHASE 0.0 . 
_ .... ·-.... 133-.. ·-ELEHENT---4--iSi-xs·F· .. --· .. AMP"LiTUD .. --·-i;).8910·::·n .. --.. ·--.. ----.. ---·-.-.... ---------. _ .. -_ ... - ..... __ .. -
134 ELEMENT 4 IS1 XBF PHASE -1.16710+00 
135 ELEMENT 4 IS1 YBF AMPLlTUO 2.29430-01 
136 ELEMENT 4 IS1 YBF PHASE . -9.61920-01 . 
-..... - "137- - ELEtiE'Hf- - -4 -'lsT -.... zBF - --. AMPLiiuif' - -- "7 :22640":'02 -- - .- _. - -- - -- - ... 
138 ELEMENT 4 IS1 ZBF PHASE 1.79400+02 
139 ELEMENT 4 lSI TXBF AMPLlTUO 0.0 
140 ELEMENT 4 IS1 TXBF PHASE 0.0 
- '''-liii-'--ELhiEHT t;-fsi--fisF·-·-"NPLli'"lJO--.. --· .. O .. :O .... --.. ·---.. ------·--.. -.-.... - ... --.------... --.. ---... --... --.. --
142 ELEMENT 4 lSI TYBF PHASE 0.0 
143 ELEMENT 4 lSI TZBF AMPLlTUO 0.0 
144 ELEMENT 4 lSI TZBF PHASE 0.0 
. - -"145- .. - -EU'ifEN'T- - "'s - tis"i -- -i1o[j'if - "A"MP"L"iTuo ..... - .- i';'o 3090''::'0 1- - - ... - - - .- -- - -.- - ... - - -- -- - ... - - - - ... - .... - -
146 ELEMENT 5 MS1 MODE PHASE -9.10870-01 
147 ELEMENT 6 MS1' MODE AMPLlTUD 3.55600-01 
148 ELEMENT 6 MSI MODE PHASE 1.78830+02 
- ----v+9·--E'LeffEN:r-·-j-.. ·-'Msi .. -i10Dii-· .. ·-AM·PL.lrUO·-.... -. -·2·~9i22D-=-o2· .. --·-·--.. ·--.... - .... --.. ·--.. --.. ----·-...... --.. ---.. --_ ... -_ ... --
150 ELEMENT 7 MS1 MODE . PHASE -1.79760+02 
151 ELEMENT 8 MS1 MODE AMPLlTUD 5.39340-03 
152 ELEMENT 6 MSI MODE PHASE -1.16390+00 
_.- .- -153- -"-'E'iEr{(Ni"- - 'cj" -I1S1- -"'Mobe"-- -A'MPLiTuO .-.. - - '1:28120-'0'3 - - - .. - '''- - - - .... - .... - - -- -. - - ... -. - _ .... - .-- - .- -.-
154 ELEMENT 9 MS1 MODE PHASE -1.74640+00 
155 ELEMENT 10 MSI MODE AMPLITUD 5.22090-04 
156 ELEMENT 10 MS1 MODE PHASE -1.79280+02 
-- --···157·-ELEtfEHT'· .. _ .... i-l - .. MS1 .... MoDii-.. ·· .. ·-ANPLITUO .. - .. ··---T:"'{,7i7[i'+OO .. _-_ .... --.... - ..... --..... --..... - ...... - ..... ---.. --.---....... --..... - ...... ----
158 ELEMENT 11 MS1 MODE PHASE 1.79230+02 
159 ELEMENT 12 MS1 MODE AMPLlTUD 2.28450+00 
160 ELEMENT 12 MSI MODE PHASE -1.27420+00 
- .. · .. l6I'· .- -ELEMENt" - '13 -1151 -.... MOOE- -_ .. "i.MP[hDo .. - -". - 2";'9181 [j::;'0 2--' - -"- - ...... ..,- - -.- . - .- --. - .. - - .. - --. - .... - _ .. - -.... - "-
162 ELEMENT 13 MS1 MODE PHASE 1.78360+02 
163 ELEMENT 14 MS1 MODE AMPLITUD 3.89900-01 
164 ELEMENT 14 MS1 MODE PHASE 1.78700+02 
- .... --f6s-· .. · .... ELEMEN..-.. ·-1S·-MSi--.. Hobe .... -·AHi'Lftuo---· .... · .. _ ...... 2·:-12470,::.:oi·_ ...... ·_-.. -·_ .... --· .... ·-_ ........... - ...... - ...... _-.... - ........ _ ...... --.... --.... "-:--... -_ ......... . 
166 ELEHENT 15 MS1 MODE PHASE 1.79170+02 
167 ELEMENT 16 MS1 MODE AMPLITUO 2.85010-02 
168 ELEMENT 16 MSI MODE PHASE 1.39410+00 
- "1M-- .. - ELEI1Ef.n'.... -00 lS' -"'G1'1- .... - )(.. AMPLttuO" -- ...... -6 :76100+00 
170 ELEMENT 18 GF1 X PHASE 1.79190+02 
171 ELEMENT 18 GF1 Y AMPLITUD 9.57560+00 
172 ELEMENT 18 GF1 Y PHASE -1.29330+00 
_ ....... -· ...... 173-.. ·--·HEMENr-· .. 1a· .... GFl-.... -Z-.. ··_ ........ AHPLX'l'Utl· .... - ........ -2~·918·iti'::.:02-· .... - .. · .. ·--.. ·:_oo ..... - ..... --....... --...... - ..... _ .... _ ....... - ...... - ..... _ ..... --..... -
174 ELEMENT 18 GF1 Z PHASE 1.78360+02 





__ ..... _._ ... ~?(, __ .. _~E.!,.~-'1E!IT. .. __ .~~_.I?f.~_ ... J]iTIL __ ... P.J:I~~~ ..... _ .. _ .... _ .. _ .. :x......?~?OO!Q.~_ .. _. ____ ...... __ ...... __ ....... ___ ....... _ ..... __ ........................ __ ........... __ ..... _._ ......... _ .. . 
177 ELEMENT 18 GFI THTY AMPLlTUD 3.26970+00 
178 ELEMENT 18 GFI THTY PHASE 1.79170+02 
179 ELEMENT 18 GFI THTZ AMPLlTUO 3.42010-01 
____ ~.~L __ EJ,!']:!~t-lL __ l,&_ ~J:J __ lJi.J1;._ .• _ PIJ.~S.L ___ .. ___ ]'._~.9.ltlO+.Q.!! ___ .:. __ . ___ .. __ .. _ ... ____ ... _ .. __ ... _ .... _____ ... __ ... 
********** STATISTICS ********** 
.... .- ..... -~.. ..... .' .. - ...... - . ... . 
FINAL SIZE OF WORKING STORAGE (HAXSIZ) IS 14831 WORDS. 
~ .. _-_ ... __ . __ ... _-_ .. _-..... __ ... _-_._-_._-.. __ .. __ .. ---_ .. __ ._--_ .... __ ... _-.... __ .. _-_ ... __ ..... _-._ .. _ ..... -_ .... _-_ ... __ .... __ ... _-_ ... -. 
IBM Z30687 
II 
BASE PROGRAM CASE 11 
"'4"2~[)"IsoLAT"oRi'-'~"'jFOR'cEs'&'TI1oMENTS"""---.. --...... - ........ - ....... - ..... --..... - ...... --........ --..... _-...... --........ _._ ....... _ ....... - ........................ __ .-........ - ......... _--......... -
6 TRANSMISSION & 6 FUSELAGE HODES 
FREQUENCY (HZ) 
~_~L_~~ __ ~~L ____________________ _ 
0\ 1.1 lISl XT AMPLITUD 
2.1 lISl XT PHASE 
3.1 lISl YT AMPLITUO 
4.1 1151 YT PHASE 
---'- 5.1 iISlz:r-AMPLiTuo=~------- ---------------_._---_ .. 
6.1 1151 ZT PHASE 
7.1 1151 XB AMPLITUO 
.. _ .. __ 8,).. ___ t:!;~)l_XB_. P1:!A.5..!; .. _ . __ .• __ ... ______ .... ____ . _____ . ___ ... _____ '''''' _ ...... _ 
9.1 lISl YB AMPLITUO -'" - - -. - - ... - - -- -
10.1 1151 YB PHASE 
11.1 1151 ZB AMPLITUO 
12.1 lISl ZB PHASE . 
- .. ···-··i3--:i···· .. --··iisY·XSTAM·PLi""iu--O--·--· .. ·--·--···--· ... --... --... --..... --.. --.--.... --... --.--.... -----.----.---'--""--"---'''-
14.1 1151 XBT PHASE 
15.1 1151 YBT AMPLITUD 
16.1 1151 YBT PHASE 
-.- - fi.l-:- - -"iisl "ZBT-AMPLlTiJo - -.... - - - ... - -- -. - -.... - .- - - - - .-- - - .. - - - - - -.. - - - -_ .. --.:. .... - - ~ --. - - - ;....: 
18.1 1151 ZBT PHASE 
19.1 1151 TXBTAMPLITUD 
20.1 1151 TXBTPHASE' 
- ··· .. -2f~i-.. --ifSi-iyBTAMPLiTUO---·--···· 
22.1 1151 TYBTPHASE 
i)A '.f.\ WJ? \"71. t.. N .. .2..2.....1 i'1.)I:: F'~= .. -"'~ '~::; {" ~ .... __ ... __ .. _______ _ 
(>H ':tCJ,) F1C;-ufCt 47)- r1?tc:i"..I~f\(C":: S ,0 !:;o ~Ir 
23.1 lISl TZBTAMPLITUO 
-.;. 24.1 1151 TZBTPHASE 
- -Z'S:y .- _. fisCXBF AMPL.ITUif 
26.1 1151 XBF PHASE 
27.1 1151 YBF AMPLITUO 
28.1 1151 YBF PHASE 
- -·Z9.Y----IISi-iBf··AMp·i:ITUO---··--· .. --····--··----.... --.--.. -.-... --.. ---.--.. --.--.. ---.--.. --... --... - ....... - ...... - ... --.... --
30.1 1151 ZBF PHASE . 
31.1 1151 TXBFAMPLITUO 
. 32.1 1151 TXBFPHASE 
. -- - 3:f.l- "'- -'lisl -fYBFAMP"i.iTUri-:- -- - .....• - .. - _.- - - .. - - .- -. - ...... - .-- _ ... - ""- - - - ... - - - -- - .. - -.- - - - - -' - .- --.. 
34.1 lISl TYBFPHASE 
35.1 1151 TZBFAMPLITUO 
36.1 1151 TZBFPHASE 
- -"j'f:"l··· .. --···"2isf"·ri···AMPLIiUD-··--····--· .. ·-······-·· .. --.. -.--.--..... - .... --.... --.... --.... --.... --... --... --... - ..... - .... ---.--.. --.. - ..... -
38.1 2ISI XT PHASE 
39.1 2151 YT AMPLITUO 
40.1 2ISI YT PHASE 
- "41:1 .- _. iI"sf"ZT Afj"pClruO _ .. - .- - ... - -- - "'- - - -. - -- - - -..• - .. - - - -.- . - '- - .. - ... - - - - ... - .. -- - - --., - "'-
42.1 2ISI ZT PHASE 
43.1 2ISI XB AMPLITUD 
44.1 2ISI XB PHASE 
·-45~1-··-2ISl-·YEf-Ai1PLi:Tfiif--···--..... _ ...... - ..... --.. _ ... --_ .... - ........ - ...... _ ....... - .... - ....... _ ... _ ..... - ...... _ ..... _-...... - ....... - ...... _ ........ _-....... - ..... -
46.1 2ISI YB PHASE 
47.1 2151 ZB AMPLITUO 
48.1 2ISl ZB PHASE 
_ .... - 4"i:f.C - -"2ISl'XBT-'At1fiLftuo- ....• - .... - .. -., - ....... _ ... - - .. - ...... - .. - -..... - ..... - -.... - - .... - ...... --.. - -.... -- .- --... - .... - -- .... - _ .. - ...... --. ""-
50.1 2151 XBT PHASE 
51.1 2ISl YBT AMPLITUO 
52.1 2151 YBT PHASE 
-·S3·::r·····--· .. l!IS1····Z8i .. AMfllliUrJ-.. ····---·· .. - .. ·····-_ ...... _ ..... _ ...... _-... _ ...... _ ...... _ .... - ...... _ .... --.: .... --.... - ...... - ....... --.... - ..... - ....... - .. ---....... - ..... -
54.1 2151 ZBT PHASE 




?.6.,1_. __ .. ~.:I~1,_ .. mn:~.As.r; .......... _ ..... __ .... _._ ... __ ... __ .. __ ........ _ ..... __ .... ___ ... __ ..... _._ .... __ ..... __ ........ __ ........ _ ........ __ ............ _ .......... _ ........... __ ........ _ ............ _ ........... . 
57.1 2ISI TYBTAMPLITUD 
58.1 2ISI TYBTPHASE 
59.1 2ISI TZBTAMPLITUD 
____ l?9 .. •1 _ __ 2I~.1_I;ZBTPtlA~E ___ . _____ ... ___ ... _. _ ... ___ ... __ .. __ .. __ . __ .... _ .. ___ . _ .... __ ... __ ... _ ... __ .. _._ .... __ .C. __ ••• __ •.• 
61.1 2IS1 XBF AMPLITUD 
62.1 2IS1 XBF PHASE 
63.1 2ISI YBF AMPLITUD 
64.1 2IS1 YBF PHASE 
--65.C 2IS1" ZBF AMP LIM -------_._------_. __ . 
66.1 2IS1 ZBF PHASE 
67.1 2IS1 TXBFAMPLITUD 
....... ~8,J. __ ._ ~I~1..J)g3..fPl!~~!; .. _ . ____ ... ____ ... __ .. __ .. ___ .. __ . __ .... ______ . ____ . __ .. ___ . __ ... _. ____ ... _ 
69.1 2151 TYBFAMPLITUD 
70.1 2151 TYBFPHASE 
71.1 2151 TZBFAMPLITUD 
72.1 2151 TZBFPHASE 
--... -"73:1-'--jIsi-x:r-AHP"Lffuo .. _--_ .. _-_ ... _----_._. __ .. _-----_._-_._-_ .. _-_._-_._--' -----_ ... _----_._._-_ ... -
74.1 3151 XT PHASE 
75.1 3151 YT AMPLITUO 
'76.1 3151 YT PHASE . 
-.... - i1".l- - -'3151 "i'r-AMPiiTiJo- - .. -. - - ... - -- - - '--' - .. - -. - ..,- - -.- - - -- - - -- - -- _. - -'" - ..... . 
78.1 3ISI ZT PHASE 
79.1 3151 XB AMPLITUD 
80.1 3ISI XB PHASE 
- "-8T:I--'--jiS1YS' AMp'LITUD --... --... --.. -----... -----.... --.. --.---.. -----.. -----.... --... ---.-----.. --.-.-.... --.... -
82.1 3151 YB PHASE 
83.1 3151 ZB 'AMPLITUD 
84.1 3151 ZB PHASE 
-~I--ilin~~a~------------------------------------
86.1 3ISI XBT PHASE 
87.1 3ISl YBT AMPLITUD 
88.1 3ISl YBT PHASE 
- -···S9.I----:ffs:CzsY-AMP"LlTUo-··---··--·····--------···--.--..... - ..... --.... --.... --..... - ... ---.----.. ---.. --....... - .... _-.... - ..... __ ...... -
90.1 3151 ZBT PHASE 
91.1 3151 TXBTAMPLITUD 
92.1 3ISl TXBTPHASE 
- ... - 93".1- ..... - -3:[51 -i'YsTAr1"iiiifuO- -. - -._- - - - -.- - .- -. - .. -. - -- _. - "'-' - - --- - - - .- _ .. - .... - -. - _ ... - ... - - .- -'" 
94.1 3151 TYBTPHASE 
95.1 3151 TZBTAMPLITUD 
96.1 3ISl TZBTPHASE 
_. -·97":1-··_··-·3IS'r-XBF··AMPfitub-···--···--····-···_-· .... _ .... ---._ .... --.. _--.. _-..... _-... _-..... _-.... _-... _-. __ ..... _ ...... -_ ... _ ...... __ ..... _.-... -
98.1 3151 XBF PHASE 
99.1 3151 YBF AMPLITUD 
100.1 3ISI YBF PHASE 
- fa! .-i- .- _. 3"tsf"ZBF- AM"PCftlio _ .. - .. - --. - -.- - .- - - - - - _. - - - ... - - - --.. - .- -.,. - .- - - ..... - .. -- -.-. - ...... - ... -
102.1 -3151 ZBF PHASE 
103.1 3151 TXBFAMPLITUD 
104.1 3ISl TXBFPHASE . 
- .. ··-ios .. ;I--····--:nsCtYBFAMPltTutf--··---·····-········-....... _--..... ---.. _-... --.... _ ....... --... _ ..... _-...... _ ...... _ ....... - ..... - ........ _ ......... - ...... _-._ ...... __ ....... _-........ _ ........ . 
106.1 3151 TYBFPHASE 
107.1 3151 TZBFAMPLITUD 
108.1 3151 TZBFPHASE 
· .. iO'i.i···· -- -'-4ISIXT -AtiPLltlllj-- ....• - .... - - ... - ...... - ... - ...... --... _- -. - ..... - - ... - ...... -- _ ..... -- ...... -- ... - ...... - .. _- _ .... - ..... _ ..-
110.1 4151 XT PHASE 
111.1 4151 YT AMPLITUD 
-: 112.1 4151 YT PHASE 
-- j --·lU;T·····-·····UST···ZT-·AHPIliUtf-·········_·····_··-_ ...... _ ...... _ ...... ---.. _ ..... __ .. __ ....... - ...... _ ..... --.. _.-... __ ........ _ .... ---..... _ ...... _ ....... _-..... _ ..... __ ....... .. 
114.1 4151 ZT PHASE 
115.1 4151 XB AMPLITUD IBM Z30687 
.. 
'} 
116.1 4151 XB PHASE 
'-jii~i--'--'41S1-"YB -A·MPLiTiJi)·_··· .. __ .. ··_--·· .. _-·_-·· .. ···-·······_······_--...... - ... ---.---... ----..... --...... --_ ....... _ ..... ---.. -....... -......... -............ --...... --.................... .. 
11S.1 4151 YB PHASE 
119.1 4151 ZB AMPL1TUD 
~ 120.1 41S1 ZB PHASE ()). -iii".l - -41S1 "Xin-AMPiITUD- - - - ... - ... - - .... - -.. - - .. - - ... - ....... - - -'" - ..... - - .. -- - .. - .... - - -- -.... - ... - - .. '- ..... - .-- _ ... - _.-
122.1 4151 XBT PHASE 
123.1 4151 YBT AMPLITUD 
124.1 4151 YBT PHASE 
---125.1--' 4ISizsTAMPLiTUD -
126.1 4151 ZBT PHASE 
127.1 4151 TXBTAMPLITUD 
._ .. _ "2S,.~. ___ It;!;~lJ~§JPHAS.~ .. _ . __ .. ____ .. ____ ._ ... __ . __ . ____ . _____ ... ___ .. __ ... ___ _ 
129.1 4151 TYBTAMPLITUD --.. - .-. -. - - ... - ... - ~. -
130.1 4151 TYBTPHASE 
131.1 4ISI TZBTAMPLITUD 
132.1 4151 TZBTPHASE 
--·--133:r-··--·"4i·si-·xeTAMii"Li-ru"il"---·----··--.. ·--··---.. ---... --.. --.. -----... ----... --------.--.-.-.. --.. - .... --...... -
134.1 4151 XBF PHASE 
135.1 41S1 YBF AMPL1TUD 
136.1 41S1 YBF PHASE 
-.... -'i3"f.l- - -itisi"ZBF-AMPiifuo- -'" - - - .. - '- -" - -- - - - - - .. - .. - -. - - - - -'" - - -. - _ .. - -- - - - ... - - --
13S.1 41S1 ZBF PHASE 
139.1 41S1 TXBFAMPL1TUD 
140.1 4151 TXBFPHASE 
- ····-i'41":1 4I"SYTYBFAMP[iTUO·--·--···--···-------··--·-·--···--.... -.-.. -----.. --.---.---.. ----.---.... --.--. "'---"--
142.1 4151 TYBFPHASE 
143.1 4151 TZBFAMPLITUD 
144.1 41S1 TZBFPHASE 
. - i"4S:-r - - sMsf""MoDEAMPLlruo - - ... - - - _ .... --... _. -.- - ... - ... - - ... - .. -.. - --. _ .. - - - -.... - --- - .- -. - _ .. - - - -.- - -.- -
146.1 5MSI MOOEPHASE 
147.1 6MSI MOOEAMPL1TUD 
14S.1 6MSI MOOEPHASE 
- -"1"49."1" 'lHSf"MOO"E"ANP'LI'ruo -.. --... --... --.... --------.--.--..... - .... --... --.---.--... --.. --.. -----.... - ..... --... - .... ---.--
150.1- 7MSI MOOEPHASE 
151.1 8MSI MOOEAMPLITUD 
152.1 8MSI MODE PHASE 
_ ... -153".1- -.- -9HSi -RoDEAtiF'i..ITue- -- - --- - -- --. - ..... - - ... - _. - .. -- - ... - --.. - "-' -- - _ .. - -- - -- - - --- - -- -'" - -- - --
154.1 9MSI MOOEPHASE 
155.1 10MSI MOOEAMPLITUD 
156.1 10MSI MOOEPHASE 
_. -is7-:Y--llMsf .. i16oEAi1-PLliuo--·--···-·_····-··-·--····-···.-_ .... _._ ...... - ..... --...... _-.. - ... --..... -_ ... --..... --.... -----.... - ... ---.---.. --.... -
158.1 IlMSI MOOEPHASE 
159.1 12MSI MOOEAMPLITUD 
160.1 12HSI HODEPHASE 
- 161.T· - -'"i3HsCi166EArfpCi'tuo -" - ... - -- - --. - "'- _. - -. -- _ .. - -.... - .- - - --'- . - - -" - ...... - - -- _ .... - _. - ...... _.-
162.1 13MS1 MOOEPHASE 
163.1 14MSI MOOEAMPLITUD 
164.1 14MSI MOOEPHASE 
_. ·-T65·:1-·-··-15MSi-MbDE)~MP[IfUif--····--·····-·······--...... - ...... - ... -_. __ .... _-... - ...... - .... -_ ..... _ ........ _ ....... __ ..... -_ ...... - ..... - ........ _ ......... _.: .... _ ..... -. --...... --...... -
166.1 ISMSI MOOEPHASE 
167.1 16MSI MODEAMPLITUD 
168.1 16MSI MODEPHASE 
-169. C ._- -i8GF1 'if - ·AMPl.ffuo- .... - - ... -- - ... _ ...... - ... -- ...... -- .. -- -'" - ....... -_ .. - _ .... -- -..... - ...... -.. .-- -.... - .- -... - .. - -... .. - _... - ...... - .. "--
170.1 18GFI X PHASE 
171.1 18GF1 Y AMPLITUD 
172.1 18GFI Y PHASE 
-173:T··_·_··l·8-CFrZ-··Ai1PLliUrr-······ __ ···--···-_ .... _--..... - ..... __ ..... _-... - ..... _ ....... -._ ... _.-... __ ... -_ ..... _ .... _-...... - ...... - .... ---........ __ ..... -_.-...... _ ...... -
174.1 18GFI Z PHASE 
175.1 18GFl THTXAMPLITUD IBM Z30687 
II 
.. 
_ ....... _1,7..6., L __ J~GF.Lnrr~I'.I:!~~E ..... _ ... __ .... __ .... __ .. __ .... __ .... __ .... ___ ._ .. ____ .. ___ .. __ ... _ ..... _ .. _ .... ___ ..... _._ ........ __ ........ __ ......... . 
177.1 18GFl THTYAMPLITUD . 
178.1 18GFI THTYPHASE 
179.1 18GFI THTZAMPLlTUD 
___ )'~.Q ..• L __ ~Jl~fJ. J]!T~PfjA~E ____ . __ ... _ .... __ . _ ...... _ ... ____ .. ___ . _ . __ ... _ .... _. _ ... __ ... _ ... _. _ .. __ .... _ .. ___ .... _ ...... _. _. __ ... __ .. 
. 1.1 5.00000+00 
2.25510-01 -9.91810-01 5.94590-01 1.79640+02 2.20890+00 
1.79160+02 2.25260-01 -9.93080-01 4.44750-01 1.78820+02 
1.91980+00 1.79160+02 1.81090-01 -1.31850+00 5.94610-01 
--'"i:7"9640+oi--2-:'Z090-0+00l"3"9J:6D+o'i-'o:O-"---0 .0 .... --· '---------.-.. --.. -----------.. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.25260-01 
-9.93090-01 4.44730-01 1.78820+02 1.88820-02 -1.78680+02 
._---_.-._---_.-
.. _ ...... J!...O ..... __ .. __ 9 ... 2.. ___ . ___ 0-,_9 . ____ . __ 0 .. ,0._ .. ___ . _Q •. P. .. _ ...... ______ • __ •. _. __ •..• __ ... ______ ._ •...• _ • __ . __ •.• _. ___ .• _ 
0.0 4.49410-01 1.78830+02 4.08960-01 -1.79810+02 
'3.08990+00 -1.29600+00 4.48910-01 1.78830+02 2.21100-01 
1.78970+02 2.67150+00 -1.30150+00 3.66770-01 1.78540+02 
4.08980-01 -1.79810+02 3.09000+00 -1.29600+00 0.0 
-······-·0·:1)·······-····-0-:0--------·0·:0---··--·-· .. -0~·O--·· .. ···-····-O:o-·····-··------·--··-·-··--·····--·.---.---.--.--.----.. --.. --... --...... -
4.48910-01 1.78830+02 2.21080-01 1.78970+02 7.22640-02 
1.79400+02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 '0.0 2.25510-01 1.79010+02 1~39540-01 
-~n~+or~ffi~~~~~~-~ili~~~~ID+~-------------------------
4.44710-01 -1.18500+00 1.86090+00 -8.19240-01 1.81090-01 
1.78680+02 1.39510-01 -6.11570+00 2.15060+00 -8.14920-01 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
- ···O~·O·--···--···z:i526D-oi--1-:·790i[j"t"il2··-4-:44730-01""'-=1:"18480+-00'·---·------···--·· .. --.--... ----.... -----.. --.---..... -
3.93680-02 1.79720+02 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 4.49410-01 -1.16590+00 
4.78720-02 -1.68290+02 3.14830+00 1.78700+02 4.48910-01 
- ;f.16·jlO+OC)" -2~'294-iD":oi -:'9':-62140-01""- 2. '7"4'270'.00 -""1.78700+02 - .... - -- .- - ... - -' - - - - -'- - -..... - .-- -. - .... - -- .- .-.- - .... - -
3.66770-01 -1.45540+00 4.78970-02 -1.68300+02 3.14840+00 
1.78700+02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 4.48910-01 -1.16710+00 2.29430-01 
.- -:::9. 6I920-oi-7·:·22640:oT-··1.794-iiif+·02--·0·~(j-········_·-_··-0-;·0·_····-
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.03090-01 
-9.10870~01 3.55600-01 1.78830+02 2.91220-02 -1.79760+02 
5.39340-03 -1.16390+00 1.28120-03 -1.74640+00 5.22090-04 
---_ ... __ ... __ ..... _-_ .... _ ...... _-'-.. __ ... __ .. __ .. _-_ ..... __ .... _._ .. _-_ .... _-
-- --f:"7928D+OC T.67"iio.oo- -1:'792'30+02 -- 2-:'28450+'00- '::1:27420+00" - - - .- _. - .-- - .. - -.,. _ .... - - .- - - .... - - - - ... - -.- - -- .-.... 
2.91810-02 1.78360+02 3.89900-01 1.78700+02 2.72470-01 
1.79170+02 2.85010-02 1.39410+00 6.76700+00 1.79190+02 
9.57560+00 -1.29330+00 2.91810-02 1.78360+02 4.67880+00 
-.-. -"1:78700+02""-'3-:"26970.'00-"1-:79170+0'2"-'3:'4201"0':::oi-"'--i~'394io+oii--"-----'--""'--"----'-'-"""-.... -_ ... __ .... - ...... --.. _-_ ..... - ... __ ....... _-
2.1 7.50000+00 
1.50910-01 -4.35250-01 8.50540-01 -1.78140+02 1.55030+00 
1.79520+02 1.50530-01 -4.39530-01 2.92660-01 1.79600+02 
- T.34·640+00· -1;·795ZD+(f2-·7-:Z9!f60-=02"--2·~·i567[f+oo- ···S.s·os8Ii--6i - - -' - -.... - ... - - - -...... - - _ ... - ... - _. - _. - --- -" - -.... - --
-1.78140+02 1.55030+00 1.79520+02 0.0 0.0. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.50530-01 
-4.39530-01 2.92610-01 1.79600+02 3.03010-02 -1.79280+02 . 
- "--i"~'o'--'-"""'- ·····O·;O· .. ··· .. ·-·-··_-O·;·O·_-····· .. _-·····iCo······ .. _·······_·0·;·0·_·····_······_-·· __ ·······_·····_-····_ ....... __ ....... _ ....... _ ...... _-... --:-........ __ .... -. __ ..... -_ ....... _ ...... _ ........ . 
0.0 2.99300-01 1.79630+02 7.61800-01 -1.77740+02 
1.92260+00 -4.8380D-01 2.98560-01 1.79630+02 1.44640-01 
1.79510+02 1.65380+00 -4.99780-01 1.61890-01 1.77870+02 
-1·;·618S[j"=-of .. ·· _T.77740+02- -"'1.922'70+00 "-~4':83800:;OC" ·0:0····· .. , ........ - ... - _ .... -"- -.... - ....... - "'- -.-............ - .. - -.... -- ....... _ .. --. - .. - ...... - .. _-
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2.98560-01 1.79630+02 1.44590-01 1.79510+02 6.31950-02 
~ - :::~:~?.9..~~+O-~··-~~~·-········--·····~~~O·91[J-Ol-·~··:·~9560+0'Z-······~:·gi99b:;·(if-·····- .. ·····-· .. ····-····· .. - ....... _ ....... _ ..... -_ ........ _ ....... __ ....... --........ - ....... _ ..... __ ....... __ ..... _-
-1.75700+02 1.56710+00 -3.23600-01 1.50530-01 1.79560+02 
2.92550-01 -3.97670-01 1.35000+00 -3.38170-01 7.29860-02 10M Z30687 
II 
II 
1.77240+02 5.28060-01 -1.75700+02 1.56710+00 -3. 23600::.!JJ .... __ ....... _ .... __ ... _ ....... _ ....... __ ........ ___ .... __ .... __ ................... _ ........ _ .......... _ ........ _ ............. .. 
_ ...... ·-·O·~·O ········_······ .... 0:-0······_-- ····_·O·:·O-······_ .. ·_ .. ···-O:O···· __ ········· __ ·(). 0 _ ... 
0.0 1.50530-01 1.79560+02 2.92610-01 -3.97070-01 
00 3.85300-02 -1.79740+02 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 
·O_Y ___ ~L __ J~~ __ ~m~L~ill~Q ________________________ _ 
6.16510-01 -1.76550+02 1.90580+00 1.79390+02 2.98560-01 
-3.71600-01 1.56420-01 -3.90400-01 1.65930+00 1.79390+02 
1.61890-01 -2.12610+00 6.16570-01 -1.76550+02 1.90590+00 
___ 1.79390+02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
'O:O-"'--'--O~O 2.98560-01 -3:-7160D:ol-l.lf6480-01 ._----_._-------
-3.89330-01 6.31950-02 -1.79910+02 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 
0.00000-79 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.41630-01 
.. _ ...... ':~ .• ??~OO-Q.l_ J.36~'?'9-01_ .... 1.J~.~}0.!.Q2._ ~.,441~P':::-OJ_ . ..::.~ •. ?'.95f:!.[)+.Q_2 ____ . ____ ... __ ... __ . .:... ______ . __ . __ ... _ ..... ___ _ 
3.59760-03 -3.61640-01 5.14640-04 -1.45660+00 7.43180-04 
-1.79120+02 1.25200+00 1.79740+02 1.46530+00 -3.71860-01 
8.65580-03 1.34930+01 2.39280-01 1.79450+02 1.94840-01 
1.79600+02 8.61470-02 2.79380+00 4.89560+00 1.79640+02 -
-··-··ii":9399D+OO·-=.s:O·3320::·o1--a . 6557D-o'j"-i";'3"493"O'+()1""'z:8:;14D+"O'O--'--""'-"--... _-- .. --... --... -----.-.----.... --.--..... --... -
1.79450+02 2.33810+00 1.79600+02 1.03380+00 2.79380+00 
3.1 1.00000+01 
1.39660-01 -3.29180-02 2.32320+00 -1.73390+02 1.34120+00 
_ .... - L79380+0f"" -L39050:oY --=4.29440':oi -2:"'12090'::01-" 1.7990-0+0Z- - - - - _.- - - -- - - _ .. - - -' - - _ .... - ... - - --- - .. - - - -
1.16190+00 1.79370+02 1.96080-02 -1.51230+02 2.32330+00 
-1.73390+02 1.34120+00 1.79380+02 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.39050-01 
_ ... -4:·2·945D::~·2:71950-oi--1:79900 .. "_OZ_-4. 02·240-02··---=1 .. ;·78530+ .. 02···--····--···-----.. --.--.. --.. --... --... --.... --.... --------
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 2.83230-01 -1.79940+02 2.29940+00 -1.73150+02 
1.74510+00 -1.54460-01 2.81990-01 -1.79950+02 1.29160-01 
- .- -f'.7965tf+oz" -1:48850+00 --:2'~-0826D-of'-- "1.8'0'370"=0-2 -""1.14790+-02 - .- - .- -_ .. - --. - .. - -- - ~- - --.. - ..- - -- - ... -- - - -.- - _._- -
2.29960+00 -1.73150+02 1.74520+00 -1.54460-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2.81990-01 -1.79950+02 1.29010-01 1.79640+02 7.03260-02 
- - .. :1.i9i80+()2--0·:·o-····--.. -o-:-o····--· .. ·· .. - .. ii-~·o_······---o-:·i,--· .. ···_-· .. --···· __ ·····_ .. ···--···_-···-_ ... --.. --.. --.... - .... --... __ ... _-.... __ .. --
0.0 0.0 1.39660-01 1.79970+02 2.31210+00 
-1. 72540+02 1.48370+00 -3.75920-03 1.39050-01 1.79960+02 
2.71780-01 -1.04750-01 1.26820+00 -5.43040-02 1.96080-02 
--.. - 2';'87660"+01- --z.3-i23D+OO"- -=1:'iZs4D+02 -1:48'3'7[;".'00- ~'3':i5'89D:o-3'" - .. --- - - - - - _ .. - ....... - -- - .. - _. - _.- -. - -. - -- - - --~ 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0· 
0.0 1.39050-01 1.79960+02 2.71950-01 -1.01130-01 
4.57760-02 -1.78850+02 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 
-- -·O·:O~-····-··--0:··O··-.. ······--· .. ii-:O .. ··· .. --····-2·~·83230·:0C·-S·;·63S·i5:::o·2-···--··· __ ·--··-.. ·_-_···_ .. ··· ... _ .... __ ...... -._-_ .. _-..... - .... _-... __ .. -
2.33580+00 -1.72790+02 1.60270+00 1.79320+02 2.81990-01 
4.62760-02 1.48910-01 2.25810-01 1.39270+00 1.79310+02 
1.80380-02 -6.52140+01 2.33600+00 -1.72790+02 1.60270+00 
~mffi~'X---a---~r--'§---------------------------
0.0 0.0 2.81990-01 4.62750-02 1.49080-01 
2.31950-01 7.03260-02 -1.79180+02 0.00000-79- 0.00000-79 
0.00000-79 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.33040-01 
_. ··-(i~·6·065ii:;;or······2:z289iJ-(fl~y;·7~9f;D+C)2·-··-4-:3ooob:. .. (j·2--:;1·~·78iti"D+li2·····_··--····-··· .... ·-····-.. ····.-_ ...... _ ... :._ ...... _ ........ _ ....... __ ...... _ .... -_ ....... --...... -.-...... .. 
3.41630-03 7.98930-02 3.47340-04 -1.20650+00 1.25730-03 
-1.75970+02 1.21770+00 -i.79850+02 1.41520+00 2.53480-01 
7.16520-02 5.76330+00 2.09240-01 1.79590+02 1.76550-01 
~:f·~·791bO+oz-···· ~Z-.897Z[f~oI'" -~'7:03i8b+-oo ~-4·:··5f92D·+·OO~-.. · "i:7982D+Oz"~ - -- ....... - ... - _ .... -- _ ...... _. "_'A _ •• - - •••• - .~ -_ •• - .,.- _ •••• '-'- ~ ••. - •••••• - •• -
5.32790+00 -2.31800-01 7.16520-02 5.76330+00 2.51090+00 
1.79590+02 2.11860+00 1.79700+02 3.47660+00 7.03280+00 
4.1 1.25000+01 
- .. ·L?i8310::-01 .. -1·:·M150·+0o·· .. 1:-673elJ+Ol-=-lt·;-3S990+11r······r:T~18rf+·ti·0"-······-······-·····-·····-.. -·· .. --····-· ..... - ..... _ ....... - ......... ---...... - ...... _ ..... __ ..... _ .... -
1.78040+02 1.47310-01 1.06250+00 3.20860-01 1.76780+02 
9.71540-01 1.78050+02 2.10210-01 -1.68960+02 1.67390+01 IBM Z30687 
" 
II 
-4.35990+01 1.12380+00 1.78040+02 0.0 . 0.0 '. 
_ .... '''-''o'~'o -····· __ ·_······-0 :0········· .. -. ······-·0·:·o---·····-··-·····-o-:-o···--·-~·T:473iii-oC·-_·····_-····_·····_-·····_·······-·············_· ..... - ....... -............. . 
1.06250+00 3.21480-01 1.76680+02 6.04230-02 -1.76180+02 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 2.97760-01 -1.77960+02 1.67310+01 -4.38840+01 
- 1:'77850+00 '4-.3966-0-01"' -2:'95730':01 ··-:'1-:-77980.·oz- '1": 740ii)=cii" - _ .... - .. - -.... - ....... -
1.71510+02 1.48970+00 2.24150-01 2.85170-01 1.96270+01 
1.67320+01 -4.388.40+01 1.77850+00 4.39670-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
----2.95730-01 -1 :77980+02 1.74670-01--1.71340+02 9. i7850-02 
-1.76830+02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 1.48310-01 -1.78920+02 1.64890+01 
_~~~~J~~+OO_~~-OLLW~a~~~~ ________________________ _ 
3.22040-01 -3.42260+00 1.31100+00 6.32790-01 2.10210-01 
1.10410+01 1.64890+01 -4.53690+01 1.56040+00 8.30490-01 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 1.47310-01 -1.78940+02 3.21480-01 -3.31990+00 
- ... - -"'6"':'51570-02--::-1:76480"'0-2 -"'0:000'00-7"9'-0 -:·0 .. 0000·:::79-···0:-000·00:.-7·9------·---···--··--···---.--.----.--.----.. --.--.--... --..... -
.0.0 0.0 0.0 2.97760-01 2.03850+00 
1.64930+01 -4.50790+01 1.34220+00 1.77980+02 2.95730-01 
2.01980+00 1.26340-01 1.42800+01 1.16530+00 1.78020+02 
_ .... - z':-851'70-=-oC :r:(i037D+OZ- -i.6494D+oi -:'ti:S07'90'+OC' T:34220+00- - - - - .. - -- - --- - - _. - _.- - .. - _ ... - ... - - .. - .. _ .. _.- -- -
1.77980+02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 2.95730-01 2.01980+00 1.25960-01 
1.46090+01 9.17850-02 -1.76830+02 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 
- ··-o.·o·oci'ifo·:;i9""·o:o·---··--ci:'j"-···· __ ···O:O·····-·_····-i~·42i8D:0l····--····-----·---··--·····--··--·-···-----... --..... --... --.--.. --
1.11270+00 2.33010-01 -1.78000+02 6.27900-02 -1.76330+02 
3.62530-03 2.08900+00 2.96600-04 -3.27190-01 4.82210-03 
-4.88320+01 1.34720+00 -1.78570+02 1.59660+00 2.92410+00 
- ··f.206io:,oy -7:94870+00 -f:-95000:Q1'- T:7"ci3Sh+oz- ····1."6·7720--01 - ... - -- .- --.. -- .--. - .- - .. - _.- - .. -- - - --. - .. -- - - •.... -. -.... -
1.79660+02 2.07650+00 1.35520+02 4.48310+00 -1.79810+02 
5.24090+00 4.59360-01 2.20670-01 7.94870+00 2.34000+00 
1.79380+02 2.01260+00 1.79660+02 2.49180+01 1.35520+02 
- -·-5:I··---···Tso·ooD+oi--··--····--·······-······_··· ... ---.--..... --...... --.--.-.--.... --... --... --.. --... . 
2.18760-01 1.12290+01 4.93540+00 4.62820+00 5.74130-01 
1.39890+02 2.16690-01 1.12020+01 4.39230-01 -1.69700+02 
5.02140-01 1.45810+02 1.14440+00 -1.53800+02 4.93560+00 
- .. - 4':62800+00- -",5-. 74'140--oi' 1:':3"9890+02·- 0:'0 - _.- - "cf:o-" .-- -.... 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.16690-01 
1.12020+01 4.39370-01 -1.69700+02 1.42000-01 -1.63380+02 
---_ ... __ .... _-_ ... __ .... __ .... __ ... _--
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 
-_. -·o:-o-····--····-4·~39191j":·Ol.::i:6·9·4·80+(i"Z·-4·: 3328i)":too·:······-l:S4i20+·0·0-·····-_·····_········_ ... --.... - ...... _ ....... - .... -_ ... --... --...... --.. --....... - ...... --.... --
2.21020+00 6.37210+00 4.34980-01 -1.69510+02 2.20950-01 
-1.69180+02 1.74120+00 4.85480+00. 1.79650+00 2.59770+01 
4.33290+00 1.54100+00 2.21020+00 6.37210+00 0.0 
-~r--~x---~---~r--'x---------------------------
4.34980-01 -1.69510+02 2.21070-01 -1.69190+02 1.88390-01 
-1.64830+02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 2.18760-01 -1.68770+02 2.05820+00 
-. ··-:."3·~·4828If.·o"i-··-·2:0823b+oif~·:·8e/80+0(,-······2;-n;691j":tiC--.:;r-;-68S0D+o2···--······-······-····----···.--...... --.... ----.... --.... - .... --...... - ....... --...... - ...... _ ..... --........ -
4.39400-01 1.02920+01 1.65280+00 6.53270+00 1.14440+00 
2.61950+01 2.05830+00 -3.48280+01 2.08230+00 7.88780+00 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-.- (Lo-···· .-- -..... -2~i669D:..O:C -';;1:66eoO+02 '-4';':39370'':;'01-' Y:0296-0+0T"" _ .. - -..... - .. - -.... - -..... -- ..... -. - -..... - .- _ .... _ .. - --.. , .. -. - ...... -
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1.83590-01 3.04540-01 9.17110-01 2.84860-01 3.52990-01 
-_ ... "-i~ 7868·D+(i2--······1~-8967ii+·o·o---i·~·o486·D+cio-·····~i:0265D+·o·o-.. i:4i5·5{):(,-i·--.. ····-····--.. --·····--· ....... --..... --..... - .. -.---.......... ~-.-....... --.-........... --....... ----......... -
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 8.89900-02 -1.79680+02 1.84280-01 3.41700-01 
(X) _ 5 .. ,J~?.30.::9L -:::1.., ~~.3~(t+QJ, __ 9 •.. Q.!l0 .. 9.P-79 _ .. 0-,-90.!l.9Q=.?~_ .9..,0_ . ___ .... ____ .. _ ...... __ . __ _ (X) 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.99860-01 1.04950+00 ... - _ .. - .. -- -" - - ... ..,... ... - - .. '- ..... _. -.- - .. - -.... 
1.60800+00 -1.02700+00 1.80300+00 1.79640+02 1.85820-01 
3.53450-01 8.99150-02 2.76900-01 1.61080+00 1.79580+02 
6.42260-01 -1.24390+00 1.60740+00 -1.03090+00 1.80300+0,.!!.0 _____ _ 
----1. 7964D+oi-o:·o------0:0----·--o·:-0 --"--0-:-0"'---' ._---_._-----
0.0 0.0 1.85810-01 3.53380-01 9.05270-02 
3.45150-01 1.12170-02 -1.73160+02 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 
_~L __ J~ ___ Y ___ LL __ J~~~ ________________________ _ 
3.38820-01 1.48600-01 -1.79670+02 6.18930-03 -1.12200+01 
2.15110-03 4.39910-01 1.32100-04 -3.62340-01 1.92230-04 
-1.78250+02 7.54500-01 -1.79510+02 6.55620-01. 9.70470-01 
2.76440-01 1.78330+02 1.90830-01 1.79870+02 1.62850-01 
- -·l"5991o+0-Z---CS6-810:·oi-f. 7cios'0+O"Z""-3':'799io':;oo-':l:-i9970+0'Z--"'---.. --.--... --.... -----.-----'-
4.22400+00 4.47300-02 2.76440~01 1.78330+02 2.28990+00 
1.79870+02 1.95420+00 1.79910+02 1.88170+00 1.79050+02 
16.1 4.25000+01 
- - 9"':69960-02"-' T:i2-33D+oo -6.07640-01 -::6-~'09870':'OC' 1.5:1220+00 - - - - ... - -" - -- - - - - -- - - - ... - .- - - - .. - - - -
1.79670+02 8.93290-02 2.83140-01 1.85410-01 -1.79670+02 
1.40410+00 1.79610+02 3.47360-01 -1.21390+00 6.07300-01 
-6.16670-01 1.57220+00 1.79670+02 0.0 0.0 
- ··-o-~·ii·-·-·---.. if;o···--···-o-:·if--··--···o_:O-··----8·:·93280·::.QI"""··--··---·--·-------··--··--··---···--···--... ---... --.------
2.83050-01 1.85020-01 -1.79700+02 6.39100-03 -9.77010+00 . 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 2.02600-01 -1.78850+02 8.92970-01 -7.49320-01 
- "1".25350+00- -1:90110":oi --1':-866'00-01'-- -1: 79691:i"+0-£ ····8:82250--02 - .,.- - - _ .... - -•. - .. - - - -- - -.- - .- --. -"'- - - --.. - -.. - -
-1.79680+02 1.11970+00 1.33720-01 6.32630-01 1.78860+02 
8.92570-01 -7.54880-01 1.25350+00 1.90110-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
- -··1.866oD-oi-=-C79690·+02 -··a:77580:ci"2-":i·:i9"i4D+02 --1-:i11io-:crz----··--·-.. ·-··--··---··--···--·-----··---... --._--.. _--.. --.-.--
-1.74340+02 0.0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 9.69960-02 -1.78880+02 1.87320+00 
-9.65650-01 1.03060+00 3.01770-01 8.93290-02 -1.79720+02 
- -' i';'S4240=OC "2-.57600-01" 9.-fo2oD--oi --- 2-:5063[j":'(1l- ":f:47360-=Or - .... - - .. - - - -.- - - -- - -- - .- -- - .-- - - - - -- - .- --
1.78790+02 1.87260+00 -9.70000-01 1.03060+00 3.01770-01 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 8.93280-02 -1.79720+02 1.85020-01 3.02000-01 
_. -·4·:·329iD-':03--:i~·43i9ij"+0"i-···ii:o·o·ooti-:i9"-·0·=·0·60·0'0=79"·····-0':000'00="7"9-_····-_·····--··---····--·_--.. ---.. _-... -_ ... _-.. ---.-._ ..... -_ .... --.... _--.. -
0.0 0.0 0.0 2.02600-01 1.15310+00 
1.58790+00 -9.51180-01 1.79510+00 1.79670+02 1.86600-01 
3.12890-01 9.02010-02 2.23980-01 1.60260+00 1.79620+02 
"6-.32630-:'61"" -=t:i396D+(fo-·i:s8i30+0If---9·~5·579"ij"::Or -·1.-i9siD+·oo - .-- - .. - - ... - .. - - - - ..... -'- -- - "'- - - -.,. - -.. - - .... - -... - --
1.79670+02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 1.86600-01 3.12800-01 9.08990-02 
3.05550-01 1.21120-02 -1.74340+02 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 
·-·-6~·ti"b66D·::·79--·····0-:0·······---··-0;·O·-·······--····O-:-(f······-······--8·~·7b·5·4·0-=6"2"···--··--·····-_ ..... _ ..... _-..... __ ....... __ ....... _ ....... - .... _ ......... _ .... , .. _ ....... _ ... -_ .... - .... -
2.99760-01 1.49190-01 -1.79710+02 5.35600-03 -1.16110+01 
2.16240-03 3.89390-01 1.31490-04 -3.56750-01 1.96330-04 
-1.78410+02 7.58940-01 -1.79560+02 6.63210-01 8.60370-01 
-- Z';70880=--oi-'" T.18470+0Z- -"'i:90540':oi ·-f:·79880·.·02-·· '1:6'2"680-':oioo -- - ••••• - - ••• --••• - .-•• - - "-- _ •• "- •••••• - •• - - ••• - "'- - •• _- _. - •••••• -- '-' 
1.79920+02 1.54990-01 1.79120+02 3.80100+00 -1.79980+02 
4.22620+00 3.72010-02 2.70880-01 1.78470+02 2.28640+00 
1.79880+02 1.95210+00 1.79920+02 1.85990+00 1.79120+02 
.. ·····17:1········---··4'30·000·+01··--······_--····_--... --........ __ ._ ........ _-.... __ ....... __ ...... _ ..... - ..... -_ ... - ....... _ ..... --.... _ .... _ .... --..... _ ..... - .... __ ._.-...... -_ ..... - ..... -
9.82690-02 1.25730+00 6.03520-01 -5.85800-01 1.56660+00 





__ .... _._ 1.,398~.!!.tllO_ ..... _1,.!?'9.65Q!.Q~_.~.!.~211~Q::-_O;L. ...... .'::1-,;L..?~.!U;t+'.I!.O_ ... f;> .. ,.Q~l4.P.::I!.:t._. __ ....... _ ..... _ .. _._ ....... __ ...... _ ....... _ ........ __ ...... __ ..... _ .... _._ ........ __ ........... _ ........... _ .......... _ ....... . 
-5.93850-01 1.56660+00 1.79700+02 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.95970-02 
2.53080-01 1.85620-01 -1.79730+02 5.71870-03 -9.90310+00 
__ ~ _____ ~L ___ J~ ___ Y ___ LL __________ _ 
0.0 2.05330-01 -1.78720+02 8.85640-01. -7.06590-01 
1.25600+00 1.69050-01 1.87220-01 -1.79720+02 8.85290-02 
-1.79700+02 1.12120+00 1.17740-01 6.24870-01 1.78950+02 
8.85190-01 -7.13170-01 1.25600+00 1.69050-01 0.0 . 
---'0:0"--"'--0:'0 O.O··----O~:.-O-·· 0.0 
1.87220-01 -1.79720+02 8.80000-02 -1.79770+02 1.28310-02 
-1.75160+02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
... '- ...... J!'.~ ... __ ....... _9 .. !L _ ... __ ... 9-'-8~.f;>.9D..::Q2_-J. .. ,7 .. 8.14P. .. !·0.? ... _:J. •. I:\~~~ .. D.+.Q.Q _. _ .. __ .. ______ .... ____ .... ___ . ______ . __ . __ . _ ...... __ . ___ __ 
-8.98500-01 1.03390+00 2.70510-01 a.9598D-02 -1.79750+02 
1.84740-01 2.17850-01 9.22640-01 2.23890-01 3.42820~01 
1.78880+02 1.85290+00 -9.03650-01' 1.03400+00 2.70510-01 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 
--····-.. ·o~o--···---8~95970:-(i2-:i:-79750+0Z----r:·8562D':'01""'2-:70370-0-1 - .. ----.. - .... --.. ----.. 
3.66890-03 -1.53430+01 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 2.05330.-01 1.28470+00 
1.57150+00 -8.86590-01 1.78870+00 1.79700+02 1.87220-01 
- .... - 2--:S055D-oC "9:o4"oio::'o-Z- --1.77540-01 -1-:'59600'.'00-" I: i'i650 + 02- - ... - -- -- .. - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - -- -. ---, .... - -- -- _ .... -- -- - -
6.24870-01 -1.05320+00 1.57080.+00 -8.92040-01 1.78870+00 
1.79700+02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 1.87220-01 2.80440-01 9.11940-02 
- ··----z.-i404o.-::.O-l-·l. 28310-0Z-::r:'7S161l"+C)"2-'-O:O-o'o'ob-iif-o':'oOOOO::'79"--_ .... --.. --.. _-.. -. ----.. --.. --.. -----.. --.. ---.. --.---.. --
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.73320-02 
2.68700-01 1.49650-01 -1.79740+02 4.68870-03 -1.20290+01 
2.17140-03 3.49240-01 1.30960-04 -3.49080-01 1.99700-04 
- ':L78550+oT -7:62500":01 -::'C79600+02"'- 6.6931ri::0"1- ····..,.74160.:61 - -"- - - _ ... -- _. - -- -- -- - ... -- -.. - -- -- - .. -- ..... - -- - ...... -- -.- --
2.66410-01 1.78580+02 1.90300.-01 1.79890+02 1.62530-01 
1.79930+02 1.53500-01 1.79170+02 3.80190+00 -1.79980+02 
4.22780+00 3.15440-02 2.66410-01 1.78580+02 2.28350+00 
-- --1. i9890+o·2-L9504[j";0i)-i-=-iii93D+·0·2-·C84·2·of+oo·'-r~·79"170+0-2---····--·_--··_-··---·· 
18.1 4.75000+01 
9.95600-02 1.41810+00 6.00010-01 -5.61850-01 1.56200+00 
1.79720+02 8.98150-02 2.28800-01 1.86590-01 -1.79720+02 
---_ .. __ .. _ ...... _. __ ... __ . __ .. _-
-- - 1:""39340+"00- T.i967D+li"2- -3:39090-01 '-:'Co4'6'zo+'oo-"s':9958o=oY - .. - -- .. - - .. - .. - -- -- _ ... -- -- -- - _ .. -- -.- -- - _ ... - -- -- .- --' 
-5.71290-01 1.56200+00 1.79720+02 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.98140-02 
2.28670-01 1.86100-01 -1.79760+02 5.17020-03 -1.00350+01 
-- --0:0·-······_····-0:0··---··-··_···0:0·······_······--O·~·O·-·······---····· .. o;·if····-··········-·····--···--.... --... --..... - ....... --.... - ...... --.... --.--.... --..... - .... --... --..... -
0.0 2.08080-01 -1.78560+02 8.79500-01 -6.68230-01 
1.25800+00 1.52200-01 1.87720-01 -1.79750+02 8.87890-02 
-1.79710+02 1.12250+00 1.05070-01 6.18500-01 1.79020+02 
-~~~ff~~~~-aillmrLili~~'I--------------·-------------------
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1.87720-01 -1.79750+02 8.81940-02 -1.79790+02 1.34180-02 
-1.75760+02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
- .. ··-,,-:·O·-·--··· .. -······O:O-·· .. --··--·9:·<j.56ii'[':::l)':r·····:::I:18580+·02-··f~·83·7'4·ti+O·O .... -·····-·······-···-----..... --.-.--..... -~ ........ - ... - ...... - .......... - ......... _ ....... _ ....... ---....... _ ...... -
-8.40800-01 1.03660+00 2.45330-01 8.98150-02 -1.79770+02 
1.85110-01 1.82940-01 9.24610-01 2.02440-01 3.39090-01 
1.78950+02 1.83660+00 -8.46830-01 1.03660+00 2.45330-01 0·;·0 --" .. _ ... -... "i'-. If"· --. . ... - ""'0 :·0·- ...... ...... . .. - 0':'·0 --.. . .... '0-: 0 ...... --. . .. - _.. - ....... -- ..... - -.... - ........ --' .. -. --.. ..- ...... -- .- ...... - "-'. _ .... '''- -.... ._- ...... -... . ... .. 
0.0 8.98140-02 -1.79770+02 1.8610D-Ol 2.44490-01 
3.13180-03 -1.64810+01 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 
- - ~ ·-·~:·~579D+·(fO .. -=~~~O·8'OD·;:·Or···~·~~e;350+0Ir-.. i·:·~~~~~.~g~-..... }.:~~~g~.g~.-...... --..... --..... - ........ - ..... _-.... -.--..... _ ..... - ..... __ ....... _ ........ _ ....... _-...... _ ........ _ .......  
2.54060-01 9.05510-02 1.35170-01 1.59060+00 1.79680+02 
6.18500-01 -9.80390-01 1.55720+00 -8.37200-01 1.78350+00 IBM Z30687 
.. 
_ ..... __ 1.,.19??P..+02_ ..... Jb!L ... _ .... __ 9..! .. Q_ ....... ___ ...... _'O'.,JL. __ ...... __ ... !! .. ,() __ ...... __ ...... __ ... ____ ... _ ....... __ ....... __ .... ___ .... ___ ....... __ ._ .. ___ ........... _._ ......... ___ ......... __ ... _ .... _ ........... _ ............ . 
0.0 0.0 1.87720-01 2.53930-01 9.14340-02 
2.48310-01 1.34180-02 -1.75760+02 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 
0.00000-79 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.75560-02 
2.43340-01 1.50030-01 -1.79760+02 4.14480-03 -1.24660+01 
_ .. - Z·:·1786o::o3·i.i646D-oi· -i:30500--04 '-':3:40'390-::'01- 'Z':oZSZi:i:::04'" - .... - - - --. - ..... - - .. - -... - ... - - ... - ....... - "'- -"- - ...... - "'- - ..... - _ .. 
-1.78660+02 7.65400-01 -1.79640+02 6.74280-01 7.04950-01 
2.62770-01 1.78680+02 1.90090-01 1.79900+02 1.62420-01 
1.79930+02 1.52260-01 1.79220+02 3.80260+00 -1.79980+02 
---"4:U9oo+ o 0--2-:72 0 30:0Z-2. 62'770-oi--i:7868D+0 2-·Z-:-Z-S11D+O·0----
1.79900+02 1.94900+00 1.79930+02 1.82710+00 1.79220+02 
19.1 5.00000+01. 
1.00880-01 1.60620+00 5.97000-01 -5.38580-01 1.55820+00 . 
-- -i~ 79740+02- -8.99920--02 - .. , 2--:-08480-=-01-- i':S7040:0""l" ':-i:79i4Dt02 - - .. - - '- - - - .. , - - .... - - .- - - -... - -- -- - -... - - -- -
1.38950+00 1.79700+02 3.35990-01 -9.80520-01 5.96520-01 
-5.49560-01 1.55820+00 1.7~740+02 0.0 ·0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.99910-02 
- .... -'2-:0832o::ol'l:""86490:~'::i; 79780 +0 2--4:'71600:'0-3":1":016i'O + 01-""--'------'"--... --.. -.-.---.--.-------.--------
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 2.10890-01 -1.78370+02 8.74300-01 -6.33640-01 
1.25970+00 1.38440-011.88130-01 -1.79770+02 8.90160~02 
--- --f-:7972D+OC 1.-:i2350+00- -·9.48i40.:o-2 -6-:13190'::'01-' T:i9080+0[ - - -' - .. - -' - -- - - - ... - - - .- -- - .... - _.- --.. - - - -
8.73720-01 -6.42610-01 1.25970+00 1.38440-01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1.88130-01 -1.79770+02 8.83520-02 -1.79810+02 1.39050-02 
- .. ---::r:76230·+0z .. ·cf:o .. ---·--0:·O-_ .. ·_-.... O:O .... · .. --.. ·-O-;·o-........ --.. --.... --... -----.--.. -----.. --... -------.----.-.. --.. --_ .. -
0.0 0.0 1.00880-01 -1.78390+02 1.82380+00 
-7.90610-01 1.03880+00 2.24620-01 8.99920-02 -1.79790+02 
1.85400-01 1.51270-01 9.26230-01 1.84870-01 3.35990-01 
.- -i··.7<fo2"O+(l"2- --i.82290+()"0 -':'*l~-9i62D-Ol-' -i-.o"388rf+oo- · .. ··z.-zi.620.:oi·- , .. - - ,.- _ ... - --- - -._- -' - _.- - -... - -- - --.. - ~ .. - - - ...... - --- -
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 8.99910-02 -1.79790+02 1.86490-01 2.22810-01 
2.68850-03 -1.77570+01 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 0.0 
- _ .. ·o-:-o·_--.... ·_-o·:·o-_ .... _-.. -O:c,.. .. _ .. ···_··iE:-l"oS·90-=-Ol .. ·-1"":·629615+0 .. 0-.. --.... ·_ .. ·_--·_-· .. _ .. ·_-.... _-·_-.... --.. ·_-..... - ..... - .... --... --.. ----
1.54650+00 -7.82080-01 1.77910+00 1.79740+02 1.88130-01 
Z.31860-01 9.06490-02 9.52830-02 1.58610+00 1.79700+02 
6.13190-01 -9.18280-01 1.54570+00 -7.89510-01 1.77910+00 
-.- ,,- i:'79-74D+02-- -cr. 0"" -.- ..... - --0 .. O~ --., -- -~ o~'o .. - -_ ... -. "if: 0-'" .... - _ .... - .,0- -- - _ ... - '-- - - _ .... - .. - - - _ .. - -_ .... - -- -_. - ... - - - --
0.0 0.0 1.88130-01 2.31700-01 9.16300-02 
2.Z6840-01 1.39050-02 -1.76230+02 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.77410-02 
_·-Ez216D-Ol .. 1.·S·O·340::·01::·l:""i<j"78D+oi-·3:·694SO"=-cf3 .... -.::i-.-29180+01--...... - .. ·-.... --.... ·-.... ·-...... - .... ----.. ·--.. ·-...... _ ...... - ... __ ... _-.. --
2.18460-03 2.89080-01 1.30100-04 -3.31300-01 2.04900-04 
-1. 78760+02 7.67810-01 -1. 79670+02 6.78410-01· 6.48250-01 
2.59750-01 1.78770+02 1.89920-01 1.79900+02 1.62310-01 
":(.79930-+0'2· -1:si21o":·iii-·C79260+02··- -3':a'03itftoil- ':::1.-79990+"02 -.- - - ... - - "'- - - -"'. -.- - ... - ... -. -. - - .. -.-- - - _.- - -
4.23000+00 2.38160-02 2.59750-01 1.78770+02 2.27910+00 
1.79900+02 1.94780+00 1.79930+02 1.81460+00 1.79260+02 
IBM Z3068 7 
" 
·1 
APPENDIX D. BASE PROGRAM TEST CASE 12 
...... __ ............ _ ........... _._ ........ ___ . __ ... ___ ... _. ___ ... _ .. _._ ........ ******111111111111111111111111111111 •• _1111***11111111*.*11_-




..... '" ...... _ •... _ ...... _. _. __ .,. ___ ._. _. _ .... _.. .11 lNPUT .. AND. IHTERNALCALCULATIOHS .. ~ _. 
II EMPLOY STANDARD UNITS * 
II ( FOOT. PotU:). SECotI)) * 
II II 
.............. __ ......... _ ........ __ ........... _ ....... _ ........ __ .. _. ___ . ..... ___ ... * •. 11.11.11111111 •• 11 •• ----***11-••• 1111 •••• 11* .. ................................... _ .......... _ ............. _ .......... _ .......... .. 
SIHVIB CHECK CASE 12 FOR CDC COMPUTER 
E-927 MATRICES - 5 HOOE SHAPES' 
REAL EIGENSOLUTION - EG2 NODE 
.... __ .... __ ...... _ ............ _ ......... __ ._ ...... ___ .•....• _ .............. " .. fREQUENCY .. . (HZ) ........................ _ ....................................................... __ .................................................. _ ......... __ ............ . 
.. ~ ..... _ ..... _ .. _ ........................ _ ....... __ ... _ ......... _ .......... _ ...................... _._.......... ................................. . ...... _.>0 ..................... _ .......................... . 
'J 
IBM Z2~7g" 
. I N PUT 0 E C K CAR 0 I MAG ELI S TIN G 
... - ......... --...... --... -.~--...... - ....... __ ...... __ ....... _._ .....•... __ ........ _ ....... -.,-........ -.-......•. ~--........ - ....... - .......... -. _ ....... _- .. _ ........ - .....•.. - ............ " .. -.- ..... -~ ........... ~ ............... ........... . ........ -._.-....... _._ .......•.... _._, 
*********************************************************************************************************************************** 
1.0. _ ...• _ •. __ .R~.? _ .... _ .J. _ .... __ .. _ J!. _ .. __ ... j~ .... ~OUPI,,~D .RutLWIT!:I.F::.::,9~] _ ... 2( .... P00600P ...... _ ..... __ . __ ... _ .... __ .... _ ...... . 
~ 1 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* DO NOT EXECUTE E-927 *1 0007000 
2 1 4.0000+00 0.0 0.0 /If COHNECTION NODE */ 0008000 
-3 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 Ilf EULER ANGLES *1 0009000 
MSl 2 ·· __ ·-O-····_-··---/*MODALSTRUcTU"RETy"PEl···--;1 ooiiooo .. --... --·---.-----.--... ---.. -----.. -
1 1 2.0600-02 0.0 0.0 1* DAMPING RATIO *1 0012000 
2 1 1.1560+02 0.0 0.0 1* GENER. MASS LB-SEC**2/IN Ifl 0013000 
..... __ .... ___ .. _.3-t .. _~ .. L8()~.t.oU), .. 0 __ ._ O ..•. P_ .... _ _ .I.!.. MPP.t\L. F:REq!JENC.Y.H~_ .. __ . *L 00.14Q.OO._ . ____ .... __ . "_ ._ .. _ .. _. ___ ... _ .... _. _ 
4 1 1.0000+00 0.0 0.0 Ilf NUMBER OF NODES . *1 0015000 
5 I 4.0000+00 0.0 0.0 1* NODE NUMBERS *1 0016000 
10 I 0.0 -1.0000+00 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE *1 0017000 
__ ..... _ ...... _ ..... __ ._n .. .!. . .-9..!.9.._ ..... _I1..& __ .... _!l., .. 9. .• __ ••• _/.~ . ....r.Q.P.E __ S.H.ApE ___ .. __ .. __ ._ .. __ .*..L.oOlapoO ....... _ ... ___ .... _______ . _____ .. _____ ... _._ ... _ .. _ 
-40 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES *1 0019000 
MSI 3 0 1* MODAL STRUCTURE TYPEI *1 0021000 
._ ... ______ .. _ 1 1 1.7200-02 0.0 0.0 _!.~._r;l~J:1.P~.!iG .. !?AU.9 __ .. __ . __ ~COQ.?'.?'Q.9.9 __ .. _____ . __ .. _ . __ . ______ . __ _ 
-Z;- L"690D .. ·OZO.O···· -. -O:'(j" 1* GENER. MASS LB-SEC**21IN *I 0023000 
3 1 6.1300+00 0.0 0.0 1* MODAL FREQUENCY HZ *1 0024000 
4 1 1.0000+00 0.0 0.0 /* NUMBER OF NODES '*1 0025000 
- ... --.. --.. --.&.~ "'i: ~g~~~gg-.. g:g-.. ---.g:~--... --... _5~ .. ~gg~ ... ~~~~.F?~-······--····---·;7·gg~·~~·gg-····--····------.--.... ----.-.-.... --.... -
13 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 /If MODE SHAPE *1 0028000 
-40 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES *1 0029000 
_. .- _ .. - .-- - MSl ...... - "'-4-' .,.- _ .... - ······0 -- "-- ~ ... - i*' NO'DAL- S'TRUCTURE fYPEi -.... - iti' 0031'0'00- -- _ .. - ....... _. - -- - ~ ... - - - .-.- - _ ..-
1 I 7.6500-02 0.0 0.0 Ilf DAMPING RATIO *1 0032000 
2 1 3.7080+00 0.0 0.0 1* GENER. MASS LB-SEC**2/IN *1 0033000 
3 I 1.5530+01 0.0 0.0 1* MODAL FREQUENCY HZ *1 0034000 
-- -----'--'--"4''',-'i':''ooOO+OO-0·:··0-·······_· o. O·A-----····i;'·'·NUHS·ER····OF· .. NODES·········_·······-··_·*I 0035000--··--·_··--_·_--····_-······-·····_····-_·· __ · ....... -. 
5 1 4.0000+00 0.0 0.0 1* NODE NUMBERS *1 0036000 
10 I 1.0000+00 0.0 2.0000-01 1* MODE SHAPE *1 0037000 
13 I 0.0 1.5600-03 0.0 1* MODE .~HAP'E _ .. _ .. _ .. _ _. _*I. ... 00380P.0 _ .... _ .. ______ .. _______ '" _____ _ 
-..... - -.-. - .... - --4ii 7'" 0-:--0· .. ··· - ·"o.i;-·· -·····0:0· .. - .. -.. -/ii"'EUTER ANGLES . - *i 0039000 
MSI 5 0 1* MODAL STRUCTURE TYPEI *1 0041000 
1 I 3.6700-02 0.0 0.0 Ilf DAMPING RATIO *1 0042()00. __ ... _ ..... _ .... _._ .... _ ...... __ ... _______ .. __ 
-- · __ ····--······-_·····---Z'·/·4·:·69'iO+OO-(L·o··_····_- O~O ·-······-··i*-GENER~MASS 'LS'::SEC**2/"iN°OO"'*i 0043000 
3 1 1.7100+01 0.0 0.0 /* MODAL FREQUENCY HZ *1 0044000 
4 1 1.0000+00 0.0 0.0 Ilf NUMBER OF NODES */ 0045000 
5 1 4.000D+00 0.0 0.0 1* NODE NUMBERS *1 0046000 
-.... - -.- - .- - .. J.o-·/ -if. (f'" --.. -=1 ;'0 0 6[)+ (fo 0.0 -. iii· titibCSHAPE- .... - -- - -.... - itT 0047000 .. ··- . - .. - - .. - .-- -. - - ... - .. -- _.-. - ...... -"'-
13 1 1.5200-03 0.0 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE *1 00~8000 
-40 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES Ifl 0049000 
···_····· __ ·······--··HS1·_ .. ······_···· .. o·_-······_·-·."--'" 0···.. . ...... - ......... - ·/*"·MbOA"C·STRUCTORE··fYPEi--···---ii;ro 05100 (f" ....... _-....... - ... ---. _ ...... _--..... _--...... _ .... -_ ........ _-....... _ ........ . 
1 I 4.5500-02 0.0 ~:O 1* DAMPING RATIO Ifl 0052000 
2 I 2.5340+01 0.0 0.0 1* GENER. MASS LB-SEC**2/IN *1 0053000 
3 / 1.9590+01 0.0 0.0 1* MODAL FREQUENCY HZ *1 0054000 
- .... - -.- ... - ....... -'4 I" 1';0000.00 '0. 0'" 0 :'0' ...... - .. /* -NUMBER' OF t:ODES' ....... -- "'*i"0055000 .... - _ .... - ....... - .- ...... - .... - -- .... - _ .. 
5 1 4.0000+00 0.0 0.0 Ilf NODE NUMBERS *1 0056000 
10 I 3.1000-01 0.0 1.0000+00 1* MODE SHAPE *1 0057000 
13 / 0.0 -9.0300-03 0.0 1* HaDE SHAPE *1 0058000 
···········_·······_--·····-;;:40·7··-0·:·0 .. _··········- 0:·0··--··········· - 0:0 ···- .. ·········-7~ .. EUlER .. Af1GLES·· .. ·· .. __ ······_········-··"'1 00590 0 0·····--······_-········_········-·······-·_········_-........ _ .... -._.-..... -._ ...... -.-




-1 / 0.0 0.0 
GEN 8 
1 / 0.0 0.0 





..... 0.0 ...... 
./* DO NOT USE· DEBUG OPTION ... */0062000 
/11 GENERAL ELEMENT 11/ 0064000 
/* SUPPRESS FINAL RESULTS 11/0065000 
,,/11 DO NOT SUPPRESS INPUT LISTSII/ 0066000 
COI1POHENT: ROlllRE L2 .. II....... ELASTIC ROTOR TYPE Z 111111111111 .. 1111. . 
" . ~ .IEXEC ..... E927 .. EXEctrrION CONTROL FLAG . .... ......_ .... ........ . .. 
= ., READ ROTOR MATRICES FROM INPUT FILE. DO NOT RUN E927. 
= 1 RUN E927 TO CALCULATE ROTOR MATRICES'AND READ THESE MATRICES FROM FILE. 
(THIS OPTION IS NOT AVAILABLE) 
2 NCN ROTOR COtflECTION HOOE tu1BER 
3 THETA EULER PITCH ANGLE - ROTATE SECOtIJ ABOUT THE Y-AXIS (DEGREES) 
4 AtI EULER ROLL ANGLE - ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DEGREES) 
5 XSI EULER YAW ANGLE - ROTATE FIRST ABOUT THE Z-AXIS (DEGREES) 












CCl~.F'9N~t:!I.:.~.Q.D.~.~.I __ ........ _ ......... _ ......... _ .... ~~!_*.~.~~!!~ ...... !:1..9DAI.,.JnRIJ.CTlJRE. ... .II!'.E. ... .Llt.lt.~~l!.lt.lt~~_*. ....... _ ....... _ ......... __ ....... _ ELEMENT : ....... . Z ........ ___ ..................... . 
. ~_ L. ~~T/L _.DA.!1P~J!G..RAU.O..1."'[u. _._ ...... _ .... __ ... _ ...... _ .... __ ... _ .... _ .. _. _ ...... __ .... _ .... _ ..... _.Z •. 06000D:::0a. .... _ .... _ ....... _ ..... . 
2 MO GENERALIZED MASS (LB-SEC**Z/IN) 1.15600D+02 
_____ LQ.~EGA MOD~....E!!.~9lJENJ;:L .. lli.E.!n?:_) ___ .. ._ .. __ ... __ ... _..It . ..l.aoa.OD.±Oo_ .... _ .... _ .. __ . ___ _ 
4 HHODE HUMBER OF HODES DESCRIBED BY THIS MODE 1 
....... ~ .J~O~E.. _ .... !;QHl:'!fCnO!!.llQp..E.l!~.B.EI!S .. OE. HOOE.S .. P.E.ScRIBED .. 6.Y JHIS .. I1QDE ____ .. ____ ....... _ 
4 0 0 0 0 
10 GAMMA MODE SHAPE. ENTER U. V. W. THETAX. THETAY. THETAZ FOR EACH NODE: . 
_ ...... _ ...... _ ....... _ ..... __ ..... _ ..... _ ...... __ .. _ .. JJ..._ ..... _ .......... ..Y ....... _ ..... _ ...... .JL ..... _ ..... _ .. _TH.E.TM .. _ ...... ....JHETAY. ..... __ ·_ .. _-II:IETAL.Z ___ .... _ ... _ ...... _ ...... _ ....... _ 
10 - 15 NODE 1 0.0 -1.00000+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
16 - 21 NODE 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
22 - 27 NODE 3. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00.0 0.0 
_ .... _ ...... __ ...... ZIL - .. ,;3,3 _. I:!qDE. ... 4 _ ... 0..: IL .. __ '" _ Q.,J1 _ ... "_ "' __ 9,.!L ___ JI ... o. .. ___ . _ ...... 0_,.9 ... _ ...... _ ..... 0 ... 0. .. __ .. _ .... _ -' . __ .... ___ _ 
34 - 39 NODE 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 
40 EULER E~~ES AT CONNECTION NODES. ENTER:· . 
- .. ·-.. · .... ·--.. ·-·-THE1;A· .. :::EU[EiipITdiANGiE:-.... ROTAT'E~i'EE01'..'0 ABOUT· .. THE·y:..AXIS·(DEGRrn'· .. - .. · .. __ .... _ .... _· .... · __ · .. __ .. _-..... __ ... __ ... __ .. _-..... -
PHI - EULER ROLL ANGLE. ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DEGREES) 
- -" - ...... - XSI ...... =-EU'CEii"YAW ANGLE ..... ·ROTAfE- FiRST j:i3'OUT THE .. Z::.AXIS .... iDEGREis')" - .. -.. -
THETA PHI XSI . 
....... __ .. __ .... _1~ ... ::: ... '+? ...... _J:l()[)LJ __ ......... 0,0' ....... _ ....... __ ..... ()., .. 0' ....... __ ..... _ ... 9.,.()_ ..... _ ..... _ ....... _ ..... __ .. __ ... ___ ...... _ ... ___ ... __ .... _ .... __ ..... _._ ... ___ ... _ .... __ 
43 - 45 NODE Z 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 
46 - 48 NODE 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
49 - 51 NODE 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
_'" _ ...... _ ... ____ 5.2_-... :5..4_ ~.QPE._5._ ..... 0. .. 0_ .... __ . __ 0..,.0 _ ....... _ ._0·_9 .. _ .... __ . __ .... _ .... __ .. _ ........ _ .... _____ " _ ...... ____ ... _ ''' ___ ..... 
55 --- EMPTY LOCATION 
_~~_(L ... _ ... _ ..IlI:I.UA.~.J:1.cl.D~~ ... A~F'.LJ.:TUDF. .. ..! .. :rW.P~}_ ........... _ ....... _ .. _ ..__ ....... _ ..... _ ...... __ ... __ ...... _ ...... __ .... _ ..... O .. ·JL ... __ .... __ ..... _ ..... __ ... __ .... __ ....... _ .. _ 




COMPONEH.T..~.!1.9~~J..R..!_ .... __ .... __ ....... __ ... ~.!!.~.~.~~!~._ ... ~!l[).A."'_~T.R!)ql1.RLJJ.P..LL~.~~~.~.~~lf~ ......... _ ........ _· _............. ... _ ......... E LEMENT: 3 ....... __ .......... . 
) 
_ .. _ J, .... z..~T·L __ .D~MP~~G...R.AH!l_t~.t _ .. 
_l..1zO'OOO.'::.cz ..... _ .... __ .... _ ...... 
2 MC GENERALIZED MASS (LB-SEC**2/IN) 1.69CCCD+C2 
__ ._L.OJIEGL_ MO~~...f.R.~.Q!,J..E.!ic;_Y.....!1!~RJ£.L.. __ ... .._. _ .. __ ... __ . _____ .. .6....l3.O'O.OD .. tO.O __ . __ . __ . __ ... __ .. __ .... _ 
4 NNODE NUMBER OF NODES DESCRIBED BY THIS MODE 1 
5 . NODE ..... _ CONNECTIOtLNOr:!.E .. tru~a.E~S .. Of_ tjo..O~s.... Q.E.SC.RIBED .. 6.Y _THlS .. MODE_ ... ___ .... _ 
..... ..... ...... .... _ ...... 4-.... 00 0. 0 
10. GAMMA MODE SHAPE. ENTER U. V. W. THETAX. THETAY. THETAZ FOR EACH NODE: 
_ .... _ ... __ ..... __ .... __ ... ____ ..... __ ... _ ... ,V .. _ .... _ ....... __ '( .... _ ... _ ....... _~_ .... _ ....... _ .... TH.UAX. .. _ ....... _THETAY. .... __ .... _THETAZ-.. __ ... _ .... __ . _ ... _ ...... __ ...... '-
10. - 15 NODE 1 1.0.0.0.0.0+0.0. 0..0. 0..0. 0..0. 0..0. 0..0· 
16 - 21 NODE 2 0..0. 0.0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
22 - 27 NODE 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0..0 0.0 
_____ J~»_~U_~L ___ Y ___ J~ ___ bL __ ~Y ___ J~~~ ________ _ 
34 - 39 NODE 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
40 EULER EULER ANGLES AT CONNECTION NODES. ENTER: 
- .. --· .... ----tHETA-:- EULERPITCHANG'i.r .... ROTAT'ESEC'ONO-A·BOui· .. iH'Ey::.AXis·-(DEGREES )._-._-.. _-.. _ ...... _ .... -_ .. - ..... __ ... -_ ..... _ ..... _ ..... -
PHI - EULER ROLL ANGLE. ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DEGREES) 
- --.. - _.- _ .. XSI -.... =-EULER'YAW ANGLE. · .... ROTAT'E FiRs,,- As'our" THE .. Z::.AXIS .... (DEGREES')" .- .... - -
THETA PHI XSI 
-- ._----_ .. :g .... : .. ~~.-.... -~gg~ .. -}-........ -g~.g ..... --........ --... ~~.~ ....... - ....... - ... g:~ ......... - .. --...... - .... - .... --.... - .... ----..... - .... -...,-....... _ ...... __ ... _ ..... _ ...... -
46 - 48 NODE 3. 0.0 0.0 0.0. 
49 - 51 NODE 4 0.0 0..0. 0..0 
_ ....... _ .. 5.L-.. ..5.4 _ ~.Q.DL5 ... _ ... O' .• IL... __ ._ 0. .. ,.0. __ ... .-..9,.9 .. _ ...... _ .... __ .... ______ ....... _ .... _____ .. _ ...... _ ... __ .. _ ...... _ . __ ." 
55 EMPTY LOCATION 
___ .. !>.~-E ....... _ ... )~~:q.A~ ... t.l.().[)A~ .. AI1~.~.n.l1p-1 .... qtlt.I~l_ ...... : ... _ .. _ ...... _ ........ _ ..... __ .... _. _ ...... _ .... _ ....... _. __ ...... 9 .... () ....... _ ...... __ ...... _ ...... _ ....... _ ....... _ ....... _ ........ _ 
57 DQ INITIAL MODAL VELOCITY (l/SEC)' 0.0 
1.0 Ul .. · .. --.. · .. · .. _· ........ _-.. · ...... _ ........... _ ........ _ ........ _ ........... - ......... __ ....... __ .......... - ............ _ .......... _ ........... _ ........ __ ......... _ ........ _ ........... __ ...... - ......... _ ........ _.-......... _ ......... _ ....... _-.......... _ ........................... _ ........ .. 
I B'v1 Z3Q687 
· I 
__ .. cqt:t~O~Et:IT.:.tlRD.~:rg.L ........ _ ........ _ ......... _ ... ~.l!!f!f.~~~~ ...... !,!Q[)AI., .. _~IRlJc:rllR.~ ... Irp'.~ .... 1 __ ~.~.!.f!.*.~.!.fl.f~_~ ........ _ ...... _ ...... __ ..... _._.: .. ELE!1Et{f..: ....... . 4 
_ .. _ ....... _ .... __ ... _7 •. 650000:::0~ ..... _ ..... __ ... __ 
2 MO GENERALIZED MASS (LB-SEC**2/IN) 3.708000+00 
_. __ L9.!:tEGA MOQ.; FRE_qUENC;;J. . .J1!;RT..~L .. __ .. _____ . ___ _ _. _____________ ... _.1 ... SS30.0D-±Ol __ · ._ ... __ ... __ . __ . __ ... _ 
4 NNODE NUMBER OF NODES DESCRIBED BY THIS MODE 1 
._ .. ..2 . ..!~O[tE;. _ ... _ !;'9.Nt:!ICU;OI'j.J~QP..E J:llJt!~EI§. Of_ NO.OEs... Q.E.SG.RIBED .. 5r _TIns .. tlQDE ___ .. __ . __ ... _ -..:, ._ .... _ .. __ . __ .. __ . __ . _ 
40000 
10 GAMMA MODE SHAPE. ENTER U, V, W, THETAX, THETAY, THETAZ FOR EACH NODE: 
__ ..... ___ ..... _ ... ___ . ___ ... __ ... _ .... __ ... _ .. V. __ ._. __ ..... _y._ .. __ ... _ ..... _R_ ..... __ ... _._ .. THEIAX .. ____ THET.AY.... .. _ ... ..JHE.TAZ-. ____ ... __ .. __ .... __ .... __ 
10 - 15 NODE 1 1.00000+00 0.0 2.00000-01 0.0 1.56000-03 0.0 
16 - 21 NODE 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
22 - 27 NODE 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00.0 0.0 
_ .... ___ .. __ .. 2~_ - ... 3.3_ ... 1-!9PE. ... ~ __ .9..,'L. _ 0..,.0 _ .. __ .. __ (),Jt _. __ . _O_,Q .. __ .. ___ 0 .. , .. 0 _____ . __ .O.'!)",· __ .. _ .... _____ .... ____ ._ 
34 - 39 NODE 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
40 EULER EULER ANGLES AT CONNECTION NODES. ENTER: 
_ ..... --.. ·-----iHETA:EuLEifpITCHANG'LE:--· .. ROTATES'iiCOND -.i:SOui"·THE "Y::'AXIS"'( DEGREES)·---.. _--·_-· .. _-· .. __ .... ·_-·-.. _-.. · __ .. -_ .. · __ .. ---... -
PHI - EULER ROLL ANGLE. ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DEGREES) 
- X5I-.... =-EuLERYAW ANGLE'. · .... ROTAf{ FIRST ABouT" THE-i::'AXIS"'C!iE-GR'EES'i" '- --' -
THETA PHI XSI 
40 - 42 NODE .. J._ ........ Q.".Q ....... _ ........ ___ .... (),.O ......... _ ...... _._.9. .• 9.._ ...... _ ..... ___ ... _ .... __ .. __ .. __ .... _._ .... _ .... __ .... _ ........ _ ...... _ ..... _ .. _. __ ..... _. 
- _ .. --·---43· .. ::: .. ·4S·-· .... ·NODE 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
46 - 48 NODE 3 0.00.0 0.0 
49 - 51 NODE 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
_ ....... __ 5.?_ -_.:5.4._I-!9.PE_5 ...... _.0. .• 0 __ .... _ 0.,.0 _ ... _0,.9 .. _ .... __ ". ___ '" _ ". ____ ..... ________ .. _____ ... _______ ... 
55 --- EMPTY LOCATION 
___ 5.~._~ ..... __ ... J .. t:l!I.~.ALt.1.Cl[)A~ ... ~t.1pqWILE. .... ( . .IN!..I."') __ ...... ___ ..... _ ....... _ ....... _ ....... _ ...... _ ........ __ ... __ ._ .. __ .. _ ..... .11., 0._ .. __ ...... _ ..... _ ..... __ ...... _ .... __ ...... __ . __ 




COMPONENT:HODSTRI ********* MODAL STRUCTURE TYPE 1 *** ••• ***. ELEMENT: 
................. _ .......... __ ...•..•... - ' ......... _ ...... _-_ .. __ ....... - ........ - .. --... --......... ~-..•........ ~- ......... -~ ........ ----..... ::---....... - ....... -.-..... ~-.. -.-~""""'"-'-''''''' .... . ........... . .5 ....... "' .. _ .... , ....... _ ............. ~ 
_ ... _ 1. .... Z"';'TL -"-D~!:IPI.!.'!G_RAn9..LNQl. _. _ ._.,. _. __ ... __ .... ____ ..... __ ..... _ . __ ._. _ ....... _ 
_ . _ ... _.3 .. ~70ooQ.~.0~ .... _ ..... _.,. _ ...... _ ... : .. 
2 MO GENERALIZED MASS (LB-SEC*.2/IN) 4.691000+00 
_. __ .. LJ1!\EGA MDq.LFREI!!,lENty' i H;RTZ). _____ . ___________ ._._ ... _____ ._. ____ i.J.lo.o.OIltOi_·.---.--.---.. --.--.... -· . 
. 4 NNODE NUI1SER OF NODES DESCRIBED BY THIS HODE 1 
...... ~ _.~ODE ___ ~9.~CUPt:L~QP.E _N.Ul:l~.EI§. Of_ tiQOE.$.. OE.SCRIBED .. 8.r _llll:S.I1QOE_ . __ .. __ . ___ ... _ 
4 0 000 
10 GAMMA .MODE SHAPE. ENTER U, V, W, THETAX, THETAY, THETAZ FOR EACH NODE: 
--.,. _ ... -_.-..... __ ... _ .......... __ . ____ . ___ .. _ .... V .. __ .. __ .. _.-Y. ... __ .. __ .... _..J/_ .. _._. _ ...... _._lH.ETAX .... _ .. _._THEIAY. .. ___ ... _.D:IE:rAZ-;. __ .. __ · ... _____ ...... __ ..... _ 
10 - 15 NODE 1 0.0 . -1.00000+00 0.0 1.52000-03 0.0 0.0' 
16 - 21 NODE 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
22 - 27 NODE 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0' 0.0 
___ . ~ _____ ... 28 .. - .. :33..:.... ~Q!l; ... ~ _ J! .. CL _ ._ ... _ Q., .. O _ .. ____ O,.!t ___ .. ..9, Q .. __ •• __ 0_, .. 0 __ ... _ .: ... O.JL ____ ...... _._. _ .... ____ . _ 
34 - 39 NODE 5 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
40 EULER EU~ ANGLES AT CONNECTION NODES. ENTER: 
- ··-----·--i'HE~ A'': EULEifPf'fCHANG"LE :-"RciTAT'ESEC'OND ABOUT"'THE y::.AXIS··IDE't;REES·i---····--·_-· ---...... - .... ---.. -----... -.-... -.----.... --
PHI '- EULER ROLL ANGLE. ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DEGREES) 
- -. - ... - -. XSI ...... :-EU"LERYAW ANGLE.·· .. ROTATf FIRST ABoUl" THE -i::.AXIS·· .. CDEGREi"ESj .. - -... _.- -. -
. I 
THETA PHI XSI 
_ ._. ___ . __ ~O. ~ .. 42_ ....... !!()l:lg ... L ....... ~~~ .. () .. ___ .... ___ .... 0.~.(). ___ ... __ ... 9..,9_ ...... _ ..... _ ...... _ ...... __ ..... __ .... __ .. ___ ._._ ....... _._._._ ....... _ ....... _ ..... __ ... __ .... _. 
43 - 4S NODE 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
46 - 48 NODE 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
49 - 51 NODE 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-----~-~_~U~~L ___ Y __ J~ ________________________ _ 
55 --- EM~Y LOCATION 
____ 5~_~_ ... ___ .. INtII:A.Lr:!.9.[)Ah..:A..tt~.~.~.r.lJ.D.E .... !J!:!(~.N.L_ .. _. ___ .. ___ ..... _ .. , .. __ ._._ ..... _._._ ..... _ ..... __ ... __ ..... O-'.Q_ .. __ ..... __ .. _ ...... _ ....... __ .... __ ...... __ .... _ 
57 DQ INtiIAL MODAL VELOCITY (1/SEC) 0.0 
~ 
-...J •...... - ........ _....... . .................... _ .....•. _ ....•.... - .•.... __ ....•.• _ ......• - .•...•.. __ ........•. _ ..•... _ .... _ ..•. -.-•...... _ ......... _-... -.-...... -._ ....... _ .•...•• _ ..•••... _--...... _ ......• _ ....•... _-..... _-........ __ .. 
IBM Z30687 
I 
6 ......... _ ............................. . 
. ~ _ t .. ~.~TA .. __ D~!:1P~.!:lG-'?AU9.J.~.!. _ .. ___ .. _ .. __ ._ ... _ ...... _ ... ____ .,. _ ....... _. __ .. _ ...... _ 
_4 •. ~5000'O.-::.0::: ..... _ ... _ ...... __ .... _ .
2 MO GENERALIZED MASS (LB-SEC**2/IN) 2.534000+01 
__ _ .3.-!?~~~_ ~O!!.~ . ..£R~q~Jl"~J...J1!~RTZ) . __ . __ . __ . ____ ._.1 . ..9.s.9O'.QI2!.Ol._· ._._. ____ . __ .. _ .. _ 
4 NNODE NUMBER OF NODES DESCRIBED BY THIS MODE 1 
._ .. _~ ... !:lOO.-£. _. __ £.Q.!'lt:!~_C~L!;PILNo.P.E J:lIJr:'!~tEF1.$. .. of .. ",ool;~ O.ES(:J.~:IBEO .BY ... TIlI5..I1ODE. ___ . _ __ _ __ ...... _ _ ... _. _ .. __ .. _ 
40.0. 0. 0. . 
10. GAMMA MODE SHAPE. ENTER U. V. W. ·TllETAX. TllETAY. TllETAZ FOR EACH NODE: " 
_ ..... _ .. __ .. _ ... __ ... ___ ...... _ ...... _:...... ....... __ ... _.:.. ... V._ .... _ ...... _-Y. ..... _. . .. _·_ ........ lL ..... , __ ..... _II:!U.A.K._ ..... _IHETAY. ...... _ ..... ....TII.EIAL. ____ ._ ... : __ .. _ ...... _,.'---_ .... -'-. 
10. - 15 NODE 1 3.10.0.0.0-0.1 0..0. 1.0.0.0.0.0+0.0. '0..0. -9.0.300.0-03 0.0 . 
. 16 - 21 NODE 2. 0..0. 0..0. 0..0 0.0. 0..0 . 0.0. 
22 - 27 NODE 3 0.0. 0.0. 0..0. 0..0. 0..0 . 0.;0 
...... _ . ____ ...... 2~ ... :- .. }3 __ . l:tOOE .. :.4 _ ... 9.., L _ Q.,.C _. ___ .9,Jt :....,.. __ . _ct. Q ..... _ .. ___ 0 ..... 9 _. ",. __ ... 0. •. 0.:. :..... ... ___ ...... _ ...... _ ... _ . __ _ 
34 - 39 NODE 5 0..0. 0.0 0..0 0..0 0.0. 0.0. . 
40. EULER EULER ANGLES AT CONNECTION NODES. ENTER: 
- ""-"---"-'-:-rH"ETA-;-EuiEiflifi'cHANGiE.""·--ROTAfESEC-ONDABOUT···THEY-AXI~f~iDEGREES).--.-.--.. --.... - •... - .. -----... --. - .... - .... --... ----.-. 
PHI - EULER ROLL ANGLE. ROTATE TllIRD ABOUT TllE X-AXIS (DEGREES) 
- ...... - '.- - XSI --.. :-EliLER'YAW ANGLE. ·· .. ·ROTAff FIRST AS'oUT' THE ·z::.ixis····iDEGR·EES)·· - _ .. -
THETA PHI XSI 
40 - 42 NODE 1 0.0 0..0 0.0 
-- -····-·--·--··4:f·:--45···-·-NciDE··T···-· .. O~·O·····-····---···0:-0·----·····- (j":O-·-·_-·· .. _·-···_-···--.. ···_···--.... _· .. ···_-··_-··---..... - ..... - .... -_ .... _ ...... _-
46 - 48 . NODE 3 0..0 0..0 0.0 
49 -.51 . NODE 4 0.0 0.0 0..0 
___ ~~~_~U_~L ___ ~ __ J~ _______ . _________________ _ 
55 --- EMPTY. LOCATION 
_:5.?_Q... __ ._ . .I~.!.T..;r.ALt1,cJO.~~ .... ~t1E..L.J:.TlJP_E. .... q.NtJ.!:l_) _ .... __ .. __ .... _ ...... __ ...... __ ._ .. ___ .. ____ .. _ .... _. _ .... __ ..... o-'JL .. __ ..... _._ ......... _ ........ __ ...... __ ....... _ ..... __ ... _ 
57 DQ INITIAL MODAL VELOCITY (1/SEC) 0..0 




cot1PONEHT: EIGENt ••••••••••.. cot1PLEX EIGEHSOLUTION 
..... __ ... 1 .IDEBUG ... DEBUG SELECTOR. ........ ' ......... ". 
= 0 ==> NO DEBUG PRINTOUT 
= 1 .==> TRACE HATRIX ASSEmLY ...,.., SOLUTION 
Jill .......... .. 
........ ~.~ .~--.--------...... ----.-'--..... --.. ---..... --..... -... ~ ........... - ......... ~ _ ......... -.-............• ~ ...... ~ ... -........ . .. _.-, 
•• 
cot1POHEHT: GEHINPUT ............ GENERAL INPUT FOR PROGRAM CONTROL.. .. ......... . 
...... _ .. 1 . _.ICNTLl PRINT. SELECTOR .. FOR. FINAL RESULTS 
= 0 ==> SUPPRESS LINE PRINTER OUTPUT 
= 1 ==> FULL LINE PRINTER OUTPUT 
._ .......... 2 ......... ICNTLL. PRINT ... SELECTOR. FOR.cot1POHENT VIPUTS .' 
= 0 ==> SUPPRESS LINE PRINTER OUTPUT 
= 1 ==> FULL LINE PRINTER OUTPUT 
... 3~9 ---"""'''' _ ... OPEN .. LOCATIONS FOR FUTURE USE 














NUMBER OUTPUT COORDINATES VALUE 
~ 
-g- ...... 1 .. - ELEMENT·· .. ~ ...... - ...... - .. FREQ"·- - Ei'GV· .. · "1 ...... - ··· .. 3.:"02490+00 - .... '- --'. - ....... - ~ ...... -:--' .-- ...... ~ .... - -.... '- ....... -_ .... ~.-
2 ELEMENT DAMP EIGV 1 4.41310-01 
3 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFT1 REAL 1 1.00000+00 
4 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFTl IMAG 1 0.0 _____ . __ . ___ . ______ .-.--... ---.---... --..... -
-- ---S--ELEMiiIT 1 -~REi··--QFTZ---REA"L-i---·---·4·:·i269D-01 .. _-.. _-.. 
6 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFT2 IMAG 1 -2.50380-03 
7 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETA REAL 1 1.13820-01 
8 __ .~.LEMEIIT ___ 1_ ..... ~E2 .. __ ~ETA _ .... J:!1.o1.G .. _J....:.. .... __ ::-~ .•. .n9..90.::02. ___ .-'-.. ___ ...... ___ .. _._ ... .;: _.' .... __ .... __ ~. _ ._. __ ... '_ 
.-.. - "'9 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMA REAL 1 -9.49220-01 
10 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMA IMAG 1 -1.51540-01 
11 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT1S REAL 1 -4.87260-04 
12 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QTlS IMAG 1 -2.682ZP.:::.0~L. .. _. __ ... _. __ .. __ .. __ .... __ .. ____ _ 
--..... -·····-ij··-·--ELEMENT----l-···REr···-"QTiC-······REAL··--f···--··-i·.86340-04 
14 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT1C IMAG 1 -1.49240-04 
15 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2S' REAL 1 2.46100-04 
16 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2S IMAG 1 9.42950-05 
--.. - -··-1';--- - E"LEHENf- - .. T ""'REf ...... QT2C- -.... REA C·- T - -.. - -=-2;'084'80'::0-5- - ._- _. - ... - -- -.- --.. - -.. - _. - _ .. - .. -.- - .. - _ .. - - - .. -
18 ELEMENT .1 RE2 QT2C IMAG 1 1.17200-05 
19 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETS REAL 1 -4.86720-05 
- .... --.. ~~-... ~~~·~~~f-···--}--~[§-··~[f~·-··-·~~~r-····t-···-···:t~~ij~:g~··-----··---··--··---·---·····--··------·····--.... ------.. - ... --
22 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETC IMAG 1 -7.07570-05 
23 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAHS REAL 1 4.56760-05 
24 .ELEHENT 1 RE2 GAMS IHAG 1 _ ..... _ ~ .. ,5~920.::J)6_ •.. __ .. ~ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. ___ . __ .... _ ... _ .. _ .. __ .... _ .... ____ .... 
- - ... 25 .. - -ELEMENT" - ··'-1-- RE2 .... - "GAMC" REAL.·· -1 ..... -1.56600-05 
26 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAHC IMAG 1· 3.88610-05 
27 ELEMeNT 1 RE2 X REAL 1 4.06030-03 
-- ·-·--~~ .. --··~-t~~~~+·--···-i-······· .. ~~§··:·-·~····--······-~~~r~-··i··-······--·~·i:~·di~g::g;···-········-·· ... _-., .. --.. --....... _ ... _ .... --..... _ ...... _ ... --...... -.-.... --..... -. 
30 ELEMENT 1. RE2 Y IMAG 1 1.62380-06 
31 ELEHENT 1 RE2 Z REAL 1 2.33760"';03 . 
32 ELEMENT 1 RE2 Z IHAG.1 -1.54920-03 
- .. - -··'·33- -"'- elEMENT···· - T -REi' - ... THT)(-- - REAL .... T '·:1;'0'4870--09 - .- _ ... - .. '- - - -..... - -... - - .. - _ .. - -... - - - - .. - --. - - -.... 
34 ELEHENT 1 RE2 THTX IHAG 1 -1.65870-08 
35 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTY REAL 1 -1.09740-04 
36 ELEHENT 1 RE2 THTY IMAG 1 7.26180-05 
- ---37-····-·ELEHENt-······-i-···REf······-THTi-·····~REAC-i···--·-·····--·-·o:o·-······· .. · ...... - ..... --.... -.-.. --..... - .. -... --.. --.... --..... - ..... ---..... - ......... --.. -.-. ---.-
38 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTZ IMAG 1 0.0 
39 ELEMENT 2 HS1 MODE REAL 1 -6.26270-08 
40 ELEMENT 2 H51· MODE IHAG 1 -7.14470-07 
- --.. 41" -.- -·ELEHENt· - ·'-3-·' HS1 --. -HbriE' - .. ··REAL --1'··- _ .. - L·76Si.O::'-06··-'· - -.... - .-.- - - _ ..... - .- --. - ... - - - _ .. - - .... - _ .. - ... - --.-
42 ELEMENT 3 H51 HOOE IHAG 1 1.20170-06 
43 ELEMENT 4 H51 HOOE REAL 1 3.55420-03 
44 ELEMENT 4 M51 HOOE IMAG 1 -2;35330-03 
"-""45-·""·' E LEHENT .. · .. -·····5·-I1S!-····Hoo E .. ···--····R EAC .. ·· ·1--······--· .... :;5': 74970-08- ---....... --...... -.--...... --......... - ........ "-"".' _ ...... - ...... - ...... --_ ...... _- ...... _-....... -_ ........ - ........ . 
46 ELEMENT 5 H51 MODE IHAG _1 -9.0~360-07 
47 ELEMENT 6 M51 MODE REAL 1 1.62670-03 
48 ELEMENT 6 H51 HOOE IMAG 1 -1.07760-03 
-- ······49 .. · .. -- ELEHEHT···· ~.. . ....... FREQ-- _ .... E1G\) .. · .. ··z·· ...... --·1~·3124·0+·00 ....... - ...... - ...... - .-.... -- ..... - --,- ._-, -.... -- .. _-, -.-. -.- ... - .-.- ....... -.... . 
50 ELEMENT DAMP EIGV 2 8.92760-01 
51 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFTl REAL 2 1. 09510-03 
52 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFT1 IMAG 2 -1.10530-03 
........... 53·····-£LEHEHT--······-l-······RE2·······-QFT2-····-··· REAC-··2······_········-...;7;·22660;;05·····-·-······-··· ... - .......... - ....... - .......... --......... - ......... --........ _ ........ - ...... -.. _-........ _.-........... _ ......... . 
54 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFT2 IMAG 2 4.23460-05 
55 ELEMENT 1· RE2 BETA REAL 2 1.11240-04 IgM Z30687 
, 
I 
56 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETA IMAG 2 -1.00320-05 '. 
.> 
57 ELEMENi·· .. _· ···r-·REi-· .. ···GANA .. -· .. REAC·····-i .. ···· .. · .. · __ ·····::·4 :O·5·69[j::·05-.. ··· .. -~ - ..... - ....... - ........ - .............. ~-- ......... - ............ ~.~~ .. . 
5a ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMA IMAG 2 -1.88700-05 
59 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QTlS REAL 2 1.00000+00 
_ ..... ___ ...... 6Q..... __ ~~EI1f;NL _ .J .. U~E.? __ . (Ul~ .... _ 1;r1.AG ....... 2 .. : .... _ ..... O,!1.. __ ....... _ ..... ...:. __ .. _ ....... _ 
61 ELEMENT 1 .' RE2 QTlC REAL 2 1.59460-04 
62 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QTlC IMAG 2 9.98710-01 
63 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2S REAL 2 9.05730-03. . 
___ 6~ .. __ ~J~M~tIT 1 .. .J~g? .. _qI?~ __ It!AG_? .. · ? .• s..2;t9.P.=...QL __ .... __ .: __ ... __ · .... _~ __ . __ ." __ ... __ . __ .. ____ . __ .. __ ..... _ 
65 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2C REAL 2 -2.58220-02 
66 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2C IMAG 2 8.99940-03 
67 ELEMENT 1. RE2 BETS REAL 2 6.74740-02 
.... _ l?~ __ JL~1:!EIf[ _ ... _1 ....... ~E.2. __ B.El~ .... _ . ..It.1AG .. _.2 _ ...... _::-5~ •. ~1e.l07 .. 02 ..... _ ... __ _ 
69 ELEMENT 1 RE2 SETC REAL 2 5.42350-02 
70 ELEHENT 1 RE2 BETe IHAG 2' 6.74060-02 
71 ELEMENT 1 RE2. GAMS . REAL 2 2.76530-03 . 
_ ....... _ ....... _7.2 ....... _E..L.E..t!E.~I __ ... ..J._ ... R~~L. .. _GAt1?_. _ ...... JtlAG ..... _?. __ .. __ ;t ..•. 9.56?P.:::0 L ....... _ .... _:... ... __ .. ; .. __ ... __ .... __ .. __ .. ___ . _ .. __ ... __ ... _._ ... __ ...... _ 
73 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMC REAL 2 ~1.95730-02 . 
74 ELEMENT 1 .RE2 GAMC IMAG 2 '2.74860-03 
75 ELEMENT 1 RE2 x' REAL'2 1.73890-03 
76 ELEMENT 1 RE2 X IHAG 2 -1.29570-03 . 
_ .... - ···· .. 7'7- - eTEHeNf- - 'y ""'RE2 ...... r -- _ ... R'EAC- 'i" - ..... -:-9~'59jiD'::0'4 - - ... - - .. - ...... -- - _ ... - _ .. - - -- -.' - ...... - ... - _ ... - .- - -
78 ELEMENT 1. RE2 Y IHAG 2 -1.44750-03 
79 ELEMENT 1 RE2 Z REAL'2 4.38730-04 
.... _ .. 13.0 _____ ~ .. ~~.t:!E.~!.... __ :J, __ R.E.?_.~._ ... _±r.1AG_.?_ ... __ ::-.~.,:L:3.?~P..::J15. __ ... ____ ..... __ .. __ ... __ .. __ .... __ ... __ .... __ .... __ .. __ ... __ ..... _ 
81 ELEHENT 1 RE2 THTX REAL 2 1.48900-05 . 
82 ELEHENT 1 RE2 THTX IMAG 2 .1.73890-05 
83 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTY REAL 2 1.21030-05 
__ ... §~ ._. _E.LE.t::!EN.I. _ ...... 1_ J:?E2 .. __ THT)'. I MAG .. _2 ..... __ .. :4. .. P .. 9.0P'::05 ___ ..... __ . _ .. __ .. _ ... ' __ ....... _ .. ___ ... __ ...... ___ .... __ ... _ 
85 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTZ REAL 2 0.0 
86 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTZ IMAG 2 0.0 
87 ELEMENT 2 MSI MODE REAL 2. 1.43010-04 
88 ELEMENT 2 MSl MODE IMAG 2 4.94170-04 
-- ----scj"--·"EfENEN .. f--···-:f····-Hsi···-·MOOE .. -·····--REAL-··i--····-···i:ii77o~04 .... - .. ···· .. --·····--·····-··· .. - .... __ .-_ ..... - ...... __ ........ - ...... _ ...... _-.. _--...... -
90 ELEMENT 3 MSI MODE IMAG 2 -8.12870-05 
91 ELEMENT 4 MSl MODE REAL 2 1.47660-03 
_._ ...... 9L .... _ ~L.Et1.mr.... ..~. _.1"5.1 ...... HOoE Ir:tAG. ..... _? .. ____ .. ::J. ,297:80-:93 _ .. __ .. _ ..... __ ....... _ ...... _ .. __ .. _ ...... _.' __ ... _ ...... ___ ..... . 
93 ELEMENT 5 MSl MODE REAL 2 8.16360-04 
94 ELEMENT 5 MSl MODE IMAG 2 9.53340-04 
95 ELEMENT 6 MSl HOoE REAL 2 1.43410-04 
96 ELEMENT 6 MSI MODE IMAG 2 1.72180-04 
---.... -·9i···· .. -·E"CENEHT-······-·-········-····· .... -FREQ-_ ..... _. EIG\I~-3···-·······-··2:9813D+OO····-·····-.. ·······-··.--..... --..... - ....... - ...... - ........ --~ ...... - ..... - ...... - ...... - ......... -
98 ELEMENT DAMP EIGV 3 6.57120-01 
99 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFTI REAL 3 1.00000+00 
100 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFTl IMAG 3 0.0 . 
- ""laf ... - . "ELEMENT' - · .... i -. RE2 .. , .. -QFT2' REAC -'3 ... - _ .. - IL'ji,560:()3-" - ...... - .,.-
102 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFT2 IHAG 3 -2.50160-02 
103 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETA REAL 3 6.71290-02 
104 ELEHENT 1 RE2 BETA IMAG' 3 5.44610-02 
·~-.. -10S-.. ·······~ELEJjENT· .. ··-·· .. I·-.. RE2--·····GAHA··"'-... REAC······3-.. ······-····-2~·9i40D;:·03~ .. ·····--·······-..... - ..... - ...... - ........ --..... ~.-..... - ....... ~-...... - .......... - ..... -.-.. ~ ..... -~ ......... . 
106 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMA IMAG 3 -1.95790-02 
107 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QTIS REAL 3 -2.19710-03 
108 ELEHENT 1 RE2 QTIS IHAG 3 -2.81410-03 
...... '·109' ... - ElEHENT····r ····RE2 .... - QTlC- ...... REAC" ""3" .. - 1;10360":04 ....... -- ... - ...... - ........ - ............ ~- ..... ~ - .. - _ .. ' - ...... _ ...... ~ ... -., .. _ ......... - .. ~ .. . 
110 ElEHENT 1 RE2 QTIC IMAG 3 -1.65230-03 
III ELEHENT 1 RE2 QT2S REAL 3 -1. 22650-03 
~ 112 ElEMENT 1 RE2 QT2S IMAG 3 1.03750-03 ~"""1l3 ····-··ElEtlENT·-····~·· r····R E 2····· .. _-QT2C-····· .. ·~R EAC·-·3 .. ··--···········_·4·;·1 0 ~ 90:: 04' .... --..... -.-......... - ... ~ ... - ..... -.. - ....... ~~-......... - ....... --...... -~-........... - ........ ~.-- .......... -... ~ ... ~.~.~~~-~ ... ~~ ....... ~ .. 
114 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2C IMAG 3 1.18220-04 
115 ELEHENT 1 RE2 BETS REAL 3 -1.08110-04 Isr.1 Z30687 
I 
I 
116 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETS IMAG' 3 8.39500-06 117··-·-ELEHEHT·····--· ·T--··RE2-······BETC···_····REAL·········3·······--·-··:,."7 ;13520::05-· .. ·--··· .. __ ·· .. ··-_·-·····_--········ .. · ........... - ........... --............ . 
118 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETC IMAG 3 -2.33790-04' 
119 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMS REAL 3 -4.04690-06 
120 ~I,.Et:1!::NL. _ .J. _.R!::?. _ G..jI..!1S .... _ Ir:tAG.._ .... 3_ ._ .. , _ .. ::3 • .7.6110-::04 - .... - .:.. ... - ....... -
- "i2C ELEMENT 1. RE2 GAMC REAL 3 4.55520-04 
122 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMC IMAG 3 2.60650-06 . 
123 ELEMENT 1 RE2 . X REAL 3 1. 98850-03 
124 elEMENT 1 RE2 X I!:IAt? __ ~.. g .. ,.31l.9.lP.=.Q3 .. ___ _ 
-"--"12s'--iLEME'NT---' -1--"RE2-"'-y'" REAL 3 1.26000-06 
._--_ ... _---_.,---_._------_ .. __ .... -
126 ELEMENT 1 RE2 Y IMAG 3 5.63340-05 
127 ELEMENT 1 RE2 Z REAL 3 1.20980-03 
..... _1213. _ .. !::l;.!:1EHI. ___ 1_ .... II!::? ... __ ? ..... __ .. , .II:1A.G.. _3 _ .... , _ .. 1 .•.. 2683Q.~_03._ - .. - _. - -... - - ... - - ... - - .. - -'" - ... - - .. _.- ...... - .... - -... 
129 . ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTX REAL 3 -1.61860-07 
130 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTX IMAG 3 -7.20280-07 
131 ELEMENT 1 . RE2 THTY REAL 3 -6.05560~05 
_ ..... _ ..... P2 .... __ !:.!,,!::tI_!::!:II.. __ ... J:_ ... ReL .. _..J.I:!T.Y. __ .. _;r!:l~G ... _3 .... _____ -=-?.!.~.25.7.P.:::Q5_ ... __ . __ ... __ .. __ · ... ,-.... --.. -----.. --.. --... --.--.. -.--.. -.-
133 elEMENT 1 RE2 THTZ REAL 3 0.0 . . 
134 ELEMENT l' RE2 THTZ IMAG 3 0.0' 
135 ELEMENT 2' MSl MOOE REAL;3 7.61400-06 
136 ELEMENT 2 MSl MOOE IMAG 3 -1.68450-05 
- .... - -"137· - ElEMENT"- -' -3" -"Nsf --" MODC _ .. REAl"- '3"" - .. - -::·2~·4534·D.:o .. 5 - - .- - .. - --- - - _ .... - -- -. - - ... - .... - --- _." - .. - -- -
138 ELEMENT 3 MSl MODE IMAG 3 7.46410-06 
139 ELEMENT 4 MSl MODE REAL 3 1.74620-03 
140 ELEMENT 4 MSl MOOE IMAG 3 2.03450~03 . 
- .. -y41-·-·eTiMENT·---·S--MSi--·HCibf·· .... -R·EAl .. ··3-··--.:8:8"7400·:-06·----.. --.. -----.. --· .. ·--· .. --·· .. ·--.. --.. ·----· _ .. ---.. --
142 ELEMENT 5 MSl MOOE IMAG 3 -3.94890-05 
143 ELEMENT 6 MSl MODE REAL 3 8.60520-04 
__ .... 144 ... __ ~.LE!:1Et:l:r.. __ ._._6_ 1:151_ .. __ MPD.e. IMAG. _3 .. _. 8.61420.:::0 lL _._ ..... _ .. -. _ -- -- - ..... - --.. - .- _ ... -- ..... - - .- -.. - - .. - -
145 ELEMENT FREQ .... EIGV 4 3.34820+00 
146 elEMENT DAMP:' EIGV 4 1.66740-01 
147 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QF,1· c, REAL 4 -1. 23970-01 
__ .. __ ._!,,~. __ ... ;LE.I:1I::IiT __ ..... _:J,_ .... _.~E? .... _.q.f..ilL; ... _IM.AG __ .~._ .. _._ ... ?!.()2t.+5[).::-.()?. ... _ .... _ ..... _ ...... _ .. _-.-.... _ .... - ...... _ .... -_ ....... _ ...... _.-._ ...... _--....... _.....:. 
149 elEMENT 1. RE2 . QFT2', REAL 4 2.00930-03 
150 ELEMENT 1 RE2 . ··QFT2··· IMAG 4 5.31380-03 
151 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETA. ~<\. REAL. 4 -3.50250-03 
152 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETA IMAG 4 -5.34550-03 
"'153- ...... ElEMENT···· - 'T -REZ- -'" GAMA REAL·· .. 4""- - -::1;'44910-03 - .- -- - .... - -' .- .".' - -'-" - ... - _ ... - ... -. - -- - .... - --. -- .. - _ ... 
154 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMA IMAG 4 3.08530-04 
155 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QTIS REAL 4 1.00000+00 
156 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QTIS IMAG 4 0.0 
-_·_ .. ···15i······-ELEHEHl'··_ .... ·-·i-· .... REZ .... · .. -QTIC REiJ.C·_··4· __ ··--_·6·:S8s1j):o:f .. ·-·· .. ·-_··· .. ·_···· .. _-·· ... - ..... - ...... _ ...... -_ ..... -._ ....... _ ...... _ .... --...... _ .... ---
158 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QTIC IMAG 4 9.74080-01 
159 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2S REAL 4 -3.51150-01 
160 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2S IMAG 4 5.32060-02 
"'--"161" -- -"ELENENt" - "'-'1-'" R·E2 _ ... -QT2C- -- "'REAL' --4 ... - -- --6··~"i2·2·3D:02······ - ... _. - -- - - _ ...... -... - -'. - ...... _.- - .-... - ..... - _. - .. _- - .-
162 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2C IMAG 4 -3.52040-01 
163 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETS REAL 4 1.23910-01 
164 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETS IHAG 4 3.15280-02 
-···--·1l;:s-· .. ··--ELEMENr .. ···--···l·-~E2-····BETC····-··REAL········4-.. --·· .. ·:~:3-:·0764D;::02-.. ······--··· .. ·-_ .... _ ....... _ .... -_ ........ --...... _ ........ _ ........ _ ...... _ ......... -_ ......... _ ............ _-....... . 
166 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETC IMAG 4 1.23920-01 
167 ELEHENT 1 RE2 GAHS REAL 4 -8.84750-01 
168 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMS IMAG 4 2.10230-01 
- '"169''' .. - ELEMENt'" -. "1 -"'~E2' ..... GAMC"- '-'" REAL···· -4" -- ..... -;;2 ;ib550":01 
170 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAHC IMAG 4 -8.84820-01 
171 ELEMENT 1 RE2 X REAL 4 1.13350-01 
172 ELEHENT 1 RE2 X IMAG 4 -1.71490-03 
·········"173 ····--·HEHENT-···· .. ·r···· RE2 .. ··· .. ·-r····----······REAC··--·4··-· .. ········-L30830::02····· .. ··-········_··· .. ··_··-····_-···_········_· .. · .. ---... -..... _ ......... _.-...... _ ........ --_ ...... -_ ........ --.......... -
174 ELEMENT 1 RE2 Y IHAG 4 -1.16000-01 
175 ELEMENT 1 RE2 Z REAL\' 4 2.11600-02 IS'.1 Z30687 
I 
I 
176 ELEMENT 1 RE2 Z IMAG 4 -8.01680-04 
·_··"i77·····-ECEMENT····--·· .. i-···REZ-······THfiC-··REAC···-4··---··-·'"1:·396·00·:·05-······-··-·_·····-·······._ ....................... _ ........ _ ........... . 
178 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTX lHAG 41.11750-03 
179 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTY REAL 4 1.54680-03 
__ .. ~.8L __ ~I,Et:!~NL. .J. _.~E.? .. _l):l.H .... _ I;r1~G_ .. . f! .. ....... __ -::S,~;L!?l.P-::P.'!; __ ...... _ ....... _ ... _ ..... _ .... __ ._ ..... _ .... __ .. _ ...... _ ........ _ ... __ .. . 
181 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTZ ·REAL 4 0.0 
182 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTZ IMAG 4 0.0 
183 ELEMENT 2 MSI MODE REAL 4 -1.38490-02 
_. __ 1§_4 __ !;J"EM~.~:r 2 _MS~ ___ t!QQ; ___ I!!A!? __ 't. ~ ... illJ.Q.::.QJ~. .. __ .. __ .. 
185 ELEMENT 3 MSI MODE REAL 4 1.76210-02 
186 ELEMENT 3 MSI MODE lHAG 4· 1.76220-03 
187 ELEMENT 4 MSI MODE REAL 4 9.50590-02 
.... _1~~ _ .. 1:..L~!:!EHI. __ 4._ ... tl~~. ___ M.OO.E .. __ II:1~.G.. _4 __ ... _:-3 .• .44.~OO.::'o:L ___ . __ .... __ . ___ .. ___ .... _. __ . _ ..... ___ .... _ 
. 189 ELEMENT 5 M51 MODE REAL 4 7.65330-04 
190 ELEMENT 5 MSI MODE lHAG 4 6.12680-02 
191 ELEMENT 6 MSI MODE REAL 4 2.14780-03 
_ ... _ ..... .1J2 ..... __ !;J1:.!iEJ:!I __ .~_ •. !:!~I __ t:1P.Q.E __ IJ:1A~. __ 4.___ ._-=-1 .. ,.J.3?9P:::.OL ..... __ ... _____ .. _____ . __ . ______ .... __ ... __ .... __ .. __ .... _ 
193 ELEMENT FREQ EIGV 5 4.48110+00 
194 ELEMENT DAMP EIGV 5 2.81560-02 
195 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFTl REAL 5 3.06620-01 
...... _ .. J9L _ ~!::E!:!~N:r.. ___ !. _ .. ~I;?" _ ... qf:r~. __ .. ~.!:!A(L ..!? .. _ :.. __ 1,}H~0,:Q..1_. __ ..:.. ___ . ___________ .. _ .... ____ ., _ .. __ . _ 
197 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFT2 REAL 5 2.28020-03 
198 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFT2 IMAG 5 -1.60640-02 
199 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETA REAL 5 2.02270-04 
_ . __ .~g._O __ ~I,..E.t!~NL __ ~_R.;? __ ~.ETA._ ... _.I..!:!.~.L_.? __ . __ :!_.....Q?~3P..:.9.2 ... __________ . ____ ..... __ ... ____ . __ ... __ . __ ... __ . __ 
201 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMA REAL 5 1.44900-03 
202 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMA lHAG 5 5.83490-04 
203 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QTIS REAL 5 -4.71160-01 
__ ... 204 . __ ~.LI;.!:!EN.:r.. __ 1_ R.E..2 __ ..9Tl.~. _ .. JMAG .. _5_. __ -=-6.,J)2.~50.::9L __ . ___ . _____ . __ ." __ . __ . _ ..... ____ .... __ . __ 
205 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QTIC REAL 5 1.00000+00 
206 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QTIC IMAG 5 0.0 
207 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2S REAL 51.50620-01 
_____ 2.g.~ __ .;gt!~Jff_._--1 ...... _.F;? .. _~T.2S_. __ It1~!i_ .. s.. __ .. __ .:!-..,.92.§lP::..Cn ... _____ ... __ .. ___ . __ . __ ..... __ .... __ . __ ..... __ ... __ ... __ ...... __ ..... _ 
209 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2C REAL 5 1.21010-01 
210 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2C IMAG 5 -1.22980-02 
211 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETS REAL 5 -7.48580-02 
212 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETS IHAG 5 -6.70960-02 
-- .- -'213 .... -. e"LEMENf-' -Y -RE"Z' -- sETe·· .. - REAC'" -5- -- - ""6 ;67670":02 - .- -- - -.. - - - --. - -.- - .. - - .. - -.. - - - - ... - ...... - .- _ ... 
214 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETC IMAG 5 -7.14890-02 
215 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMS REAL 5 4.20240-01 
216 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMS IMAG 5 7.36720-01 . 
- --···· .. i"ij .. ····-TCEMENT·_· .. ··-C-.. ·REZ'······-GAMC-···· .. ·REAL-·5 .. -· .. ···-~7·:·25·89D·.::·oi····--···--·· .. --···-.. ·.--_.--.. -_ .... -.-..... --..... _ ...... - .... --_ ...... -_ ..... -
218 ELEtlENT 1 RE2 GAMC IMAG 5 4.15640-01 
219 ELEMENT 1 RE2 X REAL 5 -1.21200-01 
220 ELEMENT 1 RE2 X IHAG 5 -1.71450-01 
·····221 - -ELEMENt·- "'-1-' R'E2 - ... y- .. - _ .. "REAC' -,5 '- - --S:'Z2830::0C' - _. - ... - - - -...... - - _. - .. - - - --. -.-- -.- - -.... - ... -
222 ELEMENT 1 RE2 Y IMAG 5 2.79240-01 
223 ELEMENT 1 RE2 Z REAL 5 -2.16960-02 
224 ELEMENT 1 RE2 Z IHAG 5 -2.95570-02 
--··~:!S-·······-ELEf1ENr···--·T-·~E~--··THIX"···--·iiEAC·· .... 5 -· .. ··--······T~·8263[j:;03·-····-·-······-.. ·----·-··--.. · ... --.... _-.. __ ...... - ..... _ ....... _-..... __ ....... __ ......... . 
226 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTX IHAG 5 -1.18090-03 
227 ELEHENT 1 RE2 THTY REAL 5 -1.52330-03 
228 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTY IHAG 5 -2.15300-03 
'229" .. -- ElEtlENT'" - .. "1 -'~E2 ...... THU'- _ ... REAC' -S" ...... -'0;0 ..... -.. -..... - ... - _ ... - ..... - - ...... - .. -. -.... - .. - - .. - ... - _ ....... - _. _ ....... - ...... . 
230 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTZ IMAG 5 0.0 
231 ELEMENT 2 MSI MODE REAL 5 4.22710-01 
~ 232 ELEMENT 2 MSI MODE IMAG 5 -2.14500-01 
•... 0 ·······233·····-·ELEHrnr·-· .. ······3-··· .. l1ST······--·MOOE-........ REAl··-5····--······--::Z:·45060·;;02······-_· .. _··-··-_ .... - ..... - ..... _--.... ---...... __ ..... __ ...... __ ...... --..... - ......... __ ....... .. 
~ 234 ELEMENT 3 MSl MODE IMAG 5 -3.79070-02 
235 ELEMENT 4 MSI MODE REAL 5 -9.59180-02 IBM Z30687 
• 
~i~--'--~ t~~~:!+······--· ···~·-··~~i--.. ···~g~·~···-·"·~~!r··"·-i· ·-····_·······::i: ~~~~~:·~t--····--·······--······-···· .. ···-········ ............... _._ .............. -......... -............. . ............ -_ ........... _ .............. . 
238 ELEMENT 5 MS1 MODE IMAG 5 -6.47420-02 
~ 239 ELEMENT 6 MS1 MODE REAL 5 -2.51280-03 
.0 __ .2.49- i;I,.EI:l!oNT. ... _ .. ~. _MS.;!'. _11001;; .... _ J;11.AG ....... ~ __ .. __ .. ::-.3,9;3810-::03 _. - _ .... __ ....... - -_. -... - ...... - ... -'- -.... - ....... _ ..... - ...... - ........ 00.·· •.• - - ••• 
~ 241 ELEMENT FREQ EIGV 6 5.17590+00 
242 ELEMENT DAMP EIGV 6 6.02330-02 
243 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFTI REAL 6 -3.65760-01 
244 ELEMENT ~_R.E~ .. __ gf.I.1_._It!A~_.~. _____ .~ .• _9~.9.P::-JU ___ .... __ ._._-... --... --.---.. ------.--.--... --.. -----.... -
-- --"245--ELEME'iir 1 RE2 QFT2 REAL 6 2.49860-02 
246 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFT2 IMAG 6 1.20540-02 
247 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETA REAL 6 -1.34170-02 
....... _2~1}. __ .~.L;!:!EI:H. ___ 1_ .... ~~.2. __ !'I.ET.A _ .. ..ItV,S. _.6 __ .... _::-1 •.. 96.320::·03._ - ... - -" -- ....... - - -..... - .. ,- -- -- --" - - - .. - - ... - .... - --. -
249 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMA REAL 6 -7.24980-04 
250 ELEMENT 1 RE2 . GAMA IMAG 6 1.53980-03 
251 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT1S REAL 6 1.00000+00 
__ ... _ ........ J~52 .. _ ... _!iJ,~r:1PH __ .... .J:_ ... R.EF_ .. _QT1~._ ..... JH..~.G .. _.J. ... __ . __ O.,.O_ ........ ___ .... _ .... _ ...... __ .. --... -.-... --.. --.--.... -----.. ---.--.. -.-..... -.-
253 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QTIC REAL 6 6.14450-01 
254 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT1C IMAG 6 3.65380-01 
255 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2S REAL 6 3.44260-02 
256 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2S IMAG 6 3.85320-02 
_ .... - ""257''- - e"LENENT'- _ .. ~'i~ -"RE2- '-'" QT2C'-' _ ... R-EAL"- '"6" - -- -:3~i59'5D~oi _. - .- -" - -.,- - ... - _ .... - .... - - .. - -_ .. - ... -~ -- ._.- -_ .. - - -- --
258 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2C IMAG 6 -4.23830-01 
259 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETS REAL 6 6.70540-02 
_ .... _ .. 2..(,.() __ ._~_LIO.t:1;NL .. __ :l:._~g_ .. !?;T;>. ..... _.I.!:1.\.~L ..... ~ __ .. __ ::.?.,.O.7g?p:.og. __ ..... __ ... _ ..... __ .. _. __ .. ---..... - ..... --.---... ---.. ---.-.-.----.-
261 ELENENT 1 RE2 BETe REAL 6 7.73110-02 
262 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETC IMAG 6 6.55700-02 
263 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMS REAL 6 -6.89820-01 
264 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMS IMAG 6 2.0753~-01 
.- -····265 ... - -"ELEMENT" - '--1-- RE2 -.- -GAMe' REAL' -6 ..... -2.14690-01 -- _ .... - __ . - ---- _.- _ .... __ .. ------_ ....... - -_.- - ---
266 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMe IMAG 6 -7.02870-01 
267 ELEMENT 1 RE2 X REAL 6 2.75400-01 
268 ELEMENT 1 'RE2 X IMAG 6 -6.97900-02 
-····-i69·--.. ELEMENT---···--r ...... -REz· .. _y .. ·--_ .... ··_-REAL_ .. ·(;·_ .. · .. - .. ·'1·:48000.:.01···-.. · .. --.. ··· .. _-.. ·_-.. _-...... ·_·-·--.. --... _ ...... _ .... -_ .... -_ .. _-..... -
270 ELEMENT 1 RE2 Y IMAG 6 8.13390-02 
271 ELEMENT 1 RE2 Z REAL 6 4.28720-02 
272 ELEMENT 1 RE2 Z IMAG 6 __ .. :L.'+.c.150-:.92 _ ... __ . __ ... - _. -- -..... - _.- - .. -- - ... - .... - _.- _ ... - ...... - - - ... 
'''273 ... - ELEHEN'f-' - -i -'RE2 -.... --rH'rX'" REAL"- -6- -"- 4.84090-04 
274 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTX IMAG 6 1.87460-03 
275 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTY REAL 6 2.99990-03 
276 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTY IMAG 6 -9.52440-04 
- _·_·····27i····---e"L·EMENT"···_·······-r-···RE,(·····THTi~··-·······-RE·A·[·~-·6···-·····-···O. 0 ............ _ ....... _ ....... __ ..... _-....... _._ ..... - ....... - .. -_ .... _ ...... __ ...... -_._ .. __ .... _._ ..... --... -
278 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTZ IMAG 6 0.0 
279 ELEMENT 2 MSI MODE REAL 6 -1.74540-01 
280 ELEMENT 2 MS1 MODE IMAG 6 -1.84110-01 
.- -····281" - -'ELEMENt" - ······3·_· 11·51-···· ~Hb[fE"' -_ .. "'REA'C' -6 ... ~ -- ~ 8·~·4564D::.:o2--· - .... - - -.- - --- _ ... - . - --- _ ... - .. -- _. - _ .... - ........ -- - .- - .--
282 ELEMENT 3 MS1 MODE IMAG 6 -6.93110-03 
283 ELEMENT 4 MS1 MODE REAL 6 1.89280-01 
284 ELEMENT 4 MS1 MODE IMAG 6 -6.22500-02 
.. ·-~$5-· ........ ELEHENl'· .... -· .. ·5·--I1Si-· .... HOOE .. ···--.. REAL .. · .... (,-....... -. - .... ···2·~65400::.02··-· ........ --.... · .. ·-· ...... - ........ ·-c ...... -··· .. '-_ ......... _ ....... _ ...... ---....... _-..... -_ .... __ .......... _ .......... . 
286 ELEMENT 5 MS1 MODE IMAG 6 1.02770-01 
287 ELEMENT 6 MS1 MODE REAL 6 5.01550-03 
288 ELEMENT 6 MS1 MODE IMAG 6 -1.96460-03 
.. - "Z89'" ... - E:LEHwr...... .. .... FRE(r- , ..... EIGV· .... -," - .... - "6 ~l7220+00 ... - _ ..... - ....... - ,._ .. _.. ,._.. . ..... ~-. . .... - -... - ..... , - ......... _... .~ ...... _ ..... . 
290 ELEMENT DAMP EIGV 7 2.36050-02 
291 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFT1 REAL 7 1.68170-01 
292 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFT1 IMAG 7 3.01480-01 
........ 293 .... ·_·ElEMENT--· .. · .. · 1· .. · .... RE2 .... ·-QFT2-........ REAl·-7 .. ---·· ...... -L2487D::02°O .... · .. ·-· .... -·· ...... -_ ...... _ .. · .. _· .. ··· .. _-........ -._-......... __ ......... _ ....... --........ - ...... , .. --_ ...... _ .... -.-
294 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFT2 IMAG 7 -1.37870-02 
295 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETA REAL 7 -2.49540-03 IBM Z3C687 
I 
• 
296 ELEMENT' 1 RE2 BETA IMAG 7 . 5.30360-03 . 
) 
297······--·EIE"NEI.fi'·····_· ·T-'··REi-····· .. GANA---·· .. REAC··--·j"-······--······4~S·06·30::04-·_····_···,·· __ ······_··_····_············-........... - ........................ . 
298 ELEMENT 1. RE2 GAMA IMAG 7 3.85570-04 
299 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT1S' REAL 7 -6.84680-01 
.:1.09...., _. __ E~EI1;NT..... .J. _~E.? _, (rl:-l~L. ~"AG_ .... ..1., ._ ... _ ...... 2,6.~32D-::9.1 ____ .... _ ..... __ .... __ ... _ .. _. _ . ___ .... _ ... __ ... _ ....... _ ..... .. 
301 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QTlC REAL 7 1.00000+00 
302 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QTIC . IMAG 7 0.0 
303 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2S REAL , 7 5.90530-01 
___ :tO~ ... __ !;J,Jlli'!:!I 1 RE? .. __ 9I?~ __ ~~AG __ ~.. Z.,.~99~P.=9.L ___ . __ · .. _____ .. __ ._. _" ___ ". .. _____ ... __ 
305 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2C REAL 7 -4.18300-02 
306 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2C IMAG 7 -1.00620-01 
307 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETS REAL 7 -4.51550-02 
30e ELEt!E~T ___ 1_ .. _ RE2. ___ El.ETS. _ ... ..INAJt _.7 _ ._ ... _:-2 .•. 83290.~0~C _______ ... ____ . .....:... . ____ .. ______ ... _ ... __ .. _ 
309 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETC . REAL 7 3.12670-02 
310 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETC IMAG 7 . -3.97170-02 
311 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMS REAL 7 4.38400-02 . 
__ .... .312 .... _._~.~!=.ttE.~I._ ...... !_ .. .R.!;L_._c,;At.1.~ ___ .J!1AG .. _?, .. __ . ___ ~.,.geO.ZP.:::Ol_ ... __ .. __ .. _ ... _____ . __ ... __ · .... ____ . __ . _ ... __ ... __ ... _ ..... __ ...... _ 
313 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMC REAL 7 -3.81700-01 .' 
314 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMC lNAG 7 3.05640-02 'j' 
315. ELEMENT. 1 RE2 X REAL 7. 3.20150-01 
_ .... _ .. .31~. __ ~.~EtI):NT. ___ .. !. _ ... RE.? __ ... L ___ ~~A~ ..... .7. .. __ . __ ~,.?~~'?!l-::QJ.~. _ ... __ . __________ . __ . __ .. _________ .. ____ _ 
317 ELEMENT 1 RE2 Y REAL 7. -2.83840-02 
318 ELEMENT 1 RE2 Y IMAG 7 3.61610-03 
319 ELEMENT 1 RE2 Z REAL 7 2.08990-03 
_. _ .._ .. :3~.~ __ -E.~.):r:rWr:.. ... __ .. ;L.. __ ~!=.?_ .. ~ .. _ ..... _Jt.1;\!L_ ... ?. ____ ::-.?,_o~.~?~().? .. __ .. __ .. __ ... __ . _. ____ ._. __ . __ .... __ .. _. __ .. __ ._ .... _ .... __ 
321 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTX REAL. 7 1.59740-03 
322 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTX IMAG 7 -2.76810-04 
323 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTY REAL 7 1. 72260-04 
__ .... 3~~ ... __ I::LE.tlEN.T.. _ .... _1_. ~.E2 ___ TJiTX. IM;\G .. _7._ .. _ .. ...:-I .•. ~~5_00.:::0L .. __ ... _____ . __ . __ ... __ ... __ .. __ .. _ ...... __ ._ ... __ .... _ 
325 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTZ REAL 7 0.0 
I, ~ 326 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTZ IMAG 7 0.0 
327 ELEMENT 2 MSI MOOE REAL 7 -5.91940-02 
-.. - ----i~~·--··H~~~+--··-~ .... -~~i-·-·~gg~ .. -····-~~~tr-}--··.--.. } ~~~Zg:-~~··---···--···---····--·-·-·····-····-·-······-... -_ ...... _ ..... _ ... --_ ... _-.... -. 
330 ELEMENT 3 MSI MODE IMAG 7 4.67560-01 
331 ELEMENT 4 MSI MODE REAL 7 9.87130-03 
332 ELEMENT 4 MSI MODE IMAG 7 -9.11460-02 . _ 
""333- ..... - ELEMENt'·· "5' -Msf _ ... MODE· .. · R'EAC'" -'1' _.... ·· .. 8;·75780 ... 02 -- -- _ .. - ... - _ .. - -... - - -.. - - -- - .. - .... -. - - - .. - ._- _. - ... 
334 ELEMENT 5 MSI ~OOE IMAG 7 -1.51760-02 
335 ELEMENT 6 MSI MODE REAL 7 1.15670-04 
-- -····ii~······-·~H~~~l-·--····-~--····~~~·······-~~~~ ~~~~·-l·----···--:9·:·~~~~g~g~·····-·····--····---···--..... _ ..... _ .... ---... -_ ..... _ ....... - ..... _-...... _-..... _-..... -
338 ELEMENT DAMP EIGV 8 3.35540-01 
339 ELEMEUT 1 RE2 QFTl REAL 8 3.56750-02 
340 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFTI IMAG 8 -2.12670-02 
.. ····341 -- -'ELEMENT' - '-"1-' RE2 _ ... -QFT2~ _ ... "REAL" -8 .-. - --C76320=o:f-- - _.- - --- - - --.. _ ... - _ ... - .... - _. - .-.. - - .... - - ... - ...... - "-
342 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFT2 IMAG 8 -1.39390-03 
343 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETA REAL 8 3.61160-04 
344 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETA IMAG 8 -3.11850-04 
··-·14S-······--ELEt1ENr·····--·····l·-~E2--· .. ···GAt1A .. ···_ .. ··REA(·········S _·····_-····::3 :04570::05·---········_-······_ .. ······· __ .. ·······_····· ... _--.... _ ....... _ ..... _-....... _ ..... -_ ...... _ ......... _ ........ _ ....... . 
346 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMA IMAG 8 -2.66360-05 
347 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QTlS REAL 8 1.00000+00 
348 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QTlS IMAG 8 0.0 
"349" "- ELEMENr '1 ····RE2 ...... Qrlt··· ...... REAC" -8 .... - -:"1:80390":02 ....... -_ ... - ...... - ....... - .. - - ... - ....... - .. - ...... -- .. - - .... - _ ... - ....... --
350 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT1C IMAG 8 9.63760-01 
351 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2S REAL 8 -5.21770-03 
_ ~ 352 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2S IMAG 8 -2.54240-02 
····Q······353·····--··ELEMENT·_··········r·····RE2······-·QT2C-········REAC--S·····_··_······--2:·32740;;02·····--...... - ...... --..... --..... --...... --........ --........ --....... - ........ --...... - ...... -.-......... - ......... . 
un 354 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2C IMAG 8 4.08530-03 
355 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETS REAL 8 6.50410-02 IBM Z38687 
' . 
. , 





356 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETS IMAG 8 5.37360-02 3si········-eItHENT·····_· "'i'-"RE2 -_······BETC···_··REAL······_'S···_····· __ ······:S. 37·85ri·::·(,.2-·····--··-·-·-········-~·········--········ ............ -.~.-....... . 
358 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETC IMAG· 8 6.50670-02 
.... 359 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMS REAL 8 2.17780-03 
o _ ... ~6CL. ... _ SI,.Er:t~NL. _ .J. _.RE:? _. GAM!?... IMAG 8 ...... _ .. :::1 ,!l6240~02 _ .. __ .-... -- ....... - .. - -.. . 
(1\ 361. ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMC REAC" 'if 1.67000-02 
. . 362 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMC IMAG 8 2.30770-03 . 
363 ELEMENT 1 RE2· X . REAL 8 -4.87800-03 
364 ELEMENT 1 .. J~g .. __ X... _· __ . _J;!1AG_lL_· __ j.,.~8_<!~P.:::O~ .... __ .. __ .. ____ .. __ · .--.. --... --.--... -. ---.-----.. -
-- -··--36S··.--ELEHENT 1. RE2 Y REAL 8 1.88840-03 
366 ELEHENT 1 RE2 Y IMAG 8 2.66350-03 
367. ELEMENT 1 RE2 Z REAL 8 -1.11430-0·3 
...•.. _.3~.~· _ A~.L~.!:1EI:!I. _. _1 ....... ~E.2 ... _ .~ ... __ ...... _:II'1AG. _.8 _ .... ___ 1 .•. 14980~.0:L __ .. - -' .. - _.:,. - - ..... - .. - _ .... - _ ... - .-- - .. - ..... - ... - - .. -
369 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTX REAL 8 -4.89610-05 
370 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTX IMAG 8 -4.2640·0-05 
371 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTY REAL 8 -5.54960-05 
_ .... ~72 ..... _" .. I,,~!:1p:IT.. __ .•.. l_ ... RE:2_ .. ...J!:IH._ .... JI'1.A..G ... _8 ... __ ... _~.,.2~5.P.P.:::.05 __ .. __ .. __ ..... __ .... __ .... - .... _-.. _._ .. _. -._. _ ... _-... _ ... _. _ ....... :....... ... --
373 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTZ REAL 8' 0.0 
374 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTZ IMAG 8 0.0 
375 ELEMENT 2 .1'151 MODE REAL 8 7.95910-04 
376 ELEMENT 2 1'151 MODE IMAG 8 -3.25760"'-04. . 
_ .... - ""37'r- ELEHEtff·· - .. "3' -··Msf .'.' tiooE- - ... REAL"·· -s·· - .". 74~j99iD'::o-4 - .. - .- - .. - ...... -. - .... - -- _. - - .. ~ ... - -'- _ .... - .. - _. '-
378 ELEMENT 3· 1'151 MODE IMAG 8 -5.80170-04 
379 ELEMENT 4 1'151 MODE REAL 8 -4.36320-03 
- ··:-·~·~~·-··-it~·~~-~-···-·l-~~i--·~gg~-····-~~!~·····:-.... -. -·:t!~:~g·~g~·:··-··-···--···--····-·-····--·····-···--... - .... _-.. __ .... - ...... - ... -
382 ELEMENT 5 MSI MODE IMAG 8 -~.3377D-03 
383 ELEMENT 6 1'151 MODE REAL 8 -2.41630-04 
384 ELEMENT 6 1'151 MODE. IMAG.. 8 ... __ 2 .. ,}26 7~:::04_ ... __ .... _ ._. __ .... __ .. _ ... _ .. _. _ .- _ ... - .... -
- ·····385 .... - -ELEMENf - ...... _ ... ' -'. '·'FREQ - "'EIGV -9" 7 .55020+00 
386 ELEMENT DAMP EIGV 9 2.82340-01. 
387 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFTI REAL 9 6.86030-04 
_ ...... _311.~. __ ... E.I,~!I.E.!:II_ .. -.1. ........ ~E.? ... _.gfTl IM"G._.9. .. _ .... _.),,3~~2[):.Q~ ... - .... - ..... - .... - .... - .... -.-.... _ ..... _ ... _ ........ _ ... -.. - .... - •.. _-... _-
389 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFT2 REAL 9 5.45970-05 
390 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFT2 IMAG 9 -5.77000-05 
391 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETA REAL 9 6.88640-06 
392 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETA IMAG.. 9 1. 32750-05 
"-:393- ..... eLEMENT .... - 'T -REz' - ... GAMA'" REA C"· -9 ·-·..· .. L·05230..:06 - .... - -- - "'- -- ...... - .. - - -- - ... - .-... - - - ... - ..... - - .... . 
·394 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMA IMAG 9 -6.56870-07 
395 ELEMENT 1 RE2 . QT1S REAL 9 1.00000+00 
396 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QTlS·· IMAG 9 0.0 . 
- -···'39i .. ··-·eLENENi··_·-····r-····RE2·······-QTIC - ....... ~ REAC--·Cj··-······--C0282if.:-oj·····-----·--····--····-· .... - ..... --.... - ... ----.... - ... --..... --.... --..... -
398 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QTIC IMAS 9 -9.99500-01 
399 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2S REAL 9 1.52640-02 
400 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2S IMAG 9 -4.82170-02 
- "'·'401 .- ··ELEMENt' - "'-1-' RE2···· -QT2C' REAC -·9'- _ .. --4;'si650:::ilC' - .. -- - .- - - - ........ - .-. - ..... - - _ .. - - ..... - ... - .... . 
402 ELEMENT 1 ·RE2 QT2C IMAG 9 -1.53890-02 
403 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETS REAL 9 -5.30580-05 
404 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETS IMAG 9 1.53250-04 
- ... ··-··4br········ELEHENr······-··r'-·~E2-·····6E1C···--··REAC·····9-······--····:·f:·99440:::04-_·········_···· .. -._ ........ _ ........ _ ...... _ ....... - ....... - ...... - ....... _ ....... _ ...... _ ...... -_ ........ _ ......... . 
406 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETC IMAG 9 1.63260-04 
407 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMS REAL 9 -7.00200-06 
408 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GA11S IMAG 9 -1.45320-05 
.. - ··"409'" ... - ELEMENT·" ~. ·1 ····RE2 ..... , Gt.t1C- ...... REAC" -9· .. - ........ ..:L45520-05······· - .. , .. - ..... - .-... _ ....... _ .... _- ...... _ ............ _ ...... _ ... , 
410 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMC IMAG 9 "'-2.88680-05 
411 ELEMENT 1 RE2 X REAL 9 -1.04250-04 
412 ELEMENT 1 RE2 X IMAG 9 4.07120-05 
·········413·····_··£LEHrnr--······ .. I·······ll E2·······_y········ -·········R EAl··-IjI······· .. ·········--:;:2·;·91150·;;05··········-···· .. _ ........ - ....... __ .-...... _ ......... _ ......... _ ............ - ........ - ....... _ ....... ---.. ---...... _--..... -
414 ELEMENT 1 RE2 Y IHAG 9 -5.84940-05 
415 ELEMENT 1 RE2 Z REAL 9 -2.89170-05 IBM Z30687 
I 
416 ELEMENT 1 RE2 Z IMAG 9 -4.24500-05 
, '--'''417 E LEHEN'("'-' ·T-.. ·RE2-·······THTX'···-····REAL .. ····--9'······_--······"'j • 0216[j"::07'-......... - ...... - .. --...... - .......... -. _ ................... __ .......... -_ ......... . 
418 . ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTX IMAG 9 1.35100-06 
419 ELEMENT 1 RE2' THTY REAL 9 -1.38330-06 
_ .... _ ... ~.2L _._ ~!,.Er:!I;NI... .J. _.~;.?. _ l1!.H ..... _ l;.~.AG_ .. _? ...... _ ... ..? ,}~2.30":".Q6 _. __ ._ .. _ ....... _ _._ .... _ ...... __ .. _ ...... _ ... __ .... _ ...... _ ...... _ ..._ ..... . 
421 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTZ REAL 9 0.0 
422 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTZ IMAG 9 0.0 
423 ELEMENT 2 MSI MODE REAL 9. -9.38060-06 
_____ ~.~ .. __ ~.J"EM~.!:f.T 2 .J!g .. __ M9.!:lF_-!!:!A(i __ 9.. __ -=l.,.~Z~p.::.Q2.. .. __ . ___ . __ ·.. __ . __ . __ .. ___ . _____ .. ___ . __ . _____ ..... _ 
425 ELEMENT 3 MSI MOOE REAL 9 9.60720-06 
426 ELEMENT .3 MSI MODE IMAG 9 -1.07440-05 
427 ELEMENT 4 MSl MOOE REAL 9 -1.11820-04 
..... _4~~ __ ,I;.L~ .. r:!E~I. ___ 4 ..... tt~I._ ~MoQ~ _ ..... IJ:1A(t _9 __ .... __ 6 •. 88860.~05. __ .. __ .. _ ...... ___ .. __ ... __ ._ ... _ .... ____ . _ ...... _ ... __ .... _ 
429 ELEMENT 5 MSI MODE REAL 9 3.84960-05 , 430 ELEMENT 5 MSl MODE IMAG 9 7.40670-05 , 
431 ELEMENT . 6 MSI MODE REAL 9 -6.55240-06 
_._ ... _ ....... ~32 ...... _!; .. I,,~!:1Et:!T.. 6 _.!:!2.~_ .. -11()!:lE __ .. _J.!:!AG ... _·L __ .... ......::.~.,.6 .. 2.2.?P.:::OL ..... __ .. __ ....... _ ... ___ .... __ .. ----_. __ .. __ ... __ .. __ ...... _ .... _ ... 
433 ELEMENT FREQ EIGV 10 1.18030+01 
434 ELEMENT DAMP EIGV 10 1.81160-01 
435 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFTI REAL 10 1.00000+00 
436 ELEMENT l' RE2 QFTl IMAG 10 0.0 
..... - '''437- - E'LEMENf- _ .. T -"RE2 - ... QFT2- - .. REAL'"'' io" - -- -L'48920':02 - - .. - - - ... -. -- - -.- - - - ... - _ .. - ...... -.- _ ..... - ... - - .. -
438 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFT2 IMAG 10 -4.87640-02 
439 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETA REAL 10 -4.64370-05 . 
_ ... __ ~.~~ ___ EL.~.!':!~N! .... __ :J, __ R.I:.?_ .. !3..E.TA_ .. _·_~!:l.A.G_.~.9_._. __ ... ~..!_39.?3P.::9.~ .. __ .... __ ... __ ... __ ... __ .. ___ .. __ ... __ .... _ ... ___ ... _ ...... _ ..... __ ._ 
441 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMA REAL 10 1.80280-05 
442 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMA IMAG 10 -1.89170-05 
443 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT1S REAL 10 5.12570-04 
_ ...... 4~~ ... _. _~.L!;!:!EHJ.. __ ..... 1_ R,E2 .. _ . ...9Tl~. _ ... JMAG .. _~~_ .... _ .. _1 .. ,.3318~:::03 __ ...... __ . _____ . __ ... __ . __ . __ ... _ .. _ .. ___ ...... _ ....... 
445 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QTIC REAL 10· -2.25360-03 
446 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QTIC IMAG 10 1.01320-03 
447 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2S REAL 10 8.28020-05 
448 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2S IMAG 10 -7.94270-03 
- --449--ELEMENT---i ...... · .. RE£-QT2c-.... · .. -REAC-fo·-.... ·-·:4·:08540:.:03 .. ·-.... ·_ ...... __ .... - .... --.. -.. _-.. ·--.. ·_ ...... -_ ...... _· .... - ..... - ...... __ ..... -
450 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2C IMAG 10 -1.06900-03 
451 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETS REAL 10 5.39760-06 
452 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETS IMAG 10 -3.88430-06 
"'453 .... - ELEHEN'f" - "i -REz' - ... BETC REAL .... ie;- ....... -- "-1 ~·65660..:o5 - '''- _ ... - .. - - ... - -..... -.-.. - .- _ ... - .... -. -. - - ... - ...... - .. -
454 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETC IMAG 10 -2.41530-05 
455 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMS REAL 10 -7.46010-05 
456 ELEMENT 1 RE2 SAMS IMAG 10 -1.00260-04 
_ ... - .... 4·5·r---EiEi1ENT .. - ........ l-.... RE2 .... ··-GA~i'c--.. -·-REA·[-i·0· .. -_ .... _·4·:73820:.:05 ...... _ .. · .... - .... ·_ .. · .. ·-_ .. · .. __ .. ·--· .... - .... --.. --........ - ..... - .... --... --..... -
458 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMC IMAG 10 -5.19870-05 
459 ELEMENT 1 RE2 X REAL 10 -4.31340-04 
460 ELEMENT 1 RE2 X IMAG 10 -6.68740-04 
- ...... 461 .- -e"LEtiENT' - '''-1- RE2 -.... _yO .. - _. "REAl" -1'0 .. - _. - L4if90::o4"'" - --.. - -- - - .. ,,-.. - .- -.- - .-- - - _ ... - .... - -. - .... - - .. -
462 ELEMENT 1 RE2- Y IMAG 10 2.20380-05 
463 ELEMENT 1 RE2 Z REAL 10 -2.24970-04 
464 ELEMENT 1 RE2 Z IMAG 10 -1.84210-04 
-_ ... - .. 46S-· .... -EL~MENr .. -··l·-·1lt;2--.... ·tliiX .. · .. - .. ·REAC .... lo-· .... _ .... · .. ::2:·71970:06-........ ·_ ...... ·_ .. --.... -·_· .... · .. _·-...... _ ....... _ ...... _ ...... _ ...... _ ........ _ ........ _-_ ....... - ....... . 
466 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTX IMAG 10 -3.26890-07 
467 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTY REAL 10 8.57970-06 
468 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTY IMAG 10 -6.74980-06 
._- '''469'' -- ELEMENT'" '1 -"'RE2 ...... THTZ'" ._ ... REAC .... I0 ...... -0;0'" .......... _ .... - _ ..... - _ ..... -_ ....... _ .... _- ...... - .- - ... - "- - ........ _ .. -.. - ...... _ ...... . 
470 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTZ IMAG 10 0.0 
471 ELEMENT 2 MSI MODE REAL 10 6.91670-06 
~ 472 ELEMENT 2 MSI MOOE IMAG 10 -4.11590-06 
.... 0 ........ ·473 ...... _ .. ELEHENT--.... ·3-...... l1S1· ...... -110DE-........ ·REAL ..... IO· .... _-· .... --5·;·26950;;06 ........ --· ........ _ ...... -_ .... ·--.... ·-_ ...... ·_ ........ __ ......... _ ....... _ ......... _ ....... - .......... _ ....................... -
~ 474 ELEMENT 3 MSI MOOE IMAG 10 8.66200-06 
475 ELEMENT 4 MSI MOOE REAL 10 -3.91120-04 IBM Z30687 
476 ELEMENT 4 MS1 MODE IMAG 10 -6.61300-04 
--"'"4ij--'-EL"eNENT"'---' ···s-·· si--·· .. ··MOOE"··--···REAC····iii-·· .. ·--······:i:4·911[j"::·O~-····-·-······-·······-·······--··········· -...... _-_ .......................... -................. __ ............ -............ - . 
~ 478 ELEMENT 5 MS1 MODE IMAG 10 -1. 79220-05 
~ 479 ELEMENT 6 MS1 MODE REAL 10 -1.46750-04 
_ 5.8L ... _ nEMEN'L _ ,.f?. _M$.l,. _1100E _ :I:/:WL lO ....... _ .. ::-.5,1.95~0-::05 _ .. -- ...... - ....... - ..... - .. . 
481 ELEMENT FREQ EIGV 11 1.27010+01 
482 ELEMENT DAMP' EIGV 11 6.22100-02 
483 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFT1 REAL 11 1.00000+00 
484 ELEMENT 1 ... .R;? ... _~En __ ~!:!~G-ll.._-_-9 ..•. Q_ .. ---.. --.. --.----.. --... -----.----.--... -----.. --... -
----48S--ELEME·iIT 1 RE2 QFT2 REAL 11 2.19070-02 
486 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFT2 IMAG 11 '-7.33770-02 
487 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETA REAL 11 -1.07540-03 
...... _,4IH~ __ ... E.L;.!'1E~..I. __ 1 ... _. ~E~._ .B.ETA _ ... _ItlAG.. _1.1_ ...... _.1 .•. ~396n.::.OL - .. - - - _ .... - - ...... - .-... - .- ..... - ,- -- - ...... - .- - ... -
489 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMA REAL 11 6.87210-05 
490 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMA IMAG 11 3.55770-05 
491 ELEM.ENT 1 RE2 QTlS REAL 11 9.64650-03 
_ ..... _ ...... 9.?2 ....... _nEtlPU __ .... J_ .. .RE:2 ...... _QJl:;_ ...... I!1AG .. __ 1J .... _· ___ .8.,.;n~1.p.:::.O'L .... __ .... __ ..... __ .... __ ...... _ .... . 
493 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT1C REAL 11 -5.53390-02 . 
494 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT1C IMAG 11 -5.97490-02 
495 ELEMENT 1 ~E2 QT2S REAL 11 2.88230-01 
...... __ ... ~9L __ E.JEI1E.N'L _ ... ~ ...... ~EZ ...... qI2~L ..... It1~(L 11. .. __ ._ . ...::.3,.(?_05.ltP-::9.1 _ .. - - _. - -'- -.:. . ..:.. -. - .... - - - - .. - -- -- -- - -- -- -
497 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2C REAL 11 -2.47070-01 
498 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2C IMAG 11 -2.03820-01 
499 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETS REAL 11 3.71770-04 
_. ···-·~~·~-·-R~·~~*-··--·i-~~~-··~H~······-~~~r-·H-···--.. ~:~~~.~g-:g:.--.. --.. --.-.. --... ---.. --..... -.-... --... --..... --.... --... --... ---- . 
502 ELEMENT 1 REZ SETC IMAG 11 -1.14150-03 
503 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMS REAL 11 2.32050-03 
__ ... 5Q~ .... __ E.L;!1Et:ff. _ ... _1_. R.E2_ .... _GAM~. IMAG 11 _ ... .:3 .. ,}0?90.:::03_ .. __ . __ .. _ .... _ -- -- _.- - ..... - - ... - - ... _ .... - -- -- -'" - ..... -
505 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMC REAL"" -11 1.24370-03 
506 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMe IMAG 11 7.78360-04 
507 ELEMENT 1 RE2 X REAL 11 1.66380-02 
- ----~·g~--··~[f~~~·-·-t·········~~~···--·~····-·-····--·~~!r-H·-····-~tlt~~g:g~···-·-·--·····-······-··-·-·· ..... _ .... _ ...... _ .... __ ...... _ ...... _ ...... - ..... __ ......... -
.510 ELEMENT 1 RE2 Y IMAG 11 7.45170-03 
511 ELEMENT 1 RE2 Z REAL 11 3.56940-03 
._ ...!~1L ....... EI"E!:!E.NI .... __ .l,. _RE.? __ Z._ ..... _. IM.At; .... 1~ ....... _ .. ::5,.~.(>5.9D-:O?_ ... - _ .. - .... - -' - -..... - ... - - .,- - ... - -- _. -- - ... - -- -- ---
513 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTX REAL 11 -1.17390-04 
514 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTX IMAG 11 -1.40490-04 
515 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTY REAL 11 2.92230-04 
516 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTY IMAG 11 -4.09450-04 
-- - .. ··sif······--·ELEMENT·--······ .. C·····RE2·······-THTZ-...... ~ REAC--ii··_······-_··o:·o·············_·······_·····_-..... _ ... -_ ...... _ ..... _ ... __ ... _ .... _ ....... _ ...... _ ... --..... --.... -
518 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTZ IMAG 11 0.0 
519 ELEMENT 2 MS1 MODE REAL 11 2.94190-04 
520 ELEMENT 2 MS1 MODE IMAG 11 2.50390-04 
-"·521 -- --ElEHEfff" - '-'3-" MSl _ ... ~MbDE·· REAr' 'It .. - ~- --Z·:·36Z·00·:::o4""· - -.. - -- .- -- - -... - . -. _.- _.,. - .... - - - _ ... - - .... - -" - _ ..- - -
522 ELEMENT 3 MS1 MODE IMAG 11 3.47120-04 
523 ELEMENT 4 MS1 MODE REAL 11 1.68100-02 
524 ELEMENT 4 MS1 MODE IMAG 11 -2.48000-02 "--!>~S-""'-E LEHE!·n·······_··s- Hsi-····NOOE·····--···REAC····ti-.. ······_·····..;.6·;43s90..:.03·_·······_··········_·····_····· __ ········_·······-..... __ ....... _ ...... __ ........ __ ....... _ ...... _ ..... -_ ....... . 
526 ELEMENT 5 MS1 MODE IMAG 11 -7.70210-03 ' 
527 ELEMENT 6 MSI MODE REAL 11 2.07290-04 
528 ELEMENT 6 MS1 MODE IMAG 11 -5.0585D-04 
"529" -.- ElEMENr·· .. - ... - ....... , ....... FREQ'- _ .... EIGV···· i2' - ...... -1 ~"48100+01 ....... - .... - _ ..... - ....... - ............ - ....... - --- - ... -' .... - - ...... - - .. '- ...... _ .. '- . 
530 ELEMENT DAMP EIGV 12 4.49150-02 
531 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFT1 REAL 12 2.94310-01 
532 ELEMENT 1 REZ QFT1 IMAG 12 -2.38430-01 
·······533 ·····--··E LEHENT-····-··r······RE2·····-QFTZ -:-......... REAC··-1Z·····_·· .. ······--.;;S: .. 39090·:03 ....... - ......... _ ...... __ ....... _ ...... _ ....... __ ......... __ ....... :.-_ ....... - ........ __ ....... -_ ....... _ ....... - ....... -. 
534 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFT2 IMAG 12 -,4.68680-02 





.. _ .... 536 ELEMENT ..... _ .... 1,._ J~i;Z_ ...... ~H~ ... _ ... IM~G ..... ~Z ....... __ ........ 9, l,Z6Z0:.!l.lt_ ....... __ ...... _ ....... _ ........................................ _ ...................... . 
537 ELEMENT 1 REZ GAMA REAL 1Z 3.15020-05 
538 ELEMENT 1 REZ GAMA IMAG 1Z 1.44750-05 
539 ELEMENT. 1 REZ QT1S REAL 1Z -3.46470-0Z 
_ ... 5..41L __ EI,.Et:!IONI .... _ .. J. _~E..?. _." Qn5. .... _ IMAG ..... 1~ ....... _ .... .!t •. !l.S360-.P1_ .. __ .... _ ....... _ 
541 ELEMENT 1 REZ QT1C REAL 1Z -4.66010-01 
54Z ELEMENT 1 REZ QT1C IMAG lZ 1.88Z30-01 
543 ELEMENT 1 REZ QTZS REAL 1Z Z.51030-01 
____ 5.44 __ i;J,EMi;.!:IT 1 ItE~. __ qI?S __ J;t.!AG_1,?. ___ .~.,.244~P.::-J!.:L _____ .. __________ ... __ . __ ... _ 
545 ELEMENT 1 REZ QTZC REAL 1Z 1.00000+00 
546 ELEMENT 1 REZ QTZC IMAG lZ 0.0 
547 ELEMENT 1 REZ BETS REAL 1Z -1.68890-03 
.. __ 5'+.~ _ .. J;;.Ll't1EI:fI:. ___ 1 ...... RJ;;2 .... _ .. BEIS. .II:1.6;G. . lZ _ " ... _::-1 .•. 92.9.10-::.04 ... ___ .............. __ ...... _ ...... _ .... _ ..... _ ._ .. _. _ ..... _ .... _ .... . 
549 ELEMENT 1 REZ BETC REAL 1Z 4.Z3020-04 
550 ELEMENT 1 REZ BETC IMAG 1Z -8.81550-04 
551 ELEMENT 1 REZ GAMS REAL 1Z Z.60110-03 
__ ... __ .... 55Z ..... __ !;J,.I:!:!Pf.L __ ... J·_ ... RgL __ GAM~. __ .. .:r!:!AG ... _1,.?. ____ ---=2.,.~Q39.P.:::Q3_ ... _. __ .. _. ___ ... __ ... __ .. __ ... __ . _____ ...... _ .... __ .. __ ...... ,.-....... _ 
553 ELEMENT 1 REZ GAMC REAL lZ 6.48720-03 
554 ELEMENT 1 REZ GAMC IMAG lZ Z.58570-03 
555 ELEMENT. 1 REZ X REAL 1Z 7.ZZ470-03 
--.. - ... ~~$- - ~·t~~~~- _. + .... :~~ ...... ~ .. -- -:., ~~~~ ... ~~ .. - .-.. -::t~{i~g~~~ _ ... - .- _.'- -- ~ -, -... - .... - - - - .. - -- - _ ... ~ - - :-. 
558 ELEMENT 1 REZ Y IMAG 1Z -7.70790-03 
559 ELEMENT 1 REZ Z REAL 1Z 1.69020-03 
- ····-.. ~t~--tH·~[~--}-:[~·-·~TX --~~~r-·t~-··--·:t~~~~g-:-g!··--··-----·--·--·---··· .. --·.... . ... _ .. --_ .. _-.---.-... -
562 ELEMENT 1 REZ THTX IMAG 1Z 1.41640-04 
563 elEMENT 1 RE2 THTY REAL 1Z 1.07680-04 
___ .5~.~ _ ...... ~.LEI!EN.I. _ ..... 1_. IlE.Z _ ... _THT:y" ;IMAG .... 12 _. _..:~,~9.~_20.:::Jl4 ... , _ ...... ___ ._. _ .. _ ... _. __ ._. _ .. __ .... _ ..... _ 
565 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTZ REAL 12 0.0 
566 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTZ IMAG 12 0.0 
567 ELEMENT Z MSI MODE REAL 12 -5.47820-04 
_._ .. __ ~~.~ __ .E.I,.E!:!E.IfT_ ... _? ........ !1S:1, .. _Jl{)[)E ....... _ l:M.t.G._J.?_ ..... _:.5 .• n9.@:::!l . .5. ... _ ... __ .... _ ... _ ....... _ .. : ..... _ .... __ ..... __ ... __ ...... _ ....... _ ........ _. __ ...... _ 
569 ELEMENT 3 MSI MODE REAL 12 -5.29560-05 
570 elEMENT 3 MSI. MODE IMAG 12 3.21300-05 
571 ELEMENT 4 MSI MODE REAL 12 7.20010-03 
_ .. _ ... ~7L _ ... ~I"EM.ENT ... _ .~. _M5.1: .... _ ~OOE I.I1AG ..... IZ .. _ .... _ .:::l,~H~O-:9.? _. __ . ____ . __ .... _ " ___ _ 
573 ELEMENT 5 MSI MODE REAL 12 3.61600-02 
574 ELEMENT 5 MSI MODE IMAG 12 7.76530-03 
575 elEMENT 6 MSI MODE REAL 12 2~50150-04 
__ .... S..7~ ..... _.E..I,E~EHT .. __ .... ..§_ ..... I:1?~ ........ _ MOOE ... _ ..... IM".G .. _1? .. _ .... _-:-.~.,:1,3()2[)::0f? ..... _ ...... _ .... _ ... __ ._ .... _ ....... ____ ..... __ . _._._ ..... __ . __ ...... _ ...... _ ....... _ 
577 ELEMENT FREQ EIGV 13 1.61810+01 
578 ELEMENT DAMP EIGV 13 1.36830-01 
579 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFT1 REAL 13 1.19960-02 
580 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFTI IMAG 13 1.05880-02 
- -····581 .- -ELEMENT' - -"'1-" RE2··-· -QFTZ' ... "REAL'" T3 ...... - - 2";'24'760:::03-" - -- - .. - - - - ..... - -- - ... - ... - - - - .. _ ...... - ... - .. - - .. -
582 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFT2 IMAG 13 1.06150-03 
583 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETA REAL 13 -4.01090-05 
584 ELE~ENT 1 RE2 BETA IMAG 13· -2.73770-05 . 
-_. ··-··!;85-···-··ELEMENr···--··I-·REf-····GANA···--··REAC····13-·······-·······::.7:39710:·07-·········---······-...... -_ ......... - ...... - ........ - ..... -.-...... - ....... - ......... - ........ ---........ --.......... - ........ .. 
586 ElEMENT 1 RE2 GANA IMAG 13 1. 2207D-06 
587 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT1S REAL .13 1.00000+00 
588 ELE~ENT 1 RE2 QT1S IMAG 13 0.0 
-. "589'" .. - ELEMENr'" - "1 ····~E2 ...... QTlC" ..... REAC' 13' - ...... --L73280-"03 ....... _ .... - ........ - ...... -- "." ..... '- ........ ..- -'" - ..... . 
590 ElEMENT 1 RE2 QTlC IMAG 13 9.95690-01 
591 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2S REAL 13 1.68550-02 
...... 592 elEMENT 1 RE2 QT2S IMAG 13 -5.29160-02 
.... 0 ......... 593····-·ElE~ENT·--······r······RE2······--QT2C -_ .... REAL .... ·13····_·········--3 ~9212D;;02·········-·······-·········-·······--········-_ ....... _ ...... _ .. _ ......... _ ......... _ ......... _-_ ....... _ ... -.... _ ........... --......... . 
~ 594 ELEMENT 1 REZ QT2C IMAG 13 4.34780-02 
595 ELEMENT 1 REZ BETS REAL 13. -1.25850-04 19r.l Z38687 
I 
596 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETS IMAG 13 1.3860.0-0.4 597-_·····---e "LEMEHf·····--_· "i-" RE2 _·······BETC REAC···-i3-··_···-······:1 :·"3·0·461:i::·oi;---·····-······--·······~·-······--···· ...... -~ ...... ~-.......... -~ ................. _ ... _".' .......... __ ........ . 
598 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETC IMAG 13 -1.290.50-0.4 
~ 599 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMS REAL 13 2.36340-0.4 
~ 60.0. ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMS -.:. J;1.1~G ..... l,3 •...... _· .. ::-.~.(?~9(,P"7.95 _. _ .•.. - .....• - -- ...... - .... - -- -- •.... - .... - _ ..• - ._. _ .... - -... . 
-···0 - "6'01"'- EiEHENT"'" - "1" -RE2' -- GAt£'" REAL 13 8.17190-0.5 
60.2 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMC IMAG 13 2.330.60-0.4 
60.3 ELEMENT 1 RE2 X REAL 13 1.0.1260-03 . 
----i~~·--H~~[~ i ~~§ .. ~-. ~~!·r-H··---:~·:-~~jg:g{··--·-------·--··--··-------·-----------
60.6 ELEMENT 1 RE2 Y IMAG 13 -9.9720.0-0.4 
60.7 ELEMENT 1 RE2 Z REAL 13 1.62490-0.4 
...... __ 69.!}. _ ... ~q:!:!E!:Ii. __ :.1_ •.. R..E.2 .. _ .Z .. _. _ ...• INA.G __ 13_ ...... _1.,.n9.5Q.~C'L:"'" .- _ .. - _ ... - - -.- - .- - - '-- - -- _. - -- - .- -
60.9 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTX REAL 13 9.79940-0.6 
610. ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTX IMAG 13 1.81610-0.5 
611 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTY REAL 13 2.37230-0.5 
_ ..... __ .... (,12 ..... __ ~J,,~!:1!'.~I __ J_ .. R;L •. _TJ:\I.Y. __ .JJ:!A~ .. _.U .... ____ -J, .. ,.5~~Q:::.O'.5_ .... _ .... _. - .. --.. -----.. 
613 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTZ REAL 13 0..0. 
614 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTZ IMAG 13 0..0. 
615 ELEMENT 2 MS1 MODE REAL 13 -8.92020-0.6 
_ .... _ ... (,1(,. __ !o.I"Er:tlO.H~L _. _Z _.!1s.;. __ .. I!Q!lL _ .. : It1A(L l,~ .. __ . __ J, •. 53~5.D"7.QP - - .. - -' - -'- - - ~ .. - - - - -. - --. - - -- - - -- -
617 ELEMENT 3 MS1 MODE REAL 13 2.50.240-0.6 
618 ELEMENT 3 HS1 MODE IMAG 13 4.51350-0.7 
619 ELEMENT 4 MS1 MODE REAL 13 1.02320-0.3 
- ····-t~·~-·· ~~·~·~~~f-·--~-~~i--·~g~·~·-··-~~tr--H--·--::·~~~~~~g~{: .. --.--.------.--.. ---.--.... --.--.. ---.-----.-.----
622 ELEMENT 5 MS1 MOOE IMAG 13 9.95660-04 
623 ELEMENT 6 MS1 MODE . REAL 13 -4.21570-0.5 
624 ELEMENT 6 MS1 MODE IMAG 13 1.30.700-0.4 
. - -"'625 --.. -E'LEMENT' - .-.- - .- .. -- -.. - FREQ' - '''fIGV'' '-i4 - ... - i'~'6i90ri+'Ol- - -- - --- - .- _. -- -.- - .... _. - - _.- - -.-- - - -- - -
626 ELEMENT DAMP EIGV 14 5.43930-0.2 
627 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFT1 REAL 14 -4.01980-0.2 
. ____ .2.~~. __ .. J::gl:1J::I:'!.L __ ._L .. _ ..RE2 .. _.gF.T1_ ..... __ JIj.ol.G_J.~. __ ... _::-.~.,.?2.9.9.P.::9.Z. .. __ .. ___ ... __ .. __ ... __ .. _. __ .. --... ----... --.. --... --.-----
629 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFT2 REAL 14 -1.18270-0.2 
630. ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFT2 IMAG 14 -1.0.520.0-03 
631 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETA REAL 14 1.650.80-0.4 
632 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETA IMAG 14 1.0.8580-0.4 
.- -'633 .... - EiEME'NT···· - -1" -RE~f G'AMA'- -. R'EAL"'- 14 _.- - --3~'495i"D--06 - .- _ .. - .-- - - -_. - -- - - _. - .- - .- _. - -- .. - - --. 
634 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMA IMAG 14 -5.0.7290-0.6 
635 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT1S REAL 14 -1.10.770-0.1 
636 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT1S IMAG 14 1.97460-0.1 
---·····6"3y·····--E"i.:E"MENT·_·· .. ·-C·····REZ······--QTiC-... --REA"l·-i4"·--······--·9·:"iii70:::0Z'···· __ ··_-··-_···· __ ··-.-.... --.---... - ...... --.. ---..... ----.---
638 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT1C IMAG 14 9.57490-0.2 
639 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2S REAL 14 1.0.0.0.0.0+0.0 
640. ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2S IMAG 14 0..0. 
- -"'"641" -.- -ELEMENT" - -··1- RE2 .... - -QTZC' REAC -14 .. -. -- - L·117S0:::oz-·· - -.- - - - - •...... - - --. - .-- _. - _ ... - ... - - .. - .-- - '-
642 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2C IMAG 14 -9.39440-0.1 
643 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETS REAL 14 1.640.60-0.4 
644 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETS IMAG 14 -3.36470-0.4 
- ··-·6·4!)"""······-·tlti1EHr·····--····:r-···~E2-·····BEn:·····-···REAC··T4·-····--·····;;.:i~5570D:::04--·········- ......... _ ...... _ ....... __ ........ _ ....... - ....... - ... --........ _-..... _ .... __ ... ---....... _._ ...... . 
646 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETC IMAG 14 -1.67420-0.4 
647 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMS REAL 14 -8.91560-0.6 
648 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMS IMAG 14 -1.0.3980-0.4 
- '·649'" ... - El'EHEHr··· ."], -. RE2 ...... GAHC··- ..... REAC'" 14" ...... --9;29870-"05 ....... - .... - ..... - -'" -- .. -.. - .... _ ...... - .. - - ... - .... - - .... -. _ ... - ....... '.'.'" 
650. ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMe IMAG 14 8.60.310-0.4 
651 ELEMENT 1 RE2 X REAL 14 -3.36990-0.3 
652 ELEMENT 1 RE2 X IMAG 14 -8.50920-0.4 
········653······--·ELEHENT·_···_··l-· .... "RE2······_y·······_·········REAr-14······_·········-..;S·;·96080;;04···· ... __ .... -:-... ---..... __ ... -._ ...... - ....... _ ....... ---..... _ ... , .. - ...... -_ ...... -_ ....... _ ...... -
654 ELEMENT 1 RE2 Y IMAG 14 -7.16870-0.3 




656 ELEMENT 1 REZ Z IMAG 14 -4.31350-04 657 ELENEHf····_· ··i-·REZ-······THTX··_····REAL·····"it;·--······_·······i ~iii·86ti·::·O·5-·······-·······-·······--········--····· ... _ ................ _ ........................... -....................... _ ............... _ ........ . 
656 ELEMENT 1 REZ THTX IMAG 14 1.31360-04 ) 
659 ELEMENT 1 REZ THTY REAL 14 -6.Z3960-05 
_ .. _ .J!.61L. ___ !;!-:Er:1~NL _ .J. _.~~.?. _ .. 1!:1JY.. ... _ ltl!<G ..... l't_ ...... _ ..... 1,56Q6P-:~5 _ ... __ .... _ ..... __ 
661 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTZ REAL 14 .0.0 
66Z ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTZ IMAG 14 .0 • .0 
.- .. -- _.. -- _.... - .-.- -.... -- ••.... -.~.. . .. - -... '--:- -_ ... 
) 
663 ELEMENT 2 MS1 . MOOE REAL 14 -1.16970-.05 
_._. __ 66 'L __ !;.!,.EM E!:!J 2 !1~:t. __ I19.9.~_._Il'!!'!G_:t~ -~.,.~.1~5P.::.Q5 __ . __ .. ___ . ____ ... _____ . __ ... ___ · __ .. __ .. __ . __ .. __ .. _ 
665 ELEMENT 3 MS1 MOOE REAL 14 -7.63910-06 
666 ELEMENT 3 MSl MOOE IMAG'14 5.61620-06 
667 ELEMENT 4 MSl MOOE REAL 14 -3.36080-.03 
..... _.66.~ __ .EL~.!:!Eijf. __ 4_ ..... I1S.1. __ I1.o0.E .. _ .... _I.MAG.. _14_ .... __ :'7. .•.. 70.81.0=.04._ ....:.. .. __ . __ .... ___ .. _. _ ... __ ... __ .. _. __ .. _ ..... __ .. __ .. 
669 ELEMENT 5 MSl MODE REAL 14 6.07780-.04 
67.0 ELEMENT 5 MSl MODE IMAG 14 7.20310-.03 
671 ELEMENT 6 MSl MODE REAL 14 -4.78070-06 
_ ..... _ .. .J~R .... _~.mmrr._ .. __ 6_M~~ __ t1Qp..; __ .... XnAG .. __ :t~ ... __ .-=.? .• .7.ll9.P.:::QL .... _ .... __ .. __ ... __ ... __ . 
673 ELEMENT FREQ EIGV 15 1.92970+.01 
674 ELEMENT DAMP EIGV 15· 4.61710-.02 
. 675 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFTl REAL 15 5.60860-.01 
....... _ ... ~7~ __ !;.I"E!1~.NL __ !. _ .. RE~ _ .. qr=.:n __ .... ~nA(L 1?. _ ...... _4,.~?~9.0-:'!!J _. _ .. __ .. ___________ .. __ .. ____ ._ _ .. ____ ._ 
677 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFTZ REAL 15 1.00.000+.0.0 . 
678 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFT2 IMAG 15 .0 • .0 
679 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETA REAL 15 -Z.61.o80-.o3 
_ .... _.~.~Q_~_~E.I!~~ __ :l:._~.~? __ .. !3..U~ ..... _I.t.1 . .A.2_.:t.5_ .. __ .::-]~_3?56P..:.9.'t.. ____ ... __ . ___ ... __ ... __ .... __ .... ____ .... __ .. ____ .... __ .. __ 
681 ELEMENT 1 REZ GAMA REAL 15 -6 • .04960-.05 
662 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMA IMAG 15 6 • .0.05.00-.05 
683 ELEMENT 1 REZ QTIS REAL IS 3.67140-.oZ 
. __ .. 6~~ .. __ ~L~!!Et:lI. __ .1_ ~E.Z _._ ...9Tl~. _ .. .:IMA!; ... J5 _ ... _ .. _1 ..•. 26760.:::.02_ ... __ .... ___ . ____ . __ ... _ ..... ____ ... _ ..•. ____ .. __ .... __ 
665 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QTIC REAL lS 3.15970-.02 
686 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QTIC IMAG lS 3.4Z9S0-.oZ 
687 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2S REAL lS -2.Z.o350-.o3 
____ 6§~. __ .J.~~!I.E.tIT_._1. ....... .BE.? .... _~HZ~L. ..... _.I.t.1.~.G_1.5 .. _ .... _:::;1..,.3)..260::92 ... _ ...... _ .... __ .... _ .. _. __ .... __ ... __ ... __ .... __ ..... _ ..... __ .... _ ..... __ ..... __ . 
669 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QTZC REAL lS -1.40650-.02 
690 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2C IMAG 15 3.45250-.02 
691 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETS REAL 15 -1 • .09280-04 
692 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETS IMAG 15 6.47610-05 
-_ .. - "'693- ... - ELENENf- - -"1" -REz BETt:"- -- liEAC'" 15- _ .... - -:-3;'01180":03 - -.- _ .... - ... - - - -.. -. - -_. - .- _ ... - .... - -. -- _ .... - _ ... - - ..... . 
694 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETC IMAG lS -6.71710-04 
69S ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMS REAL 15 -3.36140-.oS 
696 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMS IMAG 15 -6.37460-.06 
-- ·_·· .. 69T····_·ELEtiENf--···· .. i-·-···RE2·······--GAMC _·······RE"Ai··-is··-····-·:.j:Z3860..:.o5 ... _ ...... __ .... _ ....... _ .... _ ..... -_ ... _-... __ ..... _ ........ -_ ... _ .. _-_ ...... - ..... --
696 ELEMENT 1 REZ GAMC IMAG lS S.76310-05 
699 ELEMENT 1 REZ X REAL lS 1.10920-03 
700 ELEMENT 1 RE2 X IMAG lS Z.96160-.o4 
.. 701 .- -'EUHEHt" - '--1-' RE2 --. -'f .... - _. ···RE.6:C T5 '- - --C447i6:::os'-' - -- - .. - - - - ... - - _ ... - _ .... - - -. - .... - _. - ''''- _ ... -
702 ELEMENT 1 RE2 Y IMAG lS -6.96220-.06 
7.03 ELEMENT 1 REZ Z REAL lS 1.16810-02 
704 ELEMENT 1 RE2 Z IMAG 15 2.97.060-03 
-. ··_··70S-·····_·ELENENr .. ·--··1·-RE~·-····tHfiC·--··REAC···"iS-··--····-·i:63540:·07--·····-_·_-_·····_······· __ ··-_··_·_·····_·····-· - ..... __ ...... - ...... _._ ...... _ ........ _-....... . 
706 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTX IMAG 15 1.12520-.07 
707 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTY REAL 15 -1.37340-.03 
7.08 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTY IMAG lS -3.48690-04 
-- "7.09" _.- ElEtIENT" ],. .. ·RE2····- THTZ- -.... REAC'" IS' - .... - -"0 ~.o ..... _ .......... _ ... - - .... - ....... - .... - _... "-- ......- - _... - .. - _... .. - -." -- ..... -...--
710 ELEMENT 1 REZ THTZ IMAG lS .0.0 
711 ELEMENT 2 MSl MODE REAL 15 Z.30.oI0-.o8 
-: ~ 712 ELEMENT 2 MSl HOOE IMAG 15 7.93450-.07 . 
........ ~ ·······713 .. ···_·ElEI1ENr--··-·-r·····HSr····-110UE-·········REAl··-"lS···· __ ····--:;1·;·24120::05··_···_· _ ... __ ..... _ .. _ ... _-_ ... _ ....... _-_ ... _ ..... __ ....... _ ...... _-_ ........ _ ....... __ ...... _-....... -
~ 714 ELEMENT 3 MSl MODE IMAG 15 -Z.43Z00-06 
715 ELEMENT 4 MS1 MODE REAL lS -2.66460-.03 IBM Z30637 
•• 
716 ELE~NT 4 MSl MODE IMAG 15 .......... __ ..... ~€>,.6..~.~:30~.9.l+.~ __ ....... __ ...... _ ........ _ ....... __ ............ _ .......... _ ............ _ ........... . 
717 ELEr:£NT·····-- ···S-.. ·HSC··· .. ···MOOE ····-···REAC····-15 1.44480-05 
~ 718 ELEr.ENT 5 MSl MODE IMAG 15 6.16870-06 
~ 719 ELE.~NT 6 MSl MODE REAL 15 1.22140-02 
tv 720 ."_ nEY.ENI._ .. ~. _!'Is.;!. .. _.1100E. ..... _ I!:1.A~ ..... l~ __ .... _ ..... :3.],O;;;;O-:-J):3 _ .. - -..... - ....... - .... - ..... - .... - - .. -~ -.... - .... - - .... -.- ..... . 
- "·72C EL~NT FREQ EIGV 16 2.00940+01 
722 ELEr.ENT DAMP EIGV 16 4.01140-02 
723 EL~£NT 1 RE2 QFTl REAL 16 -1.88920-01 
724 ElEr.ENT 1 .. ...Bg ___ 9f.TJ __ lt:1A!i_l6. .. __ ... _.:t .. !.~Q.:~~P.=9:J.._ ... __ . __ .... ---.. -.---.... ------.--.--.-----.-.--.... ---... --
---72S--iiiJiiNT 1 RE2 QFT2 REAL 16 1.00000+00 
726 ELEY.ENT 1 RE2 QFT2 IMAG 16 0.0 
727 ELENENT 1 RE2 BETA REAL 16 5.96870-04 
.. _~728 _ ... E.LO'.ENI __ 1 ...... R.E2 .... _ J!El)\_ ._ .. _IM.d..G.. _H>._ ....• _.~6 .• 8826P.::o!L _ -- -. - - .... - - ...... - .... - -- .- ..... - --- - .. - _ ... - .-- -.... -
. ... . 729 ELErENT 1 RE2 GAMA REAL 16. -4.63210-05 
730 ELE~ENT 1 RE2 GAMA IMAG 16 -2.26380-05 
731 ELE~:NT 1 RE2 QT1S REAL 16 -5.42080-03 
_ ..... __ .. ..!_32.... ... _E.!,.E~Et:IT. __ .. _l_ .... R.~.~_ .. _QT1S. __ ... _It:1AG .... _;!.6. ..... ___ -=~ ... 3789.P.:::O'L._ .. __ ... _ ..... _. __ .. __ .... __ .... --.. --------.. --... --.. - ...... --...... -
733 ELE~ENT 1 RE2 QT1C REAL 16 -3.35940-03 
734 EL~NT 1 RE2 QT1C IMAG 16 -2.01460-03 
735 ELE~ENT 1 RE2 QT2S REAL 16 -1.11240-03 
736 ElO'.ENT 1 RE2 QT2S IMAG 16 1.66580-03 . 
_ .... - "'737' - ei&'Et'ff'- _. -[ -"RE2- ...... QT2C-- ..-,. REAL"'- i6" - _.- -:-2~·6·69·jD.:03 _.- - --- _ .. - -- -- .- ....... - .... - -- - -.. - - ,.- - .- -'" - - - -
738 ELE~Etrr 1 RE2 QT2C IMAG 16 -1.27340-02 
739 ELENENT 1 RE2 BETS REAL 16 1.14870-05 
740 ELEHENT 1 RE2 BETS IMAG 16 -1.41170-05 - . . 
-' ····--74"i-··-iL"EHENi'----·:C-REZ--·BETC-······-REAL-"i6-····---·j:-ejZSiO=04·-----····-·····--···--···---··--···.-----... --... --... --.... --.... -
742 ELEHENT 1 RE2 SETe IMAG 16 -8.89900-05 
743 ELEKENT 1 RE2 GAMS REAL 16 -2.62740-05 
744 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMS IMAG 16 6.99160-06 
-, -"'745 .- -ELEMENT' - ······1- RE2 GAMe REAL' Ail, ... - -- ---i"~'0816D:08-- .- -_ .. - .. _. - -- - .. -- _ .... - .... -. -- --- _ ... - ....... -. - _ .... - ...... -
746 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMC IMAG 16 -2.15310-05 
747 ELEHENT 1 RE2 X REAL 16 -3.77770-04 
748 ELE~ENT 1 RE2 X . IMAG 16 1.06190-04 
-- --.. -i49·--·ELE~ENT'-·····-C·--RE2-··-··y····-······-·Rii"Ai.-i6···-······-··-1:szoio.:06 .. · .. -·-···-· .. ···-···-----.--... --.. __ ..... _-.. _ ....... - ... -_ ..... -_ ....... - ........ -
750 ELEMENT 1 RE2 Y IMAG 16 2.26760-06 
751 ELEMENT 1 RE2 Z REAL 16 -1.63380-03 
752 ELEMENT 1 RE2 Z IMAG 16 3.32240-04 
_ .... '- "'753 ... _. ElEt1'ENT-' -- -i' --RE'2~ --'" THTX'''¥ -. R·EAC····16- .-.-~ ··::2.·67z6D~o8 - .- _ .... - ..... - _ .. - ._ .... - ---- - '-'- -- - ._.- - -- _. - - ... - - ..... . 
754 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTX IMAG 16 -3.89450-08 
755 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTY REAL 16 1.82400-04 
756 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTY IMAG 16-3.58050-05 
- .. - --···-isi··--·_·tiEMEH"f-·······l--···RE:C······-THTZ REAL·~i6 .. ·-······-·0:0·· .. ···········-··--·····--····----... - .... -.-.---... --..... --...... ----.. --.--..... - ... "-
758 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTZ IMAG 16 0.0 
759 ELEMENT 2 MSl MOOE REAL 16 -5.48730-08 
760 ELEMENT 2 MSl MODE IMAG 16 -1.32460-07 
- -·· .. 761 -- -·ELEMEi~f· - ·····-3-·· MSl _ .. , -HODE REAL" -16 .. -. _ .. - 4';24270:::06-" - -'" - .. - - - -...... - .- _ ... - -'- -- - - ... - .-- -- - ... - - ---
762 ELEMENT 3 MSl MODE IMAG 16 -1.37110-06 
763 ELEMENT 4 MSl MODE REAL 16 1.32690-04 
764 ELEMENT 4 MSl MODE IMAG 16 4.87220-06 
·--·-7(;5-········· E LEMENr···· .. ·_····s·_·HSi-·····Hoo E·· .. ··_··REAC····16-········-_·····;;:1 :li6S2[)::06--·· .. ······-········_-·······_······· __ ······--...... _.-.. , .... - ..... --........ __ ..... _ ....... --_ ...... __ ......... _ ......... . 
766 ELEMENT 5 MSl MODE IMAG 16 -2.13510-06 
767 ELEMENT 6 MSl MODE REAL 16 -1.66030-03 
768 ELEMENT 6 MSl MODE IMAG 16 3.31260-04 
- ···769'· "- ElEMEIIT ....... - FREQ" ...... ElGV· .... 1i' 2 :4882[)+()l 
770 ELEMENT OAMP EIGV 17 3.58140-02 
771 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFTl REAL 17 -3.37430-02 
772 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFTl IMAG 17 -5.99360-03 ········773-····-·nE~ENT··-······ .. l-······RE2-·······- QFT2 --········REAl··17·····- ···········--1.·1 0300;;02······_········_ .. ····· __ ········· __ ······-····· .. _-......... _ .......... -'-......... - ....... _-....... _-....... -_.-........ _ ....... -
774 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QFT2 IMAG 17 -1. 05840-03 
775 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETA REAL 17 1.66770-04 IBM Z3%87 
I 
• 
776 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETA IMAG 17 2.25040-05 777 ·-······-E LEMENf····- .. i-··REZ---····GAMA··--· .. REAC·· .. ·i 7-·····_-· __ ·······:1.46020:·07-·-··· __ ······_········--...... --_ .......... _ .. _ ........ _-....................... . 
778 ELEMENT 1 RE2 GAMA INAG 17 -3.41150-06 
779 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QTlS REAL 17 -1.08370-01 
__ . ___ .7.89- _._ ~J.EMENT. .... _ .J. _Rf2. _ .. (nl~L. _ l;1:tAG_ ... l.1_ .... __ ... _1.~2a.60"7.01 ____ .... _ ...... _ .. __ ..... _ .... __ .. __ .... _ ............. _ ...... __ ...... _ ... _ ..... . 
781 ELENENT 1 RE2 QTIC REAL 17 -1.33440-01 
782 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QTIC IMAG 17 -1.07790-01 
783 ELENENT 1 RE2 QT2S REAL 17 1.00000+00 
_____ ~~. ___ .~J"EM~.!:!:r 1 _ ... BE~ ... _~I.2~_ ... _It:!AG._l.? .. __ .. _9 .. ,.IL-._ ... __ .. _____ .. __ .. __ ._. __ .... __ .. __ ... __ . __ .. _____ . __ . ____ _ 
785 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2C REAL 17 2.41770-03 . 
786 ELEMENT 1 RE2 QT2C INAG 17 9.97440-01 . 
787 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETS REAL 17 2.12500-04 
..... _7a.a. __ .E.Ll't!Et.rr.. ___ 1_ ..... I1E2 .. __ J~ET.S. _ ... _ll'l4.G.. _1.7 _ ...... __ 1...2142D.~.04. ___ .. ___ . _ ...... ___ ..... _ .... ___ . __ .... _ ... __ . __ .... _ ... __ ... _ 
789 ELEMENT 1 RE2 BETC REAL 17 -9.06710-05 
790 ELENENT 1 RE2 . BETC IMAG 17 2.30620-04 
791 ELENENT 1 RE2 GANS REAL 17 -5.06370-04 
_ .. _. _ ... ..'!_92.. ... ;_E.I"E!1P:!I.. ___ .. L._ .. R.EL ___ GAI:!.:> __ .. _I.r::!AG ... _.l.7. .... __ .. _":5 .•. 2!'>'t5P.:::.OS_. __ ... _ ...... _ ... __ .. ___ ... __ ... ___ . ____ ..... _ ..... _ ... _ ....... __ .... __ 
793 ELE.MENT 1 RE2 GAMC REAL 17 4.45760-05 
794 ELENENT 1 RE2 GAMC IMAG 17 -4.95910-04 
795 ELEMENT 1 RE2 X REAL 17 -2.77810~03 
__ ... _ .. .?9~ ... _ ~J.EI:!ENL __ t _..!~Et ...... lL _ ._ ... I.!'lA~. __ 17... ____ 6 ,.2?QJ!H!5 __ ._. __ .. _ ...... _ ... __ ..... _____ .... __ '" _ ...... _ .. __ .... ____ ._ 
797 ELENENT 1 RE2 Y REAL 17 . 1.84160-04 
798 ELENENT 1 RE2 Y INAG 17 2.64030-03 
799 ELENENT 1 RE2 Z REAL 17 '-6.97640-04 
_ ... _~.~~ __ -E.~_E.!:1Pf.L ___ ;!.,._~E.? __ .. ;z.. __ ... _.l:'-t~(,LJ] __ . ___ :::.9.,)'.9.(>.90:::9.5 ___ .. __ .. ___ ... __ ... __ ... ___ .. __ . _ .._____ . __ .... _____ ... __ .. _._ 
801 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTX REAL 17 -3.29220-06 
802 ELENENT 1 RE2 THTX INAG 17 -4.71100-05 
803 ELENENT 1 RE2 THTY . REAL 17 -3.30560-05 
__ ... 8~ ...... _.~.LEr:lEN.I. __ .. ..1_. ~E2 ____ JHT.'( IMAG .. _17 _. __ 1.,.35990.:::95_ .. __ .... ____ . ___ ._. __ .... _ ........ _ ... _____ ..... - ___ .... __ . __ 
805 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTZ REAL 17 0.0 
806 ELEMENT 1 RE2 THTZ IMAG 17 0.0 
807 ELEMENT 2 MSI NODE REAL 17 -3.66710-06 
__ ._..iI.~.t:! ___ .J:.LEI:1EI:!T ___ ..... _? ... __ MS1 .... __ .r::QOE_ ....... __ . It1 . &.G_.l.7.. __ ..... _ .. ::".5.?4?90::05 .. __ ... _._ ..... __ .... _ ...... _ ..... __ .. ___ . __ ... __ ...... _._._. __ ....... _ .... __ ....... __ 
809 ELEMENT 3 MSI NODE REAL 17 -3.86780-05 
810 ELEMENT 3 MSI MODE IMAG 17 4.00890-06 
811 ELEMENT 4 MSI MODE REAL 17 -2.68990-03 
... 1:112_ .. __ . E.L.Er:l.EN"T. .... _ .. ~. _MSI. _ ... NODE .... _ IM.AG. ..... 1.7. .. _ .. __ ... _9,2;1.360-:05 _ .. ___ ... _ ... ____ ..... __ ... _____ .. ___ .. ___ .... __ .. __ . __ '" 
813 ELENENT 5 MSI NODE REAL 17 -1.80490-04 
814 ELEMENT 5 MSI MODE IMAG 17 -2.58280-03 
815 ELEMENT 6 MSI MODE REAL 17 -1.59650-04 
___ ..... ~E_ ..... _§.L..~!!E.I:!.T. .. ___ .. _~ __ ..... r:!:;.! ........ _':1.().0.E_ ....... _I!1.~.G.._!.7. ... _ ....... _-:;!.,.,.095().[):::J)_4 ... __ ...... _ ... __ ...... _ ...... ___ ... _ ..... __ .... ___ ._ ..... __ ..... __ ...... _ .... __ .... _ 
. .-.... 
********** STATISTICS ** •••••••• 
.... . ... 
FINAL SIZE OF WORKING STORAGE (MAXSIZ) IS 14529 WORDS • 
.... 
....... . _ ..... _._ ........... __ ........ _._ ...... __ ...•..... _ ...... _ ...... __ ......... _ ........... __ ....... _ ..•.......• -............ _ .......• __ ...•...... _ ........ _ .. __ ..... _ .•...... _ ... _ ...... _ ....... _-_ ...... -_ ....... _-_ .............. _ ......... _--_ ......... __ ........ _ .._ ........ __ ...•..... - ...... . 
W 
1 BM Z38687 
I 
BASE PROGRAM CASE 12 
) 
E-9Zi"MATRICES ":" . 5' tiOi:iES"H"APES·······_········--·····_········_········-...... - ...... --..... - ...... -_ ...... __ ........ -- -........................... _ ......... - ....... . 
~ REAL EIGENSOLUTION - EGZ 
~ FREQUENCY (HZ) 
~ 1.1 S16.1 0.0 
--~C---~~E~-~------------------------------------
Z.l DAMPEIGV 1 
3.1 lREZ QFTIREAL 1 
4.1 lREZ QFTIIMAG 1 
-- ---5-.i iRii·QFT2REAC··-l-··-----·----···-------····--·-·--·------... ---.-.. --.... --.---.. - .. ----.. --.. ---.. --
6.1 lRE2 QFTZIMAG 1 
7.1 lREZ BETAREAL 1 
S.l lREZ BETAIMAG 1 9;1 - .... - lRE2GAMAREAC" -1" .- - .. -
10.1 lREZ GAMAIMAG 1 
11.1 lREZ QTlSREAL 1 
lZ.l lREZ QT1SIMAG 1 
--.- --·"lj-:f···--···iREi··QiiCREAC-····-l-··--··----·--···-... ---.. --... --.... - ..... - .... --.. ----.. --.... --.... --... __ ... --.. --... _-.... --.--...... _ .... -
14.1 lREZ QTICIMAG 1 
15.1 lRE2 QTZSREAL 1 
16.1 lREZ QTZSIMAG 1 
-..... - 1"7.1"-- --"lIH~Z"'QT2'CREAL --"1 -.... -. - '-'" - ... - _.- - ... -. - .. - - '- -- - .. -- - - -- -- - -_ .. - .-.. - .. -- - .. - ...... - ...... -.... - -- -- '-
lS.1 lREZ QT2CIMAG 1 
19.1 lREZ BETSREAL 1 
ZO.l lRE2 BETSIMAG 1 
_···-2·Li-·--iR·E2-·BETC'REAL-i---··---···-·····-···-·--.---... --.. -.-...... --.---.----.--..... --.. --..... --... _-._-.---.---.. --.... -_ ..... -
22.1 lRE2 BETCIMAG 1 
23.1 lRE2 GAMSREAL 1 
24.1 lRE2 GAMSIMAG 1 
- -'25:-1 -- - iRE2""GAMCREAC 'T -.... - -.-. - ... - -.... - -.-. -. - _ ... - .... - - .. - --. - --. -"'- - - -.- - -..... -- .- _ ... -- .... - - - -.... - -.-. --
26.1 lRE2 GAMCIMAG 1 
27.1 lRE2 X REAL 1 
2S.1 lREZ X IMAG 1 . 
-- -29-:i--··lRE·i··y-·-····REAC··-i-····-_·······_·······-..... ---._ ..... _ ...... _-.. --.... _-..... - ... ---.. -._ ... -_ ..... _ .... --.... ---.. _ ....... --... _-...... _-... - ...... --. 
30.1 lRE2 Y IMAG 1 
31.1 lRE2 Z REAL 1 
32.1 lRE2 Z IMAG 1 
.-... '-- 33.1 ...... -"lREZ'"TtiTxREAL - C _. - "'- _ ... - - ... - -- - .. - --
34.1 lRE2 THTXIMAG 1 
35.1 lRE2 THTYREAL 1 
36.1 lRE2 THTYIMAG 1 
- -·-··37-:y···--·····lRE2···'rHtZREAC····-f········_·····._--..... -_ ...... __ ..... _ ........ _ ........ _ ...... __ .... _-.... __ ..... - ..... --... -... _ ..... _-.... _ .. -.. _ ... -_.-....... --.... - ...... ~ .. -.--.-.. -
38.1 lRE2 THTZIMAG 1 
39.1 2MSl MOOEREAL 1 
40.1 2MSl MOOEIMAG 1 
"'4L'T .-- _ ... 3MSCi100ElfEAr-' T -.... - .. -- _. "'--"-' - .. -. _. - - - -"- _ .. - --" - .. - - - -...... - .- _ .... - ...... - - - .. -'-- _. - ...... _.--
42.1 3MSI MOOEIMAG 1 
43.1 4MSI HOOEREAL 1 
44.1 4MSI HOOEIMAG 1 
··-4!)";1--·······-·SHS1·t1CibEREAl--Y--···--········-··· .... - ........ - .... ---...... - ...... - ....... ----......... _--....... - .... -_ ....... _ ........ _ ..... _ ..... --_ .... --...... _ ....... _ ....... _-..... _ ........ - ......... . 
46.1 SMSI HOOEIMAG 1 
47.1 6MSI HOOEREAL 1 
48.1 6HSI HOOE!HAG 1 
"- 49.1'" "'- .......... ··FREQEIGV·· .. ··· ~-...... - -'" .. - - ... - ...... -., _ ..... - .- ..... _ ... - ....... _ ...... - _ .... - - .... - ...... _ .. --
50.1 DAHPEIGV 2 
51.1 lRE2 QFTIREAL 2 
52.1 lRE2 QFTIIHAG 2 
.... 53 ;1········_-·····1RE2 ··QFT2REAV······ 2··········_··········-·······_······ __ ·······-_······ ...... - ...... __ ..... -.. _ ........ _ ...... - ....... - ...... --..... - ......... --......... - .......... --........ ~-........ _ ......... _ ........ -_ ......... -._--........ . 
54.1 lRE2 QFT2IHAG 2 





... _.?6.~.1 ........ __ ... ~~.E?.~.~!~.~!1~.~ __ ... ? .. _ ....... _ .... __ ....... _ ....... __ ....... _ ....... _ ...... _ ...... ___ ..... _ ..... _ ...... _ ........ _ .............. _ ......... _ ........... _ ....................................... _ ........................ . 
57.1 lREZ GAMAREAL Z 
58.1 lRE2 GAMAIMAG 2 
59.1 lRE2 QTlSREAL 2 
60.1 lRE2 QTlSIMAG 2 
.. - .. - 6i.l -- -'lRE2'''ij'ricREAi - e-- --. - -... - _.- -.. ,. - ...... - .. - -..... - >0 ••• _ --•• - - •• - ••••••• - ••• - •••••• - ...... - .- - •••• - ...... - ••••• - •••••• _ ••••••• - •••• - - ••• 
62.1 lREZ QTICIMAG 2 
63.1 lRE2 QT2SREAL 2 
64.1 lRE2 QT2SIMAG 2 
-- --'65.1 lREZ'" QT2CR-EAC---:2c--- ._------------,-------_ ... _----_. __ ._--_ .. _---_._--_ ..... _-
66.1 lRE2 QT2CIMAG 2 
67.1 lRE2 BETSREAL 2 
_ ..... 68,:J.. __ ._ ~.~.ELBU~l:t1A(L _~. _____ ... ______ ... _ .. __ .. ___ .. ___ ...... ___ ._. _ ... __ .. __ .. ___ .. _ ...... _ ...... _ ... _ 
69.1 lRE2 BETCREAL 2 
70.1 lRE2 BETCIMAG 2 
71.1 lRE2 GAMSREAL 2 
_ ...... _ .. n~l ..... __ .. _tB.;?.J?AMS.J.MA§... ... _ ..? __ .. __ . __ .... __ ... __ . ____ ... ____ ..... __ ... __ .. ______ ... ___ .. ____ . __ . __ ... _ .... __ ... __ ...... _ ....... _ 
73.1 lRE2 GAMCREAL 2 
74.1 lRE2 GAMCIMAG 2 
75.1 lRE2 X REAL 2 
76.1 lRE2 X IMAG 2 
_ .... - 77.1- - .. ····lREZ·Y· -·REAI. _ ... 2- ...... -- - .. -
78.1 lRE2 Y IMAG 2 
79.1 lRE2 Z REAL 2 
_ .... _13~ .. ~~ ____ ~.~~2_Z. .... ~_'1~~_.~ .. ____ ..... _ .. __ . ___ .. ______ . __ ..... _. __ .. __ ... _____ .. __ ... __ ..... __ ... __ .. __ ...... _ ..... _ ..... __ .. _ 
81.1 lRE2 THTXREAL 2 . 
82.1 lRE2 THTXIMAG 2 
83.1 lRE2 THTYREAL 2 
__ .13.4.:..1.. .. _. _ :J,~E? ... TI.!!YJ:r:1.AI!.... .. ? .. _ .. __ ... __ . __ ... __ ... ____ .. _ ..... _ .. __ .. __ . _____ .. __ .. _ ..... ______ ...... ___ ... __ . __ _ 
8S.1 lRE2 THTZREAL 2 
86.1 lRE2 THTZIMAG 2 
87.1 2MSl MODEREAL 2 
88.1 2MSl MODEIMAG 2 
- -··89:i--.. -3MSi .. HoOEREA'C· .. -f····--···--····--··-----... --.. --.--.---.. ---.. --.. --...... - .. -.--.. --... --... - ....... -._-..... --... - ....... -. 
90.1 3MSl MODEIMAG .2 
91.1 4MSl MODEREAL 2 
92.1 4MSl MODEIMAG 2 
- ... - 93.i- .. -- -5NSl-'NODEREA'L - Z'- - .. , - .-- - - .-. 
94.1 5MSl MODEIMAG 2 
9S.1 6MSl MODEREAL 2 
96.1 6MSl MODEIMAG 2 
--.. -··9i~r· .. --····---······j:REQtiG'.r····-3 .. -:······-· - .... -_ ..... _ ...... _ .... - ...... - ..... -_ ... --... --.... -.. - ... - ...... -----...... -.--... --.... - ....... --..... - .... - ...... - .... --
98.1 DAMPEIGV 3 
99.1 lRE2.QFTlREAL 3 
100.1 lRE2 QFTIIMAG 3 
- 101:-1 .- - .. iREf"QFT2REAL -"3 - .. - .. - -_. - -'" - ... - - - - - .. - -., - _ ... - ... - -- --. - .. - _ ... - ...... - .. - -.... - .... - _. - ...... - .. -
102.1 lRE2 QFT2IMAG 3 
103.1 lRE2 BETAREAL 3 
104.1 lRE2 BETAIMAG 3 
_ .. ··-lOS·:1-·······_··1RE2·GAHAREAL--·:3-··· __ ·······--·· .... - ......... _--.. -_ .... -_ .... :.-..... _ ....... _ ...... --...... _ ........ _ ....... _ .... __ ....... _ ....... _ ........ - ........ _ ......... --.... -._ ........... --....... . 
106.1 lRE2 GAMAIHAG 3 
107.1 lRE2 QTlSREAL 3 
108.1 lREZ QTlSIMAG 3 
-'109.1'" .. - -··lREZ·QTlCREAt-···· 3'-"'- - ...... - -.... - ...... -. -- ...... - ... - - - ....... - .. - - .... - ....... - ... - - .. - ...... -
110.1 lRE2 QTICIMAG 3 
111.1 lREZ QT2SREAL 3 
-~ 
..... 
112.1 lRE2 QT2SIMAG 3 . . 
··Il3;T·····_ ...... IREZ··QT2CREAt:····· .. 3·········_······ .. _-...... __ ...... _ .... _ ....... _--. __ ...... _ ....... _-._ ..... __ ..... __ ... __ ..... _-_ ........ _-...... _ ......... _ ....... - ......... _-....... _.-........ _._ ...... -
U1 114.1 lRE2 QTZCIMAG 3 . 
IlS.l lREZ BETSREAL 3 IBM Z30f;87 
116.1 lRE2 BETSIMAG 3 
'--Hi:l --· .. --·TREiCEit'rCREAI.-.. ··j-·-···--··· .. ·_· _ ...... -_ .... __ ...... _-...... - ........ _ ....... --.... - .... _-... - ......... _ ... -... -.... -.-.. -.... _ ............ _ ........... . 
~ 118.1 lRE2 BETCIMAG 3 
.... 119.1 lRE2 GAMSREAL 3 
Q\ 120.1 lRE2 GAMSIMAG 3 
-'121". C"- -'lRE2 -GAHCRE·Ai.. - 3'- -. - -- _ .. - _ ... - -.... - "'- -... - - -... - _. - -" - ....... - "-- ..... - .. -- _ ... - -.... - .... - -.- - .... . 
122.1 lRE2 GAMCIMAG 3 
123.1 lRE2 X REAL 3 
124.1 lRE2 X IMAG 3 
---Iz5:I---iRE2--Y-REAL 3=-·-------- ---_ .. _--_ .. __ .. -.--_ .. -_ .. _----_._-._._---_._---_._-
126.1 lRE2 Y IMAG 3 
127.1 lRE2 Z REAL 3 
128.1 lRE2 Z IMAG 3 lz9';1 - -.- iRE2-THTXREAr'" -3' .- _ .. -- _ ... - -"- - - -.... -- "-. - '- - - -- - - --"- - --. -- .. -- -'- -'" - - -. - - ... - -- --. 
130.1 lRE2 THTXIMAG 3 
131.1 lRE2 THTYREAL 3 
--..... --Hi-~l····--··i~·~§···i~H~~!t-···-··i-·-· _ ... --.... _--._-... --.---... --.... ------.. --.... --.--.... ---.------------.. ----.... --... :.--
134.1 lRE2 THTZIMAG 3 
135.1 2MSl HODEREAL 3 
136.1 2HSl MODEIMAG 3 
_ .... -"137.i- - -'-3MS"i"'MOOtREAL -- 3- -'- - .. - - ... - ...... -- - -.. - - .- - - - - .. -- -- - "'- - - -" - .-.- - - - - "'- - .- -'" - - _. -
138.1 3MSl MODEIHAG 3 
139.1 4MSl MODEREAL 3 
140.1 4MSl MODEIHAG 3 
- ·····-iALi-·--SMSCMODEREAL-3·-----.. ·--····--·-·---.. --· .. ---.---... --.. ----.... --... - .. --..... - .... ---.--.... --.... - ... --.... ----
142.1 5MSl MODEIMAG 3 
143.1 6MSl MODEREAL 3 
. 144.1 6MSl MODEIHAG 3 
- 145:1 - - .- · .. ··FREQEIGV "4' 
146.1 DAHPEIGV 4 
147.1 lRE2 QFTIREAL 4 
148.1 lRE2 QFTIIMAG 4 
- ·_·"i4iLi--·--iREZ· .. QFT"2REAC·-4·· .. ·--·······_-·· .. _-····._-_. __ ... __ .... __ ..... __ ..... _ ..... __ .. __ ... -. __ .... _ .. _._---_ ..... __ ._._ ...... _ .... _-_ ... -._ ... __ .. _ ... -
150.1 lRE2 QFT2IHAG 4 
151.1 lRE2 BETAREAL 4 
152.1 lRE2 BETAIHAG 4 
-.... '-153.1 .... - -"lREZ"'GANAREA"t - 4'- -.- - ..... - -- .. - - .... - -"- - .- _. - .... - - -- -- -
154.1 lREZ GAMAIMAG 4 
155.1 lRE2 QTlSREAL 4 
156.1 lREZ QTlSIMAG 4 
- -iSi:r····---TREi··QTiCREAC·· .. -4 .. ········--·····----.. ··.--..... _._-.... -_ ...... - ...... - ...... - ..... --.-.. _-.... _ .... - ..... -----..... --..... - ..... - ...... --.. --.... --..... --.... -
158.1 lREZ QTICIMAG 4 
159.1 lREZ QTZSREAL 4 
160.1 lRE2 QTZSIHAG 4 
- 161:1 .-- --. lRElCQt~tREAL -4 -. - ... - _. "- -'-' - .-. - .. - -- -.- - .. - -"- - .... -
16Z.1 lREZ QTZCIMAG 4 
163.1 lREZ BETSREAL 4 
164.1 lREZ BETSIMAG 4 
-···-·16S:1-·······_·1REZ·BETCREAC-·4·--·· .. -· .... ···_·· .. · ... _ ........ _-....... _-....... -_ ...... _-........ __ ...... - ....... _ ..... - ........ _ ..... -.-_ ..... - ...... -.-.. -_ ........ - ........ _ ....... _-...... _ ........ __ ....... . 
166.1 1REZ'BETCIMAG 4 
167.1 1REZ GAMSREAL 4 
168.1 lREZ GAMSIMAG 4 
--169.1 ........ - -.... 1REZ .. GAHCREAL-····· 4'" ...... -'" .. -- ...... - ...... - ... -- ...... __ no •••••• _ ••• -- ••••••• - ••••• - ...... - _ ...... -- ...... _ •• --' - ••••• - •• -- ...... -- •••• - --........ _ •••• - ....... - •••••••• 
170.1 1REZ GAHCIMAG 4 
171.1 1RE2 X REAL 4 
17Z.1 lREZ X IHAG 4 
"173 .1···· .. _·-·· .. ·1REZ .. Y ······REAl···· .... rt·· .. · .. ··-·· .. ··· _ .......... - ........ _-..... __ .-........ _-....... __ ...... --...... - ..... - ....... _--..... -_ .. -.-........ - ........ _-...... -.-_ ....... _-_ ....... -_ ........ _ .... -_ ......... - ....... -
174.1 1RE2 Y IMAG 4 
175.1 lREZ Z REAL 4 IBM Z30667 
I 
1 
176.1 lREZ Z IMAG 4 177.1 -·····-···"fRE2 ··THTXREAC·-··lj:··_····_·······_-·· .... ·-·····-····· .. _-··· .. - ......... _ ....... _ ...... __ ........ - .... -- ........ _ ...................... -_ .............. . 
178.1 1RE2 THTXIMAG 4 ) 
179.1 lREZ THTYREAL 4 
180.1 1RE2 THTYIMAG 4 
.... --lsLC"'- -'lREZ-'TtrrZREAL -. 4- - - .... 
18Z.1 lRE2 THTZIMAG 4 
183.1 ZMSI MODEREAL 4 
184.1 ZMS1 MODEIMAG 4 
- -i85.T.--.. -3MsCi1oDEREAi. ... ~4~--
186.1 3MS1 HODEIMAG 4 
187.1 4MSI HODEREAL 4 
188.1 4MSI MODEIMAG 4 
.... 189~i - ······SHsCMODEREAC· 4" - --. -- - ... - ...... - - ..... - .. - _ ... - .. - - .. - _ .. - _ .... - - ... - - "'- - ..... - ..... - .. - -. - _ ... - "'- _ ... -
190.1 5MSI MODEIHAG 4 
191.1 6MSI MODEREAL 4 
19Z.1 6MSI MODEIMAG 4 . . 
- ..... -·i9f~f· .. --·····-· .. -····FREQEfGv·· .. ···5--··--···---··-· ..... - .... -_ ... _ .... --..... - ....... _ ... -.-... - ..... -_. __ ... __ .. -_ .. --.... -_ ... - ..... --..... - ..... -_ ..... -
194.1 DAMPEIGV 5 
195.1 1REZ'QFTIREAL 5 
196.1 1REZ QFTIIMAG 5 
.-... -"197.1"- - -····lR·EZ···Qi'f2REAL --. 5- -.... - - --. - .- - .. - ...... - .... - - - -- - .- - ... - ..... - "- - .. - -- - ... - _.,. - ...... - .. -. _ .... - -- - .. -
198.1 1REZ QFTZIMAG 5 
199.1 lREZ BETAREAL 5 
ZOO.l 1REZ BETAIMAG 5 
_. ··-2oLi--·--1"R"ErGAHAREAL-!f--··---····-----····-·-···--..... --.... ---.--.--.... --.. -. - .... --... --.... -----.. --..... -.--... -.-.--
ZOZ.l lRE2 GAMAIMAG 5 
Z03.1 lREZ QTlSREAL 5 
_ ?0.4.:.!. ...... _ :t.~EZ .... ~T!SI.tlAIL .. '? ___ .. _ ..... _ ... __ .. _ ..... _ ... __ .. _ .... , _ ..... __ .... ___ . _ .. __ ... __ . __ ....... __ .. __ ._ .. __ ..... __ ._ ...... _ .... _ 
Z05.1 lREZ QTlCREAL 5 . . 
Z06.1 lREZ QTICIMAG 5 
Z07.1 1REZ QTZSREAL 5 
208.1 lREZ QTZSIMAG 5 . 
·-··269~y--··--iREn~i2CREAC-5··-.. - .. ···-·····--· .. ·-··--.--_ ... __ ... __ .... _ .... _-.... _-.. -._ ... --....... _ ..... --.... - ..... --...... - .. -.. - ...... - ....... _ ..... _. 
Z10.1 lREZ QTZCIMAG 5 
Zll.1 1REZ BETSREAL 5 
21Z.1 lREZ BETSIMAG 5 
·-·Z13.1 ....... -"lRE2"BEi'CREA'L - 5'- _ ... - .... - -- -- -... - - - .. - - .- _ ... - .. -- _ .... - _ ... - .-- - - -..... - ..... - - .. - _ .. - .... - - - - ... - -.... - .- -'" 
214.1 1RE2 BETCIMAG 5 
Z15.1 lRE2 GAMSREAL 5 
216.1 lRE2 GAMSIMAG 5 21i:Y····-·····iRE2···GAMCREAT· .. ··· .. S········ __ ·····_-..... --.... --..... ---......... - ...... - ...... - ....... - ... --..... __ ..... --.-.-... --.... - ..... _-.... _ ....... - ...... -_ .... --....... - ...... -
218.1 lRE2 GAHCIMAG 5 
219.1 lRE2 X REAL 5 
220.1 1RE2 X IMAG 5 
- 221;1' -- _ ... 1REZ"'Y- REAr'- -S· -.,. - .. - _ .. "- - .... - ...... _. - _ .. - -.- - - ... -. - -.- - - -.. - . - - -.... -- ...... - - - .... - ..... - - .. - ...... -
222.1 lRE2 Y IMAG 5 
223.1 lRE2 Z REAL' 5 
224.1 1RE2 Z IMAG 5 
-· .. ZZS;l-····--··lREZ·THTXREAr-.. S··_· .. ····-·······_····· ... -.-.............. --...... - ..... _ ....... - ...... __ ...... -_ ... -.. _ ..... _ ......... _-..... _ ........ _ ....... - ..... -_ .......... _-....... -_ ........ _.--....... _ ... . 
226.1 lRE2 THTXINAG 5 
227.1 lRE2 THTYREAL 5 
2Z8.1 lRE2 THTYINAG 5 
.. · .. 229.1 .. · .... - -.. lRE2 .. THTZREAL··· .. ·· 5'" ...... - ...... - ...... - ...... - ... - ...... -- ...... - .. - ....... - ..... - ...... - ....... - ...... _ ..... _ ........ _- .. - _.,. - ...... - ................ -.- ...... ' ......... . 
230.1 lREZ THTZINAG 5 
231.1 2MSI NODEREAL 5 
-: ...... 23Z.1 2HSI MODEINAG 5 
. ......... .. 233.1····· .. - ·· .. 3HSl .. ·HOOEREAt .. ···· .. 5-· .. ····_-········_·········· .. -···· .. ·_····· __ ·········._ ....... _ ...... __ ........ _ ..... _-......... __ ......... - ......... _ ...... -._ ........ - ............ _ ......... _ .......... --...... ----..... -.-.......... . 
~ 234.1 3MSI MODEINAG 5 
235.1 4HSI HODEREAL 5 18:\1 Z30687 
I 
236.1 4MS1 MODEIMAG 5 237. C····--·S"f1Si"··MObEREAC·····5··_···· __ ·-····_·-···_··· ..... _-.-.... -_ ........ _ ..... -._ ........ _ ......... _ ....... __ ........ _--...... - ............................. _ .......... - ...................................... - .............. --....................... . 
~ 238.1 5MS1 MODEIMAG 5 
~ 239.1 6MS1 MODEREAL 5 
00 240.1 6MS1 MODEIMAG 5 
"-241.1""- - ..... -FREQE!G" -- 6'- -. 
242.1 DAMPEIGV 6 
243.1 1RE2 QFT1REAL 6 
244.1 1RE2 QFT1IMAG 6 
---·z·45.i 1R .. E2QFTZREAC-6----------··----·---·---··---··-----' .----... --.. --.--.--.. ----... ------.. --. 
246.1 1RE2 QFT2IMAG 6 
247.1 1RE2 BETAREAL 6 
248.1 1RE2 BETAIMAG 6 
.... - 249~i - _ .. - iRE2-GANAREAC"- (,- .- _. -- -'" - --- - -- _ ... -. 
250.1 1RE2 GAMAIMAG 6 
251.1 1RE2 QT1SREAL 6 
252.1 1RE2 QT1SIMAG 6 
_ .... -Z53.C----·"lREi"··QTICR·EAl.-···-6----.. ---.. - .... --.. --· .. --... ---... --.... --... - ....... - .... --.... --.. ---.----.-.--.. ---... ----........ _ ... --
254.1 1RE2 QT1CIMAG 6 
255.1 1RE2 QT2SREAL 6 
256.1 1RE2 QT2SIMAG 6 
_ ... -'257.1- - --'lRE2'"QT2'CREAl-''' 6- - ... -.- - ... - - - ... - -.... - .. ,- - - - - ...... - - "'- - - -'-' - -- - .. - _ .. - .. - - .. - - .. - _.- - -
258.1 1RE2 QT2CIMAG 6 
259.1 1RE2 BETSREAL 6 
260.1 1RE2 BETSIMAG 6 . 
- : .... '26Li lR·EZ-SETCRE'A:L-j,-·--.. __ .... · __ .... _,·_-.... · __ .... ·-.. ·-.. --_·_-.... - .. -_ .... -_ .. _-..... - ... _- .... _-... _-.-_ ... _ ..... _ ..... _ .... -
262.1 1RE2 BETCIMAG 6 
263.1 1RE2 GAMSREAL 6 
264.1 1RE2 GAMSIHAG 6 
- 2'65:"1 -- - lREZ"'GAMCR'EAC "6' 
266.1 1RE2 GAMCIHAG 6 
267.1 1RE2 X REAL 6 
268.1 1RE2 X IMAG 6 
.. -.. 26if~·C---i"RE2·y ........ REA:(' .. -6 ...... --.... --........ - .. -·----.. ·---... -_.-.---.. _ ...... _ ...... _-.... - .... _ ....... _ ... _-... _ .... _ ........ - ....... - ..... - ......... - ..... --. 
270.1 1RE2 Y IMAG 6 
271.1 1RE2 Z REAL 6 
272.1 1RE2 Z IMAG 6 
...... ·--273.i- .... - -"lRE2'''TkTXREA'L - 6- -.... - ...... - .- .-.... - ....... - .. - _ .. - ...... - -.-- - ... - ... - - - -..... - -.- - .-- -... - .. -... - -- - ... _. "'- - - --. 
274.1 1RE2 THTXIMAG 6 
275.1 1RE2 THTYREAL 6 
276.1 1RE2 THTYIHAG 6 
. _.- -·zi'i:i-.... -·-.. iREZ .. TkTZREAC .... -j, .......... ·---...... _· .... · .. _ .... ·-..... _ ...... __ ...... - ........ _-... -_ ..... --..... _ ..... _ ...... _-.. _ .... - ..... __ ......... - ....... - ...... _ ... --.... __ ..... -
278.1 1RE2 THTZIHAG 6 
279.1 2MS1 MODEREAL 6 
280.1 2HS1 HODEIMAG 6 
~81~1' - _. :3Msl'''l1obEREAL' '0 -" - .. - -.- .- _ .... - .-- _ .. - -" - .. - -_ .. - -.... - .-- - - --'" . - ... - _ .. - "-" - - -" - .... - - .. _ ...... - -
282.1 3MS1 MODEIMAG 6 
283.1 4MS1 MODEREAL 6 
284.1 4MS1 MODEIHAG 6 
.... 2S5~1-.... · .. -·5HS1·HODEREAC--r-.... ·-........ - .. · .. · .. - .. ··· .... ·--...... _-_ ....... _ ...... _ ...... _-......... __ ........ _ ...... _ .... , ... - ..... ---....... - ...... _ ..... __ ...... __ ....... _ ...... __ ......... _ ......... _ .......... . 
286.1 5MS1 HODEIMAG 6 
287.1 6MS1 HODEREAL 6 
288.1 6MS1 HODEIMAG 6 
.... ·239.1 .. · .... - --... -...... FREQEIGV· ...... 7"- ...... _ ...... - - ... - ...... - .... "- ...... - ...... -_ .. - ....... - ............. -- _ ..... - ......... _ .. "'" ...... - "-' -.... - .... - - ......... - .. - ......... - ...... .. 
290.1 DAMPEIGV 7 
291.1 1RE2 QFT1REAL 7 
292.1 1REZ QFT1IMAG 7 
. 293.1 .. · .. --· .. ·· .. 1RE2 .. QFT2REAl ........ 7 .. · .... --.... · .. ·_-.... ···_ ........ _ ........ _ .. -........ _ ........ - ......... _ .......... _ ........ _ ......... _ ....... -_ ........ _ ........ _ ...... _ .... -... - ....... - ....... _-..... __ ........ __ ...... _ ....... -
294.1 1RE2 QFT2IMAG 7 . 




296.1 lRE2 BETAIMAG 7 297 .1·········--·_··1RE2 .. GAMAREAL _ ...... '-..... _ ...... _ ........ _ ......... __ ..... _ ...... __ ....... _ ......... _ ........ _-........ _._ ....... -_._ ........ -- ........... _., ......... -..................................................... _ ............. _ ........... . 
29S.1 lREZ GAMAIMAG 7 
Z99.1 lRfZ QTlSREAL 7 
. 300.1 lRE2 QTlSIMAG 7 
-..... -'-"301'.1 .. - -'IREZ-QTic'REA'L - .. :;- -. - ...... 
302.1 lREZ QTICIMAG 7 
303.1 lREZ QT2SREAL 7 
_. __ .~04.~ .. __ · _IRE.?_9I?~.~!:!~~L_7_. _____ . __________ . ____ .. ____ . 
'---'''--'-''--'' .. _-_._-_._--.. _-_ ... -305.1 lRE2 QTZCREAL 7 
306.1 lREZ QTZCIMAG 7 
307.1 lRE2 BETSREAL 7 
.... ~OS.l _ ....... ~.R..ELBUSl.MAG .... _7.. .. __ ... _ ...... _ " .... _. __ .. __ ...... __ ... ______ ....... __ ....... _ ...... _ .. __ ... ____ .. _ ...... _ .. _ .... _ .... _ 
309.1 lRE2 BETCREAL 7 
310.1 lREZ BETCIMAG 7 
311.1 lRE2 GAM5REAL 7 
31Z.1 ...... __ ... JR.;? .. GAtt5.;l;MAIL .... .J_ .. __ .. __ . __ ...... _ .... __ ._._ ..... __ ... __ ....... _ .... __ ..... _ .... __ . __ .... _ ... __ .. __ .... _ .. ___ ..... _ ... _ ... __ ...... _. 
313.1 lREZ GAMCREAL 7 
314.1 lREZ GAMCIMAG 7 
315.1 lRE2 X REAL 7 
316.1 lREZ X IMAG 7 
....... -·31'7.i-· - -"'IREZ"'y' -'REAL --. 7- _ ... - - _. - ...... _ .. - _ .... - .-- - - _ .. - .. - - .. - ... - -. -- - ... - .... - - - - .. - ...... - - _ .... -"- -. -
31S.1 lREZ Y IMAG 7 
319.1 lRE2 Z REAL 7 
320.1 lREZ Z IMAG 7 .. 
_ ..... -32Li---i'RE2-i'HTXREAL.-Y--.. -----.. ·--· .. --.. - .. · .. - .... ---· .. --.. _-..... __ .... -_ ... __ .... __ .... _... . .... _-.. -_ .... _ .... _ ..... -
3ZZ.1 lREZ THTXIMAG 7 
3Z3.1 lRE2 THTYREAL 7 
:3~.4.:.~ .. __ ~RE? .. .:rH.In!:1ACL. ... 7.. _. __ ...... _ ... __ ... _ ..... _ ... __ '" _ ...... _ .. _ ...... _ .. _. ___ .. __ ... _ ..... __ .. __ .. _ .... ____ .. __ ...... _ 
325.1 lRE2 THTZREAL 7 
326.1 lREZ THTZIMAG 7 
327.1 2N51 MOOEREAL 7 
3ZS.1 2M51 MOOEINAG 7 
-- .... · .. 329:'1-_ .. --31151 Mcii:l'EREAC .. -y .... _· ...... _· .... -_ .... · __ · .... ·_ ...... __ .. · __ .. · .. - .... ·_ ....... - ..... _ ..... - ... -_ ..... __ .-_ ...... _ .... _ ....... _ ....... _ ....... -._ .... _ ....... -
330.1 3MSI MODEIMAG 7 
331.1 4M51 NOOEREAL 7 
_ ... _33?.~_ .... __ .. 4MSl ... !:100.PH.A.G_ ? .. " _'" _ ....... _ ... __ . __ ..... __ .. __ .. _ ... __ ... __ .... _ ... __ . __ ._. _ .. __ .. __ .. _ ....... ____ .... _ .... " _. __ .. , 
333.1 5N51 MOOEREAL 7 
334.1 5M51 MOOEIMAG 7 
335.1 6M51 MOOEREAL 7 
336.1 6M51 MODEItlAG 7 337 .T .. · .. ·_ ........ ·· .. · .. FREQEIGV .... · .... S· ...... ·_ ...... -_· .... -_· .... · .. ·_ .... --...... -.-....... --....... - ....... - .... - .. -..... - ...... - ....... - .... --........ - .... _ .... _ ........ _ ......... - ........ --...... _ ... --
33S.1 DAMPEIGV S 
339.1 lRE2 QFTIREAL 8 
340.1 lRE2 ~FTIIMAG 8 
- 341:1' - _. IREZ'''QFT2REAC "8 _ .. - .. - .. _. '- _ .... -- ._. -. - ,..... - .. - -_. - _ .... - - - - _ ..... - - - ... - -- -- - _ ... -- _.- - ...... -
34Z.1 lREZ QFT2IMAG S 
343.1 lREZ BETAREAL 8 
344.1 lRE2 BETAIMAG 8 
·-"345:1-...... _·1RE2·· GAHAREAl-.. ·s .. -_ ...... _· .... ·-...... ·_ ........ · __ · .. · .. · .. _ .. · .. ·_ .... ·_ .. · ....... _ ....... __ ........ _ ... ___ ..... __ .......... _ ......... ,--...... _ ..... _ ....... , .. c.. ........ _ ..... _ ....... -_ .. , ..... _ ......... . 
346.1 lRE2 GANAIHAG 8 
347.1 lRE2 QT15REAL 8 
34S.1 lRE2 QT15IHAG 8 
- .... -"'3-+9.1'" ._ ... · .. ·lREZ·QTlCREAL· ...... 8·· .. · .. _ ..... _- ...... - .... - .. - ......... - ...... _ .. - ...... - ... - - ... - ....... - ........................ _- -.. 00 _ ... - •• - .. -_ .... - ...... - ...... _ ..... . 
350.1 lRE2 QTICIHAG 8 
351.1 lREZ QTZ5REAL 8 
_ ~ 352.1 lREZ QT25IHAG S 
........ .. 353;1 .... ·_ .... ·1REZ .. QT2CREAL ........ S ........ ·_· .. · .... ·-·· ...... ·-_ ....... _ .......... - .......... __ ..... -_ ..... -_ ......... __ ...... _ ...... _-......... _ .... __ ..... _.-...... _ ........ _ ........ _ ......... - ........ _ ....... _ ............ _ ....... -
U) 354.1 lRE2 QT2CIMAG S 
355.1 lREZ BET5REAL 8 IBM Z30687 
• 
) 
356.1 lRE2 BET5IMAG 8 
--357 .1--····_··"iREZ··BE"TCREAC-·····S··_······_·······_-··· ... - ........ -_ ........... - ........ -_ ..... -._ ....... _ ......... - .... -_ ...... _ .......... _ ......................... ,,-......... _-........... . 
~ 358.1 lRE2 BETCIMAG 8 
~ 359.1 lRE2 GAM5REAL 8 
C) 360.1 lRE2 GAM5IMAG 8 
"""36i'.C"·- -·1Ri:.2"·GANfREAl. - 8-- _ ... - -'" - .-.. _ .. , '- ...... - .... - -..... - ....... - ...... - -.... - ....... -
362.1 1RE2 GAMCIMAG 8 
363.1 lRE2 X REAL 8 
364.1 lRE2 X IMAG 8 
---'365-:1 iRE2 .. ·Y .... REAL .... -a----.... ---_ ... _-... __ ._---_ .. _--_ ... __ .. __ ... _-._------.... _--_ ... -
366.1 lRE2 Y IMAG 8 
367.1 1RE2 Z REAL 8 
~68,.:I.. __ ... , ~.RE2_~ __ ... ~~A§ .... 'J,! .. __ ._ " .... ,,_ .. , ___ " .... _____ " ___ . ___ . __ ..... _____ .. __ . ___ '" _" __ . __ ... _ "' __ .... _ 
369.1 lRE2 THTXREAL' 8 
370.1 1RE2 THTXIMAG 8 
371.1 1RE2 THTYREAL 8 
372.1 lRE2 THTYIMAG 8 
-"'" -373.i .... --.. ·i'R"E2 .. ·THTZREAL-...... S-.. -· .... ----.... ·-· .... ·-----.. --...... - ..... --.. --..... - .. ---... --..... --.... --.. --."--.. --... ----...... _ ...... -
374.1 lRE2 THTZIMAG 8 
375.1 2M51 MODEREAL 8 
376.1 2M51 MODEIMAG 8 
_ ..... --377.1- - -"'3r1S1'''MODEREAL ...... 8- ...... - - -.... - ...... - ... - -.... - .. - -' - - .. - .. - - .. - .... - - - - .. - .-- -. - - ... - .. -. - - -'" - - - .. -
378.1 3M51 MODEIMAG 8 
379.1 4M51 MODEREAL 8 
380.1 4M51 MOOEIMAG 8 
- '--38i~'i 5MSCr.oDEREAi:-s .. --.. --· .. ------·--.. --.. ·---.. --.. --.. · .. --.... --.. --.... --... _ ...... _- .. _-... --..... --.. _--..... _ ... -_ .... -
382.1 5M51 MOOEIMAG 8 
383.1 6M51 MOOEREAL 8 
384.1 6M51 MODEIMAG 8 3'85':1' - .. -'-- .... ·FREQEIGV-· "'9 ...... - ...... - .... - _ .... - ...... - .- _ .... - ...... _ .. - -." - -" -'- _ .. - ...... - ""- - .. - -. - ...... - - ...... - .... - -
386.1 DAMPEIGV 9 
387.1 lRE2 QFTIREAL 9 
388.1 lRE2 QFTIIMAG 9 , .. - -.389~I---iRfz ... QFT2FfEA.C .. -9.-.--....... - ..... -.-.. __ ... n_ ... __ ..... _ ... __ ..... _ ...... __ .. _. - .... --.... _ .. -_ .... --... --... _ ....... _-_ ..... - ..... __ .... -_ ... -. 
390.1 lRE2 QFT2IMAG 9 
391.1 1RE2 BETAREAL 9 
392.1 lRE2 BETAIMAG 9 
_ ... "-393.1 -..... -"lRE2"GAHAREAL - if" .... - - ..... - -. -- _ .... - .... - - .- _ ... - ...... - .,,- -- - "- - - -.- - -- - .... - - ... - ...... -. - _ .. - ... - - - _ ... 
394.1 lRE2 GAMAIMAG 9 
395.1 lRE2 QT1SREAL 9 
396.1 lRE2 QT15IMAG 9 
_ .. -"397 .i-··--······lRE2···QTlCRE,(["····-·-9~··· .. -······-~·-· ... _-_ ....... __ ...... - ....... _ ...... _ ...... __ .. -... - ...... __ .... -_ ... _ ...... _-.... __ ... _-.... _-... _ .. _ ....... - ...... -._._-_ ..... _.-.. _-
398.1 lRE2 QTICIMAG 9 
399.1 lRE2 QT2SREAL 9 
400.1 lRE2 QT25IMAG 9 
- 401:1 .- -. lRE2"QT2CREA['" "9- - ... - '''- _ .... - _ ... - ....... - - _ ... _ ... - _ .. - ...... - _ .. - - ........ -'- -.... - .. - - .. - _ ... -_ ... _. - ...... - -'-
402.1 lRE2 QT2CIMAG 9 
403.1 lRE2 BETSREAL 9 
404.1 lRE2 BET5IMAG 9 
-· .. -40S:r-.... --.. ·:lRE2 .. BETCREAl-.. ·<j· .. _ ...... __ ........ ·_· .... ·........: .... · .. ·_·--...... -· .. · .. ·_ ........ _ ........ _ ....... - ....... _ ....... _ ........ _-........ _ ..... __ ...... _ ..... - ........ - ..... _ ........ _ .... ---........ - ........ .. 
406.1 lRE2 BETCIHAG 9 
407.1 lRE2 GAHSREAL 9 
408.1 1RE2 GAHSIMAG 9 
-'409.1" .. -- ...... lRE2·GAHCREAL ...... · 9 - .... _ ....... - -.... - ...... - ... -- ........ - ......... -... - ....... - .... - _ .... - ....... - .... -
410.1 lRE2 GAMCIHAG 9 
411.1 1RE2 X REAL 9 
412.1 lRE2 X IMAG 9 4n:l .. · .. _ .. · .. lRE2'Y-.... 'REAC .... ·-9 ...... · .. _· .... ·-· .... --_· .. · .. - .... · .. -· .......... - ..... __ ........ - .... --....... _ ......... -_ .... -.. - ..... _ ......... _ ........ - ...... _-....... _ ...... _ ...... - ......... __ ........... _ ...... -
414.1 lRE2 Y IMAG 9 




416.1 lRE2 Z IMAG 9 
--4i7 :f-------."iREZ .... THi:XREAC--.. --9----.---.-.-.----..... --.-.. ----.. -.. ---.... ---...... ---.-.-.-------... -~--...... - ..... -.. - .. -....... -.. ---...... - .......... -. 
418.1 lRE2 THTXIMAG 9 
419.1 lRE2 THTYREAL . 9 
420.1 lRE2 THTYIHAG 9 
---- -4Z1".1 -- -'IRE2-THTiREAL - 9-- -- - --... 
422.1 lRE2 THTZIMAG 9 
423.1 2M51 MODEREAL 9 
424.1 2M51 MODEIMAG 9 
- -·4"Z"5. i---3MSi-tiOOEREAL"---9'"""-
. . 
.. _---_.--_._. --_ .. _-_._----_ .. _-_._-_ ... _-_. __ . __ ... __ ... _-----_ .. -
426.1 3M51 MODEIMAG 9 
427.1 4M51 MODEREAL 9 
.... _ ~2.8.,.;t .. ____ ~.!:!5L.HQQ.En:tAG .... ..!1 .. __ . __ .. _______ .... _ .... __ .. ____ .. _ . ...:.... __ .... __ ._. __ . _____ .... ____ .. _ ...... __ . __ ... _ 
429.1 5M51 MOOEREAL 9 
430.1 5M51 MODEIMAG 9 
431.1 6M51 MODEREAL 9 
__ ... _.~;;2.,.~ ... __ ... ~ltS.L.MQD.JJMML ... __ 9_. __ .... __ . ______ .. __ . ___ ... __ .. ___ ... __ .... __ .... __ . __ . __ .... _. _ .. __ .. __ . __ . __ ... __ .. __ .... __ ....... _ 
433.1 FREQEIGV 10 
434.1 DAMPEIGV 10 
435.1 lRE2 QFTIREAL 10 
. 436.1 lRE2 QFTlIMAG 10 
-.,. -437.1 - -"'IRE2"'Qi'i2REAL -"16- - ... - - ...... - .. - _ ... - --- - - - .- - ... - .. - _. - -- - - - .. - - _.- - '- -- - ...... - -- -.... - .. - _. -
438.1 lRE2 QFT2IMAG 10 
439.1 lRE2 BETAREAL 10 
_ ... ~!+.~ .. ,J ___ ~.B.t:.L~.~.:rAI.t:I~~_~.9.. ____ ..... _ .. _. _____ ..... __ ... _ .. ___ ... __ ... ___ .. ___ .... __ .. __ .. __ .... __ .. __ ... __ .. ___ .. __ .... __ .... __ ... __ 
441.1 lRE2 GAMAREAL 10 
442.1 lRE2 GAMAIMAG 10 
443.1 lRE2 QTlSREAL 10 
_ ~.~4.:..! ... __ ~~E? ... ~T.I5r.!:1ArL I..g. ___ . ___ .. __ .. __ . __ .. ___ ... ____ .. __ .... ___ ... __ . __ .. ___ . ___ .. __ .... _ .... ____ .... __ .. __ 
445.1 lRE2 QTICREAL 10 
446.1 lRE2 QTICIMAG 10 
447.1 lRE2 QT2SREAL 10 
448.1 lRE2 QT25IHAG 10 
- --·449~·i----iRE2"··QT2CREAC--fo··-··--···-······-·--··_ ..... --.... _-.-..... -_ ... --.. ---... -_ .... --.-_ .... - .... ----... - ....... - .... - ....... --.... --..... --
450.1 lRE2 QT2CIMAG 10 
451.1 lRE2 BETSREAL 10 
____ 4~?·L ... __ IR.~2_!3.EI!)_Ir:!.A..G_lg ___ . _ .. _. ____ .. ___ ._. _ .. __ .. _ .. _ .. _ . _____ .. ______ . _____ .. ___ . __ ... ___ ... _ ...... _____ .. . 
453.1 lRE2 BETCREAL 10 
454.1 lRE2 BETCIMAG 10 
455.1 lRE2 GAMSREAL 10 
456.1 lRE2 GAM5IMAG 10 
-- -4si:Y····_-····"iREZ···GAMCREAC····io·-····_··--_·····---..... - .... __ ....... - ...... _ ........ _ ...... -.-.... _ .... ---.... _-... --.... _ .. -_ ....... _ ....... _ .... --... --.... _-... --_ ...... --
458.1 lRE2 GAMCIMAG 10 
459.1 lRE2 X REAL 10 
460.1 lRE2 X IMAG 10 
- 46I:-f .. - _ .. lREZ"'y- REAC' 10 --. - ... - -- .. - - .. - - .-- - - - .. - .. - _ .. - .-... - ... - -. - -.- . - .- _ ... - .. -. _. - - ... - .... - - .. - -.... -- ... -
462.1 lRE2 Y IMAG 10 
463.1 lRE2 Z REAL 10 
464.1 lRE2 Z IMAG 10 
... - 46S·;r-·······_··1RE2· .. 'rHtXREAL10·--·····--···· .. _·····. __ ............ - .... _-...... ---.... _ .... -.. _-....... _-........ _--.... - ....... _ ....... _ ........ - .... - ...... -_ ......... _ .... -.. _ ....... _ .... __ .......... _ ......... . 
466.1 lRE2 THTXIMAG 10 
467.1 lRE2 THTYREAL 10 
468.1 lRE2 THTYIMAG 10 
'"469.1''' ... - -····lRE2THTlREAL .. ····lo-······ - ..... - -.... - ...... _. --- -................ - ... - ....... - -- -.... - -..... - .. -- --.... - ....... - ... - - ... - -... --....... -. _ ... - ........ -... -.. . 
470.1 lRE2 THTZIMAG 10 
471.1 2M51 MODEREAL 10 
_ ~ 472.1 2M51 MODEIMAG 10 ~ -'473 ;1·····--_ .. ·····3H5r·MODEREA[·····10-········_-········._ ....... - ....... _ ... -_.-....... _ ....... __ ....... _-.... ---..... _ ...... _ ... -.---... _.-.... -_ ..... _-...... _ ......... _ ...... _ ......... _ ........ _-........ ---.. . 
474.1 3M51 MODEIMAG 10 






476.1 4MSI MODEIMAG 10 477 .1······ .. --··SMSf··MODEREAC·io·_······_···· .. ·_········.-......... ---........ --...... - .......... --....... --....... _-...... __ ....... _ .. -........ - ......... -.............. - ................................. " ............. - ........... - ............. . 
478.1 5MSI MODEIMAG 10 
479.1 6MSI MODEREAL 10 
480.1 6MSI MODEIMAG 10 
- ... --481".1 "'- -. . ... -"FREQEIGV -iC _. - ...... - .. -- _ .... - -.... - ... - - ... - ..... - - .. - -.... - ...... . 
482.1 DAHPEIGV 11 
483.1 lRE2 QFTIREAL 11 
484.1 lRE2 QFTIIMAG 11 . 
---485.1" iRE"i' QFiiREAC···-ii-·--··-----··--···--··----··---·--·-·---.. --.. --.. --.. ---.--.. - .. ----... --.. --..... -
486.1 lRE2 QFT2IMAG 11 
487.1 lRE2 BETAREAL 11 
488.1 lRE2 BETAIMAG 11 
... 489';1 - .-.- iREZ-GAMAREAC" Ii - - .. - .-... - -.... _ .. - -.... -_ .... - _ .. -- ._- - -- -- --- .-... - - "'.' - ._- -- .- .... - .-- -" - -.. - -.- _. 
490.1 lRE2 GAHAIHAG 11 
491.1 lRE2 QT1SREAL 11 
492.1 lRE2 QT1SIMAG 11 . 
_ ..... -··493~C--··"iREi···QiiCREAC····ii-··-···-·-·---··-····--.... _-.... --... --.... - ... _-..... --... --.... -_ .. --.. ------.--.... - ..... --.---..... ---.. --
494.1 lRE2 QTICIMAG 11 
495.1 lRE2 QT2SREAL 11 
496.1 lRE2 QT2SIMAG 11 
-497.f" - -"'lRE2QT2CREAL -"iC -.... -. -- '.'- - .... _ ... - ...... - '- -. - - .. - - _ .. - - - - _ .. -.,.- -. - -... - ..... --- -". - "- - -
498.1 lRE2 QT2CIMAG 11 
499.1 lRE2 BETSREAL 11 
500.1 lRE2 BETSIMAG 11 
- ··-soi:i----fREz-sETCREAL-ff·--···--····---···-·······-_ .... --.... --..... - .... _-... _-.. --.... --.... --... _ ... -_ .... -_ ... --.... --.. -_ .. _ .... --.... -
502.1 lREa BETCIMAG 11 
503.1 lRE2 GAMSREAL 11 
504.1 lRE2 GAMSIMAG 11 5(i"5':1 .. - - iREi""GAMCREAL if ...... - ..... - ...... - .. , - ..... - .- --'. - .... - - ."- ..... - .-. - _.- _. -- -.. - - -..... - .. - - .... - ... - - - .... - -. -.. -
506.1 lRE2 GAHCIMAG 11 
507.1 lRE2 X REAL 11 
508.1 lRE2 X IMAG 11 
- _·····so9":Y--·-fREi"·'{-···REAC·IC····_·······_·······_·.-_ ... __ .... __ ...... _ ...... _ ..... _ ....... _ ...... - ..... - ... --..... --.... --.-.-... --..... - ... --...... - ... --... --
510.1 lRE2 Y IMAG 11 
511.1 lRE2 Z REAL 11 
512.1 lRE2 Z IMAG 11 
_ ... ·--5i3.1 .. _. -lRE2"'iirT"xREA'L -11"- -'" - ..... - -- "'- _ ..... - _ .... -. -- .-.. - ...... - "'- - ... - ... - - .. - ... -. - ... - - .. - _ ... - ...... _. -- _ .... - .-- - .- _ .. . 
514.1 lRE2 THTXIMAG 11 
515.1 lRE2 THTYREAL 11 
516.1 lRE2 THTYIMAG 11 
- -·Si7. f····_-····"iREZ'·THTZREAC····h ......... _ .... _-..... _-_ ..... _ ....... _- ........ --.... _-...... -_ ....... __ ........ _._ ..... --........ _ ...... - ..... _-.... _ ... -... _ ..... _--....... _ .. -._ ..... __ ..... --...... _. 
518.1 lRE2 THTZIMAG 11 
519.1 2MSl HODEREAL 11 
520.1 2MSl MODEIMAG 11 
- 521:1 .. - _. 3i1si"i10DEREAC if '.'" - .. - ....... -_ .... - ........ _ .. - _ ... - "'- _ .. - ..... - ...... _. - _ ...... - -- -'" - .. - _. - ...... - .... - _. - -.... _.-. 
522.1 3MSl MODEIMAG 11 
523.1 4MSl MODEREAL 11 
524.1 4MSl MODEINAG 11 
··-·525;1-······- 5HS1·HoDEREAL-·l1··_······-_·········_· .. ·····_-······· ........... _ ....... --_ ...... - ....... __ ......... -_ ............ _ ........ _ ..... -... _ ....... - ......... _ .......... _ ...... _ ....... - ....... _-....... _ ......... ---...... - ......... . 
526.1 5MSl MODEINAG 11 
527.1 6MSl MODEREAL 11 
528.1 6MSl MODEINAG 11 
.... 529.1'" .. - ........ ·FREQEIGV····12 
530.1 DAMPEIGV 12 
531.1 lRE2 QFTIREAL 12 
532.1 lRE2 QFT1INAG 12 533. I ······-·······lRE2·· QFT2REAl .. ····12-··········_·······_········· __ ·······_· ...... _ ............ _-_ ....... _ ..... -._ .......... _ ...... --....... _-_ ........ _ .... -._._.: ..... _ ..... __ ........... _ ........ _ ......... _ ......... _ ....... _ ..... __ ........ -
534.1 lRE2 QFT2INAG 12' 




536.1 1RE~ BETAIMAG 1~ 
··53"i~1-····--·-·IREZ··GAHAREAC·i2·-"······-"····"·-·· ..... --:-........ __ ..... - ...... _ ....... - ....... _ ........ - ....... _ ........ -_ ...... - ............................................................................... _ ............... _ ........... . 
538.1 1RE~ GAMAIMAG 1~ 
539.1 1RE~ QT1SREAL 12 
540.1 1RE~ QT1SINAG 1~ 
-_ .. -S4i. C _.- --'lRE~ "'QTicREA"L -iz'- _. - _ ... - - -.- - ... - ...... - .. -- - .... - .... - - ... - _ ... - ....... - .. - -... - .... - - .... - - ... - ... -.. - ..... - ...... -.. ..... - ...... - ..... . 
54~.1 lRE~ QTICIMAG 1~ 
543.1 lRE2 QT2SREAL 1~ 
__ .S..~4.1 .. ___ !E.~.? .. .9Js.~!!1AG...; ... !.L __ .. _________ . __ . ___ . ___ ... __ . 
545.1 1RE~ QT2CREAL 1~ ---_ .. __ .. __ ... _ .. __ ... _--_ ... __ ._--_ .... -
546.1 1RE~ QT~CIMAG 1~ 
547.1 lRE~ BETSREAL 1~ 
... ~".8.,.:t. ___ !RELB;T~:U:tAG .... :J,? __ .... __ ... ____ . _ ...... _ •. __ . _ . __ .. __ . __ .... ___ ._ .. _ "' __ .. ___ .. ____ . __ ... __ . __ ... _ 
549.1 lRE2 BETCREAL 1~ 
550.1 1RE2 BETCIMAG 12 
551.1 1RE2 GAMSREAL 12 
552.1 lRE2 GAMSIMAG 12 
553~f···--··iREZ···GAMCREAL·····i2-----·····---···· .. - .. -----.... --... --..... - ... --.. ---.--.--.. --.-.-----.--.... --... _ ... _ ... -.-_ ... -
554.1 1RE2 GAMCIMAG 12 
555.1 1RE2 X REAL 12 
_. __ 5S..~ .• ~ ___ .. 1R.,E2 ... X. _Jt1~G_ .. J?_ ...... _. __ .. , ___ ._ .. _________ .. _____ . __ ... __ ... __ ... _ .. __ .... _ .... __ ... ___ . _ .. __ _ 
557.1 1RE~ Y REAL 12 
558.1 lRE2 Y lMAG 12 
559.1 lRE2 Z REAL 1~ 
560.1 1RE~ Z INAG 12 
- · .. ·-·56I~"i---fREi-THTxREAi.-iZ"·--··--·-··--·····--···--... --.... - .... --. " .. --.... --.---------.. --.. -----... --..... - .. ---.. --..... --..... -
562.1 lRE2 THTXIMAG 12 
563.1 lRE2 THTYREAL 12 
564.1 lRE2 THTYINAG 12 
- 56'5:1 .- - iRE2""THTZREAL ii -.- - ...... - ... - _ ... - -.- -. -- -.-.' - ...... -. -- ...... - --' - -- - .. - -- - --" - .. - - ... - .-.... - - -.. - -.. - ... -
566.1 1RE2 THTZIMAG 12 
567.1 2MS1 MODEREAL 12 
568.1 2MSl MODEIMAG 12 
- --·S6 if;y--·-3Nsi·i10DEREAC···· .. ii······-·······_····· ... __ . __ ..... __ ..... __ .. _ ......... _ ..... _ ...... __ .. __ ....... _ ... __ ... _ .. __ .... _ ..... _ ........ _ ...... _ ... _ ..... _-_ ...... -
570.1 3MS1 MODEIMAG 12 
571.1 4MS1 MOOEREAL 12 
572.1 4MS1 MOOEINAG 12 
·-573.i- ....... --5MS1"MODEREA'L -12'- _ ... - -.... - -- _.- - ... - - - - .. - ...... - .- _ .... - .... - - .- _ .... - .. _. - - - .. - _ .... - - - ... - -'- - - -'" 
574.1 5NSl MODEINAG 12 
575.1 6NSl MODEREAL 12 
576.1 6MSl MODEIMAG 12 
-- -···577:1""····_······· _········FREQEIGV······i3-········_ .. ····_-·····_······ .. - ...... - ...... - ....... - ....... - ...... --..... - ..... - ....... - ..... _._ ....... _ ....... _ ..... _ ... _ ........ _ ..... - ...... _ ..... --...... -
578.1 DANPEIGV 13 
579.1 lRE2 QFTIREAL 13 
580.1 lRE2 QFTIIMAG 13 
... S81:1 - - iRE2""QFT2REAC' 13 _. - ... - _ ...... - _ .... - ... - ...... - --.. - .. - _ .. - ...... - -- - - -...... - - _ .... - - .. - .. - _ .... - ....... _ .. - ...... - -
582.1 1RE2 QFT2IMAG 13 
583.1 lRE2 BETAREAL 13 
584.1 lRE2 BETAIMAG 13 
·- .. 5S5;1-·······-.. ·1~E~··~AHAREAL-13-······-······--·· ..... -_ ........... _ .......... _ ..... __ .... _ ....... -_ ....... __ ........ _ ......... _ ......... _ ...... - ......... - ..... - .. - ...... --........ - ....... - ...... - ...... - ...... _ ...... .. 
586.1 lRE2 GAMAIMAG 13 
587.1 lRE2 QT1SREAL 13 
588.1 lRE2 QT1SINAG 13 
"'589.1" .... - -···lRE2·QTlCREAL-··13 .. ····· ....... - _ ..... - ...... -_ ... _- ..... --....... -.... - ._ .... --..... - ...... - _ ..... - ..... -. """ .... _- .... - - ... - ..... -_ ..... - _ ... _ ........ '-'" 
590.1 lRE2 QTICIMAG 13 
591.1 lRE2 QT2SREAL 13 
_...... 592.1 lRE2 QT2SINAG 13 
I\) .. 593 .1······_-_······"lRE2·· QT2CREAt:····T3···········_········_········_····· .. · __ · ...... _ ............ __ ....... __ ......... _ .... __ ...... - ........ _ ....... - ...... __ ........... - ........• _ ............ _ ......... - ......... - .......... - ...... ---......... - ......... .. 
~ 594.1 lRE2 QT2CIMAG 13 




.. -~~;: ~ ''''''''-'''l:~~''~'~~~~~!r-''~}-'''''-''''''''-'''''''''-'' ...... - .......... - ........ - ......... _ ....... _-..... ,._ ....... _ ......... _ ............. --.......................... -........ -....................................... --............ -....................... . 
~ 598.1 1RE2 BETCIMAG 13 ~ 599.1 1RE2 GAMSREAL 13 
600.1 1RE2 GAMSIMAG 13 
--6iii.C··- -"lRE2'''GANcREA"L -13"'- - - - .. _ .. - _ .... - ...... - ...... - ... - ....... -- .. - ...... - ....... - ... - _ ... - ...... _ .... _. _ .... - .... - -.... _- ...... _ ........ - ... - ..... . 
602.1 1RE2 GANCI MAG 13 
603.1 1RE2 X REAL 13 
604.1 1RE2 X IMAG 13 . 
_ .. - -6·05.i---·TRE2-Y-··REAC···T3-.. ----------·-----···----.--.. -----.. --.---.--.. --... --.-----.. ----.--... -
606.1 1RE2 Y IMAG 13 
607.1 1RE2 Z REAL 13 
.... (>.08,.1. _ .. __ ~gE·?_Z_ ... :J:t1AG .... t~ . __ ... __ ... _ ...... _. _ ...... ___ ..... __ ... ____ . " __ . __ .... __ ...... , _ .. __ ... __ '" ____ .. __ ...... _ .... __ .. __ 
609.1 1RE2 THTXREAL 13 
610.1 1RE2 THTXIMAG 13 
611.1 1RE2 THTYREAL 13 
612.1 1RE2 THTYIMAG 13 . 
_ ..... -6i3. C .. --.. ·"iR EZ···THTZREAC····1 j-.. --.. --... --...... - .. --... - - ... _-...... - ...... _ .... --._.--.... --.. _-.... _-.. 
614.1 1RE2 THTZIMAG 13 
615.1 2MS1 NODEREAL 13 
616.1 2MS1 MODEIMAG 13 
-.... -·6f7.C - .. ····3M:h···NoDEREAl. -"13- ...... - .. - - ... - .. - _ ... - - ... - -- - - - .. - .. _- - - ... - -- -- _.,. - .. -- - ... -- - ... - ...... --- - ... - -- - -
618.1 3MS1 MODEIMAG 13 
619.1 4MS1 NCDEREAL 13 
620.1 4MS1 NODEIMAG 13 
- ··62I:l-··--sNsi-NoDEREi.·'::-ii·--·"--......... - ..... --...... - ... --....... --.... --...... --... --.. --.... --..... --... --... - .... --.---... --... --.. --.. ~.-..... -
622.1 5NS1 MODEIMAG 13 
623.1 6MS1 MODEREAL 13 
624.1 6MS1 MOOEIMAG 13 
- 6'25:1" -.... - -- .. ···FREQEIGv· .. · i4 _ ... - .... - - .. - - .... - ..... - -- _ .... - .-.- _. "- ....... - --.. - .... - _ ... - _ ... - ..... - - .. - -.- - .... - - - -.... -. -.. -
626.1 DAMPEIGV 14 
627.1 1RE2 QFT1REAL 14 
628.1 1RE2 QFT1IMAG 14 
- -"629";1---1RE"Z' QFT2REA"L··-Tit··· .. ···_······-····· .. -······--····-· _ ...... - .... _._ ...... - ........ _ ....... - .... --...... _ ..... _ ...... - .... --...... _ ....... - ......... - ....... - ........ _ ..... - .... --
630.1 1RE2 QFT2IMAG 14 
631.1 1RE2 BETAREAL 14 
632.1 1RE2 BETAIMAG 14 
- ... '''-633.1 "'- -'lREz"GAMAREA'L --14'- _ .... - .... - -
634.1 1RE2 GAMAIMAG 14 
635.1 1RE2 QT1SREAL 14 
636.1 1RE2 QT1SIMAG 14 
- .. -637. f···_ .. _·····"iREZ'··QT1CREAt:······"i4-·······_ .. ···_·_· .. ·· ..... -_ ........ - ...... _ ........ _ ........ - ...... _ ...... _-..... _ .... _-.... __ .... _-..... -_ ...... - ..... - ........ _ ....... -.-...... _ ........ - ... - ....... -
638.1 1REZ QT1CIMAG 14 
639.1 1REZ QTZSREAL 14 
640.1 1REZ QTZSIMAG 14 
- {i,a:f - -. lREZ"'QT2CREAL 14- _ ... - .. ,- _ ... - _ ..... - .... -. - .- _ .. - ...... _. - ...... - .. _- - - -"'" . - - -.... - ...... -- - -" - .... - - .. - -"- - --
642.1 1REZ QT2CIMAG 14 
643.1 1RE2 BETSREAL 14 
644.1 1RE2 BETSIMAG 14 
--. "045: 1-····-·mE2 . enCREAC-T4·_·········_······--·······:··_-··········_· .. -...... - ......... --... --........ - .......... --.... --........... _ ........ _ ........ _ ........ __ ....... - ...... -.-........ - ....... -_ ....... __ ...... - ........ _ .......... . 
646.1 1RE2 BETCIMAG 14 
647.1 1RE2 GAMSREAL 14 
648.1 1RE2 GAMSIMAG 14 
--'649.1'" .... - -·· .. lRE2 .. GAMCREAL······14 .. ··· ..... _ ......... -'" .- ...... _ ...... - ...... - ..... - --.. - ....... - ............. - ....... - ...... - ..... " ............... -... -." _ ......... - .. ' ....... - .... - ...... - ....... . 
650.1 1RE2 GAMCIMAG 14 
651.1 1RE2 X REAL 14 
652.1 1RE2 X IMAG 14 
'653.1 ·····-· .. ···lRE2··Y·-·· REAL""1.4-"'''''''-'''''''--'''' .... __ ........ - ..... --_ ........ _ ...... _ ........ _ .... _.-.. - .. _-...... __ ..... __ ...... - .......... _ .......... - ........ _-........ _ ........ __ ..... -... _ ..... __ .. _ ....... _ ........ -
654.1 1RE2 Y IMAG 14 
655.1 1RE2 Z REAL 14 IBM Z30687 
656.1 1RE2 Z IMAG 14 
- ..... ···-65t~f······--··iREi···TH"TXREAL-·i4·-····-·····-··· ... _ ..... _-..... -_ ..... - ..... - .... - ....... --.. _-....... _._ ..... _ ...................... _ ......... _ ............ . 
658.1 1RE2 THTXIMAG 14 j 
659.1 1RE2 THTYREAL 14 
660.1 lRE2 THTYIMAG 14 
- .. --66i.C - -·1R"E2··itrj:zREAL -14- -. - ..... _ .. - _ .... - ... - - ... - _ .... - ....... - .. - _ ... - ....... -. 
662.1 lRE2 THTZIMAG 14 
663.1 2MSI MODEREAL 14 
664.1 2NSI NODEINAG 14 
-- -'6'6"5:"i 3Nsf'MODEREALl4" ._------,. __ ... __ .. __ .. _-
666.1 3NSI NODEINAG 14 
667.1 4NSI NODEREAL 14 
.... ~.~.8,;1. _ .... _ ~!:1S1 .. J19.9.~I.t!AG .... Ilt ... __ .. _. _ ... __ .. ____ ... _ ...... _. ___ . __ . __ ... __ ... __ .. __ ... __ '. _ . ___ . _ ...... _ .. __ ... _ 
669.1 5MSI MODEREAL 14 
670.1 5NSI NODEINAG 1.4 
671.1 6NSI NODEREAL 14 
672.1 6NSI NODEIMAG 14 
_ .... -·673~·f···--····-·······FREQEiG\r···i5-··--··--·-··· .. --.--.--..... - .... --.... --.... - ..... - ... --.... -----.. --.--... ----.. --... --.... --....... -
674.1 DANPEIGV 15 
675.1 lRE2 QFTIREAL 15 
676.1 lRE2 QFTIIHAG 15 
_ .... -67"7.1· - -"'IRE2"'QFi"2"REAi ····"15- ...... - - _ ... - -- _ .. - .-- - -- - - _. - .- - - -- - - _ .. - -- - - -" - -.- - _.- -.... - .- - -
678.1 lRE2 QFT2IMAG 15 
679.1 lRE2 BETAREAL 15 
680.1 lRE2 BETAlHAG 15 
- ····6s·Li----i"RE2-GAMAREAL-g·--·--··--···--····--···--... --.... --.--... --... --... ---.. ---.. --..... - .. -----------... --..... - ... --
682.1 lRE2 GANAINAG 15 
683.1 lRE2 QTlSREAL 15 
684.1 lRE2 QTlSIMAG 15 
- 6'85:'1 ._- - lR'EZ"irricREAC is _.- _ .... - .. - - ... - ..... - .. - - .. - ... - _ .... - -.' - --. - -- _. -- _ .. - .... - - - - - .... - - - ... - - .. - -
686.1 lRE2 QTICIMAG 15 
687.1 lRE2 QT2SREAL 15 
688.1 lRE2 QT2SINAG 15 
- -····689:r---iREZ .. ·QT2CREAC·-is·····_····--······--··---.... - .. ---..... --.... --..... - ..... --... --..... ----... ------..... --.. - .... --.. - ...... - ..... - ....... -. 
690.1 lRE2 QT2CIMAG 15 
691.1 lRE2 BETSREAL 15 
692.1 lRE2 BETSINAG IS 
.... - '--693.1 .... -. -"lifE2"BETCREA'L -15'- -- - ... - _. -- _ .... - _ .... - .... - - .. - .. _- - -- - ... - -'- - .. - _ .... - -- - ... - -., - .-- - - _ .. - ... - -- .- _ ... 
694.1 lRE2 BETCINAG 15 
695.1 lRE2 GANSREAL 15 
696.1 lRE2 GANSINAG 15 
-- -··69i:·C--.. ·"iRE:CGANCREAC·····15-········_·····_·····.---... ---... - ..... - ..... - ..... --...... - ..... - ...... - ... -_.--....... - ... --.... _-... - ....... - ..... - ... -_ ...... --.. "-
698.1 lRE2 GAMCINAG 15 
699.1 lRE2 X REAL 15 
700.1 lRE2 X IMAG 15 
- 701:-r - _ ... lRE2 Y REAC :is- _. - .. - -- - _ .... - -- -. - _ .. - -'- -. - .-.. - .- - - .--.. - .- _ .... - .... - - - .. - - ... - _. -- ..... . 
702.1 lRE2 Y IMAG 15 
703.1 lRE2 Z REAL 15 
704.1 lRE2 Z IMAG 15 
···-,OS;1-····· .. _··1RE2iH'TXREAL-1S·-·····_·······-·····. __ ......... __ ..... - ...... - ..... -_ ..... _ ......... __ ....... __ ...... _-_ ..... _ ....... - ...... - ........ __ ..... _ ..... _-...... _ ...... _-_ ..... _ ........ __ ......... . 
706.1 lRE2 THTXIHAG 15 . 
707.1 lRE2 THTYREAL 15 
708.1 lREZ THTYIHAG 15 
-709.1'" -- -···lREZ·THTlREAL······lS·- .............. - _ ... - ...... _ ... -- ...... - ...... _ .. - ....... - ...... _ .... - ....... - ...... _ ... - ........ -. "- - .. . 
710.1 lRE2 THTZIHAG 15 
711.1 =MSI HODEREAL 15 
-:: ~ 712.1 :::1S1 HODEIMAG 15 
-. ~ .. 71"3.1' ··· __ ·····3:".srl1ODfREAr .. ····lS········-······-····-·-····· .. _ ...... __ ........... _ ....... - ...... - ....... - ........ - ........ - ...... -._ ..... - ....... - ........ _ ........... - ....... _ ....... _ ......... _ .......... _ ........... _ ........ . 
714.1 3MSI MODEIMAG 15 
715.1 ~~SI MODEREAL IS IBM Z30687 
• 
716.1 4MS1 J10DEIMAG 15 . 
_ ..... '''-' ...... _ ....... _ .. -.......... ......... . ........ - ........ __ .. _._. __ ...... _........ __ ..... __ ........ _ .......... _ ....... - ........ __ .....• _ .... _ ... _ ........... _ .•......... _ .............. _ .•....... _ .............. . 
N 717.1 SMS1 MODEREAL 15 . '
~ 718.1 5MS1 MODEIMAG 15 . 
719.1 6MS1 MODEREAL 15 
720.1 6MS1 MODEIMAG 15 
-., --72i.l -.- - ..... "FREQEIGV-i6', -' - ..... ..• - -- - _ .. _".- .- _ ..... - ..... - - .. - _ .... - .....• ...:.-. 
722.1 DAMPEIGV 16 
723.1 1RE2 QFT1REAL 16 
724.1 1RE2 QFT1IMAG 16 
-- - .. ii5:r---1REz.-qi'fzREAC-i6:-----
726.1 1RE2 QFT2IHAG 16 
727.1 1RE2 BETAREAL 16 
728.1 1RE2 BETAIMAG 16 
.... 729~i - .... - iREZ-GAHAREAC'" i6- ... - _ .. - ...... - ..... -' - ..... - .. _ .. - .. - -- - .. - - .. - _ ... - - .... - - .... - -- '- _ ... - ... - _. - '-'" -- .... -
730.1 1RE2 GAHAIMAG 16 
731.1 1RE2 QT1SREAL 16 
732.1 1RE2 QT1SIMAG 16 
- ..... -·i33·~C··--····iREZ··QTiCREAC····i6···--···--··--····--.. --.. --.... --.. ----.--.--..... - .... --.-.-... ----.--.. -_ ... - ..... __ ... - ..... -_ ....... -
734.1 1RE2 QT1CIMAG 16 
735.1 1RE2 QT2SREAL 16 
736.1 1RE2 QT2SIMAG 16 
-.... ~7'37 .i- - -"'1RE2"QTiEcREAL -'''16- .. - _ .. 
738.1 1RE2 QT2CIMAG 16 
739.1 1RE2 BETSREAL 16 
740~1 1RE2 BETSIMAG 16 
- ···74"LI--.. --i"i:i·E2-6·E'i'CREAl.-i6 .. --·--····-····--····--·'''-...... _ .... _--... _-.-_ .. -_ ... __ ... --._-_ ... _-... --... - .. _. __ ... _-.... _-.. __ ... -
742.1 1RE2 BETCIMAG 16 
743.1 1RE2 GAMSREAL 16 
744.1 1RE2 GAMSIMAG 16 
- 7"45':1" .... - - iREi"'GA"HCREAC" 16' .. - - .. - - .- _ ... -'"'' - .... - - ... - ....• - .- ...... - .-. - .. - -' - -.- - .. - - .... - - ... - .. -. - - _ ... 
746.1 1RE2 GAMCIMAG 16 
747.1 1RE2 X REAL 16 
748.1 1RE2 X IMAG 16 . 
"- "-"'i49~"f--""-1RE2""y'-""REAL"'"T6''''''--''-''''' ... _-._-_ ... _ .... _ ..... __ .... _ ...... _ .... _ .... __ .... _ ..... _ .... __ ...... _ ..... _ ..... _ ....... - ...... _ ..... __ ... _ .... --. 
750.1 1RE2 Y IMAG 16 
751.1 1RE2 Z REAL 16 
752.1 1RE2 Z IMAG 16 
- ... '--753.1 ....... -··1RE2·tHTxREA"L -16- - .. - ... - - .. - ...... - .... " - .. - -' - .... - - - -'" - ... - - - ....... -_.- - -- _. - .... _. - .. - _ ... - .- - ._- - .. . 
754.1 1REZ THTXIMAG 16 
755.1 1RE2 THTYREAL 16 
756.1 1RE2 THTYIMAG 16 
---·7si:i·····--·-··iREZ'··TiiTzREAC····li.···········_··· ... __ ...... __ ........ - ...... _ ....... - ....... - ... _. __ ... _ ....... _ .... _ ..... _ ..... _ ...... -_ ...... - ...... _-..... - ... -._ ... _ ...... _ ..... __ .... -
758.1 1REZ THTZIMAG 16 
759.1 ZMS1 MODEREAL 16 
760.1 ZMS1 MODEIMAG 16 
- 761:1 .-- -. 3MSCi1cioEREAC" Hi ..... - - _ .. -- _ .... _ .. - _ ... - _ .. - ... - _. - ...... - .,.- - - - .... - .. - _ .... - -.. - - -- -"- - .. _- _ .. - ..... - .-
762.1 3MS1 MODEIMAG 16 
763.1 4MS1 MODEREAL 16 
764.1 4MS1 MODEIMAG 16 
--··-765~1-·······-- SHS1" HODERi:Ar16·--·····_·······_········· __ ··········_····· .. __ ....... _-_ ...... _ ........ _ .......... - .. _ ...... - ..... _ ........ _ ..... _-_ ...... - ....... _-..... _ ......... - ...... __ ....... __ ...... _ ......... _ ........ . 
766.1 5MS1 MODEIHAG 16 
767.1 6MS1 MODEREAL 16 
768.1 6MS1 MODEIMAG 16 
····769.1 .. · ... - ......... -- ··~REQEIGV· .... 17 ................. - ...... - ....... _ .... - ...... - ...... - ... - ....... -- ... _ ....... - _ ..... - ...... -..... --........ _- -- -., .. - .... - - .. . 
770.1 DAMPEIGV 17 
771.1 1RE2 QFT1REAL 17 
772.1 1RE2 QFTIIHAG 17 
·773. I ····· __ ·····"lREZ·· QFT2REAl·····1 r······-_·····_······ __ ·······_······_········· __ ·····-_ ...... _ ...... - ...... _ ..... __ ......... __ ...... - ....... _ ....... __ ..... --_ ...... - ........ _ ...... _-........ _-.. _ ......... __ ......... . 
774.1 1RE2 QFT2IMAG 17 




776.1 lRE2 BETAIMAG 17 
7ii~'1-"""--"iR'EZ"'GANAREAC"i7'-"""'-""'".-..... - ...... - ....... - ....... - ......... - .. - .. - ......... - ...... _-_ .......... - ......... _ .......................... - .......... --............. ....... .. ............ _ .......... . 
778.1 1RE2 GAMAIHAG 17 
779.1 lRE2 QT1SREAL 17 
_ .. _7~.9.·L ___ 1I?J:2 ... qT~~It:!AG_l7. .... _. _ ...... _ .. _. __ .... _ ...... _ .. _ ....... _ ...... _ .. _ ...... _ ....... _ .. __ ... _ ...... _ .... _ ...... _ ..... __ ... _ ...... _ ......... _ .............. . 
781.1 1RE2 QTICREAL 17 
782.1 lRE2 QT1CIMAG 17 
783.1 lRE2'QT2SREAL 17' 
__ .?~~~_ IB!;.~._rm.~!!1.A..IL._.1.L7 ______________ . 
785.1 lRE2 QT2CREAL 17 
786.1 lRE2 QT2CIMAG 17 
787.1 lRE2 BETSREAL 17 
.... 7.~8.,J. _ ..... _ ll?ELB~I~IJjAG .... 11 .. ___ . __ .... _ ... ___ ...... _ ... __ . _____ .. __ .. __ ...... ____ . _ ... __ .... ___ .. _ .. ___ . ___ ...... _ ..... _ 
789.1 . 1RE2 BETCREAL 17 
790.1 lRE2 BETCIHAG 17 
791.1 lRE2 GAHSREAL 17 
__ ... __ .?9.2.~.1 ...... __ ... JR~~ ... §~!:!~!l:1AG_ .... JL ... __ .. __ .. __ ... __ ... __ .___ .. __ . __ ..... __ .... __ .... _._. __ .. __ .. : __ . ______ . ___ ... : _____ .. _ ....... _ ..... _ 
793.1 lRE2 GAMCREAL 17 
794.1 lRE2 GAMCIHAG 17 
79S.1 lRE2 X REAL 17 
_ .... _.7C?l> .• L __ ... 11?~2 ... X. -':.It:I~G ... j7 __ ._. ____ ... _ .. ___ " ____________ .. __ .. _ ... ____ ... ___ . _ .. __ .. _ .... ____ ...... ___ _ 
797.1 lRE2 Y REAL 17 
798.1 lRE2 Y IMAG 17 
799.1 lRE2 Z REAL 17 
_ ... __ 8~.~ .. ,~ ____ ~~.;23 ... _.J.!1~!?_E __ ... _________ . __ ...... ____ ........ __ . __ .... __ .. __ . __ .. __ ... ___ ... __ ... _____ .... . .. __ .. __ .... _ 
801.1 lRE2 THTXREAL 17 
802.1 lRE2 THTXIMAG 17 
803.1 lRE2 THTYREAL 17 
_ ~9.4.:..! ._ ~RE~ ... :rH.Ty~I:1A~. ~.? ___ .... __ . ____ .. ___ . ___ .. _ ._. _ ._ .. _ ... ___ . - ... - - .... _ r'" _ ..... ____ ... - ... ___ ...... ___ _ 
80S.1 lRE2 THTZREAL 17 
806.1 lRE2 THTZIHAG 17 
807.1 2MSl HOOEREAL 17 
__ ....... !3.~~.~J ____ 2!:1~.~ .. MRll~.IM~l7 .... _17. ........ _ ...... __ ........ _ ... _. ___ .. _ .... _ .... __ ..... _ ... _._ ..... _ ... __ ..... _ ...... _ ...... __ ... __ ....... _ .... _ ....... _ .. __ ....... _ ..... _ ....... _. 
809.1 3NSl MOOEREAL 17 
810.1 3HSl HOOEIHAG 17 
811.1 4MSl MOOEREAL 17 
_ ... _8~?.L ... __ .4t:1~1 ... t:lOOEII:1.~.G_l·L _ ... _ .... _____ ... _ ..... _____ .. _ ...... _ ... ___ ... _ ... ___ ....... _ .. _ .. _ .. ___ .. . 
813.1 SMSl MOOEREAL 17 
814.1 SMSl MOOEIMAG 17 
81S.1 6HSl MOOEREAL 17 
816.1 6NSl HOOEIMAG 17 
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-S.06370-04 -5.Z6450-0S 4.4S760-05 -4.9S910-04 -Z.77810-03 . 
-..... - 6·~·ziii·ljj::-oif- -'1.8416'0:'04 --2.-64030.:03··--6·:97640·:;·04-··· ":'9-. io 690: 0'5' - - - - .. -- _. - --- _ .. _- - ... - ... -- _ ..... - _ .... - ..... . 
-3.Z92Z0-06 -4.71100-05 -3.30560-0S 1.3S90.0-05 0.0 
0.0 -3.66710-06 -S.74700-0S -3.86780-0S 4.00890-06 
-Z.68990-03 9.21360-05 -1.80490-04 -Z.58280-03 -1.59650-04 




APPENDIX E. BASE PROGRAM TEST CASE 13 
---_ .... _ ...... __ .. --_. __ .. _ ........ __ ...... __ .... _.- ........... -.-.................... -- ........... . 
. ....... .......... __ ....... __ ... __ ._. __ ..... __ ........ __ ................... ****** ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1( .. 
* * 
I( S I " V I B PRO G R A " • 
• * .~ _: . .INPUT .. JJIJ. INTERNAL. CAlCULATIONS .....
• . EMPLOY STANDARD lIfITS I( 
• ( FOOT. POlJtI). SECOtIJ J • 
I( I( 
............... __ ............ _ .... __ ............ _ ...... _._ .... _--._ ....... _-_ ....... __ .............. 11 .•••. 11 •• "11 .•••••••••••••••• " ••• 1111** ........... _ ......... _ .. ............. _ ..... __ ...... __ ... _._ ..................... . 
SIHVIB DiECK CASE 13 fOR CDC COMPUTER 
6400 IMPEDANCE - RESULTS IN S'S & LBS 
4 fUSELAGE MODES AND 6 ROTOR D.O.F • 
.... _ .......... __ . __ ...... _ ............ _ ............. ___ .... __ ..... _ .......... _ . .3RD MODE. fREQ _ ....... __ .......... _ ............................................ _ ....... __ .......... _ .................................... _ .......... _ ............. _ ...... _ ............................................... . 
...... 
~ ..... _-_ ...... _ .... _ ....... _ .............. -.............. _ ...... _ ......... _ .......... _-.... ,,_ ....••.... _-........................................................... _ ...... _ ............ _............... ........... . .... _ ..................... . 
IBM Z30687 
•• 
I N PUT 0 E C K CAR 0 I MAG E . LIS TIN G 
-.-••••••••• _ ••••••••• _ •••• __ ••• _ •• _ •••••• __ ••••• _ •••••••• _ ••••••• ___ •••••••• _ ••••••• _ •••••••• _____ ••••• _._ ........ ____ ••.••• h_ •••••••• _ •. _ ••••• _._ ......... _._ ••••• _.~ •••••••. _~ •••.•..•••. _~ •••••• __ ••••••• ~ .. ~_ ••••••••••..•..••••••.•.• _ .•..•••••••••• ~ __ ••••••• __ •••••••••••••. ~. 
*********************************************************************************************************************************** ~ 
(.oJ MSI 1 0 .. __ .. _!~ ... .fU~EI,AGr; ... .f.~KST. ... J10Q.!; .~I:IAP..E J( .... !lQ960J)O 
N·· -- ...... _.- _ .. "1 ·r 3.4000.:0'2 -0-.0- - ······0:0 1* DAMPING RATIO (NO) *1 0007000 
2 I 1.8000+00 0.0 0.0 1* GENERAL. MASS (LB-SEC2/IN) *1 0008000 
3 I 1.6100+01 0.0 . 0.0 1* FREQUENCY (HZ) *1 0009000 
_______ -:;.41 1.000D+00 0.0 0.0 (!!.J!!m.§;g ... QfJlQQ';L ... __ . __ ~L().9.;J,.Q..Q..QJt __ . __ . __ · .. _____ .. ___________ ... _ 
5 ·"/1·:0000+000·:·0 0·:·0 . 1* NODE NUMBER ( S) *1 0011000 
10 1 1.0000+00 1.0000-02-2.4000-01 1* MODE SHAPE AT NOOEI (X-Z) *1 0012000 
13 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODE1(TX-TZ) */ 0013000 
..... __ .... ___ :..~O...L _9. .• CL _ ... __ 0 ! .. 9 ___ 11., .. 9_ ... __ . I.!.. E.!J..LER .. N:-!GL;'S _NQP.EL tQ~G.J .. ~L OJU4.0j)0 __ .. __ ... __ ... __ .. ____ . __ ._ ... ____ _ 
MSI 2 COpy 1 1* FUSELAGE SECONO MODE *1 0016000 
1 1 1.000D-02 0.0 0.0 1* DAMPING RATIO (NO) *1 0017000 
__ . __ ... ___ . ____ ~J_J~±s._Q..D_~9.L9.:.Q. __ .~.!..Q .. __ ... __ /.!U;.P~r::EAI"., .... tlAss .. :1.I,Q:::SE.c.?/.lN.L.~.CoQl.aOJ)!L __ ... 
3 1 1.800D+Ol O~O 0.0 1* FREQUENCY (HZ) *1 0019000 
4 1 1.000D+00 0.0 0.0 1* NUMBER OF NODES *1 0020000 
5 1 1.000D+00 0.0 0.0 1* NODE NUMBER(S) */ 0021000 
10 1 1.0000-02 1.0000+00 1.0000-02 1* MODE SHAPE AT NOOEI (X-Z) *1 0022000 
-..... - -.. - - - -.- 13 r ieo - - .. 0.0···· -... -0 :·Cj" - .... - -··j*MeiDE -SHAPE AT NoDEinx":T·z )-ifi-o0 Z30·0·0 - -- - -.- -. - _. - .. -- -
-40 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES NODEI (DEG) *1 0024000 
_ .. __ . ____ l1g. ____ ~ .. ___ .~9PY ... __ 1. ...... _ .. ___ .. j* _f..!J.~EI,.AG.LTH~~.P_ .. !:!QQ_L ... __ ... .ltLJ!.Q.~.Q.QQ.9 __ . __ ..... __ . ___ ._. __ . __ .. ____ ._._. __ 
1 I 3.0000-02 0.0 0.0 1* DAMPING RATIO (ND) *1 0027000 . 
2 / 9.600D+00 0.0 0.0 1* GENERAL. MASS (LB~SECZ/IN) */ oozeooo 
3 / Z.1700+01 0.0 0.0 1* FREQUENCY (HZ) *1 0029000 
- -- - - - -: .. ). -iJg·~~g~ .. }g· - ... -~g.- -... - ~.: ~~~~~~~E~?~~S- .. - --.. - :5· ~~i~·ggg-- - -.- - ...... -- .- -. - ....... - - -.-. - -.- -
10 I 1.000D-02 1.000D+00 1.000D-02 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODEI (X-Z) */ 0032000 
13 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODE1(TX-TZ) */ 0033000 
. ......:..~~ . ..!_~.~ .. ()_ .... __ ~.~ .. ()_ ..... _.~.~.!l_ .. ___ .. l_~_I!J.LER .. ~t:l9J,~!>.._I:lQP.E.l_ . .JD_~G.L~LQ.Q.3;.Q.Q.Q __ . .,... ____ .. __ ..... _ ....... __ ... ___ .. __ .... __ ... __ 
MSI 4 . . COpy 1 /* FUSELAGE FOURTH MODE *1 0036000 
1 1 1.5000-02 0.0 0.0 1* DAMPING RATIO (NO) *1 0037000 
2 1 4.000D+Ol 0.0 0.0 1* GENERAL. MASS (LB-SEC2/IN) *1 0038000 
--. - -.... - -.- -·--3 "F f:-57"00+o1 ···0.0-·" - ·····0.-0 .. - .-- -I;···FR·EQUENCY· --- ...... -.- (Hzi·*T·oo39000 -.- - -- - .-- _ .. - ....... - -- .-. - -.-. -- .~ ... -. 
4 1 1.0000+00 0.0 0.0 1* NUMBER OF NODES *1 0040000 
5 1 1.000D+00 0.0 0.0 ·1* NODE NUMBER(S) *1 0041000 
10 / 1.000D-02 1.0000+00 1.0000-02 1* MODE SHAPE AT NODEI (X-Z) */ 0042000 
_. -----··---·-·137·-o:o·-·······--0·:·0···~-·····-·0:·0··_·········· .. -···/i··MOOE-sHAPr;""··Af-t:ioDelfTx..:tzj···*;_·O·04300·(j"-·····-··-----·····-·:··--··--·---···--····-
-40 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES NOOEI (OEG) */ 0044000 
RE3 7 0 1* ROTOR ELASTIC TYPE 3 */ 0046000 
-_. - ... - - .. - - .. -1···/0.0·- - -0:-0· - .. - c;-:·if- .... - -/ii'REAO""RofoICOATA -FRcitfuNITll*7" 0047000··-· - - --. - - - - -- - --- _.- - -.- -
2 / 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* NO CHANGE TO HUB EXr.ITATION*1 0048000 
3 I 1.000D+00 0.0 0.0 1* DISPLAY HUB REACTIONS *1 0049000 
4 / 1.0000+00 0.0 0.0 1* ROTOR CONNECTION NODE *1 0050000 
_. · __ ····_-·····-····::57 .. ···0:0·····--········0:·0·······-······O:O······ .. _ .. ·····_/*··E(J(ER··ANGlES···COEGf·····--·····--*1""0051000 .. -··--_······_······_·····_-······--_ ...... --...... -_ .. --...... -_ ........ -
FRI 8 0 1* INPUT FORCING FREQUENCY *1 0053000 
1 / 1.952D+Ol 0.0 0.0 1* FREQUENCY (4P) (HZ) *1 0054000 
_ ........... -... - --... -2 F 0;·0····· ...... ·0·.0···· - .. ····0;·0· _ ..... ·-·J~rDEBUG .. SWITCff ·WO=O;YES=I)···*FboS5000 .. -.. _ .. 
-3 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* GET AMPLITUDES IN FT *1 0056000 
GFI 9 0 1* INPUT GENERALIZED FORCE *1 0058000 
... ·······---······--·--l.···T-T~·ODDD~OO·-o·:o·--······-o~·o-·······-· .. n·-NOOE·-flUHBrn··········--······--·······-·"lfiT 0059000···--······-·····-·-···-·-······-····--·······-.... -..... --........ - ... _-
2 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* EULER ANGLES CDEG) *1 0060000 
5 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* FORCES (CX,Cy,CZ,SX,SY,SZ) *1 0061000 IBM Z30687 
;': 
II 
8 I 0.0 








. Iff .. .' (LBS) If; 006Z000 
1* HOMENTS(CX,CY,CZ,SX,SY,SZ) *1 0063000 
1* (IN-LB) *1 0064000 
.... _ ....... _ ........ PVt.... '._ .. 10 _... ..... ....... ...... 0... .......... Iff PARAI1ETRIC· VARIATION ... . *1 0066000 
1 I 1.0000+01 0.0 0.0 1* STARTING VALUE (HZ) ffl 0067000 
2 I 3.0000+01 0.0 0.0 Iff END VALUE (HZ) *1 0068000 
3 I 1.0000+01 0.0 0.0 1* NUI1BER OF POINTS . *1 0069000 
.... ____ ...... ______ .. ___ "'4.../-..3.000D.+00_3.0000+00 ... 0. 0 _ .. _._ .. ~ ...... /1t ELEI1ENT tueER AND I..OCATIOWf/ 0070000 
GEN 11 0 1* GENERAL ELEMENT Itl 007Z000 
1 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 1* SUPPRESS FINAL RESULTS *1 0073001 
......•..... _ ....... _ ....... _.,..Z.../ __ .1.0000+00 O.~ .......... 0.0 ............. lit 00 NOT SUPPRESS INPUT LISTS*I 0073101 
END 1 CASE 1 Iff END OF CASE 1 *1 00750QO 
....• __ ...•..•. __ .......... ~_ ....••. __ ••. __ ... ______ ~ __ .. , __ , __ ....•.... _~ ....... _ ..... ~ ............ _ ........ " _ ......... _~ .· •.• ·····w ........ ·····•··· 
'\ 
", I.~ 
. ~ ~.\~ -- .-.. -- ..... - - ... - _. -- _ ... - ,,- ...... 
I--' 





~ _ ; .... ~;.T~. __ .o~~P!.~..B.AUO JJ-IQ.1. __ ....... __ .. __ .. , _ ...... _ ... ___ .. _ ..... __ . ___ .... _ ....... _ 
_3 •. 990J)J)Q:::Q2 ...... _ .... __ .... __ ...... _ .. _ .. . 
2 MO GENERALIZED MASS (LB~SEC**UIN) 1.800000+00 
____ L.Qtl~GA MODJ;.~~!JENC..:r. . .Jl!.~RHL ____ ... __ : __ .. _____ .-_-._-_____ .. _-_ ... __ .. __ ) .. .!..l?.1.JU!.!!P.:~.Ql _____ .. __ .. ___ _ 
4 NNODE NUMBER OF NODES DESCRIBED BY THIS MODE 1 
10 GAMMA MODE SHAPE. ENTER U, V, W, THETAX, THETAY, THETAZ'FOR EACH NODE: 
--... '---····-.. ··----"lO:··-iS··NODE···i--·i. OO~·OD+oo··-i: oo~ii·D-:02 .. --:-i·:·40~OD:~1 .... o.?r-U~K._-.... o. ~EIAl: .... __ .of!_E.TAL._-__ .---..... --..... -
16 - 21 NODE 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
22 - 27 NODE 3 '0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0;0 
28 - 33 NODE 40.0 0.0 0.0' 0.0 0.0' ___ .!).JL __ .. ____ ... __ ... ____ . _ 
_ .-. - .-- - - -"'34---""39-" NODE""S- "0'.0- - o·~·o - .. - ..... -o~·o - - - -0-:0:- _. - --- 0-;'0 '-- 0.0 
40 EULER EULER ANGLES AT CONNECTION NODES. ENTER: 
- ··---·--·--tHETA= Eut.IifPi'fcH AHGUo'-"ROrAT"E"SEC'ONDABOUT"'THEY::'AXIS""( DEGREES·j··--···--·--···--···--·-----··--··---····-.... -----
PHI - EULER ROLL ANGLE. ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DEGREES) 
- - .. - ... - - XSI .. -.. =-EtJ"LERYAW ANGLE. ·····ROrA fE"" F'IRSI ABOtff THE .. i:.AXIS····i DEGR'EES')" .- .. _. -
THETA PHI XSI 
____ . __ ---1I! ... ::-__ ~? ........ ~OI:)I: .. _L .... _.O~ .. O' .. __ ....... _ .. ..I~.~_O'_ ... __ .... __ .().'-L ... __ .... __ ... _._ ..... __ .. ___ . ___ ... _ .... _______ . ___ .. _ ...... __ ... __ ..... __ .... _. 
43 - 45 NODE 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
46 -·48 NODE 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
49 - 51 NODE 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
52 - 54 NODE 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
__ - _ •••• - ____ • •• ___ .0' _ •••••• _ • ___ '0' __ •• _ __ •• _ ••••••• _ ._0'_ _ ~ _ •••• 
55 --- EMPTY LOCATION 
56 Q INITIAL MODAL AMPLITUDE (IN/IN) 0.0 
_____ .... _._ ••• __ •.•.•. _ ........ _._._ ........ ...-_ ..•... ___ ........ _·_~_ ... ··._A .......... ·_ •....••• _ .•..• __ .•.. ·._ ..•.. _ ...... _ .•.• _____ .. ___ ..... __ •.. __ ..... ___ .... __ .. ____ ..... ___ • __ • __ .... __ ... _ 
57 OQ INITIAL MODAL VELOCITY (I/SEC) 0.0 




" C.Q!:I~Q~~!I!.:~O~~.~.;_ ...... _ ........ __ ...... __ .. !.~**~!.*** ...... t10O'~.I,._ STRu.c;~.E .. T"Y:.P"E-.!_*.~~~~!!!.I! ....... _ .... __ ..... __ ..... ___ ... E LEMENT..:......... 2 ....... _ ......... __ ............. , 
__ .. _ ! .... ~~T'L _.D~.!iP!!:!G...RAH_O~.!'IQl. _ ... __ ... _;L.J!.00.OOQ:::.02 ...... _ .... _ ...... ___ ...... _ .... _ 
e NO GENERALIZED NASS (LB-SEC**e/IN) 3.15000D+Oe 
___ ._L.O!!.EGA .-!!Q!!~ FREq!,!FHC,!: (HEJ!TZ) ____ l.&o.O~.OD.±.Q.l. ______ .. __ ... __ .. __ ... _ 
4 HNODE HUMBER OF NODES DESCRIBED BY THIS NODE 1 
..... 2. J:lODE _ .. £Q~.5~HPtH~9.P'.E ~~Ii~ .. of_ t!.o.p~~ Q.ESl;.!?Jl:lJ::O J~Y _nil;~t t1QDE __ ._. _ .. __ . ___ .... _ ~ _ ..__ ....... _ .. _ ..... . 
1 0 0 0 0 
10 GAt1t1A NODE SHAPE. ENTER U, V, W. THETAX. THETAY, THETAZ FOR EACH NODE: 
_ .... _ .... _ ... __ ... __ ... __ ._ ... __ . __ \). __ .. ____ V._._. __ .. _IL ..... __ .... __ m.u~x._ ..... _1HEIAL. __ .-"IH.E.TAZ-.. __ ... _ .... _ .... _ ..... __ ..... _ . 
10 - 15 NODE 1 1.0000D-Oe 1.0000D+00 1.0000D-Oe 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 
16 - 21 NODE 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
22 - 27 NODE 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
_____ J~~_~U_~L _Y~ __ J~ ___ ~L ___ Y ___ J~ __________ _ 
34 - 39 NODE 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
40 EULER EULER'ANGLES AT CONNECTION NODES. ENTER: 
- ·---·----THEi;A:· EULER PIfcHANtiLE. ""ROTAffSEcOHD ABOUT'''THEY::'AXIS''''( DEGREES ) .. --.. ----... --..... --.. --... --.. --... --.--.... --.... -
PHI - EULER ROLL ANGLE. ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DEGREES) 
- - .. - ... - - XSI ...... ':-EU"LER'YAW ANGLe. '''''ROTAT"f FiRST ABOUT THE Z::'AXIS"'CDEGREES)" - -. -
THETA PHI XSI 
40 - 42 NODE 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-- -------43···:: .. ·4s-···-NODE-2-·· .. 0:·0·--.. ······-·· .. ·o:-f·------··0:0-··--·····-······--····-··· .. --·--···--···--... _ ..... _ ....... _ ..... _ ....... - .... _ ......... -
46 - 48 NODE 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
49 - 51 NODE 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
_____ ~~~_~U_~L ___ ~ ___ J~ ________________________ _ 
55 EMPTY LOCATION 
___ s.~_ct_. __ ... _!NIT..:r;.~!:...!l.Q!lAl,. . .AM.f_l,.:r;Il!.D .... L~IN~J~_) _ ... _ ..... _ .......... _ ..... _ .... _ ..... __ ...... _ .... _ .... __ ...... _ .... ~L __ .... __ ..... _ ....... _ ...... _ .... _ ....... _ ..... _ 
57 DQ INITIAL MODAL VELOCITY (1/SEC) 0.0 




_ ... C:Q.t:!~Q~~t:r.r..~.~_I?S.J.g.L ..... _ ..... __ ..... _ ... ~~~.~~._ ... nQ.D.~.~.JiJ:R~lq~.L TY.P..!L_!_~.~~**~~**~ .... __ ..... __ ...... _ ...... ___ ..... ~l.,p:t~IfT..: ......... __ .......... 3 ...... _ ........ _ .................. . 
~ 1 ZETA DAMPING RATIO (NOI w------------------------------ _3.Jl.QOQ9Q::'02 ..... _ ... __ .. _ ...... _.~_ 0'\ 
2 MO GENERALIZED MASS (LB-SEC**2/INI 9.60000D+00 
___ .. ;L.-9!!~_ MOD~_ FREg!1E~"L.l!!.~!!:rZ I . ___ . _________ g.J..Z.O'~!.O'Q.!.Ql __ . ___ . 
4 NNODE NUMBER OF NODES DESCRIBED BY THIS MODE 1 ) 
..... 2. J':!ODE __ . £.Q!'lIi~CIU)t:LN9.P..E _t-IUI:ll?f:~~L Of.:.. H9.P~~_ Q.E.l>C.R.;rB~D .. Br Jlil~t t!QPE __ ~ .. ___ •... __ ... ~ .. _ ... __ . _ •.. , ____ . _ 
1 0 000 
10 GAMMA MODE SHAPE. ENTER U. V. W. THETAX. THETAY. THETAZ FOR EACH NODE: 
_ .. __ .... __ .. ___ .. ___ ... __ .... _ ..... __ ._-'l __ .. __ ... _y ..... ____ ... _W_._ .. _ .. __ .muA~_·_ ... _IHEIAL. ___ JltE:rAZ-
---_._----_._.-
10 - 15 NODE 1 1.0000D-02 1.0000D+00 1.0000D-02 0.0 0.0 0.0 
16 - 21 NODE 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,,0 
22 - 27 NODE 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
_____ J~~_~U_~L _~ ___ J~ ___ ~L ___ Y ___ J~ ____ _ 
34 - 39 NODE 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
40 EULER EULER ANGLES AT CONNECTION NODES. ENTER: 
_. ····_-··---·--TifETr:. EULERPIrCH AHGCE."····ROTATE SECONDAB·OUT···~Y::.AXis·ToEGREES·j·----·····------··--.----.. --.------.. --.-
PHI - EULER ROLL ANGLE. ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DEGREES) 
- _. - .- - X5I--··· ':-ElfLERYAW ANGLE. ·····RouT'f FiRsT ABOUT THe ·Z::'AXIS··iDEGREEST· -- _. -
THETA PHI XSI 
40 - 42 NODE 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-- ·---··---4:f·:;-·4S·······NOOI(-2-··0:·0···--_···--····0:·,,·---···--··0·:0-··--···-····--··--···--·--···-·-·--------.. -.----... --... --... --
46 - 48 NODE 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
49 - 51 NODE 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
____ ~~~_~~_~L ___ ~ ___ J~ ________________________ _ 
55 --- EMPTY LOCATION 
_. __ ?~_(t .... ___ .}NIT.!.~!:..~9.[)AL .A.MPq!l!P_LJ.~~!.!.t!J_ ....... _ ..... __ ·._. __ .... __ ... _ .... __ ... ___ .. ___ . ___ .... __ .... 9 .... JL ... __ . __ .. _ .... _ ..... ____ ... __ .. __ ._ .. _ 




_ ..... C~~E~.:.!j.Q.~~~L ..... __ .... __ .... _ .... ~~~~.~~ ... _!:1Q[).~.~_~TBy.c..TI1B.!; . ...I:rp.g._L~.~~~~~~.!!.. .. ___ .... __ ...... ___ ._ ......... ~_ .... ;LE.!:1;m:.: .. , ....... . 4 
___ L ZETA.-___ .D~!:I.P~~ .. G..R.A"!:;!;':UJ~L _. __ .. __ ,. __ . _ . ___ . ___ ... _ ..... _ ... ___ . __ .... _ . __ ... _1..1?.QOQ..QO.::.OZ_ ... _ .... __ ... _ ...... __ . , .... . 
Z HO GENERALIZED MASS (LB-SEC**Z/IN) 4.000000+01 
3 ~EGA HOD.~ FREqUENCY...J.!!.E.~~T.!::Z:.!.) ____________________ . ..~..1.o.o.Q.P,,±,o..l ____ ._. ___ .. ___ . __ .. _ 
4 NNDDE NUMBER OF NODES DESCRIBED BY THIS MODE 1 
.. _ ... _ .2 J!OOE _._ £Q~!iscr~9I:!....NQ!?.E _~~E~:;?. QE. ~Pli...S_ Q.!;.sc;.BJ~~D _!).:r.J!:Il;~_ t1.QPIL ______ . _ •.. __ 
1 0 000 
10 GAMMA MODE SHAPE. ENTER U. V. W. THETAX. THETAY. THETAZ FOR EACH NODE: 
__ . _ ..... ___ ._ .. _ •••. __ ..... _ .... _ ...•.. __ .. __ I,I.. ____ ._'L __ ... __ ... ...JoI_ ... __ ... _I.t!U~x.. __ .. _TI:lEIAL. __ ._...JJ:ff:rAL. _____ ... __ . __ .... __ ...... _ 
10 - 15 NODE 1 1.00QOD-QZ 1..0.00.00+.0.0 1.QOQQD-QZ 0 • .0 0 • .0' 0 • .0 
16 - 21 NODE 2 0 • .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 
ZZ - Z7 NODE 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
_ .... ____ . __ .... Z/L-.. }.3_. ~..QP~ .... ~ _ _ 9..,1L. _I!.,..!) _. ___ O,.!t ___ .. J!...Q ... ___ . _ ... _.0_0..9. __ ... _ ..... .Q.JL ___ .... ___ . __ .... _ .. ___ _ 
34 - 39 NODE 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
40 EULER EULER ANGLES AT CONNECTION NODES. ENTER: 
ilfET,,-::TuLERPITCH ANikE. "'ROTAT"E SECOND -ABOUT"THEY:AXIS", DEGR'EES ) .. -.------... --... --... --.. --.. --... ---.. --.... -. . ... _-
PHI - EULER ROLL ANGLE. ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DEGREES) 
.- - - .- - X5I····· =-EIJ"LERYAW ANGLE. -'-ROTAT:£" FIRST ABOUT iiiE Z::'AXIS··-tDEGREESI" - - .. -
THETA PHI XSI 
40 - 4Z NODE 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 
- ------43-·:.--4S····--"NOO·E-"2--·····-O:·0·· .. --···--··· .. 0-:0·-·--·---.. 0·:0-·····_-····_-· __ ·· .. _-····_-··--····--·------... --..... - ..... - .... --... - ..... --. 
46 - 48 NODE 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
49 - 51 NODE 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
_____ ~~~_~U_~IL. ___ y ___ J~ ________________________ _ 
55 EMPTY LOCATION 
_ 2L..9 ...... __ ... JN~!.I..~~_.!:!P.O'M:.. .. ~!1!'...~.I..!Y!!.E._ .. t!.~.tI..~L_ .... __ ... __ ..... _ .. __ .... ___ .. __ ..... __ ..... _ ....... __ ... __ ... 9 .... 0_ .... __ .... _ ..... _ ........ __ ... __ .... __ ..... __ .... _ 
57 DQ INITIAL MODAL VELOCITY (I/SEC) 1).0 
..... 
•... W --... - ._ ...... - ... -.-...... --...... _ .... __ ...... _-.-._-.... --...... _ ..... -_ ... - .... _--... _ ..... _.-.---..... - ...... --.... ---.. - .. - ........ _ .......... _-.... _ ......... - ...... ---....... _.-... --_ ...... _ ...... -
-...] 
IBM Z30687 
COHPONENT:FORCERI .......... FORCED RESPONSE SOLUTION TYPE 1 ... u ..... , .. ELEMENT: 8· 
' ..... 
,w ..... .. 1 . Ot1EGA ...... FORCING FREQUENCY. [HERTZ) .. 1.95%000+01 
'CO 
% IDEBUG DEBUG SELECTOR 
= 0 ==> NO DEBUG PRINTOUT 
o 
.. _ ................... ~ __ ........ ___ .. _ ...... _ :;~.l .. __ ;:~> .... TRACE .. J1ATRIX. .. ASSEtSLY .. JJIJ SOLUTICff .. _ .. ~ ............ ~~ ............ ,- .. _ ........ "'_ ...... _w' •••••••••• --.- •••••••••••• 
3 ICOHYG OUTPUT DISPLAY SELECTOR o 
= 0 ==> DISPLACEMENTS (FEET) 






COHPONENT:GENFOR1 .............. GENERALIZED FORCE nPE .. l(USED WITH FORCER1) iHHHHfiHHHHf 
............ 1.NtH _ .. COffiECTIOH .. NDDE.Jl.leEIL(fI)L .. 
2 THETA EULER PITCH ANGLE (DEGREES) - ROTATE SEcotIl ABOUT THE Y-.lXIS 
...... _ •. _ .. _._LPHI ____ EULER •. ROLLAHGl.E...ID£GR£ES l.~ ... ROTATE ... THIRD ABOUT. THE. X-AXIS.. . .. ...................... . 
4 XSI EULER YAW ANGLE (DEGREES) - ROTATE FIRST ABOlIT THE Z-AXIS 
............. S ...... FXCOS ...... COSIHE .. COHPONEHT OF X DIRECTIOH FORCE ( LB) 








...... __ ........... 7. ..... 1..YCOS ....... COSINE...CDt1POH£HT .OF ... Y DIRECTION FORCE ( lSJ ........................ .. 
·· ...... ······0.0 .... ·· 
8 FYSIN SINE COHPONEHT OF Y DIRECTIOH FORCE ( LB) 0.0 
....... 9 .. fZCOS ...... COSINE .. COt1PONEHTOE .. Z.DIRECTIOH FORCE ..... (LBJ. _ ....... _ ........... .. .. .... 0.0 ........ . 
10 FZSIN SINE COHPONENT OF Z DIRECTIOH FORCE ILB) 0.0 
............... 11.._: F.11CO~L.COSINE.COt1PONENT.OF •. THETA .. l..HOHENT ................. (LB L ....... __ .... ·.......... ......... ... . ....... .................................. ............ o. a ........ ......... .. .. 
12 FT1SIN SINE CIJt1PONEHT OF THETA '1 HOt1ENT UN-LB) 0.0 
........ _ ..... 13 .••. FT2COS .. COSINE ... CIJt1PONEHT OF.. THETA 2 .. I1OtIEHT ... _ .... .lIN,..LB) ....... _ .... _.. ...... ........... _ ..... . 0.0 ................. . 
14 FT2SIN SINE COMPONENT OF THETA 2 HOt1ENT (IN-LB) 0.0 
.. ___ 15 ..... .F.J3COS._.COSINE ... COMPONENT ... Of .. THETA ... 3 ... HOMENT_ ... _{IN".LB.L .. _ ............. _ ....................................... ,,_........................................ 0.0 ..... _ ...................... . 
16 FT3SIN SINE COMPONENT OF THETA 3 HOt1ENT IIN-LBJ 0.0 
.9 
._ ._ l..7. _J:.HRESI!... HHC_f.lA~ ...... ___ ......... .. o ........... _ ............... _ ................. . 
= 0 HHC NOT ACTIVE 
= 1 HHC ACTIVE 
_. ___ .. l.IL.~ _ .. _ .. _.WEIGf:lI .. fOR .. X ... RESPONSE ............ _ ..................................................... __ ...................... _ ..................... _ .......... _ ............. _ ....................... 0.0 ........ . 
19 wzy WEIGHT FOR Y RESPONSE 0.0 
... ?O _Ng ...... .~I~LFQR z: ... ~ESPOHSE_ ..... __ " " __ ..... __ . ..... .... ....... ......... ..... . ...... . .. .. 0.0 ..................... .. 
21 WZWX WEIGffT FOR THETA1 RESPONSE 0.0 
___ ..... _22 .... WZWJ ............ ~EIGH.I .. f~ ... JHEI"2 ... RESP()NSE.. .......... .................................................... _ ......... _ ........... .. .. .............. 0 .•. 0 ...... , ...... _ ............. . 
23 WZWZ WEIGHT FOR THETA3 RESPONSE 0.0 
..... 






COI1PONENT:PARHVl •••••••••• PARAMETRIC VARIATION TYPE 1 .••••••••••.. 
. ~.. ..1 FIRSTV ... STARTING VALUE FOR .. PARAMETRIC VARIATION 
o 2 FINALV FINAL VALUE FOR PARAMETRIC VARIATION 
................... l_HPTS_ .•....• JU1BEILOF.POIKTS .. IHPAIW1ElRIC. VARIATION -. __ . 
II 
it NEL GLOBAL ELEMENT HUI1BER AND CORRESPONDING LOADER LOCATION FOR ItI)EPEtI)ENT VARIABLE 
TO BE PARAMETRICALLY VARIED (uP TO 10 PAIRS) 








_. ...... _ ... __ ...... _ _ .. ___ •.. .. ___ .._.. ...... • .... 0 _... ...... ._. ...... __ . _ 0_ ..... . 
0 
COMPOHENT:GENINPUT •••••••••• GENERAL INPUT FOR PROGRAH CONTROL .•••••••••• 
..... _ •... 1_ ICNTL1 PRINT SELECTOR ._FOR._ FINAL RESULTS ... -. 
= 0 ==> SUPPRESS LINE PRINTER OUTPUT 
= 1 ==> FULL LINE PRINTER OUTPUT 
.. "_" ... Z-....... ICNTL2. PRINT_._SELECT(JLFOR. COMPONENT INPUTS 
= 0 ==> SUPPRESS LINE PRINTER OUTPUT 
= 1 ==> FULL LINE PRINTER OUTPUT 
.3-9 ".--.,,"',.. .•• OPEN _LOCATIONS .FOR FUTURE USE -- ... 
10 XItlJEP ItI)EPEtI)ENT YARIABLE FOR 3-D PLOTS. 











) .***- .. ELASTIC ROTOR TYPE. 3 u.u •• u. ... ... . ElEMENT: 
'!' 
1 
....... _ .... 1 .. IRDFIL .. READ. FILE .. FLAG ..... _. .. '.' ...... "'. . ... c • ........ ......... . ... .. .• ..•• -..' . '.' ..... . 
:: 10 READ ROTOR IMPEDANCE All) H~ FORCE VECTOR FROt1 SAVE FILE 11 (6400 PROGRAH) 
:: . 1 READ ROTOR IMPEDANCE All) H~ FORCE VECTOR FROt1 u..IT 12 (USER INPUT) 
NOTE 1 - I~ DATA FORHAT IS 6G12.4. . 
...... _-.._ ....... __ HOTE.2. ... !"_.IFfIRDFIL::~ •... lHHC ... U.OC. 8LAII) . ISTRSS (LOC.10J ARE SET.TO. ZERO.INTERNALLY ........... . 
2 ISTFOR SET ROTOR H~ FORCE FLAG 
:: i' 0 LEAVE ~ FORCE VECTOR lH:HANGED 
.............. _ ....... --.......... ;;; r~ .. taJLL THE .. ~FORCE VECTOR IN THE CODE 
3 IDPFOR DISPLAY HUB FORCE FLAG 
:: : 0 DISPLAY H~ DISPLACEMENTS Am SAVE DISPlACEHENTS FOR PLOTTING 
" ......... _ .......... _ ............ _._ ...... ;: . ...j.l._DISPLA Y •. H1.6 .. INTERFACE. FORCES. AtIl .. tIlMENTS. Am SAVE FOR PLOT ROUTINE .•.. ... ..••.. ' . ... ... . .... . 
(ABOVE FlAG IS SET TO ZERO INTERNALLY FOR ACCELERATIONS OUTPUT) 
4 tDf ROrOR HUB COtflECTION NODE tu1BER 
's .. TitETA··· .. · EulER piTCH iHGii ':"ROTATE SiCtUJABOOT THE" Y-AXIS (DEGREES) on 
6 PHI EVLER ROLL ANGLE - ROTATE THIRD ABOUT THE X-AXIS (DEGREES) 
- ............ - ••• -, .. , .... ·1 - •• , •• -.-., •••• ' ... - •••• , ..... --..• ' •••• ' •••••••.•• - •.••• - ....... _ ......... ,-............... . 




.:;. !. O .. HHC .. HOT, ACTIVE_, ,.. __ ..... _ •..... _ ..... __ ... ,'0 ...... ,. ",_ ...... ,'. , ..• , .' ....... . 












.7 ..... . 
... :.-........ __ ..... _, ......... _ ::'''{' ,O._.COMPUTE. OP.TIHAL .. llfETA.., BY .. QUADRATIC .. HIHIt1IZA TIOtL ... , ......... __ , ................... _ ........ _.................. ., ....... ___ ........ .,. __ ............. _ .......... , ....... ". 
. :: . 1 READ HHC INPUT ANGLES - LOCATIONS 11 TO 16 BELOW 
10 ISTRSS DISPLAY BlADE STRESSES FLAG - SET INTERNALLY FROt1 6400 INPUT LOCATION 993 
...... _ ...... _ ..•. ___ .' ::' ... 10 ... DO NOLDISPLAY. STRESSES -,.6400 LOCATION 993.ISZERO. ," .... , ......... . 
:: ) 1 DISPLAY STRESSES - 6400 LOCATION 933 IS GREATER THAN ZERO 
11 THNH1C HHC INPUT ANGLE - (N-l)TH COSINE COMPONENT (DEGREESI. H :: NUMBER OF BlADES 
...... _ .... _ ....... _ .......... --1 .... __ ..... _ ........ _ ........ , ·0·", • __ .. "." ••• ,," ..... "'"'' .............. " .... _ ............ , ." •.• _ ........ " .. _ •••••.• _ .......... , ........ _ ........ .. 
12 THtll1S HHC INPUT ANGLE - (N-l)TH SINE COt1POtIENT (DEGREES). H:: HlkIBER OF BlADES I ' . 
13 THNC HHC INPUT ANGLE - ( H )TH COSINE COMPONENT (DEGREES). H :: NUI1BER OF BLADES 
, . 
...... _ .. " ... _ ........ _ .. L •.. _ ..... ' _'" _._ ...... ,_ ........ _ ....... _ " ..... _ .. " ,.... . -. ".. ,,,'''.. ,." _.. .." 
14 THHS HHC INPUT ANGLE - ( H ITH SINE COMPONENT (DEGREES). H:: NUMBER OF BlADES 
I 
15 THtlP1C HH~ INPUT ANGLE - (N+1)TH COSINE COHPONENT (DEGREESI. N :: NUMBER OF BLADES 
, 









17 Iffiftll11 WEIGHT FOR (N-llTH COMPONENT OF HHC INPUT ANGLES. 
I 
N :: NUMBER OF BLADES 0.0 
....•. - ....... ~ ~ ...... - _..... ~ \ ..... _.. ...... ....... --... ...... ~.... ..... ..... .~. . ...... . ..... . .. 
18 IffifN WE~GHT FOR ( N ITH COI1POtIENT OF HHC INPUT ANGLES. N :: NUNBER OF BLADES ... ,," .. ,,' 0.0 
~ 19 WTHHP1 WEfGHT FOR (H+IITH COMPONENT OF HHC INPUT ANGLES. H = tM1BER OF BLADES O.D 








_.'" .. _ ... ~~~.ULR.Q"!,9.B .. H~ ..... 4~.;.Y"'!Q~!?lLA~.2!y'!3. .. J!1?~~~~!;:.!; ... ~IBJ.~c:.~.""q!l,,A.nm:r? .. .f...oR ... ..tttRf;Y. ... YJI:}R.~TOlr(. HUE} .. ,6.I:c:.E.I,ERAJIDNS ... : .......... u •••• _ •••••••• _ ••••••••••• 
UNITS ••• U(SHEAR) = LBS, U(MOMENT) = FT-LBS, U(LINEAR ACCELERATION) = FT/SEC2, U(ROTATIONAL ACCELERATION) =RAO/SEC2 
~ 
~ CONVENTIONAL FOURIER SERIES REPRESENTATIONS N - ..... - ... - _.. .- ....... - ...... _ .... -. ..... ,.. '. -" - -.... - .,.-- .. -.. - ..... - -- .. - .-.. - ....... - .. _. -... . 
HUB LOAOS VXPC VYPC' VZPC WXPC WYPC WZPC 
LONG. sHR (+, AFT) COS 200.2 
LAT. SHR (+, STRBO) COS 2.373 -.48720+05 -.64060+05 -2092. .21150+05 -9757. .44680+05 
·ROLL MOMT (+, STRBO UP) COS 36.69 -5297. -74810 3837. .23890+05 -2835. 
-.23190+05 
YAW MOMT (+, OMEGA OIR.) COS 123.6 -.73230+05 -.16120+06 -564.8 5860. -.39530+05 -.27190+05 
_ .... - "IONG. -SHR' f+, "AFT)" - - ... -SIN' -=90":68'" 
-.52670+05 .12000+05 1974. .34270+05 6160. .28950+05 
LAT. SHR (+, STRBO) SIN 10.26 -730.9 -.45000+05 2332. 7754. .12100+05 -6484 • 
ROLL MOMT (+, STRBO UP) . SIN -174.6 • 20720+05 -.22770+05 -5340. -4584. -.15040+05 .18430+05 
YAW MOMT (+, OMEGA OIR.) SIN -17.10 .15370+06 -.49810+05 .35510+05 9127. .19800+06 -.67940+06 
-_···· __ ···_····--····_-······_·· __ ·-··vxps····_-··-VypS·····_· .. vips······ __ ···-WXpS--··-_·WYPS ----.·WZPS···--···--···--··---·---
LAT. SHR (+, STRBO) COS 5685. .39540+05 -1485. .20740+05 - .186.20+05 8142. 
__ ._ ... _yJ~T..: .. _S.':!~~~ ... ~~_ .... __ ... __ c.~~ __ . __ ..... ___ .. _..!.!.().9.~D.~.().!>_9.?~!>_, .... ___ .... -'-.2:3..?,!>P-±05..-=.1,.()(?~!-..... _.::-.~i:n.,. __ .. -=-,.21860:+05_ .... __ ... __ . ___ ._ .. _ 
ROLL MOMT (+, STRBO UP) COS -.16780+05 4603. 4839. -3193. .14150+05 -7586. 
YAW MOMT (+, OMEGA OIR.) COS 
-.18560+06 .43050+05 -.25330+05 -.35730+05 -.26710+06 .75770+06 
_ .... _~g.NG • ...... ~~ ..... ~~!...!.~!1.._ ..... _ .... ...E.~ .... _ ...... _ ........ __ :.:.6.~~.~.~.!~.~ ...... _=~.s..?~g!.~.~._~.?.~~ .......... _ .. :::~~~.: __ .... __ ... 3.0.?QQ.!.().5_ .... ~.~~I?[).~_(Js. ...... _ ....... _ ...... _ ........ _ ...... _ 
, .
LAT. SHR (+. STRBO) SIN 
VERT. SHR (+, UP) SIN 
--- .... ~ ... -. -- _..... -- ....... ~. ...- _.... --. . ... ~ _.. . ... - _ .. . 
ROLL MOMT (+, STRBO UP) 
PITCH MOMT (+, NOSE UP) 
SIN 
SIN 
YAW MOMT (+, OMEGA OIR.) SIN 
-.46580+05 -.75670+05 -2801. 7650. -.10280+05 .52110+05 
-.20010+05 8220. -.22110+05 .11410+05 -4310. 1508. 
-5064. -.20890+05 2782. .24030+05 -2737.-.39280+05 
5394. 313.0 4402. -656.5 .39290+05 .38200+05 




tueER OUTPUT COOROINATES VAWE .. 
1 ELEMENT 1 HSI HOOE AHPLITUD 1.14410-03 
2 ELEMENT 1 HSI HOOE PHASE 1.36770+02 
_ .. ' _._ ..... ..3. . ELEMENT ... 2 ___ .. HSl......HODE AHPLIruo 6.78050-06 . 
4 ELEMENT 2 HSI HOOE PHASE -5.40710+01 
5 ELEMENT 3 HSI HODE AMPLITUD 4.54520-05 
6 ELEMENT 3 HSI HOOE PHASE -4.94330+01 
..... _ •••..•.. __ .•. Z. ___ .... ELEMENT __ •.• ___ 4 .......• tlSl._ .. HODE .•.... __ .. AHPUTUD ••...... _ ... 1.09630-05··· --_., ... - - ...... . 
8 ELEMENT 4 tlSl HOOE PHASE' 1.36040+02 
9 ELEMENT 7 RE1 RX AHPLITUD 1.28400+02 
10 ELEMENT 7 RE3 RX PHASE ~4.0249O+01 
...... _ ... 11 .......... ELEHENT_ .... _. 7 .... RE3 ...•• RY ......... AHPLITUD . 5.98230+01 
12 ELEMENT 7 RE3 RY PHASE 1.3256D+02 
13 ELEMENT 7 RE1 RZ AHPLlTUD 6.92900+01 
14 ELEMENT 7' RE1 RZ PHASE -1.01190+02 
......• __ ......... _ .. IS .... _ •..... ELEMEHT._._ .. .1 ......... RE1 ..... __ RHX __ ........ AHPLITUD_1.5865D.02·· ...•.... ·.·" .. ·· .. ··· ................... - ......................... - .. ' .... ' ................ . 
16 ELEMENT 7 RE1 RHX PHASE -7.32180+01 
17 ELEMENT 7 RE1 RHY AMPLITUD 2.72870+02 
18 ELEMENT 7 RE3 RMY PHASE 2.28880+01 
............. '19 _ ... ELEMENT. __ ... _ ... 7 ...... RE3 •... : .. RMl._ ...... AHPLITlJIJ._. ...... 2.65220+02 .. _. 
20 ELEMENT 7 RE3 RMl PHASE 3.86430+01 
21 ELEMENT 9 SFI X AMPLITUD 1.14370-03 
22 ELEMENT 9 SFI X PHASE 1.36770+02 
. __ ........ _._ ..... 23 .•.......••• ELEMEIfT .. __ .... 9._. 6Fl_ ....... y_ ........ _ .. AHPLITUD .. _ ........ _ .... 3. 00560-05 .. _ .......... -.- ...... _ ....... -.. _ .... __ ........ . 
24 ELEMENT 9 SFI Y PHASE -5.48340+01 
25 ELEMENT 9 SFI Z AHPLITUD 2.75000-04 
26 ELEMENT 9 SFI Z PHASE -4.12440+01 
..... _ ....... 27 ......... ELEMENT_ .. _ 9 ...... 6Fl .... _._TlfTX_ ...... AMPLITlJD ...• _._ ........ 0.0 ..... - •.. "'- ...... ... ...... ...•........• ...... ....... ........•....... -., ... . 
28 ELEMENT 9 6Fl TlfTX PHASE 0.0 
29 ELEMENT 9 6Fl TlfTY AHPLlTUD 0.0 
30 ELEMENT 9 SFI TlfTY PHASE 0.0 
.. _. __ .. _ .. 31_ •....... ELEMEHT_ .... _ . .9._6fl._ ... THTZ ....... __ .AHPLITUD. __ . __ ._ .... O. 0 ....... _ .......• _._ ....... _._ ...... _ ......... __ ....... __ ........... - ......... _ .......... _ .......... --.. -.........•.. -.............................. . 
32 ELEMENT 9 SFI TlfTZ PHASE 0.0 
I • '- ...... -- ...... -- .. - _. - .-.,. - ._- _.. - ....... -... . .... "'-" -- ...... - ... - -.,. -'. ...... --.. ..-. ........-.. ...... -.... _. ...... -' .. - ....... . -. ...... ..... . ... . 
********** STATISTICS ********** 
PRESENT SIZE OF WORKING STORAGE (HAXSIZ) IS 1747 WOROS • 
......... " ............... ,., ............ . 
..... 





...... .._ ....... _ .. RE3. .... .. _ ... 7 _" 
-3 I 0.0 
IN P U .. T 
0.0 
... 0 .. 
0.0 
OE C K C.A RO I" AGE LISTING 
. 1* ROTOR ELASTIC TYPE 3 llil 0077000 
IIIi DISPLAY HUB OISPLACEMEHTS *1 0078000 
FRI 8 0 1* IHPUT FORCING FREQUENCY *1 0080000 
.. ___ ......... __ .. _____ ..... _."'3 .. ..1_.1.0000+00_.0 .• 0_ ...... __ .O.O. __ .~ __ ... .I*GET AMPLITtOES ~H G'3 . .. 1Ii1 0081000 
GEN 11 




1* GENERAL ELE~HT . 






. tUeER OUTPUT COOROINATES VAWE .. 
1 ELEMENT 1 HSI HOOE AHPLITUD 5.34490-01 
2 ELEMENT 1 HSI HOOE PHASE 1. 3677D+02 
................ 3 .ELEMENT .... 2 .... HSl ...... HOOE ... AHPLITUD.... 3.16760-03 
4 ELEMENT 2 HSI HOOE PHASE -5.40710+01 
5 ELEMENT 3 HSI HOOE AHPLITUD 2.12330-02 
6 ELEMENT 3 HSI HOOE PHASE -4.94330+01 
..... __ ..... __ .l ... _ ... ELEHENT_ ... ....:...O\._ •..•. HSl..- tDlE ...... ___ AHPLIlUJ .............. " .. 5.1216D-03· .. "" ........... . 
S ELEMENT 4 HSI HOOE PHASE 1.3604D+02 
9 ELEMENT 7 RE3 X AHPLITUD 5.34300-01 
10 ELEMENT 7 RE3 X PHASE 1.3677D+02 
...... 11._ ...... ELEMENT_ ... _ 7.. RE3 ...... '( .....AHPLITUD 1.40410-02 
12 ELEMENT 7 RE3 Y PHASE -5.48340+01 
13 ELEMENT 7 RE3 Z AHPLITUD 1.2847D-Ol 
14 ELEMENT 7 RE3 . Z PHASE -4.32440+01 
.................. _ IS .... _ ....... ELEMENT._ .... _.7 ........ RE3 ..... -_. WX ... _ ...... AHPLIlUJ. 0.0 
16 ELEMENT 7 RE3 WX PHASE 0.0 
17 ELEMENT 7 RE3 MY AHPLITUD 0.0 
18 ELEMENT 7 RE3 MY PHASE 0.0 
..... , ......... 19 __ .. ELEMENT. _ .. ' ... 7 ... : .. RE3 ...... . Wl .•••... AHPLITUD ........ 0.0 .. . 
20 ELEMENT 7 RE3 WZ PHASE 0.0 
21 ELEMENT 9 SFI X AHPLITUD 5.34300-01 
22 ELEMENT- 9 SFI X PHASE. 1. 3677D+02 
........... _ ..... 23 ........... _ .. ELEMEtfL .. _ .... 9._ GFl __ ..... T _ .......... __ .AHPLITUD .......... __ ..... 1.40410-02 '-................... _ ............. . 
24 ELEMENT 9 SFI '( PHASE -5.4834D+Ol 
25 ELEMENT 9 SFI Z AHPLITUD 1.2847D-Ol 
26 ELEMENT 9 SFI Z PHASE -4.32440+01 
... '_ ........ 27 ...... ' ELEMENT ......... 9._ .. GFl .... _ .. TImc ....... AHPLITUD.. .0.0 
28 ELEMENT 9 SFI THTX PHASE 0.0 
29 ELEMENT 9 SFI THTY AHPLITUD 0.0 
30 ELEMENT 9 SFI THTY PHASE 0.0 
.. _ ..... _ 3.1_ ....... ELEMENT_ ....... _9 ... _Gfl. .. _ .... THTZ ....... __ .. AHPLIlUJ _ ...... _ .......... 0. 0 ....... __ ......... _.. ........ _ ......... _ .......................................... _ ........... _ ................................. . 
32 ELEMENT 9 SFI THTZ PHASE 0.0 
~ .. - .... - -'- _ ..... - -' __ .- __ ... _ .- _ .. -,- ....... -.. 
II· 
•••••••••• STATISTICS •••••••••• 
FINAL SIZE OF WORKING STORAGE (HAXSIZ) IS 1985 WOROS. 
........ _ ............ - ............ - ............ -.-......... ~" .. --........... -..... ~---- ......... ~-.•. -....... . 
..... 





. SIHVIB CHECK CASE 13 F~ COC coMPUTER ..... . 
6400 IMPEOANCE - RESULTS IH S'S & LBS 
4 FUSELAGE MODES Am 6 ROTOR O.O.F. 
.... 3R0 t100E FREQ 
.... ~ ... 10.1 . _ ... 3~.1 ... _ ..... 0.0 .. ~. _ ............ _ 
0\ . 1.1 IM31 tfODEAI1PLITlJ) 
~.1 11151 t100EPHASE . 
3.1 2M31 t1OOEAI1PLITlJ) . 
..... __ ...... _4.1 .. __ .. __ .~MS1.HODEPHASE_ ... __ ...... _ .... _ ......... __ .............. _ ............................... NO.7.E: .. " vA:r 4 W. 'l.J.-r ,..~ 1\l.,.:TO .. :.JNrr 4.: ~Qa- PL OT.Tr N r; -
5.1 3I1S1 t1OOEAI1PLITlJ)' £. . ). 
6.1 3I1S1 ttOOEPHASE \See: REF 1. /1~V R E ff :- F 12 £qu£ Ne'\" ~ 10 TO 30 H~ 
7.1 4M31 t1OOEAI1PLITlJ) 
...... _'" 8.1._ ...... _ ... 4t1S1 t1OOEPHASE .......... _ ..................... .. 
9.1 7RE3 RX AI1PLITlJ) 
10.1 7RE3 RX PHASE 
11.1 7RE3 RY AI1PLITlJ) 
........ ___ ....... 12 .1 .. _ ... _ ...... 7RE3 .R'l .... PHASE .. __ ....... __ ..... _.,. 
13.1 7RE3 RZ AI1PLITlJ) 
14.1 7RE3 RZ PHASE 
15.1 7RE3 RI1X AI1PLITlJ) 
.... __ . ..16.1 __ ...... 7RE 3 RI1X. PHASE. ... ...... _.. _. ..". ... .... .... ..... ......... ...... ..... .. ... 
17.1 7RE3 RMY AI1PLITlJ) 
18.1 7RE3 RMY PHASE 
19.1 7RE3 Rt1Z AI1PLITlJ) 
... _ .. 20 .1 ......... _ .. 7RE3 .. Rt1Z .. PHASE ......... _ ........ _ ............ _ ........ __ ....... _ ....... _ ........ _ ........... _.~ ..................... ~ ....... _......... .......... ................... ........ ...... ......... ..... .... .......... ........... .. .. . 
~1.1 9GFI X AI1PLITlJ) . 
22.1 9GFI X PHASE 
23.1 9GFl Y AI1PLITlJ) 
.... 24.1.. ..9GFl. Y ...... PHASE ............ __ . _ .... _ ................. __ ........ _ ....... .. 
25.1 9GFI Z AI1PLITlJ) 
26.1 9GFI Z PHASE 
27.1 9GFI THTXAI1PLITlJ) . 
. .. _ ...... _ 28 .1_ ........ __ .9GFI .. THTXI'.HASE .......... __ ....... ___ ..................... _. __ .. __ ..... _ .......... _ ................... _ ........ _ ....................... _..... .. ........... ......... . ........ __ ............................... _ ................ ' ........ . 
29.1 9GFI THTYAI1PLITlJ) 
30.1 9GFl THTYPHASE 
:n.l 9GFl THTZAI1PLITlJ) 
.... _ ... 32.1 ...... _ '1GF1 ... THTZt'HASE ........ _ .... _ ...... _. 
1.1 1.00000+01 
1.14410-03 1.36770+0~ 6.78050-06 -5.40710+01 4.54520-05 
-4.94330+01 1.09630-05 1.36040+02 1.28400+02 -4.02490+01 
...... _ ....... 5. 9823O~P.l._1 .• 3256P~02 ....... 6. 92900+01 ... ,,:,: 1. 0139O+0~ ...... 1 •. 58650+02 ......... __ ...................... _......_........ .................... ....... .. 
-7 .3Zl~0+01 2.72870+02 2. ~8880+01 ~.65220+0~. 3.86430+01 
1.14370-03 1.36770+02 3.00560-05 -5.48340+01 ~.75000-04 
-4.32440+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 _. .._ ... " _ ...... __ ..... _.. ..... .... __ ..... .. .._ ... _ 
...... i.l· ...... "i.222~0+01 
1.14~70-03 1.36820+02 6.69220-06 -5.4~480+01 5.43670-05 
-5.07600+01 1.08210-05 1.35860+02 1.28220+02 -4.02020+01 
5.90640+01 1.32380+02 6.91820+01 .. ::-1-01380+02 ... 1.58720+02 ............... _ ......... _ ....... . 
· ........ ·-:7: 32ioo+of .. · .... 2. 72840+02 · ...... 2.28800+01 2.65360+02 3.83930+01 
II. 
1.14220-03 1.36820+02 3.90990-05 -5.53970+01 2.74740-04 
-4.32000+01 0.0 0.0 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 
0.00000-79 0.00000-79 3.1 .. f:~4444D+oi "~'" ~- - ...... ~ ...... '.~ ..... . 
1.14010-03 1.36920+02 6.52380-06 -5.45070+01 
-5.30870+01 1.05480-05 1.35600+02 1.27890+02 
5.76170+01 1.32130+02 6.89880+01 -1.01360+02 
-"'::;7":32000+01 2. 72790+0'2 ........ Z·~·2867D+oi _ .. 2.65480+02 
1.13950-03 1.36930+02 5.60030-05 -5.69120+01 










. 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 
4.1 1.66670+01 
1.13480-03 1.37220+02 6.11540-06 -5.46720+01 
-5.83530+01 9.88790-06 1.35440+02 1.27200+02 
.... _ .. 5.41070+01 .... 1.31950+02_.6.85740+01 -1.01240+02 
-7.32030+01 2.72710+02 2.28440+01 2.65000+02 
1.13370-03 1.37240+02 9.54280-05 -6.13630+01 







.. ... __ ......... 0 .00000~79 __ .0.00000"..7.9 .. __ .... __ ........ _~_ ... _ ............. -.................................... - ......... -...................................... . 
5.1 1.88890+01 
1.12700-03 1.39220+02 4.52650-06 -4.52270+01 2.60060-04 
-8.05870+01 7.31880-06 1.4488D+02 1.26010+02 -3.77760+01 
..... 4.04000+01 .. _.1.40960+02 .... 6.71820+01 .. -9.98570+01 ··.1.62710+02· ................ .. 
-7.36020+01 2.73040+02 2.28900+01 2.51210+02 3.38800+01 
1.12500-03 1.39310+02 2.50150-04 -8.28360+01 2.72450-04 
-4.11280+01 0.0 0.0 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 
.......... _ ........ 0.00000.,79._ 0 .00000.,,79 ........ _ ...................... _ .................................. _ ....................... _ ............ _ ........ . 
6.1 2.11110+01 
1.19740-03 1.37860+02 8.43170-06 -3.82020+01 2.29680-04 
1.69750+02 1.36330-05 1.51900+02 1.34790+02 -3.90740+01 
.. 7.39130+01 _1.48150+02 ..... 7.30210+0L. ,:,9.93880+01 ..... 1.60860+02 .......... __ .. . 
-7.42890+01 2.74930+02 2.33330+01 2.35660+02 4.65870+01 
1.19940-03 1.37920+02 2.45470-04 1.68220+02 2.85380-04 
-4.23910+01 0.0 0.0 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 
................. 0.00000::19 ....... 0 .00000." 79_ ......... _ ................... _ ........... _ ............ _ ......... _ ......... _ ............. __ ...................... - .......... _ ......................... _ ............................................................. . 
7.1 2.33330+01 
1.16970-03 1.36660+02 7.89050-06 -4.85160+01 8.97930-05 
1.48000+02 1.27580-05 1.41590+02 1.31540+02 -4.03180+01 
.... 6 .• 93400+01 ... 1.3803O+02~ .... 1 .• 11310+01 ..:.1.00900+02 ..... 1.58580+02.. .... . ........ . 
-7.35630+01 2.73660+02 2.30670+01 2.56540+02 4.26560+01 
1.17060-03 1.36670+02 1.06390-04 1.47210+02 2.79800-04 
-4.33750+01 0.0 0.0 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 
.. _ ...... 0 0 .00000:::79 .. _ .. 0.00000:-79 ... _ ................... _ ................... _ ....... _ ..... __ ......... __ ........................................ _ ..................................................................... .. 
8.1 2.55560+01 
1.16220-03 1.36580+02 7.63150-06 -5.04960+01 5.25730-05 
1.42810+02 1.23390-05 1.39610+02 1.30630+02 -4.04170+01 
., ... _ ..... 6 .. Z124O+01 ._1. 36080t.02_. 1 .• 06000+01... .,1.0l13O+02 ....... 1.58390+02 _ .. 
-7.34290+01 2.73390+02 2.30080+01 2.60070+02 4.15270+01 
1.16280-03 1.36580+02 6.90190-05 1.42650+02 2.78350-04 
-4.34380+01 0.0 0.0 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 
..... _ •..•.. 0 .. 000.00::-.79 .. _0 •. 0 0 QOD~7.9 ........ __ ...................... _..... . ................................. _............ ....... _ ................... _ ........ _.................. .................... ....... .... . 
9.1 2.77780+01 
1.15890-03 1.36570+02 7.50460-06 -5.12680+01 3.61030-05 
1.40520+02 1.21340-05 1. 3884D+02 1.30230+02 -4.04320+01 
...... 6 ,~.0~60+01 .. __ 1 .•. 35320.f..02 ..... 7..03(>80+!!1. _,::.1.01210+02 ..... 1.5836D+02...... ...... ......... ...... . 
-7.33790+01 2.73280+02 2.29840+01 2.61360+02 4.10300+01 
1.15930-03 1.36570+02 5.24480-05 1.40930+02 2.77740-04 
-4.34410+01 0.0 0.0 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 
........ o.~ 00000::-!.9. ..... 0 ,oooO~.:::7.L ................................. _...... ....... ....... ............ _ ..... __ ...... _. ........................ ............ .......................... ........................... _ .................. _ ..... .. 
10.1 3.00000+01 
1.15720-03 1.36570+02 7.43080-06 -5.16690+01 2.69350-05 
1.39230+02 1.20150-05 1.38440+02 1.30020+02 -4.04320+01 
_ .... (,.S.lf.O~+o.~ ..... 1,34?20+02 ...... 7.,02itlD+.OL :::~. OlZSQ+02 ..... l..!>8360+.02 ..... ' ......................... .. 
-7.33540+01 2.73230+02 2.29710+01 2.62000+02 4.07550+01 
1.15750-03 1.36570+02 4.32170-05 1.40160+02 2.77400-04 
_ ~ -4.34360+01 0.0 0.0 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 
- ... ~ _ ....... ~!.0.~~00~79...0.~ 0.000.0..:-1..9.................. .......... _ ............................... _ .......... __ ..... ... ............. .. 
-.J SIMVIB CHECK CASE 13 FOR CDC COI1PUTER 
G400 IMPEOANCE - RESULTS IN S'S & LBS 
4 FUSELAGE MODES AND 6 ROTOR O.O.F. 
E 1\1:) .:;::- C":'~f i 
................... t ....... _ .................. _ .......... _ ......... _ ........ . 
c ;.. ~ E ::.. ReS tJ ~ -r > 'l- 1" ~. -:: - ~ (~v J2 e 'i g( b) 






3RD I1DDE FREQ 
_ ..... '-'"iO'~'1"""--3'2'~1~""""--"",f:o'-""'-""._-.. --._ .. _-...... __ .. _ ..- ....... - ..... - ..... _-.. _--.... - .... -_ .... __ ....... __ ...... _ .......... _ ........... -.......... -.'~ ......... --.. -....... - ........... -... . 
..... 1.1 1M51 MOOEAMPLlTUD 
~ 2.1 1M51 MOOEPHASE 
00 3.1 2M51 1100EAMPLlTUD 
- -'4'.i-- ~.- -2MS1-'MC)[)E'PHASE~- ".- -. - _ .. - - ._.- _ .. - _ .... - .... - -_ .. - ..... - - -- _ .... - ..... - - .- ... - -- ._- _.... - ._-- _ ...... _- ...... --- .... - - .. 
5.1 3M51 MOOEAMPLlTUO 
6.1 3M51 MOOEPHA5E 
7.1 4M51 MOOEAMPLlTUO 
---"8.Y 4MS{ MODEPHAsE"'-=------- --------_ .. _---_ .. __ ._--_._-._-. __ .-
9.1 7RE3 X AMPLlTUD 
10.1 7RE3 X PHASE 
11.1 7RE3 Y AMPLlTUO 
.. - '"i2:i - -- 7RE3-Y-' PHAs'e' ~ ... - - - - _ .. - .... - _. - .-.- - ... - - .. - -- - .. - -. - _ .... - -"'-' - ' .. - _ .... - -" - '-'- - - .-- - .. - --
13.1 7RE3 Z AMPLlTUD 
14.1 7RE3 Z PHASE 
15.1 7RE3 WX AMPLlTUO 
_ ..... -·"ii. ..... i······----7RE3···WX-·PHASE"···--··--·--·--··--·----"--"-'--'---'-'--"--"--'-'---
17.1 7RE3 WY AMPLlTUD 
18.1 7RE3 WY PHASE 
19.1 7RE3 WZ AMPLlTUD 
_ .. - - 20.1- - -····7R·E3··WZ-·PHASi···· - --.. - - - ... 
21.1 9GF1 X AMPLlTUD 
22.1 9GF1 X PHASE 
23.1 9GF1 Y AMPLlTUD 
- ···-2·4:I-··--9GFi-y·-PHAsE"-······---·--····-----··--· .. ---... --.... -_.--_ .. __ ._-.--. - .. --.. ---... --.... ---.. -----.-----.--.--
25.1 9GF1 Z AMPLITUD 
26.1 9GFI Z PHASE 
27.1 9GFI THTXAMPLITUD 
- "'28:-1 .. - - 9GFf"THTXPHAsE" ..... -- - --- - .- - ... - _ .. - - -- -- - "'- _. - --.. - -_. -.- - - _.- - -.. - - .- --- .- _ ... - -- - -- - -'-' -
29.1 9GFI THTYAMPLlTUO 
30.1 9GFI THTYPHASE 
31.1 9GFI THTZAMPLITUD 
-- -"-3£'"1" 9GFi··THTZPHASE"-·--···--······-······-····---·-······-·.-.--.. ---.... - .... --.... -----.. ---.---.. ---.... - .... - ....... - ... ---... ---.. ---.. _-
1.1 1.00000+01 
5.34490-01 1.36770+02 3.16760-03 -5.40710+01 2.12330-02 
-4.94330+01 5.12160-03 1.36040+02 5.34300-01 1.36770+02 
_ .. - i"~'46iilD:of" :5.48340+01" -i~"2a47D':ol""--4~'32'44D'+'Ol-- "'0.0 .. - .. - - -- _. - -- - - _0" - -- - - _ ••• - _ ••••• - -- _ •• - -- - -- ---
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5.34300-01 1.36770+02 1.40410-02 -5.48340+01 1.28470-01 
-4.32440+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
_.- -··cj":~i:;-···········-·····-o·:··o···-····-·-·····~-··· ......... __ ...... _--....... _ ........ _ ..... _-.......... - ....... --..... - ... ---.--.... - .... ---... --~.--.. --.. --.. __ ....... - .... --..... _-.--_ .... -
2.1 1.22220+01 
5.33820-01 1.36820+02 3.12630-03 -5.42480+01 2.53980-02 
-5.07600+01 5.05490-03 1.35860+02 5.33590-01 1.36820+02 
"'1.8"2"650-02 --':5'~'S397D+Ol-' r:-'Z8350=of- ';4".3Z00[)":.oi" ·'-0.-(f0600':'79 - .. - --. - -- - .-.- - - -- . - - -- - .--- - - .-.... - .... - - - _.- - --
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 
5.33590-01 1.36820+02 1.82650-02 -5.53970+01 1.28350-01 
-4.32000+01 0.0 0.0 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 . 
"-0:00000::' 79"-······0 ~.(j ... ---...... --...... ~-.... ---......... --.......... - ......... --........ _ ........ _-...... __ .... -._ ........ - ...... ---...... _ ...... -. . ..... --..... - ...... _ .... - ....... --....... - ... - .. _.-_ ........ ---.... -. 
3.1 1.44440+01 
5.32610-01 1.36920+02 3.04760-03 -5.45070+01 3.31740-02 
-5.30870+01 4.92770-03 1.35600+02 5.32310-01 1.36930+02 
- .. 2;·61620::02···· ::S.69120+01 -"L-28130'::Ol"'---4';'31080+0C' '0'.00000:'79' -- - ..... - - ... - - .. - _ .... - .. - _ .. -' -.... - .- _ .... - ...... --...... - -- - ...... -- "'-' 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 
5.32310-01 1.36930+02 2.61620-02 -5.69120+01 1.28130-01 
-4.31080+01 0.0 0.0 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 
-······0;OOOOO=79·-"O·;·a·--········~-·········--······ .. --.. _ ....... --_ ....... __ ...... -._ ........... _.-...... _ .... _-... --_ .. -.--.... __ .. ---.. _-..... _-... - .. _._ ...... --....... _ ........ - ..... _--.-_._ .... -
4.1 1.66670+01 







-5.83530+01 4.61920-03 1.35440+02 5.29640-01 1.37240+02 
'--"4';4:SaOD':-of-"'~6:i'3'63D+oi-i~'2iio'D:;:Oi"'-":4:'2842jj+oi-'"o'~'ooo'oD=i9''''--''''-''''--'''''-'''''''''--'-''''''--'''''"'--""""'-"""--'"'''''''''' ....................... -.-........ _.-...... . 
0.0 '0.0 0.0 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 
5.29640-01 1.37240+02 4.45800-02 -6.13630+01 1.27700-01 
-4.28420+01 0.0 0.0 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 
-- - 0':'060'00'::'79' -'0.0'-' - ...... - .... - _ .. - -..... - ..... - ." .... - ...... _ ...... - -... - - " .. ,- - .. - -.... - ...... - .. - --.. - -.. - - .- -.... - -.-- -.-. - ...... - .-.- - .... - ...... 
5.1 1.88890+01 
5.26480-01 1.39220+02 2.11460-03 -4.52270+01 1.21490-01 
-8.05870+01 3.41900-03 1.44880+02 5.25560-01 1.39310+02 
---·"i:I6·S60-oi--=a-;·Z"836D+0l"-1. 27z8o-=oi-=t;:-iiz8D+ol'O:O'OOOO:::79-'-
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 
5.25560-01 1.39310+02 1.16860-01 -8.28360+01 1.27280-01 
.. __ ._ .. :::~ .• 1:t.280.+9.l _O ... .!l.. _ .. _. _ ..... 9 .... 0. ___ .. __ J! .• O!)JlOO_-'l.9 .. _0 •. 0.00000:7_9 __ . ___ .. ____ .... ____ .. __ . __ ... __ ... _ . ______ ... _ .... __ .. _ 
0.00000-79 0.0 
6.1 2.11110+01 
5.59380-01 1.37860+02 3.93890-03 -3.82020+01 1.07300-01 
_ ... _.J~!'>???Il+Q.g._~~.;39.~§!l.:::.QL .... ~.8;1,9..QP_"t9..? __ ~.,.9..!L~:!P.::.QL __ .lJ.?9.zo.!9.g __ . __ ._ .. _ ... __ .. ___ ._. __ .. _._ .. ____ . __ '_. __ . __ . __ ".,, __ .~ __ ... __ ..... _ 
1.14670-01 1.68220+02 1.33320~01 -4.23910+01 0.00000-79 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 
5.60310-01 1.37920+02 1.14670-01 1.68220+02 i.33320-01 
-4.23910+01 0.0 0.0 0.00000-79 '0.00000-79 
_ .... - 0':'oij'ii'oO-=79'- -0-.6'- - .. - -.- - - ... - - ...... -- .... - _. - ...... - ... - - - _. - .- - - --. - .- --. - -- -. -- - .. - ... -- - ... - -.... - .. - - .-
7.1 2.33330+01 
5.46430-01 1.36660+02 3.68610-03 -4.85160+01 4.19480-02 
_ .. __ 1_!.~.~I?Q.Q.~ .... !?_,2~~.9.0-!l}._1 .. ~.~!~9.!l.!.0.L. ... ~.~9.~.7.II=O':! __ 1."}l?6JP..~Q.L .... _ ... ______ . ___ . ___ ... __ .. __ ... __ . ___ ... ______ ,, __ . __ .. __ ... _ 
4.96990-02 1.47210+02 1.30710-01 -4.33750+01 0~00000-79 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 
5.46870-01 1.36670+02 4.96990-02 1.47210+02 1.30710-01 
__ :.'t..~7S..!?,+().! _0~.9.. _ "._. _ Q.!..O _ .... __ "_ j) .• QO_0~[).:-79 _ .._0J!.!loJ1!l:.?? _ ._. _____ .. _________ . __ ... _ .. _. ______ ...... _ . ___ . ___ ... __ 
0.00000-79 0.0 
8.1 2.55560+01 
5.42920-01 1.36580+02 3.56510-03 -5.04960+01 2.45600-02 
____ .... ;t...!!+.~~;t!L~ll.g_!>..,.76~~Il..::0_3. ..... _~., .. 3'~610.+..02._ .. 5.,~31~0_:(P ... _l" 36580.~02_ .. __ ..... __ .... __ .. __ .. __ ... _ ..... _ ..... __ .. _._ ... ___ .. __ .. _____ . _ .... ___ ..... _ 
3.22430-02 1.42650+02 1.30040-01 -4.34380+01 0.00000-79 
0.0 0.0· 0.0 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 
5.43190-01 1.36580+02 3.22430-02 1.42650+02 1.30040-01 
_ ..... _-~.:.34]8!l.:t:0L . ...P..9_. __ .... _O,_!? __ . ___ ._Il-.. OQ.9.0o..:.7? __ .!t·Q.9..90.!~:7.9.. _ ._. __ . ___ . ____ .. __ ... ____ . __ . _______ .. ___ .. _ .. ___ ... 
0.00000-79 0.0 
9.1 2.77780+01 
5.41410-01 1.36570+02 3.50580-03 -5.12680+01 1.68660-02 
1.40520+02 5.66850-03 1.38840+02 5.41600-01 1.36570+02 
') _ .. '-'Z:450Z0=oz"---L4'0930'+oz"T:'2 ii750-=01--:'4:344iii+0i''''-'0:0·0000:::79-.. "--·---·--.... - .... --.... - .... ·-· .. ·--.. ·"--·",, .. --'''--''''--''''--''''--''''-
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 
5.41600-01 1.36570+02 2.45020-02 1.40930+02 1.29750-01 
_ :::~.~4.4~1!+~.~ _0.:.0.. _ .... __ Il.:..0_._. _ ... __ ~ .• Q.Q.oo..o..:-?1. __ Cl ... Q.oCLqp-]9 __ ... __ .. __ . __ ... ______ ,,_. ___ .. , _ ... ____ ... ___ .. ___ . _ ...... _ ... _ 
0.00000-79 0.0 
10.1 3.00000+01 
5.40580-01 1.36570+02 3.47140-03 -5.16690+01 1.25830-02 
1.39230+02 5.61280-03 1.38440+02 5.40730-01 1.36570+02 
"-2;Ole90=l!2''''''''1 :4016b+02·-·L'29S9ti=ol"""::-4~34360+oi-· .. ti·~ocici·cio;'79·---...... -_ ...... - ...... - ..... __ ..... _._ ...... _ ...... --....... - ... -_ .... --..... --....... -_ ...... _ ........... --........ . 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 
5.40730-01 1.36570+02 2.01890-02 1.40160+02 1.29590-01 
-4.34360+01 0.0 0.0 0.00000-79 0.00000-79 
.- 0';'00000;;79"" -0.0'" .. -...... - _ ................. _ ........ - ........ - ....... _ ....... - ............... - _ .. - ....... - .... - _ .... - ........ - ... - - ... _ ........ - .. - - ... - .... - - .. . 
~ 
~ 
_ ........ \D ........ _ ......... --....... _ ...... --_ ....... _ ....... __ ........ _ ..... -.-...... _-....... _ ...... -._ ....... _ ...... _ .... _-....... _ ..... _ ...... _ ...... --.... _-..... ---....... ---....... _-...... ---...... - ......... - .... --_ ........ - ........ .. 
IBM Z30687 
,) 
APPENDIX F. G400/F389 SAMPLE INPUT 
PAG!:: 01 OF 14 
START 
COL ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+---~7----.----8 
_ ....... -- ..... '.- ......... -- ... _ ................. '.' ........ '" ...... ;.~~ .. ~"~~~b~,~ ~~ ;q~J.tS 
21 { ..... ~- 1_' r 
_ .......L-.~~~~~~;~3~:a~;~R~~~L~:~~~:T: V .. ~~ I.~~~~ .. ~ .................. _ . _..... _.. . ... _. 
1.62 30.oa .2000-lao.OO .0000-172.00 .7800-160.00 .6400-158.00 .6600 
4 -30.00-1.0000 -14.00-1.6800 -10.00-1.2460 -6.00 -.5300 -4.00 -.3060 
5 -2.00 -.0830 .00 .1270 2.00 .3400 4.00 .5470 6.00 .7790 I 
6 8.00 1.0110 10:00 1.24~0 12.00 1.4630 14.00 1.6300 16.00 1.760~ . 
... , '''5 ....... -"18'~oii'1:7200 20;00 1.5:00 . 30.00 1.0000 45.001.COOO 60.00' .9900' . 
4 . 150.00 -.9500 156.00 -.7CCO 158.00 -.6600 160.00 -.6400 17:.00 -.78~O 
4 180.00 .0000 
1 ·38 18.00 .3000 '-30.00-1.0000 -14.00-1.7100 
. -"5"" .... , .... -4.00':.3200 ... -2; 00 -.0830 ..• 00'.1340 
6 6.00 .8110 8.00 1.0530 10.00 1.2990 
5 i6.00 1.7600 18.00 1.6700 20.00 1.4500 
-10.00~1.2990 .. ~6.00 -.5600 ... 
2.00 .3530 4.00 .5700 
12.00 1.5270 14.00 1.7100 
" :l:' " 
. 1 32 15.00 .4000 -30.00-1.0000 -14.00-1.1500 





.-6.00 -.6100 ... f·il.: .;::.. 
6 6.00 .8560 . 8.00 1.1150 10.00 1.2500 
5 30.00 1.0000 
4.00 .6010 
14.00 1.2700 
1 26 12.00 .5000 -30.00-1:0000 -10.00 -.8400 -6.00 
·_·5··· .... ···_·_·:..2.00 ":;;.1040 ·""":00" ':1470' 2.00:4000· ... 4.00 -.6500 _.:::.4.00 .. ,:,:.3~{,0 
6 8.00 .9500 10.00 .8400 30.00 1.0000 
1 26 12.00 .6000 -30.00-L.0000 -10.00 -.5900 -6.00 
5 -2.00 -.1260 .00 .1610 2.00 .4410 4.00 




1 ·50 24.00 .7000 -30.00-1.0000 -17.25 -.8000 -16.25 -.7980 
4 -12.25 -.8100 -11.25 -.8000 -10.25 -.7900 -9.25 -.7520 
5 -6.25 -.7000 -4.25 -.5000 -1.12 -.0000 .00 .1eoo 
-6-·_·4:00·· .. ·.7000· 6:00'.7650' 7.00'.7820 8.00 .7900 
5 10.00 .8100 12.00 .8010 14.00 .79~0 15.00 .8000 
1 42 20.00 .7500 -30.00-1.0000 -16.26 -.75:0 -15.26 -.7500 
4 -11.36 -.7400 -8.00 -.7050 -6.00 -.6350 -5.00 -.5600 
s .. · -- ""':'1:20 -.0000·'.00 ":2200 2.00" .49CO .. 4.00.5930 
6 8.00 .7310 10.00 .7580 11.00 .7600 12.00 .7500 
5 30.00 1.0000 
6.00 .8800 
-4.00 -.3COO 










1 46 22.00 .8000 -30.00-1.0000 -19.3~ -.7300 -18.13 -.7200 -13.00 -.7200 
-···5·············-8.00,;:.6700· -6:00 -.6010 -5.00 '-.5';00 -{,.OO -.4650 -3.00-.3::20 
. 5 -2.00 -.1750 -1.00 .0000 .00 .1800 2.00 .4100 4.00 .5~00 
6 6.00 .6200 8.00 .6700 10.00 .6900 11.00 .6930 12.00 .6900 
5 15.00 .6900 16.00 .7COO 30.00 1.0000 
- "1 -42-""20:00' ':'9000 '::30.00-1.0000~14.3:' -.6400 '':'13.06 <6::00' -"11.36 -.6090 
5 -9.36 -.5380 -7.36 -.5500 -5.36 -.5000 -3.36 -.39CO -1.36 -.2000 
7 .00 -.0250 .22 .0000 2.00 .1800 4.00 .3900 6.00 .5000 
6 8.00 .5500 10.00 .5880 12.00 .6090 13.50 .6200 15.00 .6400 
'-'5"-'-·"'30.00'1.0000 .............. _. 
1 '42 20.00 .9500 -30.00-1.0000 -14.36 -.6400 -13.06 -.6200 -11.36 
5 -9.36 -.5880 -7.36 -.5500 -5.36 -.5000 -3.36 -.3900 -1.36 
7 .00 -.0250 .22 .0000 2.00 .1600 4.00 .3900 6.00 
- 6'- --- --··8;·OO···.S5()0· 10.00' ··;5680 .... 12.0(j .. · ~6090 -13.50 .6200" 15.00 
5 30.00 1.0000 





'.~ .. : -r r 
. t .. 
... / 
I 
1 54 26.00 .3000-180.00 .0000-172.00 .7800-160.00 .6400-158.00 .6600 
-·····4-······.;.30;00-LOOOO .. ~10;00 -H;8000·~7.50 "-':. 7300 ';'6~ 70 "':".6000' -5.00 '_·;4 •• 00····_···· H,,_ ... H.-
6 5.00 .7400 10.00 1.3000 11.00 1.3800 12.00 1.4400 13.00 1.4900 
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START 
... ~.ol"... :.::--:.:t:.-::'.::-.- ~:::-::::::.+ :.:-::.?:-::::::-"!:.-::.-:::::.3-:.::.:- ::."!:.--:.-::.-4.::.:--:.::.:I' -:::::- -:.5:-:- ::.:- t.::::--:.:::~ ::::.:-:-:':.:--::::-7.:--:-:::.:1' -:.- --:3. 
4 149.90 -.9500 150.00 -.9500 156.00 -.7000 158.00 -.6600 160.00 -.6400 
4 172.00.-.7800 180.00 .0000 
._ ..... ~_.;!.13. ..... 13 • 0 0 _ .....•. ~O 0~1. .. ::.39 • .90 -: 1 •.. 000 0 ... -::.10 •. 00. :: •.. 7.400._ ... :-.8 .• 60 .... :::. 7100 .. _:::7 .•.. 0 a .:::.,.64 0 0 ....... _......... 
5 -5.00 -.4500 7.00 1.0400 8.00 1.1500 9.00 1.2200 10.00 1.2700 
5 11.20 1.2900 12.00 1.1300 18.00 1.1200 30.00 1.0000 
1 30 14.00 .5000 -30.00-1.0000 -10.00 -.6000 -8.50 -.6600 -7.00 -.6500 
...... S ...... _ .. -S., .. OQ ... -".7(l.0. _.6 •.. 00_ ..• 9.300 ..... .7.00.1.0000 ...... 8.00.1.0400 ...... 9.00.1.0600 . 
. 5 10.00 1~0800 11.00 1.0900 12.00 1.1100 16.00 1.1100 30.00 1.0000 
1 38 18.00 .6000 -30.00-1.0000 -10.00 -.6000 -7.00 -.6000 -6.00 -.5800 
5 -5.00 -.5000 -4.00 -.3600 -3.00 -.2400 -2.00 -.1200 -1.00 -.0200 
_ . ..7._ ........ __ .&0._ .• .140 9 ......... 3 ..•.. 00. ......•. ~ ~Q 0 ....... 4. 0 Q ........• 7SQO .... S .•. 0 !l. ......•. 840Q .. _ .. (>,.OO .... , .. 9000 .... . 
6 7.00 .9200 14.00 1.0400 15.00 1.0700 30.00 1.0000 
1 32 15;00 .7000 -30.00-1.0000 -10.00 -.6000 -7.00 -.6000 -5.80 
5 -5.00 -.5500 -4.00 -.4400 -3.00 -.3100 -2.00 -.1700 2.00 
6 3.00 .7100 4.00 .8100 5.00 .8500 9.40' .9200 15.00 




1 32 15.00 .7500 -30.00-1.0000 -10.00 -.7000 . -6.S0 -.7000 -5.70 -.6900 
5 -5.00 -.6S00 -4.00 -.S400 -3.00 -.3800 .-2.00 -.2000 1.40 .5500 
..... _~._ ... _ ....... ?:.O.~ ....... €>.;3.pp._ ... 3.., .. 0.L ...•. .?0.P.Q ..... _ .. 4 .•. .90'._ .. , . .?40o ........ ],.9.9 ......• 830 o .... J.S. 00 ......•. 95(l0 
5 30.00 1.0000 
1 30 14.00 .8000 -30.00 -.9S00 -14.00 -.8000 -12.00 -.7900 -10.00 -.8100 
5 . -6.00 -.6900 -2.00 -.2S00 .00 .0700 2.00 .3500 4.00 .5600 
6 6.00 .• 7050 8.00 .80S0 9.00 .8400 15.00 .8500 30.00 1.0000 
- ."1 30···· .. 14·:·00· :'8500' '::"30:00"'::.9500"-1"6.00 ::.8030 '-13.00 -:7720' '::10:00-.7400 
S -6.00 -.6600 -2.00 -.2900 .00 -.04S0 2.00 .2300 4.00 .4600 
6 6.00 .6400 8.00 .7600 9.00 .8020.15.00 .8S00 30.00 1.0000 
1 30 14.00 .9000 -30.00 -.9S00 -16.00 -.7S40 -13.00 -.7120 -10.00 -.6700 
·-···5·"····-.::6·~·oii·-:::·~·66:30······..:2~OO·::·~jl00····· :00 - .1500······ 1. 00 .0000-'" 2.00 ·····.1380 
6 4.00 .3900 6.00 .6400 8.00 .76S0 10.00 .8100 30.00 1.0000 
1 28 13.00 .9500 ":30~00 -.9S00 -16.00 -.7410 -13.00 -.6960 -10.00 -.6510 
__ :5. ... _ .... ::6:.pO .... ::~~4l0 .. " ::.?,OO. :: .. ,270.0 ..... ,00 ... -, 0900 .. 2.,.00 ._ ..• 18.00 ...... 4.·0Q .•. 4350 ..... _ ...... . 
6 6.00 .6800 8.00 .7950 10.00 .8100 30.00 1.0000 
1 10 .8143 SCI09SR8 AIRFOIL CL DATA 
1 54 26.00' .3000-180.00 .0000-172.00 .7800-160.00 .6400-1S8.00 .6600 
4 -30.00-1.0000 -10.00 -.BOOO -7.50 -.7300 -6.70 -.6000 -5.00 -.4400 
---···6··_·········· 5':00 -···:7400····10 :00' 1:":3000 11.00·i; 3800 .. 12. oo"i .4400·i3: ooi :4900 
S 14.00 1.S300 lS.20 1.2100 19.00 1.0800 30.00 1.0000 30.10 1.0000 
4 149.90 -.9S00 lS0.00 -.9S00 lS6.00 -.7000 lS8.00 -.6600 160.00 -.6400 
4 172.00 -.7800 1BO.00 .0000 
- "'1 '-28"'''13:00'' '~4000 ':'30. 00";1.0000···-io :00 ;;:'~7400 -IL·60·:'. 7100 -":7 .(fo -;;:':6400 
5 -5.00 -.4500 7.00 1.0400 8.00 1.1500 9.00 1.2200 ·10.00 1.2700 
5 11.20 1.2900 12.00 1.1300 18.00 1.1200 30.00 1.0000 
1 30 14.00 .SOOO -30.00-1.0000 -10.00 -.6000 -8.S0 -.6600 -7.00 -.6500 
·-5·····--······:;;!;;·oo···.:..4700······6·~OO······~9300··-·7~oo·LoooO····· 8~OO 1.'0400 '9;00 1;0600······················ 
5 10.00 1.0800 11.00 1.0900 12.00 1.1100 '16.00 1.1100 30.00 1.0000 
1 38 18.00 .• 6000 -30.00-1.0000 -10.00 -.6000 -7.00 -.6000 -6.00 -.S800 
5 -S.OO -.SOOO -4.00 -.3600 -3.00 -.2400 -2.00 -.1200 -1.00 -.0200 
-" 7" _ .... ,- ';"00- .1400'" "3.00- ··.6100····· 4';00-'" ~7S00' -'5;00 ····.8400··· ·6'.00' ··:·9000···· 
6 7.00 .9200 14.00 1.0400 lS.00 1.0700 30.00 1.0000 
1 32 lS.00 .7000 -30.00-1.0000 -10.00 -.6000 -7.00 -.6000 -5.BO -.5900 
5 -S.OO -.S500 -4.00 -.4400 -3.00 -.3100 -2.00 -.1700 2.00 .S700 
_······6·_·· ·····-3·;00··_··;7100··:·····4 ';00'·"';8100 ·········S;O 0"'-: 8500'--"'9'~ 40·······~ 920 0····lS·:00·····;·980Q"······ .. ············ .. ·-
5 30.00 1.0000 
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... ~O !"... :':.-7.~.:-:.:::- :J,:--::::::.+ -::::-7..~.-7:..-+..::.-:::::.3"7.:::-::.+'--:.':.-4.::.:--::.::.+ -:.:-.:--:.~:-:: ::'.~ t::::::-:.:::~ ::=.:--:::!:.-::-:::::: 7.-- -::.::.:1- - -- -:.8. 
5 -5.00 -.6500 -4.00 -.5400 -3.00 -.3800-2.00 -.2000 1.40 .SSOO 
6 . 2.00 .6300 3.00 .7000 4.00 .7400 7.00 .8300 15.00 .9500 
5 30.00 1.0000 
-"···i-30··-'14·: 0 0" • 80 0 0"''::30:'0'0'-::':''9'5 oO···.::i4·:··0o···:--:e·o·o·o-·:iZ:ii ii"':::': 7900"-:io':'00 -''::';8100 
5 -6.00 -.6900 -2.00 -.2500 .00 .0700 2.00 .3S00 4.00 .S600 
6 6.00 .70S0 8.00 .80S0 9.00 .8400 15.00 .8S00 30.~0 1.0000 
:J, ... ~0 .. _.1~., . .D9.""'H8SQQ. :..3.0 •. QO_:: .• 9S00 ... ::16.00. ':" .• a030 .. :::13.00 .. :-.7'720. -:10.00 ... :: ..• 7.400 .... 
5 -6.00 -.6800 -2.00 -.2900 .00 -.04S0 2.00 .2300 4.00 .4600 
6 6.00 .6400 . 8.00 .7600 9.00 .8020 lS.00 .8S00 30.00 1.0000 
1 30 14.00 .9000 -30.00 -.9S00 -16.00 -.7540 -13.00 -.7120 -10.00 -.6700 
_ ....... p._ ............. :~., . .QL:., 663Q ....... ::2, QQ .... :: •. 31QO ............• OQ ... :::.1500 ........ :1. .•. 00 .......•. 0000 ... _.2.00 .....•. 1380 ... . 
6 4.00 .3900 6.00 .6400 8.00 .76S0 10.00 .8100 30.00 1.0000 
1 28 13.00 .9500 -30.00 -.9S00 -16.00 -.7410 -13.00 -.6960 -10.00 -.6510 
5 -6.00 -.6410 -2.00 -.2700 .OC -.0900 2.00 .1800 4.00 .43S0 
_ l? ... _ ... _.6,QO ..... 680Q ..... 8.QQ .... 7?SO ... JO,OQ ....• 810.() .. 30.00 .J.OOO(L .......................... . 
1 10 .8144 SCI095 AIRFOIL CL DATA 
1 48 23.00 .3000-180.00 .0000-172.00 .7800-160.00 .6400-150.00 .9S00 
4 -30.00-1.0000 -10.00 -.8800 -8.00 -.7600 -6.00 -.6000 -5.00 -.SOOO 
......... 5. ........ :_ .... :-3 ~()() ... ::. 3()()Q.... ..... '!/,'t0 ... 1, .• 1100...10 •. 30 .. 1 .•. l800 ....... 11 •. ()() .. .1 •. 2100 ... J .. 1 .• 80 .... 1. 210(1 
. 5 12.60 1.1700 16.00 .9500 30.00 1.0000 150.00 -.9S00 156.00 -.7000 
4 158.00 -.6600 160.00 -.6400 172.00 -.7800 180.00 .0000 
1 28 13.00 .4000 -30.00-1.0000 -10.00 -.S800-8.00 -.6400 -6.50 -.6100 
5 -5.00 -.5200 -3.60 -.4000 8.40 1.0700 9.40 1.1600 10.50 1.2000 
- '''5 - ······11":·50 .. 1:1"70ij" ""13:'50""1.0400· i6.00·.9600 30;00'1.0000' - ....... . 
1 28 13.00 .SOOO -30.00-1.0000 -10.00 -.7200 -8.00 -.7200 -6.50 -.6600 
5 -5.0a -.5S00 -3.50 -.4000 6.00 .8400 7.50 1.0000 8.80 1.0700 
6 9.80 1.0800 11.50 1.0600 16.00 1.1000 30.00 1.0000 
---1-·26-iZ-:·oo·····:6000····.::30:·oo:Loooo··.::·I0. 00<5400·····:..8. 00'- .5900 -6.40 -.6200 
5 -5.00 -.S800 -3.60 -;4400 5.00 .7900 6.00 .8600 7.50 .9000 
5 10.00 .9S00 lS.00 1.0900 30.00 1.0000 
1 26 12.00 .7000 -30.00-1.0000 -10.00 -.6600 -7.00 -.7400 -6.00 -.7400 if' ......... '::s:00"··:;-.7200- '::'4'.00 '::~6000" 4:00" .·7S00· -"4:80 ····.8000····6.00 .8300 
6 9.00 .8900 lS.00 1.0300 30.00 1.0000 
1 24 11.00 .7S00 -30.00-1.0000 -10.00 -.7200 -6.00 -.7300 -5.00 -.7200 
5 -4.00 -.6500 -::2.50 -.4500 2.30 .S400 2.90 .6300 3.80 .7000 
- .. ··5-··········1!i"~·OO ..... ~9300 30~OO .. 1.0000 . .. . ....... . 
1 30.14.00 .8000 -30.00 -.9500 -14.00 -.8000 -12.00 -.7900 -10.00 -.8100 
5 -6.00 -.6900 -2.00 -.2500 .00 .0700 2.00 .3S00 4.00 .S600 
6 . 6.00 .70S0 8.00 .80S0 9.00 .6400 lS.00 .8S00 30.00 1.0000 
- "1 '''30'''-14':'00:'8S00 ':;'30 :00:':':. 9500:"i6. 00 ':;'.8030:"13:00":" .7720 "':io. 00:": 7400 
5 -6.00 -.6800 -2.00 -.2900 .00 -.04S0 2.00 .2300 4.00 .4600 
6 6.00 .6400 6.00 .7600 9.00 .8020 lS.00 .8S00 30.00 1.0000 
1 30 14.00 .9000 -30.00 -.9500 -16.00 -.7S40 -13.00 -.7120 -10.00 -.6700 
··-··5··············;::6;0(;-··:;;·.6630···;::2;·00··::;.3100··-":00'<lS00 . 1~00"~0000 ······2.00 :1380 
6 4.00 .3900 6.00 .6400 8.00 .76S0 10.00 .8100 30.00 1.0000 
1 28 13.00 .9S00 -30.00 -.9500 -16.00 -.7410 -13.00 -.6960 -10.00 -.6510 
5 -6.00 -.6410 -2.00 -.2700 .00 -.0900 2.00 .1600 4.00 .4350 
- 6'" •.... ·· .. 6;·00····.6800 .. · ··8.()(f.79S0·····l(i.00··· ~810030:00 'Loooo 
2 8 .2273 .1300AIRFOIL CD DATA 
1 58 28.00 .2000-180.00 .0200-179.00 .02S0-175.00 .06S0-172.00 .1100 
3 -150.00 .6420-115.00 1.8800 -65.00 1.8800 -30.00 .6300 -30.00 .6300 
.. ·····4--.. · ····.;;14~OO····;0279···;;;10;·OO·· .. ··; 0102·····;;;4.00····-; 0103';;;2; oo······~ 0092 ... -.. ·····~OO····;·0094····················' 
6 2.00 .0084 4.00 .0090 6.00 .0107 8.00 .0127 10.00 .0162 
5 12.00 .0216 14.00 .0279 30.00 .6300 30.10 .6300 65.00 1.8800 
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START 
CO !::... :::-7.~:--:::-1.-:- -:::::: + -:-::.- :.Z.-:.:..- '!:.-:-:.-:.:.3-:.-:.:-:.+..---:-.-4::-.:- -.:-.:t-:-. - - -.5:- ::'-:-.:- t.::-:.-- ::-:~-:.:-:--::.t..:-- :::.:-7..::- --.:: + - ---:-6 
4 150.00 .64Z0 l~Z.OO .1100 17.5.00 .0650 180.00 .OZOO 
1 30 14.00 .3000 -30.00 .6300 -14.00 .0309 ~10.00 .0165 -4.00 .0098 
_ ..... .!L ............. -Z.,.OO .0085 .•. 00.,0086 .... Z.Oo. .... 0069 .... 4.00 ........ 0004 .~.OO .• 010C: ... . 
6 6.00 .0128 10.00 .0165 12.00 .0234 14.00 .030.9 30..00 .6300 
1 28 13.00. .400.0. -30..0.0. .6300 -12.00. .0.260. -8.0.0. .0.134 '-4.00. .0.099 
5 -2.00 .0083 .00 .0085 Z.OO .0079 4.00 .00.83 6.0.0. .0.10.4 
....... 6 ....... _ 1:\ .•.. 0.9 ........ Cl~.lt. _~C •. OC ....... P.l87 .... 12.00 ..... 0.2.60. ..... 30.0.0 ..... 6300 ................... . 
1 ZO 9.00 .5000 -30.00. .630.0. -6.0.0. .0110 -4.00 .00.97 -Z.OO .00.84 
7 .00. .0083 Z.OC .0078 4.00 .0087 6.00 .0110 30.00 .630.0 
1 20 9.00 .6000 -30.00 .6300 -4.00 .0075 -Z.OO .0.0.89 .00 .0081 
_ ..... f>._ ........ " .. · ..?,O'O_,.0.06~ ......... "t .• O'O ... _,.o.Q74 ........ 6 .• 0 Q ......... O 11 7 ..... 14. .• 00 ........... 3300. .... ..30 •. 00 ......... 6300 .......... . 
1 38 18.00 .7000 -30.00 .630.0 -12.00 .2560 -10..00 .2170 -8.00 .1610 
5 -6.00 .1060 -4.00 .0370 -3.00 .OZOD -2.00 .0125 -1.0.0 .00.95 
7 .00 .0090. 1.00 .0140 2.00 .0250 4.00 .0600 6.00 .0.970. 
_ f>. ... _ .. __ 8.,.9.C __ ,.135C'..... 1,0..0..0. .... ,2Q!'i0 ..... 15.00 .... ,36QIl .. :S.0 •. 1l1l .6300 .. " ........... .. 
1 36 17.00. .7500. -30.00. .6300 -12.00 .2750 -10..00. .2325 -8.00 
5 -6.00 .12Z0 -4.00 .0550 -Z.OO .OZ20 -1.00 .0.190 .00 
6 1.00 .OZ60 2.00 .0410 4.00 .080.0. 6.00 .1180 8.0.0 
.... _? ........ _ ... J9.,.09. ....... ?ZCo._ .. l,~.,.OO • 3650. ..... 30.00 .6300 .... .... 
1 34 16.00 .9000. -30.00. .6300 -12.00 .3200 -10.00 
5 -6.00 .• 1680 -4.00 .10.70 -2.00 .0.660 -1.00 










_ ... ~ _ ..... .1!>..,'OO ... , .. 3..80.0. .... 3.0. ,.0..0. ...... 630.0. .... ..... .. ... _ .............. ""_ ......... _ ............ . 
Z 9 .4545 SCIC95R8 AIRFOIL CD DATA 
1 66 3Z.00 .3000-180.00 .CZOO-179.00 .OZ50-175.00 .0650-172 .• 00 .1100 
3 -150.00 .64~0-115.00 1.8800 -65.00 1.8800 -30.00 .6300 -30.00 .6300 
_ ..... ~_ ..... -=.1.9., .. O() ...... ,Z50Q ...... ..::.7.'.,.oQ_., 0860 -6.00 .0500 ..... :::5.60 .... 0390. ... ::-4.80.. CZ80 
5 -4.0.0. .0.180 -3.0.0 .0.110 .0.0. .00.90 4.00. .0.100 9.00 .0130 
5 10.00 .0.140 11.00 .0180 lZ.0C .OZ2D '13.0.0 .030.0 14.0.0 .0.640 
5 16.30 .1780 29.90 .6300 30.00 .6300 65.00 1.8800 150.00 .64Z0 
._ ~ ... _ .. P2, 0.0 .. __ • 1100,,17..?. 9Q ..... 06~.C .180. .• 00 ,0209. _ ......................... _ .......... . 
1 40. 19.00. .40.00 -30.0.0 .6300 -10.00. .Z60C ·-7.00 .10.10. -6.00 . • 0620 
5 . -5.00 .0340. -4.50. .020.0 -4.00 .0.130. -3.00 .0.100 -2.00 .0080 
6 1.00 .0080 3.00. .0090 6.00 .0.110. 8.0.0. .0150 9.00 .0175 
5 10.00. ·.CZ7C 11.0.0 .0500 12.80 .1360.15.00. .2300. 30..0.0. .630.0 
-·-.. i .. 4·0 ...... 19~·OO·-·~.5000 .. ·::;3C ~iiii·" .. ~6300 "·::'io. 00 : Z700·"-7. co .1060 -6.00 .0.700 
5 -5.00 .0380 -4.00 .0240 -3.00 .0150 -2.00 .0100 -1.00 .0085 
7 .00 .0080 Z.OO .0080 4.00 .0095 5.00 .0110 6.00 .0180 
. ...; ... ~ _ ...... _ 7..:.00 ... : .. o.Z70 ..... 8.: .. 0.0._.O'~.4C ... 12.00 ..... .1780. ... ..15.00 .... ,280() .. 30 •. 00 ...... ,6300 
1 42 20.00 .6000 -30.00 .6300 -10.00 .2880 -8.00. .1370 -6.00 .0810 
5 -5.00 .0450 -4.60. '.0.350 -4.00 .0250 -3.00 .0170. -Z.OO .0120 
5 -1.00 .0085 .00 .0080 1.00 .0080 2.00 .0100 3.00 .0160 
6' 4.00 .OZ50 5.00 .0380 6.00 .0600. 10.50 .1760 15.00 .3000. 
.. _·5 .... _· .... 30; 00 ..... 6300· .. · ...... · .. ·· .... · ...... · ............ -....... .......... . ............... . 
1 30 14.00 .7000 -30.00 .6300 -10.00 .3100 -7.00. .1550 -6.00 .0940. 
5 -5.00. .0600 -3.00 .0270 -Z.OO .0130 -1.00 .0100 .00 .010.0 
6 1.00 .0115 2.00. .OZ50 8.00 .1600. 15.00 .3200 30.00 .6300 
- r" '3~ "'15';'00'-. t500"';'30.ocf -;6300 .. :.:;10~0(j .... :3z60' ·';:'7:00 .... ·.1680··· ':6'.00' "';1090 .... 
5 -5.00 .0850 -Z.40 .0200 -Z.OO .0150 -1.00 .01Z0 .00 .0135 
6 1.00 .OZ4D 4.00 .0.950 6.00 .1340 7.ZD .1550 15.00 .3300 
5 30.00 .6300 
- .... r-.. 42· .... 20; 00"""';800 (r":;;30 :00'-';'6300":;;12: 00 ...... : 2 90 O":;l0~ 0 0· .. · .. ~2250 .... "-,;;a:·oo '"''';1700''''''-''''''''''''' .... 
5 -6.00 .12Z0 -4.00 .0.750 -3.00 .0420 -Z.OO .0280 -1.00 .0260 
6 '-.50 .0255 .00 .0250 .50 .0350 1.00 .04Z0' 2.00 .0700 
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COL ::.-:- -:-.:,::-::.:--l,-::-:-::: + ':".:-- -::.2.--:-::::-,,:.-::.-::.-::.3:-.:-.--::.t- ";',:",,-4:-.:--:.::.+:-.:-.-:-.5:- -:-.:- t.:-:-:-:-.P ':"-.:- ':".+.':"- ::.':" 7:- -':".':".+ - ---.8. 
6 4.00 .1080 6.00 .1480 8.00 .1850 10.00 .2300 12.00 .2B50 
5 30.00 .6300 
" .... _ •• _ ...... l,._.~l>. .. _.l7..,OO ....... , .. 9C 00 .. :.-::.30 •. ()(L ... ,.630 0 .... ::12. , OQ .. " .• 3300 _.':":1.0.00 ....... 2620 .. _:::6 •. 00 .... 2100 ..... 
.0600 
.2210 
5 -6.00 .1630 -4.00 .1150 -2.00 .0660 -1.00 .0630 .00 
6 1.00 .0780 2.00 .1000 4.00 .1380 6.00 .1820 8.00 
5 10.00 .2620 12.00 .3225 30.00 .• 6300 
1 ... :3.2_15,00 ... 1,.0099. ::.30,J!0 ."A>300 .. · .. :-12.00 ...... 3700 _:-10.00 ..... 2970 .. 
5 -6.00 .2020 -4.00 .1520 -2.00 .1170 .00 .1000 
6 4.00 .1700 6.00 .2150 8.00 .2550 10.00 .2980 
5 30.00 .6300 
. :::8.00 ...... 2480 ..... 
2.00 .1360 
12.00 .3630 
__ ..... __ .... ? .. _.9. ....... ~Vt3_ ....... SCl9..9.5.Re .. .&.IH.F:()l L ... CO .OAT .&. ..... : .. _ ......................... ; ....................... _ ....... . 
1 '66 32.00 .3000-180.00 .0200-179.00 .0250-175.00 .0650-172.00 
3 -150.00 .6420-115.00 1.8S00 -65.00 1.8800 -30.00' .6300 -30.00 
.1100 
.6300 
.0280 4 -10.00 .2500 -7.00 .OS60 -6.00 .0500 -5.60 .0390 -4.80 
5 -4.00 .0180 -3.00 .0110 .00 .0090 4.00 .0100 9~00 
....... -. 5'" -.... "Io';'oo .0140 .... 11.00":0180 12.00 .022()· ·i3;00 .... ·.03()O .... i4.00 ...... 013.0 " .... 
.0640 
.6420 5 16.30' .1780' 29.90 .6300 30.00 .6300 65.00 1.8800 150.00 
4 172.00 .1100 175.00 .0650 180.00 .0200 
._ ....... _l ....... ~Q. .... :J9. .• 99. ....... 4,ooQ_:-?o. 00 .6300 .. '-10.00 .• 2600 ...... :-7. OQ ..... 1010 ..... :::6.00 ..... 0620 
5 -5.00 .0340 -4.50 .0200 -4.00 .0130 -3.00 .0100 -2.00.0080 
6 1.00 .0080 3.00 .0090 6.00 .0110 8.00 .0150 9.00 .0175 
5 10.00 .0270 11.00 .0500 12.80 .1360 15.00 .2300 30.00' .6300 
_ ".;1, ~O ..... .1';I,.OQ ..... 5000. :-30.00 .6~00_-10.00 .2700 -7.00 ,1060 .... ::6 •. 00 .0700 ........... .. 
5 -5.00 .0380 -4.00 .0240 -3.00 .0150 -2.00 .0100 -1.00 .0085 
7 .00 .0080 2.00 .0080. 4.00 .0095 5.00 .0110 6.00 .0180 
6 7.00 .0270 8.00 .0440 12.00 .1780 15.00 .2800 30.00 .6300 
__ . __ ~_~.?_2..o.., .. Qo. ....... ,600.Q .. ,::3.o.., .. QO._ .. ,.630Q .... ::I0, 00 ....... ,2880 ...... :-.8.0.0 .......... 1:3.7.0 __ .:::p. o (L ..... 0~10........ .. ...... . 
5 -5.00 .0450 -4.60 .0350 -4.00 .0250 -3.00 .0170 -2.00 .0120 
5 -1.00 .0085 .00 .0080 1.00 .0080 2.00 .0100 3.00 .0160 
6 4.00 .0250 5.00 .0380 6.00 .0600 10.50 .1760 15.00 .3000' 
5 30.00 .6300 
" .... '--i'" 30 14.00 .7000--30.00' .... :63·0·0 ':li)'.'oo"· :'310'0" ":7:'0'0 ·· .. ·.1550 -6.00 .0940 ..... ........ . 
S -5.00 .0600 -3.00 .0270 -2.00 .0130 -1.00 .0100 .00 .0100 
6 1.00 .0115 2.00 .0250 8.00 .1600 lS.00 .3200 30.~0· .6300 
1 32 lS.00 .7500 -30.00 .6300 -10.00 .3260 -7.00 .1680 -6.00 .1090 
- .. 5·--.......... ·:5;·OO"-·~·0850 .... -2.40·· .. ~0200 .... :Z.00 .0150 .... :1.00 .0120 .-.• 00 .0135' ................. . 
6 1.00 .0240 4.00 .0950 6.00 .1340 7.20 .15S0 15.00 .3300 
S 30.00 .6300 
1 42 20.00 .8000 -30.00 .6300 -12.00 .2900 -10.00 .2250 
- "·s _ ..... · .. ·-6·:·00· ';1220 .. ·~4:oo .. -·.oiso .. · ~3.oo· .. ·.0420-·-2~00 .. · :0280' 
6 -.50 .0255 .00 .0250 .50 .0350 1.00 .0420 
6 4.00 .1080 6.00 .1480 8.00 .1850 10.00 .2300 









-. '-'1"'·'36"""1 '/;0 0· .... ·;90 00'-::30:" 00 ...... ~6300 .. ;; i iCo 0'''''''~3 3 0 O··~ 1 oJio --.. ;·2620 ...... :;.·8:00 ..... 2100 ...................... . 
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S -6.00 .1630 -4.00 .1150 -2.00 .0660 -1.00 .0630 .00 .0600 
6 1.00 .0780 2.00 .1000 4.00 .1380 6.00 .1820 8.00 .2210 
5 10.00 .2620 12.00 .3225 30.00 .6300 
- 1"32 '''15;'00'''1.0000''-30.00' ";6300':;;12:00'" :3700 ':10;00 ....... 2970 .;'if,o(j' "':2480 
S -6.00 .2020 -4.00 .1520 ~2.00 .1170 .00 .1000 2.00 .1360 
6 4.00 .1700 6.00 .2150 8.00 .2550 10.00 .2980 12.00 .3630 
5 30.00 .6300 
...... 2 .. ·· .. ·8 .. · .. : 8144"'" SCI 09S .. AIRFOU·CO·OATA· ........ · .. ·_·_ .... · .... _· ........ 
1 70 34.00 .3000-180.00 .0200-179.00 .0250-175.00 .0650-172.00 .1100 
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START 
.. ~OL :.::.-::,::-:.:::-l,:::-::::::+:.::-:.?-:::::-+,::"_-:.:.3-::::-::.+'.--.::.-4-:.:- -:-:.~ -:.:-.--:S:- -:-:.:- t.::::- -:::::6:::.:-.:- ::::1:.:: -::::: 7..::.- :--:."1" - ---:.S. 
4 -10 .. 00 .. 2100 -8 .. 60 .. 0590 -7 .. 60 .. 0300 -6.90 .. 0160 -6.30 .. 0120 
5 -5.50 .0095 -4.00 .• 0085 .00 .0083 4.00 .0095 7.50 .. 0120 
_ ...... (>.._ ...... _<;1.,.90 _ .... , 0150 ...... 10, 00 .. _ .. ,0185 ...... 10 .S() ..... 0250 12.00 ...• 0560._.15 .• 00 .....•. 2100 ..... . 
5 30.00 .6300 30.10 .6300 65.00 1.8800 65.10 1.8800 90.00 2.0800 
4 150.00 .6400 172.00 .1100 175.00 .0650 179.00 .0250 180.00 .0200 
1 38 18.00 .4000 -30.00 .6300 -10.00 .2150 -7.20 .0600 -6.60 .. 0300 
5 -6.20 ...•. 02ltO .. :::5 •. ltO.()l40 .... -4.80 ..... 0110 ..... :-3.S0 ....• 0085 ......• 00 ...... 0083 .. 
6 4.00 .00S3 6.00 .01ns 8.00 .0140 9.00 .0170 9.S0 .0200 
5 10.20 .0270 10.60 .0400 15.00 .2200 30.00 .6300 
1 38 18.00 .5000 -30.00 .6300 -10.00 .1500 -8.00 .0500 -6.70 .0300 
_ .. !L _ ......... _ :-~.,..7Q._.,.0?OQ ...... ::5 .50 .... _ •. ol40 ..... -:.4. SQ ........• 0100_ .:.-.3 .•. 80 .......• 0085 ....... _ ..... , .. 00 ....• 0083 ..... . 
6 3.00 .0085 4.50 .0095 5.80 .0125 7.00 .0200 8.00 .0300 
6 9.00 .0550 12.00 .1600 15.00 .2400 30.00 .6300 
1 34 16.00 .6000 -30.00 .6300 -10.00 .1600 -5.60 .0360 -4.70 .~210 
.... 0083 
.0700 
5 -4.20 .0150' -3.50 .0120 -2.50 .0090 -1.50 .0083 1.50 
- 6" -... -'3';00 .009!f·· ··4.oii' .0120 4.80 • ()l7S' "'5:60 .03007.20 
5 15.00 .2770 30.00 .6300 
1 30 14.00 .7000 -30.00 .6300 -10.00 
5 -3.00 .• 0200' -2.30 .. 0130 -1.40 
····_·6" .. ··· __ ·······1 ;·90·····-~OO'9'O ·-·2·~50·······~0130·····-· 3~'OO 
1 30 14.00 .7500 -30.00 .6300 -10.00 
5 -2.00 .0150' -1.40 .0110 -.50 
6 1.20 .0110 1.60 .0160 2.00 
- -1 42"''''20';'00-- :'s'O()C; .::'30:0·0 .... ·.6300--12.00 
5 -6.00 .1000 -4.00 .0650 -3.00 
6 -.50 .0190 .00 .0170 .50 
6 4.00 .0900 6.00 .1280 8 .. 00 
~ .. · .. ·5-· ...... -3·o·:iio .... · ..:6 300 .... _ .. ·····........· ....... . ...... . 
1 36 17.00 .9000 -30.00 .6300 -i2.00 
S -6.00 .1490 -4.00 .1150 -2.00 
6 1.00 .0600 Z.OO .0800 4.00 5'" _. -''10:00 .Z620"- i2.()() .3225 '3()';0() 
Z 9 .2273 .1300AIRFOIL eN DATA 
.2100 -4.00 








.1700 ...... 10.00 
.0390 -3 .. 60 




,3200 .... 30 ... 00 
.Z2S0 -S.OO 
.02S0 -1. 00 
.02S0 2.00 
.. 2ZS0 lZ,OO 
.0280 









.3300 -10.00 .2620 -S.OO .2030 
.0660 -1.00 .• 0550 .00 .0500 
,1200 __ .6,.PO ...... 16 70 ...... ~. QO .....•. 2100 .... 
.6300 
1 68 33.00 .2000-180.00 -.0130-174.00 .3590-160.00 .3000-145.00 .. 4810 
3 -125 .. 00 .5570 -90.00 .5550 -60.00 .3950 -30.00 .1700 -30.00 .1700 
--.. 4-· ...... ~14:iio .. ·:0259 .. :::1():iiO .0136· .... -4.00 .0007" .. :::2.00· .. ·• 0002 .. · ..... 00 .0004 
6 Z.OO -.0013 4.00 .0011 6.00 -.0026 S.OO -.0072 10.00 -.0136 
S lZ.00 -.019S 14.00 -.0259 30 .. 00 -.1700 45.00 -.Z950 80.00 -.5000 
S 95.00 -.5550 110.00 -.5600 125.00 -.5570 135 .. 00 -.5380 145.00 -.4810 
- '''4 - .. "'15(f:00"-':'4380 160:00':;.3000"174.00 :::·.359() 160;00-:':0130' ......... . 
1 30 14.00 .3000-30.00 .1700 -14.00 .0246 -10;00 .0127 -4.00 
5 -2.00 -.0001 .00 .0000 Z.OO -.0011 4.00 .0011 6.00 
6 8.00 -.0067 10.00 -.0127 lZ.00 -.0183 14.00 -.0246 30.00 
··_·1 ...... 24 ...... 11-.00 .. · .. -;4000 --';;30 ~ OO· .... ·~ 1700·:.10~00 .... ·~ 0122 .... -4~ 00;;:;0009 ...... :..;Z; 00 
7 .00 .0001 2.00 -.0009 4.00 .001S 6.00 -.0019 8.00 
S 10.00 -.0122 30.00 -.1700 
.0000 
-.0024 
- .. 1700 
-.;0004 
-.0064 
1 20 9.00 .SOOO -30.00 .1700 -6.00 .0018 -4.00 -.0026 -Z.OO - .. OOlZ 
- , .......... ,- ';00'-- .0003'" "z.oo ;:~ooos·"· 4:00 .... ;0019· 6.00 ·;;,'.ooHi .... 3(f.00 ';;;1700 
1 16 7.00 .6000 -30.00 .1700 -4.00 -.0046 -Z.OO -.0014 .00 .. 0001 
6 2.00 -.0006. 4.00 .0021 30.00 -.1700 
1 2S 13.00 .7000. -30.00 .2000 -20.00 .1300 -12.00 .0850 -S.OO .0360 
...... ·5 - ......... ·;,,;·4;00··;:;·;0160 ...... ;,,;2·;00 .. ·,:;·; 0220 .. · ...... ·• 00· .. :;,;;0240 ...... 3;40 ";;"~ 0340 ...... ·6·;10 .. _·;0610 ...... · .......... _ .... ·· 
6 S.10 -.0865 9.00 -.0920 20.00 -.lS00 30.00 -.2000 
1 28 13.00 .7500 -30.00 .1600 -10.00 .0700 -S.OO .0500 -6.00 .0300 
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START 
.. ~O 1::... :.:.-::':.-:-.7.-~.'::-::+:.:.-:.?-::::-t,:,:.-::::.3':.:-:-::':.--::.-4.::-.:-:.,:,:.:" -:::-::--:.~:--:-.:-.:-t.::::--:::-~ :.-:-:": .•. :--:::,:-7.:-.-:.:+ --- -8. 
5 -4.00 .0050 -2.00 -.0230 
6 6~00 -.1010 8.00 -.1050 
1 32 15.00 ;8000 -30.00 .1500 
~''''''5'-'' -2.00 ·::::0l2()....:00·-:0200 
6 2.00'-.0290 4.00 -.0750 
530.00 -.1500 
.00 -.0380 2.00 -.0395 
10.00 -.1050 30.00 -.1600 
4.00 -.0650 
-8,0C! ,0750 .... :-6.00 ... 0600 .. :-.'\..00 ..... 0350 .. 
.50 -.0150 1.00 -.0120 1.50 -.0170 
6.00 -.1000 B.OO -.1150 IB.OO -.1300 
1 ~.;36 17.09. .... ,9000. ::~O,J)O .1400 -:-8.01) ...• 1200 .... -6.00 ....• 0970 .. :4.00 ..... 0t'30. 
'5 -2.00 -.0120 .00 -.0200 .10 -.0010 .25 .0120 .50 .0170 
7 .75 .0090 1.00 -.0070 1.50 -.0300 2.00 -.0350 4.00 -.0830 
6 6.00 -.1370. 8.00 -.1600 30.00 -.1900 
.... __ .... ? .. _ .. ~ ..... ~,f:t?~!L_ ...... SC10.~5R8 .l'I~ FOI l .. eM DATA ......................................... _ ......... ,,_ ........... _....... . .. 
1 68 33.00 .3000-180.00 -.0130-174.00 .3590-160.00 .3000-145.00 .4810 
3 -125.00 .5570 -90.00 .5550 -60.00 .3950 -30.00 .1437 -30.00 .1437 
4 -10.00 .1065 -7.40 .0989 -6.40 .0052 -5.00 .0032 4.00 .0019 
5 14.00 .0135 15.20 -.0932 19,00 -.1303 30.00 -.1437 30.10,-.1437 
.... - 5· .. · _ .. "'34';'90 ':. 222!f" 35.00' ::2220 "'''45. 00"·-~ 295'0'60 ;'00 .. :::·.3950' .... BO·. co ~:5cioo ..... 
. 5 95.00 -.5550 110.00 -.5600 125.00 -.5570 135.00 -.53BO 145.00 -.4B10 
4 150.00 -.43BO 160.00 -.3000 174.00 -.3590 IBO.OO -.0130 
_ .... _:t. ...... g.L .. ~9.!~9. ...... ·4.()OL':'}.0,00 ....... ,143? ... :.'·1(),.00 .... , 1427 ...... -7 .00 .1356 ..... :-6.00 .003B ..................... . 
5 -5.00 .0019 B.OO .0124 11.20 .0115 12.20 -.1299 IB.OO -.1341 
5 30.00 -.1437 
1 20 9.00 .5000 -30.00 .1437 -10.00 
.5 -5.00 .0045 B.OO .0031 12.00 
- "'1 -24 .. · .. ·11':·00- :6'000' .::'3·0:.0·0 .... ·.1437"·-25.00 
4 -10.00 .0707 -3.00 -.0004 5.00 
5 15.00 -.1352 30.00 -.1437 
.110B -9.00 .0952 -7.00 .0483 
="0800.,16~00 .. :-.129~ .... 30.00 :,1437 
.1267 -20.00 .1047 -15.00 .0878 
.0087 8.00 -.0490 13.00 -.1415 
1 32 15.00 .7000 -30.00 .1437 -25.00 .1416 -20.00 .1397.-15.00 ,1327 
- · .. · .. · .. ·4-·· .... ·-::io·~00· .... ·~1306 ...... ·-3~·OO-·.::·~·01l9·.. .OO~.0025· .... 1.00::'.0064 ...... 2.00 ":.0073 
6 3.00 -.0241 4.00 -.0569 6.00 -.1105 8.00 -.1347 15.0~ -.1470 
5 30.00 -.1437 . . 
.1. ... 18. .. .1.B •. O' 0 ...... 7500, .. -~O.OO ..... 1437:-25 .. 00 ,1361 -:-20.,.90 .... 1335 .... -15.00. .1260 
4 -10.00 .1234 -8.00 .1039 -6.00 .0544 -4.00 -.0291 -3.00 -.0335 
5 -2.00 -.0245 .00 -.0146 1.00 -.0197 2.00 -.0459 3.00 -.0943 
6 4.00 -.1154 5.00 -.1177 15.00 -.1526 30.00 -.1437 
1 32 15.00 .BOOO -30.00 .1500 -8.00 .0750 -6.00 .0600 -4.00 .0350 
.- -" .. 5-........ ·'~2~·OO .. :·~0120· .... ··~00·-:~OZoo .......... 50"::0150"'''1.00 -.0120'''1.50 -.0170 .... · .. · .. · .. · 
6 2.00 -.0290 4.00 -.0750 .6.00 -.1000 B.OO -.1150 1B.00 -.1300 
5 30.00 -.1500 
1 36 17.00 .9000 -30.00 .1400 -8.00 .1200 -6.00 .0970 -4.00 .0430 
- '''5 - ... """-2:'00 -.0120 ...... :00'-:.0200 .10 ;;:.0010--'" .. ·:25 .... :0121i' - ::So " .... :0170 
7 .75 .0090 1.00 -.0070 1.50 -.0300 2.00 -.0350 4.00 -.OB30 
6 6.00 -.1370 B.OO -.1600 30.00 -.1900 
2 8 .8143 SCI095RB AIRFOIL CM DATA 
..... -1 .. ·-68 ...... ~3 .00 .. · .. ·; ~000:..180:0(j .. ·;,;·:0130;,;114~00 ...... ~3590:;i60~OO .... ;3000:;;i45;OO .. · .. ; 4ai 0 
3 -125.00 .5570 -90.00 .5550 -60.00 .3950 -30.00 .1437 -30.00 .1437 
4 -10.00 .1065 -7.40 .0989 -6.40 .0052 -5.00 .0032 4.00 .0019 
5 14.00 .0135 15.20 -.0932 19.00 -.1303 30.00 -.1437 30.10 -.1437 
.. - s· .. - ...... ·34·:90·:;.~~20 .. 3S.0(f ;,;;2220· .... 45.00 .... :..;2950· .. 60;00 .. ;;;·.3950 .. ·· BO.OO" ':;':5000 ...... 
5 95.00 -.5550 110.00 -.5600.125.00 -.5570 135.00 -.5380 145.00 -.4810 
4 150.00 -.43BO 160.00 -.3000'174.00 -.3590 IBO.OO -.0130 
1 22 10.00 .4000 -30.00 .1437 -10.00 .1427 -7.00 .1356 -6.00 .0038 
· ...... 5 --.... ··-;.;5; 00 .. · .... ;0019 .. · .... 8;00· .... ;·0124· .... ·11.20 .. ··'.0115'·12 ;20 .. ·,;;·;1299 .... 18·;00·;;;·;1341· ............ · .. · .. · 
5 30.00 -.1437 
1 20 9.00 .5000 -30.00 .1437 -10.00 .1108 -9.00 .0952 -7.00 .0483 
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START 
co ~... ::':. - ::':.-:.::: -1,::: - :::.:+ :-,: - :-.?-:::: +..:: .. - ::::.3 -::"_-:.+..--:.:.- 't.::.:- -:.::.~ -:'. -:':- -:.S:- -:'-:'.:- t.::::-:-::: 6 -::::::- -::.t:: - .-::.:- 7:~.:- :-:::.+ :-. - - ::.8. 
5 -5.00 .0045 8.00 .0031 12.00 -.0800 16.00 -.1293 30.00 -.1437 
1 24 11.00 .6000 -30.00 .1437 -25.00 .1267 -20.00 .1047 -15.00 .0878 
" ........ ,+_.-. .. , ... -10.00 ...... ,0707. ...... :-3 •. 0(l:::.0004 5.00 .0087 8.00.:-.0490 ' .. 13 •. 00 -.1415 
5 15.00 -.1352 30.00 -.1437 
1 32 15.00 .7000 -30.00 .1437 -25.00 .1416 
4 ~10.00 .1306 -3.00 -.0119 .00 -.0025 
6 3.00 -.0241 4.00 -.0569 6.0Q -.1105 5 30.00 -.1437 . ..... .... . .. . 
-20.00 .1397 -15.00 .1327 
1.00 -.0064 2.00 -.0073 
8.00 :.1347 15.00.:.1470. 
1 38 18.00 .7500 -30.00 .1437 -25.00 .1361 -20.00 .1335 -15.00 .1260 
4 -10.00 .1234 -8.00 .1039 -6.00 .0544 -4.00 -.0291 -3.00 -.0335 
......... ,L_ ............ :::2. 00 .. =.0245 .............. O(l .. :-,,0],.46 ....... 1.. O(l ... :: ... 019.7 ...... 2 ... 00 .. ::: .•. 0459 ..... 3 .•.. 00 .. -::,0943. 
6 4.00 -.1154 5.00 -.1177 15.00 -.1526 30.00 -.1437. 
1 32 15.00 .8000 -30.00 .1500 -8.00 .0750 -6.00 .0600 -4.00 .0350 
5 -2.00 -.0120 .00 -.0200 .50 -.0150 1.00 -.0120 1.50 -.0170 
_ ~ ... _ .. _,.2.~()0 .. :::' 0290 ....... 4.' QQ. ::, .. 01..~.0 ... : .. 6, OQ .... - •. 100.0. .. ... 8 •. 00 .. ::: .• 1150. .... 18. .• (l0" -::., .. 1300... "''' __ .... 
5 30.00 -.1500 
1 36 17.00 .9000 -30.00 .1400 -8.00 .1200 -6.00 .0970 -4.00 .0430 
5 -2.00 -.0120 .00 -.0200 .10 -.0010 .25 .0120 .50 .0170 
7 .75 .• 0090 1.. 00 -.0070 1..50 -.0300 
'''''-'6''''''-'''''''(;:00''':. i37rj'-"'8:o()":'~i6()()"""30 ~·oo ':~i900 2.00 -.0350 ........ 4 .• 00.: .. :-.• 0830........... ...... 
2 8 .8144 SCI095 AIRFOIL CM DATA 
1 60 29.00 .3000-180.00 -.0130-174.00 .3590-160.00 .3000-145.00 .4810 
'._ .. ,:3. _ :::.125,.00 .557.0 ::.90.00.5~50 ... -60.00 ,3950 .. -30 .• 00 ... ,1650 -::30 •. 00 .. ,1650 
4 -10.00 .0799 -8.00 -.0009 12.00 .0084 16.00 -.1482 30.00 -.1437 
5 30.10 -.1437 34.90 -.2220 35.00 -.2220 45.00 -.2950 60.00 -.3950 
5 80.00 -.5000 95.00 -.5550 110.00 -.5600 125.00 -.5570 135.00 -.5380 
4 145.00 -.4810 150.00 -.4380 160.00 -.3000 174.00 -.3590 180.00 -.0130 
""··""i-"'2·O"""9:00·"·:4000·-30·:00.:1437·-10.00· :1364-6.00' ':'.0009 6.00'" .0052 
5 . 10.00 .0110 11.20 -.0039 12.40 -.0952 16.00 -.1329 30.00 -.1437 
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7 .75 .0090 i.oo -.0070 1.50 -.0300 2.00 -.0350 4.00 -.0830 
6 6.00 -.1370 8.00 -.1600 30.00 -.1900 
Z" ""2 "'''1''''''.620000&03'''.220000&02 , .. , . . .. " ....... '"'' 
2 3 6 .378790-01 .970000&00 .150000&02 
2 ·1 ·49 .383056&05 
2 4 31 .271404&01 .517779&01 .817320&01 
·'''''2''''''''2''37'''''';527151&01' '''';155854&02'''''''''' 
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2 5 165 .227273&05' .208333&05 .208333&05 .217803&05 .217803&05 
. 2 5 170 .217803&05 .198864&05 .198864&05 .113636&05 .454545&04 
-····--···2·~·5· i75······.492424&05 .965909&06 .795455&06··· .. ·.878708&06 ·····:878783&06 
2 5 180 .878788&06 .852273&06 .852273&06 .946970&06 .946970&06 
2 5 185 .852273&06 .750000&06 .750000&06 .549242&06 .227273&06 
2 5 205 .233548-02 .100220-01 .117748-01 .144163-01 .144209-01 
2 5 2l!j" -:14415S':;OC ';124706'::01"'" ~146393':;of"" :lS0035-oi .. :"1:56243':'01 
2 5 215 .140229-01 .141757-01 .140602-01 .118017-01 .226192-01 
2 5 220 .000000 .000000 .000000 .000000 .000000 
2 5 225 .000000 .000000 .000000 .000000 .000000 
- .. '-'~""--5'23(j -"':"000000 · .. · .. ········: .. 000000 ········-:oOOOOO· .. · .. -····~OOOOOO··········· ;000000 
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2 5 240 .108797-01 .107979-01 .107962-01 .109534-01 .110651-01 
2 5 245 .116250-01 .121644-01 .123785-01 .125252-01 .909964-02 
_ ... Z·· '5~50"""0; ······.0017 ...... . ;0034 .001 -.00015 
2 5 255 -.0002 -.0001 -.0001 -.0001 -.00065 
2 5 260 -.0006 -.0006 -.0006 -.002 -.01 
2 5 265 .0004 -.0021 -.0036 -.0026 -.0026 
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"-12'" - ....... .804585 .85440'2 -.. .916221 " ... 961102· ........ ·.987034 
11 1.019365 1.0~0604 1.022214 1.025719 1.030562 
11 1.035514 1.040328 1.044867 1.048571 1.050679 
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12·--........ _ ............ · .050106 .005290 .027910· .. · .. ·.058107 .047494 .... · .. 
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11 -.035324 -.105565 -.197745 -.306483 -.420787 11 _. "'- ...... _·<510670· .. · ...... -.523480 -.428072'" -<210688'" ...... ~02oi34 .. · .. 
12 .176515 .372340 .634325 .829932 .943242 
10 -1.787021 -1.757241 -1.705715 -1.534517 -1.175691 
11 -.555414 .379553 1.563396 2;764082 3.555470 
-11 .. ·--...... - .. · .... 3~· 938651" .... -4;·30406b .. ·_ .. ·iL556306 ...... · .. · 4 ;596 912 · .. ·· .. 4:608159 
11 . 1.039567 .147416 1.101046 3.511344 4.634360 
11 8.253508 11.092482 12.167628 11.516973 10.094505 
11 8.301038 6.197640 2.310754 .691845 .184140 
-'12- _ ..... - ........... ·.064107 .... · .. · .. ·.188614 .... · ..... 342436 ...... -"~493130 _ ... ·· ... 556924 .... · ... - .. . 
12 .420402 .079711 -.330515 -.571286 -.503575 
11 -.352683 -.089097 .345429 .694108 .897584 
11 3.229025 3.028987 2.694600 1.669128 -.201246 
.... 10--........ --........ -~2·;465080·-·;;;4;012176 ........ ·;;;3;582915 ...... -· .. .:.:<636867· .. · ...... 2.670996·· .. · .... _ .. · 
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12:283988' -.213068 .... -.573290 -;598722":".390090 
11 -.200945 .067617 .453363 .745760 .915126 
11 8.704553 4.576916 2.753206 .514200 -2.394996 
10 -4.679135 -4.606005 -2.090078 1.618859 3.970865 
.. -11 ........ _ ...... · ..... ··· .. ··5. 083374 .. ···6:i5642i ...... 6~ 788640 .... · 6.87060('" '''6'; 890002 
8 -119.545124 -17.045402 -33.296110 -35.521732 -30.814392 
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10 24.712104 17.195680 5.419648 1.151754 .297370 
-'12- ....... ".... ..".200637 .. ·· .240205.262719 '.311205' .... ·.391'767 
12 .518065 .648944 .770433 .869146 .920973 
12 .944931 .967960 .987142 .992719 .998798 
11 1.758024 .247129 .526150 .921986 1.092229 
.. U· .. · ........ · .. · ...... · .. ·_·L·29N14 · ...... "1'.296451· .. · .... 1;104944 ........ · .. :848199 · .. ·· .. ·.639553 
12' .530701 .407829 .214200 .162671 .236443 
11' -.587522 -.702665 -.760046 -.858523 ~.970670 
162 
PAGE: 14 OF 14 
START 
CO L ':'.~.- ::1::-:::.::: -1:--::::::+ :-::-:::.2 - :::.:.- ",.:-.-:::.:::.3".'.".'.- ::: . ..-.--:-.-4.".'.:- ".'.".'.+ ".':-.-".'.5:--".'.:-t.;- ":,.:::6":, ":'.:--::1:."" - :::::" 7."",--,".' + -.:- -:-8 
11 -.972005 
-.783282 -.408148 .068206 .399219 
12 .567997 
.739491 .891215 .937638 .989314 
10 -5.131750 12-...... ·_ .... · ...... · .. ";'883969 ........ :-.6.7~8S8 .......... :-:1. 206376 ..... _. ".'.1..539229 .......... ".'.735846 .......... . 2.866620 4.273723 4.650489 4.272091 
11 3.835148 3.112259 1.714946 1.364509 2.028946 
2 1 4 15.0 
2 ...... 1 _23 .... 9.,0. .. _ ......... _ ..... .. 
..... . ..... "'-. ..... , " 
2 5 24 0.16894 0.375 0.525 0.650 
2 4 29 0.850 0.925 0.965 0.990 
2 1 86 0.0 
_ ..... 2 .. _.:\, ...... 88 .. 1.0 ............. _ ........ __ ........... _ ...................... . 
2 1 185 12.0 
2 2 189 3.0 
2 1 200 15.0 
4.0 
...... _. ;L .. g .202 ... 0.005 ...... _ ...... Q.go.5._ ...... _'" ._ ..... 
2 1 2061.0 
2 1 221 0.0 
2 1 223 0.0 
2 2 363 0.950 30.00 
....... - i ...... :C· .. 99 . ~i: ii ............ _ ... . 
2 1 7 1.0 
2 2 53 1.0 1.0 
2 1 76 2.0 
- '''2 -·1 .... 9i5 .. · 2.0 ....... _ ....... . 
1 -1 99 -1. 
........ __ ._ .. __ ........ _ .................... - ........... ~- ........ --
... ," 
0.750 
- ...... _ ......... __ ...... _ .......... - ............................ --....... ~-- .......... -.-.......... ---............•........... -~.-.........•. ~ .............. _ ........... - --........... --.......... --.... . 
\: t ;: ' 




•.• .! I' 
-.~~.:... ... 0 ,~i ( 
... "" - . 
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APPENDIX G. G400/F389 SAMPLE OUTPUT. 
~ G-400/F-389 COUPLED PROGRAM 
...... ••.••• .•• •••••• ~.... .••••. ••••••. • .. ~. •.••.. • ••.• ",.. •..••• ..~.~ •••••• --- .•••• - .-.... '''.- ...... -... <l:. •• ~ ••••• :;. ._... .•••••. ~ ••• .,. ••.• ~ •••••• .....,..- ••.•.•. ,.... .0. 
N (PROGRAM EXECUTION OPTION) = 1 (" ;.1.")<,\ .\:,.. :t~1 ("L'.1<-1 
N=-2 - RUN F-389 PROGRAM ONLY 
_ ... _, ____ .... N::':.lJ.IL:: ... RUN ... G.~400 .. PROGRAt1_0HLY_ ....... __ ........ __ .......... __ ......... _ ...... _ ..... __ .... _._ .... __ ..... _ ....... __ ........ __ ..... ___ ....... _ ... _ .... _~ ....... ___ ...... ___ ....... __ ~ .... __ ... __ ....... ___ ....... _ 
N>O - RUN N CYCLES OF G-400/F-369 PROGRAM 
. . 
_ .. _ ....... ~.... ....... _ ...•... _ .•...•. A.... __ ....... ,"_" ...... _ ........ _ ._... ......._ •...... _..... ..~ ...... _.__ ..... . 
AIRFOIL DATA READ fROM UNIT 5 IN SUBROUTINE G400PG 
_AIRFOIl ... DATA ... WRUTEH_TO ... UHI.I ... 2.4 ... IH .• SUBROUTIHE ... G4.00PG···· .. ---· .. ·····-·~····· ... r· .. ··;···· .. ···· .. ·· ... ---.............. -..... ~ ... --::: ........ -- ........ --.......... -c-........ - .. ······7---;-·;····_ .. -:-·······,·:;;;.···:····· .. _,_····· .. ·-:····· .......... . 
< ~il,.e ~'il>()'~ lk\.::\.. ,<..,h ...... ,· ':!;?:'."1":/."C! rv· Cl 'tho 
LOADER DATA READ FROM UNIT 5 IN SUBROUTINE NIAM i. poilllt "r 1~{ L. V",. \':'.(,1 .:1- '-~ L) C 0',' Oil. ~ IY\ ...vvC1.~ p:; 50 ii /v<. • 
...... ..... -. - ................................... - ...................... - .......... -- ...... _ ....... -·(5c·{ .... /lTiy .. ~,li'£FJ .. i!:l:i .. ·Tvi .. pvr (\;iJ[.j .:: r(;(1~"" rr;o.·}- -- .... .,. 
LOADER DATA WRITTEN TO UNIT 24 IN SUBROUTINE'NIAM 
13M Z:;f;i,87 
I 
...... _ ............. PROGRAt:I.G4DDPA/CORFVA ... ~ .ABRIDGED PENDULAR .. ABSORBER .. VERSION OF.. G4DD ROTOR AEROELASTIC ANALYSIS 
(HUB EXCITATION ANO ROTOR IMPEDANCE CALCULATOR FOR COUPLED ROTOR-FUSELAGE VIBRATION ANALYSIS) 
..... UNITED. TECHNOLOGIES .RESEARCH .. CENT.ER ..... ~ ...... 1/1181 .. ::" ... R •... L. BIELAWA (20.3)727.:".7154 ................ . 
1 OMEGA-R FT/SEC 675.0.0. 
...... _ ._ ... 2 .. RADIUS._ ...... __ ... __ ...... _ ..... _ ....... ~.F.T ........ _ ............. _ ...... _ .......... __ .... 22. 0.0.0. .. _ .... : .. __ ...... __ ....... __ ......... _ ....... _ ........ __ ....... _ .......... __ ........ _ ....... _ ........... __ ....... __ ....... _ ......... _._ ........... _ 
3 RHO SLUGS/FT**3 0..0.0.23780. 
4 SPEED OF SOUND FT/SEC 1112.0.0. 
5 NO. OF BLADES 4.0. 
... 6 EIR_ ....... _ ..... __ ... _ ...... . ..... NOR ... . ...... _ ...... _ ..... _ .. 0..0.3788 .. _ .... _ ...... __ .... _ .... . 
7 TIP lOSS 0..970. 
8 NO. OF SEG 15.0. 
9 INTEGRATION DELTA PSI DEG 2.50.0.0.0. 
__ ...... _lD ... NO. .0 F ... F..! .. A P ... TRIALS ........ __ ..... ___ ......... _ ............ _ ....... __ ........... _ ......... _.5 •. 00. 0. 0.0. .. _ ......... _ .............. _ ......... __ .......... __ .......... __ ....... __ ........... _ ........ _ .. _ ...... _ ....... __ .......... __ ....... __ ....... __ ..................... .. 
11 FLAPPING TOLERANCE 0..0.0.20.0. 
12 AIS 
13 .. 61S 
14 THETA 75 
15 LAMBDA 
16 VELOCITY 
17 SIGHA LOADED 
18 DELTA DRAG 
DEG 
....... __ .... DEG 
DEG 
KNOTS 
19 1. = LOA.D IN MODE SHAPES 
... 2D ... N .. =. (Cl,CM=. D.,).ONJ'IRST.t-I SEGMENTS. 
-2.50.0. 







1..0. .. __ ........... . 
21 WITH ABOVE, CD ON FIRST N SEGMENTS 0..0. 
22 LINEAR TWIST DEG 0..0 
23 PRINT DELTA PSI DEG 90.:0.0.0.0.0. 
.24.PITCH-FL.AP. COUPLING .. ([lIRECTJ. •... DTHETAIDBETA ..... _ .......... _ .. -:-.0.30.60.0.._................ ............... .... ... __ ......... _ ............ _ .................................. __ ............................... _ ........... _ ....... . 
25 PITCH-LAG COUPLING, DTHETA/DDElTA 0..0.50.0.0. 
26 LAG DAMPER FT-LB-SEC/RAD 0.0. 
27 CHORD IF CONSTANT FEET 
.28 .. tl°._Of ... FLATloIISE ... MODES . ..!JSED 
29 NO. OF EDGEWISE tlODES USED 
3D NO. OF TORSIOtlAL MODES USED 





_ ....... "...... . .. 2.698~ ..... ~.DS79 7.8794 12.0.230. ... 0..0 
NOO 




37 EDGEWISE FREQUENCIES 
4.9412 14.4354 0..0. 
40. TORSIONAL FREQUENCIES 
5.2991 15.2581 0..0. 
NDO 
'43'A2S .......... - .......- ........... - DEG 
44 B2S DEG 
45 GRAVITY FT/SEC**2 
46 1. = USE NmlSYMMETRIC AIRFOIL DATA 
47 L = OUTPUTTRAtISImfREsPoNSE' ....... . 
48 1. = HARMONICS OF Q'S , HUB SHEARS & MON'TS 
(SET TO 1.0. IF COUPLED WITH F-389 PRD~RAM) 
49 GJ AT ROOT LB-FT**2 
50. '''TOR SIOt~AL'RObT 'SPR It,G .... FT -l.B/R AD 
51 1. = SET QUADRATURE NOS. TO INPUTTED OX'S 
52 1. = OUTPUT S MID AS INTEGRATION COEFS. 
531.' ::: LOAD' ItU)iJCEDVt LOCn'IES 










-................ 0.: ci .................... . 
0..0. 
113M 7"0' :3; 
I 
55 REQUESTED ALPHA S DEG 
~ 56 REQUESTED LIFT LBS 
0'1 57 REQUESTED PROPULSION FORCE LBS 
0'1 58 TOLERANCE LIFT LBS 
59 TOLERANCE PROPULSION FORCE L5S 
-60HO. OF MAJOR !TRIM) ITERATIONS 
<0. = PERFORM STALL AVOIDANCE IF NEEDED 
61 PRE-CONING 
62 REQUESTED PITCHING MOMENT 
63 TOLERANCE PITCHING MOMENT 
64 REQUESTED ROLLING MOMENT 






66 TRIM DERIVATIVE CALCULATION OPTION 
(0.= ANALYTICAL, 1.= NUMERICAL) 
-- ....•... _ ......... . 
67 ARTICULATED FLAP ANGLE (BETA) RAD 
68 ARTICULATED FLAP RATE (BETA*) RAD 
69 ARTICULATED LAG ANGLE (DELTA) RAD 
-- 70-ARTICULATED~ LAG--RATE(DElTAlE) --- RAD 
72 PRE-lEAD DEG 
--~'--"--'73'L -;'OUTPUT--HARMONICS OF FLJ!.mrSE STRESS 
74 1. = OUTPUT HARMONICS OF EDGElUSE STRESS 
















'-- -0; 00052 -, 
0.0 





77 REFERENCE BLADE AZIttUTH AtlSlE DEG 
78 EFFECTIVITY OF MOMENTUM I~'OUC. VEL. AT BLADE 
-'--"79 GlAUERT'VARIABLE mFLO~ US:'GE Of'TIm~ 
1. = USE GlAUERT ItlFLOI~ cm:rCNWTS (\.lITH OR 101/0 TRIM) 
2. = (ABOVE) + NO CCtITROl A~::;lE VARIATICtI IN TRIM 
3. = NO TRIM, SATISFY MOMEHTlm EGu:.nm:s ONLY 
-, SO·VO.... NO DtlEGA-R 
81 VIe t:o ot:::GA-R 








83 1. : TEETERED ROTOR, IF TWO-BLADED (V(S): 2.) 
84 HUB L~:OERSLING DISTANCE 
8S LINIT STOP ANGLE, BETAl 
86 LINIT STOP SPRING RATE 
.. 87"SATlPATION ANGLE, BETA:! 
88 MO:1ENT AT SATURATION 














--··----·90·;;9Z··INTENTIOHALLY BLAtJK .................. - ............ _ ........ _ ........... _ .. -............ . 
NOTE: TEETERED ROTOR O?TIotl REQUIRES THE FOLLOWING: 
1. TWO BLADED ROTeR, 
2. TEETERED ROTQR OPTION, 
3. CANTILEVER BLt-DE HODES, 
V( 5) : Z. 
V(83) : 1. 
V(611,V(72) > O • 
. 93 SKIN FRICTION CD (FOR SKElJED flOW EFFECTS) 
• 94" ELASTIC £VISCOUS EQUIV. r'STRUCTURAL DAHPIflG ..... . 
(FRACTION OF CRITICAL VISCOUS DAMPING) 
95 VAR:r:'SLE INFLOW Azn::JTHAL SHAPE OPTION 
O. = CONTINUOUS POINT TO POINT FUNCTION 
._.-................ 1": = STEPPED'FUHCTIO~t (SQUARE PULSES AT ORDINATES)" 
96 1. = USE RADIAL FLC;': - SI~EPT AIRFOIL OPTION 
97 TOH L t:ONLINEAR TW!ST DEG 
98 STRESS CALCULATIOtl OPTIotl 
- .. "- ·····0.= FORCE INTEGR., 1. : MODE··DEFLECT. 















100 DELTA X ......................... NDR ................ " ........................... _ ........... __ ............ __ ................................... . 
0.039394 0.039773 0.066288 0.066667 0.100000 
0.100000 0.100000 0.100000 0.100000 0.045455 
0.037879 0.056818 0.060606 0.024621 0.024621 
115 MASS .". ............. _ ............ _ ...... LB . ,.SEC**UF.T.. 
0.235776 0.210839 0.194752 0.155217 0.219068 
0.213168 0.308012 0.250062 0.252857 0.115528 
0.099379 0.151397 0.205745 0.054354 0.019721 
1.3.!l ... NONL.INEA.R. .. TW.ISI ... ANGLL ............ _ ........... DEG. ... ___ ...... __ ..... __ ....... _ ....... _ ....... _ ......... _ ..... ___ ........ __ ........ _ ....... __ ........ _ ....... _. ___ ....... _ ............ _ ....... _ ........ _ ......... ___ ........ __ ....... _ ........... . 
(AERO. AND STRUCT. OR AERO. ONLY) 
0.165 0.861 2.277 4.081 4.000 
3.500 2.500 1.500 0.500 -0.227 . 
.. ..... -0 .•. 64.4 ........ _::'.1 •. 117. ... __ ::1 .• 705 ........... .,.2; 131 .... _ ... ,,-.2 •. 3.77. _ ...... _ .. , ... . 
145 CHORD NOT CONSTANT FT 
0.0 0.39000 0.87000 1.24000 1.30000 
1.30000 1.30000 1.30000 1.30000 1.30000 
..... 1.30000 ............ 1, 29200_ ......... 1. 29200 .......... 1.205.0.Q ........ _.!l .•. 9.230.Q ...... _ ........ _._ ........ __ ....... _ ........... _ ...................... _ ........ __ ....... _ .......... _ ....... __ ....... _ ......... _ ............... __ ......... _ ......... _ ............ . 
160 FLATWISE STRESS/CURV.,(EC/RIF PSI 
26515.2 530303.0 109848.0 40530.3 
22727.3 20833.3 20833.3 21780.3 
21780.3 19886.4 19886.4 11363.6 i 75 . EDGEWISE "STR ESS/CURV • , ( EC/R ) E PSI . . . ..... 
49242.4 965909.0 795455.0 878788.0 
878788.0 852273.0 852273.0 946970.0 
852273.0 750000.0 750000.0 549242.0 
190 TORSlciH-·STREssiMi:iMT~· .. · ·· .. ··· .. -IN**( -3) 
34090.9 
21780.3 
45,:+5 •. ,:+._ ...... _ .............. _ ...... _ .......... .. 
878788.0 
946970.0 
227273 .• 0 .............. _ ............. _ ........... _ .......... _ ........... _ ........................ _ ............. _ ....................... _ .......... __ ....... _ ........ _ ............... ~ ........... _ ......... __ .............. _. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
... .. 0.0 ..... 0.0... 0.0..... .....0. o. ..' J) .• O 
205 CHORDWISE RADIUS OF GYRATION NOR (KZI0) 
0.002335 0.010022 0.011775 0.014416 0.014421 
0.014416 0.012471 0.014639 0.015004 0.015624 
0.014023 0.014176 0.014060 0.011802 0.022619 220 THICKNE'SSWISE RAD OF GYRATION' NOR (KYIO ) ......................................... _ ...... "._............. ...................................................... _ ........ _ ................ . 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0,0 ........... O.() .... 0,0 0.0 .0 .• 0 .. . 
235 POLAR RADIUS OF GYRA SPAR NOR 
0.002829 0.006389 0.009921 0.010992 
0.010880 0.010798 0.010796 0.010953 
.. 0.011(,.25 .. 0.012164 ... 0.012378 0.012525 ..... 
250 DIST FROM E.A. FORW'D TO C/4 NOR 
0.0 0.001700 0.003400 0.001000 
-0.000200 -0.000100 -0.000100 -0.000100 
-0.000600 -0.000600 -0.000600 -0.002000 






-0 •. 010000 ........... - .... .. 
0.000400 -0.002100 -0.003600 -0.002600 -0.002600 
-0.002700 -0.002200 0.000100 0.002700 0.002700 
.. -::0~.~.001~O' ......... O'~ .. O'..... ....... -::.O'~000600 -0. 00?2.~0 .... ::-.0. 01.9300 ............................................. . .. 
I 
ELASTIC (NODAL) RESPONSES FOR THE REFERENCE BLADE 
280 FLATWISE NODAL RESPONSE DEFLECTIONS (QWI) 
0.006719 -0.002577 -0.000322 -0.000033 
286 FLAT~ISE NODAL RESPCNSE RATES (QWI*) 
'0:~04315' -0.002473 0.000063 '·0;000084 
292 EDGEWISE NODAL RESPONSE DEFLECTIONS (QVP) 
0.000665 -0.000112 0.0 
295 EDGEWISE NODAL RESPONSE RATES (QVP*) 
.. ·····---·;;O·~ !l01037····;;0~ 000089 ..... 0.0 ....... ..... -- ......... _ ........ _ ............ _ ................................... - ................... ".-...... . 
298 TORSION MODAL RESPONSE DEFLECTIONS (QTJ) 
0.009570 0.0 0.0 
301 TORSION tlODALRESPOtlSE RATES 
0.014767 ··· .... 0.0 " ..... 0.0 
(QTJ*) 
ELASTIC (NODAU RESPONSES FOR 21ID BLADE (TEETERING ROTOR) 
". .......... --. ........... . ............ ,~-........ ... . ......... ~ .,,- ........ -... ....... . ..... . . .". . ...... ... ....... . .......... " .. ~ ..... .' .-........ . 
310 FLATWISE NODAL RESPONSE DEFLECTIONS 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
316 FLATWISE NODAL RESPONSE RATES 
"" O~ 0 .... ... ... 0 • 0 ..... O. 0 .... 0 ; 0 
322 EDGEWISE NODAL RESPONSE DEFLECTIONS 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
325 EDGEWISE NODAL RESPONSE RATES 
.. __ ·······0;0· .............. 0 :0···_·· .. · ·····0.0 
328 TORSION NODAL RESPONSE DEFLECTIONS 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
331 TORSION NODAL RESPotl3E RATES 













355 BUILT-IN AERO. t+, AFTl SWEEP ANGLE DEG 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 30.000 
.... 498" LAGDAHPER BLADE ATTAtHHENTSEGMENT NO •. 
499 DAttPER ATTACH. REL. TO FEATH. BEARING OPTION 






······-500 ·1;-' ="USE·TABULATED··OAHPER· (HVS:··A*I-PROPERTIES····-·-········~·-·L· .. ·-··········-_.-... 
501 NO. OF ABSCISSA-ORDINATE rOINT PAIRS INPUTTED tMAX=24.l 23. 
A* HIA*l A* MtA*l A* . HtA*l 
502 -0.1538 -812.50 -0.1385 -801.70 -0.1277 -782.70 
......... - ......... ·-0;1185··-···;;758;30·· .. ;;;0.1077 
-687.90 ··;;;0.092:;"""';;492:90 
-0.0769 -335.80 -0.0615 -205.80 -0.0462 -113.80 
-0.0308 -54.20 -0.0154 -16.30 0.0 0.0 
0.0154 16.30 0.0308 54.20 0.0462 113.80 
'0~0615'" 205~80'''' "0.0769" "'335.80 0.0923'" "492~90 
0.1077 687.90 0.1185 758.30 0.1277 782.70 
0,1385 801.70 0.1538 812.50 0.0 0.0 
··_············_·EllSEI..rISE NONVISCOUSSTRUCTURAl DAHPING CHARACTERISTICS ......... . 
(F~ACTION OF CRITICAL DAMPING, = .5*G ) 
554 1. = USE LOC. 94 VALUE IN NONVISCOUS FORMULATION 
--.. ········2. ='USE' DISTlU8UTION OF NONVISCOUS DAtIPING'" 
555 I~C~,'UNIFORM NONVISCOUS STRUCTURAL DAMPING DISTRIBUTION 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
o . 0 0 ~O"'" O. 0 0 • 0 . 0 • 0 . 






600 ... I/C .FLATWISE ................... _ ................. INIf1f3 ..... _ .................... . 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
615 .I/C ... EDGEWI.SE... .... __ ...... .. . ..... __ 11'1**3 .... __ .... _ ...... .. 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
630-659 INTENTIONALLY BLANK 
660 TORSION TWIST STIFFNESS. EBI. LB*FT**4 
.. -. . ...... -.- -- ~..... .~-. ....... _._. . .... 
.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
675 TWIST COUPLING STIFFNESS. EB2. LB*FT**3 
•. 0. _ .... J).·9 ... 
.0 0.0 
0.0 ............ " .. 0,-,1.. 
0.0 0.0 
..9 .• 0_ . 
0.0 
,9 ........ 9.~JL........... 0 ... 0 .......... _ ....... 9 ... ·0 ......... _ ......... ..1>., 0 .... _ ....... ___ ........... _ .......... _ ........................... _ ......... _ ......... __ ........... _ ......... ___ ...... _ ............... _ ........... _ ....... _ ........... __ ............ _ ........ _ ........... _ ................ . 
690 NONLINEAR TWIST ANGLE DEG 
(STRUCTURAL. IF DIFFERENT FROM AERO.) 
0.0 ............. _0.9 .. _ ....... ,,0.0 ... 0 .• 0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
705 NONLINEAR TWIST ANGLE CHANGE PER SEGMENT LENGTH DEG 
IQ.= .. nl.:r.!;.T.R~.TESCOt1PUJED .IN'TERNALLY .. FROM .. I.NPUHED .TWIST .. M-IGLES) ._ ....... _ ........ _ .......... _ ..................... _ ...................... ___ .................... _ ............ _ ......... __ .................................. . 
0.331 1.062 1.770 1.780 -1.000 
-1.000 -1.000 -1.000 -1.000 -0.455 
-0.379 -0.568 -0.606 -0.246 -0.246 
720 J)I~J. f.ROHE.,A •. f..Of?~·D .. JOJI,A ..... !'lDR 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
If:H ... 1 Z30(,37 
• 
I 
. ... STIFI'NESS .. CHAR AC;TERISTICS ... P-"~ F.I..EX ~B EAM : ........... _ ................... :.. ........ ............ _......................... ..... ..... ... . 
...... 
~ 735 PI..ATE BENDING STIFFNESS, 0, I..B-FT 
~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 0.0 
.... _0 .. 0..... .. .. 0 .•. 0 .. _ ......... 0 •. 0 ............ 0 .. 0 .. . .. .... 0.0 ...... 
745 BEAM TORSION STIFFNESS, GK, I..B-FT**2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
?5.5 .... SEC;II.ON_.~IOIH ...... __ ... __ ....... ___ .... ......fI ....... " __ ...... _ ........ __ ...... __ ....... __ ....... _. .. .... _ ............ _ ........ _ ....... _ ......... _ ......... _ ...... _ ........ _ ........ _ .......... _ .......... _ ......... _ ......... __ ........ ~ __ .......... .. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SU.FI'.NESS. CijARAClfRISHCS .. Of .. TORQUE ... TUBE L ...... 
765 FLATWISE BENDING STIFFNESS LB-FT**2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 .0.0 0.0 
0.0 ................. 0 .•. 0_ ........... _ ........ 0 ... 0 .................... 0. 0 ......................... 0 .•.. 0 .... __ ............ _ ........ _ .......................... _ ......... _ .. : ........... _ ........... _._ ..... ~_ ......... _ ........ _ ........ _ ........... _ ......... _ .................................... . 
775 EDGEWISE BENDING STIFFNESS LB-FT**2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
MASS CHARACTERISTICS OF TORQUE TUBE: 
785 MASS LB-SEC**2/FT 
0.0 ...... _ ...... _0.0 .. " ._ ......... _.tI.,.() .... " ......... __ 'O. O' 0.0 ............................. _ ...................................................... __ ...................... __ ........... _ ............................ _ .......... _ ............ _ ............. _ .......... __ ..................................... _. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
795 OIST FROM E.A. FORW'O TO C.G. NOR 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
tI., .. O _... ...... .. .... O.() ...... _. J). 0..... ...... . ..... (). 0 
SECTION MODULI OF TORQUE TUBE: 
805 IIC .Uf(TWISE .................... _ .................. IN**3 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
815 IIC EDGEWISE IN**3 
.. 0.0 .............. 0.0 ... J).O. 0.0. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 































900 NO. OF PENOULAR VIBRATION ABSORBERS ACTIVATED o. 
DATA FOR PEHOULAR ABSORBER NO. 1 
901" RADIAL" LOCATION 'OF HINGE, IN 35.000000 
902 VERTICAL OFFSET OF HINGE, IN -1. 000000 
903 ARH LENGTH, IN 4.411000 
904 HASS, LB-SEC2/FT 0.155300 
·······-~·905·ROTARY lIlERltICABOUr' HINGE;······LB.:.SEC2.::l'r·--·········,,- '0 ~023080 ........... - ............... . 
906 DISCRETE SPRING, LB-FT/RAD 0.0 
907 VISCOUS DAMPING COEFFICIENT, LB-SEC-FT 0.006578 
908 FRICTION MmlENT lE3-FT 0.0' 
-909 FLAP ANGLE (BETA ~l;- -RAD' 0.0 
910 FLAP RATE (BETA P*l, RAD 0.0 
DATA FOR PENDULAR ABSORBER NO. 2 
911 RADIAL LOCATION OF HINGE, 
91Z-VERTICAL-OFFSET OF' HINGE; 
913 ARM LENGTH, 
914 MASS, 





















917 VISCOUS DAMPING COEFFICIENT, 
918 FRICTION MOMENT 
919 FLAP ANGLE (BETA PI, 
"920'FLAPRATE (BETA Pitl;' 
RAD 
RAD 
921 ItITEGRATION FREQ., ABSORBER NO.1 NOO 
922 INTEGRATION FREQ., ABSORBER NO.2 NOO 
923 BUILT-IN HINGE PITCH ANGLE NO.1 DEG 







INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR PENDULAR ABSORBERS ON BLADE NO. 2 
"(INVOKEDOHLY WITH TEETERED ROTOR OPTIo!~, V(83) = 1.)'" 
PENDULAR ABSORBER NO.1 (SEE V(9011 THRU V(9081.1 
925 FLAP ANGLE (BETA PI 





PENDULAR ABSORBER NO.2 (SEE V(911) THRU V(91BI.I 
927 FLAP ANGLE (BETA PI 





ID~/! 71;'fJ .11 
I 
I 
DATA FOR CALCULATION OF HUB EXCITATION VECTOR AND ROTOR IMPEDANCE MATRIX 
~ 930 MULTIPLE OF ~ruMBER OF BLADES ~ (VALUE X NO. OF BLADES = VIBRATION (P) ORDER) 
931 LINEAR HUB ACCEL. PERTURB. AMPL. FT/SEC**Z 
93Z'ROTARY'HUB ACCEL.PERTURB. AMPL.· RAD/SEC**Z' 
NOTE ••• MAXIMUM HARMONIC CAPABILITY = 10 
933 NO. OF BLADE STATIONS FOR INCLUSION OF VIBRATORY 
STRESSES WITHW VECTOR OF VIBRATORY (LOADS) 
NOTE. •• MAXIMUtl NO. OF STATIONS (SEGMENTS) IS (3) 
934-936 SEGMENT NOS. FOR INCLUSION IN VIBR. VECTOR 





_ ....... 939'1; "i:' INCLUnEVIBRATtJRY' PUSH-ROO LOADS IJr VECTOR-·· .. ····~·········-·· 0; 
OF VIBRATORY (LOADS) 
'HIGHER'HARMONICCOHTROL "CHHe) PITCH"AHGLES" 
940 A(NB-IIS DEG 
941 B(NB-lIS DEG 
0.0 
0.0 
·--- .... ·942 Ar NB .. ·JS-······ .. •· .. ··· .. ·····-· .. ···· .. ···· .............. 'DEG .. . ........................... o~o 
943 BI HB IS DEG 
944 AltlB+lIS DEG 




946 HHC PERTURBATION AMPLITUDE DEG 0.0 
(0.= REMOVES f1flC AS DEPENDENT VARIABLES IN 
CALCULATION OF HUB ItlPEDANCE MATRICES. I 
~7-956 INTENTIONALLY BLAIn< 
I 
'':r .~l[. 
957 HGT OF. ROTOR ABOVE C;RND .. OR .. TESI ... SECLfLR.J FTL ...... _ ............ O.O ....... _ ........... ~ .......... "'_ .......... . 
958 HEIGHT OF WIND TUIINEL TEST SECTION 1FT) 0.0 
959 WIDTH OF WIND TUNNEL TEST SECTION 1FT)' 0.0 
...... 975 .. CASE. NUMBER ..... _ ...... _ ...... __ .. ..... ...... __ ...... __ . ..... . ....... _ ...... __ . ..1 .• 0 ....... ~. 
976 BUILT-:-IN PUSH-ROD ATTACH. PITCH ANGLE IDEG) 0.0 
977 PITCH HORN/CUFF INB'D BLADE ATTACH. SEG. NO. 0.0 
_ ....... 978. PITCH.. HOlm/CUF.f .... OUT6~D.J\LADE ... AUACH .• _.SEG._NO •. _ ..... _.O .It_ ... __ ..... _ ....... _ ..... _ ... _ ..:..~_ ...... _ ... _._ ....... ___ ..... _~_ ........... ~ ....... _ ........ ___ .... _ ...... _ ....... __ ......... . 
...... 
-....J 
979 PUSH-ROD RADIAL LOCATION . lIN) 0.0 
980 PUSH-ROD LOCATION FORWARD OF FEATH. AXIS lIN) 0.0 
981 IHNERMOST. SEGMENT...NO •.. OF.. FEATHERING ... FLEXURE ...... _ ..... _ 0 .•. 
98Z BUILT-IN TWIST ANGLE OF FLEXURE lDEG) 0.0 
983 GJ OF SPAR/FLEXURE (LB-FTZ) 0.0 
984 FLEXURE TORSION STRESS COEF. lIN-PSI)· 0.0 
98S ... 1 •... = .... IHCJUOE .. JIOBBLLNODE .... lXBR. .. CASES.ONI.Y.-' .. __ ......... _ ...... _ ........ _ .. 0 ..•.... __ .......... ___ ........ : .. _ ....................... ~._ ....... _ ........ _ ...... _ .......... __ ...... _ ..... __ ....... _ .......... __ ..... : ... _ .......................... . 
986 SNUBBER STIFFNESS ALIGNMENT OPTION o. 
O. = VERT- INPLANE; 1. = TT FLAT-·EDGE 
987 .. INB '.D.SNUBBER VERTICAl. I.FLAJ) .. ~WRltlG.JLB/fTL .. __ ... _ D."'!) _ ............. _ ...... _ ... .. 
988 INB'D SNUBBER INPLANE (EDGE) SPRING ILB/FT) 0.0 
989 TORQUE TUBE AXIAL LOAD RESTRAINT OPTION 
O. = INBOARD RESTRAINT ITT IN TENSION) 
O. 
1 .... = ... (J.lJJBo~RD. R.E.S.TRA.INJ .. JII ... IN .CotlPR E.SSIO!:!.L_ ........ __ ........ _ .......... _ ........................... _ ........ _ ....................... _ ........ _ ......... _ .......... _ .......... _ .......... _ ........... _ ......................... _ ........... _ .......... _ .. 
990 IHNERMOST SEGMENT NO. OF TORQUE TUBE O. 
991 1. = USE T-TUBE/F-BEAM REDUNDANT ANALYSIS O. 
99Z FLAT*EDGE TORS. TERM OVER. T-TUBE SPAN OPTION 0.0 
O ••. =.J. EIZ.-EIY !jfYE.' .. ' *~E :.' .. *J. 0 ... ___ . . ..... _. .... . ..... __ 
I. = * 0.0 
Z. = * PSEUDO-TORS. MODE 
993 FLEX-BEAM PLATE ASPECT RATIO PARAMETER 0.0 
0.= INfI.HITE ... .YALUE., ROD:::LIKE. J LINEAR) TWIST . __ ......... _...... .. ......... ___ ........................................ _ .................. _ ............ _ .......... _ ............................................... _ .......... _ ........................ . 
994 OUTB'D END TT- SPAR FLAT SPRIHG (FT-LB/RAD) 
995 OUTB'D END TT- SPAR EDGE SPRING (FT-LB/RAD) 
0.0 
0.0 
9.96STA"IIC ... ( STEADY:::STATE L.AIRF,ClIL JIATA OPTION _ ................. 0. 
O. = INPUTTED TABULAR; 1. = ANALYTIC NACA 001Z 
997 UNSTEADY AIRFOIL DATA OPTION 0.0 
O ... = ... STA.TIC .D.ATA ONLy;!. .•.... =SYNTl:I •. UTRC DATA....... ..................................................... ............. ........_ ......... __ .......... __ .......... _ ....................... _ ........ _ ......................... __ ......... _. 
(VALUE - 1.) = NotlSTD CUTOFF MACH NUMBER 
998 DELTA PSI FOR F389 DATA TRANSFERAL 
999 MO::lE OF DATA TRANSFER WITH PROGRAM F389 
. ... (0: :: PUNCHED·CARDS~i:··=DAiA FILES) ..... 
15.00000 
...... ....... _. ..... _... . .. J ... .9 .. 
- U1 
18".·' 7. ~~:;(J3 7 
1000 .. 1 •. ::: ... USE ... TABULATED . (0 LCONTROL ... ANGLESVS •. TIME~.............. ........ O. 
I-' 
....,J. • ..... D .THETA-7S .. TABLEL ...... _ .. ' ...... ..... ... . ................... . 
0\ 1001 NO. OF ABSCISSA-ORD.INATE·POINT PAIRS INPUTTED (MAX=24.J O. 
T F(Tl T FHI T F(Tl 
~ .... _ 10.0~ .... O .0_._ .... _ ... 0 .• O .•____ ... Q .• 0_ ...... __ ... 0. 0 .... _ .. _ ..... 0 .• 0._ ........ __ ..... 0 •. 0 .......... __ ...... __ ..... :_ ..... _ ........ __ ._ ..... :......._ ...... __ ...... ___ ..... _~ ...... _ ...... ~~ ........ _ ....... _ ....... __ .~ ...... _ ......... _ .. 
0.0 . 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0' . . 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
.... ' ............... 0.0 ....... _ .. 0.0 ..... ..:.... ..... 0.0. 0.0 .. , .. _ .. 0.0 .... "'" .... 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
D AlS TABLE: 
1051 NO. OF ABSCISSA-ORDINATE POINT PAIRS INPUTTED (MAX=24.1 O • 
...... -.~ ...... _.- .... _. -..... -.~- ....... --.. ...... ...... -. ...... - .... ~- ...... -~.. .._- ....... _-
T F(Tl T FHI T F(Tl' 
1052 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
.... __ ......... " 0.0 .. _ .......... O.,.!l .... _ ........ __ 0 ..•. 0 ..... _ ........... 0. D ................... 0.0: .................. O. 0 ......... __ .......... _ ............ __ ....... :. __ .......... _ .. _ ... , .... _ ......... _ ... ; ........ ___ .......... _ .......... _ ....... __ .................... _ ... _ .......... _ .......... _ ........... _. 
, 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 
.. _ 0.0...... ..!I ..• O ......... _ .. 0.0 0.0 .0.0...0.0 ........ _ ..... __ ., ..... . 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
......... D ... B.IS ... .T.AB LE.~...... .................. . ... ..... .,.... ......... __ ............................ ... __ 
nOl NO. OF ABSCISSA-ORDINATE POINT PAIRS ItlPUTTED (MAX=24.1 O. 
T FHI T F(T! T 
n02 0 .• 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .... 0.0 __ ........ 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
..... _ .... 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
BLADE MODE SHAPES READ FRON WIlT 5 IN SUBROUTINE NIAN 










TORSIONAL RETENTION SPRItlGS AND EFFECTIVE FLEX-BEAN TORSIONAL STIFFNESSES' 
KTHETAI KTHETA2 KTHETA3 GJ-EFF TKA2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
II 
LINEAR' AND NONLiNEAR "'i1ooAL'DEFiECTIOj:j vECToRs··· .. ·········_····· .. · .. ·_······· .... ·· .. ············ 
FLATWISE NODE 1 MODAL FREQUENCY = 2.69887 PITCH-FLAT COUPLING, AW(1.l = '0.56110 
N X GW GWP GWPP DVB DnBP DWI-lBB. DWW2BBP DIo.'WBC DIo:W2BCP DIo:WCC DW'r/2CCP 
1 0.01970 -0.03532 -1.78702 1.03957 -0.00020 -0.00515 -0.00000 -0.00001 0.0 0.0 0.0" 0.0 
" ....... __ ...... L_ ... 0 •. 05.9Z.8 __ ::-.0 •. 10S57_.::1 .• 7S724._ ... 0 .• 14742. ___ ..... ".0 •. 00169 ... : ... ".0 .•. 0.266l... .... ....:.::0 .•. 0000L_.,,0 •. 00021._ ... 0.0_ .... :. ___ .... 0.0 ....... __ ...... 0.0 .... _ ....... _O •. O ... __ .. _ ..... ~._ ..... :_ 
3 0.11231 -0.19775 -1.70572 1.10105' -0.00800 -0.06951 -0.00016 -0.00140 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
4 0.17879 -0.30648 -1.53452 3.51134 -0.02233 -0.12094 -0.00081 -0.00441 O.~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5 0.26212 -0.42079 -1.17569 4.63436. -0.03189 -0.12061 -0.00113 -0.00423 0.0 0.00.0. 0.0 
6 ... · .. 0.36212. .... .,,0.5i067 ... ::-0.55541 ...... 8.2~351_ ..... ,..0.03937 .... -0.11284: '_.' ...,0.00119. ,,.0 •. 00'322 _ ... 0. 0 ..... ~ ....... 0.0. ..0.0..... ..0.0. 
7 0.46212 -0.52348 0.37955 11.09248 -0.04126 -0.11089 . -0.00071' -0.00129 0.0 0.0 0.0 O~O 
8 0.56212 -0.42807 1.56340 12.16763 -0.04454 -0.12769 a.ooooi· 0.00076 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
9 0.66212 -0.21069 2.76408 11.51697 -0.05328 -0.16555 0.00105 0.00329 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
10 ...... 0. 7.3.485 __ ... 0 .•. 02.013._ .. 3 .• 55547 ... 10.09451 .. __ ... ,,0. 06545 ...... :;:-0 .20576 ........... 0.00211.. ...... 0.00563 ..... _ .... 0 .0._ .......... _0 .• 0_ ...... _.0.0 ........... _ ..... 0.0 ..... __ ..................... . 
11 0.77652 0;17652 3.93865 8.30104 -0.07529 -0.23307 0.00289 0.00723 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
12 0.82386 0.37234 4.30407 6.19764 -0.08938 -0.26716 0.00396 0.00929 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
13 0.88258 0.63432 4.55631 2.31075 -0.11154 -0.31282 0.00562 0.01226 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
............. 14 _ ... 0,.9253,.9 ... _ 0 .• JI2993._ .. 4 .• 59691. 0.69185 .:::0 .13104 ..... :-0..34.6.89 ....... _ 0.00709.... 0.01472 ....... 0 ..• 0...... .0. 0 .... "._ ....... 0.0...... .0. 0 ............ ___ .... _ 
15 0.94981 0.94324 4.608160.18414 -0.14363 -0.36666 0.00806 0.01625 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
QUADRATIC DEFLECTION VECTORS DUE TO TORSION NODAL TWIST (DVE(l,J), DV2EP(1,J)) AND TO FLATWISE BENDING (UWE(l,N)) 







































J = (1) 
DVE DV2EP DVE 
...... --....... ~ ......... .... . .. -... -...... _ .. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
.... .. _ .......... _ ..... 0.0 ......... _- ...... 0.0 ............ _.0,.0 .. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 






0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
.--............ -........... -~ ..... .. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 


















(3) / N = Il) (2 ) (3) (4) 
DVE DV2EP / UWE 
..... 
0.0 0.0 0.06290 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.18722 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.34624 0.0 0.0 0.0 
o. 0 .......... _ ... 0. a .. _ ................ a .52122.. .... _0. 0 .. __ ........... o. 0._ ......... 0 •. 0 ..... _ .......... " 
0.0 0.0 0.67692 0.0 0.0 0.0' 
0.0 . 0.0 0.76146 0.0 0.0 0.0. 
0.0 0.0 0.78409 0.0 0.0 0.0 
o. a o. o....~ ... 0.91350 .. _0 .0. 0 •. 0 ..... .... .0. 0_ ........ _ ....... . 
0.0 0.0 1.41772 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 2.15523 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 2.74178 0.0 0.0 0.0 
.0.0 0.0 .3.54760 ........ 0.0 .... 0.0 ...... 0.0 ................ . 
0.00.0 4.70085 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 5.59343 0.0 0.0 0.0' 





.......... -............... _ .......... --........... --_ ..•...... --- .......... ~ ....... --.,-~ ........... ~ ............... - ........ -.. _ .. __ .......... _._ ............ _ ........ . 
TORSION MODES 
N . X GT(1) . GTP(l). . GT(2) GTP(2) GT(3) GTP(3f 
1 0.01970 1.00000' 0.0 -0.58752 -5.13175 0.0 0.0 
2 0.05928 1.00000 ~.O -0.70266 -0.67486 0.0 0.0 
3 0.11231 '1.00000 0.0 -0.76005 -1.20638 0.0 0.0 
.•..... ___ ... : ... 4._ •.. 0.17619_ ... 1.00.0.00_ .. ..1).0 ...... _ ....... _ ......... _ .. _ ....... ~0 .• 8585Z. ..... =1.53923 .... _ ..... _ ....... _ .. 0 .•. o_ .... _ .. a.D_ .......... ~._ ..... _· .... :._ ...... _ ....... _ ...... _ ..... _ ......... __ ........... -
5 0.26212' 1.00000. 0.0 -0.97067 -0.73585 0.0 0;0 
. .1 ..... " 
.' 
6 '0.36212 1.00000 0.0 -0.97200 0.88397 0.0 0.0 
7 0.46212 1.00000 0.0 -0.78328 2.~6662 0.0.· 0.0 
........ 8 ... : .. 0.56.212 ..... 1 .• 00000 ....... 0· .. 0. . ..... _ ..... ""0 .•. 40815 ..... 4.27372 .......... _ ....... - .... 0,0 ... : .. _ .. 0.0 ....• _. 
9 0.66212 1.00000 0.0' . 0.06821 4.65049 0.0 0.0' 
10 0.73485 1.00000 0.0 0.39922 4.27209 0.0" 0.0 
11 0.77652 1.00000 0.0 0.56800 .3.83515 0.0 0.0 
........ 12. .... 0:. 82386_ ... 1.000.!Hl._ ... O. 0 •.. : .... _ ........... :..... ...... _ ........ 0 . .7.394',L ....... 3 .1122?: ........ _~ .......... _ .......... _.0 .0 .......... _.0 •. 0 .. _ ......... _ ...... _.:..: ........ _.: ....... _ ...... __ .......... _ ................. . 
13 0.88258 1.00000 0.0 . 0,89121 1.71495 0.0 0;0 
14 0.92519 1.00000 0.0 '0.93764 1.36451 0.0 . 0.0 
15 0.94981 1.00000 0.0 0.98931 2.02895 0.0 0.0 
....... _ ............ "-,, ..... . 
RADIAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF AE.RODYNAMIC AND DYNAMIC/STRUCTURAL QUANTITIES 
H X XCEH CHORD THETA-AERO PHI ALPHA HACH CL CD CM KAPPA/U (Y10C/4)/C 
··········i····-·o~·iii9iii·····-o:·ii·575·8 .. ······ii·:·o ...... ·········· .. ··········9.·i75·· .. _·:::78: 151"··_·::(;·8:·977·····_·······0·:040····_·····0 ~·o········· .. - .. ··o:o··················~·o: (i.'" ······-·-···o'·~o···········-.. ····o·:o .......... -............................. . 
2 0.05928 0.09716 0.39000 9.871 -50.420 -40.550 0.050 -0.86318 1.00677 0.24912 0.13636' 0.09590 . 
3 0.11231 0.15019 0.87000 11.287 -31.000 -19.714 0.074 -1.43717 0.24291 0.07736 0.20997 0.08598 
......... ~_ ... 0.17879 ..I) .• 216H. 1.24000 ..... n.091 ...... -:20 .. 140 .. : ....... -:7..049. .0 .• 110 ....... -:0 .. .71785 ..... 0.On3Q ... 0.00726 ....... 0.2.3498 ...... 0 •. 01774 .... . 
5 0.26212 0.30000 1.30000 13.010 -13.697 -0.688 0.158 0.05928 0.00937 0.00105 0.17897 -0.00254 
6 0.36212 0.40000 1~30000 12.510 -9.835 2.674 0.217 0.45287 0.00942 0.00148 0.13003 -0.00338 
7 0.46212 0.50000 1.30000 11.510 -7.736 3.773 0.277 0.59527 0.00994 0.00193 0.10219 -0.00169 
........ 8 ......... 0.562 :1.2 ........ 0 .6.0000 ......... 1. 30000 10 .510 .... __ .:::6 .. 474 ............. 4. 036 ...... _ ..... 0.336 ..... _ ...... 0.64285 ........ 0. 00990 ..... 0. 00458 ....... 0.08404 ..... -:0.00169 .......................... . 
9 0.66212 0.70000 1.30000 9.510 -5.640 3.870 0.396 0.64965 0.00959 0.00830 0.07134 -0.00169 
10 0.73485 0.77273 1.30000 8.783 -5.189 3.593 0.440 0.61966 0.00932 0.00674 0.06545 -0.01100 
11 0.77652 0.81439 1.30000 8.366 -4.967 '3.398 0.465 0.48528 0.00860 0.00245 0.06183 -0.01015 
12. 0.82386 0 .. 86174 ..... 1.29200.. 7 .• .89.3.. -:4.7.39 3.154 0.493 .0.46575 ..... 0.00858 ..... 0.00172 ..... 0.0.5.791 ... :-0 •. 01022 ..... 
13 0.88258 0.92045 1.29200 7.305 -4.472 2.832 0.529 0.44186 0.00874 0.00191 0.05404 -0.01022 
14 0.92519 0.96307 1.20500 6.879 -4.286 2.394 0.554 0.39532 0.00876 0.00193 0.05055 -0.03651 
15 0.94981 0.98769 0.92300 6.633 -4.185 1.485 0.569 0.27603 0.00833 0.00121 0.05190 -0.23835 
N X XCEH QUAD THETA-STR TWIST-BLT TWIST-TOT TENSB EIYB 
.. ·····1··· 0:01970- "'0".05758' -"0:03939 9.175· .. ··· 0':i46'43'" '0:i4'643' 
2 0.05928 0.09716 0.03977 9.871 0.46603 0.46603 
3 0.11231 0.15019 0.06629 11.287 0.46603" 0.46603 
4 0.17879 0.21667 0.06667 13.091 0.46600 .... 0.46600. 
·····5····_·0:262i2···· 0::30000 o:ioooo···~····· i3:010 '::'0.17453 -0.17453 
6 0.36212 0.40000 0.10000 12.510 -0.17453 -0.17453 
7 0.46212 0.50000 0.10000 11.510 -0.17453 -0.17453 
8 0,56?~2 0.60000 0.10000 10~510 -0;17453 ~0.17453 
9 0.66212 0:70000" "'0.10000 9.510 -0.17(.53 -0.17453 
10 0.73485 0.77273 0.04545 · .. 8.783 .-0;17471 -0.17471 
11 0.77652 0.81439 0.03788 8.366 -0,17463 -0.17463 
12 0.82386 0.8617.4 0.05682 7.893 -0.17448 ..... :-0.17448 
13 0.88258· .. ···0.92045 0.06061'7:305 ::'0:17452. -0.17452 
14 0.92519 0.96307 0.02462 6.879 -0.17438 -0.17438 
15 0.94981 0.98769 0.02462 6.633 -0.17438 -0.17438 




































































-0. 00169 . 
.. 0,0 ....... . 
-0.01022 
-0.1311+5 









PSI = 0.0 DEG. 
A2S 
0.0 
REV = 4 
B2S 
0.0 










.. N ...... )CCEN. _ ... I'HL .. AL~HA ... _ . ..MACH. NO .• _ .. CL._ ..... __ CD .. _ ..... tM ..... __ ..... SAZS .......... SAY5 .......... t1AX5 .... _SDZ5 ......... SDY5 ... _. MDX5~ ..... HEX9 
1 0.0576 -70.730 -61.473 0.041 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -2.5954 2.2576 -0.31336 0.0 
2 0.0972 -46.264 -36.311 0.054 -0.9181 0.8554 0.2173 -0.1758 0.0091 0.0646 -3.9298 0.9976 0.9207 0.0 
3._0 •. .1502. ......... ~29 ..• 503 ......... :::18 •. 134 .......... 0. 080 __ ... :::1.5043 _0 .1835 ....... 0.0631 ..... :::0.9543 ..... 0.3855 .. -0.4554 ......... :::3.3708 .... 0.2305 2.0526 ........ 0.0 .. _ ........ . 
4 0.2167 -19.805 -6.632 0.117 -0.6431 0.0129 0.0064 -1.2624 0.4135 -0.1298 -3.8346 0.373~ 0.9115 0.0 
5 0.3000 -13.813 -0.721 0:165 0.0556 0.0094 0.0010 0.2249. -0.0956 0.1024' -4.9898 0.3553 1.7929 0.0 
6 0.4000 -10.091 2.501 0.224 0.4332 0.0094 0.0014 3.4033 -0.6665 0.0538 -6.4702 0.3242 3.0702 0.0 
... 7 .. 0.5000 ......... ~7.980 ... _ 3 •. 612. ....... 0.284 .. _ ...... 0.5762 ... 0.0099 ... ·0.0020 ...... 7.3114 .... .,.1.1294 ..... 0.267L . .,11.6777 .... 0.5547 .5.2519 ..... 0.0 _ ............ , .. 
8 0.6000 -6.647 3.945 0.344 0.6353 0.0098 0.0051 11.8689 -1.5404 1.2611 -11.3578 0.8465 -1.8041 0.0 
9 0.7000 -5.731 3.861 0.404 0.6505 0.0096 0.0088 16.8081 -1.9052 3.2379 -13.3815 1.3034 -10.9209 0.0 
10 0.7727 -5.226 3.639 0.448 0.6259 0.0693 0.0063 19.8872 -2.0870 -0.1552 -14.85~3 1.2665 -11.9388 0.0 
11 0 .8144 ........... ~'t. 97.L ....... _3 .•. 47L ...... O .• 473 ... _ ... 0 .• .498.1 ...... 0.0087 ...... 0. ooa _ .... 11.6545 ... _:::1 .•. 8223 ....... ,-1 .• 4119 ...... :::16 .•. 1863 .......... 0.7185 .. -0.6487 ........... 0.0 ...... _ ........................ . 
12 0.8617 -4.722 3.253 0.502 0.4823 0.0087 0.0016 19.1125 -1.9011 -1.8997 -17.3961 0.7179 -1.0277 0.0 
13 0.9205 -4.436 2.951 0.537 0.4624 0.0089 0.0021 21.0126 -2.0104 -1.7066 -23.6833 0.7087 2.5853 0.0 
14 0.9631 -5.831 1.043 0.402 0.1562 0.0083 0.0024 3.6808 -0.5002 -0.7790 -16.1636 -0.6807 30.0406 0.0 
.. 15 ... 0,.9..8?.Z ....... -5.6.59 ...... _.O,~.41_ .. 9 .• itJ} __ .. 9 .• 0147 ..... 0.0083 ..... 0.0013 _ .. 1..44.2:9 _":"0 .• 266.7 ... :2.J,573 ... _ -:.9 .• 0463 .... -:Q. 9967. 2.9.8432 ....... 0..0 ..................... . 
QW1 QW2 QW3 QW4 QV1 QV2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
...... _ 11 ..• 0 .......... 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 
N X CEN VERTICAL INPLANE TORSION FLATWISE 
....... __ ........ _ ........... _ .... OEFL-IN _ ........... OEfL-IN [)EF.L-.[)j:.G_ ..... STRESS 
1 0.0576 -0.030 0.005 0.0 1158. 
2 0.0972 -0.089 0.016 0.0 3663. 
3 0.1502 -0.166 0,033. 0,0 6200. 
4 0.2167 -0.255 0.060 0.0 8110. 
5 0.3000 -0.350 0.081 0.0 8622. 
6 0.4000 -0.426 0.095 0.0 6883. 
7 0.5000 ......... _ ... ::-9. 438 0.990 .......... _ ... 0.0 -_ ........... _ ........ 3703. 
8 0.6000 -0.360 0.067 0.0 -907. 
9 0.7000 -0.179 0.030 0.0 -4235. 




12 0.8617 6.312 
-0.022 0.0 
... -:0:+197. 
~O.O44 0.0 -3122. 
13 0.9205 0.534 -0.069 0.0 -1347. 
14 0.9631 0.699 -0.085 0.0 -232. 
15 0.9877 0:.7.95 ........... -0.094 0.0 -21. 
PUSH-ROO (RELATIVE) OEFL. = 0.0 IN 
TOR9UE-TlJ~E ROOT DEFL. = 0.0 IN 
... ", ...... . ...... -..... '"~~ ...... _ ... . 
QV3 QTl QT2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 





2400 .• O. 
2891. O. 
2885 .. O. 
2139. 0; 

















..... MOMEI·U ... 
307.52 
303.08 




.A ................... B .................. . 
0.0 0.0 
C. co. 0 





......................... 0 .• 4092 • .................... :::7.90 o . 0 .............. 0 . 0 ..... _.: ......................... . 
-946. O. 1853. -90.97 0.0 0.0 
243. O. 4479. 31.67 0.0 0.0 
2516. O. 7278. 234.06 c.o 0.0 
3484 • o. 7680. 327.67 
.. 
c.o .0.0 .. 
3872. O. 6994. 363.53 C.O 0.0 
4053. O. 5400. 379.87 ~.O 0.0 
2990. O. 3222. 274.79 C.3 0.0 
1013. O. 
.. . .. 
1030:+, ... 83.93 .. :.0 . .0.0 .... 
PUSH-ROD LOAD = 0.0 LB 
TORQUE-TUBE ROOT SHEAR = 






PSI = 90.00 DEG • REV = 4 
N ...... X .. CEH ......... PHI ........... ALPHA ....... MACH .. NO .• _." .. CL ............ co ... ' ...... CM....... . ... SAZS. '" .... SAY5 .......... MAX5 ...... SOZ5 ...... ' SOY5.. .. MDX5 NEX9 
1 0.0576 -6.536 -5.653 0.217 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0' 0.0 -1.8903 2.2599 -0.2805 0.0 . I 
2 0.0972 -5.714 -4.135 0.241 -0.3272 0.0102 0.0007 -0.9053 0.0631 -0.4096 -2.7030 0.9076 0.1448 0.0 
_ ... ___ ... 3. .... 0 .•. 1502._ .... _-=4 ..• &34 _ ..... _-=.1 .•. 838 _ ...... 0 .•. 273 __ .:::.0.069.0._0 •. 0081...:-0.0000_ .. :::0 .5504 .... :::.0. 0215 .... _..,0.6444 .... __ "'2.30.44 .... _0 .• UOl ....... 1. 0148 ........ 0.0 __ ....................... . 
4 0.2167 -3.976 0.823 0.313 0.2254 0.0087 -0.0004 3.3287 -0.3695 0;2024 -2.6797 0.1860 0.0535 0.0 
5 0.3000 -3.205 1.513 0.363 0.3215 0.0084 0.0012 6.7191 -0.5689 -0.6847 -3.5083 0.1019 0.7327 0.0 
6 0.4000 -2.494 1.724 0.423 0.3756 0.0082 0.0048 10.6881 -0.7171 0.6039 -4.5661 0.0010 1.6985 0.0 
7 .. 0 .•. 5000 ...... _:-.1.903 .... _.1.315 ...... 0.483 ......... 0.3338 .. 0 .• 0080 ..... 0.0043 ..... 12.4100 .... -:0,1237 .• . 1.110B_ ... "B.2Bll . •... 0.0147 ... 3.2SS7 ..... 0 .• 0 .... . 
8 0.6000 -1.369 0.849 0.544 0.2738 0.0080 0.0039 12.8843 -0.6902 1.3173 -8.1269 0.3705 -1.7765 O.~ 
9 0.7000 -0.868 0.350 0.604 0.1978 0.0081 0.0031 11.4922 -0.6446 1.1587 -9.6426 0.7919 -8.2926 0.0 
10 0.7727 -0.521 -0.030 0.648 0.1637 0.0090 0.0003 10.9471 -0.6959 -3.0471 -10.6939 0.7219 -9.0099 0.0 
.11 ..... 0.8144 _ ....... ..::0 ..• 32.9 _ ...... :0 .. 255 .. _ .... 0.673 .. _ ... 0 •. 033.7 ..... 0. 0084 ... :-.0 .• 0025._ ..... 2 .4270..,0 .6188 ...... -.4.6934 ..... ..,11.5712 ........ 0 .12.47 ...... ,.,0 .8027 ......... 0.0 ................ _ ........... . 
12 0.8617 -0.119 -0.518 0.702 -0.0134 0.0086 -0.0041 -1.0439 -0.6656 -6.3697 -12.4358' 0.0905 -1.0590 0.0 
13 0.9205 0.129 -0.858 0.737 -0.1007 0.0093 -0.0120 -8.6615 -0.8244 -16.2901 -16.9024 -0.1440 1.4947 0.0 
14 0.9631 0.343 -0.987 0.652 -0.0732 0.0086 -0.0032 -4.5662 -0.4905 -1.2296 -11.3812 -1.2870 21.3759 0.0 
._15 0.9877. ...... 0.448 .. -O,nS 0~667 -0.0259. .... 0.0085 .. ::O.OOZl __ . ..,1 .•. 3010 _.:::Q .•. 3812 ..... 1 .•. 368.0 .. _. -:-.4 .• 1576. ..... -:1 .• 2378 ..... 21 .• 1870 ..... 0.0 .. _._ ... __ .. ' ..... . 
QWl QW2 QW3 QW4 QVl QV2 
XI 0.2360-020.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Q'''' 0.1080-010.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Q* -.1060-010.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
.Q ...... ..,.12.40::.0.10 .... 0 ...... -~-~ 0 .. ,.0 ~- ... ...... 0 .•. 0 0.0 0 •. 0 0.0 
N X CEN VERTICAL INPLANE TORSION FLATWISE 
.......... - ............ , ........... -;~. 
[)EFL..,IN DEFJ .. ..,IH 
.. 
DEl'kD.EG STRESS 
1 0.0576 0.115 -0.002 0.0 614. 
2 0.0972 0.344 -0.009 0.0 1801. 
3 0.1502 0.643 ...... _ .. :-0.034 0.0 2632. 
4 0.2167 0.993 -0.083 0.0 2492. 
5 0.3000 1.364 -0.113 0.0 1173. 
6 0.4000 1.657 -0.122 0.0 -959. 
7 
.. ' 
0.5000 1. 702 -0.096 0.0 ....... :-.3016 •... 
8 0.6000 1.395 -0.054 0.0 -5324. 
9 0.7000 0.690 -0.015 0.0 -6487. 
10 0.7727 -0.059 0.001 0.0 -5601. 
11 0.8144 -0.566 0.001 0.0 -4113. 
12 0.8617 ;;i~2cil -0.008 0.0 -2316: -_. 
13 0.9205 -2.050 -0.035 0.0 -517. 
14 0.9631 -2.682 -0.066 0.0 -52. 
15 0.9877 -3.048 .. ::0.088 0.0 -3. 
............ ~ .......... -. 
PUSH .. ROD (RElATIVE) DEFL. = 0.0 IN 




0 •. 0 


















QT2 QT3 BETA DELTA BETA-PI BETA-P2 
0.0 0.0 -.1190-01-.6570-030.0 
0.0 0.0 -.3440-01-.1020-020.0 
0.0 0.0 -.4020-01-.2440-020.0 
0 •. 0 
.... - ...... 0.0 ..... ..... 0 ..• 6930-:01-:: .• 1180-1:.000 .•. 0 
TORSION CORNER TORSION 
STRESS ..... SIRESS ........... _ ... r.OMENT... __ ............... A .. 
O. 2578. -497.78 0.0 
O. 3493. -493.26 0.0 
O. 4385. .:::492 .• 85 .. 0.0 .... 
O. 4818. -488.60 0.0 
O. 3672. -473.64 0.0 
O. 3585. -469.93 0.0 
O •.. 57110. ..:-496 •. 49. 0.0 
O. 7655. -478.13 0.0 
O. 6664. ':'396.31 0.0 
O. 8506. -326.86 0.0 
O. .8035 ..• .:-275.94 .... 0.0 
O. 6537. -215.57 0.0 
O. 4687. -46.02 0.0 
O. 3055. 68.34 0.0 
" 
O. 
..... ..1 016.. 25 .. 49 0.0 




. ..... 0.0 ... __ ..... . 
........... B .......................... _ .. . 
0.0 
0.0 












0.0 .................. . 
TORQUE-TUSE ROOT SHE~.R = 0.0 LB .. 
..... 
PSI = 180.00 OEG. REV = 4 
. N ...... X.CEN. ._ .... PHI.... .. ALPHA ....... .MACH NO.. .... .CL .......... CD .. _ ....... CM .... __ ....... SAlS .......... SAY5 ..... _l1AX5 ....... SOZ5 .......... SOY5 ........ MDX5. ... .... I1EX9 
1 0.0576 -16.832 -11.523 0.060 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.3307 2.2493 -0.1458 0.0 
2 0.0972 -10.953 -4.948 0.083 -0.4122 0.0112 0.0027 -0.1332 0.0238 -0.0721 -0~4488 0.7797 -1.2632 0.0 
......... _ .... 3 ..... 0 •.. 150Z." ..... _=.6 .• 890~ ..... _O .... 53L ....... 0 .115_ ..... 0 .• 1835._.0 •. 0091...::-.0.0001-..... 0 .• 2523_ . ".0 .• 0487. .. _:-:.0 •. 0177 ..... _::-.0 .• 3823 ...... .,.0 •. 0413 ...... ,...0 •. 9555 ....... __ 0.0 .. _ ......... __ ............ . 
I--" 
4 0.2167 -4.306 4.919 0.155 0.6536 0.0098 -0.0006 2.3582 -0.2650 -0.5316 -0.4565' 0.0246 -1.6385 0.0 
5 0.3000 -3.018 6.125 0.205 0.8178 0.0110 -0.0006 5.4479 -0.4532 -2.0643 -0.6005 -0.0907 -1.4273 0.0 
6 0.4000 -2.384 6.260 0.265 0.8690 0.0112 0.0027 9.7156 -0.6531 -2.3606 -0.7803 -0.1838 -1.1661 0.0 
... 7..0.5000 ....... _::-.2. 23'L. _ .. 5 .•. 404 ...... 0 •. 326 .. _ ..... 0 • .7.997. .. 0.0108 .... 0.0053 _ .. 13.4768 .... "".0.8412 ... -.1.8100._ .. ::-1.4102 ... .,..0.1423 .. .,.0.8809 ...... 0.0 ..... 
8 0.6000 -2.376 4.267 0.386 0.6940 0.0099 0.0084 16.4353 -1.0434 -0.7005 -1.3825 0.4379 -1.7918 0.0 
9 0.7000 -2.634 3.009 0.446 0.5467 0.0089 0.0062 ·17.3147 -1.1857 -1.2955 -1~6345 1.1425 -2.8475 0.0 
10 0.7727 -2.839 2.078 0.490 0.4306 0.0081 0.0041 16.4554 -1.2141 -4.7333 -1.7969 1.3089 -2.9575 0.0' 
.11 ... 0 •. 8144 ............ -:2 .• 953_ ...... _l.5 ... L ....... 0 . 516 ... _ ... J) •. 2645 .... 0 •. 0084 .... 0.0010 .. _.11.16 73 ........ .".0 •. 986.9 .... _.:-:5 •. 6660 .......... ,.1 .• .9205 .......... 0 .8693 ..... ::-1.2432 ......... 0.0 ........ _ ..... : .. 
12 0.8617 -3.074 0.952 0.544 0.1945 0.0083 0.0007' 9.0849 '-0.9204 -5.6780 -2.0545 1~0193 -1.2540 0.0 
13 0.9205 -3.181 0.258 0.580 0.1075 0.0083 -0.0001 5.6874 -0.7826 -6.0342 -2.7725 1.3145 -0.9769 0.0 
14 0.9631 -3.126 -0.105 0.618 0.0549 0.0083 -0.0010 3.0626 -0.5639 -5.0072 -1.8301 -0.2164 3.0703 0.0 
.15 ...... 0,.9.871. ...... :-.3.1.45 ....... ",:0 •. 230.. J).633 .... 0 .• 024~ .... 0.,J)0.8.3 .:::.0, OOQ9 ...... 1 .•. 0787 _::-0 .•.. 3IU2 ..... .,.3 ..... 85.9.0 .... .,.J) ..• 6473 ..... -0 .• 8268 ...... 2.8802 ....... 0.0 .. _ ........ _ ... . 
QWl QW2 QW3 QW4 QVl QV2 QV3 QTl QT2 QT3 BETA OELTA BETA-PI BETA-P2 
XI 0.3000-020.0 O. 0 · .. ·· .. · .. · .. O·~O" .. · .... --· .... · ................ ··-.. · ...... · .. - ........ · .. ·-· .......... _ ...................... _ ................ _ ........... _ .......... _ ......... _ .............................................................................................. _ .............................. . 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2350-01-.2510-030.0 0.0 
Q** 0.1860-010.0 0.0 0.0 
Q* 0.1610-010.0 0.0 0.0 
.Q ...... :: ,..1060::0.10 .. 0 ...... _ .. 0 .. ,.0 .......... _ 0 .. ,.0_ 
N X CEN VERTICAL 
. ................................ _ .. DEF L::-IN 
1 0.0576 . 0.099 
2 0.0972 0.295 
.... 3 ...... 0 .1502. 0.,550 
4 0.2167 0.847 
5 0.3000 1.164 
6 0.4000 1.415 
.. 7 ... 0.5000 . _-......... _-_ .... 1.455 
8 0.6000 1.194 
9 0.7000 0.592 
10 0.7727 -0.050 
11 0.8144 -0.486 
.. 
12 0.8617 - '::1.032 
13 0.9205 -1. 763 


















15 .... 0. 987..7.. -2.624 ................ O.~12? ...... 
PUSH-ROD (RELATIVE) OEFL. = 0.0 IN 
TORQUE-TU8E ROOT ..... OEFt. :: ..... 0.0 ... IN 
0.0 0.0 O~O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6860-010.7720-030.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -.2760-020.3530-030.0 0.0 
0.,0 ... _ .. _ ..... 0,0 
_ .. 0.0 ........ _. 0 ..• 0 .. _ ....... 0.0 .. _ ..... 0.0 ...... _ .... 0 .•. llBO-.Ol-: .• 1210+000 .•. 0 .......... 0.0 .. _ ...... _.... ..... .. .. 
TORSION FLATWISE 
OEI'L::OEG_ ......... STRESS. 
0.0 726. 
0.0 2393. 













TORSION CORNER TORSION EOGHUSE 
STRESS .......... STR.ESS .................. SJRESS .............. t10~!ENT...._ ................ ,A. .. . .......... B 
648. O. 1374. -936.61 0.0 0.0 
971. O. 3364. -928.85 0.0 0.0 
989., ... O. . ..... 4988 ..•.. .':'911.93. 0.0 .... 0.0 ... 
541. O. 5520. -879.62 0.0 0.0 
237. O. 5005. -806.63 0.0 0.0 
-278. O. 3283. -694.68 0.0 0.0 
~.986. .......... ~ .... -........ O. 124.4. -.571. 73 0.0 ..................... 0.0 ..... 
-1222. O. 4680. -461.11 '0.0 0.0 
754. O. 6481. -412.14 0.0 0.0 
3217. O. 8500. -407.56 0.0 0.0 
. it131. O . .822!?., -372.63 0.0 ...... ._. .. O. 0... ._." ...... __ ... .. ... 
4339. .0. 6853. -308.97 0.0 0.0 
4215. O. 4943. -210.92 0.0 0.0 
3020. O. 3128. -108.81 0.0 0.0 
101?~. o • ........ ..... ..1 027., -34.82 ... .0,0 0.0 .... ~ ........... -- .... 
PUSH-ROD LOAD = 0.0 LB 
. .T0RQUE:-:TUElE ROOT SHEAR = 0.0 LB 








PSI = 270.00 DEG. REV = 4 
.' N ...... X .. CEll ........ PHI .. . .. ALpHA .... " .. MACH. "10 .... _. ..CL...... . ..... CD.. ,_.. . .... CM......... . .... SAZ5 .......... SA Y5 ...... ." .MAX5 ...... .. SOZ5 . ..... SOY5.. . .. _. HOX5 .. .... NEX9. 
10.0576 -171.216 -157.968 0 .• 148· 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.8186 2.4554 -0.3280 0.0 
2 0.0972 -169.070 -155.126 0.125 0.6227 0.5181 0.3588 -0.5284 0.2884 0.9823 -2.8252 1.3580 0.2700 0.0 
_ .... __ ... 3 ... _ Q.lSOL .. ::.164 •. S22 ...•.. :::149 .•. 162 ........... 0 .!~94 __ ..... 0 .• 5454 .. _ 0 .• 6.716 ....... 0 .•. 4308_ .... :::0. 668.9. __ ... 0 .•. 4657 .. _.3 •. 5153 ..... _",2 .4236 .... _.0 .• 5723 ........ 1 •. 1535 ........ _ 0.0 ... _ ...... __ .......... _ 
. 4 0.2167 -151.933 -134.769 0.058 0.3587 1.1808 0.5199 -0.4484 0.4293 3.7331 -2.7200 0.7891 0.1331 O~O 
5 0.3000 -89.225 -72.143 0.031 -0.4535 1.8800 0.4598 -0.2864 0.0667 0.8992 -3.5273 0.9016 0.8027 0.0 
6 0.4000 -27.875 -11.292 0.070 -0.9504 0.2135 0.0870 -0.7214 0.2143 0.6297 -4.5695 1.0144 1.7543 0.0 
... 7 ... 0 •. 5000 ....... ::.15.981 .... _:-0 .•. 399 ....... 0 •. 127 .......... 0 •. 1030 ... 0.0093 .... 0.0025 ...... 0.2.457.. . ..,.0 .• 0991 .. _ -.0 .• 7378 ...... ",8.2428 .... L.7276. ..... 3.3221. .. _ 0 •. 0 ....... _ ...... _. 
8 0.6000 -11.436 3.147 0.186 0.5214 0.0098 0.0020 2.8068 -0.6552 -1.1237 -7.9989 1.8863 -1.8~19 0.0 
9 0.7000 -8.984 4.599 0.246 0.6927 0.0104 0.0026 6.5901 -1.2045 -1.4016 -9.4145 2.3797 -8.4087 0.0 
10 0.7727 -7.778 5.078 0.290 0.7488 0.0106 0.0032 9.9273 -1.5822 -3.0013 -10.4760 2.3264 -9.1283 0.0 
.. 11 .... 0.8144 ......... _ ..::.7 .• 230_ ...... _ .. 5.2.0.9._ ... 0. 316 ..... _ .... 0 .•. 6405 ...... 0 .0102 ..... 0 .• 0052._ ..... 10 .• 0445 ._.",1 .• 5161 ...... -2.:4306 ....... ".11 •. 4728 ........ 1 • .7.827 ...... ",0. 8897. ............ 0.0 ................. _ .......... .. 
12 0.8617 -6.698 5.268 0.344 0.6605 0.0101 0.0051 12.2690 -1.7201 -2.7366 -12.3444 1.7588 -1.1552 0.0 
13 0.9205 -6.147 5.231 0.380 0.6725 0.0098 0.0049 15.2321 -1.9667 -3.1801 -16.8415 1.9594 1.3654 0.0 
14 0.9631 -6.322 4.274 0.366 0.5093 0.0090 0.0041 9.9579 -1.1884 -4.4898 -11.5860 0.0867 21.3053 0.0 
....... _15 ...... 0 •.. 9..87..? ....... ~.6 .• 116 2,.785._ .. 0.381 .. 0 .• 22.93, ..... 0 .•.. 00.85 ... J) •. 092.2. .. ... 3 .• ]1.71:1 ._-0 .•.. 41\.7..7 ... ;:,7 .• .70.47 ..... ~.4 .. 38R .... -:0 .• 7330 .... 21 .• 0.9.39... . ... 0 •. 0 .. . 
QW1 QW2 QW3 QW4 QVl Qn QV3 QTl QT2 QT3 'BETA DELTA BETA-PI BETA-P2 
···xI······::;·:378o·:oz0·:·0··_········0·:·0 .. ····_·········0·:0···········_····0:0 .. ·········· __ ·0·: .. 0 .... ···········-0 :·0····_·········0 :·o······· .. ·-· .... o·:ii .. ········--.. ·0·~o·- .. ·······-::·:·8860':::020 . 24S[':O·20. ,,.·········-:··0·:'0 .. ······· .. ·_········_·············-
Q** -.2030-010.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -.2640-010.5560-020.0 0.0 
Q* -.6640-020.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4670-01-.4350-040.0 0.0 
Q 0.J~920-:.920.0 0.0 1),.0.... 0,.0 0.0 _.0 .• 0 ......... 0 .• 0._ ..... 0.0 .......... 0.0 .......... 0 .• 6820:-01.., .• 1220+.000.0._ ...... 0.0 ........... ''' ......... "" 
N X CEH VERTICAL TORSION FLATWISE EDGEI-USE TORSION CORtIER TORSION 
......... _ ......................... _ .... OEFL::IN 
INPLANE 















15 0.98.77 ........... . 
-0.073 0.017 0.0 1304. 
-0.217 0.054 0.0 2276. 
:-0.403 0.111. 0,0 3069. 
-0.618 0.191 0.0 3470. 
-0.849 0.261 0.0 3459. 
-1.034 0.308 0.0 3180. 
-1.066 0.297 ~.O 2580. 
-0.877 0.228 0.0 1127. 
-0.436 0.105 0.0 -69. 
0.037 -0.008 0.0 -485. 
0.359 -0.079 0.0 _ ............. :::.500 .• 
o. 763 ~O. i6'Z ._- ., ... "0.0 -401. 
1.305 -0.263 0.0 -118. 
1.710 -0.331 0.0 -12. 
1, 9.45 ................ :.(). 368 .............. 0.0 ........ :':0, ... . 
PUSH-ROO (RELATIVE) DEFL. = 0.0 IN 

































PUSH-ROD LOAD = 















































0 .• 0 .. 
IBM Z3~,)()87 
I 
PSI = 360.00 OEG. REV = 4 
. N ...... X. CEH. _ ..... PHI ... . ..ALPHA ....... MACH. NO .• ~ .... CL ....... _ CO .. _ ....... CM ............ SAZS ......... SAyS ...... ~.J1AX5 ... . ... SOZ5 ........ SOY5 ........... MDX5. ... ..... MEX9 
1 0.0576 -70.843 -61.586 0.041 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -2.5944 2.2661 -0.3837 0.0 
2 0.0972 -46.327 -36.374 0.054 -0.9173 0.8577 0.2178 -0.1755 0.0089 0.0647 -3.9283 1.0051 0.9208 0.0 
....... ,,_ .. 3_.f),.lS0z.... ..... ::29. • .s29_ ..... ::1~.161. ....... 0. 060_:::1.5.0.31._0 .• 1845 ....... 0 .• 06.34_ ... :::0 .• 9518._ .. 0 .• 38.41.._::.0 .• 4521.._:::3 .• 3696 ......... 0 • .2346 ......... 2 •. 0524 ....... _.0. 0 ._ ...... _ ............... . 
4 0.2167 -19.81S -6.643 0.117 -0.64S1 0.0129 0,0064 ~1.2644 0.4145 -0.1298 -3.8332 0.3764 0.9112 0.0 
S 0.3000 -13.817 -0.726 0.165 0.0551 0.0094 0.0010 0.2225 -0.0950 0.1027 -4.9879 0.3582 1.7922 0.0 
6 0.4000 -10.092 2.499 0.224 0.4330 0.0094 0.0014 3.3988 -0.6657 0.0543 -6.4676 0.3269 3.0691 0.0 
.... L 0 .. 5000 ....... _:::.7 •. 980 ...... 3.611 ....... 0.284 ......... 0.5762 .. 0.0099. .... 0.0020 ... 7.3058 .... ..,1.1285 ... 0 .• 2676._ .,11.6731 ...... 0.5586 ...... 5.2499 ....... 0.0. 
8 0.6000 -6.646 3.945 0.344 0.6353 0.0098 0.0051 11.8618 -1.5393 1.2592 -11.3534. 0.0495 -1.8037 0.0 
9 0.7000 -5.730 3.861 0.404 0.6506 0.0096 0.0088 16.8015 -1.9040 3.2394 -13.3762 1.3065 -10.9174 0.0 
10 0.7727 -5.225 3.639 0.448 0.6260 0.0093 0.0063 19.8309. -2.0858 -0.1519 -14.8475 1.2695 -11.9348 0 .. 0 
.......... 11 ..... 0 • 814lL. ........ :: .. 4 .•. 976 .. _ ......... 3.4.72 ......... 0 .• 473 .. __ ... 0 .• .4981 ..... 0.0087 ....... 0. 0023 ....... 17 .• 6488 ....... ::1 .• 8212 ..... =.1.4092 ...... :::16 .• 1.799 ......... 0. 7.a16 ....... "..O.6487 .......... 0. 0 ........ _ ....... . 
12 0.8617 -4.721 3.253 0.501 0.4823 0.0087 0.0016 19.1065 -1.8999 -1.8991 -~7.3892 0.7210 -1.0275 0.0 
13 0.9205 -4;434 2.952 '0.537 0.4624 0.0089 0.0021 21.0071 -2.0092 -1.7060· -23.6740 0.7126 2.5842. 0.0 
14 0.9631 -5.829 1.045 0.402 0.1563 0.0083 0.0024 3.6821 -0.5001 -0.7789 -16.1573 -0.6781 30.0293 0.0 
15 0.987.7 ........ -5.657 0.642 .. 0.4]] .. _ .0. 0}4.7 ..... O .• 008~ ..... O •. OOU ..... 1 .• 44.3.3 .. _::0 .•.. 2666 ..... ::2 .•. 65.7.8 ...... -:.6 ... 0439 ..... .,0 .• 9958 ..... 2.9 .• 8.320 .. 0.0.._ .... """ 
QWl QW2 
XI -.2670-020.0 0.0 
Q** -.1510-010.0 0.0 
Q* 0.1870-020.0 0.0 
Q .... 0.,.3?lJO-:.Q2Q.0 0.0 
N X CEN VERTICAL 
........ _ ........................ _ .... PEFL.::.IN 
1 0.0576 -0.030 
2 0.0972 -0.089 
.... 3 .... 0.1592 -0.166 
4 0.2167 -0.255 
5 0.3000 -0.350 
6 0.4000 -0.425 
7 0.5000 ............... ::().438 
8 0.6000 -0.360 
9 0.7000 -0.179 
10 0.7727 0.015 
11 0.8144 0.147 
12 0~8617 "o'~3i2 
13 0.9205 0.533 
14 0.9631 0.699 
15 0.9877 0.794 






















.. ::0.09~ ...... . 
PUSH-ROD (RELATIVE) OEFL. = 0.0 IN 
QVl QV2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 {I.O 
0.0 0.0 0.0 













.0 .. 0 ......... _ .. -4196. 
0.0 -3122. 
0.0 -1347 .. 
0.0 -232. 
0.0 -21. 
QV3 QTl QT2 QT3 BETA DELTA BETA-PI BETA-P2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 -.3810-02-.1640-020.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 -.1150-01-.5940-020.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 -.4990-020.1850-020.0 0.0 
0 .• 0 0 .•.. 0 .. _.. . ..... 0 •. 0 ..... _ .... 0 .•. 96.20-01-: .• 1170+.000 .•. 0 __ ...... 0.0 ... . 
EOGEWISE TORSION CORNER TORSION 
STRESS 
.... STR ESS ._ ........... S.lRE SS ............... MCMENT...._ .......... _ ...... A ................ _ ......... B .................. . 
2038. O. 3200. 307.70 0.0 0.0 
2164. O. 5829. 303.26 0.0 0.0 
2370 •... O. 8571. ..... 278.41. 0.0.... ..0 ..• 0_ 
2862. 0; 10973. 249.88 0.0 0.0 
2859. O. 11481. 208.72 0.0 0.0 
2117. O. 8999. 128.41 0.0 O.C 
373. 
... ..0 •.. " ............ 40}4 ................... ::: 7.61 ..... _ ........ 0.0 ...................... 0.0 .. 
-957. O. 1866. -90.64 0.0 0.0 
237. O. 4473. 31~90 0.0 0.0 
2512. O. 7274. 234.13 0.0 0.0 
.3481- O. }67.8... . 327.67 0.0 ............ 0.0 
3870. O. 6992. 363.51 0.0 0.0 
4053. O. 5399. 379.84 0.0 0.0 
2990. O. 3222. 274.77 0.0 0.0 
1013. O. J.O 3!;,..... ..83. .•. 93 D. ().O.O 
PUSH-ROO LOAO = 0.0 LB 






AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE AND STRESSES 
." ....... __ ......• _ .. Jf .. fORCE __ ...... YfORCE _ ..... ~ THRUST .... _ . .ROLL. .MOM •... PITCH . MOM ......... TORQUE ........... LIFT. .... PROP .•. FORCE .HORSEPOWER ..... EQU. DRAG 
C( J -0.000.11654 -0..0.0.001549 0.0.0410033 -0..00001955 -0.0000.4844 0.0.0028853 0..00406632 0.000.53973 
C( J/SIG -0..00154893 -0.0.00.20.590 0.05449887 -0.0.0025979 -0..00064386 0.00383493 0.05404686 0.00717376 
.......... __ .DIMENS._ .... _':'.19.1.9.9. ... _ ......... 7.2S .•. S2 .. _ ...... _.6.7.SS .• 13 ...... _'::.7.08 .•. l'tl._ .... :::l.755 •. 75._ ........ 10.45.7.A4.7 ........ _ ... 6.69.9. •. 10_ ....... __ .889 .• 1.9 ........ _ .. _ ... 583.37._ ........... 685.48 ....... __ ........... .. 
A1S BIS A2S B2S THETA 75 LAMBDA MU VEL ACT. EQU. LID PAR. AREA . ALPHA S 
......... '::.2..500 ....... _ .•. 5.86.9._ ...... 0 .• 0 ... __ .. ..... .0.0_ ...... ~ ... .. 8.5.40 ...... . :::0 •. 03840 ....... _ ..... 0 .• 300 ............ 120.6.4 ............... 9.77.3 ........... 13.886 __ ......... -5.933:' . 
................ .......................... L ..... MDEIAH .. STRESSES .... ..I. .......... __ .. L .... 1I2 .. PTP. .... STRESSES ..... I_ .......... LMAX .. CORNER.,L .... _ ......... L .... TORSION .. MOI1ENTS../ ........... _ .......... _ ................................. . 
N X CEN FLATWISE EDGEWISE FLATWISE EDGEWISE STRESSES MEDIAN 1/2 PEP 
1 0.0576 468. 1077. 1582. 8461. 10366. -316. 807.94 
2 0.0.972. _.... 2349,.. 1341 .. , .. _.... .... ...... 2047. 8140 ................. _ ..... 11003, .......... :.: ......... ':'.313.... . ... 80.:1. .• 37 ........ _ ....... _ ...... .. 
3 0.1502 4197. :1.357. 2580. 7962. 12828. -318.786.27 
4 0..2167 5206. 1059. 3270. 8144. 14422. -318. 753.82 
5 0.3000 4623. 899. 4119. 7744. 14771. -297. 678.20 
6 0.4000 2.E> 76 ................ _ ...... 454 .......... _ ............. _ ...... 4206 ....... _ ........... 6 709 ................. _ ........... 12807 ............ _ ........... __ ...... ::-282 ...... _ .......... 562 .• 36 ............ _ ............ _ ............................. _ ............. .. 
·-...... 7 .... 0~5000·-.......... 4:1.2. -429. 3831. 4978. 8691. -3B. 410.30 
8 0.6000 -1962. -889. 3838. 3132. 9779. -330. 292.09 
9 0.7000 -3408. 872. 3745. 1570.. .7851. -219. 275.75 
10 .. 0.7727 -:.:3;195. 3019 .•. __ 3030.. 990. .. .. 8928 ... _ ...... _... _ ... ::-90 ....... _ ... 331.27 ....................... _ .... _ ...... _ .............. _ 
11 0.8144 -2499. 3873. 2291. 705. 8633. -23. 414.18 
12 0.8617 -1632. 4128. 1491. 407. 7193. 28. 400.42 
B 0.9205 -634. 4147. 713. 106. 5430. 102. 346.15 
.. 14_0 .•. 9631 ............ _ ....... :-102. 3008. .. ....................... 131 ........................ _ .. 2.:1. ................ _ ......... _ ... 3230 ........................ __ .......... 105 .................. 224. 62 ........ _ ............................. .. 
15 0.9877 -9. 1016. 12. 8. 1038. 36. 72.01 




____________ ... __ .. ___________ .... _ .._ .. __ .. __ ..... _ ... _____ ._. __ .HARMONICANALYSIS._OF. ... BLAOE ... RESPONSES 
AO 1 2 3 4 5 6- 7 8 9 10 
6.1340-02 -4.2460-02 7.3780-03 3.0220-04 -5.9260-05 -1.5110-05 -7.7590-07 -1~6710-07 -9.3900-07 -7.4860-07 -8.9290-07 
-1.1570-04 1.7760-03 4.1440-04 7.8420-05 -9.4210-06 -5.0500-06 -1.8480-06 -1.2910-06 -1.0650-06 -1.1430-06 
_ .. _________ .. __ . __ .... __ .. ________ .. __ 4 .• 2fj 6 0:7.0.2 __ ].,_5890::: 0.3 ___ 5 .•.. 129.0_::.0_4 __ .. _9 .• 82 90.:::05. __ ... _1 .•. 7800 :::05 ... _ ..5.1.0 90.:::0.6 .. __ .1. 8550 :::06 ___ 1 .• 5960.:::.06. ___ .. 1. 3020".06 ...... _1 •. 4500 -::06. ______________ .... ___ . 
LEAD 
269.8 76.5 36.1 -37.1 238.1 188.7 185.2 216.0 215.1 218.0 
1.000 0.179 0.012 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
___ .. :::1.1940.::-.01. __ -1 .•.. 7850-::.03:-6 •. 97iO-04 -1 .• 9890.".04 __ :::3.4850-0'5 .",1. 2840,..05 . ..,7.5840-06.-1.3140:-05 __ "::1.1630-05 ... 1. 3020-05 .. -1.2370-05 __ . 
-1.4980-03 -6.6490-04 1.5920-04 -3.9940-05 -3.2910-05 -2.2250-05 -2.0600-05 -1.6280-05 -1.3240-05 -1.1~~0-05 
2.3300-03 9.6360-04 2.5480-04 5.3000-05 3.5330-05 2.3510-05.2.4430-05 2.0010-05 1.8570-05 1.6700-05 
230.0 . 226.4 -51.3 221.1 201.3 198.8 212.5 215.5 224.5 227.8 
___ .. _____ ._. ________ ..... ___ .. _ .... __ 1 .•. 0.00 ..... __ .. ___ 0 • .414 ........ __ ... 0 .• 109 .... _._ ........ 0 .02.3._ ........ _0 .•. 015 _ .......... ____ 0 •. 01 0 ........ _ ... 0 .• 010 ....... __ .... 0. 00.9 ..... _ ....... 0 •. 0.0.8._ ..... __ 0..001-........ ___ ........ _ ~ .......... . 
QWl 
I-' 
-3.0310-03 -5.7000-03 7.6100-04 -1.240.0-03 -9.9470-05 2.5760-07 4.7080-06 -9.7080-07 5.1680-07 -5.1340-07 2.6620-07 
9.4720-03 -4.4030-03 -7.3700-04 -5.0780-05 -2.3000-05 -2.3930-07 -5.4540-07 -4.0410-07 2.3900-08 -4.6930-07 
........ _ ..... ____ ..... l.J9S0:-og .. _4_.46~0::0:L ],..,.4420-:0.3 .. ) ••. ll~P.:-O.~ __ .. ?, 30PO:::05 ..... 4.]],40-:06 ... 1.1130:-06 .. 6 ..• S610-: 0 7 ___ .. 5.1400-:07 . __ .5. 3.960.-0..7. .. ~ __ .... _ ...... . 
-31.0 170.2 239.3 243.0 179.4 92.9 240.7 128.0 -87.3 150.4 
1.000 0.404 0.130 0.010 0.002 0.000 0.000 0;000 0.000 0.000 





......... ___ .................... _ .......... _ ........... _ ......... __ ....... _. __ HARMOHIC .. AHALYSIS .. OF .. HUB .. SHEARS .. AND ... MOMENTS _ 
AO 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
LONG. SHR -20. -26352. 46. -47. 11. 5. -0. 1. -2. -0. -1. 
-3132. 88. i7. 28. 9. 2. -1. -0. -1. -1 • 
. _ .... ___ .... __ ...... _ ...... __ ...... _ ...... _.24.53.7 .•..... _ ....... _99.., .. _. _._ .... __ 50 .•.. __ .~_ .. 3P .• _ ... _~_ ... 1 0 •. _ .... __ ........ 2 ......... _ ....... __ 2 ..... ____ ..... __ ... 2. •... __ ....... _ .. _ .... 1._ ..... _. __ .......... 1 •...... _._ ........ _. 
263.22 27.63 -69.91 21.90 27.75 -15.99 146.41 261.42 208.41 218.57 
1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
LAT. SHR -8. 3163. -105. -19. -32. -7. -2. 3. -0; 2. -1. 
-26347. 51. -39. 11. 4. -3. -0. -2. -1. O. 
26536. 116. 43. 33. 9. 4. 3. 2. 2. 1. 
.......... _ ....... __ ......... _ ..... ___ ........ __ ...... _H.3,;l.6._ .... __ .. ::6.4.0.8 ...... __ .. ;:.0.6. 0.1. .. __ ._ .. ::-.71 .• Sct __ ........ ..,59 .•. .7.7 ._ ........... 221. 29 ......... __ .9.7 .• 13 ...... _1.83.1.9 ... _ ... 113 •. 15_ ........ _-.6.9 .• 26 ...... . 
1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 . 0.00 0.00 0.00 
YERI •. _.~.HL ...... 159.7. 61 -82~.41 212.63.... 81.19 .. _ ...... ].l,~ 0 ..•. 54 __ ....... ::0 .. 92...... .11.10... ... .':-0.40_ ...... _::-0.01_ ... _ -0.41 ...... __ ...... . 
-436.66 300.77 37.25 9.69 1.24 -0.17 0.24 0.37 0.07 0.29 
937.34 368.34 89.33 12.03 1.35 0.93 0.26 0.55 0.07 0.50 
242.23 35.26 65.35 36.35 23.34 259.38 23.35 -47.10 . -7.13 -54.66 
._ ........ __ ....... __ ........ __ ..... _ ._ ..... _ .......... 1 .•. !l(J .. _ ............ 0.,.;3..9. .. _ ........ _.0., .. l.0_ ....... __ .. ..<!.. •. 01 .......... _ ..... 0 .•. OCL .... _ ........... O .•. 00 ...... _ ......... 0 .•. 0.0._ ......... __ 0 .•. 00 __ ...... _ .. 0.00._ ......... _ ..... 0.0 Q ...... _ ....... __ 




.. - . 





.... -_ . . .. ~~ 
18. -4. 
.. 
1364. 448. 125. 18. 6. 
175.09 154.74 -57.96 -17.05 222.64 
1.00 0.33 0.09 0.01 0.00 
PITCH MOMT -344. 1156. 301. -89. -16. 5. 
-152. 156. -112. -7. -2. 
---.. 
.•..... 
.. - . -.... 
--
1166., .. 339. . 14}. 17 • 
.... 6 ... 
-,-- ...... 
97.48 62.63 218.47 247.85 108.91 
1.00 0.29 0.12 0.01 0.00 
-2. -2. -2. 
, .... 2. __ 
-..... O. . ..... _ .. .. ..... 1 .... 
2. 2. 2. 
-46.57 -84.70 -67.96 
0.00 0.00 0.00 
O. 2. -1. 
-0. -0. -1. 
.. 0. .. .... 2 .... 
- ... .... .1 ..... 
164.95 100.57 231.46 
0.00 0.00 0.00 
-2. 

















_ .... ._ .. 1 ..... 
242.43 
0.00 
~.-.. ... _- ...... 
yAw .... - H·OHT··_ .... ···-::ii'ori:-· ...... ···---· .. :::88 ~"""""--"':::254':"'''''''' .:87: .. · ...... · .... ·_- ·i3.--· ...... ··_··:::38 :·· .... · .. ····· ...... ····46·: ...... ·_ .. · .. ····-.. ·1'·; .. ·_·_· ...... ·- .. ···32'~ .. - ...... · .. ·--...... ··4:·· .. · .... · .. -· .... · .. ·26 .; ........ -............ _ .. 
408. -121. 456. 112. -10. 16. -31. -10. 1. 1. 
418. 282. 464. 113. 39. 49. 3L 34. 4. 26. 
-12.22 244.56 -10.76 6.68 ...... 255 .. 13 70.97 1.7.~.99 ... ;1.07 .. 03. _ ....... :17 .• 75_ ..... J~.~ •. 71 
_. ''''- -.... - ....... -- "'- '''0~90'''''' - .. ·o.6f .... - ...... l~Ori· .. - ...... -"0:24 0.08 ...... ·-Ci':il-" 0.07 0.07 0.111 . 0.06 
IB~.' ZJC;687 
, : .. ' 
...................... HARMOHIC ... AHAl YSIS.OF .. F LA TWISE . STRESSES ... 
N X tEN AO 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
., ...... _.~ ....... _.0. 
1 0.0576 552. -274. 123~ 171. -312. -16. -65. -32. -26.. -12. -26. 
-438. -257. -823. -267. -25. -42. 48. 13. 2. 10. 
516. 285. 840; 411. 30. 77. 57. 29. 12. 28 • 
....... __ ........ _ ......... _ ...... _ ..... _. __ .. _ .. 212.0 ..... _ .... 154.4. __ ..... 168.2._ ..... _229. .• 5_ ....... __ 212.7 __ ...... _._ .. 237.3 ....... _ ...... ".33.5 .... __ ..... -63.8 _ ...... :-81.5 ........ ___ .".68.5 ..... __ ........ . 
0.614 0.339 1.000 0.489 0.036 0.092 0.068 0.035 0.014 0.033 
2 . 0.0972 2102. -535. 
... ... _ ......... _ ......... _ .. __ ........ _ .... :::469 ........ 









4 0.2167 4288. -1084. 
104 • 
..... __ ........ -... _ ....... __ ........ __ ...... __ ....... 1089. 







.. ..... __ ........ __ ........ _ ... -..... 0 • 635 



















............ ..... .. .. " ........ . 00' 
-....J 1. 000 
-391- 10. -352. 

























-23. -61- -31. 















236.3 ... _ ... -:.39.0. 
0.049 0.037 
-26. 







..... :~·82 .• 5 ... _ 
0.019 
-12. 



















-1692. -359. -402. -55. -55. -32. -32. -13. -26. 
-1477 •. _ ....... _-:?9.6 •... _ ...... __ -:.304. . 15 .......... __ ........ ,.16 •...... _ ........ __ 47 .•. __ ........ _ ...... 9. __ .......... _ ...... :-1 ........................... 2 ........ _ ............ _ .. 
2246. 534. 504. 57. 57. 57. 34. 13. 26. 
228.9 222.2 232.9 -75.0 253.4 -34.9 -74.2 264.6 -86.3 

























































































._ .......... ::-20.0._ ...... _ ... 267..8. 
0.012 0.007 
-3. -13. 

























10. 17 • 
..... 235.4 .................. 248.8 ..................... . 
0.004 0.006 
-3. -4. 











. ......... -............ 3, ... . ........ 
20. 4. 8. 4. 5. 
79.7 '204.4 77.0 -27.1 73.8 
0.006 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.001 
12. 18. 12. 3. 5. 
-3. -21. .. . '-. 3. 3. 
12. 28. 12. 4. 6. 
103.4 139.7 81.6 42.2 61.9 
...... 





....... .. ............ -- .............................. ~~ ........ " ............ -............. 
10 0.7727 -3936. -144. 988. -143. 84. -8. -4. 16. 3. 10. 3. 
2457. -716. -101. 101. ~14. -15. -17. -9. 
-1. 3. 
2461. 1220. 176. 132. 16. 16. 23. 9. 10. 4. 
...... _ "7.3.4 _ .. 125 .. 9_. _ . _234.7 ...... .. 39.8 .. ..... 208.8 ... ~ .. 194.4 _.0 . 137.1 ...... ___ .159.7 ..... ..... 94 •. 4 ..... .43.5 
1.000 0.496 0.071 0.054 0.006 0.006 0.010 0.004 0.004 0.002 
11 0.8144 -3168. 120. 923. -88. 50.-8. -7. 13. 1. 9. 2. 
__ ...... ~ _ ....... ____ ...... __ .. __ .... _ .. _.1741 ........ _ .... :::599 ..... _ ........ _.::64 ... _ ..... __ .. Z4._ ...... ___ .... ~.9 .• _ ....... _ .. ::'.16 ._ ..... _ ... _.~13 •.... __ ....... _.~.8 •. ____ ..... ___ .. "'1.~ ... _ ..... __ ......... 3 .•..... ___ ...... __ 
1745. 1100. 109. 89. 12. 17. 19. 8. 9. 4. 
4.0 123.0 233.7 33.8 222.6 204.5 134.8 171.3 95.1 27.8 
1.000 0.630 0.062 0.051 0.007 0.010 0.011 0.005 0.005 0.002 
... "','. . .... , ... -
12 0.8617 -2071. 338. 735. -42. 13. -7. -7. 8. O. 6. 1. 
958. -438. 3. 42. -4. -12. -7. . -6. O. 3. 
1016. 855. 42. 44. 8. 14. 11. 6. 6. 3 . 
. _ .............. _ ......... __ ........ __ ....... __ ....... __ .J9 .•. 4 ......... _.120 .•. 8 ........ __ ..... "7.86 • 2 .... __ ._ ....... 17.4.~ .......... 236 .• 0 ___ .......... 20.9 •. 3._ ........ __ ... 131.1 ....... __ ..... 176~.8 .... _ .... __ 86.9._ ........ __ ._10.8 _ ...... _ .......... _ 
1.000 0.842 0.042 0.043 0.008 0.013 0.011 0.006' 0.006 0.003 
13 0.9205 -688. 319 .. 361. -13. -12. -1. -2. 2. 1. 1. O. 
257. 
_ .. :-215, ..... 56. 
.. 
7 .•. _ _ .. 
. -.-
_:::3. __ 
...... ~.3. ...... 
-.' . .. :-2 ..•.. .~.- ... _ . _-::.2 •... _ ...... ._- .. 1. __ . ....... . ... :-0 •. . ... - ~ .... .... -410. 420. 58. 14. 3. 4. 2. 3. 2. O. 
51.1 120.7 -12.6 -60.9 190.2 211.3 133.7 151.9 39.2 104.8 
0.975 1.000 0.137 0.034 0.008 0.009 0.006 0.006 0.004 0.000 
i4-·0·:·963·C·--······:io4·:··--.. ·······6if:--····· .. _-·· 69·.·_········ __ ····:::"3:-·_······_ .. ······:;.·4 .-........ -. __ ....................... _ ........... __ .......... _ ......... _ .......... _-_ ........ __ ....... _ ........ _ ........... _ ........... __ .................... __ .......... _. 
o. -0. -0. O. O. -0. 
33. -41. 13. O. -1. -0. -0. -1. O. 
73. 81. '13. 4. 1. O. O. 1. O. 
62.8 121.0 -11.8 -84.3 
...... --.- ...... "0".901 1'.OOC)' --'''0.160 "0.0'46 171..9 21.1.4 2.06 .• 7 ...... 148.1.. .... - ....... 20.2. ..... -~ .. 0.009 0.005 0.002 0.009 0.005 
15 0.9877 -9. 6. 7. -0. -0. O. -0. 
-0. O. O. 
3, ................... :-4 .................... 1. 0 .............. _ ........ -0 .......... _ ............ -0. ............ "'.::0 ...... _ ................. :::.0 ............... _ ......... 0 •.......... 
7. 8. 1. O. O. O. O. O. O. 
65.3 120.3 -12.9 -84.5 171.0 210.8 242.5 151.1 24.1 
0.857 1.000 0.149 0.046 0.008 0.005 0.003 0.011 0.006 
PUSH-ROD LOAD 
__ ............ _ ............ _ ........... _ ... ~., .. O. 0.0 .......... -- .. _ ....... 0.0 0.0 O,() ----.......•... ~.- .. 0.0 " ..........•. ~ ....... 0.0 . .......• _ •........... 0.0 0,.0 0.0 ~ ..... . .. -
.0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 .~.O O~.o ...... 
- .. 
___ 0' .. 9 .. .9..,0 __ 
...... 
-


















.... L..QA!:l.E.!Lo.~I~-'~.E.!.<.o.Jg.g.tU!.~.~L:? .... ~.ti .. S..y~RO.lJ.T.~.1:I~ .... PAIA;rH ... _._ ....... _ .......... _ ......... __ ........ __ ........... _ .......... _ .......... _._ ...................... _ ............ _ ....................... _ ............. _ ............. _ ................... _ ........... _ ........ . 
*********************************************************************************************************************************** 
ToAili'CARif INPUt· 
COLUMN 2 4 6 19 31 43 55 67 
** * * * * * 
··········_········_···· __ ···_-···_·i .. ·······:ji_······--· .. ··· __ · ····_-·· .. ··· .. _·······.· __ ·········_-.... · .. ·if·· ....... __ ......... _ .. jf .. _ ........... _-_ ........  ._ ......... _ ............. _ ........... __ ............ _ ......... - ........................................ -.-......... -_ ........  
1 4 0.15000+02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 
1 .23 0.90000+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 
....... 5 24 .... 0.16890+00 ... 0 .. 37500+00 ..... 0.52500+00 .. 0.65000+00 0.75000+00 0 
4 29 0.85000+00 0.92500+00 0.96500+00 0.99000+00 0.0 0 
1 86 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 
1 88 0.10000+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 t . 
.-'" , . '? '. : r/' 
.. ~ ~:~"'.~:;~~~~:~~ "~:~ocioD~'oi ..... ~:~ .. , ~:~. ... ~:~ .m· .~. ··<~~:·~€ .. ~··\)~~A . I 
1 200 0.15000+02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 
2 202 0.50000-02 0.50000-02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 
.......... _._ ........ _ ............. _ ........... _ .......... 1. 206 .0.10000.+.01 ...... 0.0 ..................... _ 0 .0 .. _ ............. _ ... .11. 0 .......................... 0 • 0 ...... __ ........... ...:. ......... 0 ......................................................... 0._..... .. .... ..... _ .................... . 
1 221 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 
1 223 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 
2 363 0.95000+00 0.30000+02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 
................ _ ....... _ ... ,,_ ....... ...:::;1. ..... 99 ... :-0 .• 10000.+01 ..... 0.0 ................. 0 .•. 0 ............... 0.0 ...... _ ........ 0.0..... .. ... Q .. .. 
*********************************************************************************************************************************** 
DATA WILL .. BE ... REAO .. FROM ... UNIT ......... 16 ..................................................... __ ..................... . ......................................................................................... _ ............. . 








......... UTRC PRESCRIBED .WAKE ROTOR. .. INFLOI-!. ANALYSIS ............... __ ......... _ ....... _ .............. .. 
( SINGLE ROTOR VERSION ) 
UNIlED TECHllOLOGIES RESEARCH CENTER 
EAST HARlFORD, C0I1NECTICUT 
.. 0.,,_ ...... _~. . ... '" 1.980 ... UPDATED .VERSION.. . ..... . 
CHIEF AEROHECHANICS ANTON J. LANDGREBE EXT. 7358 
RESEARCH ENGINEER T. ALAN EGOLF EXT. 7188 
THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES THE INDUCED EFFECT ON THE ROTOR BLADES OF A 
PRESCRIBED ROTOR WAKE. THE INPUT FLIGHT CONDITION, BLADE MOTION, CONTROL 
PARAMElERS, ... AND .... A . WAKE. AXIAL. VELOCITY. ARE USED. IN. THE. PROGRAM TO .. DEFINE ....... _ ... "' __ ...... _ ...... __ ... ~ ......... _ ....... _ ........ __ '" 
THE WAKE GEOMETRY AND CIRCULATION STRENGHTS. HOWEVER THE WAKE GEOHETRY 
CAN BE INPUT. THE FINAL OUTPUT OF THE PROGRAM IS THE ROTOR INDUCED 
VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION IN FORMS COMPATIBLE WIlH INPUT REQUIREMENTS OF 
COMHONLY .... USED ... BLADE ... RESF.'ONSE. ... F.'ROGRAHS .•......... ___ ........... _ ........... _ .......... _ .......................... __ ........... _ ........... _~ ............ _ ........................... _ ........... _ ............ _ ......... __ ........ _ ..... _ ........ _._ ....... ____ ............. ~ ....................... . 
CONVENTIONAL NASA SIGN CONVENTIONS ARE USED (REFERENCE-GESSOI-! AND MEYERS) 
EXCEPT FOR THE INDUCED VELOCITY WHICH IS DEFINED AS POSITIVE UPFLOW. 
. .... ...... ~..... .~...... ...... ...... ...... -'- '. ...... ..~. ...... •..... . -... ...... ...... ,._--
THE TIP PATH PLANE AXIS SYSTEM IS USED IN THE ANALYSIS. HOWEVER, 
TRANSFORMATION EQUATIONS ARE INCLUDE IN THE PROGRAM FOR SHAFT AXIS 
INPUT VALUES • 
•••••• - ••••••••• --••••• --••••••••••••• - ••••••• --~ ••••••••••• ~ ••••••••• ~~.y ••••••• -.... • _ ••••••••••• __ •••••••••••• --- ••••••••• ---•••••••••• -.~ •••••••••••• - ••• - ....... --~ •••••••••• --•••••••••• ~ ••••••••••• --•••••••• --••••••••• - •• - ••••••••• --•• __ •• _..:_ •••••••• _ •••••••• ----•••••••• _ ................. _ •••••••••••• _ •••••••• - •• __ •• 
*** INPUT *** 
LOC NAME BRIEF DESCRIPTION,(UNITS) VALUE 
--- ............. - ..... ~ ... ~ ...... -~... . ..... _. ... ..... ..... .. .. . 
1 V FORWARD FLIGHT VELOCITY,(KNTS) 120.00000 
2 OMGR ROTOR TIP SPEED,(FPS) 675.00000 
3 SOUND SPEED OF SOUND,(FPS) 1112.00000 
..... ~. ___ (lP.SI_ ....... AZIMUTHAL.INCREMEHT, (DEGREES) ... _ ........... _ ......... _........ 15.00000. _ ...... __ ................ __ ........... _ ........ _ ............. _ ......... _ ......... __ .......... _ .......... _ ........... __ ........... _ ........................... . (MINIMUM = 15 DEGREES) 
5 R ROTOR RADIUS,(FEET) 
6 B NUMBER OF BLADES,(NDH) 
7 .... C .B.LADE E.LEMEH.I. CHORD, (fEET) 
0.97435 1.30000 1.30000 
1.29398 1.28271 1.18289 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
, , .......... ~-- ............ ~~.......... ........ .......... . ..... .. 







23 STNS NUMBER OF BLADE ELEMENT STATIONS FOR INFLOW 
SOLUTION, (NOH) (MAXIMUtt = lSI 
24 RS BLADE ELEMEHT RADIAL STATI0I1S/R, (NON) 
0:16'894" .... ii·~3750ii········ 0.52500" ... 0.65000' -- 0.75000 
0.85000 0.92500 0.96500 0.99000 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
39 ··SINEW···· ... NuiiBER'OF -BLADE" ELEHENTST AT I mi!5" FOR 
INTERPOLATIOU OF INFLOW SOLUTION,( NON) 
40 RSNEW BLADE ELEMENT RADIAL STATIO!lS/R FOR 
INTERPOLATION OF INF LOW SOLUTION,( liON I 
0.05758" 0.09716 0.15019 0.21667"0.30000 
0.40000 0.50000 0.60000 0.70000 0.77273 
0.81439 0.86174 0.92045 0.96307 0.98769 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
22.00000 
4.00000 




O:o···o.if·····-_···· 0.0 ................. 0 ~ci 0.0················ .' ........... .......... - ....... ,.............................................. ..... ............. ............. -
65 VIMOM MOHENTUM INDUCEO VELOCITY, POSITIVE UPFLOW, 13M Z30f>87 
~ 
(FPS) ............................................................................................. ,,4.61000 .............. : ................................... ". 
66 ALPHAS ROTOR SHAFT ANGLE. REFERENCED TO V 
POSITIVE NOSE UP .(DEGREES) -5.93280 
67 THET75 COLLECTIVE PITCH AT 75X RADIUS.(DEGREES) 8.54000 
.68 ...... THETAl .. BLADE .. LINEAR .. TWISr.POSITIVE. WHEN .TIP .. GREATER _ ............. . 
THAN THE ROOT.(DEGREES) 0.0 
69 DTHETA NON-LINEAR BLAOE ELEMENT TWIST.(DEGREES) 
2.78580 3.62500 2.25000 .1.00000 0.00021 




0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
84 AISP FIRST COSINE HARMONIC OF CYCLIC PITCH 
........ _ ...... NEG .... FOURIER. SERIES • .!DEGREES) .................. .. 
85 BISP FIRST SINE HARMONIC OF CYCLIC PITCH 
NEG. FOURIER SERIES.(DEGREES) 
86 DELPSI BLADE PHASE ANGLE FROM ZERO PSI. POSITIVE 
,,2~50000 ..... 
5.86900 
........ _ .... UL OIRECnOtLOf ... ROTATION. (0 EGR.E.ES L ....... _ ......... _ ......... o. 0 ................. _ ................. __ ........... _ ........... _ ........ _ ........... _ ......... __ ....... _ ........ _ ........ _ .............. _ ....... _ ......... . 
87 DELTA BLADE LAG ANGLE.(OEGREES) 6.83960 
88 XLINK INTERNAL LINKAGE CONTROL WITH G-400 1.00000 
o = NO LINKAGE 
} = WI.TH J..INKAGE.. .._ ...... _.... ....... ...... ..... ..._ ...... _. ..... ...... ...... . ...... _.. ...... _ ..... _.. ...... .. ...... _ 
89 GWKOP CONTROLS INPUT OF GWC WHEN LOC.(186)=2. 
0.1=00 NOT USE. 2=INTERtlAUNEWI, 3=CAROS(NEW) 0.0 
90 CTCOEF CT FOR GENERALIZED WAKE COEF. DEFItlI.TION 
........... _IF. .. ZER() ...... Cr ... IS ... O.EF..INEO. F.ROI1 ... V.IMOH., MU. EIc .............. _ ..... O •. Q ............. - .......... _-........... _ ......................... _ ............ _ .......... -............ _-.......... - .......... - ............ - ........ - .......................... -.............. . 
92 YOIST Y OISTORTIONS.O=NO.l=YES . 0.0 
100 PLTCON OPTION FOR CONTOUR PLOTS, O=YES. l=NO' --O~O 
163 AFMAX NUMBER OF BLADE FLAPPING HARMONICS 
164 AO 
165 AFL 
_.MAXIt)Ut1.'pF .. 10, (NON) ..... '" ..... 
BLADE CONItlG ANGLE, (DEGREES) 
COSINE HARMONIC COEFFICIENT OF FLAPPING -
MAXIMUM OF 10-NEGATIVE FOURIER SERIES 
6,00000 
3.51460 




0.42274 0.01732 -0.00340 -0.00087 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SINE HARMOtUC. COEI:JICIENT 01= FLAPPItlG 
MAXIMUM OF 10-NEGATIVE FOURIER SERIES 
(DEGREES) 
-0.00663 0.10176 0.02374 -0.00054 
-0.00029 ............... 0.0 0.0 .... _ ...... 
0.00449 
0.0 









NUMBER OF HARMONICS OF ItlDUCED VELOCI.TY 
FOR PRINTOUT AND PUNCH - NOT GREATER· THAN 
180/DPSI. (NON) 12.00000 TYFEOF WAKE, Itiotlf ...... _ .............. _...... .... .... .. .... . 
I=CLASSICAL UtlDISTORTED WAKE 
2=GENERALIZED WAKE 
3=PRESCRIBED TIP VORTEX COORDINATES 
4=WAKE COORDiNATES FROM TAPE .. 0.0 
TAPE FILE tlUM3ER FOR WAKE GEOMETRY LOCATION 
ON TAPE,(NDtIl 1=1 IF TYI-lAKE=1.2,3) 0.0 
WAKE TIME STEP TO START USWG WAf:E GEOMETRY 
FROM TAPE,O;Dtll (USE OtlLY IF nWAKE=4) .. 0.0 
tlUllBER OF WAKE REVOLUTIOtlS,(Notll 3.00000 
(FUI~CTION OF ADVANCE RATIO) 
tlUtlBER OF FILAtIENTS III ROLLED UP 
TIPFILAtiEtiT.INDtnfO;l FOR NO ROLLuPI ...... ·4:00000 
OPTION ItlDICATOR FOR ANHEDRAL TIP 
O=NO,l=LINEAR DROOP,2=ItlPUT COORD. - ZAtlDTP 0.0 IlH .... 1 Z30687 
• 
192 ... DROOp .. _._ LINEAR ... DROOP .. .ANGLE FOR .. ANHEDRAL ... TIP ... ~ .............. . 
POSITIVE DROOP DOWN,(DEGREES) 0.0 
~ 193 RBEND RADIAL POSITION OF BEGINNING OF DROOp/R 
~ .... . ....... ~U~~A~~~~S V~~u~H~ug~o6~~b ~~g~~o~~~ N~~ t~~.~ .. THA~O. 0 ... . 
194 RATIOV RATIO OF DESIRED TIP INFLOW TO INFLOW 
OF WAKE - IF ZERO INPUT,SET = 1.0,(NDN) 
195 ZANDTP AXIAL COORDINATES OF DROOP STATIONS/R,(NDN) 
1.00000 
.......... _ ........ __ ._ ........ __ .. MAX.IMUM .. 0I=. ... 5 •.. USED .... ILAtlOTIP. ... " ... 2 ......... __ ...... __ ...... __ ........ _ ........ __ ._ ..... · ___ ....... __ ........ ·· __ .... _· __ ...... ·0 __ ........ __ •••••.• __ ., ••••.••• __ •.••..• _ •••.•••• __ ••.•••.•• ___ ••••••• _ .......... _ .•••••••••••.• 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
200 TRUNC AZIMUTH INCREMENT FROM BLADE FOR TIP 
VORTEX ROlLUp,(DEGREES),O=NO ROLLUp 
.......... _" ...... ( TRUNC/OP.SI".NUST .. BE .. AN _INTEGER) . ___ .... . 
201 TRUNCI WBOARD WAKE TRUNCATION ANGLE'( DEGREES) 
15.00000 
O=NO TRUNCATION 0.0. 
202 RCORE TIP VORTEX FILAMENT CORE RADIUS/R,(NDN) 0.00500 
203 ..... RCOREI..... .. lNBOARD .. WAKE .. CORE ... RADIUS/R;( NDH) .. __ ........... _ ........ __ ......... O.O 0500 ....... ___ ....................... _ ........... _ ........... __ .......... _ .......... _ ............. _ ........... _ ......... __ ...... _ .......... _._ ........ _ ..................... _ 
204 DEl3 PITCH-FLAP COUpLING,(NDN) 0.31177 
205 TOl MATRIX SOLUTION TOLERANCE,(NDN) 
DEFAULT VALUE OF .0005 0.0 
206 .... J.IlQPL .. NON-:INDUC~.DAXIALVELOCIJY (WI). OpTION ....... _ ...... _ ...... . 
O=INTERNAl PROGRAM CALCULATIONS 
I=CARDS/FILE INPUT FROM ANOTHER PROGRAM 
207 WOpT LINEARIZED AERODYNAtlICS INPUT OpTION,(NDN) 
1. 00000 
208····0PTPO·· .. -g·~~~~~H2ScOE·F··;-(··Gc·i-.. ·PRINT opTloN;iHDN·j .. ···········_··· 9.,0 
O=NO PRINT,l=PRINT GC 
209 PRINT MATRIX SOLUTION PRINT OPTION,(NDNI 
O=NO PRINT 
.-~ ...... "_' ...... l=PRIUTS COeF + SOLUTION FOR EACH' ITERATION 
2=PRINTS SOLUTIOIlS OIlLY FOR EACH ITERATION 
210 PUNCH WON), O=NO PUNCH,I=PUHCH HARf101HCS ONLY 
...... _ ...................... 2=PUNCHVE LOCIIIES.ONL Y, 3=PUNCH BOTH. _ ................. . 
(MWUS INDICATES ONLY AXIAL COMPONENTl 
211 CPOPT WAKE COORDINATES PRINT OPTION, (NON) 
O=NO PRINT 
...... __ ...... I=ALL . !-lAKE. C()ORDUIATE? ............. __ ....... _ ... . 
2=TIP FILAMENT COORDINATES ONLY 
212 CROpT PRINT OPTION FOR WAKE-ELEMENT POINT 




....•. ......,.- ...•.. .~... . .... ~ ...... ~- ...... _ ... . 
0.0 
.0=NO.PRINT.,1=PR.INT .............. . . ... O.!) 
213 CPUNCH PUNCHES CIRCULATIONS FOR FS06 -
A DISTORTING WAKE PROGRAM WDN) O=NO,I=YES 
(NO PUNCHED OUTPUT IF LOC. 224=1) 
217. .... 0PVIBC OPTION TO USE INPUT AXIAL VELOCITIES WON) 
o=tm, I=YES (USE ALL 3 COMPONENTS)," '. 
2=YES (USE AXIAL COMPONENT ONLY) 
218 SKEWFO OPTION FOR SKEW FLOW,O=NO,I=YES(NO STALL) 
2=YES(WITH STALL) 
219 VIROTR OpTIm~ TO ItlCLUDE RADIAL ANDIOR TANGENTIAL 
INOUCED VELOCITIES IN SOLUTION (LOC. 293=1.0) 
0=NO,I=YES(BOTH),Z=YES(RAD),3=YES(TANG) 
:::::0 OpLINK OPTION HOT PRESEttTLY USED 
::21'DEBUGp . ItHERMEDIATE PRINT OPTION, i ~:Dtjf 
USED FOR DEBUGGIHG,O=NO,I=YES 
222 OPCORE VORTEX CORE OPTION, (HDtll 
O=SOLID BODY ROTATION, I=TRUtlCATION 
2:::3" GRpLNK OPTHiN FORGRP[ItIK;(NDttj .. . ..... 
(HOT PRESENTLY USED) 













O=NO, ... 1=.YES .. JFPOPLOR .. MODE1 .............. _ ............. . .. ...... 0.0 ......... _ ............ _ ............. _ .......... . 
. 225 TAl LVI OPTION FOR TAIL INDUCED VELOCITIES 
O=NO ,1=YES (ALSO PUNCHES OUT VI'S) 0.0 
226 FPHARM OPTIOt~ FOR FIELD POINT HARMONICS 
O=NO, ... 1=YES , .. 2=PUNCH .......~_ ...... ._.: ...... . .. .... _ .... 0.0 ....... _ 
227 HARtlOp OPTION FOR HARMONIC ANALYSIS OF 
INDUCED VELOCITIES BASED ON HPSI,(NDN) 
O=NO, 1=YES 0.0 




(5 DEGREES MINIMUM) 0.0 
293 SOLVE OPTION FOR SOLUTION TYPE,(NDN) 
0=LINEAR.1=NONLINEAR 
2.94 ... GCSAVE ...... OP..TION TO. SAVE ... GEOtlETRIC .. COEf'F. .•. OfON) _ ........... . 
INOT USED FOR THIS VERSION OF F-389) 
0.0 
0=00 NOT SAVE.1=SAVE,2=READ FROM PREVIOUS CYC 0.0 
295 RELAXF RELAXATION FACTOR USED IN NONLINEAR SOLUTIONS 
•. .......... ....... __ ... I F. SO LVE::;.l.J.D E fAULT:: ..• Z; If ... SO.L VE.::.O., 0 EF.AU LT.=..1 __ ....... _ ... 1.0 0 0 0 0 ........ _ ......... _ ....... ___ ......... __ .......... _ ......... _ ............. _.: ..... ___ ._ ..... _ .......... _ ........ _ ......... _._ ......... _ .. : ................... . 
296 XGAMAX FRACTION OF ALPHA MAX FOR NONLINEAR 
SOLUTION(SOLVE=l),DEFAULT =1.0 1.00000 
297 AUTORF OPTION FOR AUTO RELAXATION FACTOR,O=YES,l=NO 0.0 
363 ...... RSW.EP..I .. R.ADIAL .. PO?nIO~{R .!./HI;.RE .?~EEP .. BEG.IN? ... (NDNL ....... _ ............ _ ... _. _ .............. _ ...... _ ................. _ ..... _ ...... _ ...... _ ........................ _ ... __ ........ . 
O=NO SWEEP 0.95000 
364 ASWEPT SWEEP ANGLE, +AFT (DEG) 30.00000 
365 OPTHET OPTION FOR VARIABLE BLADE PITCH (NON) 
.......... _9.::1'10 ,],::)'I;S •. (.NEGA I.I.YE ... HARtlON.I.!= ... f.ORM.I_ ............ _ ............ _ .. o ..•. o ............. _ .......... _ .......... _ ........ _ ........... _ .............. _ ........................................ _ ........... _ ............ _ .................................................. . 
366 THICK THICKNESS DISTRIBUTION. NON 
0.16894 0.37500 0.52500 0.65000 
0.85000 0.92500 0.96500 0.98769 
o . 0 . 0 ..•. 0 ._". ...... • ..... 0 .• 0 .... __ .. .... 0 .•. 0. 
381 UNSTED UNSTEADY AERO OpTION,(NON) 
(NOT PRESENTLY USED) 
0.75000 
0.0 
0 .• 0 
0.0 
382 SAVGAM OPTION TO SAVE CIRC. FOR NEXT ITERATION 
-: 1=SAVE,2=READ & SAVE.3=READ FROM GRP & SAVE .................. _ ...................... -._ .......... _._ ......... __ ....... - ........................ -.................................................. - ........ . 
0.0 
385 COURSE OPTION FOR COURSE WAKE GRID 
O=NO. X=NUNBER OF DPSI AWAY FROM BLADE 
400 CA.SEtlt:l .. C.ASE NUMBER .. ,J NON L. .... ..... ......_ ............. _. 
99 ENO OF CASE CONTROL'! NON) 
-l=NO MORE CASES FOLLOW 




* THIS ... YECJCR. ISItlTER.POLA.HOFROM.G".D.O. AI:RFOI:.k.DATA ....... " ....... _ ......... _ ........... _ .................... _ ..... , .............. "........ . .......................................................................... . 
LINEARIZED AIRFOIL DATA WILL BE READ FROM UNIT 23 
LINEARIZED AIRFOIL DATA READ FROM UNIT 23 
... ,., ...... ,._ ........ ~ ...... ~ ...... - ....... ~. ....... ~..... - - ...... ...... ...... _._. ....... ....... """'-- ...... ._.. .. ... 
.... ..' LIFi"CURVE"SU)PE" ..... '" ...... ... .... .... "' .......... -. STALL ANGLE ANGLE OF ZERO LIFT 
10.0000 10.0000 10.0000 10.0000 0.0 10.0000 10.0000 10.0000 10.0000 0.0 10.0000 10.0000 10.0000 10.0000 O~O 
0.2273 0.4545 0.8143 0.8144 0.0 0.2273 0.4545 0.8143 0.8144 0.0 0.2273 0.4545 0.6143 0.8144 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ..... 0., a 0.0.0.0 . 0,0 
6.0590 6.7609 6~76r:i9"" 6.5151 0.0 15.4280 li.695011~695ciio:2790 0.0 -1.2151 -1.2712 -1.2712 -0.3617 0.0 
0.3000 0.4000 0.4000 0.4000 0.0 0.3000 0.4000 0.4000 0.4000 0.0 0.3000 0.4000 0.4000 0.4000 0.0 
6.3169 7.1142 7.1142 7.0187 0.0 14.7620 9.0134 9.0134 9.4612 0.0 -1.2018 -1.3758 -1.3758 -0.3347 0.0 
0.4000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.0 0.4000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.0 0,4000 .. 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.0 
6.703~ 
... 
7.2922 7.2922 7:4786 
..... 
0.0 9.6752 7.4143' 7.4143 .. 7 :9919 0.0 -1.1795 -1.3071 -1.3071 -0.4355 
. ... 
0.0 
0.5000 0.6000 0.6000 0.6000 0.0 0.5000 0.6000 0.6000 0.6000 0.0 0.5000 0.6000 0.6COO 0.6000 0.0 
7.:::193 9.0241 9.0241 8.1946 0.0 6.3651 5.9206 5.9206 7.0976 0.0 -1.1746 -0.8730 -0.e730 -0.5236 0.0 
0.6000 0.7000 0.7000 0.7000 0.0 0.6000 0.7000 0.70CO 0.7000 0.0 0.6000 0.7000 0.7000 0.7000 (l.0 
.. 
'8.1217 10~600r:i 1t.6bbo 9~66S7 o • r:i .. ·--·· .. · .... -~·3. 82 72 ...... ··_·· ........ ·.:..1.1111.:..1.0811 -l.ea11 -0.4444 ... - ,. ............. _ ............ 4.2162 4.2162 5.6593 0.0 0.0 
0.7000 0.7500 0.7500 0.7500 0.0 0.7000 0 .. 7500 0.7500 0.7500 0.0 0.7000 0.7500 0.i500 0.7500 0.0 
9.1820 12.6390 12.6390 11.8170 0.0 3.9344 3.2133 3.2133 4.1909 0.0 -1.1200 -1.0933 -1.0933 -0.3182 0.0 IBM Z30587 
I 
I 
0.7500 0.8000 .0.8000. 0 •. 8000 ..... 0.0 .......... _ .. _ ........ 0 •. 7500 ..... 0.8000. 0.8000 ...... 0.8000. 0.0 .... 0.7500 0.8000 . 0.8000 0.8000 0.0 . 
8.7734 8.5944 8.5944 8.5944 0.0 3.7633 5.3333 5.3333 5.3333 0.0 
~ 0.8000 0.8500 0.8500 0.8500 0.0 0.8000 0.8500 0.8500 0.8500 0.0 ~ 7.8304 7.4485 7.4485 7.4485 0.0 4.1220 .6.7692 6.7692 6.7692 0.0 
.. _ 0.9000 ..... 0.9000 ... 0 .. 9000 ..... 0 .. 9000 ..... 0.0 ........ _ ...... 0 •.. 9000 .. 0 .• 9000 ..... 0 •. 9000 .... 0.90000.0_ ..... . 
-1. 2000 -0.3333 -0.3333 -0.3333 0.0 
0.8000 0.8500 0.8500 0.8500 0.0 
-1.0000 0.2308 0.2308 0.2308 0.0 
0.9000 _ 0.9000 .... 0.9000 . . 0.9000 .0.0 .. 
7.2526 5.9206 5.9206 5.9206 0.0 5.2760 8.8387 8.8387 8.8387 0.0 0.2200 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 0.0 
0.9500 0.9500 0.9500 0.9500 0.0 0.9500 0.9500 0.9500 0.9500. 0.0 0.9500 0.9500 0.9500 0.9500 0.0 
7.2526 6.4458 6.4458 6.4458 0.0 5.2760 7.6000 7.6000 7.6000 0.0 0.2200 0.4000 0.4000 0.4000 0.0 
**** INTERMEDIATE OUTPUT **** 
ADVANCE ... R A JID. ... (.TpPJ ... := __ 0, 2 96 9 ...... ___ ......... _._ .......... _ ...... _ ... __ ........ _ ........... _ ........ _ ........... _ .......... __ ........... _ ....................... __ ....... _" ........ _ .......... _ ...... __ ..... ___ ....... _ ........ __ ....... _ .. __ ........ _ ........................ _ .. 
INFLOW RATIO (TPP) =-0.0505 
TIP PATH PLANE ANGLE OF ATTACK = -8.37 DEG. 
WAKE SKEW ANGLE = 9.65 DEG. 
BLADE STATIONS 1 2 3 4 5 6 . 7 8 9 
THETA 11.326 12.165 10.790 9.540 8.540 7.540 6.790 6.390 6.163 
THIS .. .IS .Ttl!:: .. LA~.L C""S!:: .... fOR .... T.HIS ... !?UN •............ __ ..........•............................................ _ ........................ _ ............. _ ........ __ ........... _ ......... ___ ....... __ .......... _ .......... __ ......... __ ....... __ ........ __ .......... _ ........ _ .......... __ ......... _ 
SUBROUTINE DISWAK HAS BEEN CALLED FOR WAKE INPUT FOR ROTOR POSITION 1 
TAPE OR DISK WILL BE REIo:OUND 
TAPE OR DISK HAS BEEN REIo:OUIID 
...... .. ~ ....................... . ....... _~ _ ••••• • •••• •••• • •• _.. •••••• ........_ ••••• _ •• _ .~_ •••••• ._ ••••••• _... , •• _ ••••••• ____ •••••• • ~r •••• _ •••••• ~... •••••• _ .... 
RUN NUMBER IDENTIFICATION FROM TAPE OR DISK WAKE COo.RDINATES COMPUTED IN CLASWK 
WAKE INPUT 
X .. Y.ZPIMENS~ONEIL ( 4.0,79)... ......... .... ....._ .................... " ....... .... _ .......... _ ..................... _ ...................... _ ...... __ ............. _ .......... _ ....... _ ........ _ .......... _ ......... _ .. 
po.INT t.:utIBERS Fo.R TIP FILAMENT OF BLADE 1 AT Ro.TOR Po.SITIo.N 1 1. TO. 73 
TAPE RUN NUIIBER FOR WAKE COORDINATESATES = 1 
TAPE FILE NUMBER FOR WAKE COORDINATES FOR TIME STEP = 0 
....... ....... ...... ".,. . .... ~ ~ ... . 
Co.ORDINATES WILL NOT BE PRINTED 
SUBROUTINE DISWAK HAS BEEN CALLED FOR WAKE INPUT FOR ROTOR POSITION 
SUBROUTINE DISWAK HAS BEEN CALLED FOR WAKE INPUT FOR Ro.TOR po.SITION 
SUBIWUTINE .. DISWAK ... HAS BEEN CALLED .Fo.~ . WAKE. IIlpUT..Fo.R .... Ro.TOR .. Po.SITI@ 
SUBROUTINE DISWAK HAS BEEN CALLED FOR WAKE IIlPUT FOR ROTOR pOSITIo.N 
SUBROUTINE DISWAK HAS BEEN CALLED Fo.R WAKE INPUT Fo.R ROTOR POSITION 






ifELATIVE' CHANGE1}i SUM' of' soi..liTlbf~ VECTORS = ... O.45026620.::0r"·················· ..... 
RELATIVE CHAtIGE IN SUM o.F So.LUTIo.N VECTo.RS = 0.84512070.-02 
. REi.ATlijEtHA~:GE III SUM OF soujTlcit:i VECTORS: '0.14352840-02" 
RELATIVE CHANGE IN SUM o.F SOLUTION VECTORS = 0.25188610-03 
n· •• ••••• CIRCULATIOt,is···HAVE··-tONVE·RGEO·· WITtf"-j(-·RELA:TIVE·"tHAN·Gt·· lif- sUi-r'oF THE 'soLUTio~:"'"VEtTCiR's 'oF "0. ()o"OzsZ'··· .. - ... _._" ... _ ..._ ..... " ...... " ............ - ............ ~ ........ ~ ...... . 
THE DESIRED VALUE ~AS 0.000500 




. ,BLADE CIRCULATION DISTRIBUTION (FSQ/SEC) 
. BLADE RADIAL STATION 
..... _ .... ' .. _. 1 .... __ ...... " .. 2 .~ .... "" '''''' .. 3 .... _. ... .. 4" .. _._ S...... 6. .. .. 7 ..... 
0.169 0.375 0.525 0.650' 0.750 0.850·· 0.925 
.. .. 8 ................ 9. 
0.965 .0.990 
.......... . ~ ....... _._ .... _0 .. , ... ____ 4.'t. .• 2451. __ .123.2497_'.1.94. 0.71.8_ ... 230 •. 7.740:.:.. ... 239 .•. 6939. ......... 225 .•. 9931 ......... 191 .•. 2283._14o. 2103_ .. Ul.S773 ........ _ ........ _ .......... _ .......... __ ....... _ 
I-' 
- .. U> 
111 
IS. 15.5606, 131:6114 '197.2009. 219.4569 .. 21S.9860 .·.·187.8091 :.155.1858 .' 109.2974 8S.8876 
30. -3.7190. 111;8841 ;.:16S.8876 162.3659',158.2'731' 12S.2471:.· 98.8343 .. 7 64.3037 48.3949 
45. 39.3556 117.8923" .. t116.0355 119.6328' 119.8086',' 87.6766',.65.8453 :: 42.2816" 31.1750 
...... -.~~.: .. _. =:-. -;~ ::~gj. ~. ~~ ~~j~~.-:. ;i~~ ::~~~ ..... gi: ~~~f'=':i~!: ~~~~~'l~~~! ::~~~ t;::·~~: ~i!t :~ ... :.::~: ~~j~'~': ... !~: j:~~ ...... ,..... ...... ...... ...... .... . ......... . 
. 90. 74: 7761 ·127.2489. J 150.6109 160. 2535, ,~."158. 3532 . <1l5.8~87.. 86.7864 j 82.7448. 73.4556 
·10S. . 59.4S96 . 155.31S31: 180.9774 191.2906.r.196.6668~.~132.2476. 143.1382' 117.2178. 89.6811 
............ __ ...... 120, ....... _ ..... ~. __ 4.9.."569.~ .. : .... 178 •. 7440':::_.213. 34.tl6 ... _ ... 232 .1525~:'.:.l96 SOO~.! .. :..l9S .2.77S: .. =.141.3850.'._107. 2952 .. " ..... 78 .5570 ........... _ .......... __ ........ _........ . .......... . 
;, 135. . .86.7803' 209 •. 7718·· 256.4178' 231..9712..'" ,267.1'570';; 187.]703 .. 129.4789 ". 97.0625 69.5858 
150. : 87~9584, 238.S218 263.0335 248.8556·:·.262~3031·>179.,8038 .124.7055 "'93.7790 66.7260 
·165. 103.0506 236.5025 253.0285 301;1082: 256:3482r~:181.6222:: 129.0358 ·99.1299 70.4590 
;t80 ,..... .. .... 102,.9722 242.3965 255.353;1 ...... 298,5878 ..... 256 :77.64 : .. ~.:190 ,.323~. · .. n9. 6775 .. 111.19.54 ...... ]9.6.075.. ...... ..... ...... ....... ......... ,_ ......... 
195. . 73.2733 224.4688 287.3982, 300;6039·267.1874'·~.204. 7245. 156.3199 '128.7824 93.0861 
::" ~!~: ~~:~~~~ .. i~~:~~~~ ~i~:~~~~' ~~!,:!;~~·~~;t:~~ci!. ,'~;~:r:r::'i~i:i~g:~~i:~·:~;:~ i~~':~::~ 
......... ~.~~~:~ ......... --=-·::·~~:!;~!-... ·!t~:~~· .. · .... ·i~t :~;~~ ........ ~~!.:~!~;~.~.~ ~r~: ~~ir:~~~:;: !~!~ .. -:~~::;i~~,,;·~ .. i~~: ~~~~ _ .. "'i ~~ :~~j; ........ ~ .. -......... -,-......... -........... -.................  
270. 73.9463 41.2845 115.0799 196.7118:> 250.9134.·. 252.3444'" 226.7420 '190.0339 147.8396 
28S. 73.4886 26:8911 97.5950' 155.2436:' 202.0676 c . 231.249~ 226.0510,,' 190.4634 152.5369· 
......... - :~~~: ~~:~~i~ !!)~~~ ~gr:~~~~ i~~:!j~t c !:~:~i~~':'~~!~~~~! : ..:. i~~:~~~~·:"i~~~!j~: .... i~~:~~~~ ............. -.. '- ...... -....... , ...  





*****BBBB ••••••••• A***** 
***BBBBBB8BBBB •••••.••••• AA*** 
***BBB+++++++BBBBBBBB .•....••. AAA*** 
.. **.6B++:++t+++t++B6BBBBBBBB6~ .•••• o.AAAA.* .. 
**.BB++++++++++++++++++BBBBBBBB ..••••• AAAA** 
**.BB++CCCCCCC++++++++++++++BBBBBBB •••••• :AAAA** 
**BB++CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC++++++BBBBBB •••••••• AAA** 
............... BLAOE CIRCULATION 
MIN < SYMBOL < MAX 
-40.6 < = < 31.1 
__ ....... __ ....... ___ ..... __ ~.'!.eB~.~.c.C,., ,., .. ,_,.,. '.,1 .. ' .. ',J.1.J CCCCCC+ ~ .. t..t..t.-.+BBB6eB ~." ..•..• v~ " ••••••• AAA~ ...... ,_ ...... __ ........ __ ....... _~ ........... __ ......... _ ................. _ ....... ~ __ ..... b ___ ........ _~ ....... --~ .... :-!~ ....... - ......... ~ ............ ~. 
**. B++CCC ••••••••••••••• CCCCCC+ ++++++BBBBBBB •••••• '. AAA** 
**BB++CC ••••••••••••••••• CCCCCC++++++BBBBBBBBBB .•••••• AA** 
**BB++CC ••• DDDO, •••••••••• CCCCC++++++BBBBBBBBBBBBB •.•••• AA** 
*..*.BB!'+CC •• DDDDDDDDDDOO.u •• CCCCCC+ ++ + +BEBBBBBBBBBBBBBB .••.•• 0.' A*.~ .. 
**BB++CC •• DD»>DDDDDDDO •••• CCCCC+++++BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB .•• A** 
**.B++CC.OD»»>DDDDDDOO •••• CCCCC++++BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB •• A** 
*.B++CC •• D»»>DDDDDDDDO •••• CCCC++++BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB+++++BBBBBB.A* 
31.1 < A < . 61.0 
61.0 < • < 91.0 
__ ..... _ .................... If. BB~CC'I 0 :>:>~>. >.>.DDOOODDO 1.> .. 1.> CCCC+.:'::':.",:BBBEBBBBBBBBBBB:+.:+. +.t:+.+ + ++BBBBB .A* ......... _ ......................... __ ......................... -_ ......... __ ......... _-......... _ ............. . 
**BB++C •• DO»»>DOO»0000 •••• CCCC++++B8888BBBBBBBBB+++++++++++++BBB.** 
*.B++CC.DD»»»»»»DOO ••• CCCC++++BBBBBBBBBBBBBB+++++++CCC++++++BB.* 
**BB+CC,.O»»»»»»>DOO,.,CCCC+++BBB •••• BBBBBBB++++++CCCCCCCC++++BB** 
*. Bi;+CC;, DO »»».>>.>.>>>;>.000 ••.. ,.cC+.+++BBB ....•• BBBBBB+ +++.+CCCCCCCCCCCC+.+±B.* ...... 
~~B+CC,.O>~»»>~»»»DOD •• CC+++BBBB ••••••• BBBB++++CCCCCCC •• ,.CCCCC++B* 
*.B++CC,DO»>EE»»»»>ODO.,C++BBBBB ••• AAA •. BBBB++++CCCCC •••• , •••• CCC+BB* 
*BB+CC.,O»>EEEE»»»»DO,.CC+BBB ••••• AAAA •• BBBBB+++CCC., •••••••••• CCC+B* 
..:..... ... 9.1 .• 0 .... < ... 8 <. ....... :1..20 .... 9 ...... .•... ..... • .......... . 
._.. . ..... _ ..... ~B+.+C;C;! D[)~.~EEEEE.>.»>..>.>.>.>DD .•• CC~B.., , .. ,:.,.,AAAAA, .•. , ..•. BBB+.+..+CC, H" 00000 .... 1.> CC+E;l* ............ _ ............ _ ....................................... ~ ........... _ ........... __ ........ _ .......... _ ........ __ .. -.,._ ............. . 
**B++C •• OD»EEEEE»»»>DDO.CC++B.A =AAAA •.• BB++CCC,."DODDDDO •• ,.CC+** 120.9 < + < 150.9 
*.B++C,.D»EEEEEE»»»DDO,.CC+BB ==AA .• BB++CCC •••• DOODDDOOO ••• C+B* 
*BB+CC •• D»EEEEEE»»»DDO •• C++B. ==AA •• BB+++CC, ••• ODDDDODDDD •• C+B* 
*BB+CC.DD»EEEEEE»»»>DD,CC++B =AA •. BB+++CC" •• DDDDDDODDD."C+* 
180::*6++(:C, ori'>~EEEEEE»»»>DO ,CC'+·:'B- AA •.• BBB++CCC ••• 00000000000, ,C~*":O· 
*B++CC,DD»EEEEEE»»»>D •• CC+BB AAA ••• BB++CCC",DDDDD»DDOD,.C+* 150.9 < C < 180.9 
*B++C"DD»EEEEEEE»»>DD •• C++B. ==AA .• BBB++CC,.DDDD»»>DDDD,C+* 
........ ........ :~::~ ::~~;;~~~~~~~~~;;;~~: ~~:~: 1~·~~~11!: : ~~:~~ ::G~~~;;;;;;;~~~ :~:: ....................... _ .......... _ .......................... _ .......... _ ....... -- ................................. _......... . ........... __ .. 
**++CC.DD»EEEEEEEEE»DD •• C+BB.A=== AAAAAAA ••• BB+CC"DDD»»»»>DD.C** 
*++CC,DD»EEEEEEEEE»DO.,C+BB.A====A •••• AAAAAAA •.. BB+CC"DDO»>EE»»DO,C* 180.9 < , < 210.8 
..... *B+CC, .• D»EEEEEEEE>>.?:DD. CC:+BB .•. A===AA .• , AAAAAA,A. , ..... BHCC" ODO.>>>>E?:>>>DQ, C* ...... _... . ..... _.... _._ ....... _ ........ _.. ...... ...... . .. .. 
*B+CC.,DD»EEEEEEE»DO •• CC+BB.AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA .•. BB++CC.,DDO»»»»>DD.+* 
*++C,.DD»EEEEEEE»DD"CC++B ••• AA.AAAAAAAAAAA ••• BB++CC"DDD»»»»DO,C* 
*B+CC.DO»>EEEEEE»>OD"C++BB ••••• AAAAAAAAAAA •• BB+++CC"DDO»»»»OO,C* 
...................... **+CC, .OO»EEEEEE>>>OD, .CC++BB •.• AAAAAA==AAA; •• BB++CCC •• 000»»»>00 ,C** 
*++C,.OO»>EEEEEE»DD •• CCC++BBB •• AAAAAAAAA ••• BBB++CC".DDO»»»DOO,C* 
**+CC •• DD»>EEEEEE»DO •• CCC++B6B •••• AAAA •••• BBB+++CC.,.DOO»»>DOO,C** 
*BCC.,DOO»EEEEEE»>OD,.CCC+++BBB ••••..••• BBB+++CCC",ODODDDDDDD.C+* 
*+CC,.OD»>EEEEEE»DDD"CCCC++BEBBBB .• BBB8B+++CCC, •• DDDODDDDDD,C+* 
.. **.t:CC ~'~Dlj';,'»EEEE»>'>ODD ;";",C"t"C+'++BBB8BBBBB++++CCC ~ .. ~ ~',DriDDDODD'D, ,c**"~ ...... " .......... _ ..
**CC,.,DD»»EE»»>DDDD",CCC+++++++++++++CCCC.,.DDDODDDDO,~C** 
**CC.,DDD»»EE»»»DDDD".CCCCC++++++CCCCCC, •• DDDODDDO",C** 
**CC •• DDO»»>E»»»DDDDD •• "CCCCCCCCCCCC"".,DDDDD,"CC** 
. **(:C. ;DOOO»>>>>>>>>>>OODDO"" ,.CCCCC" ;;,'., ,;;OD;; ;,C+** 
**CC,.,DDD»»»»»»>DDDDDDD""",~,.""""""C+** 









210.8 .. < .. 0 ... :<. ...... 240.8 
240.8 < > < 270.7 
270.7 < E < 301.1 
MIN =-.40550+02 MAX =0.3011D+03 
MEAN =0.15090+03 SIGMA =0.74BCD+0: 10M ZJ8 f.J07 
'j 
-
ROTOR INDUCED VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION - FT/SEC 
RADIAL COMPONENT 
BLADE RADIAL STATION 
........ ___ .... _ ...... _ ...... __ .... __ ...... 1_ ..... __ .......... 2._ .... __ ........ _~ ..... _._ .. _ ......... __ .4. .... __ ..................... 5 ... _ ........... _ ......... 6 ... _ ........ __ ......... 7._ ....... __ ..... : ...... 8 ....... _._ ................ 9 ................ _ .......... __ ......... _ ........ __ ......... . 
PSI 0.169 0.375 0.525 0.650 0.750 0.850 0.925 0.965 0.990 
................... __ .0 ..•.. __ ... __ .... 2.525 .. _ ...... 5 •. 976 ......... .4.183_ ...... 7 •. 243 ....... 10.071 .11.041.. ....... 11.028.. .. 9.833.... .9.898 ............ __ ............... . 
15. 8.869 7.375 8.477 11.541 11.608 11.210 9.978 8.506 8.5~6 
30. 8.846 7.136 11.844 11.242 9.462 7.239 6.146 4.979 4.962 
45. 8.761 11.441 8.848 6.197 2.904 0.546 -1.781 -3.434 -3.986 
_._ ......... _ ............. 60 ....... _ ........... _ ... ?..P6'L .... ___ .1.4.866 .... _ ...... 2 .40.0 .. _ ........ :-:-2 .456 .. _ ...... -5.013 .............. -:-9. .• 429 ....... _ .. :-:-13.630 ...... _ .. -::15. 099 .... _ ..... ,,-.15.174 ._ ....................... _ ........ _ .. _ ......... _ ......... . 
75. 2.397 1.507 -4.404 -8.528 -13.085 -19.275 -18.038 -19.440 -20.738 
90. 4.933 -1.353 -11.986 -14.287 -15.844 -16.209 -23.123 -28.453 -25.925 
105. 23.170 -9.718 -11.745 -22.247 -13.014 -24.280 -16.044 -9.247 -7.101 
120. -2.057 -10.282 .. ::-15.581 ........ -:11.670 .:-18 ... 620 ....... :::n.065 ._ ... ::.4.656 .... _ ...... -3.332 ..... -2 .•. 807 ....... _ .............. y ••••••••• _ ••• 
135. -6.178 -15.810 -17.510 -12.506 -20.670 -4.357 -2.234 -1.788 -1.570 
150. -8.697 -14.764 -9.108 -28.894 -6.703 -2.295 -1.416 -1.197 -1.068 
165. -13.802 -13.773 -11.714 -13.752 -3.340 -1.566 -1.055 -0.915 -0.816 
__ ....... __ ........... _.l?O. __ ..................... :::9, 7.l5._._ ..... :::11 ..•. 058 ........... :-:2.4.,.186 ......... _ .... -:6.,655 ...... _ .... ::.2. 319 ..... _ ....... :::.1. 244 .. _ ........ ::.0.864. __ .......... -0 .• ..7.45 ......... _":0 .647 ....... _ ............ _ .......... _ .................... . 
195. -8.561 -8.032 -24.723 -4.684 -1.939 -1.105 -0.764 -0.631 -0.510 
210. -7.346 -8.070 -18.360 -3.981 .-1.832 -1.070 -0.716 -0.544 -0.376 
225. -6.548 -8.347 -14.624 -4.192 -1.967 -1.138 -0.727 -0.507 -0.270 
_ ..... _ ...... __ . 240. -:7 .• 374. ..::-.6,786 ... _:-13.35.7 -5.070 .. -2 •. 439.. -1..373 -0.848 .:::0.582 .......... ..,0.254 ............. _ .... _ ...... __ ...... . 
255. -11.631 -4.420 -9.399 -7.261 -3.727 -2.005 -1.223 -0.908 -0.462 
270. -6.637 -1.822 -4.056 -7.916 -6.662 -3.960 -2.407 -1.853 -1.174 
285. -2.9~8 0.522 -0.175 -2.358 -5.369 -8.064 -6.680 -5.232 -3.705 
........... _ ........... 300..... -0.335 2.350 2 .. 403 1.467 0.252 -1.850 ............. ::-4.525 :-:-.7.040 ........... _.~7. .• 975 ...... y ................................................... . 
315. 3.858 3.424 4.049 3.790 3.912 3.800 3.068 1.491 0.770 
330. 5.591 0.691 4.797 4.851 5.664 6.950 7.617 6.803 6.753 






















BLADE RADIAL STATION 
...... 3. ..4.. . .. 5 
0.525 0.650 0.750 
.,9.380 -9.772 -9.584 
":"10.560 "'::13.201 
-12.495 
-9.127 -7.945 -5.359 
-2.137 2.205 5.294 
6.158 9.409 10.676 
...... 6 .. 7 ................. 8 ......... 9 
0.850 0.925 0.965 0.990 
-?286 _::8 .. 94.4 ..... :-7.283 -7.077 
-10.712 -9.492 -7.834 -7.924 
-2.331 -0.699 0.636 0.350 
7.694 9.351 10.545 10.605 
12.705 14.150 14.866 14.759 
..•.... . ... 
............ - ····75. 4:156 '5.044 "S:911 To: 750' 11.893 12.511 11. 737 11.872 11. 796 
90. 6.015 7.596 9.485 8.122 8.849 7.564 7.266 8.029 7.43:' 
105. 0.570 6.336 6.291 7.320 3.929 4.370 3.457 2.507 2.076 
120. 4.201 3.846 
... 
4.185 2.030 1.774 .1,766. 
.... 
1.020 0.938 0.770 
135. 2.953 3.115 0.800 0.195 ri:6in 0.430 0.385 0.410 0.332 
150. 1.472 -0.875 -0.867 -3.214 -0.424 0.037 0.114 0.171 0.lZ0 
165. -0.290 -3.854 -3.146 -3.~41 -0.589 -0.177 -0.061 0.025 -0.021 
....... 1-' 180. -2.742 -4.549 -8.519 -2.199 -0.791 -0.380 -0.226 -0.107 -0.165 195:····- .. '::4 ~57i ······.::4. 894·····::i4. 030 :"2:354 .... -1:087 . '::0.599 :"0.40i \0 -0.255 -0.343 
~ 210. -4.664 -6.391 -12.296 -2.866 -1.512 -0.902 -0.658 -0.463 -0.60::: 
225. -1. 990 -8.830 -14.092 -3.907 -2.129 -1.318 -1. 022 -0.751 -0.9'.7 











ll.147 ............ -10 .• 074 ......... ~ .. ~.16. 271. ........... .,.5.903 ........ ",3 •. 180._ ........... -1.945 ............. :-1.5ll 
29.808 -9.348 -18.057 -11.076 -5.565 -3.129 -2.319 
8.856 -8.187 -14.673 -17.581 -12.535 -6.620 -4.305 
-0.642 -6.884 -10.810 -13.302 -16.244 -16.249 -11.943 
_~-3. 358 ......... -.5 .. 267 ...... __ .:-8.497.. "" .. .,.8.945 ... . ....... -::9.823 ........ ",ll.366 ........ -13.457 .. . 
-4.868 -4.313 -6.608 -6.002 -6.141 -7.042 -8.413 
-4.081 -6.730 -5.755 -4.673 -4.377 -4.487 -5.009 
-5.706 -6.951 -6.704 -5.369 -5.184 -5.035 -4.994 
AXIAL COMPONENT 
BLADE RADIAL STATION 
..... ....... ~ ........ " ......... 1 ........ _ ........ 2 ... . ._.3...... 4. _.... ... 5 ..... " ........ 6 ...... ~ ...... 7. 



















.... 9 .~ ......... _ ........ ' ...... _... .... ...... • .. 
0.990 
........ ............. ......... O .•....... _._ ........ __ U ... 839 .... _ .. :-5. 099 .... __ ._ ...... .,., 5 .. 353 ............. :-4 .. 849 _ .............. :- 6 ..•. 54 3 ............ :-10 .• 702 ........ _.",.15.885 ..... _ ....... .,. 0 • 976 ... _ ...... ,,- 0 • 256 .............. _ .......... _ .. _ ....... _ ......... . 
15. -5.376 -11.634 -11.702 -13.957 -18.046 -18.450 -22.903 -8.712 -8.510 
30. -16.735 -17.538 -16.670 -22.012 -25.832 -25.036 -27.604 -17.066 -17.341 
45. -5.453 -16.610 -24.775 -26.186 -28.349 -25.258 -26.016 -19.299 -19.301 
60...... . -15.531 :-2~ .. 203 .. ::-.24.924.. -:24.]12_ ...... :-25 .. 218 _ .... :-20.468 -:19.523 ........ :-14.994 .. .,.,13.934 .................................. _ .. ' 
75. -10.994 -26.190 -23.746 -22.268 -20.613 -12.820 -11.147 -8.591 -7.169 
90. -2.511 -21.401 -18.043 -16~391 -14.801 -7.156 -6.708 -2.445 1.345 
105. -11.758 -19.733 -15.243 -12.973 -9.445 -4.002 2.456 5.105 6.454 
....... _ ............ _.1?0 ._ ................... :-19.1.92 ............. :-18 ... 993 ............ :-12 .•. 499 ......... _ ... ::.7.. 822 ...... _ .. ::.:1-0. 838 ............... 5.646 ... __ .......... 2 .• <+80 ............ 3.705 ...... ~_~ . .4 .•. 823 ...... _ ............ _ ................... _ .... . 
135. -10.179 -15.649 -7.287 -9.634 -0.121 3.290 0.431 1.455 2.604 
150. -11.025 -11.021 -9.052 -6.678 -1.954 0.162 -2.118 -1.124 -0.127 
165. -4.449 -10.998 -12.947 1.383 -3.552 -2.108 -4.577 -4.205 -3.254 
_ .............. 180... 0.465 .. :-6.844 -12.553 -1.454 .. :-5.332 -4.180 ...... _ .. :-7.057.. ..,.8.006 ... _ ... ..,7.244 ................... _ ....... _ ........ . 
195. 3.010 -5.059 -2.125 -2.139 -6.716 -5.698 -9.636 -12.192 -11.767 
210. 8.643 -5.259 7.618 -2.647 -7.487 -7.175 -12.259 -16.092 -16.173 
225. 16.796 -2.833 8.566 -1.194 -7.085 -7.861 -14.585 -18.864 -19.458 
........... _ ........... 240.. 25.868 0.435 6.240 2.633 ::.5 .• 702 ..... :-7.995 -15.870 ......... -19.845 ...... __ -2Q.986 ................................ _ ........... _ ........ . 
255. 3.297 2.943 0.201 3.725 -3.50~ -7.074 -16.114 -18.491 -19.897 
270. -10.996 2.983 -4.686 -3.516 -3.449 -5.819 -15.416 -15.466 -16.610 
285. -6.460 2.512 -6.293 -11.157 -13.495 -11.008 -16.634 -12.268 -12.511 
_ ...... ~. 300. -5.660 .2.430 :-6.579 ::12.1ll ........ :-16..588 ... ::19.090. -25.823 -17.486 ........ .,.,.16.638. __ ."~ ....... __ ...... _ ........ . 
315. -4.301 2.651 -6.578 -11.394 -15.144 -17.089 -24.319 -13.355 -13.289 
330. 0.806 -2.720 -6.490 -9.678 -12.376 -13.297 -20.700 -6.685 -6.5?9 
345. 8.782 -8.281 -5.998 -7.590 -9.543 -9.470 -16.046 -0.295 0.494 




.. **:>:?:»?:>:>:OOOO." .CCCCCCH++.t.t+BBBBBBBB**. 
**»»»>0000.",CCCCCC++++++++BBBBB ••• B6~** 
**»»»»>OOO"CCCCC+++++BBBBBBBBBB •••••••. BB** 
**»»»»>OO"CCCC+++++BBBBB ••••••••••••• AAAA •• ** 
......................... AXIAL COMPONENT 
.MIN < SYMBOL < MAX 
-28.3 < = < -23.8 
....... _ ... _ ..... ,,_ ....... __ ...... _If.~?:OO?:.~?:?:~?:.O .•.• CCCCC.tt:!:+BBBBB •.•. , .•.• AAMMAAAAAAMAA •.•. lE. .... __ : ........ .-:.... ........ _ ....... __ ...... __ ........ _ ....... _ ...... __ .......... _._ .......... _ ...... _ ...... _ ..... ___ ....... _ ............... . 
**>OOO»»>OO,CCC+++++++BBBBB ••••• AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA=AA.** 
**ODDO»»>O"C+++++++++BBBBB ••••• AAAAAAA======AAA====A.** 
**ODDO»»DO"C+++++++++BBBBBB •••• AAAAAAA===============A.** 
If.!I.OO.ODO?: > >DP u.CCCCCC+ t.ttBBBBB6 •.•.•• AAMAAA= == ==.=:== == ==== =.= =A. *~ .. 
**DDDDO»>DDD, • CCCCCC++·++BBBBB ••••• AAAAAA==;============ ====A ~ ** 
**OODDDDDDDODD,CCCCCC++++BBBBB ••••• AAAAA======================A.** 
-23.8 < A < -20.2 
*DDDDDOOODDOO.,CCCCC++++BBBBB ••••• AAAA=========================A.* -20.2 < • < -16.5 
'" .................... lfDO .•. OOOOO.DDO .•.•. J.CH Cc +.:!:t +.:!: BBBB ........... ,.A.AA=.=..=..=..=.=.=.=:.==.==:.=:.=:.::: = =.=:.= = =:::::.=.= =. =. .•. 6.* _ ........... _ .......... __ ............ _ ............. _ ........................ _ ........... _ ......... _ ......... __ .......... __ ......... __ ........ . 
** ••• 00DOOOD ••• CCCCCCC+++6BBB •••••• AAA============================AB** 
*, ••• ODDOOO.,.CCCCCCCC+++BB •••••• AAAA========A=======A=============.6* 
** •••• 0000 •••• CCCCCCCCC++BB6 •••••••• AAA=====AAAAAAAAAAAAAA=====AAA==A6** 
*. .•.. , .pOOOn' uCCC.CCCCC:+.++E!-6 ................... ,AAAA=A.,AAAMAAAAAAAMt.,AAAMAAAA=.Bt.'! ............. _ ....... _.:-16.5 .... <6. <: ...... ~12 .• 8 ....... "_ .............. . 
*.,.,,0 ••••••• ,CCCCCC++++B6 •••••• BBB6 •• AAAAA •••••.•••••••• AAAAAAAAAAA.+* 
*." •• 0., •••• ".CCC++++++BBBB6 •••• 66++6 ••• A ••• B ••••••• B .••.•••• AA •• ;AAA+C* 
* ••••••••••• 00 •• CC++++++++BBBBB ••• B+CC+6 ••• BBBBB •••• BBBBBBBB ••.•••••• AABC* 
............. *. .• '.J ./..I..n.H.' POOu.C:,: ~.~:+.:+ +.:':.~.:+.:!::+ :!,:+.B.B.,· B.:+.CC.+.BB.BB + +BB .•.•... BBBBSBBBBBBBB ,., .......... ABC:* .. __ ......... __ ........... _ ......... __ .......... _ ...................................... _ ......... , ... _ ............ _ ........................ _ ............ _ 
**CC •••• " •• OOO •• C+++++++++++++++B. B+C+BB •• BBBBBB++++BBBBBBBBBBB ••• C** -12.8 < +< -9.2 
*CCC ••••• , •• OOO.CC+++++++++++++++ +6.6BBBBB+++++++++++++B6BB66 •• C,* 
*CCC •••••• ,.OOO,C++++++++++CCCC:+.+ .6+++++++++++++++++++++++6BB •• C.* 
...... *CCC,.I..' I.V ,.,,0 u C+++.:,:++.+.ccccq~, '._ .. CC".CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC:!:+++ .. tBB.C I.~ 
180-*CCCC"".",0,CC+++++CCCC"",D E»>OO"CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC+++BBCO*-O 
*CCCC"",."O"C++++CCCC~",DDD EEE»D"CCC""""CCCCC+++BBCD* -9.2 < C < -5.5 
*CCCC""C"""CCCCCCCC""DDO> EE»DD,CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC+++BBCD* 
*.CCCCC UI. C, ,n.' , , , CC. n ....... ' , DOD >EE ........ _ ................. D>.>DDO .• CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC:!:.t+BB.CD* ......... _ ......... ___ ....... __ ............ _ ......... __ .......... _............................ ...................... _ ......................... _ .. . 
*++CCC"CCC""""", •• ",DD»EE ,DDDO,.,CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC+++BB,D* 
**+CCC"CCC""",DDDD"."DD>EEEEE. ",ODDD,~"CCCCCCCCCCCCCCC++++BB,** 
*++CCCCCCCC""DDDDDDDD",DD>EEEEEEDCCC •• "DDDDD""CCCCCCCCCCCC++++++B+O* 




-5.5 < , < -1.8 
**B++CCCCCCCC",OD»EEEE»»ODD»»>DD»»DDDO""CCCCC++++++++++8B.B,** -1.8 < 0 <. 1.8 
-_ ....... _ ..... "j;BiH+CCCCCCCC" ,DD»EEEE»>>>>>>>>>>>[)DDDDO, , ~·,CCCCC++++~~+++~+BB •• + ,if .... ·_· ........ ·· .... ··· .......... · . .. .................. .. ................................................ _ ........... _ ........... .. 
~ 
**BB++CCCCCCC",DDD»EEEE»»>DDDDODDDDO"",CCCCC+++++++BBBBBBB •• B,** 
*BBB++CCCCCCC",DD»»EEE»>DDDDDDDO".",CCCCCC++++++BBBBBBBB ••• +C* 
*BB+++CCCCCCC",DD»»»»>DDDD""",CCCCCCC++++++BB66B6B8B .• A+C* 
"** ;6B++CCCCCCC ;";,00'»»»»000; , ,;, CCCCCCCC++++ ++SBSBOSSB86 •• ABC** 
**.BB++CCCCCCC.,.DO»»»>DDDD""CCCCC+++++++SBBBSSBSBB •• AAB+** 
**.BB++CCCCCCC",DDD»»»ODD""CCC+++++++BBB8BSBB ••••• AA.+** 
**.BB+++CCCCCCC",DDO»»DDD""CCC+++++BBBBBBB •••... AAA.+** 
**: . BB++CCCCCCCC,;, DOCDDDDD;';, , CCC+.++BBE5B; •• ;.; ... AAA .... ** ...... 
** •• BB+++CCCCCCC""DDDOD"",CC+++BBBBB3 ...•••• AA=A.B** 
* •.. BB+++CCCCCC"""""",CC+++BSSBBB •••.. AA==.EB* 
** .•. B3+++CCCCCC"""""CCC++++SBB8BB .. AA==A.B** 
.... **' ... ·.BD9++CCCCCCC,.;;., ;·CCCC+++++ElBB .• A==A.CB** 
**A ••. BBB++++CCCCCCCC,CCCCC++++BB ••• AAA •• B** 
**A •.•• BBBB+++++CCCCCC+++++BBB •••••• BB** 
1.0 .................................................... .. *** •••••• B6BBBB+++++BBBBBBBBBBBBB*** 
*** .;":":':.; BBBBBBBBE)8SB3B+ 86*** 
***** •••• BBBBBBBBBB***** 
1.0 
******11**11**** 
1.8 < > < 5.5 
5.5 < E < 25.9 
MIN =-.28350+02 MAX =0.25870+02 




· . ............. ... ....... ........................................................................ _ ... ROTOR ... CL .. = ... 0. 7042D.,.02 ........ __ ...... . 
........ _ ....... _ ......... EFFECTIVE .BLADE .. ELEHENT ANGLE .OF .ATTACK.'" .DEGREES 
IN SKEW PLANE BUT NOT COLLAPSED 
........ __ ........ ___ ......... _ ...... _ ...... _ ........ __ ..... _ ........ __ .......... _ ............ _ ............. BLAD.E.RADIAL ... STAlION_ .......... _._ ........ ____ .. : .... _ ......... _ ....... _._ ..................... _ ....................... ---' ........ _ ......... _._ .... __ .......... __ ............ . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
PSI 0.169 0.375 0.525 0.650 0.750 0.850 0.925 0.965 0.990 
O. 8.777 -1.281 -0.933 -0.673 -0.781 -1.120 -1.523 -0.127 -0.032 
15. -2.165 -2.373 -1. 757 -1. 717 -1.940 -1.762 -2.017 -1.025 -0.973 
30. -4.958 -3.029 -2.209 -2.442 -2.535 -2.204 -2.255 -1.818 -1.798 
.......... 45 .•.... _ ........ ___ ::-.1 •. 31Z. ....... _ .... ~2. 525 .. __ ....... -:2.970 ........... .,.2.670 ............. .,.2 •. 581 ............ :~:Z .• 078 .......... ::1.. 996 ... _._ ... :,~. 872. ____ ...... .,.1. 827 .......... _._ .............. _ ....... ___ ......... _. 
60. -3.233 -3.349 -2.774 -2.364 -2.169 -1.599. -1.427 -1.339 -1.217 
75. -~.093 -3.411 -2.516 -2.042 -1.707 -0.968 -0.789 -0.717 -0.586 
90. -0.458 -2.707 -1.867 -1.472 -1.202 -0.531 -0.467 -0.193 0.104 
............. _ .... lOS..... ..::2.14'L ... __ 7.2 .. 4.99 ... _ ..... :-1.5'18 .. ....... ::1.166 -0.-,768: ..... _:-Q.297.. ,. __ ..... 0 •.. 17l.. ........ 0.390 .... 0 • .483 ....... __ .... _ ....... _ ..... ___ ..... _ 
120. -3.670 -2.482 -1.328 -0.719 -0.899 0.427 0.176 0.278 0.355 
135. -2.140 -2.178 -0.814 -0.925 -0.010 0.258 0.032 0.109 0.192 
150. -2.688 -1.689 -1.092 -0.684 -0.179 0.013 -0.163 -0.086 -0.010 
.................. _ .. 165 ............ _ .. _ ........ ::1 ... 3.4.9._ ........... :::1 ..•. 920 ........... _.::-1.727 ......... _ ..... 0.154 ............... ::-0. 35Q ............. :::.0 .186 .. _ ......... ::0 •. 375 _ ........ _-0 •. 333 ......... _::-0. 253 ....... ___ .......... _ ......... __ ........ __ .............. . 
180. 0.193 -1.415 -1.900 -0.180 -0.576 -0.401 -0.624 -0.670 -0.593 
195. 2.018 -1.291 -0.374 -0.299 -0.806 -0.599 -0.927 -1.093 -1.031 
210. 13.957 -1.733 1.586 -0.422 -1.005 -0.831 -1.288 -1.568 -1.537 
................ 225. 121.983 .. :-1.262 .. 2.135 ... _ ..... -0.218.. -1.064 ..... -1.003 .......... ::1 .•. 672... ..,.2.018 .......... -:.2.027 .. _ ....... _ .... _ ................... __ 
240. 151.319 0.272 1.853 0.544 -0.948 -1.112 -1.965 -2.346 -2.408 
255. 177.418 2.562 0.069 0.850 -0.630 -1.050 -2.115 -2.413 -2.513 
270. -172.731 3.249 -1.748 -0.847 -0.648 -0.895 -2.087 -2.205 -2.286 
.................... 285. . .. ::.175 .688 .. _ .......... 2 .]15 .............. -2 ... 341. ................. -:2 .. 684 ............. ::.2 .531 .............. :::1. 6.92._ ........... ::2 ... 252 ......... -1 .• 872 ............. ::1.838 ................................................... _ .. 
300. -175.476 2.077 -2.244 -2.752 -2.975 -2.828 -3.383 -2.766 -2.530 
315. -174.512 1.620 -1.937 -2.342 -2.508 -2.370 -3.004 -2.111 -2.020 
330. 172.959 -1.187 -1.6~2 -1.754 -1.850 -1.691 -2.367 -1.048' ~0.967 
345. .12 • .7.95_ ....... -:2.677 :-1..23'1 .. _._ ... -1.202 -:1 .. 2.7.4 _ .......... ::1 .... 093.. _::.1.682 .... __ ..,0.042 .......... 0 .• 06.8 .. _ .............. _ ......... _ ............ . 
lUll(; 23(;&87 
LS')(Jez Vim 20+G?02£"O= V~SIS 10+G9?£I"-= NV3~ 
£O+G?LLl"O= XV~ £O+GLSLl"-= NI~ 
~"LLI > 3 > 6"6+' 
6°6+' > < 
************** 
*****++++++++++++++***** 

















.. _ .......... ~.**:J+ + + ++ ++++ + + ++ + +- .. +tt + :JJJJ:J:J:J:JJ+ + ++ +JJ:lJJ:l:J:J:JJ:JJ:l:i:J:JJ:i:i:JJ:J:JJ:J:J:J:JJJJ:JJiiii -....... - . ''''-
*JJ+++++++++++++++++++J:JJ:J:JJ:J+SS" "VV":JGGO'J:J:J:J:J:J:J:J:J:JJJ J:J:J:JJJJ:JJ:J:JJJJJ:J:J* 
*:J:J+++J++++++++++++++J:J:J:J:J:J+S"VV====V:J333<O'J:JJ:JJ:J:J:J:J:J:J:JJ:J:J:J:JJJ:J:J:J:JJ:J:J:J* 
*J:J+++:J:J:J+++++++++++++J:J:J:J:J+"V========' 3333<O'JJJ:J:J:JJ:J :J:J:J:JJ:J:JJJ:JJ:J:J:J:JJ:JJJ* 
.............. ,- ....... - .............. - ......... - ...................... --......... _ .............. -_. ·····*:J:J.j.+:J:J:J:J:J++++·++++++·+++:J:J:lJav=========333333<C'J+:i:JJ:J:i:lJJ:J:J:):J:J:JJ:J:i:J:J:ij:J:J:J* ..... -.. . 
> ' > 5"11 *:J:J++J:J:J:J:J:JJJ:J:J:J:J+++++++JJ'JS=========33333330' J:J + J:J:J:J :JJJJ:JJJ:JJ:JJ:JJ:J:J:J:J:J:J* 
**J:J+:J:J:J:JJJ:J:J:J:J:J':JJJtt tt H:J' <3<J==== 3333<' JJJ:JJJ:JJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ:JJJJ** 
*J:J++J:JJJJ:J:J:J:J:J:J:J:JJ++++++J'03333" 30'JJJ:i:J+J:JJ:J:J:J:JJJJJJJ:l:J:JJJJJ:J:JJ* 
'iiJJ++J:JJJJJJJJJJJ:JJJ + + + ++ JJ 'G< 3 33"'- .............. -. 'JJJJ:iJJJJJJJJJJJJJJjJJJJJ:JJJJ:iJii 
*JJ++JJJJJJJJJ:JJ:JJJ:J++++JJJJJJJO JJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ:J:lJ:l:l:JJ:J:J:J:J:JJ:J* 
SOH > :J > £°1- *JJ++J:J:JJ:J:J:J:JJJJJ:J:J:J:J:J++J:J:J:J:J:J:J:J J:J:J:J:J:JJ:J+++++++J:JJJ:J:J:J:J:J:J:J:J:J:J:J:J* 
O-*:J:J++JJJ:J:J:JJ:JJ:J:J:J:J:J:J:J:J++J:J:J:J:J:J:J:J JJ:JJ:JJ:J++++++++JJJJJ:J:JJ:J:J:JJ:J:JJJ*-oSt 
.......................... - ........ - _ .... -- .......... *:i:J+++J:J:JJ:J:J:JJ:J:J:J:J:J:J+++HJ:J:J:J:J++ .- ..... - ++j:J+++"'+++"'+++JJ:J:l:J:JJJ:i:JJ:Jj:l:JJ*'" 
*J:J++++:JJ:J:J:JJJ:J:J:J++++++++++++++++ ++++++++++++++++JJ:J:JJJ:J:J:J:J:JJ:J:J:J:J* 
*:J:J++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ .+++++++++++++++:JJJJ:JJ:J:J:JJJ:J:J:J:J:JJ* 
£°1- > + > 2"~1- **J++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++JJ:JJJ:J:JJJ:J:J:JJ:JJ:J** 








........... . .......... _ ........•. - ............ - ........ - .......... - •.........• -_._ ...... _.-........... _ .......... _ ......................... _ •............. it H .. + ++++ .. .j. +++ + + + ...... +H" + .... ' ..... + .......... + .. o .. .j. ....... ++ JJ:J:J:J:J:J::JJJ:J::J::J:J::J:J:J:JJ::J:J:J:Jii···· 
> ." > S"6£-








- ........... - ...... --...... ----....... - ..................... _ ............ _ ......... _ .......... _ .......... _ ..... ··· __ ·:······_-_········_···:···--····i· .. + + 't++ + .·n+ + H H ... +"-t . .j. ...... ·:j::JJJ:J:J::J:J:J:J:J::J:J:J:J:J:J:J:J:J:J:JJ:J:J:J::J·ii-····· .. · .. · __ ······ .. -··· ... --
9"25- > = > L"SLl:" 
XVW > 10SWAS > NIW 















.•... ... 1 .... _ ....... .... Z... ...... .3 .. 
0..169 0..375 0..525 
STALL INDICATOR TABLE --- 99.99 = STALLED, 0..0 = NO STALL 
BLADE RADIAL STATIOH 
....... 4 5 ..... . ............ 6 ..... _ ...... ' .. 7..... . .. 8 ..... . 
0..650. 0..750 0..850 0..925 ~.965 
......9 .......•....... 
0.990 
......... __ ..•..... _.0.... ..0 •. 0 .... __ ......... 0. .• .lL ... __ ..... _. 0. .•.. 0 .... _ .......... _.0. .•. 0. .• _ •....... _.0. .•. 0. _ ...... __ .... 0. .• 0.._ ........ _ ...... 0. • 0. ...... __ ........ 0. •. 0. .. _ .......... 0. •. 0.._ .......... _ ........ __ ...... _ ....... ___ ......... . 
15. 0.0 0..0 0..0 0..0 0.0. 0..0. '0.0 0.0. 0.0 
3D. 0.0. 0.0. 0..0. 0.0 0..0 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0..0. 
45. 0..0. . 0.0. 0.0. 0.0 0..0 0..0 0..0. 0..0. 0..0 
...... __ .60. ..•.. _ ... _ ...... 0,0 ...... _ ........ 0..0... . ...... 0..0.... 0.0........ _ .. 0..0. ....• _ .... 0..0 ............... 0.0. _ .....•... 0.0...0.0" ............. _ ..... , _ ............... _. 
75. 0.0 0..0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0..0 0.0. 0..0. 0.0 
90.. 0..0 0..0. 0..0. 0..0. 0..0 0.0 0.0. 0.0 0..0 
105. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0..0. 0.0 
._..... . ................. _ .... 120 ..•...... _ ........ _.0. .• 0.._ ....... __ ... 0.. 0 ........ _ ........ 0 • 0 ....... _ .•.......... o. 0 .... __ ........ __ .0. .• 0. ... _ .................. 0. .• 0 ............... _ ..... 0..0 ........ __ ....... 0. 0. ........ _ ......... 0. .•. 0. .... _ ........... _ ....... _._ ......... _ ........... , ........... . 
135. 0.0. 0..0 0..0 0..0. 0..0. 0.0. 0.0.' 0..0. 0..0 
150.. 0..0. 0..0. 0.0. 0..0 0..0. 0.0. 0.0 0..0. 0..0. 
165. 0.0. 0..0 0.0 0..0. 0..0. 0..0. 0..0. 0..0 0.0 
180,..... 0.0. ......... _ . ..c) .. 0.... 0..0 D.O.. _ ....... 0..0 .... Q .• O , ...... : ........ O.Q ...... __ .... ·.0.0 ................ 0..0. ........... _ .............. _ .... _ ....... "'_ 
195. 0..0 0.0 0..0 0.0. 0.0. 0.0 0..0. 0.0. 0.0. 
210. 0..0 0.0. 0..0 0.0. 0..0. 0.0 0..0. 0..0. 0..0. 
225. 99.990. 0..0. 0.0 0..0. 0..0. 0..0. 0..0 0..0. 0..0. 
_ ........... _ .. ?~(!.. __ ......... _ ........ 99.990. 0..0. ..... _ ............ 0..0 .. _ ............ __ ... 0.0. ........... _ .... 0..0 ....... : ... _ .......... 0. 0 ......... ____ ........ 0 •. 0 .... _ ... _ ........... 0 ..• 0. ... _ .......... _.0..0 ... _ ......... --'-........... __ ...................... _ ........... _ .. . 
255. 99.990 0..0 0..0. 0..0 0..0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
270. 99.990 0.0 0..0. 0..0. 0.0. 0..0. 0..0. 0..0. 0..0. 
285. 99.990 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0..0 0.0 0.0. 0.0 
301), ... _ 99.990 0.0 0.0 0..0 1).00.0 ._ .. 0,0 _..... . .. 0.0. ....... .0.0. ..... _ ...... __ ... _ ....... _ ........ "._ 
315. 99.990 0..0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0..0 0..0 0..0 
330. 99.990 0.0 0.0 0..0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
345. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0..0 
ROTOR INDUCED VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION - FT/SEC 
NORMALIZED BY - VIMOM 
BLADE RADIAL STATION 




.. 't.. . .... 5 6 
0..850 
.. 7. .......................... 8 .......................... 9 .. _ .......................... _ ........... __ ............. . 




3.0.02 -1.10.6 -1.i61 -1. 052 -1.419 -2.321 





. ..... . .... ~ ..... 
.• - ...... 
--:"i ;i66" ":::2.524 '::2.538 .. .. :.3~ 027 "'::3.914 15. -4.00.2 -4.968 -1.890 -1.846 
30. -3.630 -3.80.4 ':3.616 -4.775 -5.60.4 -5.431 -5.983 -3.70.2 -3.762 
45. -1.183 -3.60.3 -5.374 -5.680. -6.149 -5.479 -5.643 -4.1e6 -4.187 
60.. -3.369 -5.250. -5.40.7 -5.360. -5.470. 
'. 
-4.440 :-4,235 .:-:3.253 .... -3.0.22 
.. -......... ~.~ .............. ~ ........... -'~""""'-" ~ ........... 
75. -2.385 ':5.681 :::S.15i· :::4.8:30 -4.471 -2.781 -2.418 -1.864 -1.555 
90.. -0..545 -4.642 -3.914 -3.556 -3.211 -1.552 -1.455 -0..530. 0..2'>2 







-2.351 1.225 0..533 .. 0..80.4 l,C46 




135. -1.581 -2.0.90. -0..0.26 0..714 0..0.9(+ 0..316 0.565 
150.. -2.392 -2.391 -1.964 -1.448 -0..424 0.0.35 -0..459 -0..244 -0..0.28 
165. -0..965 -2.386 -2.80.8 0..30.0. -0..771 -0..457 -0..993 -0..912 -0..70.6 
180.. 0..10.1 -1.485 -2.723 -0..315 -1.157 -0..90.7 -1.531 -1. 737 :-L571 195; .. ·~· .... ···· .. ·· .. · 0..653 -1. 0.97 ·~"·"::o. .461 ::0..464 
.. 
-i ~'457 ·::L236 .. ·· .. · .. ·:::Z~ 0.90' ::2.6(15 
-2.552 
210.. 1.875 -1.141 1.652 -0..574 -1.624 -1.556 -2.659 -3.491 -3.50.8 





240....... ........... 5.611 ............. ~ .... Q .•. 094 ......... _ ...... 1.354 ............... 0.571 ........... -1.237._ ......... -1..734 ........ .,.3.443 ........ . 
255. 0.715 0.638 0.044 0.808 -0.759 -1.535 -3.496 
270. -2.385 0.647 -1.016 -0.763 -0.748 -1.262 -3.344 
285. -1.401 0.545 -1.365 -2.420 -2.927 -2.368 -3.608 
_ ... 300.... .~1.228 .......... 0 .• 527 ...... _ ... -1..427 ....... "".2.627.., ......... -3.598 .......... -4.141. .,,5.601.. 
315. -0.933 0.575 -1.427 -2.472 -3.285 -3.707 -5.275 
330. 0.192 -0.590 -1.408 -2.099 -2.685 -2.884 -4.490 
345. 1.905 -1.796 -1.301 -1.647 -2.070 -2.054 -3.481 
HARMONICS OF INFLOW WILL BE SENT TO G400 VIA UNIT 14 
HARMONICS OF INDUCED VELOCITY 

















.' ............ _ .......... _ ......... _ ....... __ ......... _; .......... __ ...... __ ......... __ ....... _ .... .RADIAL. __ ........ _ .................................................................................... _ .......... _, .......... ~ .......... , ............ _ .................... _ ..................................... _ ............ . 
I N T E R POL ATE 0 
HAR~ONICS.fOI:L.STATION i WRITJEN.O,,! UNIT .J/+_ 
HARMONICS FOR STATION 2 WRITTEN ON UNIT 14 
HARMqNICS FOR ST A TIO~ .... _.~ ....... W~:ruEH .. .9.N. UNIT ... 14 ........ _ ............ _ .......... _ ............ _ ..................................... _ .......... _ .......... _ .......... _ ............ _ ............ _ ..................... _ ............ _ ............ _ .......................... ~ ............. . 
HARMONICS FOR STATION 4 WRITTEN ON UNIT 14 
HARI.1.0NICS .. F()R. sIAT.;t.O"! ...... 5 I.'RITJE.N ON. UNIT_V~ ... . 
HARMONICS FOR STATION 6 I.'RITTEN ON UNIT 14 
H"RHOI{J;C.S F..O.!LSr.I\.TION 7 WRITTEN.ON UNIT. 14 ......................................... ~ ........................ . 
HARMONICS FOR STATION 8 I.'RITTEN ON rn~IT 14 
HARMONICS .. FOR ... STA, TION ... 9. .... I.'R.ITJ.EI:I ... PN .. UN.IT y •........... 
HARMONICS FOR STATION 10 WRITTEN ON UNIT 14 
HARHONIC;S FOR ... STATION 11 .. W.R.ITTEN .ON.VNIL14 ................................ . 
HARMONICS FOR STATION 12 WRITTEN ON UNIT 14 
HA~t.10N..I.C!i ..... F().~. !i.:rAT~.ON._ 1:5. .. ".lRITTE.I:I. q~. ~IT. .. ~4. .. _ 
HARMONICS FOR STATION 14 I.'RITTEN ON UNIT 14 
HARMONICS FOR STATION 15 WRITTEN ON rnlIT 14 
.............. , ........... " ........................ " ............. , .. 
HARMOIIICS OF INFLOW WILL BE SENT TO G400 VIA UNIT 14 
HARMONICS OF I1lDUCED VELOCITY 
FT ISEC POSITIVE UP FLOW NORMAL TO SHAFT AXIS PLANE 
....................... TAtl:iEfmAL . ....... ....... ....... ...... ............................ -........... .. ....... . 




'.. .... . ............... . 
HARMONICS FOR STATION 1 WRITTEN ON UNIT 14 
HARMONICS FOR STATION Z WRITTEN ON UNIT 14 
HARMONICS FOR STATION 3 WRITTEN ON UNIT 14 
HARMONICS FOR STATION 4 WRITTEN ON UNIT 14 
HARHi)NiEsFOR····STAilclii······s·wiiITTEN·oN···UNIi···14-·_· .... __ ......... _ ........... _ ........ __ ...... _ ......... -.-...... _ ........ _ ........ _ ....... _-_ ........ --_ ........ _ ....... _ ........ _ ...... _-....... - ....... - ......... _ .......... . 
HARMONICS FOR STATION 6 WRITTEN ON UNIT 14 
. . ....•.. -... - ...... ....... _... ........ -"'- •..... - -..... . .. ~. .-.... --~ ..... . 
HARMONICS FOR STATION 7 ~~ITTEN ON UNIT 14 
HARMONICS FOR STATION 8 WRITTEN ON UNIT 14 
HARMoHiEs··F"oR····sTAiioN--····9-wRITTEH···oN··uHii···14· __ ······_-_·······_··········_········· __ ·········-............................ _ .......... __ ......... __ ........... _ ............. _ ....... - ....... _ ........... _ ........ __ ....... _ ....... _ .......... - .......... -
HARMONICS FOR STATIotl 10 WRITTEN ON UNIT 14 
...... ,.-- ........ . ..... -............... -
HARMONICS FOR STATION 11 .WRITTEN ON UNIT 14 
HARMONICS FOR STATION lZ WRITTEN ON UNIT 14 
HARMONICS FOR STATION 13 WRITTEN ON UNIT 14 
HARMONICS FOR STATION 14 WRITTEN ON UNIT 14 
••••• " •• _- •••••••• -.. •••••• • •••••••• ~. ••••• ..-.- ••••• ¥ ••••••• - ••••• - ••••••••• - ••••••• ............ • ••••• "'-" •••••••••••• ,,_ •••••••• -- •••• ~ _ ............... "-"- ~- ••••••• - •••••••• -
HARMONICS FOR STATION 15 WRITTEN ON UNIT 14 
Hj\RMONICS ... Of. .... INf..I"PW .. WI I., L .. BE. ... SEI":IT ... IO ... (;'+O 0 .. YIj\.Ut:{I;T ... 1lt ....... _ ..................... __ ....... _............. .................... __ ...................... _ .......... _ ........ _._ ........ __ ...................... _ ........ _._ ....... . 
. HARMONI.CS .. OF ... IND.UCED .vELOCITY 
FTlSEe POSITIVE UPFLOW NORMAL TO SHAFT AXIS PLANE 
AXIAL 
I N T E R P 0 .L A .LE 0 
HARMONICS FOR STATION 1 WRITTEN ON UNIT 14 
HARMONIC~.FOR. 5.T.AT.ION .... ? -'~IIHTTE~. 01:1. UNIT .. ~L ....... _ .............. _ ...... _ ........ .. 
HARMONICS FOR STATION 3 WRITTEN ON UNIT 14 
HARMmIICS. FOR ~;rATION 4 W~~T.T.ENON UNITyt ..... _ 
HARMCtIICS FOR STATIOH 5 I>:RITTEN OH UHIT 14 
HARMOtlICSJOR. STATION ... 6. I-:.RITTEN.ON UNIT 14 
HARMONICS FOR STATIDtI 7 WRITTEN ON UNIT 14 
HARMONICS FOR STATION ....... 8~':I~~T!.~.N ... .cN.IJNI!. ... ~4 ._ ................. _.......... ................._d .............. . 
HARMONICS FOR STATION 9 WRITTEN ON UNIT 14 
:I 
HARMONICS fOR HSTATION _ .. lO .... H.WR.IHEN ... O"l UNIT 14 ............... . 
HARMONICS FOR STATION 11 WRITTEN ON UNIT 14 
_ .. HARMONIC.S . .F.OR. ... STATION._.1a .... WRITTE"l ... OtLU"lIT .14 ............ _ ...... . 
HARMONICS FOR STATION 13 WRITTEN ON UNIT 14 
_ ...... _ HARMOH.lC.S_f_OR .. .sTAIION. __ .1LJ·IRITIEtLoN ... UNI.L14 __ ... _,-_ ....... __ ........ _ ....... __ ..... __ ....... __ ....... _ .......... _ ......... __ ......... __ ....... ""_._ ..... ~_ ................ _ ...... _ .. _ ....... _._ ...... _ ......... __ ............ _H ............. . 
HARMONICS FOR STATION 15. WRITTEN ON UNIT 14 
...... ._.... . ...... -~... . ..... _..... .-. ....... ~-. . .... - .-.... ..... ..... '._.- ..... . 
AIRFOIL DATA READ FROM UNIT 24 IN SUBROUTINE G400PG 
.. LOADER ... PAr.A .... READ .... F.R0t1 ... V.N.II ...... ~4 ... lN ... SUBROUTINE; ... N.lAM .... ....: ......•. _ ........... _ ............. _ .......... __ .............. _ ........... _ ...................... _ ........... _._ ......... __ ......... _ ....... _._ ......• _ .......... _ .......... _ ........................ . 
_... ..... ( l't' .P.P 1.7 Ltl ~:.!;' L ... D 1:P Q .. ~ t::U).l,(T .. :... I..~ .... .:.? .t .. ~ . .l:? ...... - ...... _......... ...... - :..... ..... . ... . 
f. r ,. H (.! ~? 0 1'1'7 • 
L (.) C ,: I ! C; t~J ~ ....,) ';"»;4-) i G. I j. "-10 '17 ~ A 12 f t .. ' ~ I·V • 
.... __ ........ _ ........ __ ........... -....... - ......... - ......... - ........ ---......... ~ ............ -~ ......•..•. -.. --....... ---....... - ........... -.-.......... ~ ............. ~ ............ __ ....... - .-........ -~ ..... -.. ---......... -.-.•.... -.-......... --.......... _ .......... __ ........ _-_ ...•....... _._ ....•.... ~ .. ~. 
N 
·0 . . .... ~ ......... -.. . ... - ............ -.............. -.-........... .............. ............. . ........................................ -.. ........ . ........................................................... -............ . 
U1 
Isr.'230687 
....... ......... _ ............... PROGRAM. G400PA/tORFVA ... ~ .. A6RIDGED .PENDULAR .. ABSORBER .. VERSION OF .. G400 .. ROTOR AEROELASTIC ANALYSIS 
(HUB EXCITATION AND ROTOR INPEDANCE CALCULATOR FOR COUPLED ROTOR-FUSELAGE VIBRATION ANALYSIS) 
N .......... __ ..... UNUED. TECHNOLOGIES .RES.EARCH .. CENTER .... .,-...... 111/81 .... :~ .. R ..... LOw BIELAWA .( 203) .727 . ,.715.4...... ...... ..... ............ ..... ..... .. ...... . 
o 
'0'\ 
10NEGA-R FT/SEC· 675.00 
............... 2 .... RAO:t:.US._ ....... _ ....... _ ...... _ .... _ ...... _.f.I. ..... _ .............. __ ....... __ ....... _ ..... 22. 000 .. _ ........... _ ......... _ .......... _ ....... _ ......... _ ....... _ ........ _ ......... _ ....... __ ....... _ ......... _ ........... _ ........ _ ........ _._ ........... . 
3 RHO SLUGS/FT**3 0.0023780 
4 SPEED OF SOUND FT/SEC 1112.00 
5 NO. OF BLADES 4.0 
... ~ ~i~ Lciss .... _ .. - ...... -- ....... _ ......... NDR "'" ...... - ...... -... ....O.~~~~~ ~ - ....... -'f'r~ .'fj ...... ...... -- _ ........................................ - ........ _ .... "-' ........................ - .. 
8 NO. OF SEG 15.0 
9 INTEGRATION DELTA PSI DEG 2.50000 
. 10 .. NO •. 01' J:LAP. .. IRIAl$ ........ _ ... : .... _ ...... _ .............. _ ...... __ .......... _ ........... _. 5 .•. 000 PP ...... _ .......... _ ........................ _ ........................................................ _ ........ __ ..... _ ....... _ ......... __ ........... _ ........... _ ........ .. 
11 FLAPPING TOLERANCE 0.00200 
12 "IS 
13 BIS ........... .. 












17 . SIGMi .. Lo"Ao·Eo .... ·_ ...... _· ........ _ .... · .. _ .. · .. ···_-.... ··· .. _-_· ...... ··_ ............ ·_ .... · .. 0··;·0'7'5·2·4-.......... _ .... · .. ·, .... _ ...... · .... _ .. · ........ _ ........ _ ........ _ ......... _ ....... _ ....... _-........ - .......... _ ........ _ ........ _ ........ _-........ -_ .. 
18 DELTA ORAGO.O 
19 1. = LOAD IN NODE SHAPES 1.0 
20 N = (CL.CN: 0.) ON FIRST N SEGHENTS 1.0 
'" 21"'WITH "A"Bo'iE ~ "'. CO" 'ON ·'FIRS·;' "N' SE"GHE"NTS' -_ ...... - _ ..... "- 0.0 
2Z LINEAR TWIST OEG 0.0 
23 PRINT DELTA PSI DEG 90.00000 
.. ?'f ... pHCH.-:f.I,.AP. .... !:OUPLIt:lG ... (oJRl::CTb ....... DTHETA/DBETA ................. _.'::0. 3.0(>00 ._ ...................... _ .............. _ ........... _ .......................... _ ...................... _ .......... _ ......... __ ..................... _ ........... _ ..................... _ .. 
25 PITCH-LAG COUPLING, OTHETA/DDELTA 0.05000 
26 LAG DANPER FT-LB-SEC/RAD 0.0 
27 CHORD IF CONSTANT FEET 0.0 
28 .N.O ... O!'. .. FlA.T~ISE .. NODE~ ... USED ...... .. .... _ ............ . 
29 NO. OF EDGEWISE HOOES USED 
30 NO. OF TORSIONAL HODES USED 




2.6990 5.0580 7.87,0 12.0200 0.0 .. 
37' EDGEWISE" FREQUENCIES 
4.9410 14.4400 0.0 
0.0 ............. _ ...................................................... _ ............................ _ ............ _ ........... _ .......... _ ......................................... _ .......................................................... . 
NOO 
40 TORSIONAL FREQUENCIES ~~O 
.... 5..,29..9..0 _15..,.26QO ...... !!.~.Q _ ...... ' ....... . 
"4j'~2S DEG 
44 B2S DEG 
45 GRAVITY FT/SEC**Z 
46 1. : USE NONSYMHETRIC AIRFOIL DATA 
. '47 1." : OUTPuT TRANSIHiTRESPONSE ....... .................. . 
48 1. : HARMONICS OF Q'S • HUB SHEARS & MOM'TS 
(SET TO 1.0 IF COUP LEO WITH F-389 PROGRAM) 








38310.0 0.0 ...... . 
51 1. : SET QUAORATURE NOS. TO INPUTTED OX'S 1.0 
52 1. ': OUTPUT S AND AS INTEGRATION COEFS. 0.0 
~!i: ~ b~~ti~~~~~~~D~~~~~i~i~;S ...................................... · ......... · .. ··· ........... -i·:~}·~ ....... -· ......... i' .;.:;.;_ ............ _ ...... .. 
IBM Z3!JG87 
, 
55 REQUESTED .. ALPHA ... S ............................... _ ..... DEG ......... ~ ..................... . 
56 REQUESTED LIFT LBS 
57 REQUESTED PROPULSION FORCE LBS 
58 TOLERANCE LIFT LBS 




. 59. TOLERANCE . PROPULSION .. FORCE ...... ~ .. J.BS. 
60 NO. OF MAJOR (TRIM) ITERATIONS 
. ..... _ .. 50.0 ..... ___ .......................... ~ ....... _ ............... _ ....... ~ ................. _ .............. , ......... . 
0.0 
<0. = PERFORM STALL AVOIDANCE IF NEEDED 
.J,.l .... PRE.::.COI-IING._ .... _ ..... __ ..:..... ........ _ ..... _D.EG .. __ ......... _ ......... __ .. 0 .•. 0._ ..... __ ....... __ ...... __ ......... ___ ..... _ ........ _ ......... _ ..... _ .... __ ...... __ ....... _ ....... _ ...... __ ..... _ ..... _._ ......... __ : ....... __ 
62 REQUESTED PITCHING MOMENT LB-FT 
63 TOLERANCE PITCHING MOMENT LB-FT 
.. 64 REQUESTED ROLLING .... MOMENT .. ~ ....... L8-FT 
65 TOLERANCE ROLLING MOMENT LB-FT 
190.0 
50.0 
...... _ .............. 121. 0 .. 
. 50.0 
66 TRIM DERIVATIVE CALCULATION OPTION 1.0 
_ ........ ( O .•. :: .... ANAI"YTICAL,_l .. ,.::: ... NUHERICA.I...,. __ ........ _ ........... __ .......... ~._ ....... _ ........................ _ .... __ ... _ ......................... ~ ............. ~ .......... ___ ........ __ ....... ___ ........ _ ......... ___ ...... __ ........... _ ........ _._ ........ _ ......... . 
67 ARTICULATED FLAP ANGLE (BETA) RAD 
68 ARTICULATED FLAP RATE (BETA*) RAD 
.69 .. ARTICULATED LAG ANGLE,JDELTA) RAD 
70 ARTICULATED LAG RATE (DELTA*) RAD 
72 PRE-LEAD DEG 
73 1. = OUTPUT HARMONICS OF FLATWISE STRESS 
74 1. = OUTPUT HARMONICS OF EDGEWISE STRESS 
75 1. = OUTPUT HARMONICS OF TORSIONAL STRESS 
0.09617 
-0.00499 






76 .. 1, ... = ... WRII.E.I.C .. , .. ; 2.=.READ & WRITE.I.C. TO DATA F.ILI; 2.0 ___ ~ ....... ' 
77 REFERENCE BLADE AZIMUTH ANGLE DEG 0.00001 
2.00000 
N..~ .. 'lv. ... . ,, __ ............... _ 
.7.8. n,.~DElTA) FACTOR .. .IJI MOMENTUM. EQUATIONS. 
79 GLAUERT VARIABLE INFLOW USAGE OPTION 




1. = USE GLAUERT ItIFLOW COMPONENTS (WITH OR WIO TRItO 
2. = (ABOVE) + NO CONTROL ANGLE VARIATION IN TRIM 
.:5 •. .::. ~!O. TR.ItI.!. SATI~F'f. ... !1ClnEt:HUr:1 .. EQUATIONS ONL)' ..... 
80 VO NO OMEGA-R 
81 VIC NO OMEGA-R 
82 VIS NO OMEGA-R 
. ,- .. -. ........... . ................. - ......•.... _-- ......... .. 
83-92 INTENTIONALLY BLANK 
93 SKIN FRICTION CD (FOR SKEWED FLOW EFFECTS) 
94 ElAsrlc"ivlsCOUS EQUIV:'f STRUCTURAL DAMPING 
(fRACTIOt~' OF CRITICAL VISCOUS DAMPING) 
95 VARIABLE WFLOW AZIMUTHAL SHAPE OPTION 







i: = STEPPED FUNCTIbif", SqUARE PULSES AT' ORDINATES) .. ... " ............ . 
96 1. = USE RADIAL FLO:.! - S:.!EPT AIRfOIL OPTION 
97 TOTAL tlOtILHlEAR TIHST DEG 
98 STRESS CALCULATIOtI OPTIotl 
6. ~ FORC~ INTEGR.;· 1. =~ODE b~FLECT. 





...... -_.. .•..... ...... -~'- ...... ,_... ., .. ' ........... -.. ...... .~. . ...•.. 
I [~1'.' 7.:,;r)~ .. ?-; 
) 
I 
100 DELTAX.. . ............................................ NOR ............................................................................................................................... . 
0.039390 0.039770 0.066290 0.066670 0.100000 
0.100000 0.100000 0.100000 0.100000 0.045450 
~ 0.037880 0.056820 0.060610 0.024620 0.024620 g. 115. MASS. ......... .... ......._ .......... "" .. __ LB-,SEC**UF.I. ........ ........ __ ........ _ ..... ~ ........ ........... '"'' ...... '., .. . 
0.235800 0.210800 0.194800 0.155200 0.219100 
0.213200 0.308000 0.250100 0.252900 0.115500 
0.099380' 0.151400 0.205700 0.054350 0.019720 
...... _ 130. NONUNEAR . .TIUSLANGLL. __ ... _ ...... __ DEG ... __ ._,. __ · ..... _._ ..... _ ..... __ ....... _. __ ...... ~ .......... _ ....... __ .. : ........ -_ ....... __ ........ _ ......... _ .......... _ ...... _.:... ........ _ ............. _ ......... _ ....... __ ....... _ ............ . 
. (AERO. AND STRUCT. OR AERO. ONLY) 
0.165 0.861 2.277 4.081 4.000 
3.500 2.500 1.500 0.500 -0.227 
.-0 .•. 644 .......... ~.1.117 .... __ :::1 .• 70.5 ............ ;,-2 .• 131.. _ .:~.2 .377 ............... ' ....................... __ .. _. _ ...................... _ 
145 CHORD NOT CONSTANT FT 
0.0 0.39000 0.87000 1.24000 1.30000 
1.30000 1.30000 1.30000 1.30000 1.30000 
_ ... 1.30000 _ ..... 1.2.9200._ ........ 1. 29.2.00 ..... _.1. 205.0Q ..... _ .. Q • .92300 .... __ ....... _ ........ ___ ........................ ..: .............................................. _ .......... _ ............ _ ............ _ ............ _ .......... _ ............. _ .................................. . 
160 FLATWISE STRESS/CURV.,(EC/R)F PSI . 
26520.0 530300.0 109800.0 40530.0 34090.0 
22730.0 20830.0 20830.0 21780.0 21780.0 
....... '" 21780 .• 0 .. _ ..... 19890 .• 0 _ ...... 1989.0.0 ...... 1136Q.Q..... 4545,J) .. __ ...... ,_ ....... . 
175 EDGEWISE STRESS/CURV.,(ECIR)E PSI 
49240.0 . 965900.0 795500.0 878800.0 878800.0 
876800.0 852300.0 852300.0 947000.0 947000.0 
..... 85.2300 , () ..... _?5.0 0 00,..() .... _].5.0Q .Q.C> .. ,.9.. __ .5492 0 9. •. {) __ ..... 2.2 '(3Q.Q .• 0 ............ __ ......... _ ............. _ ......................... __ ....... _ .......... _ .......... _ .......... __ ............ _ ......... _ ....... .....:.: ........... _ ............ _ ........................................... . 
190 TORSION STRESS/HOMT. IN**(-3) 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 




205 CHOROWISE RADIUS OF GYRATION NOR (KZI0) 
0.002335 0.010020 0.011770 0.014420 0.014420 
0.014420 0.012470 0.014640 0.015000 0.015620 
... 0.014020 0.014180. ". 0 .•. 01406() ..... _ 0 .• 011800.... O. 022620_ .............. _ ..................... __ ......... _ ......................... _ .......... __ ....... _ ......... _ .......... __ ...... __ ......................... " ........ _ ......... _ .................... _ 
220 THICKNESSWISE RAD OF GYRATION NOR (KYI0) 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 .O.Q ............ 0 .•. 0._ ..... _ ... J) •. O. ..Q,() ... . 
235 POLAR RADIUS OF GYRA SPAR NOR 
0.010930 
0.011070 
0.002829 0.006389 0.009921 0.010990 
0.010880 0.010800 0.010800 0.010950 
0.011620 0.012160 0.012380 0.012530 
_ ..... 250DIST FROM LA. FORW'D TO C/4 IlDR 
. () .•.. 0091Q.0 ............................................................................................................................................... _ .............. _ ......................................................................................... . 
0.0 0.001700 0.003400 0.001000 -0.000150 
-0.000200 -0.000100 -0.000100 -0.000100 -0.000650 
-0.000600 -0.000600 -0.000600 ~0.002000 -0.010000 265 "DIST -'FROM' E.·A~· FORW1"O Ttl'" C:G;····· N[i"R ... , .......... ~~ ......... " ..... ~ - ... -- ...... -- .............. _-
0.000400 -0.002100 -0.003600 -0.002600 -0.002600 
-0.002700 -0.002200 0.000100 0.002700 0.002700 




280 .. FLATWISE . MODAl .... RESPONSE .DEflEC.TIONS ..... J QWIL ............. _ .......................... __ ......... _ ........... _ ........................................... . 
0.003240 0.0 0.0 0.0 
286 FlATWISE MODAL RESPONSE RATES (QWI*l 
0.001866 0.0 0.0 0.0 
...... 292 .EDGEWISE.MODAl .. RESPONSE .DEFLECIIONS .... JQVPL ............ __ ...... __ ................ _ ................ _ ....... _ ....................... __ ......... _ ................ __ .................... _ ........ . 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
295 EDGEWISE MODAL RESPONSE RATES (QVP*l 
0.0 0.0 0.0' 
....... _ 2.98 ... TORSIOtL..t10DAL ... RES.F.'ONSE ... DEfJ.ECIIONS._.UUJJ._ ..... ___ ._._ ..... _ .... __ .... _ ...... _ ...... _ ....... __ ....... _ ...... _ ...... _ ....... _ ...... _ ...... ~ __ ......... __ ........ _ ........ _ ....... __ ........... .. 
0.009570 0.0 0.0 
301 TORSION MODAL RESPONSE RATES (QTJ*l 
0.014767 0.0 0.0 
355 BUILT-IN AERO. (+. AFT) SWEEP ANGLE DEG 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
., ._ .......... 0 .Q ..... __ ........ _0 .•. 0 .. __ ....... __ .. 0.J,._ ........ _.30 .• OOQ ..... _.30. 00.0 .... _ ....... ____ ..... _ ........ _ ............. _ ........ __ .......... _ ....... _ .......... _ ......... _ ........ __ .... _ ..... __ ......... w •••••••••• _ ••••••••••••••••••••• __ 
498 LAG DAMPER BLADE ATTACHMENT SEGMENT NO. 
499 DAMPER ATTACH. REL. TO FEATH. BEARING OPTION 
....... _ ...... 0 .•.. 7:. INBQARD.L ... 1 .•.. :: .. OUTBOARD ........ _ .... _ ._ ... _ ..... . 




__ •• ..,....... .--'" _._ •... _ ...... ___ .•.••• _.. • ___ •••• _-:- .••• _ _... ._~ ..•••• ___ ••••.. __ . ...•.. .•..••. __ ~ ...•.. __ _..... . .. ·A. 
_ ... 5!l.1 ... NO .• _Of.. .. ABS~.:tSS"'.::.9RDJtIA.TLP..9I.I:fL!'.AlRS ... lNPUII.ED_.(.MA)(7:2't .•.. ! ..... 2.3 •. _ ......... _ ......... _ .......... __ ........ _ ........ __ ....... _ ......... _ ....... __ •..... __ ....... _ ........ __ ........ __ .......... _ ......... ___ ......... __ 
U(A*l = RAD/SEC, U(M) = FT-L6 
...... __ ....... A*. J1(A~ L.. A* .M( A*.l ..... A* MIA*) 
502 -0.1538 -812.50 -0.1385 -801.70 -0.1277 -782.70 
-0.1185 -758.30 -0.1077 -687.90 -0.0923 -492.90 
-0.0769 -335.80 -0.0615 -205.80 -0.0462 -113.80 





16.30 0.0308 54.20 
205.80 0.0769 335.80 
687.90 0.1185 758.30 




..• _ Q .•.. O _., 0 ..• 0 
EDGEWISE NOtNISCOUS STRUCTURAL DAMPING CHARACTERISTICS 
(FRACTION OF CRITICAL DAMPING. = .5*G ) 
.. -........... ~ .............. -................... ,.. ......... ........ . ....... -- ._ .......... . 
554 1. = USE LOC. 94 VALUE IN NONVISCOUS FORMULATION 
2. = USE DISTRIBUTION OF NONVISCOUS DAMPING 
555 NONUNIFORM NONVISCOUS STRUCTURAL DAMPING DISTRIBUTION 
0.0 
.. ·ii.c·· ......... 0.0······· .. ' 0.0' ........... -O~(j" ." ····0:·0 .................. _ ...... . 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
I\) 








600 .. lie flATWISE ................................. ~ ....... IN**3 ................. _. ..... ... ........ _ .......... _ ............. _ ............ _........................ . .... _ .......... . 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
615 .. I/C EDGEWISE... ..... .._ ........_ ............ IN**3 .... _ _ ........ _'" ...... . .... _ ........ '''''' .... _ ...... _._ ...... _~ ...... . ..... _.. ....... ......... _ .... _.,. ...... . ..... ' 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1~0000 
630-659 INTENTIONALLY BLANK 
660 TORSION TWIST STIFFNESS. EBI. LB*FT**4 
.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
675 TWIST COUPLING STIFFNESS. EBZ. LB*FT**3 
.• 0. 
.0 
...... J) .• Q .... 
0.0 
...... 0 .. 0 _._ ....... _0.0 
. ........... -- ...... ~-....... _ .. ,--- .. _.-, .- .... " .. _ ... -- ...... ~ ...... -~ ...... -~ ...... - _ ..... "-- ....... ,-- ....... _ ....... _- ...... _ ...... - - ... '.-~~ 
0.0 0.0 
690 NONLII1EAR TWIST AtlGLE DEG 
(STRUCTURAL. IF DIFFERENT FROM AERO.) 
O. a ....... """ ..... 0.0 .. _ ........... 0 .. 0._ ...... _ .... 0 .. 0 o. a ....... _ .............. __ .......... ' .............. __ ...... _._ ............. _ ....... _ .. _ ....... _ ...... __ . _ ..... _ ...... _ ... _ ....... _ ........ ' _'" 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
705 NONLINEAR TWIST ANGLE CHANGE PER SEGMENT LENGTH DEG 
........ ·-!g:·~3iwJsr-. Rt:~~ZCOt'.PlJ.T~~7~~TER.NALi: 7~~OMJN~~:~~~ .TWlSr~.AHGLE.s.! ._._ ........ _-...................... _ ......... - ........ __ ..... _._ .......... __ ....... _ ...... _......... ._ ....... - ........... __ ....... -................ _ .. 
-1.000 -1.000 -1.000 -1.000 -0.455 
-0.379 -0.568 -0.606 -0.Z46 -0.Z46 
7.Z0JlISr f.ROM.E,A • .f.ORH'Q .. JO.!'I,A. NOR 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 




! B~ ... 1 Z30687 
I 
.... STIFfNESS. CHARACTERISTICS ... OF. ... f.LEX-BEAM: ............................................... _ ........................................................... _ ..... . 
735 PLATE BENDING STIFFNESS, D. LB-FT 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
..... .0 .• 0.... ...... ... 0 •. 0...... .. ........ 0 •. 0 .. _.. .. .... 0. O. . ...... 0.0 ...... _... .. ............ _. ....... ...... .. _ ...... ...... .. ...... _.. ..... .. ........ .. 
745 BEAN TORSION STIFFNESS, GK. LB-FT**Z 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
._ .... _ .755 ... SECT.IOtt.HIDI.lL .... ___ . ___ ...... _ ..... _fT ... ___ ..... _ ......... _ .. _ ..... _ ..... _ ....... _ ..... __ ....... _ ..... _ ... _ ....... _ ....... _ ....... _ ........... __ ......... _ ....... _ ....... ~_ ........ _ ......... _ ........ _ ......... __ ........ . 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
....... STIFFNESS. CHARACTERISTICS.OF .. JORQUE-TUBE : __ ..... 
765 FLATWISE BENDING STIFFNESS LB-FT**Z 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
.. ... ...... ..0 .•. 0._ ........... __ ... 0 .•. 0 _ ..................... 0. 0 ......................... 0 '. (L ...... __ ........... O .... 0 ........ _ ........ _ ............... _ ......... __ ......................... _ ......... __ .......................................... _ ........... __ ........... _ ....... _ ........... _ ........ _ .. _ ....... .. 
775 EDGEWISE BENDING STIFFNESS LB-FT**Z . 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
........ --- ..... - . ... . ......... " ...... --- ..... . 
MASS CHARACTERISTICS OF TORQUE TUBE: / 
785 MASS LB-SEC**Z/FT 
..... o. O' ..... _ ......... _J),..!L ... _._ ...... _.0. ,(1._ ....... _.9 ..•. 0 _ ........... _ ... 0.., 0 .............. __ ....... _ .......... _ ......... _._ ........... __ ......... __ ........... _ ......... _ .......... _ ............. _ ........ _ ......... __ ......... _ ......... _ ......... _ ........ _ ............................ .. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
795 DIST FRON E.A. FORW'D TO C.G. NOR 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0, .. 0_ ........... 0.0 ....... _ ... ,.!) ..• O ..... : ........... 0,.0..... 0.0 
SECTION MODULI OF TORQUE TUBE: 
805. I1c .. .F..LI\TH.ISE ......................... IN** 3 ........... _ ......................... _ .......... __ ........... _ ............ __ ......... _ ............ _ ........................... _ ......... _ ............ _ ........... _._ ......... _ ............. _ ............ _ ......... _ ............ _ ................................. .. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 "- 0.0 0.0 
815 IIC EDGEWISE IN**3 
0.0 ......... _ ... 0.0 0.0. 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 


































..()., 0_ .. 




900 .. NO •. OF'.PEtIDUlAR. .. VIBRATIOI:LABSORBERS ... ACTIVATED................ 0 ....... _ ........... __ .................................. , ..................... . 
N 
DATA FOR PENDUlAR ABSORBER NO. 1 
~... . .. -- .... "...... ...... ..... . .. '" .... ..... ..... ...... ...... ..- ..... . 
:N 901 RADIAL LOCATION OF HINGE, IN 35.000000 
902 VERTICAL OFFSET OF HINGE, IN -1.000000 
903 ARM LENGTH, IN 4.411000 
_ ..... _ 904 MASS J. __ .•• _._ ......... _ •• _ ..•...• __ .......... _ ...... LB~SEC2IFI .. __ ..... _ ... 0 .155300 ......... _ ......... _ ........ __ ....... ........; ...... __ ....... _ ........ _ .......... _ .......... _ ......... __ ........... _ ......... c..... ..... : •• _ .......... _ ......... _ ............ .. 
905 ROTARY INERTIA ABOUT HINGE, LB-SEC2-FT 0.023080 
906 DISCRETE SPRING, LB-FT/RAD 0.0 
907 VISCOUS DAMPING COEFFICIENT, LB-SEC-FT 0.006578 
908 FRICTION .. MOtlENT ......... _ ...... _ .... LB-F.J ._ ......... _ ...... _.0.0 
909 FLAP ANGLE (BETA PI, RAD 0.0 
910 FLAP RATE (BETA P*I, RADO.O 
._._ ••••••••• _ ••••••••••••• ___ •••••••• _ ••••••••• ~_ ••••••• ~_ ........... _.-.... __ •••••••• _._ ••••••••••• ~ __ ••••••• _ •••••••• ~_#O ......... ~ ._ ••••••••• _ ••••••••• _~_ •••••••••• _ •••••••••• ~"~ ••••••••• ~~ ••••• : •••• __ ••••••••••• ~_ •••••••••••• _ •••••••••• __ •••••• _ •••••• ~_ •• _ •• _..-•••••••• ~ _ ••••• :. __ ••••• __ ._ •••••••• ". __ ••••••••••• _ 
DATA FOR PEtIDULAR ABSORBER NO. 2 
911J~ADIA!-.lQCATIONOF. HINGE~ .. __ ~t{ _"'. ., .... 4().()00000 ..................... _ ........ _ .......... "._ ...... _ ........ _ .... _ ...... _ ..... _ ....... __ ...... _ ............. _ ... __ .... _ 
912 VERTICAL OFFSET OF HINGE, IN 1.000000 
913 ARM LENGTH, IN 2.614000 
914 MASS, LB-SEC2IFT 0.093200 
. __ . 9.1!) ROTAR'( ... INE~JIA .. AB()Ur.JJINGE.1. ..... JB~SEC2~JT ............. _ ...... 0. 004.86 3 ....................... _ ......... __ .......... _ ........ _ .......... __ .......... _ ........... _ ......... __ ..... _ ......... __ ........ __ .......... _ ......... __ ........ _ ............ _ .. 
916 DISCRETE SPRING. LB-FT/RAD 0.0 . 
917 VISCOUS DAMPING COEFFICIENT, LB-SEC-FT 0.001872 
918 FRICTION MOMENT . LB-FT 0.0 
919. FLAP ANGLE.(BETA Pl ............. " .RAO __ ...... _ ....... _ .... _ O •. I! .. __ ............. _ 
920 FLAP RATE (BETA P*I. RAD 0.0 
921 INTEGRATION FREQ •• ABSORBER NO.1 NOO 2.850000 
92 LItHEGRATION .. .f.H EQ •. , ... ABSOR.BER..I:lO.,,~ .... NDCL .. _ .......... _ ...... 3. 850000 ........ _ ............ __ ....................... __ ......... _ ....... ___ ..................................... _ ......... _ ............. ___ ......... _ ........... _ ............ _ ............ _ ........... _ .. 
923 BUILT-IN HINGE PITCH ANGLE NO. 1 DEG 
924 BUILT-IN HINGE PITCH ANGLE NO. 2 DEG 
0.0 
0.0 
DATA FOR CALCULATION OF HUB EXCITATION VECTOR AND IMPEDANCE MATRIX 
......................... 
930 MULTIPLE OF NUMBER OF BLADES 0.0 
(VALUE X NO. OF BLADES = VIBRATION (PI OROE.RI 
931 LINEAR HUB ACCEL. PERTURB. AMPL. FT/SEC**2 0.500000 
93? ... RO:r:A~I I:IY..B .. ACC.E.L. PER.Tl!R..B~ ... AM.I'.L~_ ... R.ft.,D/!?EC* .. *2. ..... _0.050000 
NOTE .•• MAXIMUM HARMONIC CAPABILITY = 10 
IBM 230687 
Ii 
957. HGT OF .. ROTOR ABOVE GRND .OR .. TEST. SECLfLR..JFTL ..................... O.O ..................................... . 
958 HEIGHT OF WIND TUNNEL TEST SECTION (FT) 0.0 
959 WIDTH OF WIND TUNNEL TEST SECTION (FT) 0.0 
975 .. CASE IM1BER ... _ ............................. _ ........ _ ...... _ .............. '"'' .. 2 .• 0 ..... -_.V ...... I'{EYV .... ........... _ .......................... _ ... .. 
976 BUILT-IN PUSH-ROD ATTACH. PITCH ANGLE (DEG) 0.0 
977 PITCH HORN/CUFF INB'D BLADE ATTACH. SEG. NO. 0.0 




979 PUSH-ROD RADIAL LOCATION (IN) 0.0 
980 PUSH-ROD LOCATION FORWARD OF FEATH. AXIS (IN) 0.0 
981 INNERMOST. SEGMENT .. NO •. OF. FEATHERING ... flEXURE ...... _. 0.. . ....................... _ .................. _ .. _ ........ _ ...... . 
982 BUILT-IN TWIST ANGLE OF flEXURE (DEG) 0.0 
983 GJ OF SPAR/FLEXURE (LB-FT2) 0.0 
984 FLEXURE TORSION STRESS COEF. (IN-PSI) 0.0 
985 ... 1. = .... INC.kuD E ... woa6 LE .... t10D.E .... (.X6R ... CASES ... ON Lll._ ..................... _ ........ : ... _ .. O .•.... _ .......... n ........................................... _ ......... _ .......... _ ••••••••• _ •••••••• _ •••••••• _ ••••••• ___ ............ _ •••••••••• _ ••••••••••• 
986 SNUBBER STIFFNESS ALIGNMENT OPTION 
O. = VERT- INPLANE; 1. = IT FLAT- EOGE 
987.It:B·D .. SNUB6ER VERTICAL. n'V,Tl .. SPRING .. O.B.lFTl... ... 
988 IHB'D SNUBBER INPLANE (EDGE) SPRING (LB/FT) 
989 TORQUE TUBE AXIAL LOAD RESTRAINT OPTION 





1. = OUTBOAR.D RESTRAIHT(TT IN COMPRESSION) . 990 Ii-itiERtiOST SEGMEl-rTNO. "OF TORQui: TUBE .... ..... -..... : ..... ·_· .. ····· .... ···:···0:············ .. _·······_ .. ···········--...................... - ....... - ........ - ........ - ........ __ ........ _ ............. _ ............ _ ........................ _ ......... _.- .. . 
991 1. = USE T-TUBE/F-BEAM REDUNDANT ANALYSIS O. 
992 FLAT*EDGE TORS. TERN OVER T-TUBE SPAN OPTION 0.0 
o. = . ..I .. EIZ.-ElY !.liyE .. • ... • *.!"E~.· * .1. 0 _. ...... . ...... . 
1. = * 0.0 
2. = * PSEUDO-TORS. MODE 
993 FLEX-BEAM PLATE ASPECT RATIO PARAMETER 
....... 0 •. = INfJNl!E.'yALUE, .. ROD:-LIISE.(LIHEAR) .. TWIST. 
994 OUTB'D END TT- SPAR FLAT SPRING (FT-LB/RAD) 
·995 OUTB'D END TT- SPAR EDGE SPRING (FT-LB/RAD) 
9.9.6 .. STATIC. (STEADY:-STATE ).AIRFOIL .. DATA OP.TION 
O. = INPUTTED TABULAR; 1. = ANALYTIC NACA 0012 
997 UNSTEADY AIRFOIL DATA OPTION 
O. = STATIC DATA ONLY; 1. = SYHTH •.. UTRC: ... DATA 






998 DELTA PSI FOR F389 DATA TRANSFERAL 15.00000 
999 NODE OF DATA TRANSFER WITH PROGRAM F389 1.0 
. ·····(0: :: PUli"cHEDCARDS;' l~'=bATA' FILES)···· .. -........ _ ............ - ..... . 
10M Z3f';E·37 
• 
1000 .. 1 •. ~ ... USE ... J.ABULAIED _l 0 )CONIROl. ... AN~l.ESVS.w:nME . ' ...................... 0 ....................... __ ..................... .' ......... _ ... . 
~ __ ..... 0 .. THE.TA-::.75 .. TAB.LE L ....... _ ........... _. __ ....... _ ....... . ................... _ ....... . 
~ 1001 NO. OF ABSCISSA-ORDINATE POINT PAIRS INPUTTED (NAX=24.) O. 
T F(T) T F(T) T FIT) 
••... _. lO.()j~_ .. o.. L ... _.J.t.O ..... __ ... o . .lL ... __ ... O •. O_ ......... _.: .. O.L .... __ .. O .• O_ ....... _ ........ __ ..... _ ....... _~ ..... _._ ........ __ .... __ ........ __ ...... ___ ......... __ ........ _ ....... __ ...... _ ....... _._ ... __ ........ _ 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
"'''' 0.0_ ..... _ ..... 0.0 .... _ ..... 0.0. 0 .• 0 ...... _ .. 0 .• 0_.. 0.0 ...... _ .... __ ....... _ ...... _ ., .............. _ .... _ ....... ~ .. , ...................... _ ....... _ ...... _ ...... _ ............... _. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0' 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
o AIS TABLE: 
1051 NO. OF ABSCISSA-ORDINATE POINT PAIRS INPUTTED (MAX=24.) O • 
..... "-'f' F(T) T F(T) T F(T) 
1052 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 () ,.() .. _ ........ 0.9 ..... _ ...... _.0.0 ..... _ .. _ ...... 0.0 ..... _._ ........ 0. 11 ........ _ ............. _ ......... __ ........ __ ....... __ ........ __ ....... __ ......... __ ......... ___ ..... __ ....... __ ....... __ ......... _._ ........ _ ........ _ .......... _ .. 
··· .. ·-·· .. ······ .. 0:·0----· .. ···· .. · o. 0 o. 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
9,0 .. 9 .• 0_ ....... _ .. 0.0 0 .. 00.0 0.0 ............... _' ..... _ ......... _ .... _. ,_ ..... __ ...... _ ...... __ ........ _ ................ _ ...... ~ .. "_ ...... _ ......... _._ 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
. D ... BIS ... T!>-B LE.: .... " ............. _ ............. _ ......... __ .......... " ................................................... __ ......... __ ......... _ ........... _ ........... __ .......... __ ........ ___ ....... __ ............ _ ... _ ..... _ .......... _ ........... _ ......... ___ ........ _ ........... _ ............. _ .............. _ ... . 
1101 NO. OF ABSCISSA-ORDINATE POINT PAIRS INPUTTED (MAX=24.J O. 
T F(T) T F(T) T F(T) 
llO? ... 
-. 
0,0 0.0 0.0 O,J! . ... ~ 0.,0 .0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
- ..... --~ ........... -.. -.. ......... ---....... 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
BLADE MODE SHAPES READ FROM UNIT 24 IN SUBROUTINE NIAM 
I 
II 
_ ..... INPUTTED ... VARIABLE .. I~F.LOH ... DISTRIBUTIOHS .JOUTPULfROM .PROGRAM .. F.389.OR .. EQUIVALENT) •.... FPS.·..... . ......... . 
HARMONIC COEFFICIENTS: LAMBDA(X(JI.PSII = RAMLAM + (VLAMO(JI +"SU!1(VLAMA(J,NI*COS(N*PSII + VLAHS(J,NI*SININ*PSIII/OHEGA-R 
SEG. #, J = 1. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15. 
VLAMO -2.45 -2.45 -2.45 -3.97 -6.61 -8.95 -8.80 -9.06 -10.27 -10.92 -10.25 -10.27 -13.30 -9.61 -9.00 
VLAMA 1 -1.78 -1.78 -1.78 -1.47 -0.93 -1.11 -3.78 -5.95 -7.07 -7.47 -7.99 -8.51 -8.86 -1.40 -1.04 
VLAHB 1 -8.50 -8.50 -8.50 -9."41 -10.99 -12.00 -10.32 -8.21 -5.43 -2.76 -0.86 1.47 5.04 6.15 7.16 
.... VLAMA L _ ..... _.4.16 _ .... 4. • .16. .... _.4.16._ .... .3.43 ... _2..16 ........ 1.16 1.70 ...... 2 .• 32.. ..... 2.14 ...... 1.19. _ 0 .• 35 ...... ,-,.0.47 ... -1.03 ....... 1..55 ....... L64 .... 
VLAHB 2 5.01 5.01 5.01 3.42 0.65 -1.46 0.06 -0.69 -2.64 -4.05 -4.45 -4.75 -4.55 -6.91 -7.49 
VLAMA 3 5.20 5.20 5.20 4.07. 2.10 1.16 4."51 4.61 4.23 4.35 4.34 4.19' 3.48 3.69 3.50 
._ .. .YLAI1B .... 3. __ ..... :::5 .• 58. __ :::5 .•. 5.8 .......... ::5,.58_ ... :::4. Q8 ...... _-::1 .•. ft6 ._ ....... 0 •. 3.2 ... _-:-.1. 65 ......... ~0;.9.8 ...... _ ..... 0 .1.0 ............ 0 ..•. 19 ... _ ... :::.0 .16 ... ..:_-:.0 .• 58._ ..... ",1..14 .. _ .... ",1. 45 ...... _ "'1 .•. 94_ ........ -. .......... . 
VLAMA 4 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.57 0.37 -0.10 -1.24 0.94 2.59 2.51 2.38 2.34 2.70 3.15 3.47 
VLAHB 4 -3.63 -3.63 -3.63 -2.67 -1.01 0.56 0.88 -0.55 -1.72 -1.64 -1.21 -0.75 -0.31 -0.05' -0.01 
•••••• __ ~.. •••••• _ •••• _ •••••• .. .•• .• __ ........... ~~~ •••••• • •. ~~ •••••• __ •• ••••.. •••••• ...._ •••••• n ..... _._ •••••• _. • ••..•••••••• "'''"0 ••••••. ~.. •••••• ...... ..~.. •••••• ~__ ••••• _ •••••• .__ .•••••• •••••• • ••• _ •.•••• •••••• ••••.• ._... •••••• ...... ~ .••••••• ___ .. ,,_'"0 
VLAMA 5 1.26 1.26 1.26 0.83 0.08 -0.21 1.38 0.23 0.09 0.97 0.95 0.91 0.84 0.84 1.08 
VLAMB 5 2.62 2.62 2.62 2.12 1.25 0.46 0.42 0.43 -0.09 -0.88 -1.35 -1.69 -1.35 -0.91 -0.66 
_ ........ .YL~!:!A.§ ..... _3 .•. 6L ...... 2.6.2._ ..... 2.62 ............ 2,07. __ .... 1,lQ ..... _ .. (1.,07 _ ...... ::0 • 54 ..... _ .. Jl.. •. 35 ............ Q •.. 3't .. _ .. ::.O .• 25 ........ _::0 ..•. 05_._ ....... 0 .15 ....... _ ... 0.25 ......... 0.13 .. _ .... 0 .• 11 ..... _. ___ ........ _._ 
VLAHB 6 -1.83 -1.83 -1.83 ~1.35 -0.51 0.28 0.42 0.28 0.39 0.51 0.32 0.02 -0.64 -0.83 .. -0.87 
VLAMA 7 












0.57 0.57 0.57 0.72 0.97 1.08 









Q.l~ ..... _0,J5 
-0.38 -0.38 
2.16 1.93· 1.52 0.95 
1.15 1.06 0.90 0.64 
...... -- ......................... ~~ ........... ~ ......... _. __ ......... . 
1.65 1.38 0.92 0.42 
2.03 1.62 0.91 0.24 
.. 0.1?. 0.20 0.29 _ .. .0 .• 32 









0.68 0.84 0.53 -0.08 -0.52 -0.11 -0.07 -0.04 





_ .:::0.15 .. 9.,01 
-0.20 -0.27 
1.02 0.66 0.27 -0.10 -0.18 -0.07 
0.22 -0.04 -0.15 0.40 0.54 0.52 
-0.11 0.36 0.71 0.44 0.18 0.08 
-0.14 -0.05 -0.01 -0.26 -0.11. 0.08 
....... 0.;1. 9._ .. :::0.05 ...... -:() .• U. _ .... 0.56 ....... 0.42 _ ...... 0.21. .. _.' 
-0.43 -0.13 0.05 -0.31 -0.36 -:0.35 
-0.25 -0.25 -0.25 
1.11 
-0.21 -0.14 0.00 0.35 0.51 0.66 0.53 0.12 -0.21 -0.10 -0.11 -0.08 
1,J.1... ....... .1.11 0.85 ......... ()., 40 ........ ::0,().3 ...... :":.0. 0? ....... :":.9. .•. 19 ........... O.2't ... ' ...... () ..• 4.7. ....... ::·0,Jl1 ....... :::0. 35 .... _ ... 0 ... 01 ......... :-0 .12 .. _ .... ::-.0.27. .... ............ . 
-0.20 -0.20 -0.20 -0.14 -0.03 











0.06 0.04 -0.28 -0.29 -0.18 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 








. AZIMUTHAL. VARIATION,. 
SEG. " J = 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
PSI 
O. 13.78 13.78 13.78 9.41 1.79 -5.12 -5.29 -5.03 -5.67 -7.46 -9.18 -11.47 -15.51 -1.69 -0.32 
15. -5.36 -5.36 -5.36 -6.80 -9.32 -11.60 -11.65 -13.00 -15.94 -18.07 -18.23 -19.07 -22.54 -9.36 -8.50 
.. _ .. ___ .... 30. __ ... __ .. ::16 •. 6 7~,:16. 67. ...... ::-16 .•. 6.7_ .. ::16.86._'::17 .• 18.,_ .. ::17. 33 .. __ -:16 .7S ...... ~19 .•. 80._ .. ::23. 83 ....... -:25.56 ...... ~25. 23 .. _"'25 .•. 34 ....... ,,27 • 35 ._ .. ".17.51._",1.7 .• 25 ..... _:....._ ....... _. 
45. -5.43 -5.43 ~5.43 -8.01 -12.51 -17.91 -23.33 -25.53 -27.17 -27.55 -26.27 -25.29 -25.88 -19.56 -19.23 
60. -15.48 -15.48 -15.48 -17.49 -20.98 -24.25 -24.73 -24.72 -24.89 -24.06 -22.09 -20.26 -19.52 -15.17 -13.99 
75. -10.97 -10.97 -iO.97 -14.48 -20.61 -25.72 -24.09 -22.80 -21.39 -18.79 -15.56 -12.53 -11.22 -8.69 -7.28 
... 90 •...... _ .. _ ..... :-2..51. _ .... :-2.51 ...... ::-2 •. 51 ~ ... -6.87 .. w".14 .50 .... ,,20.80 .. :-18.57.· ... .,.17 .• 02 .... :-15.57 ...... -13 .• 04. _:-9 .•. 86 .. _ ... -".7.07 ..... -6.72 ....... -2.65 ... ' 0·.99 ..... . 
105. -11.75 -11.75 -11.75 -13.59 -16.81 -18.96 -15.97 -13.87 .-11.20 -8.20 -5.93 -2.99 2.06 4.97 6.32 
120. -19.18 -19.18 -19.18 -19.14 -19.06 -17.90 -13.57 -9.69 ~9.33 -7.09 -0.22 5.15 2.67 . 3.64 4.72 
13S. -10.18 -10.18 -10.18 -11.45 -13.66 -14.26 -8.68 -8.70 -4.88 0.65 2.08 2.84 0.60 1.41 2.50 
.150 •........... _ .... ::-11. 03 ... ...:.1.1 .•. 03 ..... ::::.11 .. 03 .. _.::-11. 03 ....... :-11.. 03 ...... ::-.10.70 .......... ::-9.38 .......... -7. 63 ....... ::.4 ... 32 ....... _.,.1.47~._ ..... .,.0 .59 .... __ ::0.20 ........ ".1.98 .. _ ... ",1.17 ......... -0.22 ............ . 
165. -4.45 -4.45 -4.45 -5.97 -8.62 -11.33 -12.63 -4.35 -1.09 -3.23 -2.62 -2.50 -4.43 -4.22 -3.34 
180. 0.47 0.47 0.47 -1.23 -4.19 -7.80 -11.61 -5.90 -3.39 -5.07 -4.59 -4.63 -6.89 -7.97 -7.32 
195. 3.01 3.01 3.01 1.14 -2.12 -4.57 -2.62 -2.13 -4.43 -6.49 -6.06 -6.32 -9.40 -12.07 -11.81 
210. _ .... _ ...... 8.65 8.65 .8.65. _.: .. 5.42 .... :-.0 .. 20 -:3.11. _. $.47: .. : .... 1..4.6 ._. -:5 .• 07 .... -7 .•.. 42 ...... :-.7.29._ .. -.7.97 ... ".11.95. _ -:15;91 .... :-16.17. 
225. 16.80 16.80 16.80 12.25 4.31 -0.93 6.67 2.71 -4.14 -7.26 -7.59 -8.91 -14.18 -18.66 -19.41 
240. 25.86 25.86 25.86 19.97 9.69 1.40 5.27 4.07 -1.53 -6.22·. -7.18 -9.22' -15.39 -19.65 -20.87 
255. 3.29 3.29 3.29 3.21 3.07 2.48 0.66. '2.31 0.11 -4.31 -5.80 -8.48 -15.55 -18.36 -19.75 
270 •..... _ ......... __ -:10.98 ....... ::-.10,'?8_::-.l.0.98 -7.74 -2.10 .1.7.0 ...... ::-.3.40 ...... _:-.3 .• 98 ... , .... -:3.4(L .... ::-3.98 ......... :-4 .• 97:.~ .... ~7. 31 ...... -14.81 ..... ",15.44 ... ".16.48 ..................... _ .. . 
285. -6.44 -6.44 -6.44 -4.37 -0.75 1.04 -4.81 -9.19 -12.29 -12.90 -11.86 -11.86 -16.25 -12.45 -12.46 
300. -5.64 -5.64 -5.64 -3.77 -0.51 0.93 -5.06 -9.87 -14.30 -17.10 -18.14 -20.08 -25.33 -17.83 -16.66 
315. -4.28 -4.28 -4.28 -2.68 0.12 1.11 -5.02 -9.43 -13.22 -15.53 :-16.33 -18.15 -23.79 -13.83 -13.24 
330._ .......... 0.8S .. _.0,88 0.880.0S. -1.40 .. -:.3.33 -:5.84. -8.37 .... -19.98 ..... :-12.53. .. ::-.12.92 ..... -14.40 .... :-20.17 ....... -7.52 .... ~6.60_ 
345. 8.75 8.75 8.75 4.81 -2.06 -7.87 -6.35 -6.92 -8.53 -9.49 -9.46 -10.46 -15.58 -1.05 0.42 
360. 13.78 13.78 13.78 9.41 1.79 -5.12 -5.29 -5.03 -5.67 -7.46 -9.18 -11.47 -15.51 -1.69' -0.32 
TORSIONAL RETENTION SPRINGS AND EFFECTIVE FLEX-BEAM TORSIONAL STIFFNESSES 
, ....... . 
KTHETAI KTHETA2 KTHETA3 GJ-EFF TKA2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
) 
........... . ............ --. . ....... . ........... ~ ......... . 
LINEAR AND NONLINEAR MODAL DEFLECTION VECTORS 
FLATWISE MODE 1 MODAL FREQUENCY = 2.69900 PITCH-FLAT COUPLING, AWIl) = 0.56121 
N x GW GWP GWPP Dva DV2BP DIoI~mB DIoIW2BBP DWI<:BC DWW2BCP DWWCC DWW2CCP 
1 0.01969 -0.03532 -1.78702 1.03957 -0.00020 -0.00515 -0.00000 -0.00001 0.0 0.0. 0.0 0.0 
_ .... __ .......... 2_ .... 0.. 0.5.927_.::-.0 .• l o.55.Z_.:::1 .• 75n4_ .... 0 .•. 147.42 _ ..... ::-.0..0.0.169 ...... 70.0.2661 ..... _._::-0.. OOOOL_':".D .0.00.21._ .. 0.. 0 .......... _ ....... 0 .• 0._ ......... _ ..... 0.0 ..... __ ...... 0.0 ... _ ....... _._ ........... _ 
3 0.11230 -0.19775 -1.70.572 . 1.10105 -0.0.0800 -0.06951 -0.00016 -0.00140 0.0 0.0 . 0.0 0.0 . 
4 0.17878 -0.30648 -1.53452 3.51134 -0.0.2233 -0.12094 -0.000.81 -0.00441 0.0 0.0 0.0 0..0 
5 0.26212 -0..420.79 -1.17569 4.63436 -0.03189 -0.12061 -0.00113 -0.00423 0.0. 0.0 0.0' 0.0 




7 0.46212 -0.52348 0.37955 11.09248 -0.04126 -0.11089 -0.00071 -0.00.129 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
8 0..56212 '-0..4280.7 1.56340. 12.16763 -0..0.4454 -0.12769 0.0.0001 0.00076 0.0 0.0 0.0. 0.0 
9 0.66212 -0..21069 2.7640.8 .11.51697 -0.05328 '-0.16555 . 0.00105 0.00329 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
....... 10._ ...... 0 ..• 73.484_ .. 0. .•. 02013_ .. 3.55547.. __ .. 10.09451. .... _ ..... -0. 0.6545 __ .... :::.0. 20576 ........... _ .. 0. .• 0.0.211 .... _ .. 0. •. 00.563 ... _ ....... 0. .• 0 _ ......... _._.0 .• 0 __ ........ _ ... 0.0 ................ 0.0 ......... _ ...................... .. 
11 0.77651 0.17652 3.93865 8.30104 -0.07529 -0.23307 0.00289 0.00723 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
12 0..82386 0.37234 4.30407 6.19764 -0.0.8938 -0.26716 0.00396 0.00929 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
13 0.88257 0.63432 4.55631 2.31075 -0.11154 -0.31282 0.00562 0.01226 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
14 ....... 0.92519 0 .• 82993 __ .. 4.59691 0..69185 .. ":"0.13104 ..... :-0 •. 34.(,89 ........... 0 ..•. 0.0709. ...... 0.0147.2 _ .... 0. .• 0. .......0.0 .... . ..... 0.0 ..... 0.0 ...... _ ..... _ .. . 
15 0.94981 0.94324 4.60816 0.18414 -0.14363 -0.36666 0.00806 0.01625 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
QUADRATIC DEFLECTION VECTORS DUE TO TORSION MODAL TWIST (DVE(l,J), DV2EP(1,J)) AND TO FLATWISE BENDING (~E(l,M)) 
.... - ........... - ....... --...... -.. - ...... -.-......... ·_······j"-;;·····,·i·j-········· ............ ··_··········_············'·2)····· .. _···············_···········_··········_·(·3j················_/ .. j1··;;;··(·!)"···········_·····i··z·)·· ············ .. ··· .. '·3 i 
N x DVE DV2EP DVE DV2EP DVE DnEP / U''':E 
_. ""'1'- ii'~'01969 ...... - ........ -0:'0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0.6289 0.0 0.0 
2 0.05927 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.18720 0.0 0.0 
3 0..11230 0.0 0.0 0.0 0..0 0.0 0.0 0.34622 0.0 0..0 
4 ......... 0.,17.878._ ........ _ ............ _ ...... 0.0 0..0 .......... _ ......... 0.0 D. O .....•....... _ ... 0.0 ........ 0. 0 ........ ___ ........ _0 .. 5212(L ... _D. 0 .... __ ........... 0..0 .. . 
5 0..26212 0..0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.67692 0.0. 0.0 
6 0.36212 0.0 0.0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0. 0..76145 0.0 0.0 
7 0.46212 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.78408 0.0 0.0 
~ 0.56212 0.0 O.l 0.0 .. 0 .• 0 0.0 0.0. __ .. 0 .• 91349 .. _.0 .. 0.. 0.0 ..... 
9 0.66212 0.0 0.0. 0..0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.41771 0.0 0.0 
10 0.73484 0.0. 0.0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.15520 0.0. 0.0 
11 0..77651 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.74172 0.0 0.0 
12 _ .... 0.82386 __ ............ 0.0 0..0 0..0 0.0 ................... 0.0. 0.0 ..................... 3.54757 .0.0 0.0 .. 
13 0..88257 0.0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.70088 0.0 0.0 
14 0..92519 0..0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.59348 0..0 0.0 




















••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••• _ •••••••••••• ~~ •••••••••• __ ••••••••••• ~ _ •••••••• _~ __ •••••••••• _ ••••••••••• L. ~_ •••••••••• _ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• __ ••••• _ •••••• _ ••••••••••• 
TORSION MODES 
N N X Gnu GTP(U GT(2J GTP(2J Gn3) GTP(3) 
,~ .....• ...... ..... ...•... ..... ...... . ..... - ...... . ...... _.. .... . ............... . 
00 1 0.01969 1.00000 0.0 -0.58752 -5.13175 0.0 0.0 
2 0.05927 1.00000 0.0 -0.70266 -0.67486 0.0 0.0 
3 0.11230 1.0.0.0.0.0. 0.0. -0.76005 -1.20638 0.0 0.0 
... _ .. __ ........ 4_ .... 0.17878 _ .. 1. OOO'.OL ...... O .0 ....... __ .... _____ ... _::-0 •. 85852. ...... ::-.1. 53923._ ... _ ...... _____ ...... _ .. 0 .,0 __ ...... __ ... 0 .• 0._ ........... __ ......... _ ...... _ .. , ... _ ...... ..:._ ........ __ ...... _ ....... __ ...... __ ............ .. 
5 0.26212 1.00000 0.0 -0.97067 -0.73585 0.0 ,0.0 
6 0.36212 1.00000 0.0 -0.97200 0.88397 0.0 0.0 
7 0.46212 1.0.00.00 0..0 -0.78328 2.86662 0.0 0.0. 
...... ,.8 ...... 0.56212. ... , .. 1.0.0000 ....... 0.0 ...... _ ....... _ ...... _ ..... ,.0.40815 ..... ,4.27372 ... _ ....... _ ..... __ D.O. , ...... _ .. 0.0 ..... . 
9 0.66212 1.00000 0.0 0.06821 4.65049 0.0 0.0 
10. 0.73484 1.0.0000 0.0 0.39922 4.27209 0.0 0.0 
11 0..77651 1.00000. 0..0 0.56800 3.83515 0.0 0.0 
_ ...... 12 ........ 0. 82386 __ ... 1 .• 000.0.0._ ... 0..0_ ....... _ ........... _ ... _ .... _ ...... : O. 7394'L ...... 3 .11226 ......... ,_ .................... _ 0 .•. 0._ ............. 0 .• 0._ .......... __ ....... __ ........... _ ..... _ ......... __ ........... _ ....... , ................ ,. 
13 0.88257 1.00000 0.0. 0.89121 1.71495 0.0 0..0 
14 0..92519 1.0.00.0.0 0.0 0.93764 1.36451 0.0 0.0 
15 0..94981 1.0.0.00.0. 0.0 0.98931 2.02895 0.0 0.0 
AERODYNAMIC AND DYNAMIC/STRUCTURAL QUANTITIES 
N X XCEU CHORD THETA-AERO PHI ALPHA MACH Cl CD CM KAPPAIU (Y10C/4J/C 
'-' .... --. 1"· .. ·-0:·0196·9·····- ·0:·057·57" .. ····'0·:0·· .. _··· .. ··· .. _ .. ···'9:256··-.. ·····16:52·9·····---···25 ;'78·5· .. ·-· .. ·····0·:0 i4·····--.. ···0:0········ .. --···0·:0··· .... ·· .. ·-· .. ·0 : 0"'" ······ .... · .... ·O~'O-.... ·· .. ···· · .. ····0·:0········· .... ······· .. _ .. ···· .. ··_-
2 0.05927 0.09715 0.39000 9.952 6.043 15.996 0.038 1.75982 0..10300 -0..0.4387 0..18142 0..0.9590 
3 0..11230. 0.15018 0..87000 11.368 3.211 14.580 0.069 1.70318 0.04971 -0.03112 0.22475 0.08595 
.. _ ...... 4_ 0.17878_ .Q .. 216~6 1.24000 13.172 ....... _~0.(,76 12.496 0.109 ..... 1.51687 ..... 0 .•. 02316 .... -:0.02109 ..... 0.23709 ...... 0.01774..... ..... --
5 0.26212 0.30.00.0 1.30.0.0.0 13.091 -3.596 9.495 0.160. 1.20484 0.01473 -0.0.0.550. 0.17699 -0..0.0.254 
6 0.36212 0.40.0.0.0. 1.30.0.00 12.591 -4.669 7.922 0.221 1.0.5368 0.0.1242 0..0.0.32* 0.12841 -0..0.0.338 
7 0.46212 0.500.0.0. 1.30.00.0 11.591 -3.738 7.553 0..281 1.0.5951 0.0.1231 0.00.637 0.10052 -0.00.169 
........... 8 ........ 0.56212 0.60.0.0.0. 1.30.00.0. 10..591 -2.998 7.593 ........... JI.342 ...... _ ...... 1. D6151_ .. J). 0.1;30.0 ......... 0. 0.0.85 6 ..... 0.0.8277 .... ::-0.00.169 ..... _ .. _ ............... _ .. . 
9 0.66212 0.70.0.0.0. 1.30.000. 9.591 -2.577 7.014 0.40.2 1.04080 0.0.1330 0.01144 0.0.70.33 -0..00.169 
10 0.73484 0.77272 1.30000 8.864 -2.568 6.296 0.446 0.95174 0.01576 0.00.747 0.0.6457 -0.0110.0 
11 0.77651 0.81439 1.3000.0 8.447 -2.723 5.724 0.471 0.78616 0.01171 0.00.328 0.0610.0 -0.010.15 
~2. 0.82386 0.86174 1.29200 7.974 -2.897 5.077 0.50.0 .0.71.955 ...... 0 .. 010.83 ...... 0.0.0.231 ..... 0.05.714 .. ,.0.01022 ...... _ ..... -- ..... . 
13 0.88257 0.920.45·· .. -1.29200" 7:386- ....... -3.14i 4.245 0..536 0.63630 0.01088 0.00.300 0.05334 -0.010.22 
14 0.92519 0.96307 1.20500 6.960 -1.719 5.241 0.561 0.78113 0.01924 0.00463 0.0.4995 -0.0.3651 
15 0.94981 0.98769 0.9230.0 6.714 -1.541 5.173 0.576 0.78514 0.020.35 0.0.0.511 0..0.5130 -0.23835 
N X XCEN QUAD THETA-STR TWIST-BlT TWIST-TOT TENSB EIYB 
·····1 - ... ij"~oi(i69- ·"if.05757 -"0.03939 --.- "'-9.25'6 ....... 0': 14644 .. · .. '0': 14'644' 
Z 0.05927 0.09715 0..03977 9.952 0.46606 0.46606 
3 0.11230 0.15018 0.0.6629 11.368 0.46602 0.4660.2 
4 0.17878 0.21666 0.06667 13.172 0.46598 0.46598 
5 0.26212 0·:300.cef·· 6:1000.0'" 13.091 ::'0.17453 -0.17453 
6 0.36212 0.40.00.0 0.10.0.00 12.591 -0.17453 -0..17453 
7 0.46212 0.5000.0. 0.10.000. 11.5?1 -0.17453 -0.17453 
8 0..56212 0.60.0.0.0 0..1000.0 10..591: -0..17453 -0..17453 
9 ·0.:66212 0:70.000'0..10000' 9.591 '::'0.17453 ····:.0.17453·--
10 0..73484 0.77272 0..04545 8.864 -0.17472 -0..17472 
11 0.77651 0.81439 0.03788 8.447 -0.17463 -0.17463 
12 0.82386 0.86174 0.0.5682 7.974 -0.17447 -0.17447 
13 0..88257 ii:92045 6:b606i· .. ······----7~3e6······::.0.Ii450·····::.0.1745D 
14 0.92519 0.96307 0.0.2462 6.960 -0.17439 -0.17439 
15 0.94981 0.98769 0..02462 6.714 -0..17439 -0.17439 
















































































1.21614 0..0 1".54399 ... ·~O·~·Olri2·2····- ._ ........... _ ............. . 
1.0.0.756 -0.13145 
0.36557 -0..46002 IBM Z3r,G87 
I 





PSI = 0.00 OEG. 
... tL ... X .. CEH _...PHI-
A2S 
0.0 
REV = 3 
B2S 
0.0 










..ALPHA ....... MACH. NO .• _ ... CL .... "_ CD .. _ ...... CH._ .. __ ..... SAZS ........ SAyS ....... _MAXS ..... _. SOZS ......... SOYS _ ....... MDXS ........ MEX9 
1 0.OS76 -SO.205 -40.691 0.022 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -2.1627 2.2069 -0.3414 0.0 
2 0.0972 -24.317 -14.108 0.042 -1.6754 0.0319 0.0269 -0.1282 0.0535 -0.0492 -3.281S 0.9419 0.5162 0.0 
_ ............ 3 .... 0 .1502 ......... :-:n •. 978_ ........ ~2. 353 ........ 0. On. __ .:::0.1223 .. _ .. 0 .•. 0094 ....... 0. 0003 .......... :::0.0674 _ ... 0.0105. .. __ -:0 .• 0337. ...... _:::2.8161 ....... 0 .H15.: ... 1 •. 4936 ......... 0.0._ ........ _ ............. . 
4 0.2167 -11.688 1.741 0.113 0.3125 0.0085 -0.0011 0.5875 -0.1314 0.2633 -3.1988 0.3337 0.4360 0.0 
S 0.3000 -11.118 2.230 0.164 0.3796 0.0088 -0.0000 1.5863 -0.3370 0.1718 -4.1622 0.3109 1.1907 0.0 
6 0.4000 -10.105 2.744 0.225 0.4611 0.0094 O.OOlS 3.6415 -0.7048 0.3164 -S.3958 0.2761 2.2722 .0.0 
... L 0 .•. 5000 ......• :.7 •. 989. .... _.3 .•. 859. _ ... 0.285 ........ 0;6054 .. 0.0100 .... 0.001.9 _ .. .7.7.185 ... -:1.1794 ... '0.5906_ ... ".9.7336. .0 .. 4857. ... 4.0914 .. _ 0.0 _ ......... _ .... _ .. 
8 0.6000 -6.444 4.404 0.345 0.6911 0.0101 0.0055 12.9670 -1.6126 1.7869 -9.4638 0.7973 -1.8046 0.0 
9 0.7000 -5.430 4.418 0.405 0.7199 0.0100 0.0092 18.6803' -1.9851 3.8418 -11.1450 1.2656 -9.3940 0.0 
10 0.7727 -S.076 4.045 0.449 0.6771 0.0096 0.0064 21.6121 -2.1780 0.1582 -12.3661 1.2379 -10.2381 0.0 
_11 .... 0 .8144~ ........ -=S.P56_ .... _3 •. 649._ .... 0.4 74~ .. _ ... Q.~5214 ..... 0 .0088 ..... P. 0023 .. _ ... 18 .• 5733 __ .~1.9166.:_~0 •. 9490 ....... "U.;4813 ..... _ .. 0 .6.939 ..... :::.0 •. 7684 __ ....... 0. 0 .... _ .......... _ ......... __ 
12 0.8617 -S.050 3.182 0.503 0.4739 0.0087 0.0016 18.8754 -1.9768 -1.2S92 -14.4880 0.6995 -1.0798 0.0 
13 0.9205 -5.100 2.544 0.539 0.4082 0.0087 0.0019 18.6483 -2.0311 -0.8722 -19.7188 0.6942 1.8965 0.0 
14 0.9631 -4.901 2.317 0.402 0.32S5 0.0083 0.0033 7.7235 -0.7428 -1.8522 -13.4691 -0.6891 24.9154 0.0 
...... _IS ..•. 0 ._9J3??. ..... , -::It .• 5.46 _ •.. 3 •. 426"':' .. 9 .• 4)..7 ._ .. 9 .• 344~ ... 0 •. QQ83 .. Jl ,-oo~P .... _. 6 .• n't6 _::-0 .• 6040 .. ::.l2A>6.11.9 .. _ ~.s. .. 0440 ... _ -:1 .• ooa ... 24 .• 7.19L .... 0.0 .. _ ....... _ ..... -. 
QWl QW2 QW3 QW4 QVl 
XI -.1940-020.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Q** -.1010-010.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Q* -.5190-030.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 





















QT3 BETA DELTA BETA-PI BETA-P2 




...... 0 •. 0 ..... ._ .... O .•. 80.2D-:01-:: .• 114D~OOO .•. 0 ........ 0.0 .. _ ...... _ ............. _ 
N X CEN VERTICAL IHPLANE TORSION FLATWISE EDGEWISE TORSION CORNER TORSION 
.........• _ ....... _ •...•. _ .... cEF L:::.I.N ._ .......... 0 E I' .. L::: IN ......... _.OE.F.L .,..O~G .. _ ....... ~T1~ ESS . __ ....... _ .. STR ESS ................ SJR ESS ... _ ........... SJH E.S$ ............... ..I:\OMENI .... _ ................ A .. _........ _ .......... B .......................... _ .. 
1 0.0576 -0.019 0.003 0.0 1204. 
2 0.0972 -0.058 0.010 0.0 3282. 
.... 3 ...... 0.1S02 ............. -0 .. 108 Q.022. 0 .. 0..... ....... 5305, 
4 0.2167 ~0.166 0.040 0.0 6811. 
5 0.3000 -0.227 0.054 0.0 7382. 
6 0.4000 -0.277 0.063 0.0 6204. 
_ ...... _.] .... 0.5000 ........... _.::".0.285 0.060 0.0 ............ __ ...... 3350. 
8 0.6000 -0.234 0.045 0.0 ~1296. 
9 0.7000 -0.116 0.020 0.0 -4624. 
10 0.7727 0.010 -0.002 0.0 -4825. 
11 .. 0.8144 0.096 -0.015 0.0 -3945 .. 
12 0.8617 0.203 -0.029 0.0 -2541. 
13 0.9205 0.347 -0.047 0.0 -695. 
14 0.9631 0.455 -0.058 0.0 -12. 
IS 0.987.7. ................. 0. 517......... .. ~0. 063 0 .~............ 5. 
PUSH-ROD (RELATIVE) OEFL. = 0.0 IN 
N 













































__ ..... 1022 .•................ 39 .•. 57 .. 
PUSH-ROD LOAD = 0.0 LB 
.. _ .. :r:9RQUE.:::T~F BOQI.. SI:IEA.~ .. = .... .9.,0 .... LIt 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 















. ... 0.,0 
, 
I 
PSI = 90.00 DEG. REV = 3 
. ~ ..... N ...... X .CW. _ ....... PHI ... . ..ALPHA ........ MACH. NO .• ~· ... C.L .. _ ...... CD .. _ ....... CM ..... _ ..... SAZ5 ...... _ .. SAY5 ........ MAX5 ........ SOZ5 .......... SO.Y5 .......... NOX5 ......... N::X9 . 
o 1 0.0576 -7.707 -6.112 0.218 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.0342 2.2003 -0.2009 0.0 
2 0.0972 -6.620 -4.329 0.241 -0.3497 0.0104 0.0011 -0.9705 0.0838 -0.4260 -1.4247 0.8381 -0;6883 0.0 
..... ,. __ ... 3_.0 .1502_ ... _~!l .•. 45L .... -=l.,.150._ ...... 0 .•. 213_. _. ;::0 .• 0593._0.0087 .... ::-.0,0000_ ... :::0 •. 4163. __ .-::.0 .• 0236 ... _.,.0 .• 4742 ... _-,1 .• 2110 ... __ 0 .• 0574 ....... ,.,.0 .117.7 ...... _ 0 •. 0 . __ ....... _ .......... _ 
4 0.2167 -4.986 0.525 0.313 0.1926 0.0086 -0.0003 2.8502 -0.3813 0.5099 -1.4304 0.1554 -0.9184 0.0 
5 0.3000 -4.847 0.584 0.364 0.2133 0.0084 0.0014 4.4667 -0.5617 0.0281 -1.8814 0.0746 -0.4911 0.0 
6 0.4000 -4.419 0.511 0.424 0.2258 0.0081 0.0043 6.4399 -0.7340 1.2966 -2.4549 -0.0167 0.0875 0.0 
7 .. 0 .•. 500.0 .......... ::-.3.281 .... _ 0 .•. 650 ....... 0.484 .......... 0 •. 2494 ... 0.0080 .... 0.0043 .. _ .... 9.2915 ..... .,0.8347 ...... 1. 90n .. _ ... -::.4.4650 ..... 0 •. 0133 .... 0 .. 9546 .... _ 0.0 .. _ .. . 
8 0.6000 -2.446 0.484 0.545 0.2226 0.0080 0.0038 10.4935 -0.8260 2.0979 -4.4084 0.4020 -1.8144 0.0 
9 0.7000 -1.779 0.151 0.605 . 0.1669' 0.0081 .0.0029 9.7081 -0.7714 1.9192 -5.2554 0.8637 -5.3130 0.0 
10 0.7727 -1.254 -0.050 0.649 0.1606 0.0090 0.0002 10.7525 -0.8331 -2.0988 -5.8244 0.8227 -5.6985 0.0 
.11 ..... 0.8144 ............ ::-0 ..• 851_ ....... .::0 .•. 064_ ...... 0.674 ..... _ .. 0 .• 06'015 ..... 0. 0.083 ... ::-0 •. 0020._ .... 4.659.7. .. _":'.0.668.9 ...... ,,3. 5171 .......... -6 .•. 2751... ... _.0 .2.460 ....... "'1. 07.3L .......... 0 .0 .... _ ............ _ .......... .. 
12 0.8617 -0.482 -0.169 0.702 0.0457 0.0084 -0.0033 3.5612 -0.6834 -5.0330 -6.7454 0.2312 -1.1969 0.0 
13 0.9205 -0.263 -0.538 '0.738 -0.0381 0.0086 -0.0111 -3.2903 -0.7279 -14.9003 -9.1587 0.0638 0.0962 0.0 
14 0.9631 0.087 -0.614 0.653 -0.0211 0.0085 -0.0028 -1.3287 -0.4634 -1.6540 -6.1154 -1.1334' 11.2889 0.0 
........ 15 ...... 0 .. 9..87.Z ......... 0 .• 3.52 _ ....... :::0 ,~95_ .. 9. .• 6.{,.8._ -:-.9.., 0~05 ..... 0 •. 00.85 .:::0 .OO~l ...... :,l.J)~lO _:::Q .• 377.':+ ..... 0 .•. 5508 ... _ -:-.2 ..• 1986 ... _ -:l.1.7S9. ..... 11..10.11.... ..... 0 •. 0 .. 
QIoI1 QIoI2 QIoI3 QIoI4 QV1 QV2 QV3 QTl QT2 QT3 BETA DELTA BETA-PI BETA-P2 
· .. XX ...... O·:i190·:.'02·0:·0···_·· .. ··0:·0 .. ···_····· .. 0:-0 .. ···· ...... ···0·:'0 .. ····· .. ·-0:'0· .. · .. · .. · ...... -0:·0·· .. ·-···· .... 0·:·0········-.... ·'O·:O .. ··· .. · .. - .. ··ii·:o-...... · .... ·-=·:iioD:::oj~~·66·4D:::·ii·3'o·~o ........ ·-.. O·:·O .......... ···--·· .. · .... - .. ··· .. ·-.. · 
Q** 0.585D-020.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -.3710-03-.1450-020.0 '0.0 
Q* 0.316D-030.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -.5290-01-.2050-020.0 0.0 
Q ...... :: .•. 77.7D:.0.20,O ...... __ .11.,0 _ .......... 0 .. ,.0 _ 0 ... 0 0.0 0,0 ....... _.0 .. ,0 _" ....... 0 .•.. 0 ........... 0,0 ............. 0 .•. 3760-01-:: .• 1150+.000.0 .... _ ...... 0 •. 0._ ....................... . 
N X CEN VERTICAL INPLANE 
DEF.kIN 
TORSION FLATWISE EDGEWISE TORSION CORNER TORSION 
............ _ .......................... _ .... .DEFL::-.IN OEFL-DEG STRESS ... STRESS .................. sTR.ESS .. _ ............. STRESS ................. t.10HEtlT. .... _ .................... A ................ _ ............. 8 ........................... _ .. 
1 0.0576 0.072 -0.002 0.0 618. -1535. O. 2153. -418.93 0.0 0.0 
2 0.0972 0.216 -0.009 0.0 1772. -1207. O. 2979. -411.85 0.0 0.0 
..... 3 ...... 0.1502 0,.405 ...... _-Q .• 026. 0,0..... 2692. . .... :::1070...... O. 3762 ..•... .:::401.4.9.. .0.0.... .0.0_ ........ _ ...... _ ..... . 
4 0.2167 0.625 -0.060 0.0 2936. -1206. O. 4143. -390.72 0.0 0.0 
5 0.3000 0.858 -0.082 0.0 2489. -1132. O. 3620. -376.87 0.0 0.0 
6 0.4000 1.042 -0.090 0.0 1223. -1218. O. 2441. -378.89 0.0 0.0 
_] .. 0.5000 1.070 -0.074 0 .• .0 ................. -765. .,1{,87 ........................... 0 .... _ ............ 2452. ~.'+11. 42 ................ 0.0 ........... __ ......... 0. (L .... __ ....... _ ................ _ .. 
8 0.6000 0.877 -0.045 0.0 -3196. -1687. O. 4883. -421.97 0.0 0.0 
9 0.7000 0.434 -0.015 0.0 -4622. 437. O. 5060. -399.06 0.0 0.0 
10 0.7727 -0.037 0.001 0.0 -4372. 2981. O. 7353. -369.88 0.0 0.0 
11 0.8144 -0.356 0.005 0.0 .......... _ .. .,3Cf21 , 3938. .0.. }359, 
1Z 0.8617 .. ···· _. '::0'.756 ...... _ .. "0.004 0.0 -2130.4Zl()·. O. 6340. -330.85 0.0 0.0 -Z74.93 0.0 0.0'" -- ...... -- .... . 
13 0.9205 -1.290 -0.006 0.0 -558. 4169. O. 4727. -112.09 0.0 0.0 
14 0.9631 -1.689 -0.021 0.0 -84. 3006. O. 3090. 14.26 0.0 0.0 
15 0.98?.?. ........... -1.919 ................ ::.0~0.g ................ O~().............. -8 ...... ~ ....... 1.01~ .. ,..... O. 1022. 7. 00 0 . 0 ...... 9., 0 
PUSH-ROD (RELATIVE) DEFL. = 0.0 IN PUSH-ROD LOAD = 0.0 LB 




PSI = 160.00 DEG. REV = 3 
N ...... X .. CEN. _.. . PHI .. . ..ALPHA ........ MACH. tlO .•. _ .CL ............ CD .. _ ........ CI1... .. __ ..... SAZS "'" .... SAyS ....... _.MAXS • .. SOZS..... . ..... SOYS_ ....... MOX5" .....MEX9. 
1 0.0576 -ZZ.S41 -16.6Z7 0.061 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0760 Z.Z693 -0.1097 0.0 
Z 0.097Z -15.913 -9.504 0.064 -1.157Z 0.0157 O.OlZS -0.3746 0.1055 -0.1651 0.1631 0.9Z64 -1.6644 0.0 
......... _ ... 3 ...... 0 .• 15 0 z, ........ ::ll. .• ZZl._ ... _-=.3 .•. 396 ......... JI.1l5._ .. :::Q .• Z386 .. _.0. 010Q ....... 0 .• 0005_ .... :::0.33.31_ .... 0 .• 05.75 ... _ .. -:.0 .•. 4889 ..... _ .. 0 .1435 ..... _0 .1381 ..... ,,1..4849 ...... _.0 •. 0 .. _ ........ _ ........... _ 
N 
- ... N 
..... 
4 0.Z167 -8.6SZ 0.976 0.155 0.Z311 0.0089 -0.0004 0.6Z86 -0.1746 -0.6603 0.1445 0.Z607 -Z.0967 0.0 
5 0.3000 -7.4Z5 Z.lZ4 0.Z06 0.3686 0.0066 -0.0001 Z.4490 -0.4144 -1.5069 0.1814 0.Z193 -1.9950 0.0 
6 0.4000 -6.671 Z.378 0.Z66 0.4Z06 0.0094 0.0014 4.6958 -0.7068 -1.6117 0.Z300 0.1805 -1.9091 0.0 
7 .. 0.5000 .......... ::'.6.ZIS .... __ 1..634 ....... 0.3Z7 ......... 0.3750 ... 0.0092. .... 0.0036 _ .... 6.3173,. -:0.6966 .. _ ",1.432Z_ ..... 0.4030 ... 0.3898 ... -1.9558 .... _0.0 ........... _ .... __ 
6 0.6000 -4.714 Z.335 0.387 0.4560 0.0088 0.0071 10.7951 -1.173Z -0.2911 0.3695 0.7981 -1.8325 0.0 
9 0.7000 -4.111 1.938 0.447 0.41ZZ 0.0062 0.0057 13.0575 -1.Z739 -0.5343 0.4134 1.3675 -1.5042 0.0 
10 0.77Z7 -4.176 1.144 0.491 0.3120 0.0080 0.0041 11.934Z -1.2383 -2.9994 0.4603 1.4046 -1.4614 0.0 
11 ... 0 .. 6144 ............ :::4 ..•. 0l.+8._ ..... _0 ..•. 856_ ... JI.Sl7. ... _ .. 0 .17.3.4 ...... 0 •. 0.083 ....... 0.0007._ ... 7. 3192 ...... :::0 .• 9069 ..... -:.4 .•. Z894 ........ _.0 .• S264 .......... 0 .• 8845._ ... ::-:1.3582 ........... 0.0 ..... __ ............ _ .......... .. 
lZ 0.8617 -3.965 0.467 0.545 0.lZ86 0.0063 0.0003 6.0075 -0.6340 -4.4Z60 0.5645 0.9361 -1.3392 0.0 
13 0.9Z05 -4.039 -0.195 0.581 0.0440 0.0063 -0.0006 Z.314Z -0.6174 -4.6107 0.7747 1.0507 -1.6438 0.0 
14 0.9631 -3.659 -0.44Z 0.619 0.0096 0.0063 -0.0016 0.5069 -0.4418 -3.6764 0.S76Z -0.4646 -1.5580 0.0 
15 ..... :0 ,.~87.? ...... ~3 .• 7.4.6 ...c ..... ~O •. l>.7lt_ "'t·f,.:5.4 .. _ ":'.9 .• 01Z3 ..... 0 •. oQ8~ .. :.0 ... 0.02.Z ...... :::0.584Q ....::-Q •. 29n .. ..:1 .... 408.0 ....... 0 ... Z46 7. ..... -:0.9352 .... -:.1.7.469..... .. .. 0 •. 0 .. __ ... __ ....... 
Q~l QWZ QW3 QW4 QV1 QV2 QV3 QTl QT2 QT3 BETA DELTA BETA-PI BETA-PZ 
"XI .. · .. o·':2'i 9D'~O 20'~'O" .. -·· .... O·~·O .... ·-· ...... O:O .. · .... ·---··O·:·O-.......... - .. o·: .. ii·-·-...... · .. O·~·O· .. · .. · .. · ........ O·:O ........ - .... ·ii·:o· ...... · .. - .. ·ii·~·o-........ -'O .. :'1790:ii i 0 .1 74D .. ~·o·io ... o .... · ...... --.. ·o·:o ........ ·-.... ·· ...... · .. -.......... -
Q** 0.1390-010.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.52Z0-010.1620-020.0 0.0 
Q* 0.3140-0Z0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1410-01-.1070-030.0 0.0 
Q ...... :.' 64.B0:.O.Z 0 ..• 0 ....... __ Q .•. 9_ ......... Q .... 9_ ..... 0 .... 9 .... _ .... Q ••• o ..... _ .. 0 .•. 0 ...... _ .. 0 .... 9 ..... 0 •. 0 ........... 0 .• 0 .......... ::: .•. 30.9D-OZ::: .• 1180+.000 .• 0 ._ ..... 0.0 ........... . 
N X CEN VERTICAL UIPLANE TORSION FLATWISE EDGEWISE TORSION CORNER TORSION 
......... __ ........................ _ ..... PEFI,:J.!L ............ PEF.I,:::IH ........... _.O.EF.L-OEG_ ...... SJRESS_ ............... sT!lESS ....... _ ...... SJRESS._ ........ _.STRESS ............ _ ..... !:10HENI... ...................... A ............................ 6 ............................. . 
1 0.0576 
2 O.097Z 













0.060 -0.006 0.0 6ZZ. -Z5Z. O. 874. 
0.179 -O.OZO 0.0 2010. -17. O. 2027. 
0 .. 335 ....... _.:::Q.04~. 0 .. 0 3433 ... _ ........ 35. O. 3468 .. 
0.516 -0.087 0.0 4458. -lZ2. O. 4580. 
0.708 -0.119 0.0 4603. -192. O. 4795. 
0.861 -0.137 0.0 3382. -515. O. 3896. 
0.8S5 -0.125 0.0 ...................... 831. -H67 ........................... 0. ..ZII8. 
0.727 -0.090 0.0 -3158. ·-16Z0. O. 4778. 
0.360 -0.038 0.0 -5688. 330. O. 6019. 
-0.031 0.003 0.0 -5Z43. Z874. O. 8117. 
-0.Z96 0.OZ5 0.0 -4094. 3861. O. 7956. 
... .::·0·~6Z8 ...... _ ... '0:049-" ... - '0.0'" _ ........... .:Z570·: - ...... '417i. .. .... '0.6741. 
-1.073 0.072 0.0 -796. 4172. O. 4969. 
-1.405 0.084 0.0 -136. 30Z0. O. 3156. 
-1~.5.97. ................. ~ .•. ~13~ ................... o. 0 .... :::.13~ ............... ..102.~ .•. _ ............ _ ....... 0 ............ _ .... .1033 .. 
PUSH-ROD (RELATIVE) DEFL. = 0.0 IN PUSH-ROD LOAD = 
TORQUE-:TUBE.ROOT OEFL. = 0.0 IN .. T()RgUE::-:rUi?E ROOI.. SliEt.P... :: 
~882.34 0.0 
-871.94 0.0 










::-.486.29 ................ 0.0 ........... _ .......... 0.0 ............................ . 
~3e5.51 0.0 0.0 
-353.40 0.0 0.0 
-357.Z5 0.0 0.0 
:::3Z8.75 .......... 0.0 .... 0.0 .. _ ....... _ ........ 
-269.83 0.0 0.0 
-180.61 0.0 0.0 
-89.75 0.0 0.0 
-2!...J9.. 0,.0 .......................... 9., 0 ......... _ .................. . 
0.0 LB 




PSI = 270.00 OEG. REV = 3 
N N ... N ...... X .. CEN ....... PHI ... . .. ALPHA ....... MACH NO .• _ .. CL ...... _ CO .. __ ...... CIL .. _ ..... SAZS .......... SAY5 ....... _.MAX5 ....... _. SOZ5 .......... S0"15 ........ MDX5 ....... MEX9 
N 
1 0.0576 -169.673 -156.365 0.149 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.5841 2.3271 -0.3020 0.0 
2 0.0972 -167.426 -153.423 0.125 0.6006 0.5592 0.3794 -0.5325 0.3096 1.0629 -2.4841 1.1597 0.0453 0.0 
~. ___ .... 3 ... _.0 •. 1502-.::16 2. .•. 66!L..:::14 7 .•. 24!L._ 0 .• 0.95._ ..... 0 .• 5205._0 .• .7394. ...... 0 •. 45.39_ ..... -::0 .• 68.99._ ... 0 .• 5185._.3 • .7712 ... _""2 .• 1368. ... __ 0 •. 3989 ....... _0.8375 ...... _0 •. 0._ ....... _ .......... _ 
4 0.2167 -150.896 -133.672 0.058 0.3445 1.2195 0.5240 -0.4595 0.4416 3.7600 -2.3939 0.5870 -0.1321 .0.0 
5 0.3000 -87.471 -70.328 0.028 -0.4770 1.8800 0.4501 -0.2429 0.0528 0.7300 -3.1031 0.6479 0.4639 0.0 
6 0.4000 -23.936 -7.294 0.068 -0.7121 0.0808 0.0695 -0.5034 0.1718 0.3994 -4.0145 0.7130 1.3028 0.0 
.... 7 .. 0.5000 ...... ::.15 •. 148 .... _ 0 .•. 494 ..... 0.121... _ ... 0.2083 .. 0.009L. 0.0024 _ ..... 0.5107 .... ..,0.1705 ___ ",,0.7224._ .. ."07.2238 .. 1 .. 2614. __ 2.6684 .... _ 0.0 ................ _ 
8 0.6000 -10.898 3.744 0.187 0.5918 0.0099 0.0019 3.2136 -0.7089 -1.1003 -6.9875 1.5358 -1.8261 0.0 
9 0.7000 -8.966 4.677 0.247 0.7018 0.0104 0.0027 6.7159 -1.2177 -1.3350 -8.1940 2.1150 -7.5295 0.0 
10 0.7727 -8.374 4.541 0.291 0.6859 0.0103 0.0025 9.1365 -1.5523 -2.9307 -9.0959 2.1630 -8.1530 0.0 
. 11 ..... 0 .8144._ ......... ::-8 • .106_ ....... _4 .392.~ ... 0. :317 ... _J!.5469 ...... 0 •. 0096 ....... 0 ..• 00.48._ ..... 8 .• 60.94 .. _ .. ""1.4395 ...... ...,2. 2253 ......... ':"9 .•. 9585 ......... 1.6896-... "'0. 937L ......... 0 .0 .... __ ... _ ..... _ .... _ .... _ 
12 0.8617 -8.021 4.004 0.345 0.5124 0.0090 0.0045 9.5497 -1.5765 -2.4071 -10.7004 1.7598 -1.1636 0.0 
13 0.9205 -8.500 2.937 0.382 0.3961 0.0085 0.0037 9.0028 -1.5947 -2.5194 -14.5741 2.1233 1.0106 0.0 
14 0.9631 -9,049 .1.962 0.368 0.2760 0.0085 0.0033 5.4242 -0.9432 -2.9539 -10.0341 0.2753 18.4716 0.0 
.. 15 ..... 0 •.. 9..87.1. ...... :.8 .• 9.82 ._ ...... 1 • .7.e:L .. ~. 3.84 _ .. ~., 256'L .. 0 •. Q084 ..... 0 •. 003.2 ....... 4 .•. 1982 --=0 .• ..72.3.9 ... .:-8 .•. 9'?72 .... _ "':'.3 .• 8097: ..... -:0 .• 6455 ..... 18 .• 2657...... ... 0.0. 
QWl QW2 QW3 QW4 
XI -.1820-020.0 0.0 0.0 
Q** -.1050-010.0 0.0 0.0 
Q* 0.1350-020.0 0.0 0.0 










QV2 QV3 QTl QT2 QT3 BETA DELTA BETA-PI BETA-P2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -.8940-020.1600-020.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -.2630-010.3840-020.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4330-010.1570-020.0 0.0 
_ .. 0 .• 0 ....... _ 0.,0 ~ ....... 0 •.. 0 .. _ ..... 0 •.. 0 .... _ ...... 0 .•.. 5920-.01-:: .• 1170+.000 .•. 0._ ...... 0.0 .. _ ..... . 
N X CEN VERTICAL INPLANE TORSION FLATWISE EDGEWISE TORSION CORNER TORSION 
....... __ ......... _._ ....... __ ... 0 E FL.::oIJ:!_ ........... D E I'.kIN ........ __ .. D. E I' L -::0 .EG._ ........ STR E.SS ............. _S.IR ESS ....... _._ ..... SJR 1;5S._ ............ STRESS .......... _.J'lOHENT .... _ .. _ ........ __ .. A ............... _ ........... B._ ........ __ ............. '" 
1 0.0576 -0.040 0.009 0.0 -165. 3316. O. 3481- -114.87 0.0 0.0 
2 0.0972 -0.119 0.030 0.0 1050. 3203. O. 4254. -118.77 0.0 0.0 
3 .... 0.1502 .. 
.... 
...... -0.220 Q. .061,. 0,0 2169. 3077. .. -~ .. "'''- ...... O. . .... 5246 .•... .::-165.78 .. 0.0 ..... .0.0_ . ..... ~ ..•.. ... _ . . ..... 
4 0.2167 -0.338 0.105 0.0 2986. 3189. O. 6175. -238.66 0.0 0.0 
5 0.3000 -0.464 0.143 0.0 3527. 2967. O. 6495. -286.45 0.0 0.0 
6 0.4000 -0.565 0.169 0.0 3523. 2158. O. 5680. -326.85 0.0 0.0 
7 0.5000 . ~.0.583 0.163 (l.0 2678. ... _ ........ _.f+ 76'-........... _ .......... _. O • .......... _ 3154._ ............ ::0.384.94 .......... 0.0 ............ _ ........... 0. 0 .... _ .... _ ........ _ ......... _ .. 
8 0.6000 -0.479 0.125 0.0 704. -760. O. 1464. -383.45 0.0 0.0 
9 0.7000 -0.238 0.058 0.0 -981. 441- O. 1423. ~209.e6 0.0 0.0 
10 0.7727 0.020 -0.005 0.0 -1393. 2678. O. 4071. 10.44 0.0 0.0 
11 0.8144 0.196 -0.043 0.0 -::1225 .• 361~ .• 
.~ ..... 
-





0.8617 -0.089 0.0 ... 12 0.417 -802. 3973. O. 4775. 156.43 0.0 0.0 
13 0.9205 0.713- -0.144 0.0 -122. ! 4122. O. 4244. 195.88 0.0· 0.0 
14 0.9631 0.935 -0.182 0.0 43. 3015. O. 3058. 142.91 0.0 0.0 
15 0.9877 1.063 ::.~.,2~~ ........ 0.0 8. ........ }0~9 .. , ... __ ........ O. 1027. ... 40 ..•. 56 0.0 0.0 .......... ~ -........ -.... ~ .......... -..................... .. 
PUSH-ROD (RELATIVE) DEFl. = 0.0 IN PUSH-ROD LOAD = 0.0 LB 
TCRQUE-TUBE ROOT DEFL. = 0.0 IN .I()RgUE~ TUBE .ROOT... SHEA.R. = .0,0 LB 
....... ...... --..... .... - ...... .~ ... .... - ...... _.- ...... -'~~ .. ... 
IUM Z3Q687 
iI 
PSI = 360.00 OEG. REV = 3 
.. N ...... X .CEt-t ..... PHI .. . .. ALPHA ........ MACH NO .•• _ ... CL ........... CD. __ ...... CM ..... _ ..... SAZ5 ......... SAY5 ......... MAXS ......... SOZ5 ........... ·SOY5 ........ MOX5 . MEX9. 
1 0.0576 -61.365 -51.847 0.030 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -2.1615 '2.1811 -0.3409 0.0 
2 0.0972 -34.790 -24.576 0.046 -1.2305 0.4259 0.1211 -0.1296 0.0352 -0.0001 -3.2795 0.9198 0.51Z6 0.0 
_"" __ .... 3 ..... Q .•. l502 ........ ::2Q.915._ .. .....::9. •. 284 ......... 0.07.5._.::1 .• 117.9_0 •. O.l5!L ... 0, 0121 __ .. ::0 .6351_ ... 0. 22.38. __ ::.0 .•. 4961 .... _::2 .• 8142 .... _ 0 • .1796 ......... 1. 4894 ......... 0.0 .. _ ........ __ .......... _ 
4 0.2167 -15.645 -2.211 0.115 -0.1065 0.0093 0.0003 -0.2103 0.0371 0.0898 -3.1966 0.3245 0.4328 0.0 
5 0.3000 -13.095 0.259 0.165 0.1629 0.0092 0.0009 0.6819 -0.1939 0.2728 -4.1593 0.3026 1.1872 0.0 
6 0.4000 -11.002 1.651 0.226 0.3566 0.0093 0.0014 2:6422 -0.6122 0.3523 -5.3919 0.2684 2.2661 0.0 
7. 0 •. 5000 ......... ::8.568 .... _.3 •. 285 ....... 0 •. 285 ......... 0.537.7 .. 0.0098 .... 0.0020 ...... 6.8726 ..... ,".1.1340 ..... 0 ... 6341._ .::9.7266 ....... 0.4752 .... 4 •. 0858 .... ' 0.0 _ .............. _ 
8 0.6000 -7.083 3.770 0.345 0.6148 0.0097 0.0051 11.5610 -1.5834 1.7078 -9.4569 0.7891 -1.8048 0.0 
9 0.7000 -6.155 3.698 0.405 0.6304 0.0095 0.0086 16.3922 -1.9712 3.6783 -11.1368 1.2577 -9.3876 0.0 
10 0.7727 -5.707 3.419 0.449 0.5984 0.0092 0.006Z 19.1326 -2.1625 0.46Z1 -12.3570 1.2303-10.2312 0.0 
.. 11 .... 0 .8).lt4_ .......... :-5.499 __ ..... _ .. ~ .• 2l0 __ .... 0 .~H5 ... ___ ... 0.4653 .... 0 •. 008(L ... O.0022. __ .16 .5948 .. _::.1.8687 ... ...:::0 .• .7389 ...... ".13 • .4713 ........ a .6664 ...... ,,-.0 •. 7.691. 0.0 ..... ___ ................... . 
12 0.8617 -5.348 2.888 0.503 0.4357 0.0085 0.0015 17.3710 -1.9334 -1.0864 -14.4773 0.6921 -1.0803 0.0 
13 0.9205 -5.400 2.249 0.539 0.3685 0.0086 0.0016 16.8~89 -1.9590 -0.7306 -19.7042 0.6853 1.8933 0.0 
14 0.9631 -5.290 1.932 0.403 0.2785 0.0083 0.0031 6.6159 -0.7016 -1.4626 -13.4592 -0.6944 24.8947 0.0 




















0 •. 1l ..... 0.0 
QV3 QTl Qrz QT3 BETA DELTA BETA-PI BETA-P2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6450-03-.1780-020.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1630-02-.5730-020.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -.6000-020.1150-020.0 0.0 
0 ..•. 0 _ ........ _ 0 ..•. 0 0 •.. 0 ...... 0.0 ..... _ .... O .• 802D-.01-::.,.112D~.000 •. 0 .. _ ....... 0.0 ... _ ...... .. . .......... 
N X CEN VERTICAL INPLANE TORSION FLATWISE EDGEWISE TORSION CORNER TORSION 
.......... __ ......... __ ................ .DEF~"7.IN._ ...... _OEF.kHL .... _DEf.L:DI:G __ ....... STR.ESS._ ............ STRES~ ...... _ ... STR.I:.S.S._ .......... _STRE.SS ......... _ ... MOMENT .... _ ................. A ............... _ •......... B ............................ __ .. 
1 0.0576 -0.019 0.003 0.0 1202. 434. O. 1636. 227.68 0.0 




0.150~. -0.108 0.022 0,1l 5360 •... 1113 .•... _ ........ o. . ..... 6474 .•... ..... 211.7.Q. .0.0 .... 
4 0.2167 -0.166 0.040 0.0 6890. 1715. O. 8605. 194.34 0.0 
5 0.3000 -0.228 0.054 0.0 7365. 1906. O. 9271. 165.54 0.0 
6 0.4000 -0.277 0.063 0.0 5960. 1431. O. 7391. 104.27 0.0 
-] ... 0·J;1l00 -0.286 0.060 . 0,0 2989 • .. :-35. -....... - ................ ~. O • .. 30Z.4· .......... __ ..... :::4.47. .... __ .. 0.0 ................... 
8 0.6000 -0.235 0.045 0.0 -1352. -1137. O. 2489. -76.00 0.0 
9 0.7000 -0.116 O.OZO 0.0 -4311. Z24. O. 4535. 7.99 0.0 
10 0.7727 0.010 -0.002 0.0 -4478. 2577. O. 7055. 159.30 0.0 
11 0.8144 0.096 -0.015 0.0 -3696. 3570. .. 0, .7265 ..•. 232 .. 39 0.0 
12 0:8617 
.. 
0.204 '::0.029 _ .... ···0· 0.0 - ...... - ":'243L '- ······3965. O. 6396. 258.44 0.0 
13 0.9205 0.348 -0.047 0.0 -697. 4121. O. 4818. 265.57 '. 0.0 
14 0.9631 0.456 -0.058 0.0 -27. 3012. O. 3039. 175.21 0.0 
15 0.9877 0.518 
......... _ .... ::~ .. ~06:5 ...... _........1)~.1)............. ... ........ :5 .•................... 101.?.~ ... 0 •.......... 10Z0., .............. 47.83 ..O.,.f:l. 
PUSH-ROD (RELATIVE) OEFL. = 0.0 IN PUSH-ROD LOAD = 0.0 La 
TOR9UE ::TlJBE ROOT OEFL. - 0.0 IN TORQUE;:TUB.I: .ROOT.. SHEA.R = (l.0 .. LB 
0.0 
0.0 
















" ........................... --- ............. ~ ............. _ .......••..... _ ............ ". -....•.... ~- ............ ~ ............ . ............... -. ........... , . ....... . ... . 
AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE AND STRESSES 
N 
N "" ....... ~ .... _ ~Jf .. F.ORCE ......... Y .. F.ORCE ........ __ THRUST ......... ROLL •. MOM •... PITCH MOM •....... TORQUE ., .......... LIFT. ..... PROP .•.. FORCE .. HORSEPOlolER ... EQU. DRAG 
~ 
C( ) -0.00008182 0.00001928 0.00287268 0.00000279 -0.00005258 0.00027605 0.00283909 0.00044559 
C( )/SIG -0.00108749 0.00025620 0.03818020 0.00003706 -0.00069881 0.00366899 0.03773376 0.00592226 
._ .. ___ .. D.ltlEt-!.s .•. _ .. _._":".l.3.4.,.~.!L __ ... _.R • .7L_._. __ 4 7.3.2 •. 6~ ...... _ ... 101.~.O.7.._ ..... ::_.190.5 .• 6S._ .. _._1 0 OOS~ .36 ..... _ .. _ .. !t6 7.7 .•. 28._ .......... _.1.34.0 9 ........ _._ ..... 558 .15._ ......... _768.38 ..... _· _,.", .. _ 
AlS BlS A2S B2S THETA 75 LAMBDA MU VEL ACT. EQU. L/D . PAR. AREA ALPHA S 
_ ....• _ ::.2.500 ....... __ .... S.a6..9_ ...... _.0.0 ...• ~'" ..... 0.0. __ ...... _" .. 8.540 ....... ~.0.03840 ..... _ ....... 0.300 .... _ ...... 120~.9] ...... _ .. 6 .• 087 ........... 15.480 ....... __ -:.7 .• 288 .... . 
.......................... _._ .. _._L .... I:IDEIAILsrR.ESSES ...... I._._ ....... ___ ... I ... V2. PIP. .... STRESSES .... I._ .......... /.MAX CORNEILL .............. / ...... TORSION_MOMENTS./ ......... __ ....... _ ......... _ ......... _ ........... _ ........... . 
N X CEN FLATWISE EDGEWISE FLATWISE EDGEWISE STRESSES MEDIAN 1/2 PEP 
1 0.0576 421. i820. 1275. 5871. 8534. -224. 661.03 
.. , .... __ 2 ..... 0.0972. ...... 2173. 188?, ....... "'" ..... _.1650 •...... __ .... 5589, ... __ ..... ____ ..... 815.3. . ........... ::219.. .. 655.99 ....... _ ...... _ ................ __ .. ",. __ ... " __ 
3 0.1502 3615. 1927. 2261. 5183. 9297. -207. 640.27 
4 0.2167 4491. 2058. 2606. 4676. 10243. -188. 613.51 
5 0.3000 4495. 1904. 2887. 4060. 10492. -168. 557.33 
6 O. 4000 3g;J.,_ ......... _ . .:l235 , ......... _ ...................... 308 1 •.... __ ......... 327.~ ............................ _ .. ~.i'03 .•........ __ ....... _ ........ ::-156 .•... _ ......... A65 .• 24 .. _ ....... __ ........... __ ...... __ .......... _ .......... _ ........ _ ... . 
'-., ·····7·· .. 0.5000··-·········- 844. -82. 2507. 2316. 4701. -189. 349.56 
8 0.6000 -1496. -954. 2318. 1475. 5871. -237. 285.00 
9 0.7000 -3240. 560. 2994. 830. 6351. -200. 300.65 
10 0.7727 . __ "7~353~ 2884 .• ' __ "'" ~ ........ 2697. 482. ___ ..... " ... 8651. ..••....... _ .... _ . .::-;1.35 •...... _ .... 349.53 .............. _ ............ '''' ..... . 
-Ii···· 0.8144 -2870. 3799. 2210. 331. 8750. -77. 368.40 
12 0.8617 -1984. 4096. 1483. 183. 7531. -31. 352.31 
13 0.9205 -671. 4149. 589. 44. 5402. 54. 279.47 
14 _0. 9631 ....... _ ....... ::-106 .•.. ___ ......... _ 3019 •............. _ ................... 158. . ... _ . .15 ................... _ ........... __ ... 3275 •....... _.~ ...................... _. 63 .•. _ .......... _ .. 169.00 .... . 
15 0.9877 -9. 1019. 18. 5. 1045. 21. 49.01 




. ............................•........... ~ .............. _ ....... _ •........ : ..... HARMOHIC .. AHALYSIS.OF . BLAOLRESPOHSES .. 
AO 1 .2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
4.3940-0, -4.3510-0.2 4.8990-03 1.7080-03 4.4.230-04 1 • .2,.20-04 .2 • .2340-05 1.4900-05 7.6000-06 .2.74,0-06 5.6790-06 
1.0530-0.2 -.2.,870-03 -3.0000-04 4.6.2,0-05 1.7780-07 6.5770-06 1.2040-05 1 • .2060-05 5.1050-06 -1.0.490-06 




-76.4 115.0 100.0 84.0 89.9 73.6 51.1 32 • .2 28 • .2 100.5' 
1.000 0.1.21 0.039 0~010 0.003 0.001 0.000 O~OOO 0.00.0 0.000 
LEAD 
...... ::.1.1590.::.01_-2 •. 1.250:::0.3 :3 •. 7070 . ,.04. -:8.1360,..05 .... .2.8190-05 .... 3 • .2170~05 .. 4.2230.,,05.. 3.8220-:05 ...... 3.8640-05 ... 4.1880-05 ..... 4.1420-05 ..... . 
-5.1750-04 3.7350-05 2.840.0-04 1.3700-04 7.4630-05 6.7620-05 5.8050-05 4.5340-0.5 3.8580-0.5 3.3780-05 
.2.1870-03 3.7.250-04 .2.9540-04 1.3990-04 8.1.270-05 7.9730-05 6.9500-05 5.9570-05 5.6940-0.5 5.3450~05 
256.3 -84 • .2 -16.0 11.6 23.3 32.0 33.4 40..4 47.3 50.8 
_ ............ _ ............. _ ......... _._ ...... _l ..• Oll 0 .......... _~.O .•. 170 ..... _ ....... 0.135 .... _ .. _ ........ 0 .06.4 .. _ ............ 0 .• 0.31-. ............... 0 .•. 0.36 ................. 0 ..• 032 ....... __ .... 0.02.7 ...... __ ........ 0. 0..26._ ............ 0.02.4 ........ . QW1 . 
-1.8560-03 -3.5150-03 1.9840-04 -7.8740-04 1.0550-04 4 • .2010-05 4.3430-05 -4.0710-05 -2.00.60-05 8.7190-06 3.8550.,.06 
5.3540-03 -8 • .2000-05 -8.9820-04 -2.1210-04 -1.4620-04 -1.4170-05 1.60.20-05 -1.7560-05 -1.0.0.40-0.5 1.8860-06 
_ ... "_' ..... _ ........ 6 ,.'!950-1)}. _,.:1,460::.04._ 1. .•. 1940.,.0.3 ... ? .. 369D.:-0~, . .1 .• 5210:::94 ..... 4.5~80.,..()5 ... 4 •.. 3750:-05_ .. 2 ..• 6660:::05 ..... 1.3300::.05 ..... 4 • .2920.-0.6 ... _ ..... _ .......... _ 
-33.3 11.2.5 221.2 153.5 164.0 108.1 -68.5 .228.8 139.0 63.9 
1.000 0.034 0.187 0.037 0.0.24 0.007 0.007 0.00.4 0..00.2 0.001 




H •••••• _.. •••••• •• •• ••••••• _ ••••••••••• _ •••••••••••• _ •••••••• _._ •••••••••• __ •• HARMONIC . ANA L YSIS.Of .. HUB .. SHEARS ... AND ... MOMENTS .......... _ 
AD 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 
LONG. SHR -8. -26450. 54. -1. 2. 3. -S. -2. -1. -0. -0. 
-3047. 91. 14. 14. 2. 3. 1. -0. 1. -0 • 
. _., .. __ ........ ____ . _____ .. __ .26.625 •.... _ ........ 1 06 •.. __ ....... _.1.4 .•. __ ... _ ... 14 .• ____ .~ ....... .4 •. _ ....... _ ............. 6 .......... __ .............. 2 .•..... __ ......... __ .. 1. •..... _ .......... _ ....... 1 •.. _ .......... _ ............ O~ ........ __ ......... __ 
263.43 30.69 -2.17 9.1S S8.40 -SS.86 -62.S7 246.66 -S.75 192.84 
1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 . 0.00 0.00 
LAT. SHR 2. 3083. -85. -7. -13.:"2. O. 1. 2. O. 1. 
-26443. 47. 2. 1. S. -3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 
26623. 98. 7. 13. 5. 3. 1. 2. 1. 1. 
_ ........... _ .. _ ........ __ ......... _ ...... __ ._ .... _1n .•. 35 ........ _ .. :::61.13 ..... ___ .. -::.7.4 .10 ..... _ ....... :::.86 •. 06. __ ....... -::18 .•. 13 ............. 1.76 .•. 74 .......... __ .... 31.·. 37 ....... __ .... 53.58 .... _._ ........ 20. 47._ ........... _.5.9 .8S ......... _ ............ _ 
1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
VERI •.. ~JiR..... ...... 1093.34_ ...... :...981. DB .. 152 ..• 73..... :1,.0.9.9.1 .. _ ........ 't, 0.4 S.47 .. _ .. -::':+.16 ..... : _'" -::3.70.. ...... 0 .•. 56 _ ... : ....... 3.17 _... 2.03 ..... ___ .... ,., 
4S.S6 -47.4S 48.8S 14.50 7.84 6.62 -0.S4 -6.22 -1.78 -1.54 
982.14 lS9.93 120.27 lS.0S 9.56 7.82 3.74 6.24 3.64 2.55 
-87.34 107.26 66.04 lS.S5 34.89 -32.13 261.68 174.82 119.34 127.14 








.. ' - ...... 
_ . 
....... 
42. -2S. -8. 28. 
...... 
- ... . ... -
_"79 03 • ...... 
--
":".lt6S. ..... - ...... so""" 903. 46S. S8. 
181.60 180.97 29.36 
1.0.0 0.S2 0.0.6 
-409. 761. 360. -60.. 
16. -49. IS. 
._- .....•. 
-
...... . .762 .•.. 363. 62. 
88.81 97.69 -75.89 
1.0.0 0.48 0..08 
-6S. 72. -52. 
403. -4S. 9B. 
408. 8S. Ill. 
__ .... _ ... __ "7.9,23 122.42 .... __ .. :::i!8,15 







































.... 22lt .. 40 .. ...... ..:::81. 99 
0.14 0.09 
-4. 





























.... i!36.7.9 .. 
0..02 
2. 2. 























...................... _ .. _ ............ _ ....................... ___ .......... HARMOHIC ... ANALYSIS .. OL.F.LATWISE .. STRESSES .. . 
N X tEN AO 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 0.0576 453. -205. -424. -28. -105. -8. 98. 9. -0. -31. -16. 
-745. -10. -249. '-149. 79. -66. -19. 50. 23. 27. 
773. 424. 250. 182. 79. 118. 21. 50. 39. 31 • 




1.000 0.548 0.324 0.236 0.102 0.153 0.027 0.065 0.050 0.040 
2 0.0972 1943. -267. -710. -279. -71. .-47. '124. 74. 9. -68 • -36. 
...... __ ....... _ ... __ ...... _ .. :::868 ......... _ ..... .,.56 .•.. _ ..... .,.397 ............ _.-179 ...... . _ ..... 72. _ ... ,.125 ....... _'. . .. ,..18. __ .. .130.~ _ ... 52 •..... _._ ...... 42 ..... 
3 0.1502 3358. 
...... _ ..... - ...... _ .......... 
909. 712. 485.. 193. 
197.1 265.5 215.1 201.5 
1.000 0.784 0.534 0.212 
-276. -1086. -550. -35. 
-924. -122. -532. -201. 







19.6 .. 6 .. 263.6 .225,9 __ ...... 190 ,.P. _ ........ ~:-52 .• 2._ .. 



























95.5 ......5, 9._ ...... ..":"50 .• 9 ... _. . ..... -.43 .. 7 .. _.... __ .. . ... _ 
0.145 0.211 0.128 0.077 
4 0.2167 4261. -250. -1485. -809. -37. -147. 192. 227. 25. -127. -75 • 
.................... __ ..... _~ ... _ .......... _ ....... _ ....... :-.6lt.6 ..•. _ ......... :-19.5.,._ ........... _'::5Ct.9 .... _ ......... _ .. '::.170,_.: ...... _ ........... 61 •........ __ ...... ::234 •...... __ ........ _. -5 •.. __ ....... _ .. 306 •. _ ........ _.U8. _ ........... _ ....... 80 •........ _ .......... _ .. 
5 0.3000 4342. 
. 693. 1497. 978. 174. 159. 302. 227. 307. 167. 110. 
201.2 262.5 235.9 192.3 -67.5 140.6 91.4 4.6 -49.6 -43.2 








... _.. ..... . •.... 
-118. -182. 189. 238. -17. -107. -81. 
-62. -19. -243. 10. 289. 79. 85. 
133. 183. 308. 238. 290. 133. 118 • 
.......... _ ........ :-.61.1. 
1643. 





242.1 ................ 264.1 .......... _ .... 142. 2 .. _ ........... 87 .. 6 ................ :::.3. 3 _ .......... _ ... ::53.8 .............. :::43. 7 ....... _ ........ _ .. 
6 0.4000 3160. 
.. -........ ~.- ....... -.. 
7 0.5000 1017. 
8 0.6000 -1817. 

















............• ~-...... . . .......... --........ 
-380. -517. -647. 
1810. 148. -112. 
1850. 538. 656. 
-11.9 -74.0 260.2 
"Looo o ~'29f .. _- ·····0.355····· 
-618. 501. -208. 
2088. 172. -3. 
Zi78. 530. 208. 
-16.5 71.1 269.3 
1.000 0.243 0.096 
-i57. 
.. "i165~ 89: . 
1958. -53. 91. 
2099. 1166. 127. 
-21.1 92.6 44.5 
1.000 0.556· .. ···· __ ···· 0.061 
0.081 0.11~ 0.187 0.145 0.176 0.081 0.072 
-305. 







































;'51. . -57. 




.......... -......... . ............ ~.......... . ....... __ ._ ........... - . •............ . ..................... - ...................... - .......... . 
-99. -14. -19. -122. -0. -9. 
-127. -99. 32. -16. -42. 20. 
161. 100. 37. 123. 42. 22. 
218.0 188.3 ___ .. ,::.30.4 262.4 180.4__ .. '::.23 .. 9 ...... _ ...... . 
0.087 0.054 0.020 0.066 0.023 0.012 
-61. -19. -90. -43. 29. 29. 
-50. 24. 61. -117. -38. -33. 
79. 31.·········109. ·125...····· 48. 44~ 
230.4 -38.7 -56.0 200.1 142.2 139.3 
0.036 0.014 0.050 0.C57 0.022 0.0:0 
"4~. -54. -66. 56. 34. 62. 
12. 116. 30. -90. -35. -56. 
44. 128. 73. 106. 49. 84. 
JCt .• t! ........ ~._::-~4.8 -65.9 147.8136'.0 132.2, ........... _ ........ . 
0.021 0.061 0.035 0.050 0.023 0.040 
IBM Z3f1687 
I 
10 0.7727 -3536. -649. 1106. 210. 303. 144. -98. -64. 95. 30. 49. 
to.> 1578. -269. 103. -198. 17. 148. -19. -54. -21. -51. 
to.> 1706. 1138. 234. 362. 145. 178. 67. 109. 37. 71. 
CD 
.. -... ...... - . 
...... -_ .. .... ~ . ..... 
--
...... -::22 •. 3 . _103.7._. ..... 63.8 ...... - ... 123.2 .. 83.2 ... _ ......... "'33.5 _ ... ...... 253.3 . .. 119.8 .... - .. .. 124.5._ 136.5. 
1.000 0.667 0.137 0.212 0.085 . 0.104 0.039 0.064 0.022 0.042 
11 0..8144 -2851. -490. 900. 210. 206. 170. -93. -79. 102. 28. 17 • 
... ____ ..... ___ . __ .. _____ ... _.118.9 •.... __ ._ .. :::.335 .•... _ ......... 12 3 •. __ ... __ .-:194 .• _ ....... __ .. ~10 .• __ .. _ .. __ ... :150 •........ _.:.... ....... .,.41 .•.... __ ......... -50 ~._ ...... _ ...... 6 ._ ...... _ ..... .,.43 •..... ___ ......... _ 
1286. 960. 244. 283. 170. 177. 89. 114. 29. 46. 
-22.4 110.4 59.7 133.3 93.5 -31.9 242.3 116.3 78.2 158.0. 
1.000 0.747 0.189 0.220 0.132 0.138 0.069 0.088 0.023 0.036 
12 0.8617 -1844. -294. 599. 152. 83. 144. -65. -83. 84. 25. -11. 
762. -319. 127. -149. -34. 125. -43. . -49. 27. -27. 
817. 679. 198. 171. 148. 141. 94. 97. 37. 30. 
_ ............ __ ............. _ ..... __ ...... _ ..... __ -::21 .•. 1._ ...... _ ... 118.0 ...... _ ..... 50 •. 1 ..... ____ ...... 150 .•. 8_._ ........ 103 .• 4._ ......... _ ..... ~.2.7 .. 5 _ ........ _ •. 2.42 .5 ....... ,,_ .... 120 •. 4 ... __ ........ _43 ... 1 ... __ ...... _.2.02.6 ........ . 
13 0.9205 
1.000 0.831 0.242 0.209 ~.181 0.172 0.115 0.119 0.045 0.036 
-536. -104. 









23. . -20. 
























1;;- ·0·:-<i631" .. _·········::63:···_·······--:"4·9:··_·········_· ··35·:-·········-·::;io~-··········-····::i9. ············-··········8:·······-·········:5·~···--··· ..... -.: 1"0·:···_··········_···· 6~-·······-·-······3 .··········-_ .. ······:3::········_··········_· 
95. -32. 32. -13. -6. 13. -3. -7. 3. 2. 
107. 47. 33. 23. 10. 14. 11. 9. 5. 4 • 
...... _ ....... _::27.3 1,32.4.. ... ::·17.2 .2.34 .. .6 126 .. 3 ....... _::-22.4 .. _ .252.8 ..... __ .. 139.4 .... _ ....... .44.0 ..... __ .. :~66 .•. 5 ........... _ .. 
1.000 0.438 0.311 0.217 0.091 0.132 0.102 0.085 0.045 0.035 
15 0.9877 -4. -7. 3. -2. -3. 1. -1. -1. 1. O. -0 • 
.......... _ .......... _. __ ... _ .... _ ......................... __ ......... 11 .•..... _ .............. ::: 3 ...... _ ......... _ .. _ ...... 4 •.............. __ ..... ::-.1 ............. _ ......... ::-1 •......... _ ............... 1 , .... __ ........ _ ... ::-.0 ..•............. __ ._.:::.1 •............ _ ........... 0 •......... __ ....... _... 0. .......................... _ .. 
13. 4. 4. 3. 1. 2. 1. 1. 1. O • 
. -30.0 135.1 -22.6 240.6 132.0 -24.1 252.9 141.6 43.5 -63.9 
1.000 0.327 0.311 0.220 0.069 0.121 0.094 0.077 0.040 0.036 
PUSH-ROO LOAD 






















0 . .1' .. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
_C).,O._ ...... _ . (1., .. 0 0.0 .. 0.0 0, .. 0 0.0 ...... .-.. ..... 
I[JM.Z30f;87 
APPENDIX H. E927 SAMPLE INPUT 
START 
.... COI... -.7-7.+-77-1-7-.-+ "'7-.,.2-.,..,.-+~---3--- -+----4----+----5----+ ---,..6---." + --.".-7--...,,., + ----8 
2 5 1 .002378 . 1116. .99 ;0 :!50. ()()t)l 
2 3 6 26.833333 1.25 4. OOe:: 
_ ......... 2 ........ 5 13..0. 0 .. .1000000 •.. ... 15.1265 7.25 .35 .oce: 
2 2 19 258.0 1. O~~i; 
2 3107 1; O. 1. 000:; 
2 1 111 1. ooce 
......... 2 .... 3 113 .. 11000111 ...... 1. ... .11. .0007 
2 1 119 5. 000:> 
2 1 125 1. OO()'} 
2 5 126 27.074 11.238 9.178 6.82 .355 0010 
._._ .... : 2 ........ 3 131 ... .,.1 .................. " .......... 676 ....... o ..... ..oon 
2 1 200 20. 001:: 
2 5 201 17.5 17.5 25. 16.8 16.8 001::' 
2 5 206 16.8 16.8 16.8 17.49 17.49 OOltl 
.:.:: ..... 5.211 .. 17.49 ..... . .. 17 •. 49 .15.9 .. 15.9 15 •. 9 .... .. 0015 
2 5 216 12.97 12.97' 7.7 7.7 4. 001(, 
2 1 250 20.- 0017 
2 4 251 .0 .0 15. .0 DOW 
2 .. 4 .. 255 1:; .•. 01 .. 8.3 ...... .50 •.. 0.3 CC 1') 
2 4 ::59 50.01 20.76 2~13.96 20.76 OO~(' 
2. 4 263 228.97 22.317 ~76.66 22.317 0~21 
2 4 267 276.67 20.76 322. 20.76 002~ 
... _ ..... 2 _l.. 350. 14, ...... ............ "--, .0023 
2 4 351 O. -9.5 SO.' -9.5 0024 
2 4 355 270. 1.2 290. 2.8 CO:!5 
2 4 359 305. 3.8 318. 1.2 OC:!6 
.............. 2_ ....... 2.3U .3Z2 ..•.... .............. I •. :! ... "" ..................... 0027 
2 1 450 14. OO~C; 
2 4 451 O. -9.5 50. -9.5 00:<: 
2 4455 270. 1.2 290. 2.8 0('30 
.. 2 .... ~ .. ,+.59 ..... 3.05, .. ...... ..... 3 .•. 8 ...... .318 •... .. .. 1..2 .............. " .......... ..... 0031 
2 2 463 322. 1.2 0032 
2 1 550 53. 0()33 
2 4 551 .0 .0 58. .0 003 /, 
2. it 555 ... 75. . ......... - .• 8;:2 .... 159 •.... .-.822 OO~!i 
2 4 559 159.01 -.667 192. -.667 OO~(. 
2 4 563 192.01 -.4605 210. - .'.605 OO.li· 
2 4 567 210.01 -.6754 220. -.6754 003C 
2 4 571 220.01 -.6992 22(+. .- .6G58 
..... -..... 
0039 
- '''''2 .... 4"57!f 228.96 
.5569 228.97 .2700 00';0 
2 4 579 240. .2992 270.3 .3102 OOtl1 
2 4 583 270.31 .008 276.66 .0120 O()t.~ 
2 4 587 276.67 .368 239, 
". 
.3613 00'1::: 
""--"2""- 4'591290. '''''''''''''''''''''i. 2335 291. 2.099 00:.,; 
2 4 595 Z99. 2.099 299.5 2.1247 00.',5 
2 4 599 301.25 1.7292 303.75 .8992 C046 
2 4 603 306.695 .3395 318. -5. 0047 
........................... 
- 'f' "'2 '607'''322: ...... "':'6'~456 ........ '..... . .. 004·~ 
2 1 650 18. 00(1'7 
2 4 651 .0 .0 50. .0 0050 
2 4 655 50.01 -.35 228.'76 -.35 0051 
"_ .. · .. Z -·lj6s9 .. ·~2e;91· .... · ...... · .... :tf ······" ...... · .... ····z76: 6/;"'" 
.0 
.. ........ ............. . ......... ~ ......... 
0052 
2 4 663' 276.67 -.35 302.6 -.35 0053 
2 2 667 322. -7.411 005 tl 
229 
START 
.. _COL_ ·~~-~t--~-1---~~---=2----~--=-3----+----4----+----5----+---~6---_t--_-7--~~+----8 
·2 1 750 20. 0055 
2 4 751 .0 .0 15. .0 00:::6 
............ 2 ...... 4 755 .. 15.01. -2 .• 075 ........ 50. -2.075 ... OC':;7 
2 4 759 50.01 -5.19 228.96 -5:19 00% 
2 4 763 228.97 -5.58 276.66 -5.53 OO!39 
2 4 767 276.67 -5.19 3~2. -5.19 ON,C 
......... 2 ..... L950 .. 52 •.. . 0061 
2 4 951 .0 15. 3.0097 15. CO(.;; 
2 4 955 2.07 5. 2.17 7.5 0063 
2 4 959 2.10 .25 .9 4.75 0061, 
__ .... 2.: .... .4 .. 963 ...• 93 ........ 10 ...................... 53 ... 17.5 .. .................... 006<; 
2 4 967 .56 10. .55 10. OC66 
2 4 971 .53 64. .5615 33. OC67 
2 4 975 .5012 32. .7354 46.3 OC(.C. 
_2 .... 4 .. 979 ..• 69551 ......... 6.36 .. . .• 68 .. 13.34 .. Des") 
2 4 '103 1.51 2.5 1.3 6.35 0070 
2 4 987 1.61447 1.15 1.16447 2.5 0071 
2 4 'I'll 1 JI64 l 17 2.5 1. 061,117 3.39 0072 
...... _.2 ....... 4 ... 9.95 ....• 75.._.. _ ....... 1 .• 61 ....... ..1.25 ... 2.5 ... 0073 
2 4 999 .25 5.5 .14 4. C'l71; 
2 11050 34. 007:; 
2 21051 O. 15. 0076 
_ .... ? ._.41.053:. 55 •. 0.2. ...... 8.3 ..... 98.04 .......... 2.8 .. 0077 
2 41057 644.2 3.9 207. 5.1 007.'1 
2 41061 532.5 4.9 390. 5.83 0079 
2 41065 443. 11.17 4ll0. 18. oose 
_ .... __ 2 .•..... {tl()69.650 •..... 10 ..• . ..... 850 •..... . ....... 74 •.... ..... .......... OCCI 
2 41073 900. 41. 820. 5. OCS2 
2 41077 830. 15. 670. 20. 008: 
2 41081 590. 30.3 530. 51.7 OCC.'i 
.. 2 ....... 11150 ... 34 .•........ ...... _... . ..... 0005 
2 21151 O. IS. 00C6 
2 41153 55.02 8.3 98.04 2.8 OO~7 
2 41157 305.5 .3.9 360. 5.1 oC:Jn 
__ ... 2 ....... 41161 .. 237 .•. 7.5 .. . _57 ... . ... 1.5 ... . CO·:;,? 
2 41165 5(+ • 3.8 41. 9.3 C09~ 
2 41169 24.37 17.8 23.43 84. oon 
2 41173 2:'.43 3. 27.43 38. aC£)2 
2 41177 27.19 40. 
.. 
26.95 30.3 .009.' 
2 411131' 2{1.95 1.7 22.95 50. 009.', 
2 11350 32. ('0":; 
2 41351 .0 15. .00269 8.3 CO':':' 
2 41355 .00479 2.8 .00,323 3.9 0097 
2 41359 .01842 i5.ej .02398 29.17 OC''>~ 
2 41363 .0318 84. .03474 61. 009'; 
2 41367 .03971 8.96 .0465 11.04 Cle:' 
2 41371.04354 36.66 .03381 12.34 CIOI 
... ...... ~.... .. ~ ........ 
- '2"' ""41375 .0684'8 "'2. •. ~ 05061 8. 0102 
2 41379 .05723 9.5 .03M5 13.5 0103 
2 11450 32. 010 t: 
2 41451 O. 15. .00269 8.3 OIOS 
·····2· 41455··.OO/i'i9 .. 2.8 .............. ':00823 .... 3.9 010b 
2 41459 .01842 15.83 .02398 29.17 0107 
2 41463 .0318 84. .03474 61. OIOC. 
230 
START 
.. COL -~-~~-~~-1-~--~---~2----+----3---~+----4----+----5----+---~6~--~~---~7----f----8 
2 41467 .03971 
2 41471 .04354 
....... ,.,_,_ ...... .2 .•....... 41475 ..• 068'13., ....... . 
2 41479 .05723 
2 11550 1::. 
8.96 
36.66 
'. 2 .•. 
9.5 
2 41551 O. 15. 
......... 2 ...... 41555.47660000 .•... 10. 
2 41559 27050000." 9.5 
2 11773 50000. 








....... 2 ... .41850.... 32.0000... . .• 0000 .-180.0000. 
2 41054 -179.0000 .0250 -175.0000 
2 41058 -17::.0000 .1100 -150.0000 
2 4106:: -115.0000 1.8000 -65.0000 
2 .. 41066_ -~O.OOOO. .6300. .-30.0000 
2 41070 -10.0000 .2500 -7.0000 
2 41074 -6.0000 .0500 -5.6COO 
2 41078 -4.8000 .0280 -4.0COO 
___ ....... ___ .? ......... 41S.82 ........... -3.0000 ....... ,,_ .......• 0110.... .0000 
2 41806 4.0000 .0100 9.0000 
2 41890 10.0000 .0140 11.0000 
2 41894 1::.0000 .02::0 13.0000 
_ ....... _ ..... L_.41098. 14.0000. _ ......•. 0640. 16.3000 .. 
2 41902 29.9000 .6300 30.0000 
2 41906 65.0000 1.8800 150.0000 
























.. __ ._ ....... 2 •..... 4191.4 ...... _ ... .180. Q.OOO ............•.....•. 0200... ..' DODO., ... . • 0000 .. __ ............. . 
2 41925 32.0000 .3000 -180.0000 
2 41929 -179.0000 .0250 -175.0000 
2 41933 -172.0000 .1100 -150.0000 
.......... ' .. 2.. . . .':+1.937 .. ::-.115 .• 0000 1.8aoo. . .. :-65. 0000 .. 
2 41941 -30.0000 .6300 -30.0000 
2 419~5 -10.0000 .2500 -7.0000 
2 41949 -6.0000 .0500 -5.6000 
_ ........ __ .... 2 ...... 41953. . ..... ::-.4 .• 8()00 ... 0280 .::-tl.OOOO 
2 41957 -3.0000 .0110 .0000 
2 41961 4.0000 .0100 9.0000 
2 41965 10.0000 .0140 11.0000 
2 41969 12.0000 .0220 13.0000 
-- ·····2 ······41973 1'1.000'0' .06'iO 16.3000" 
2 41977 29.9000 .6300 30.0000 
2 41931 65.0QOO 1.8800. 150.0000 
2 41905 172.0000 .1100 175.0000 
_······_--2"···-41989· 180~oooii' .0200 .0000 
2 42000 19.0000 .4000 -30.0000 
2 42004 -10.0000 .2600 -7.0000 
2 4~008 -6.0000 .0620 -5.0000 
- "z" -"42012'" -"4'.5000'" .......• 0200···· .... -4; 0000 
2 42016 -3.0000 .0100 -2.0000 
2 42020 1.0000 .0000 3.0000 
2 42024 6.0000 .0110 8.0000 
·······-··-······~--·4202~·····-········9. OObo _········· .. ··;0175········"10.0000· 
2 42032 11.0000 .0500 12.eooo 




















































































... COI... -:--:-:t-.:-:--l--:-.-+.---:-2--:.:--+.--:--3---,...+ ----4----+ ----5----+---.. -6-.,.-.".+ --.-.-7---." +- ---8 
2 42075 19.0000 .5000 -30.0000 
2 42079 -10.0000 .2700 -7.0000 
.... _" ........ 2" ..... 42083.. . .-6.0000.. .07 ........ .-5.0000. 
2 42087 -4.0000 .0240 -3.0000 
2 42091 -2.0000 .0100 -1.0000 
2 42095 .0000 .oono 2.0000 
.......... 2 .... 42099. . .. 4. 0000. ...... . .0095.. 5.0000 
2 42103 6.0000 .0180 7.0000 
2 42107 8.0000 .0440 12.0000 
2 42111 15.0000 .2800 30.0000 
..... _ ........ 2 ... 42150 ............ 20.0000 .... _ ......... _ .• 6000.-30.0000 
2 42154 -10.0000 .2860 -8.0000 
2 4~158 -6.0000 .0810 -5.0000 
2 42162 -4.6000 .03r,0 -4.0000 
~ 4~166 -3.0000. ..0170 . -2.0000 
2 42170 -1.0000 .0085 .0000 
2 4~174 1.0000 .0080 2.0000 
2 42178 3.0000 .0160 4.0000 
........... _ .. 2 ........ 42HR............. 5.0000 ...................... 0300 ............... 6. 0000 
2 42186 10.5000 .1760 15.0000 
2 42190 30.0000 .6300 11.0000 
2 42225 14.0000 .7000 -30.0000 
_ ..... 2_4<:229. ....... -l0.0000 .............. 3100 ..... -:7.0000 ... 
2 42233 -6.0000 .0940 -5.0000 
2 42237 -3.0000 .0270 -2.0000 
2 42241 -1.0000 .0100 .0000 
_ ..... _1: ....... 42245 ... ~ .......... 1 •. OOOO ................. " ...•. O1l5 .............. 2. 0000 . 
2' 42249 8.0000 .1600 15.0000 
2 42253 30.0000 .6300 4.0000 
2 42300 15.0000 .7500 -30.0000 
.. 2 ..... ~2304 .......... :-10 ..• 0000 ................. 3260 ...... -7. 0000 
2 42308 -6.0000 .1090 -5.0000 
2 42312 -2.4000 .0200 -2.0000 
2 42316 -1.0000 .0120 .0000 
2 ... 4~3~0 1.0000 .0240 4.0000 
2 4~324 6.0000 .1340 7.2000 
2 42328 15.0000 .3300 30.0000 
2 42375 20.0000 .BOOO -30.0000 
2 42379 -12.0000 .2900 -10.0000 
· .... 2 ...... 42383:'8.0000 .1700" -6.0000 
2 42387 -4.0000 .0750 -3.0000 
2 42391 -2.0000 .0280 -1.0000 
2 42395 -.5000 .0255 .0000 
...... · .... _·2 .. _·423·99:5000 .... · .. · ...... · ....... 0350 . 1. 0000 . 
2 42403 2.0000 .0700 4.0000 
2 42407 6.0000 .1480 8.0000 
2 42411 10.0000 .2300 12.0000 
... -. '2" ·· .. "2415 30':0000 .6300 'li:oooo 
2 42450 17.0000 .9000 -30.0000 
2 42454 -12.0000 .3300 -10.0000 
2 42458 -8.0000 .2100 -6.0000 
.. ·---...... 2·--· ·4Z462 .. · .. --.... ·~4: 0000-........ ·· .. :1150 .. · .. ·· ~2 :0000 
2 42466 -1.0000 .0630 .0000 















































































































" .. CQ.I. .. ~--.-:.t--:~-1--:-.-+.---::~--:::·-+.--~-3----.+--.,.-4--";-+----5----+--..,.-6..,.,.-.,,+--:.,..-7---.,..+----8 
~ 4~474 4.0000 .13eO 6.0000 
~ 4~478 8.0000 .2210 10.0000 
........... _ ........ ~ .. _ ...... 4248<:... . ... 12.0000 ........... . 3~<:5.. .30. 0000. 
~ 4£525 15.0000 ~.OOOO -30.0000 
~ 42529 -12.0000 .3700 -10.0000 
~ 42533 -8.0000 .2400 -6.0000 
.......... ~ .... 42537.. .".4.0000. . .. 1520.. -~.OOOO . 
2 42541 .0000 .1000 2.0000 
~ 42545 4.0000 .1700 6.0000 
~ 42549 8.0000 .2550' 10.0000 
_ .................. 2 ... JI2!;53 ......... 12.. 0000 .. " ............. 3630 . 30.0000 
~ 42600 15.0000 2.0000 -30.0000 
~ 42604 -12.0000 .3620 -10.0000 
~ 42606 -0.0000 .2400 -6.0000 
.2.. .4::612 ........ -.4.0000..... .1520 -2.0000 .. . 
2 42616 .0000 .1000 2.0000 
2 42620 4.0000 .1700 6.0000 
~ 42624 8.0000 .2550 10.0000 
_ ............ ? .... ".42628 ............. 12 .• 0000 .................... 3425 ... _ ....... 30.0000 
2 42750 26.0000 .0000 -180.0000 
2 42754 -172.0000 .7DOO -160.0000 
2 42758 -158.0000 .6600 -30.0000 
__ . "._ ..... 2._42762 ........ -.1.0.000.0 ....... .... ..,.eooo. -7.5000 .. 
2 42766 -6.7000 -.6000 -5.0000 
2 42770 5.0000 .7400 10.0000 
2 42774 11.0000 1.3600 12.0000 
" ...• _._ ......... 2 ......... 42.7..7..a ............ 13. 0000 ................. 1 .• 4900.. ' .... 14.0000 
2 42782 15.2000 1.2100 19.0000 
2 4<:786 30.0000 1.0000 30.1000 
2 42790 149.9000 -.9500 150.0000 
.. 2 .... 42.7.9ft ........ 154 ... 0000..... ...,. 7.0CO ...... .158. 0000 ..... . 
2 42798 160.0000 -.6400 172.0000 
2 42802 180.0000 . .0000 .0000 
2 426£5 26.0000 .3000 -180.0000 
_ .... "._ .... ?._ ... 4282~ ....... .,.;1.72. 01l00 .................. ]800 .......... -160.0000 .. 
2 42833 -158.0000 .6600 -30.0000 
2 42637 -10.0000 -.8000 -7.5000 
2 42841 -6.7000 -.6000 -5.0000 
2 42845 5.0000 .7400 10.0000 
.... ~ ..... 42849ii. 0000 1.'3000' 12.0000' 
2 42853 13.0000 1.4900 14.0000 
2. 42657 15.2000 1.2100 19.0000 
2 42861 30.0000 1.0000 30.1000 
·_ .. · .. __ ·2"··_·42865 149 ~9COO"""'-'''''''''::~ 9500 i50. 0000 
2 42869 156.0000 -.7000 158.0000 
2 42873 160.0000 -.6400. 172.0000 
2 42877 180.0000 .0000 .0000 
_ .... - ·z" -'42900 . r'3: 0000'" ...... - :4000 .... · ":'30: 0000 
'2 42904 -10.0000 -.7400 -8.6000 
2 42908 -7.0000 -.6400 -5.0000 
2 42912 7.0000 1.0400 8.0000 
.......... - ....... ~ ...... 42916 .. ·· .. ·· .. ·9.0000 ............ L~200· ...... 10:0000" 
2 42920 11.2000 1.2900 12.0000 
















































































































... . ... CQ.l.. ~.~-:-:.t----l-~-.~ t.---:-:2---- t----3---.,. .. ----4---- .. ----5----+----6---.,. + - - -.-7- -- -+----8 
2 42975 14.0000 .5000 -30.0000 
-1. 0000 0271 
2 42979 -10.0000 -.6000 -8.5000 
-.6600 O"-~ L/L.. 
...• _ ........ 2 _ .. .42983 ..... .. .,..7.0000., - .6500. .-5.0000 -.4700 . C273 
2 42987 6.0000 .9300 7.0000 1.0000 0274 
2 42991 8.0000 1.0400 9.0000 1. 0600 O~75 
2 42995 10.0000 1.0800 11. 0000 1. 0900 0276 
2 42999 .. 12.0000 1.1100 16.0000 1.1100 0':'77 
2 43003 30.0000 1.0000 14.0000 1.5300 O~7f, 
2 43050 18.0000 .6000 -30.0000 -1.0000 O~-,· ~ I , 
2 43054 -10.0000 -.6000 -7.0000 -.6000 . 02:~ a 
.............. 2 .... 43058 .... . .:,6.0000 .- .50eo -5.0000 -.5000 0:'.";1 
2 43062 -(I. 0000 - .3600 -3.0000 - .::/,00 O;D2 
2 43066 -2.0000 -.1200 -1.0000 -.0200 0:';',3 
2 43070 .0000 .1400 3.0000 .6100 02e '; 
<: 43074 ... 4.0000 .7500 5.0aoo .8/,00 0"("-..... ...; 
2 (,3078 6.0000 .9000 7.0000 .9::00 o.~ ,", 
2 43002 1{,.0000 1. 0(,00 15.0000 1. 0700 0;':; ; 
2 43Nl6 30.0000 1.0000 30.1000 1. 0000 O::':jC 
_ ....... _ .. 2 ...... 43125 .. 15.0000 ......... . ......• 7000 ......... :-:30.0000 -1.l'000 .... . ..... 0:.:·3', 
2 43129 -10.0000 -.6000 -7.0000 -.6000 . 029[' 
2 43133 -5.BOOO -.5900 -5.0000 -.5500 0;>91 
2 43137 -4.0000 - .4(,00 -3.0000 -.3100 02 ~J;'~ 
"._ .... 2 ..... 43141 .. .~.2. 0000 .. ..-.1700 2. 0000 ... .5700 0::93 
2 43145 3.0000 .7100 4.0000 .8100 O~9:1 
2 431{19 5.0000 .8500 9.4000 .9200 O'l("'\:-L '/,;..J 
2 43153 15.0000 .9000 30.0000 1. 0000 02 Q (, 
. __ ............ 2 ....... 43~0!l ............. .15.0000 ..... 7500 ..... ::-.30.0000 .... -1. 0000 0::9,' 
2 43204 -10.0000 -.7000 -6.5000 -.7000 02"':D 
2 43208 -5.7000 -.6900 -5.0000 -.6500 02S{~ 
2 43212 -4.0000 - .5/,00 -3.0000 -.3800 O~(J~ 
.~ .. 43216 ~2 .. 0000 .:::.2000 1. (,OOO .• 5500 0::01 
2 43220 2.0000 .6300 3.0000 .7000 0-:"1"\" _v_ 
2 43;:24 4.0000 .7400 7.0000 .8300 0303 
2 43220 15.0000 .9500 30.0000 1. 0000 030.', 
2. . ...... 3275 ...... 14.0000 .8000 -30.0000 -.9:;00 030!, 
2 43279 -1{ •• 0000 -.6000 ":12.0000 -.7900 03()~, 
2 43283 -10.0000 -.8100 -6.0000 -.6900 C301 
2 43287 -2.0000 -.2500 .0000 .0700 030C 
2 43291 2.0000 .3500 4.0000 .5600 O~f)9 
2 ····43;:95· 6.0000 .7050 8.0000 .00,,0 0310 
2 43::99 9.0000 .8/,00 15.0000 ./;500 0311. 
2 43303 30.0000 1.0000 30.0000 1.0000 a ~n: 
2 43350 14.0000 .8500 -30.0000 -.9500 0313 
.. 
_· .... __ ·f .. ·H43354 
:.i6:0000 .... ·:.:.8030 -13.0000 -.7720 031{J 
2 43358 -10.0000 -.7400 -6.0000 -.61)00 031:-
2 43362 -2.0000 -.2900 .0000 -.0450 0316 
2 43366 2.0000 .2300 4.0000 .{1600 0317 
.... ... 2' 43370 6: 0000" ~6400 8:0000 .7600 0310 
2 43374 9.0000 .8020 15.0000 .8500 031<:' 
2 43378 30.0000 1.0000 30.0000 1.0000 0320 
2 43425 14.0000 .9000 -30.0000 -.9500 O':'~l 
.... ·"-........ ~ .... 434~~ .. ':;'16.0000 ......... H;:.;7540 -13.0000' ........ 
-.7120 Oj~2 
2 43433 -10.0000 -.6700 -6.00CO -.6630 0323 




2 43441 1.0000 .0000 2.0000 .13CO 0325 
·2 43 f ,45 4.0000 .3900 6.0000 .6(.00 0326 
....................... 
2 ........ 43449 ... 8.0000 .7650 10.0000 .8100 03:7 
2 43453 30.0000 1.0000 30.0000 1. 0000 OJ~·:· 
2 43500 13.0000 ,.9500 -30.0000 -.9500 03,~(.~ 
2 43504 -16.0000 -.7410 -13.0000 -.6960 0:;3~ 
2 .... 43508 ..... -10.0000. -.6510 .. -6.0000 -.6410 .. 0331 
2 43512 -2.0000 -.2700 .0000 -.0900 033~ 
2 43516 2.0000 .1800 4.0000 .4350 0133 
2 43520 6.0000 .61)00 8.0000 .7950 033, 
......... _._ .... 2 ...... 43524 ........ .10.0000 ............. "'~.8100 . 30.0000 1.eOOO .0335 
2 43575 13.0000 2.0000 -30.0000 -.9500 033(} 
2 43579 -16.0000 -.1260 -13.0000 -.6730 0137 
2 43583 -10.0000 -.6300 -6.0000 -.6150 0338 
.. 2 ... 43587. .. -2.0000.. . .... -.2ftOO .. • 0000 .. -.0500 0339 
2 43591 2.0000 .2000 4.0000 .4(.90 0340 
2 43595 6.0000 .7000 8.0000· .n06O 0341 
2 43599 10.0000 .8500 30.0000 1. 0000 O"'!'/.== 
.................. 2 ..... 43650 ......... 33,0000 . ...• 0000 ... -100.0000 - .0130. C3',3 
2 43654 -17ft.OOOO .3590 -160.0000 .3000 03',(, 
2 '43658 -145.0000 .4810 -125.0000 .5510 OY;!: 
2 43662 -90.0000 .5550 -60.0000 .3950 0~f,6 
..... 2_. 43666 -30.0000 .. ....• 1437 . ..... -30.0000 .. .1(.37 O:!/, 7 
2 43670 -10.0000 .1065 -7.4000 .09n9 OY,/) 
2 43674 -6. f,000 .0052 -5.0000 .0032 03.',<; 
2 43:,78 4.0000 .0019 1(,.0000 .0135 03sr 
. __ ........... 2 ....... 4368.2 ... ...15.Z000 ~.,0932 .... ", 19.0000 .. - .1303 0~!j1 
2 43686 30,0000 -.1437 30.1000 -.1437 O"·~ J:>~ 
2 43690 34.9000 -.2220 35.0000 -.2220 03,,:; 
2 43694 45.COOO -.Z950 60.0000 -.39!:O O:~!j 
2 43698 80.·0000 .... .:::.50CO .95,0000. :,-.5550 a:,,!; 
2 {t3i02 110.0000 -.5600 lZ5.0000 -.5570 035" 
2 43706 135.0000 -.5380 ltI5.0000 -.4810 0357 
2 43710 150.0000 - .tt380 160.0000 -.3000 03SC 
....... _ ....... 2 ......... ~.3.71f. .... .llf,. 0000. -.3590 180.0000 -.0130 .035" 
2 43725 33.0000 .3000 -180.0000 ..,.0130 O:';~·O 
2 437Z9 -174.0000 .3590 -160.0000 .3000 03(.1 
2 43733 -145.0000 .4810 -125.0000 .5570 03~~ 
2 43737 -90.0000 .5550 -60.0000 .3Q50 O"'G~~ 
... 
2 4374i'" ';30.0000 . • i437 -30.0000 .11,37 03tA 
2 43745 -10.0000 .1065 -7.4000 .0989 0:!-5 
2 43749 -6.4000 .0052 -5.0000 .0032 036(, 
2 43753 4.0000 .0019 14.0000 .0135 0367 
.. 
- ...... ·~-.... 2 ...... ·43757 .. i5·~200i:i'''··-''''''''·~. 0932 19.0000 ·~.1303 OJ6C 
2 43761 30.0000 -.1437 30.1000 -.l l .37 0:::,9 
2 43765 3f •• 9000 -.2220 35.0000 -.22~O 037(; 
2 43769 45.0000 -.::950 60.0000 -.3950 0371 
-. '2" 43773 8'0;0000" -.5000 95~0000 -.5550 0372 
2 43777 110.0000 -.5600 125.0000 -.5570 0373 
2 43781 135.0000 -.5380 If+5.0000 -.4810 037'f 
2 43785 150.0000 -.4330 160.0000 -.3000 0375 
...... - .. · .... ·2 · .... 1't'l7!l9· '17'j. OOOd 
-:'3590 100.0000 -.0130 03';6 
2 43800 10.0000 .4000 -30.0000 .1437 0377 
2 43B04 -10.0000 .1427 -7.0000 .1356 03713 
235 
START . 
. ,CO,". ~.---:.+--:--1-~-.- +-:.--:~----+--- - 3----.+----4----+ ----5----·+---,..6-.,-,., + ---.-7,.--., +- ---8 
~ 43808 -6.0000 .0038 -5,0000 .0019 0379 
~ 43812 8.0000 .01<:4 11.<:000 .0115 03".C 
•........ 2 ' ..... 43816 .... .1::.2000 -.129? ... 18.0000 
- .13'11 020;')1 
2 43820 30.0000 <1437 -7.4000 .09-39 O'~"" ,., _v~
2 43875 9.0000 .5000 -30.0000 .1437 0:<33 
~ 43079 -10.QOOO • .11013 -9.0000 .0952 030+ 
...... .. a ..... 43N13 .. ,.7.0000 . ~0',83 ... -5.0000 .0045 ,. C3L' .. ::-, 
~ 438137 8.00pO ~O031 12.0000 -.0000 03C~.' 
2 43091 16.0000 -.1293 30.0000 -.1',37 0}(\7 
~ 43950 11.0000 .6000 -30.0000 .1437 03Nl 
..... a .. .'13954 ........ -25. 0000 . ... 1267 -::0.0000 .10ti7 03r.r; 
a 43958 -15.0000 .OB78 -10.0000 .0707 03':~ 
a 43962 -3.0000 -.0004 5.0000 .00137 OJ?l 
2 43966 8.0000 -.0490 13.0000 -.1415 OJ9~ 
.. z .. 4397() .15.0000 .. -.1352 .... 30.0000 .. -.1437 0393 
~ 44025 15.0000 .7000 -30.0000 .1'.37 039'1 
2 44029 ·-25.0000 .1416 -20.0000 .1397 03 )5 
a 4',033 -15.0000 .1327 -10.0000 .13C6 OJ9(, 
... __ ......... _ ... 2 ...... 449.37 -3.0000 ............. ~ .• 01l9 ...• 0000 ,..P025 ..... .................. . ... 03')7 
a 41,041 1. 0000 -.0064 2.0000 -.0073 C -, .. , .}"':'..J 
2 44045 3.0000 - .02"1 4.0000 -.0569 03':>9 
a 440',9 6.0000 -.1105 8.0000 -.1347 O'i'JC 
................ ' 
2 ,-_. 44(153 .15.000.0 ............ ,..1470 .. 30 •. 0000 ... ...,. .1,,37 C{;O! 
~ 4'tl00 18.0000 .7500 -30.0000 .1437 Ct,02 
a 44104 -25.0000 .1361 -ao.oooo .1335 0:;03 
2 4t,108 -15.0000 .1260 -10.0000 .1234 01;0 1; 
... __ ........... 2 ....... 4.411.2 .......... ~8. pooo ... 1039,_ .... ~6.0000 t05~t •.. _, 0';0:: 
2 4 t,116 -4.0000 -.0291 -3.0000 -.0335 0/.0,; 
2. 44120 -2.0000 -.0245 .0000 -.OH!;> 0'107 
2 4'/124 1. 0000 -.0197 2.0000 -.0';59 ct': 0::) 
.. 2. _441a8 .......... 3.0000.:.. .... .:::.0943 .. 4.0000 ..... ..,.1154 .. ct;:.'\t; 
2 44132 5.0000 -.1177 15.0000 -.1526 0 1;1.0 
2 44136 30.0000 -.1437 30.1000 -.l l ,37 O!lll 
2 44175 15.0000 .8000 -30.0000 .1500 0''11 :: 
~ .......... -~ ....... 
2 4(,179 -8.0000 .0750 
. ...... -6.0000 .0600 0.';13 
2 441113 -4.0000 .0350 -2.0000 -.0120 O'fl '; 
2 44187 .0000 -.0200 .5000 -.0150 O·H!: 
2 44191 1. 0000 -.0120 1. 5000 -.0170 OIIH,' 







'''2 " ... 44199 6.0000 -.ioeo 8.0000 -.1150 O(}lB 
2 44~03 18.0000 -.1300 30.0000 -.1500 0';]'.: 
2 4(.250 17.0000 .9000 -30.0000 • HOO 0 1,::('1 
2 4425(. -8.0000 .1200 -6.0000 .0970 O:I~: 
.... .. i 44::58 ...... -4:0000' .ot,30 -2.0000 -.Ol~o 0("'" .~~
2 44262 .0000 -.o~oo .1000 -.0010 0,,23 
2 44~66 .2500 .0120 .5000 .0110 O"I~/' 
2 44270 •. 7500 .0090 1. 0000 -.0070 O".2!~ 
...... -. '2' 44274'" 1.5000' 
-.0300 
.. 
2;0000 -.0350 Q', ~l~ 
2 44278 4.0000 -.0!l30 6.0000 -.1370 0/.27 
2 44282 8.0000 -.1600 30.0000. -.1900 Ct,23 
2 4',325 17.0000 1. 0000 -30.0000 .1400 0(;2<; 
_ .............. · .... 2·_ .. 44329 .. · ........ ·";;,-e. 0000 .. " ....... ";1200' ...... '':6.0000' . .. 
.0970 oed\l 
2 44333 -4.0000 .0430 -2.0000 -.0120 01/31 




2 44341 .2500 .0120 .5000 .0170 Ot,33 
2 44345 .7500 .0090 1.0000 -.0070 Qt,:;', 
......... 2~ . .. .443/19 ... .. 1.5000 -.0300 .... . 2.0000 -.0350 .0 /;35 
2 44353 4.0000 -.0830 6.0000 -.1370 Ol~3c' 
2 44357 8.0000 -.1600 30.0000 -.1900 Ol,37 
2 44400 17.0000 2.0000 -30.0000 .ll100 0/.33 
.... 2 ..... 44404. . 78.0000. .1200 .. -6.0000 .0970 ..0·'139 
2 44tl08 -4.0000 .0430 -2.0000 -.0120 Oll/;'O 
2 44412 .0000 -.0200 .1000 -.0010 04/+1 
2 44{,16 .2500 .0120 .5000 .0170 0''if,2 
.. 2 44420....... . .....• 7S00 .. _ ...........• 0090 1.0000 ... ~.0070 . O(:/~ ~ 
2 44424 1.5000 -.0300 2.0000 -.0350 C/.{:/j 
2 4',428 4.0000 -.0830 6.0000 -.1370 O.',';S 
2 4-\432 8.0000 -.1600 30.0000 -.1900 o',t,') 
.~ 1 ], ...• 002378 O'A7 
2 1 13 0.0 a':';:} 
2 ], 13 6.4 041~(.~ 
2 1 17 0.35 0(,50 
.... __ .?.... 1 ...... 20. 2 .• 0 .... , ............................................ ........ ..... .. Ot.Sl 
2 1 113 01000111. O(+5~ 
.1 -1 110 0.0 Ot153 





... (X) '" . 
,APPENDIX I. E927 SAMPLE OUTPUT" 
TITLE 1 - TEST MAIN ROTOR DATA-
HOVER .............. """',,, ........ ""."'o.~~. :,.,,1 HI F, ,P (+ 5E"", I S. .".P.I1E:-:.c. t.Q,cP"jy./l. t-L", 
-......... ------.-...... --.. --... --... --.---~ ...... -.-~-.... ----....... ---.~ .....•.... ~~ .. ~ ........ "' ... ~""""" 
MAIN ROTOR 
PITCH ANGLE AT 75Z RAOIUS = 6.400 DEG 
CALCULATED THRUST = 16364.911 LB 
_ .... ,.,_, ....... , ..... , ............ ~~~.~.lJ.~!.~.D..-E~.~~~.~~ ... ~~(;~.E. ........ _ ............ _ ............ _ ........ " .. " ......... ".~ ............ , .. ~.~.:389".[).~.~, .......... '" .. ' ........... ' ......... " 
CALCULATED LAG ANGLE = 5.180 DEG 
CALCULATED BLADE TORSIONAL FREQUENCY = 0.0 RAD/SEC 
CALCULATED BLADE BENDING FREQUENCIES : MODE 1 = 77.5 RAD/SEC 
MODE 2 = 126.7 RAD/SEC 
................ 
STEADY DEFLECTIOtlS (IN) 
RADIUS (IN) FLATWISE EDGEWISE Al'IGLE OF ATTACK (DEG) 
- ... - ...... -- ...... · .. · .. ·O~O"· .. -- ...... _ ........ · .... ·0.0' .... · ..................... '''0.0' ............ ""';;74~100' .. " 
15.0'0'0 0'.0' 0.0' -33.210' 
23.750 -0'.0'04 0.0'11 -20'.206 
41.250 -0.0'09 0.10'4 -6.880 
teCH;) ~~THe:rNPIJ7 pafcfNTED 
:r N A:?'; e-N C /X H-
""--· .. · .... - .... - .. · .... "6Z~·500 .. - .... · .. --.. · .. - ............ 0'; 0'41 ..... " ...... " .......... " ........ '0 :285·"" ........................ " .... -0 ~ 199· ...... · .. " ........ " ....... - .. " .. ,...... ....... _ .................. "." ..... ""........ ........... "" .... , .. " .. " .... "" ... " ... ," 
83.40'0 0.156 0.50'5 2.542 
10'0'.20'0' 0'.256 0.699 3.650 
117.0'0'0' 0.356 0.90'4 4.219 
""" -- ... ,," '133:80'0" - .. " .. - ".". ""0'.455"'1.119"" """ -" 4.447"" .,,". ",," ". ",," "" .. ,,,' "" .... ,," 
150'.60'0' 0.546 1.343 4.446 
167.745 0'.626 1.552 4.277 
185.235 C.68a 1.835 3.980' 
_ .... ·_· .... · __ .. · .... ·--.. 20'Z:725'-.......... _" .. · .. _ .... ·" 0' ;723' ... " .. " ........ " 2.0'98"" .. ·· .. , "".'". ", ,,, .. ",,. 3.588 ' "." .... " .. ,," 
220'.215 0.728 2.371 3.124 
236.910' 0.696 2.641 2.627 
252.810 0.631 2.90'7 2.116 
- .- -"268 ~ 710'- ...... _ .. " - .. "" 0.542 _ .. " " ........ ". -", "'3.181'- .... " 1.574 ...... "". .... .." 
283.145 0.456 3.437 0.647 
296.115 0.397 3.670 -0.156 
30'6.450' 0.368 3.857 -0.345 
·-...... "· .. ·,,,,· .. · .. _ ...... · .... 314;150''' .... _· ...... _ ...... ·· .. ·· .. · 0.353 .. " .. ·" .. ,,· .. ·"""· ." 3.99]" ""1.274"" "" ... 

































............................ --........... --........... -~ ......... - .............•........... __ ....... _ ...... M _ .•. 
N 
~13Z 01a13Z 
R CHORD STRUCTURAL AERODYNAMIC AC CG 
.... TWIST ....... TWIST 
0.0 0.0 -9.50000 -9.50000 0.0 0.0 
N 15.:00000 0.0 -9.50000 -9.50000 0.0 0.0 
.... ~- ····23.75000·· ..... 8~30000" ~ '-9.50000 -9.50000 ... 0.0 ····0.0 
C) 41.25000 8.30000 -9.50000 -9.50000 0.0 0.0 
62.50000 20.76000 -8.89205 -8.89205 -0.35000 -0.21759 
83.40000 20.76000 -7.87555 -7.87555 -0.35000 -0.82200 
.. ······· __ ···-···· .. 100 ~ZOOOO··-···20~76000--·····~7~05845 .. ····--;;.7 ~.05845·-·····-0. 35000······ -0.82200 ... 
117.00000 20.76000 -6.24136 -6.24136 -0.35000 -0.82200 
133.80000 20.76000 -5.42427 -5.42427 -0.35000 -0.82200 
150.60000 20.76000 -4.60718 -4.60718 -0.35000 -0.82200 
····167.74500-···20.76000 -3.77331"' -3.77331 "-0.35000 -0.66700 
185.23500 20.76000 -2.92266 -2.92266 -0.35000 -0.66700 
202.72500 20.76000 -2.07201 -2.07201 -0.35000 -0.46650 
220.21500 20.76000 -1.22136 -1.22136 -0.35000 -0.69851 
·-·········-·-·····236.91000····--22~31700·-··· .. :;.0.40938·········--0.40938·.. . .. 0.0' .............. 0.29349 
252.81000 22.31700 0.36394 0.36394 0.0 0.30385 
268.71000 22.31700 1.13726 1.13726 0.0 0.30962 
283.14500 20.76000 2.25160 2.25160 -0.35000 0.36600 
...... - '296.11500" -20~76000- ······3.20767··· . 3.20767 -0.35000 . 2.09900 
306.45000 20.76000 3.51000 3.51000 -1.75128 0.38606 
314.15000 20.76000 1.97000 1.97000 -4.55384 -3.18159 















































·-······· __ ······_·-tr·····_········--oEO-····· __ .. ········QfO·····-··········~·QEOP _ ........... _ .......... QFOP···-~······---········~·--······--·········--······-, --........ ~ .. -........ - ....... ~ .......... - ........... - ............ - ............ - ............ -.~ ......... - ....... --... - .... . 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
15.00000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
....... - ····"23 ~750'Oa"'" - a-;'Ol108"'- ·····;;.a·.0040Z····· ....... 0 ~0015S····· -";';'0'.00151--- .... - -.... --- ....... -~ ................ .. 
41.25000 0.10392 -0.00914 0.00659 -0.00127 
62.50000 0.28471 0.04123 0.00916 0.00136 
_ 83.40000 0.505~3 0.15567 0.01101 0.00444 ... __ ............ _ ......... _ ......... _ .......... ___ ................................... _ .............. _ ....................... . 
. ··_··--· .. ·100;·20000···_·1) ~69939-·······0 ~Z5565"""- 0;01170··---·····0. 00453 .. · .. ······· __ ·······_······_-_·······_ .... _ .......... _ ..... . 
117.00000 0.90412 0.35611 0.01231 0.00450 
133.60000 1.11881 0.45498 0.01290 0.00420 IS"" Z30687 
150.60000 1.34309 0.54645 0.01347' 0.00351 
167.74500 1.58162 0.6~605 0.01404 0.00~56 
165.23500 1.83470 0.68764 0.01460 0.00133 
202.7~500 2.09751 0.72338 0.01516 -0.00032 
220.21500 2.37055 0.72784 0.01577 -0.00215 
236.91000" ·····2.64091· 0.69591 0.01635 "-0.00418' 
252.810CO 2.90709 0.63C50 0.01669 -0.00600 
268.71000 3.18148 0.54180 0.01741 -0.00672 
283.14500 3.43658 0.45641 0.01779 -0.00611 
············296.11500·· ········3.66970 0.39675 0.01806 '-0.00370 
3C6.45000 3.85694 0.36796 0.01615 -0.00217 
314.15000 3.99675 0.35345 0.01816 -0.00171 
320.00000 4.10300 0.34363 0.01816 -0.00167 
R DIDTJIDUT DIDTJIDUP DIDTJIDOT DIDHIIDUT DIDH)IDUP DIDH)IDOT 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
15.00000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
23.75000 -0.00040 -0.00073 0.33155 -0.00001 
····41.25000 ... 0.00140···· -"-0.00516 6 :52470 0.00034' 
62.50000 0.00414 -0.01307 23.85057 0.00109 
63.40000 0.00610 -0.01753 41.71577 0.00107 
100.20000 0.00745 -0.02118 59.83550 0.00103 
·······-·-··········1l7:·00000···-·····0~00859··-······::.0~02463······-8L23457 . 0.00100 
133.80000 0.00954 -0.02851 105.97988 0.00096 
150.60000 ~.01102 -0.03221 134.44925 0.00100 
167.74500 0.01195 -0.03662 169.58604 0.00098 
..... - ....... 185.23500' 0.01269 -0.04126" 210~32202 0.00095 
202.72500 0.01218 -0.04602 255.52919 0.00083 
220.21500 0.01210 -0.05052 304.00663 0.00078 
236.91000 0.01266 -0.05901 381.23440 0.00078 
·······252;·81000·· .... -·-···0·~01374·-·····::.0. 06489 ....... 447.37186····-···· O. 00099 
268.71000 0.01276 -0.07412 541.85065 0.00084 
283.14500 0.00878 -0.07731 593.92714 0.00055 
296.11500 0.00549 -0.08701 697.52874 0.00039 
. ·306:45000···· - O'~01024- -"';'0.09279'" '77L89581 0.00079 
314.15000 0.01896 -0.09562 817.74876 0.00168 
320.00000 0.02305 -0.08673 756.49209 0.00288 















































._ ........ ___ .... , ....... _ .......... ~ ........ __ . _ ....... _n ...... __ ........ ·· .......... · .... ···· ___ .·· .. ····· .............. -_ ............ _ .......... ~ .. ~ .......... -" .......... .........-............ ~ ............................. -........ ", .............. -......... ~ .. --......... -........... -~ .............. -........................... . 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
15.00000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
23.75000 0.00044 0.00073 -0.26554 -0.29732 -0.05191 0.31267 
- ····41.25000-····· -;.0-~·00948·- -_ ... 0.0238,-'" '''30 .. 98561·········"0 .42541'''' ····;;.0.11705····· .- a ~28950 ..........- ..... . 
62.50000 0.00011 0.00040 -0.62797 0.43651 0.15563 0;~9019 
83.40000 0.00014 0.00051 -1.08320 2.76489 0.63633 0.27625 
100.20000 0.00017 0.00060 -1.54369 5.12602 0.97658 0.36383 
-.. ----.. 117;00000· .. - ... 0 ~OOlll-······"0~OO51'r··-····-16·;·77181--····7. 77250-··········1 ~27528···· .... -···0; 54370 .. -············_·········---······· __ ··········· .. -........... _-...................... _ .......... _-.....- ........... - - ........ . 
N 
~ 
133.80000 0.00120 -0.00588 21.82340 10.56367 1.53142 0.79426 
150.60000 0.00351 -0.00625 27.06373 13.41433 1.74900 1.17383 
167.74500 0.00455 -0.00613 29.93084 16.53455 1.95691 2.61935 
185.23500 0.00574 -0.00540 29.70216 19.55134 2.12254 4.59828 
202.72500 -0.00021 -0.00558 30.45412 22.08643 2.22559 6.18703 
220.21500 -0.00107 -0.00339 19.66104 23.68544 2.24479 5.50461 
236.91000 -0.00210 -0.00102 5.55483 26.25026 2.37083 5.39755 
. 252.81000" .. 0.00324" ";"0.00014" 2.46406 ." 26.27911 2.30451" 5.25127 
268.71000 0.00322 -0.00493 37.29655 25.32963 2.20955 6.39222 
283.14500 0.00180 -0.00851 65.92044 16.95756 1.59790 5.49744 
296.11500 0.00052 -0.01268 101.65111 8.78590 1.13260 4.52887 
306.45000·····;;0.00627 -······-0.01825··· 148.14500 ... 7.69474 1.13389 2.42466 
314.15000 -0.01425 -0.00596 43.94727 31.97936 2.69876 1.07474 
,320.00000 -0.02523 0.08714 -765.20454 46.48986 4.15806 -2.40927 
..... ~ ...•........ _---_ ......•. __ ....... _ .... " ....... . 
IRM 7.1nl',R7 
R Cl CD CM OCCl)/DA OCCOI/DA OCCMI/DA' OCCl)/DM OCCOI/DM OCCMlIOM. 
~ 0.0 -0.42808 1.88000 .0.47020 -0.74305 0.0 -0:30558 
~ 15.00000 -0.95837 0.74466 0.17059 -0.74305 -2.04628 -0.47995 
~. -- ·····23.75000··· ···-0.90206···· -····0.44392 0.12548 0.57296 ... "':"'1.08862' . -0.10657 
41.25000 -0.62922 0.08167 0.05016 9.31056 -2.06265 -5.36861 
62.50000 0.12646 0.00913 0.00251 6.76090 -0.03820 -0.00828 
83.40000 0.44991 0.00964 0.00211 6.76090 0.01432 -0.00828 
··· __ ······_·100·;·20000 ···--····0·~S8070-········-0:00991·····--·(j :00l9S--····6. 76090 .......... 0.01432-0.00828 
117.000~0 0.64789 0.01013 0.00215 6.76090 0.03438 0.06646 
133.80000 0.67479 0.01027 0.00242 6.76090 . 0.03438 0.06646 
150.60000 0.67739 0.01025 0.00283 6.78151 0.03460 0.06529 
....... "'-167.74500" ._ ... "0.67371"' ....... -0'.01004' .... '0:005116.903000.03591' 0.05834 
185.23500 0.65383 0.00974 0.00736 7.02707 0.03627 0.04757 
202.72500 0.61704 0.00937 0.00829 7.13287 0.03870 0.04C78 
220.21500 0.56106 0.00897' 0.00625 7.19546 0.04038 0.02234 
_······_·······236;·91000····--··0 :49999··_·······0; 00854·_·······_- 0 ;00459·····_······7.25523··········- 0 .04000····· ... 0.00472" 
252.81000 0.439730.00838 0.00392 7.48130 0.07675 0.00184 
268.71000 0.37532 0.00850 0.00423 8.02034 0.04954 0.02468 
283.14500 0.24346 0.00800 0.00379 8.50984 O~O 0.04541 
"296~11500"" _. 0;'11559'" ._ ... 0.00808'" ·····0.00285····9.13770·· ···-0.02865···· 0;06405 
306.45000 '0.09463 0.00852 0.00143 9.44286 -0.02314 0.08717 
314.15000 0.37295 0.01086 0.00060 9.54040 0.34354 0.02461 
320.00000 0.52272 0.01837 -0;00130 8.53200 0.78367 -0.41304 













0.0 0.0 .. 
0.0 0.0 
0,0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.48248 .. -0.00304. 0.07112 
0.4721~ -0.00315 b.07172· 
0.45377 -0.00342 0.07250 
0.06675 -0.00201 -0.05261 
0.05232 -0.00240 -0.04836 
0.03691 -0.00343---~0.04382 
0.35840 0.02610 ~.01686 
0.19908 0.01148 0.01011 
-0.07334 0.0 ~O.00143 
-0.31458 O~O -:0.01143 
0.51367 0.01827 -0.06202 
0.96091 0.06649 -0.11108 
1.14977 0.16673 -0.14406 
..........•.. --..... . 
·_···_--····-R····:· __ ·······_·······-o-·· .... _-_·· .. ···-O· .. ···· .. __ ···········_····U··_·········_·······tr········· __ ·········_··U········_···················O····· .. ·· .... -·· .. · .. AlPHA····_·········_·HACH--·······_···········_·-......... --.•...................... - ...............•......... 
STRUCTURAL AERODYNAMIC P T NUMBER 
0.0 15.90000 15.90000 468.02342 0.0 468.02342 90.00000 -74.10000 0.03495 
- ·· .. 15~OOOO(t .. ·· "15'~'90000"- · .... 15:90000···· ·468;02342·· .... "405.26640--' ·619;10159· .. ·· '49~11037 . ';;13.21037-" .. ···0;04623 .. - _ ........... _ .... _ .. --..... .. 
23.75000 15.90000 15.90000 468.02342 641.67180 794.22202 36.10631 -20.20631 0.05931 
41.25000 15.90000 15.90000 468.02342 1114.48260 1208.76689 22.77982 -6.87982 0.09026 
62.50000 15.29205 15.29205 468.02342 1688.61000 1752.26986 15.49151 -0.19946 0.13084 
···-···--· .. -83;40000 .. · .. --.. 14~27555--.. 14~27555···· .. ·· 468; 02342 .... 2253. 28118-"'2301 ~37394'''''-n; 7339Z .... ··Z.54163 ............. 0;17185· .. ·-· .. ·· .. ·_ .. - ......... -_ .. .. 
100.20000 13.45845 13.45845 468.02342 2707.17955 2747.33817 9.80847 3.64998 0.20515 
117.00000 12.64136 12.64136 468.02342 3161.07792' 3195.53744 8.42192 4.21944 0.23862 IBM Z30687 
133.80000 11.a2427 11.82427 468.02342 3614.97629 3645.14739 7.37693 4.44734 0.27219 
150.60000 11.00718 11.00718 468.02342 4068.87466 4095.70347 6.56163 4.44556 0.30583 
167.74500 10.17331 10.17331 468.02342 4532.09415 4556.19615 5.89596 4.27735 0.34022 
185.23500 9.32266 9.32266 468.02342 5004.63477 5026.47144 5.34265 3.98001 0.37533 
202.72500 8.47201 8.47201 468.02342 5477.17540 5497.13528 4.88405 3.58796 0.41048 .. 
~::0.21500 7.62136'" 7.62136 '468.02342"5949.71602 5968.09573'" 4.49780 3.12356 0.44565 
236.91000 6.80938 6.80938 468.02342 6400.77752 6417.86560 4.18201 2.62737 0.47923 
::52.81000 6.03606 6.03606 468.02342 6830.35991 6846.37586 3.9198~ 2.11622 0.51123 
:68.71000 5.26274 5.26274 468.02342 7259.94229 7275.01258 3.68856 1.57418 0.54324 
.. :83.14500 .. 4.14340 4.14840···· 468.02342 7649.94366 7664.24712 3.50099 0.64741 0.57230 
:~b.115CO 3.19233 3.19233 468.02342 8000.36400 8014.04206 3.34800 -0.15567 0.59842 
306.45000 2.89000 2.89000 468.02342 8279.59255 8292.81006 3.2353~ -0.34534 0.61924 
314.15000 4.43000 4.43000 468.02342 8487.62930 8500.52334 3.156:0 1.27380 0.63475 
'320.00000 .- '5.20000 5.20000' 468.02342 8645.68320 8658.34187 3.09861 2.10139 0.64653 
. 1 
R PHEn,l) PHFn,!) PHEC2,!) PHFC2,I) PHEC3,!) PHF(3,I) PHE(4,I) PHF(4,I) 
..... . ....... ~ ........ . 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
15.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00000 -0.00000 
23.75000 0.01443 -0.06550 -0.11533 0.06907 
.. - .. ···41.25000·· ..... O~0426S"" "";"0.1'7433 ... -0.31780 0.20035" 
62.50000 0.07436 -0.34180 -0.51612 0.32001 
83.40000 0.09919 -0.46391 -0.64142 0.33810 
100.20000 0.11385 -0.54193 -0.69542 0.28228 
········-·-·-·····1l7:·00000····-····0·~12353-.... :;;O;59983· .... -;;;0·;71296 .. ·_·······0.17523·········_········· .. 
133.80000 0.12788 -0.63489 -0.69571 0.02932 
15~.60000 0.12652 -0.64399 -0.64607 -0.13980 
167.74500 0.11894 -0.62318 -0.56599 -0.31638 
..... ' ·····l85.23500·0.10502· ...... -0'.56974" -Ci.45975· -0.477l9 
202.72500 0.08497 ~0.48154 -0.33437 -0.59265 
220.21500 0.05895 -0.35641 -0.19443 -0.63587 
236.91000 0.02880 -0.20108 -0.05014 -0.58755 
. ········ .. _· .. · .... 252 "81000···"-';;·0~00419·-·"":;;(). 02128 .. ········"0 .0'7431""'"-''' -0.44 739········· __ ······· .. ·.. .......... ............................................. - ...................... . 
268.71000 -0.04047 0.18585 0.24475 -0.21509 
283.14500 -0.07552 0.39359 0.38317 0.06636 
296.11500 -0.10802 0.59156 0.50845 0.36215 
"306.45000'" -~0~13423·" ...... 0.75371'" .. - 0.60848'" ······0.61391·· ..... . 
314.15000 -0.15381 0.87562 0.68303 0.80485 
320.00000 -0.16870 0.96831 0.73966 0.95027 
....... _ ............... _ ....•.. _ ... _ ......... -......... --............ --.......... ~- ........... - .......... - ........... -.-.......... ~ ........... . 
R PHEPCl,I) PHFPCl,I) PHEPC2,I) PHFP(2,I) PHEPC3,I) PHFPC3,I) PHEP(4,I) PHFP(4,IJ 
.-... ---.... -~ .......... - ......... - ....... --.... ---.•..... __ ...... _-....... --........... __ ....... _ .........••. -......... -.-~-...... ~-......... -. ........... -~ ............. ~ .. ~ ...... --.........• , .......•..• ,,~ .... -.. - ........ ---.......... - ............. --..•..... -~ .......... - .......... ~ ............. -............ . 
0.0 0.0 0.0 '0.0 0.0 
15.00000 0.00165 -0.00750 -0.01336 0.00793 
23.75000 0.00164 -0.00746 -0.01283 0.00781 
- ····"41;·,5000···· - 0~'00158"- ""':;.0; 00724"" .. · .. -0 ;01060····· _ ... a~ 00691'-' ...... -'" .- ....... -_ .... - ....... - ........ - ........ _ ... --.. ........ . .. - _ .... -- ...... _ ...... - -.... -.- ..... .. . 
62.50000 0.00133 -0.00637 -0.00765 0.00298 
83.40000 0.00100 -0.00512 -0.00430 -0.00192 
100.~0000 0.00070 -0.00396 -0.00201 -0.00538 




133.80000 0.00006 -0.00117 . 0.00213 -0.01009 
150.60000 -0.00030 0.00052 0.00396 -0.01093 IRM 7':1:0f;R7 
167.74500 -0.00066 0.00235 0.00551 -0.01046 
185.23500 -0.00101 0.00429 0.00674 -0.00855 
202.7~500 -0.00136 0.00637 0.00767 -0.00508 
220.21500 -0.00169 0.00854 0.00839 -0.00009 
236.91000 -0.00198 0.01062 0.00392 0.00580 
252.81000 .... -0.00221" 0.01246 0.00930 0.01181 
268.71000 -0.00239 0.01401 0.00953 0.01743 
283.14500 -0.00249 0.01507 0.00963 0.02156 
296.115=0 -0.00253 0.01563 0.00967 0.02392 
.. 3C6.':;5~JO· ';'0.00254 ........ 0.01581"- 0.00968 0.02471 
314.150:0 -0.00255 0.01584 0.00968 0.02485 
320.C::OO -0.00255 0.01585 0.00968 0.02486 
. BLADE' EDGEWISE ......... DELTA rr 
M. OF I. ABOUT C.G. IN. 
LB.IN.SEC-SQ/IN. 
N 
.~- ....... _ .. 
~ 0.0 15.000 
0.00Z69 8.300 
0.00479 Z.800 
. BLADE FLATWISE 





H. OF I. AeOUT C.G. 
LB.IN.SEC-SQ/IN. 












.... -. _ ........ - ...... 0.0347' .. ··- -·····6LOOO ........... -............... --'- ...... _ ...... . 
0.03971 8.960 
0.04650 11.040 
0.04354 . 36.660 



































BLADE MASS DELTA R BLADE EDGEWISE DELTA R 







0.0 15.00000 0.88S87E+02 17.50000 0.87885E+02 17.50000 
0.00744 17.50000 0.37941E+03 17.50000 0.93696E+02 17.50000 
0.00423 17.50000 0.46903E+03 25.00000 0.27593E+02 25.00000 
······_-····-0:·00168··--······--25·;·00000·_··-·_··0. 71842E+03'-' ·16.80000··········· __ ······ . O. 23430E+02 16.80000' 
0.00144 16.80000 0.8S000E+03 16.80000 0.23430E+02 16.80000 
0.00138 16.80000 0.85000E+03 16.80000 0.Z3430E+02 16.80000 
0.00137 16.80000 0.8S000E+03 16.80000 0.23430E+OZ 16.80000 
................. "0.00137"'- -16 ;80000 ......... -····0 .85000E+03 16.80000 O. 23430E+02 ... 16.80000 
0.00137 16.80000 0.90000E+03 17.49000 0.Z7065E+02 17.49000 
0.00145 17.49000 0.90000E+03 17.49000 0.Z7430E+02 17.49000 
0.00146 17.49000 0.84979E+03 17.49000 0.Z7272E+OZ 17.49000 
......... _ ........ 0;·00150····--······L7~49000····--··········-·· o. 739S3E+03"'-"17 .49000· .. -········· _·······0. 27190E+02 17.49000 
0.00162 17.49000 0.64334E+03 15.90000 0.27116E+02 15.90000 
0.00190 15.90000 0.S9000E+03 15.90000 0.269S0E+02 15.90000 
0.00190 15.90000 0.56444E+03 15.90000 0.25433E+02 '15.90000 
._ ....... 0~00186··· ·····-15.90000 ··0.53000E+03 '12.97000 ···0.22950E+OZ 12.97000 .. . 
0.00176 12.97000 0.S3000E+03 12.97000 0.22950E+02 12.97000 
0.00343 12.97000 0.S3000E+03 7.70000 0.229S0E+02 7.70000 
0.00293 7.70000 0.53000E+03 7.70000 0.22950E+02 7.70000 
...••.......... __ ..... O~ 00139··········-·_·····"7. 70000·······_········ 0.53000E+03 ·_·········4;00000······· O~22950E+02 ....... _ .. 4. 00000·-·······_·_············ ...... ...................................... . 
0.00036 4.00000 
-" ..... - ...... --....... BLADE RIGID' BODY"PROPERTIES .... . 
FLAPPING HASS = .660383 LB SEC-SQ/IN 
-"--"lST'l1OMASOUT HINGE'""-·····::-·····86 '-1467 ·········· __ ········LB· SEC-Sq················ .......................... _ ....... _ ................................. - ........... ................. - ................... -....................... ...... . 
FLAPPItlG INERTIA = 18190.6 LB IN SEC-SQ 
LAG FREQUENCY = .266517 CYCLES/REV 
BlADE MODAL PROPERTIES 
_·········SEllDING···MOUE···GEflERALIZEO· MASSES ......... - .........•.................•..................................... - ......... . 
MODECl) = . 125382 LB SEC-SQ/IH 
-" MOtlE(2) - .. = .. _.; 209446 .............. LB SEC-'SQ/IN - ....... . 
N 
... ~ - ......... - ......... -......... .. . .•........ - ......... . 
Ion 
I Sf",! Z30G2; 
) 
BENDING MODE (M)(PHE) BENDING MODE (M)(PHf) 
N MODEll) = .1934890-01 
~ ........ .. 
LB SEC-SQ/IN MODEll) = -.9423750-01 .lB SEC-SQ/IN 
0'1 
MODE(2) = -.115519 LB SEC-SQ/IN MODE( 2) = .3857650-02' LB SEC-SQ/IN 
BE~~ING MODE (M)(PHE)(R) BENDING MODE (M)(PHF)(R) 
MODEll) = -.8056510-01 LB SEC-SQ 
............. MODEn) = .621710 lB.SEC-SQ 
MODE(2) = .683082 LB SEC-SQ MODE(2) = -3.94313 LB SEC-SQ 
.... _ ..... -._ ........ .-:-........... _ .. -.... __ ....... _ ....... _--_ ...... -.....- ............ ~ ........... ~ ............ -.............. -_ .............. ~ .......... - ......... -.. <--........... _ ............. " ..................... . 
17 DEGREES OF FREEDOM ~E USED IN THIS RUN 









TIP LOSS FACTOR AXIAL VEL. 
KNOTS 
0.99000' 0.0 
OFFSET NUMBER OF BLADES ROOT FLAP SPRING ROOT LAG SPRING 
.-... _._ ..... _ ........ FEET--···_·--·· __ ········---······ __ ······· __ ········-....... -LB.IN.IRAD.······_-_········ LB.IN./RAD.·· 
1.25000 
BLADE YOUNG'S MOD. 
LB/IN.-SQ 
4 




















REF. ROTOR SPEED BLADE BENDING MODES 
R.P.M. 
-······-·······O.·lOOOOD+07 .. -·······-······-······15~·1265(f .. ·· .. _·_····· .. ····_·_······· O. 35000 ··-··········--········~··········O; 0 ............... - ........ --······258~00000 2 
FIXED SYSTEM MODES PITCH:"'LAG'COUPLING WEIGHT AT PUSHROD. PITCH BEAM STIFFNESS ACTUATOR MOM. STIFFNESS PITCH BEAM RADIUS 
...... - ...... -..... - ...... ---...... -.... .... ..... DEG/DEG ......... .. LB ... . 
.... LB/IN. . LB:"IN./RAD.·· ..... "'ItlCHES 
5 0.0 0.0 0.500000+05 0.0 0.0 
PITCH HORN lENGTIf 
ItlCHES 
FORWARD FLIGHT SPEED ELASTIC PITCH DAMP. LAG DAMPER COEFFICIENT LAG DAMPER STIFFNESS FLEXBEAM ROOT (XBRI 
KNOTS FRACT. CRITICAL LB-SEC/IN. LB/IN. INCHES 
_. -- ...... 7~250DO···· ......... -_ ....... - .. - ...... O~·O .. _ ..... - ................. 0.0'" ............... - ..... "'676.00000 ................• O~O 0.0' 
CONTROL SWITCHES 
ROTEST FTEST SYSDEF ROTDEF ARTIC PHASE 
1. 1. 01000111. 1. 11. O. 
VECT TRHASC SL.'MASC TSERVC MP.MASC MSERVC 
----·····-·····--.. ·0·;·- ·· .. ·······_········ __ ········_·········1 ~ ......... - .......... --.......... . ·llL·· .. ··················· .. ······· ········1~········ ..................... '1 ~ ............... - ....... --........ . 111. 
CIR CIRN LAGKII 
1. 1. 1. 
N 
......... ~ ........ --..... . -..J ................. . 
1U"'1 Z30687 
. ," ...... ~~ ........... 
MODE NO. PHIXPH PHIZPH PHELD PHEPLD PH flO PHFPLD 
.N_ 1 1.0000 -0.0009 0.0 ...... 0.0 
'2' ..... -LOOOO 0.0010 0.0 





··-··------···--.. "Q"Eour---·-.. QEopl1f· ...... --··QFol1f···-··-······ .. Q·FOPlo PHW nnw· .. · PHoS 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
• •• __ • ___ .... &0 ___ ._ •• _ .......... _._ ••••••• __ •••••••• __ •••••••• _ •••••••••••• ~ •• _ ••••••••• _~ •••• _ ••••••• ~ ••••••••••••• _ •••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ •••••••••••• __ ••••••••••• _~ •••••••••• "' •••••••••••• ~ _" •••••••• _ ••••••••••••• ~-.._ ••••••••• 





FINAt:· STIFFNESS· MATRIX' 
17 17 1 
1 
714.170 -74.3204 -1252.21 760.385 .0 
.0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 
....... _ ...... __ ....... _ •.... _ ......... _ ...... - ........ - ......... ~ .. -..... - ....... --~- ...... -.----.•....... -. 
2 
-1.41149 3330.19 
...... '-~o"" ............ -···.0··· 
3 
-2304.16 -1473.63 






·-········ .. -·:;:1339~·O Z-·········;;179S:9S· .. ··· .. _ .. ····:·11841Z0+ OS' ";'lOSlO ZO:' 0 7··· .. ~ 0 · .. ····_-_··············;0 .. ··· 
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 

















.0 .0 .0 623.028 -93.0826 











.0 .0 .0 
.0 
..........• 0 ..............• 0 
·- .... ·~o ..................... . ;0 ··---·········-·····~O 
.0 .0 .0 
-43.8058 -1711.06 -7579.55 
.0 .0 .0 .0 93.0826 623.028 43.8058 -74.1366 7579.55 -1711.06 
···---.. ···991~·D7Z··········-·830 ~ 526···_···· .. ·· .0 ............ - ...... ~ 0-······_········--:0 ..... 534:101······-101.473-
7 
.•... -- ;'0-' _ ........ -.. ···~O····· .- ...... .-~ 0'" 
-2026.78 -1315.67 .0 






_··_···8··--··· .. ···_· .. ··· .. ·· .... ············_··········--......................... _ ...................................... --. . ................................... _ ............ . 
• 0 .0 .0 .0 37.8535 -1.22765 
1315.67 -2026.78.0 .0 .0 434.059 
9 
.0 .0 .0 
.1082810+07 .1350410+07 .0 
10 
.0 .0 .0 
- ... .-1350410+07' .. 1(782810+07' ..... 0 
.0 -1797.87 -7252.59 
• 0 .0 -187109 • 
............. 
.0 7252.59 -1797.87 
'-0 "-'. . .............. ; 0 . '-';60170; 
.... 3171.22···· .... ...;65.1601······· .... 568"~906 
434.059 






.... 18n09 ...... 
3177.22 -3285.78 568.906 
1922.39 -.1401930+07 -.1629450+08 
~··.··········_fi •......... " ........... _ ............. 
1077 .11 .1629450+08 -.1401930+07 
-N -~ 11 
. 1.0 _·····;·0····· .. ········· .. • 0" ..•........ . ........• 0 .................... ';'0 ·················-··········389~188· 
-.1237810+08 -.2728960+07 .0 .0 .0 
'859.30'6 ······-1781.58·· ·········391.228····· .... 242365;······ .. ········.2179000+07· 
-.1615850+07 208639. 






.0 .::1 .0 








-391.228 -1781.58' -.2179000+07 242365 • 
.1615850+07 
o .0 .0 .0 .0 1.71156 33.0894 -5.12357 8.49605 -4083.65 1732.55 
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APPENDIX J. CHECK CASES FOR EXTERNAL PROGRAMS 
This Appendix includes a summary of check cases (16) for the 
external . programs : G400/F389 (8) ,.. RIEVA (2) , E927 (1) , Base 
Program·Plot Package (1), APT/PLOT (3), and WABAT (1). They are 











































TABLE Ll, CHECK CASES FOR EXTERNAL PROGRAMS 
Case Dt:scription 
G400 alone operation - bas~line check caGe 
G400 alone operation - blade-mounted pendulums option 
G400 alone operation - higher harmonic control (HHC) and 
rotor impedance options 
G400 alone operation - teetering rotor and rotor impedance 
options 
F389 alone operation - field point induced velocity solution 
option - induced velocities output for RIEVA program 
F389 alone operation - standard circulation solution option -
induced velocities output for G400 program 
Coupled G400/F389 program opera tin - 1 cycle option - uses 
ARES model data and calculates rotor trim, HHC and rotor 
impedances 
Coupled G400/F389 program operation - 2 cycles option 
Operation with far wake variable induced velocity field 
from F389 program 
Operation with far wake uniform induced velocity field 
Aeroelastic. rotor in hover with 4 rotor degrees of freedom 
(12 rotor modes) and 5 hub degrees of freedom (see Ref. 1, 
Table 13, Case 12) 
Output file from Ref. 1, Table 13, Case 11 - isolator model 
Airframe buildup demonstration - nose cone + cylinder 
+ reversed nose cone 
Verification of panel geometry for a typical airframe 
Graphical representation of airframe flow field (uses WABAT 
results as input) 
Typical input employing APT/PLOT file output - calculates 
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